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ERRATA.

Page 8, after line 3, read " And make her like a dry land.'

60, line 9, read " Gibeah " for " Gilead."

72, — 3, read "with us "/or " with him."

122, — 10, read " mountains " for " mountain."

150, — 31, read " Cyrus" for " Cyprus."

173, — 2, read "line" /or "lot."

192, — 3, read " Mount Esau " /or "Esau."

195, — 45, read " bibit" for " libit."

203, — 15, read " one of the most" fur " the most."

237, — 13, read " Cyrus " for " Cyprus."

265, after line 9, read " Even from Egypt to the river."

272, line 4, read " Nahum" for " Micah."

334, — 14, read " the day of anger" for " ajiger."

345, — 4, read "your "/or "their."



GENEEAL PEEFACE.

The Minor Prophets are first mentioned as the Twelve by-

Jesus the Son of Sirach/ Under this designation, they also

occur in the Talmudic tract, entitled Baba Bathra;^ and

Jerome specifies, as the eighth in the second division of the

sacred books of the Jews, The Book of the Twelve Prophets,

which, he says, they call Thereasar.^ Melito, who is the first

of the Greek Fathers that has left us a catalogue of these

books, uses precisely the same language.* That they were

regarded as forming one collective body of writings at a still

earlier period, appears from the reference made by the proto-

martyr Stephen to the Book of the Prophets,^ when quoting

Amos V. 27. The same style is employed by the Rabbins,

who call Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Twelve, the Four

Latter Prophets.'^ They are also spoken of as one book by

* Kai TU)V S 'SeKa Trpo(j)r)TU>i' tci oaTa. dvaOaXoi Ik roii tottov aiiTwv. Ecclus.

xlix. 10.

^ nicy D'20.

3 ^03? nn ; or, as it is generally contracted, "lonn.

* rav 8(o8€Ka iv fiovo^ijiXico.

^ Kadaii yiypanTai ev Bi'/3Xa) twv Trpocl)rjTMV, Acts vii. 42.

D':^^« n'^a: nx'^iN.



IV GENERAL PREFACE.

Gregory Nazianzen, in his poem, setting forth the component

parts of the sacred vohune/

At what time, and by whom they were collected, cannot be

determined with certainty. According to Jewish tradition,

the collection of the sacred books generally is attributed to the

men of the Great Synagogue, a body of learned Scribes, said

to have been formed by Ezra, and continuing in existence till

the time of Simon the Just, who flourished early in the third

century before Christ. In the opinion of many, Nehemiah

completed this collection, by adding to those books which had

already obtained a place in the canon, such as had been written

in, or near his own times.^ If this actually was the case, it

cannot be doubted that he must have availed himself of the

authority of Malachi in determining what books w^ere really

entitled to this distinction ; and this Prophet, who was the last

in the series of inspired writers under the ancient dispensation,

may thus be considered " to have given to the canon the

sanction of Divine approbation. Within a century and a half

afterwards, they were translated into Greek, along with the

rest of the sacred books, and have ever -since obtained an

undisputed place among the oracles of God.

To these twelve prophetical books the epithet " Minor " has

been applied, simply on the ground of their size, compared

with that of those which precede them, and not with any view

^ Miav fiiv (Icriv es ypa<prjv ol AwSeKo'

'Hcrrjh K Aficos, Kal M.i)(aias 6 rpiros,

'ETrel^' 'l<B?)X, elr' 'icovas, 'AjSbias,

Nuouft re, 'A/3/3a/covK re Kal '2o(f)ovLai,

'Ayyalos, flra Za-^apa'uis, MuXa;^ais,

Mi'a fxiv oibs. Curnien xxxiii.

* Kat coy KaTafiuWopevo^ ^l^XcoOijktjv, eniavv7]yay€ ra ireju rwv ^acriKeav

Kai Tvpotp-qrcov, Koi Tci tov AautS, Ka\ tTnaToXai jBaaiXicop Tiepl dva6efxnT(0P.

2 Mace. ii. i;}.



GENERAL PREFACE. V

of detracting from their value, or of representing them as in

any respect inferior in point of authority.

The books are not arranged in the same order in the

Hebrew and Septuagint texts, and in neither is the chronology

exactly observed, as may be seen from the following table,

in which the mean time is assumed as the basis of the cal-

culation :

—

HEBREW.



VI GENERAL PREFACE.

exhibition of the more general aspects of events only, which

are justly regarded as essentially characteristic of prophecy, and

the exuberance of imagery, which was so admirably calculated

to give effect to the oracles delivered by the inspired Seers,

but which to us does not possess the vividness and perspicuity

which it did to those to whom it was originally exhibited,

there are peculiarities attaching more or less to each of the

writers, arising either from his matter, or from the manner of

its treatment, which present difficulties of no ordinary mag-

nitude to common readers, and many that are calculated to

exercise the ingenuity, and, in no small degree, to perplex the

mind of the more experienced interpreter. We are frequently

left to guess historical circumstances from what we otherwise

know of the features of the times, and sometimes we have no

other means of ascertaining their character than what are

furnished by the descriptive terms employed in the predictions

themselves. Though in such cases general ideas may be

collected respecting the persons or things which are presented

to view in the text, yet we want the historical commentary

which would elucidate and give point to its various particulars.

The accounts contained in the books of Kings and Chronicles

are frequently too brief to furnish us with a key to many of

the prophecies which were fulfilled during the period which

they embrace ; while the pages of profane history only

slightly touch, if they touch at all, upon events which the

scope and bearing of the predictions determine to periods

within the range of subjects professedly treated of by its

authors.

Against none of these prophets has the charge of obscurity

been brought with greater appearance of justice than against

Hosea, whose prophecies are obviously, for the most part,
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mere compendia, or condensed notes of what he pnbhcly

dehvered, though preserving, to a considerable extent, the

logical and verbal forms which characterised his discourses.

Besides a profusion of metaphors, many of which are derived

from sources little accordant with the dictates of occidental

taste, we find in his book a conciseness of expression, an

abruptness of transition, a paucity of connecting particles,

and changes in person, number, and gender, to which nothing

equal occurs in any of the other prophets. The visions of

Zechariah also are not without their difficulties ; but these

arise, not from the language, which is remarkably simple in

its character, but from the symbols which represent certain

historical scenes and events.

The period of time within which the authors of the books

flourished, includes the entire prophetic cycle of more than

four hundred years—Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel,

having also lived in it. It is unquestionably the most eventful

in the history of the Hebrews. It embraces the introduction

of image-worship, and that of Phoenicean idolatry, with all its

attendant evils, among the Israelites ; the regicidal murders

and civil wars which shook their kingdom to its centre ; the

corruptions of the Jewish state in consequence of its adoption

of the idolatrous practices of the northern tribes ; the Assyrian

and Egyptian alliances ; the irruption of the Syrian, Assyrian,

and Chaldean armies into Palestine ; the Assyrian and Baby-

lonian captivities; the Persian conquests; the release of the

Jews, and their restoration to their own land ; and the state of

affairs at Jerusalem dming the governorship of Nehemiah.

Upon all these various events and circumstances, the pre-

dictions, Avarnings, threateniugs, promises, and moral lessons,

have, in a multiplicity of aspects, a more or less pointed and
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important bearing. Events subsequent to this period likewise

form the subjects of prophetic announcement—such as the

progress of Alexander the Great ; the successes of the

Maccabees ; the corruptions which prevailed in the last times

of the Jewish state ; the destruction of Jerusalem by the

Romans ; the dispersion, future conversion, and restoration of

the Jews ; and the universal establishment of true religion

throughout the world. Intermingled with these topics, and

giving to each a significance and interest which it could not

otherwise have possessed, are some of the clearest and most

illustrious predictions respecting the Messiah, in his divine

and human, his sacerdotal and suffering, and his regal and

all-conquering character, that are to be found in the Old

Testament.

It is impossible seriously to peruse this collection of pro-

phetical writings without discovering the Omniscient Eye to

which all future events, with the most minute of their

attendant circumstances, are present ; the Omnipotent Arm,

which, in the most difficult cases, secures the accomplishment

of the Divine purposes ; the glorious attributes of Jehovah as

the Moral Governor of the universe, and the special Eriend

and Protector of his people ; the deep depravity of the human

heart ; the multiform phases of moral evil ; and the just

retributions which befal mankind in the present state of exist-

ence. These, and numerous subjects of a kindred nature,

furnish abundance of matter " profitable for doctrine, for

reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness,"

which, while it is able to make " men wise unto salvation,

through faith which is in Christ Jesus," is also admirably fitted

to " make the man of God perfect, throughly furnished unto

all good works." 2 Tim. iii. 15—17.
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The principles on wliicli the Author has proceeded in pre-

paring the present work are the same by which he was guided

in coinposing his Commentary on the Prophet Isaiah. It has

been his great aim to present to the view of his readers the

mind of the Spirit as expressed in the written dictates of

inspiration. With the view of determining this, he has laid

under contribution all the means within his reach, in order

to ascertain the original state of the Hebrew text, and the

true and unsophisticated meaning of that text. He has

constantly had recourse to the collection of various readings

made by Kennicott and De Rossi; he has compared the

renderings of the LXX., the Targum, the Syriac, the Arabic,

the Vulgate, and other ancient versions ; he has consulted the

best critical commentaries ; he has availed himself of the

results of modern philological research ; and he has conducted

the whole under the influence of a disposition to place himself

in the times of the sacred writers— smTounded by the scenery

which they exhibit, and impressed by the different associations,

both of a political and a spiritual character, which they embody.

In all his investigations he has endeavoured to cherish a deep

conviction of the inspired authority of the books which it has

been his object to illustrate, and of the heavy responsibility

which attaches to all who undertake the interpretation of the

oracles of God.

In no instance has the theory of a double sense been per-

mitted to exert its influence on his expositions. The Author is

firmly convinced, that the more this theory is impartially

examined, the more it will be found that it goes to unsettle

the foundations of Divine Truth, unhinge the mind of the

biblical student, invite the sneer and ridicule of unbelievers,

and open the door to the extravagant vagaries of a wild and
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unbridled imagination. Happily the number of those who

adhere to the multiform method of interpretation is rapidly

diminishing ; and there cannot be a doubt, that, in proportion

as the principles of sacred hermeneutics come to be more

severely studied, and perversions of the word of God, here-

ditarily kept up under the specious garb of spirituality and a

more profound understanding of Scriptm^e, are discovered

and exposed, the necessity of abandoning such slippery and

untenable ground will be recognised, and the plain, simple,

grammatical and natural species of interpretation, adopted and

followed.



H S E A.

PREFACE.

Respecting the origin of this prophet nothing is known beyond

what is stated in the title, yer. 1. If, as is now generally agreed,

Jeroboam II. died about the year B.C. 784, and Hezekiah began to

reign about B.C. 728, it would appear from the same verse that

the period of his ministry must have embraced, at the very least,

fifty-six years. To some this has seemed incredible, chiefly on the

ground that his prophecies are comprised within the compass of

fourteen brief chapters. It must be remembered, however, that

the prophets were not uninterruptedly occupied with the delivery

of oracular matter. Sometimes considerable intervals elapsed

between their communications, although there can be no doubt

that, having once been called to the office of public teachers, they

devoted much of their time to the instruction of the people among

whom they lived. Besides, there is no reason for believing that

the contents of the book are all that he ever uttered. They con-

stitute only such portions of his inspired communications respecting

the Israelites, as the Holy Spirit saw fit to preserve for the benefit

of the Jews, among whose sacred writings they were incorporated.

Hosea was cotemporary with Isaiah, Micah, and Amos, and,

like the last-mentioned prophet, directed his prophecies chiefly

against the kingdom of the ten tribes.

B



2 PREFACE TO HOSEA.

From the general tenor of his book, and from the history of the

times contained in the Books of Kings, he manifestly lived in a

very corrupt age. Idolatry, a fondness for foreign alliances, civil

distractions, and vice of every description abounded, the impending

judgments on account of w^hich he was commissioned to announce.

Though he occasionally mentions Judah, yet the entire scene

is laid in the land of Israel, where, there can be little doubt, he

lived and taught.

With the exception of the first and third chapters, which are in

prose, the book is rhythmical, and abounds in highly figurative and

metaphorical langviage. The diction is exceedingly concise and

laconic ; so much so, that Jeronie justly describes him as " com-

maticus et quasi per sententias loquens." The sentences are in

general brief and unconnected ; the unexpected change of person

is of frequent occurrence ; number and gender are often neglected

;

and the similes and metaphors are frequently so intermixed, that

no small degree of attention is required in order to discover their

exact bearing and force. He is more scanty in his use of the

particles than the other prophets, which adds not a little to the

difficulty of interpreting his prophecies. In many instances he is

highly animated, energetic, and sublime. Of all the prophets he

is, in point of language, the most obscure and hard to be un-

derstood.



CHAPTER I.

This chapter contains the inscription, ver. 1 ; a representation of the idolatrous

kingdom of Israel nnder the image of a female, whom the prophet was ordered

to marry, but who should prove false to him, 2, 3 ; and of the punishment with

which it was to be visited, by the symbolical names of the prophet's children,

together with a distinct intimation, that the kingdom of Judah should not be

involved in the same destruction, 4—8. It concludes with a gracious promise

of the joint restoration of all the tribes, and their flourishing condition in the

land of their fathers, subsequent to the Babylonish captivity.

The word of Jehovah which was communicated to Hosea, the son of

Beeri, in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and ITezekiah, kings

of Judah ; and in the daj^s of Jeroboam, the son of Joash, king

of Israel.

The beginning of the word of Jehovah b}^ Hosea. Jehovah said to

Hosea : Go, take thee a lewd woman, and lewd children, for the

1 . The kings here mentioned are those

specified in the inscription to the pro-

phecies of Isaiah, witl\ the addition of

Jeroboam, the son of Joash, commonly
called Jeroboam the Second, to distin-

guish him from the son of Nebat. This

monarch carried on very successful wars

with his northern neighbours, and reco-

vered out of their hands the territories

of which they had taken possession ; but
though thus signally prospered, as an
instrument in the hand of Jehovah, he
was a wicked character, and greatly pro-

moted idolatry in Israel. See 2 Kings
xiv. 23—28.
By "ii'j, word, is meant the prophetic

matter contained in the book, Tims the

Targ. rii<i23 03^3. — n»n is commonly ren-

dered " came" in such connexion, but it

seems preferable to retain its usual sig-

nification, only adding another verb, as

commnidcatcd, imparted, or such like, to

suit the English idiom.

2. 137 is equivalent to IJ'J, and is ren-

dered as a noun in the LXX., Targ., and
Syr, It occurs in the absolute form
'?'!''7, Jer. v. 13, with a similar reference

to inspired matter. Some have attempted

to show from the words rnrr ist nVnn
Sfflinji that Hosea was the first of the

prophets employed to convey Jehovah's

messages to his ancient people ; but
contrary to the import of the words,
wliich merely refer to the commence-
ment of the prophecies of Hosea. For the

use of the preposition 2 in such con-
nexion, see Numb, xii, 2 ; 2 Sam. xxiii.

2. Comp. Iv TTpo(f)^Tats, Heb. i. 1.

The transaction here described, and
that narrated chap. iii. 1, arc clogged
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land hath committed great lewdness, in a state of separation from

Jehovah.

with almost insuporable difficulties; and,

as may be expected, have given rise to

very different modes of interpretation.

By most commentators, the things spe-

cified are considered to have actually

taken place in the outward history of the

prophet. Others, as Abarbanel, Kinichi,

Maimonides, Ruflinus, CEcolampadius,

Marckius, Pococke, and recently Heng-
stenberg, regard the whole in the light

of internal prophetic vision ; while

Calvin, Luther, Osiander, Rivetus, Da-
nseus, Rosenmiiller, Hitzig, and others,

treat it as a species of parabolical repre-

sentation, in which the prophet appropri-

ates to himself imaginary circumstances,

aptly fitted to impress the minds of those

whom he addressed with a sense of their

wickedness, and the punishment to which
it exposed them.

To the last of these opinions it may
justly be objected that the language,
" And Jehovah said to Hosea, Go," &c.
is identical with that used Is. vii. 3, viii.

1, XX. 2 ; Jer. xiii. 1—7, xviii. 1, 2, xix.

;

Ezek. iv. v. xii. xxiv. ; and in many
other passages, which cannot without

violence be understood parabolically.

Not the slightest hint is given, in the

present case, that the circumstances are

fictitious. Besides, it has been observed,

that there is no instance of any of the

prophets ever making himself the subject

of a parable.

The same objection lies with equal

force against the assumption, that the

things described were merel}^ exhibited

internally to the mind of the prophet.

The Divine mandate Avas doubtless in-

ternal ; but there is no intimation that

what follows was in vision, any more
than in the instances above quoted. On
the contrary, it is set forth as real

matter of fact. When internal scenic

representations were granted, the verbs
nm or n«n, to see, are always employed
to describe the experience of the person

who viewed them, which is not the case

here. See Is. vi. ; Jer. xxiv. 1 ; Ezek.

ii. 9—iii. 3 ; Zech. i. 8, ii. iii. &c. Comp.
also the phraseology of the Apocalypse.

We are, therefore, shut up to the

literal interpretation, according to which
the transactions, though symbolical, were

real, and outward in the history of Hosea.
Those, however, who adopt this view,

are not agreed on the subject of the

females specified :—some being of opi-

nion that only one is intended in both

passages; others, two: some, that Comer
was not a lewd character before the

prophet took her, but became such after-

wards ; others, that she was originally

unchaste ; some, as Thomas Aquinas,

that he did not marry her at all, but

merely lived with her as a concubine!

Lyra and Newcome think that nothing

more is meant by " a wife of lewdness,"

than an Israelitess—one of those who
had become guilty of spiritual fornication

or idolatry. The position that Hosea
was commanded to marry an impure
female cannot be sustained, for two
reasons. First, the children were clearly

those afterwards described as born to the

prophet, and are spoken of as lewd as

well as their mother. Secondly, on the

supposition that Gomer had been guilty

of acts of impurity previous to her con-

nexion with the prophet, there would be

no congruity in constituting her a type

of Israel, who is represented as lewd
because she had lapsed into idolatry, in

violation of the marriage contract entered

into at Sinai. See Gesen. Lex. p. 306, 2.

Consistency of interpretation absolutely

requires the adoption of this view of the

subject, as is admitted both by Heng-
stenberg and Hitzig. The objections

otherwise produced by the former of

these authors against the literal character

of the transactions are more specious

than real. Besides being the most ob-

vious and natural, it Jias much to recom-

mend it on the ground of the public

notoriety which infidelity on the part of

the wife of a prophet must have created,

and its aptness to typify the conduct of

the Israelites towards Jehovah. It may
indeed be said, that his marrying a no-

toriously lewd character must have pro-

duced a much greater sensation. True,

but besides the encouragement which it

must have been calculated to give to the

formation of unhallowed and irreligious

connexions, it would not, as was just

observed, have been in accordance with

the design of the transaction, which was,
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So he went and took Gomer, the daughter of Diblaim, and she

conceived, and bare him a son. And Jeliovah said unto him, Call

his name Jezreel ; for yet a little while, and I will avenge the

blood of Jezreel upon the house of Jehu, and will cause the

kino-dom of the house of Israel to cease. And it shall come to

pass in that day, that I will break the bow of Israel in the valley of

Jezreel.

not to represent the character of tlie

Hebrews before the period of their na-

tional reception into alliance with Jeho-

vah, but their conduct as exhibited in the

pages of their subsequent history. The
phrases D'?'!^'! n^n D'didi nffi«, a lewd woman
and leivd children, have the same import,

and are not to be interpreted as if the

mother alone were guilty, and the chil-

dren merely the product of her guilty

conduct. Comp. the phrase sttiQ'!^:, chil-

dren of transgression, i. e. transgressors.

Thus as to sense the Targ. ; and the Syr.

—aJ \.^^ I^ILoo, and children that com-

mit lewdness. Thus also Rosenmiiller.

Both are anticipative as to the relation

of the prophet, though typical of what
had already taken place on the part of

the ten tribes. Viewed as a kingdom
they are represented as a mother ; and
as individual subjects of that kingdom,

they are spoken of as her children. The
plural D'^iD] is emphatic, as D'Q^ ^^

D'OT ffi\^, &c. Comp. D'.oi:} rm, chap. iv.

12, and ii. 4. That they are otherwise

to be identified appears from the use of

ni?, take, which properly applies only to

the female, but here governs both nouns,

as Jerome observes, otto koipov. The
reason of the symbolic action is assigned

at the close of the verse—the atrocious

conduct of the Israelites in renouncing

tlie pure worship of Jehovah, and ad-

dicting themselves to idolatry. Comp.
Lev. xvii. 7; xx. 5, 6 ; Hos. iv. 12.

V"!)^?, the land, is put, by metonomy, for

its inhabitants. The preposition ]P has

here the force of a negative, which
strongly expresses the state of separation

which had taken place.

3. That the names Gomer ani Diblaim

are to be taken symbolically, as Heng-
stenberg interprets, does not appear.

His exposition of them is fanciful, as is

that of Jerome, who takes pretty much
the same view. The use of i'', to him, i. e.

to Hosea, proves that the child was not

of spurious origin. The word is wanting,

indeed, in three of Kennicott's MSS.,

and one of De Rossi's, the Complut.

edition of the LXX., the Itala, and the

Arab.; but the omission in all proba-

bility originated in an attempt to render

the phraseology conformable to that of

verses 6 and 8.

4, 5. '^if^lV., Jezreel, i.e. God will scat-

ter, from i'^ii, to scatter, disperse, as in

Zech. X. 9
i
Targ. ^?ni?P. It was other-

wise the proper name of a city in the

tribe of Issachar, on the brow of the

central valley in the great plain of the

same name, and the royal residence of

Ahab and his successors. It was here

Jehu exercised acts of the greatest cru-

elty, 2 Kings X. 11, 14, 17. These acts

were speedily to be avenged in the ex-

tinction of the royal family, and the

entire cessation of the Israelitish state.

It had been announced to Jehu that his

sons should occupy the throne till the

fourth generation, 2 Kings x. 30. Two
of these generations had passed away by
the time of the prophet'—Jeroboam being

the great grand-sou. In the following

generation, the prediction received its

accomplishment. By the " bow of

Israel" is meant her military prowess,

which was completely subdued by the

Assyrian army. The valley here men-
tioned, afterwards called Esdraelon, was
famous for the battles fought there from

the most ancient times. It consists of

the broad elevated plain which stretches

from the Jordan to the Mediterranean,

near Mount Carmel, and is well adapted

for military operations. Accordingly,

Dr. C. D. Clarke observes, " Jews, Gen-
tiles, Saracens, Christian Crusaders, and
Anti-Christian Frenchmen, Egyptians,

Persians, Druses, Turks, and Arabs,

warriors out of every nation which is

under heaven, have pitched their tents

upon the plains of Esdraelon, and have
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10

And she conceived again, and bare a daughter ; and He said to him,

Call her name Lo-Ruhamah ; for I will no more have mercy

upon the house of Israel, but will utterly take them away. But

1 will have mercy u})on the house of Judah, and Avill save them by

Jehovah their God, and will not save them by bow, nor by sword,

nor by battle, nor by horses, nor by horsemen.

And she weaned Lo-Ruhamah, and conceived, and bare a son.

And He said, Call his name Lo-Ammi ; for ye are not my people,

and I will not be yours. Nevertheless the number of the children

of Israel shall be as the sand of the sea, which can neither be

measured nor numbered ; and it shall be, that instead of its having

beheld tlie various banners of tbeir

nations wet with the dews of Tabor and
Hermon." It was, therefore, natural

tliat the Israelites should endeavour to

make a stand against the Assj^rians in

this valley ; but being overpowered by
numbers were obliged to succumb to the

enemy. Of this discomfiture, and the

consequent dispersion of the ten tribes,

the name of the prophet's son Avas sym-

bolical.

6, 7. norn «'?, Lo-Ruhamah, i. e. nn-

pitied. ) %3 elsewhere signifies to

forgive ; and were the verb preceded by
the copulative % it might be so rendered

here, only supplying the negative ^
from the ])receding clause; but as '3, hut,

exchules such repetition, the phrase must

be rendered as in the translation. LXX.
dvTLTaa-iJonivos avTLrd^o^iai avrols. Syr.

^Ojil^ |j1 "^iii. "^Aa^. Vnlg.

ohl'wione obliriscor eorum—reading Ni:?^,

which is found in De Rossis MS. 596, at

fii-st hand, instead of «-a3. The kingdom
of Israel was never more to be restored,

though, in conjunction with the Jews,

the scattered Israelites were to return to

Canaan after the Babylonish captivity,

ver. 11. It was to be very different

with the Jewish power. Though like-

wise attacked, and threatened with utter

extinction by Sennacherib, they were

mercifully delivered by a divine inter-

position, without all human aid. And
though they were afterwards carried

away to Babylon, their civil polity was
restored, which was not the case w-itli

the Israelites, nortn, war, stands ellip-

tically for HDnbg '^pbi, warriors.

8. The mention here made of the

weaning of Lo-Ruhamah, seems designed
rather to fill up the narrative, than to

describe figiu-atlvely any distinct treat-

ment of the Israelites.

9. '•'??'><'?, ho Ammi, i.e. Tiot my people,

further sets forth the rejection of the ten

tribes by Jehovah. Nothing could have
been better calculated to make an im-
pression upon the minds of his country-

men, tlian for tlie prophet thus to give

to one child after another a name strongly

significant of the disastrous circumstances

to which they shoidd be reduced. Instead

of DD^ n^ni<-x7, / will iiot he yours, i. e.

your God, Iloubigant and Newcome
would read D3'n7« «"?, I am not your God:
but though the antithesis is common, it

admits of an ellipsis, just as In Ezek.
xvl. 8, there is an ellipsis of niL'^b. Comp.
Ps. cxviii. 6. The MSS. and versions

exhibit no variation.

10. 11. These verses contain a gra-

cious promise of the recovery of the

descendants of the Israelites, along with

those of their brethren the Jews, at the

termination of the Babylonish captivity.

Though entirely and for ever broken up
as a distinct kingdom, yet, during the

period of their residence in the regions

of the East, whither they were to be
transjiorted, they should greathnnulliply,

and afterwards be re-instated in the pri-

vileges of adoption, as members of the

theocras5% The eleventh verse teaches

the reunion of all the tribes, and their

return under Zerubbabel to their own
land. That this prince Is meant by the

nnssffiN^, one head, must be maintained,

since the Messiah, who is by many sup-
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been said to thera, Ye are not my people, it shall be said to

11 them, Ye are the children of the living God. Then shall the

children of .Tudah, and the children of Israel, be gathered together,

and they shall appoint for themselves one head, and shall come up

12 out of the land. For great shall be the day of .Tezreel. Say ye

unio your brethren, Ammi ; and to your sisters, Runamah.

posed to be intended, is nowhere spoken

of as appointed by men, but always as

the choice and appointment of God.
pi?, land, signilies, in this connexion, the

country of Babylon, not excluding those

other regions of the East in which the

descendants of the difTerent tribes were

found, 'i^'n'.!, Jezreel, is obviously used

here in a diiierent acceptation from that

in which it is taken ver. 4. That of

sowing is alone appropriate. Illustrious

should be the period when the tribes

should again be sown in their own

countrj^ Comp. chap. ii. 22, 23; Jer.

xxxi. 27.

The principle on which part of ver.

10, and chap. ii. 23, are quoted, Rom.
ix. 2o, 26, and 1 Pet. ii. 10, seems to be

that of analogy. As God had taken

pity upon the ten tribes, who had become
heathens, as it respects idolatrous and
other practices, so he had pitied the

Gentiles who had been in the same cir-

cumstances. What was said of the one

class was equally descriptive of the

other.

CHAPTER II.

The prophet proceeds in this cliapter to apply the symbolical relation described in

the preceding. He calls the Israelites to reform their wicked conduct, 1, 2

;

threatens them with a series of calamities, the efTect of which should be their

repentance and return to the service of Jehovah, 3—15; and promises a

gracious restoration to his favour, and the enjoyment of security and prosperity

in their own land, 16—23.

Contend with your mother, contend ;

For she is not my wife,

Neither am I her husband :

That she may remove her lewdness from her face,

And her adulteries from between her breasts.

1, 2. The individual members of the

Israelitish state are here summoned to

urge upon their nation the consideration

of its wickedness in having departed

from God. Of these the nation of the

ten tribes was the ess, mother. Cocceius,

Dathe, Kuinoel, and Ruckert, render '3,

that, and interpret : Argue the point

with your nation, and show her that in

consequence of her wicked conduct all

relations between us have ceased. The
causal signification of the conjunction,

however, seems preferable. The words
which it introduces form -i narenthesis

;
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Lest I strip lier naked,

And set her as in the day when she was born,

And make her as the desert,

And cause her to die with thirst.

Upon her chiklren I will have no mercy,

For they are lewd children.

Because their mother hath committed lewdness,

Their parent hath acted shamefully ;

For she said : I will follow my lovers,

That give me my bread and my water,

My wool and my flax, my oil and my wine.

and ipnijwhicli, though future, is to be ren-

dered potentially : ihat she may remove,

connects with il'"], contend ye. The 1 is,

as frequently, to be taken reXiKw?. The
repetition of 'iTT is emphatic, as ducite

in Virgil :

—

" Ducite ab urbe domum, mea carmina,

ducite Daphnin."

By D''Bte«5') D'?^3], fornications and adid-

teries, are meant the tokens or indications

of lewd character:—boldness of counte-

nance, and an immodest exposure of the

breasts. Both forms are reduplicate, to

express the enormity of the evil. What
the prophet has in view is the reckless

and unblushing manner in which the

Israelitish nation practised idolatry. The
LXX. have read '3QQ, "from my face;"

improperly in this connexion, though a

similar phrase occurs elsewhere.

3. A striking accumulation of syno-

nymous denunciations for the purpose of

desciibing the state of complete desti-

tution to which the idolatrous Israelites

would be reduced by the infliction of

divine judgments. They should be

placed in circumstances analogous to

those in which they had originally been

in Egypt. Comp. Ezek. xvi. 4; xxiii.

25, 26, 28, 29. For "i3TO comp. Jer. ii. 6.

4. Individuals might expect that they

would escape, and not be treated as the

nation in its collective capacity ; but

Jehovah here declares, that he would

treat them according to the demerits of

their individual wickedness. For '3a

D''2i3i comp. ni'3i3] nV, ch. i. 2. The
second noun is, as frequently, used ad-

jectively.

5. '3, since or because, and ]il, there-

fore, ver. 8, correspond to each other,

the former marking the protasis, the

latter the apodosis. The second '3 in-

troduces parenthetically an illustration

of the statement made at the beginning
of the verse, n^in is the feminine par-

ticiple of rnrr, to conceive, be pregnant.

Comp. Tilin, Song iii. 4, According to

the Jewish exegesis, 'lin, Gen. xlix. 26,

is used of male progenitors. The Targ.

and Jarchi suppose teachers to be here

meant ; but the term is merely a syno-
nyme of «, mother, in the preceding

hemistich. Interpreters are not agreed
respecting the rendering of najnin. In
most instances in which the word occurs

it certainly has the transitive significa-

tion ; but here the intransitive seems
more appropriate. Comp. Jer. vi. 15,

where it is explained by ito5? TxypSry '3.

Comp. also TE^n, ^•\r^, I'vpn, as Hiph. in-

transitives. The paragogic n in n3b«,

elongating the future, is expressive of a

decided purpose, desire, or bent of mind

;

it is my settled determination to follow

those who richly supply my wants in

return for my religious services. D'an^o,

lovers, which is here emploj^ed meta-
phorically to denote idols, is seldom used
except in a bad sense. This interpretation,

which is that of Joseph Kimchi and
Abarbanel, is more in keeping with the

symbolical character of the prophecy,

than that suggested by the Targ. p?
p2« i^Qi, which takes the word in the

sense of idolaters, or idolatrous nations,

such as Assyria, &c. Comp. as strictly

parallel, Jer. xliv. 17—19. The lan-

guage indicates complete alienation of
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6 Therefore, behold ! I will hedge up thy way with thorns,

And will raise a wall, that she may not find her paths.

7 And she shall eagerly pursue her lovers, but she shall not overtake

them
;

And shall seek them, but shall not find them :

Then shall she say : I will go and return to my first husband,

For it was better with me then than now.

8 Because she knew not that it was I that gave her

The corn, and the new wine, and the oil

;

And furnished her abundantly with silver and gold,

Which they made into images of Baal

:

9 Therefore I will take back my corn in its time,

heart from Jehovab, the only giver of

all good, and a blind confidence in, and
devotion to the service of idols. The
articles specified comprehend both the

necessaries and the luxnries of ancient

Hebrew life. ]'Q'^, oil, is much in use

among the Orientals, both in its simple

state, and as compounded with otiier in-

gredients. It is specially applied as

ointment to the body after bathing.

Comp. Psalm xxiii. 5 ;
Prov. xxi. 17.

'ij?© denotes here all kinds of artificial

drink, being used in distinction from

water. The Aldine edition of the LXX.
reads o ohos fj-ov ; but the usual reading

is Txdvra oaa jioi KadrJKei, with which
the Targ. and Syr. agree. The word
occvn-s, Ps. cii. 10; Prov. iii. 8; and is evi-

dently derived from n|7^ ; Arab. ^Ljj
;

Eth. |*I*I>P: to make to drink, to

water.

6. For ^ in TjSin the LXX. Arab, and
Syr. read n-, but most likely in order to

produce uniformity in the use of the

affix. The metaphor here employed is

borrowed from the condition of a tra-

veller whose progress is interrupted by a
hedge thrown across his path, or who
can no longer pass through the gap of

an enclosure which used to be in his

Avay ; and who is consequently reduced
to straits and difficulties. 'J'urned out

of his accustomed course, he is bewil-

dered, and strives in vain to extricate

himself. Comp. Job xix. 8; Lam. iii.

7, 9. nni3, a ivall, is pointed irjia, in

the editions of J. H. Michaelis, and Jahn,

and this punctuation Hengstenberg at-

tempts, without success, to defend. The
wall means the external hindrances which
the captivity interposed between the ten
tribes and the objects of their idolatrous

attachment.

7. Convinced by bitter experience of
the folly of idolatry, the Israelites would
renounce it, and return to the service of
Jehovah. nD^"i is intensive, and expresses
the ardour of the pursuit. The Van in

!TY?¥'!! marking the apodosis, points out
the consequence or result of the failure

—a resolution to turn from idols to serve

the living God. It miglit be rendered
so that, but not in order that, as Manger
proposes, i^, tlien, designates the period
previous to the apostasy of the ten tribes,

when in reward for external obedience,
they enjoyed temporal blessings. Thus
the Targ. ;??p V''°7P.: «f?^? T^'B i? ') 2t? nw

8, 9.
I
and p^ at the beginning of

these verses stand in the same relation

to each other as '? and pi, verses 5th
and 6th. Before iir» supply ittJN, Ey
''i''2, Baal, the prophet means " images
of Baal," the singvdar being used col-

lectively for the plural. Comp. ch. viii.

4, where D'?i*!?, idols, correspond to 'ts'^

in the present case. Hitzig would re-

strict i^'«, understood, to ani, gold, sup-
posing the golden calves set up at

Bethel and Dan to be meant; but, as it

does not appear that the name of Baal
was ever applied to them, his interpre-

tation is groundless. See chap. viii. 4
;

which also clearly proves that by '^Vt> ifey;

we are not to understand the consecration
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And my new wine in its season ;

And I will recover my wool and my flax,

Designed to cover her nakedness.

10 And now I will expose lier vileness before her lovers,

And none shall deliver her out of my hand.

of the silver and gold to the service of

Baal, but the actual conversion of these

precious metals into images of that idol,

or at least into plating with which to

cover such as were made of wood.

2 Chron.xxiv. 7, to which Seeker appeals

in favour of the former meaning of the

phrase, is also to be so understood. The
rendering of Gesenius, " which they

offered to Baal," is equally objectionable

;

the phrase ) nu)», when thus used, being

referred to sacrificial victims. Targ.
«ni3?p^ 113^ n\m. Hengstenberg attempts

to support the position that consecration

is meant; but his reasons are altogether

futile. The very passage which he quotes

as parallel (Ezek. xvi. 17, 18,) is directly

opposed to his exegesis of the phrase.

Baal was perhaps the most ancient of

all the gods worshipped in the East. He
was, according to Dr. Miinter, the re-

presentative of the sun, the generative

power in the eastern mythology, and
had associated with him Astarte, the

female power, which was viewed as re-

presenting the moon. Gesenius, how-
ever, is of opinion, that under these

names the planets Jupiter and Venus
were worshipped. See on Isaiah xvii.

8. From the frequency with which his

name occurs in compound Phoenician

names, as Hannibal, Hasdrubal, &c., the

worship of Baal appears to have been
common among that people ; and from
them, especially the Tyrians, it was
borrowed by the Israelites. Mention is

made of this idolatry in the time of the

Judges, see chap. ii. 11, 13 ; iii. 7 ;

vi. 25 ; it became prevalent even in

Judah in the days of Ahaz ; and, though
abolished by the pious king Josiah, was
revived by Manasseh. In Israel it ra-

pidly gained ground after the intro-

duction of the worship of the golden
calves by Jeroboam, and reached its

height in the reigns of Ahab and Hoshea.
The verb 3ittj, to return, turn back, is

frequently used adverbially. So here

'''77S'': -^^^^j I ^'^^ again talce away, or

take back, i. e. deprive of. The meaning
is, that instead of reaping the fruits of

the earth, &c. as they expected at the

usual season, they should be trodden

down, consumed, or taken away by the

Assyrian army under Shalmaneser.

Jehovah vindicates his right to the

various articles specified, because they

had been bestowed by his providence

;

calling them his, with obvious refei'ence

to ver. 5, in which Israel had called

them hers. The land and all it con-

tained were specially his. "J^J; Arab.

(J.Aa), liberatus fuit, expresses the idea

of rescuing or recovering what was un-

justly held. The "J in niDD"? denotes end
or purpose, and is quite in its place ; so

that there is no necessity,with Houbigant,

Dathe, Horsley, Newcome, Boothroyd,

and others, to change it into Q, out of

deference to the LXX. who render tou

firj KoXvTTTeiV.

10. rabio occurs only in this place,

but is obviously equivalent to n^?, atro~

cious, shameful, detestable wickednesn.

Targ. njb^, her shame, LXX. ttjv aKad-

apaiav avrfjs; Syr. (TLA£0ia3) nudatio

in malum, pudenda. Castel. ; Arab.

\j§jtf-^ her nakedness. Occurring in

immediate connexion with the preceding
Trr\V, nudity, it conveys the superadded

idea of obscenity, i. e. by metonomy, the

results or consequences of idolatrous

conduct, a complete destitution of all

the necessaries of life. Comp. Jer. xiii.

26 ; Nah. iii. 5. This exposure was to

be made in the very presence of the

idols which Israel had served, none of

which should be able to afford deliver-

ance. By a prosopopoeia, the idols are

first endowed with the faculty of vision,

and then their utter imbecility is stri-

kingly set forth, ic'^, not only signifies

man, but any one, and is frequently used

of inanimate objects. In connexion

with «'', it signifies none.
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11 And I ^vill cause all her joy to cease ;

Her festivals, her new moons, and her sabbaths,

And all her appointed assemblies.

12 I will also lay waste her vines and her fig-trees,

Of which she said : They are my hire

Which my lovers have given me :

I will turn them into a forest,

And the beasts of the field shall devour them.

13 I will avenge upon her the days of the Baals,

On which she burned incense to them ;

And decked herself with nose-rings and trinkets,

And followed her lovers,

And forgat me, saith Jehovah.

11, 12, explain the denouncement
made ver. 10. The country was to be
desolated by the invading armies, and
all the festivities and seasons of religious

observance were to cease. The different

terms here employed are those by which
the seasons of worship, &c. appointed

by Jehovah in the Mosaic law, are de-

signated ; but it is not hence to be in-

ferred that such were observed according

to his appointment. The Israelites pro-

fessed to worship him, but, at the same
time, served other gods. While from
liabit they continued to keep them as

portions of time unappropriated to the

ordinary occupations of life, they were
doubtless converted into seasons of carnal

indulgence. The nouns are those of

multitude, and must be rendered in the

plural. |E:, and n:^ri, are likewise to be

taken as collectives, or rather, as Horsley

suggests, plantations of vines and fig-

trees. These should be left uncultivated

on the removal of the inhabitants into

foreign regions. Comp. Is. v. 6 ; vii.

23, 24. ™n^», like ]\T^i*, is used only of

the hire of a harlot, and is peculiarly

appropriate in this connexion. Thus

Tanchum on chap viii. 9 :

—

jJajo Lc »i&

(Jj<srl ,-o iKAildJ- Comp. Is. xxiii.

17, 18. The wild beast is here to be

taken literally, and not figuratively, as

Abarbanel does,—supposing the heathen

invaders to be meant.

13. D>>MrT, fhe Baals, i. e. the idols
which they had set up to Baal in the
cities and different parts of the country,
as well as in their private houses. Hence
the names Baal-Gad, Baal-Hermon,
Baal-meo7i, &c. By 'bran 'p'-nw, are
meant the days specially devoted to the
celebration of idolatrous rites. To cause
grateful odours to ascend from the altars,

was considered peculiarly acceptable to
the objects of worship. It appears to

have originated partly in the gratification
afforded by agreeable smells, and partly
in the custom of burning perfumes in
rooms, &c. with a view to purify them
from noxious vapours. dt; and n;'?rT

appear to be employed here to denote
female ornaments generally ; though
strictly taken, the former commonly sig-

nifies such rings as the oriental females
wear in the nostril. See on Is. iii. 21.
n;"?!!, from nbn, to be smooth, polished;

Arab, jia*-, ornavit mo7iUibus mundove

sua (mulierem,) kAs-, mundo ornata,

denotes a trinket, necklace, or the like.

According to Firuzabad : <J0

LH^lwJ^l c^JUa^

u

ur*

quodcunque ornamentnm vel e metallis

conjlatum, vel e lapidibits pretiosis con-
feclum. Rosenm. ; the Syr. and Targ.
have pearls. That courtezans decked
themselves with the most costly orna-
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14

15

Nevertheless, behold ! I will allure her,

And, though I lead her mto the desert,

Yet I will speak soothingly to her.

And I will grant her her vineyards from thence,

And the valley of Achor for a door of hope :

And she shall sing there, as in the days of her youth,

Even as in the day when she came up from the land of Egypt,

ments tliey could command is mentioned

by Juvenal, Sat. vi.:

—

" Mcechus foliata parantur
;

Emitui- his quicquid gracilis hue mit-

titis Indi."

The prophet has in view the gay orna-

ments in which the Israelites decked
themselves on idolatrous holidays. Tiieir

entirely abandoning themselves to the

service of idols, and their dereliction of

the God of their fathers, are brought

forward at the conclusion of this de-

scription of their conduct, in order to

heighten the aggravation of their guilt,

and render the announcement of the

kindly disposition of Jehovah towards

them, at the beginning of the following

verse, the more surprising.

14. p5 cannot with any propriety be
rendered "therefore" in this connexion,

if the following words are to be regarded

as piomissor)' of good, and not as con-

taining a further threatening of punish-

ment. And that they are to be so

regarded, the subsequent context suffici-

ently shows. This particle must therefore

possess the force of the Ai*ab. JsJ,

verumtamen, hut yet, notwithsfandinc/,

nevertheless. It thus marks the unex-
pected transition from threats to promises,

as Is. vii. 14; x. 24; xxvii. 9; xxx. 18,

et freq.— nns, of which rrncp is the

Piel participle, signifies to open, he open,

easily persuasible ; hence in Piel, both

in a good and a bad sense, to persuade,

allure, prevail upon by suitable induce-

ments. It is here necessarily to be taken
in the sense of inducing or gaining over
to that which is good, by the use of

soothing and persuasive means, as the

concluding words of the verse '•ril^l'i

mVby abundantly prove. As the Israelites

were to be forcibly removed from their

land by the king of Assyria, there is a

singular want of propriety in assigning

to \ in n'robhi, its usual copulative

power. It is obviously to be understood

exceptively, or as introducing a kind of

parenthetical sentence, expressive of

what was to take place in the history

of the ten tribes previously to their con-

version from idolatry; and which, though
it might seem severe, was indispensable

for the attainment of that object. For
this signification of i, see Ruth ii. 13

;

1 Sam. i. 5 ; Eccles. ix. 16; Mai. ii. 14
;

and other instances in Noldius, No. 46.

Bauer thinks the desert between Assyria

and Judea is meant, through which the

Israelites were to be conducted on their

release : Doderlein, Theol. Biblioth.

explains it of Judea itself, at that time
desolate and waste. I imagine the

country of Babylon is intended. Je-

hovah is here said to do what he
would employ the Assyrians in doing.

For the phrase ij? ''5? "is'i, see Is. xl. 2.

When reduced to circumstances of af-

fliction fn the countries of the East,

whither they were to be carried, Jehovah
declares that he would administer con-
solation to them ; holding out to them
the cheering prospect of restoration, on
their repentance, to their native land.

15. The Israelites had altogether for-

feited their possessions ; nor could they

acquire a new right to them except in

the way of a fresh grant from the Lord.

This grant he here promises them, as

he had of old promised Canaan to their

fathers when in the wilderness. D^p,

thence, means, returning from the wilder-

ness; just as HQ® indicates the home-
ward direction of the exiles. To take
Ditin as a particle of time, which Gesenius
proposes, is less suitable. " The valley

of Achor" lay in the vicinity of Jericho,

and was noted in the sacred history for

the judgment inflicted upon Achan.
Fi'om Is. Ixv. 10, it appears to have been
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16 And it shall be in that day, saitli Jehovah,

That thou shalt call me, Ishi ;

And shalt no more call me, Baalt.

17 For I will take away the names of the Baals from her mouth.

And they shall no more be remembered by their name.

18 And I will make a covenant for them in that day

With the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven,

a fertile and pleasant region ; and on

this account alone it is thought by Calvin,

Zanchius, Rivetus, and others, to be re-

ferred to by our prophet. Most of the

Rabbins, however, and, after them, many
christian interpreters, consider allusion

to be made to the name, which signifies

trouble or molestation, and to this I

incline. This valley had proved very

inauspicious to the Hebrews on their

former entrance into Canaan. They had
been forced to turn their backs before

the native inhabitants, and their hearts

melted, and became as water, Josh. vii.

5, 8, 12, 24, 26. But on their return

from the captivity, the exiles would pass

through it with the undisturbed expec-

tation of a peaceable and joyful occu-

pation of the country. By nijrn nns, a

door of hope, is meant a hopeful entrance

into the holy land.— nn?», the LXX.
Syr. Ai'ab. and Symm. take in the sig-

nification to he liumbied or affiicied ; and
this idea is adhered to by Grotius, who
combines it with that of singing :

'' In-

tellige autem carmen fletus et precum ;"

but that of celebrating the Divine good-

ness in songs of gratitude and joy better

suits the connexion. The n in hqto, as

before observed, indicates the homeward
direction of the exiles—yet not without

special reference to their approach to

the valley of Achor. The point of

comparison, as it respects the singing,

seems to be the Song of Moses at the

Red Sea. As the people then united in

celebrating the goodness of Jehovah
displayed in their deliverance, so should

the returning Israelites do, on again

taking possession of their native land.

16, 17. The word "^n, Baal, had ori-

ginally been used in its unexceptionable

acceptation of husband, and is thus ap-

plied to Jehovah, Is. liv. 5; but as it

had become common in its application

by the Israelites to the heathen deities

which they had worshipped, and besides,

conveyed the idea o? possession and 7-ule,

rather than that of affection, God here

declares that in future he would be

called ffl'«, Ish, the name more usually

employed to express the relation of

husband, and which was not liable to

the same objections :

—

" Sic mihi servitium video, dominamque
paratam,

Jam mihi libertas ilia paterna vale."

Tibullus, lib. ii. Eleg. 4,

Before '«3v, two MSS. the LXX. Aq.
Syr. insert ^\ ; while two MSS., and ori-

ginally seven more, and four printed

editions, omit it after wpn.—D'bi"'^, is not

here to be taken as a plural of excel-

lency, but is used, according to its strict

import, to denote the different images of

Baal worshipped by the Israelites, such

as Baal- Gad, Baal-Ammon, 8ic. Comp.
Exod. xxiii. 13 ; Zech. xiii. 2. The
prophecy was fully accomplished at the

return from the Babylonish captivity.

18. Such should be the security of the

returned exiles under the immediate
care and protection of Jehovah, that

evei'y thing capable of injuring them
should be rendered perfectly harmless.

The irrational animals should be re-

strained, as if under the bond of an
inviolable compact; and the Assyrian
armies should no more attack them.
Some understand the former part of the

verse figuratively—the difterent creatures

there specified denoting men correspond-

ing to tilem in disposition ; but tlie

language is rather to be regarded as

hyperbolical, being merely intended to

heighten the effect. Comp. Job v. 23

;

Ezek. xxxiv. 25. Before i^p^;?, supply
'.'?3, or "'J^fiw, as in chap. i. 7. Targ. ni'^

^'^y..—I? lisujsf is a pregnant phrase,

meaning, I will break and remove awaij

from. 33'C is here expressive of the
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And with the reptiles of the ground

;

The bow, and the sword, and the battle, I will break and remove

from the land,

And will cause them to recline securely.

19 I will also betroth thee to myself for ever ;

I will even betroth thee to myself with righteousness and with

justice,

And with kindness, and with tender compassion.

20 Yea, I will betroth thee to myself with faithfulness

:

And thou shalt know Jehovah.

21 And it shall be in that day.

reclining posture in which the orientals

indulge whenever they are released from

active exertion. At the time predicted

there would be no enemy or danger to

break in upon their repose.

" IpsEe lacte domum referunt distenta

capellse

Uhera, nee magnos metuent armenta

leones.

Ipsa tibi blandos fundent cunahula

flores.

Occidet et serpens, et fallax herba

veneni

Occidet, Assyrium vulgo nascetur

amomum." Virgil, Eclog. iv.

19, 20. ^i:i^« signifies to contract a

matrimonial alliance, and is here spe-

cially selected in order to impress the

minds of the Israelites with a sense of

the distinguished character of the Divine

benignity. Though they had rendered

themselves totally unworthy of his re-

gard, he declares that he would treat

them as if they had never apostatised to

idolatry. He would form a new con-

jugal relation, as with a female in her

virgin state. The triple repetition of

the verb expresses intensity of desire,

and gives the strongest assurance to the

party to which the promise is made.

D^w"?, for ever, is to be taken as Gen.

xlii. 15; Exod. xxxii. 13; Is. xxxv. 10.

The several particulars here enumerated

further discover, by the amplification

which they form, the great kindness of

Jehovah to his people. By "righteous-

ness" and "justice," is meant every

equitable obligation which God could

be expected to place himself under in

the new conjugal relation—all that the

Israelites could possibly expect in the

way of supply from their Divine pro-

tector. To these, however, are added
" kindness," and " tender compassion,"

which express the strong internal affec-

tion from which the former should pro-

ceed, and the high degree of interest

which God would take in his recovered

people. To remove every doubt from

their minds, he crowns the whole by a

gracious assurance that his engagements
should be " faithfully" performed. D'on"],

TO. (TTTkayxva, lit. the bowels, but com-
monly employed figuratively to denote

tender aflfection or love. Horsley's in-

terpretation of the terms in application

to our Saviour, is, like most of his

exegesis, in the highest degree fanciful,

being totally unsupported by the scope

and connexion of the passage. The
knowledge of Jehovah here predicated

is not speculative, or a bare intellectual

acquaintance with his character, but ex-

perimental, or that which results from

the actual enjoyment of his love. Instead

of nin^-iS!, twenty-six MSS., originally

thirteen more, now two, and perhaps

other two, two editions, supported by the

Vulg., read rnn; '?« '3, i. e. they shall

know that I am Jehovah.

21, 22. One of the most beautiful

instances of prosopopoeia to be found in

Scripture. Conip. the address to the Nile

in Tibullus, lib. i. Eleg. vii. ver. 25 :

—

" Te propter nuUos tellus tua postulat

inibres,

Arida nee pluviosupplicat herba Jovi."

While second causes have here their
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22

23

I will respond, saitli Jehovah,

I will respond to the heavens,

And they shall respond to the earth,

And the earth shall respond to the corn, and the new wine, and

the oil,

And they shall respond to Jezreel.

For I will sow her for myself in the land,

And will have mercy upon Lo-Ruhamah,

And will say to Lo-Ammi, Thou art my people
;

And they shall say, My God !

appropriate place allotted to them, as so

many connected links in the chain of

Divine Providence, the sovereign in-

fluence of the Great First Cause is

strongly asserted by the emphatic repe-

tition of n:?^, I will respond to, or answer.

It must, however, be observed, that this

verb does not occur the first time in one

of Kennicott's MSS. ; it has originally

been wanting in another of De Rossi's
;

and is omitted in the LXX. Syr. and

Arab. One of De Rossi's MSS. omits

rrrr. dm: n3SM entirely; and anothei-, the

second nWM originally.— ^^Xi Je%reel^

here means that ivhicli God hath sown,

i. e. his people whom he had scattered,

but whom he would again restore to

their native soil. Comp. chap. i. ver. 4,

and 11.

23. 1 is causal, introducing a decla-

ration which is designed to account for

the appropriation of the name Jezreel at

the end of the preceding verse. The
metaphor is agricultural. Tiie rest of

the verse contains a repetition of what
is promised, chap. i. 10.

CHAPTER III.

This chapter contains a new symbolical representation of the regard of Jehovah

for his people, and of their condition at a period subsequent to their re-establish-

ment in Canaan at the return from Babylon. The prophet is commanded to

become reconciled to Gomer, though she had proved unfaithful to him, as

predicted chap. i. 2, ver. 1. He obeys the command, and purchases her from

the individual with whom she was living in adultery, but stipulates that she was

to wait for a lengthened period before she could be restored to the enjoyment of

her conjugal rights, 2, 3. In the two last verses, the symbohcal proceeding is

explained of a long period during which the Hebrews were to live without the

celebration of their ancient rites, and at the same time be free from all idolatrous

practices. The direct prediction respecting their conversion to the Messiah,

ver. 5, clearly proves, that their condition during the present dispersion is

intended.
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And Jehovah said unto me : Go again, love a woman beloved by

a friend, yet an adulteress, according as Jehovah loveth the children

of Israel, though they have turned to other gods, and love grape

cakes. So I bought her to myself for fifteen pieces of silver, and

1. Ti5>, again, obviously refers back to

chap. i. 2. The transaction here com-
manded, bearing so near a resemblance

to what is enjoined in that chapter, has

occasioned nearly the same diversity of

interpretation. To me there appears no

consistent method of explaining it but

that which assumes an identity of the

female here specified with Gomer, whom
the prophet had previously married.

For, first, such construction is absolutely

required by the analogy. It was Israel

that stood in the relation of wife to

Jehovah from first to last. No other

nation was admitted to the same relation.

Secondly, the female is one already

married, but who had proved unfaithful

;

which was precisely the case with Israel.

Thirdly, except she had been the pro-

phet's own wife, who had become un-

faithful to him, there would be no point

in comparing his love to her with that

borne by Jehovah to idolatrous Israel.

Fourthly, a command to love the wife of

another man, who, notwithstanding her

infidelity was still attached to her, would

be totally repugnant to every idea of

moral justice and propriety. Lastly, the

command is not Hi?, take, as in the

former instance, chap. i. 2, the usual

formula by which marriage is expressed;

but 3rr«, love, i. e. renew thy kindness to

her; receive her back into thy house

and make kind provision for her. This

view of the passage is decidedly adopted

by Ewald in his Propheten des Alien

Bundes, recently published.

The words riD«:m yn nnn« nffi« in« tjb,

are equivalent to, " Go, love thy wife, to

whom, though an adultress, thou art

attached;" but the indefinite form rri'x,

a wife, is purposely selected, instead of

Tinir'«, thy wife, in order to intimate the

state of separation in which they lived.

For the same purpose T\, a friend or

companion, is vised, and not ntt!i'N, her

husband ; it being here employed not so

much as a term of endearment, as indi-

cating that, whatever might be his dis-

position towards her, they were not living

on the same terms as formerly. Comp.
for this acceptation of '^., Jer. iii. 26.

The LXX. mistaking the word for T\,

evil, and taking ninx for the Benon. ri2n'«,

render dyairaaav irovqpa ; for which the

Syr. has jVc^^i^ Ut^NV U^^F

I
A a'-' '^. an adidterous woman who

loveth. evil things. The words nanxp

"W nirr, are to be connected with ri3n^«

5?1, and not with irrj?. The kind feeling

of the prophet towards his faithless

wife corresponded, as a type, to the

love of God towards the idolatrous

Israelites. The sentence just quoted in

part, as well as the words C'ribs-"?.^ wzb

D'l™, form only two out of numerous
instances in which Hosea uses the lan-

guage of the Pentateuch, as Havernick
has shown in his Handbuch der histor',-

crit. Eirdeit. in das A. T. 1 Theil. 2 Ab-
theil. p. 608. D'i35? 'xp'^tiN, have been

variously interpreted. LXX. irkimaTa

fxerd crTa(f)[8os or (TTa<pL8a)P, baked meats

with raisins. Aq. renders the former

word by TraXata, evidently reading 'VP'^2.

According to the Hexap. Syr. Theod.

adopts the same rendering : ag^^N^N

I'-^YS^ xvS^ Symm. aKapirovs; Vulg.

vmacia uvarum;
;

Syr. liv^]^ l-^«i^?

placenta uvis passis condita. Junius,

Tremellius, and others, have flagons of
wine, as in our common version. The
word ^'C'ttiN is employed by Jonathan in

his Targ. on Exod. xvi. 31, to express

the meaning of ri'n''DS, aflat cake. The
most probable derivation is from iiJ^P^, to

2)ress, compress ; and the meaning will

be, pressed cakes of dried grapes. Such
cakes are highly esteemed in the East,

on account of their sweet taste, and
doubtless formed part of the oflferings

presented to idols, and afterwards eatea

at idolatrous feasts.

2. Because the purchase of wives was
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3 for an homer and an half of barley. And I said unto her : Thou

shalt remain for me many days ; thou shalt not commit lewdness,

4 nor become any man's : and I also will remain for thee. For the

children of Israel shall remain many days without a king, and

not uncommon, as it still is, in eastern

countries, (See Michaelis on tlie Laws of

Moses, Art. LXXXV.; Grant's Nesto-

rians, p. 214; Perkins's Eight Years in

Persia, p. 236,) most expositors have

supposed that such a transaction is in-

tended in this place. The fact, however,

that the price here specified, one half in

money, and the other half in grain, was
the exact amount of what was allowed

for a female slave, Exod. xxi. 32, induces

the belief that the payment was made
by the prophet for the liberation of his

own wife, who had become the property

of the person with whom she had been

living in adultery. The sum was too

parsimonious to have been given as a

dowry. The signification of buying as

attaching to htd, is sufficiently esta-

blished by Deut. ii. 6, and Job xl. 30,

and the use of the Arab.
\J,

Conj.

and viii., conduxit rem, LXX. IfXL-

adaaafirjv. Hengstenberg's attempt to

explain it here of digging, in the sense

of boring the ear in token of a state of

slavery, is unsuccessful. A '^n^, lethek,

according to the Rabbins, contained

fifteen seahs, or half an homer. Theod.
yojiop dX(f)iTcov; Symm. 6v\aKos Kpidav;

but the other Greek versions, rjfXLKopov,

half a cor, which was equal to an
homer. The LXX. unaccountably have
vejSfX o'ivov. The repetition of O'liT, is

not ruiusual in Hebrew, but the abbre-

viated form of expression is better

English.

3. 3©; properly signifies to sit, but
likewise to dwell, remain, &c. ''3i.n n'j

explains its meaning here to be a re-

fraining from all cohabitation with others.
''"?, and '^;'JN, are correlates ; and '3« CTi

forms an antithesis ;
" while I, on the

other hand," &c. As the wife of the

prophet was to continue for a long time

in a state of separation equally from
paramours and from her husband, and
he was likewise to form no connexion
with any other woman, so the Israelites

should long live without serving either

false gods or Jehovah ; while, on his

part, he would enter into no national

relationship to any other people. This

application of the symbol is distinctly

marked by '3, and by the resumption of

2©^, ver. 4. The choice of the fuller

preposition "^N, in '^^^«, in preference to ),

seems designed to express the strength

of affection with which the symbolical

female was still to be regarded ; conse-

quently the powerful inclination of the

Lord towards his unfaithful people.

4. This verse describes a period of

gi-eat length, during which the Israelites

were to have no civil polity, either under

regal or princely rule ; no sacred sacri-

fice ; no idolatrous statue ; no mediating

priest ; and no images or tutelary deities.

This period cannot be that of their dis-

persion previous to the return from
Babylon ; for the restoration of the wife

of the prophet prefigvu*ed the restoration

which took place on that return, agree-

ably to chap. ii. 19, 20, 23. It is true

that when they were brought back
along with the Jewish exiles, the Is-

raelites had no more any civil or eccle-

siastical polity of their own ; neither did

tliey relapse into idolatry : but still, as

in common with their brethren, they

were subject to the same political rule,

and offered their sacrifices to Jehovah at

Jerusalem, it follows that the days here

predicted must be those which have suc-

ceeded to the times of the Asmonean
dynasty, or the dispersion consequent
upon the final destruction of Jerusalem.

During the protracted period of more
than eighteen centuries, (D'?l D'P^) they

have been precisely in the circumstances

here predicted—separated from idolaters,

and professedly belonging to Jehovah,
yet never acknowledged by him in a

church relationship. They have neither

had a civil ruler, nor any of the con-
secrated offices and rites of their ancient

econom)^. Tluis Kimchi on the passage,
-jbo n'j id'3 ^^nt nvn la i3n]«uj mb^n "a- en n'^^xi

mttnai "iDn:^ o'l^n moil o b^nic^o -nu n"?!

nrr-iTD-i cn'D'ja— " And these are the days
of our present captivity, for we have
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"without a prince, and without a sacrifice, and witliout a statue, and

without an ephod, and without images. Afterwards the children of

Israel shall return, and shall seek Jehovah their God, and David

neither king nor prince of Israel, but

are under the rule of the nations, even

under the rule of their kings and their

princes." This interpretation, which
alone suits the views furnished of the

subject by the prophet, overturns the

hypothesis of Dr. Grant, that the Nesto-

rian Christians are the remains of the

ten tribes. It cannot properly be said of

them that they have continued D^?") ''o;:,

in a state of separation from God, for they

received the gospel in the earliest ages

of Christianity. Some explain nnj, both

of legitimate sacrifices and of such as

were offered to false gods ; but the

grouping of this term with naijp, a stalue,

as liE«, ephod, following, is with C'Qnn,

terapliim, clearly shows that the prophet
meant the former restrictively. Kimchi
briefly explains: f^'^ ni!JD ]'«i "jn"? nn ['«,

" without sacrifice to God, and without
an image for idolatrous worship." From
the prohibition Lev. xxvi. 1 ; Deut. xvi.

22, and the history, 2 Kings iii. 2 ; xvii.

10; X. 26, 27, it is manifest that ni^jp

does not stand for altar, as the ancient

versions render it, but denotes a statue

or image of some false deity. Comp.
Micah V. 13. ^telSl, the ephod, was that

part of the high priest's dress which was
worn above the tunic and robe. It con-

sisted of two pieces which hung down,
the one in front over the breast, and
the other covering the back, and both
reaching to the middle of the thigh.

They were joined together on the shoul-

ders by golden clasps, set in precious

stones, and fastened round the waist by
a girdle. In the breast part was the

]^''n, or pectoral, containing the Urim
and Thummim, by which divine responses

were vouchsafed to the Hebrews. Ac-
cording to the Jews, the ephod in its

complete state ceased with the captivity :

for they specify the Urim and Thummim
among the five things with respect to

which the first temple differed from the

second. LXX. Upareia, priesthood,

which I doubt not the Hebrew term was
intended metonymically to denote in this

place. CO'Jiii, the teraphim, were penates,

or household gods. They were used at

a very early period, as appears from the

history of Rachel, Gen. xxxi. 19, 30,

32, 34, 35. Comp. 1 Sam. xix. 13;
2 Kings xxiii. 24 ; Ezek. xxi. 21 ; Zech.

x. 2. That they were not only kept as

tutelary deities, but also consulted for

the purpose of obtaining a knowledge of

future events, appears from several of

the passages just quoted. Hence the

rendering of the LXX. bi'fKav. The
etymology of the word is altogether

uncertain.

5. At a period still subsequent to that

of their existence in the state just de-

sci-ibed, the Israelites (now amalgamated
with the Jews,) are to be converted to

the true worship and service of Jehovah,

under the spiritual reign of our Saviour,

the promised Messiah. To him they

will then submit themselves, and richly

enjoy the blessings of divine grace,

communicated through his mediation.

That Tin, David, here means neither the

royal house of David, nor any human
monarch of that name who is yet to

reign over the Jews, as some have ima-
gined, but the great Messiah himself,

appears evident from Scripture usage.

See Is. Iv. 3, 4 ; Jer. xxx. 9 ; Ezek.

xxxiv. 23, 24 ; xxxvii. 24, 25. As the

name properly signifies 2'he Beloved, it

quite accords with o ciyair-qTos, Matt. iii.

17, and o ij-yaTTTj/xhos, Eph. i. 6. Thus
the Targ. in ii ^n^cnb liynnw), " And
they shall obey Messiah the Son of

David." The following is the Rabbinical

interpretation :—CN «n"cn nd':d p« pD«
rr'tiXD -r\-i xin [n^^Qi] p cxi n^nu? in «"n p.
" The Rabbins say, that He is the king

Messiah ; whether he be of the living,

his name is David, and whether he be
of the slain, his name is David." Be-
rachoth Jerus. in Raym. Martini Pugio
Fidei, fol. 277. See also the Rabbinical

Commentaries on the above passages in

Ezekiel, The use of ?«, in the phrase
nin^-b^ nnoi, and not p, or '3Dp, the

usual form, is intended to show that the

fear here specified is not of the kind

which "hath torment," and which causes

those who are under its influence to

recede from its object, but such fear as
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their king ; and they sliall tremblingly hasten to Jehovah and to

his goodness in the latter da}'.

attracts or induces them to approach to

it. This the addition ihtq b«i, <' and to

his goodness," clearly shows. Comp.
Micah vii. 17. As, however, the idea

of fleeing or hastening from danger is

also implied in verhs signifying to fear,

I have rendered the words so as to

include both. In this way Rabbi Tan-

chum : (—j'cs*. U J<^ (j^ <ull
^'f-'f-^..^

" they shall flee to him for help from all

that may be feared." Comp. Jer. xxxi.

12. LXX. iKaT^aovrai ^tti tw Kvpia
Koi enl rois dyadois avrov. Ewald
renders, unci iverden bcben zu Jahve und

zu seinem Gute, u. s. w. ; and Hitzig

explains, behend in freudiger Erwartung
werden sie herbeieilen. While on the

one hand the Jews, imder the influence

of alarm, shall be excited to flee from

the wrath to come, they shall be attracted

by the display of the divine goodness in

the mediation of Christ, to confide in

Him for all the blessings of salvation.

D^p;n nnnx, the last of the days, i. e. the

days of the Messiah, as the Rabbins

interpret the phrase. See on Is. ii. 2,

where Kimchi says expressly, DV^ ''3

n^iDnrr vnry Kin cti^n nnn.vi laxri)

" wherever it is said, ' In the last of the

days,' it means the days of the Messiah."

CHAPTER IV.

The prophet now addresses himself more directly to the castigation of the flagrant

evils which abounded in the kingdom of Israel during the interregnum which

followed upon the death of Jeroboam, and the reigns of Zechariah, Shallum,

Menahem, and Pekahiah. He calls the attention of his countrymen to tlie

divine indignation, and the causes of it, 1, 2 ; denounces the judgments which

Avere about to be executed upon them, 3 ; describes their incorrigible character,

especially that of the priests, 4—1 1 ; and expatiates on the grossness of their

idolatrous practices, 12— 14. A solemn warning is then given to the members
of the Jewish kingdom not to allow themselves to be influenced by their wicked

example, 15—19.

1 Hear the word of Jehovah, ye children of Israel !

For Jehovah hath a controversy with the inhabitants of the land
;

Because there is no truth, nor kindness, nor knowledge of God in

the land.

1, 2. The initiatory words are those

of Hosea, summoning attention to the

divine message which he was commis-
sioned to deliver, ""lifi®! \2? is equivalent

to ';.S7>p: r\% ch. v. 1 ; '?«w''"£D©, ch. v. 9;

and frequently to ''N^if': and D!']E«; and
all these different epithets are used of
the kingdom of the ten tribes in con-
tradistinction to niirp and ryjfn] m,
which designate the tribes of Judah
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There is nothing but swearing and lying,

And murder, and theft, and adultery

;

They have burst forth,

And blood reacheth to blood.

Therefore shall the land mourn.

And every one that dwelleth in it shall languish ;

With the beasts of the field and the fo^Yls of heaven ;

The fishes of the sea also shall be removed.

Yet let no man contend Avith, nor reprove another

;

For thy people are like those that contend with the priest.

Therefore thou shalt fall by day,

And the prophet also shall fall with thee by night

;

And I will destroy thy mother.

and Benjamin. I'l signifies here ground

of complaint, ov judicial proceeding.

LXX. KplcTis. The wickedness which
abounded is first set forth negatively,

and then positively, under certain items
;

and the infinitive absolute is employed
with great effect, as expressing more
emphatically, by its abstract form, the

heinousness of the evils described. The
force of this I have given in a free

translation. Ewald improperly limits

the signification of the verb p| in this

place to the act of breaking into houses;

but the metaphor seems rather to be

taken from the bursting forth of a torrent,

which, in its progress, spreads wider and
wider, and sweeps all before it. The
plural form D'OT, blood, has also a degree

of emphasis, signifying much bloodshed.

What the prophet means is, that murder
was so common, that no space was left

as it were between its acts. LXX.
aLfiara e(j)' ai^iaai ^layovai. Coverdale,

07ie bloudgiltgnes folowetli another. And
Ritterhusius powerfully in his poetical

metaphrase :

—

" sic sanguine sanguis

Truditur, et scelerum nullus finisve

modusve est."

See 2 Kings xv. ; Micah vii. 2.

3. Comp. Is. xix. 8 ; xxiv. 4 ; Joel i.

10, 12. 'J^OiJ, in the Pulal Conj., is

usually employed after "J?^, in order more
forcibly to describe the calamitous state

of a countr}-. ? here signifies with, ex-

tending to, accompanied by, and includes

what follows in the general predicate.

Comp. Gen. vii. 21. f]ps(, is cognate

with P|^D, and signifies to gather up,

away, hack, take away, as well as simply

to collect together, Zeph. i. 2, 3. LXX.

eKksLipovcnv ; Syr. »a2)a£a* ; Targ.

piin'.— cr^ signifies not only what we
call the sea, but any lesser collection of

water, as pools, and even rivers. See

Is. xix. 5.

4. ^i} is here prohibitory, and not

simply negative, as some have rendered

it. The introduction of the sentence by
T|«, yet, nevertheless, is designed to show
the hopeless character of the persons

spoken of. All reproof on the part of

their friends or neighbours generally

would prove fruitless, seeing they had
reached a degree of hardihood, which
was only equalled by the contumacy of

those who refused to obey the priest,

when he gave judgment in the name of

the Lord, Deut. xvii. 12. The passage

is thus quite plain, and requires no
transposition or emendation of the words

as adopted by Houbigant, Newcome,
and Boothroyd. p3 l?''"}'? is the same as

if it were pan n^ D'lnn." Comp. ^.'BP?

to, chap. V. 10. All the ancient ver-

sions, except the LXX. and Aq. read

^m. The Hexap. Syr. has ^9 \^^

5. By a sudden transition to the

second person, the prophet addresses
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My people is destroyed for lack of knowledge :

Because tbou liast rejected knowledge,

I will also reject tliee, so that tliou shalt not be a priest to me

Because thou hast forgotten the law of thy God,

I also will forget thy children.

According to their increase, so they sinned against me

;

I will change their glory into shame.

They devour the sin-offering of my people.

And long for their iniquity.

himself directly to his gviilty people,

and predicts their utter destruction.

ci'n, Kimchi, Drusius, Q^colamp. Gro-
tius, and Ewald, improperly render
" to-day." As contrasted here with
nV), night, it is equivalent to Di'2, hy

day. Comp. Neh. iv. 16. That the

article is not repeated before nV^, may
be owing to the common adverbial use

of this noun without it. The false pro-

phets by whom the Israelites had been
encouraged in wicked practices should

render them no assistance in the season

of calamity, but should be themselves

involved in the same common ruin,

'n'OT, the LXX. renders oyiolmaa; and
several translate, " I have reduced to

silence;" but the verb is obviously used
in the sense of destroying, as loi: is,

ver. 6. Comp. Zeph. i. 11. By 5]o«,

thy mother, the Israelitish state is meant,

of which the citizens were the children.

See chap. ii. 1. Thus Kimchi, Jerome,
Grotius, Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, and
Maurer. Others, as Cornelius a Lapide,

Houbigant, Capellus, Pococke, Bauer,

and Newcome, suppose the metropolis

to be intended.

6. TOiri 'b^n^ having here the article

before the noun, and occurring in con-

nexion with ni-^rr, immediately following,

is not to be taken in the sense of unex-
pectedly, as TOT •'bno is, Is. v. 13, but
strictly means that destitution of the

true knowledge of God which was the

source of the sins now about to be
punished. This ignorance is principally

charged upon the religious teachei's of

the nation, each of whom is directly

addressed in np^? ni^^irj nn«. Thus
Pagninus, O sacerdos ; which Dathe
also inserts in his text. The persons

addressed pi-etcnded to be priests of

Jehovah, though they taught the people

to combine with his worship that of

pagan deities, or at least that of the

golden calves, which, no doubt, paved
the way for the universal spread of

idolatry in Israel. The position adopted .

by Horsle)', that the Jewish high-priest

is intended, does not suit the connexion.
The third « in ?|«Dxp«, is not found in a

great number of Kennicott's and De
Rossi's MSS., nor in some of the earlier

printed editions ; in others it is marked
as redundant, and some few have ^D^o^
'"ip. The antitheses in this verse are

pointed and forcible. '3 is understood
as repeated in n3\i;rii, and J before nS'C.v.

7. As the priests are obviously the

nominative to the verbs in the three

following verses, and form the subject

of discourse in that which precedes,

they must likewise be the persons spoken
of in this. It has been queried whether
the increase was in number or in wealth,

power, &c. Michaelis thinks the latter

is meant ; still the former may be in-

cluded, in harmony with the mention
made of their children, ver. 6. In pro-

portion as they multiplied in numbers
and grew in influence, they promoted
the increase of idolatry : but the wealth
and dignity ("ii33) which they acquired,

and which they thus prostituted, should

be destroyed by foreigners, by whom
they would be carried into captivity.

C3^3, and D^i23, form a slight parono-
masia.

8. n«'^n here signifies sin-offering, as

it frequently does in the Levitical code.

So Kimchi ; and it is thus rendered in

Pococke 's Arab. MS. ^J( sQai- .i^

-Job, and Castalio, piacido. The
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9 Tlierefore it shall be, like people, like priest

;

I will punish them according to their ways,

And requite them for their deeds.

10 For they shall eat, but shall not be satisfied

;

They shall commit lewdness, but shall not increase :

Because they have ceased to regard Jehovah.

11 Lewdness and wine and new wine take away the heart.

12 My people consult their stock

;

Their staff announceth to them :

priests greedily devoured what the people

brought for the expiation of their sins
;

and instead of endeavouring to put a

stop to abounding iniquity, only wished

it to increase, in order that they might
profit by the multitude of the victims

presented for sacrifice. 'C^pJ am, to lift

up the animal soul for any thing, means
to lust after it, long, or have a strong

desire for it, Deut. xxiv. 15; Jer. xxii.

27. i in iTl3p?, is used distributively to

express the fact that such was the cha-

racter of each of the priests. The
reading D^?J, found in ten MSS., origi-

nally in seven more, and perhaps in one,

and supported by the LXX. Syr. Targ.

Vulg. and Arab,, most probably origi-

nated in emendation. Not unfrequently

a proposition commences with the plural,

and ends with the singular, and vice

versd.

9. Comp. Is. xxiv. 2. The rank and
wealth of the priests would not exempt
them from sharing the same fate with

the rest of the nation.

10. =i''?f$i is a resumption of '^'?^\ ver.

8.— nj'in is here used intransitively, as

in ver. 18, v. 3, and is to be understood

literally of the sensual indulgences of

the Israelitish teachers, as the verb ^!J"iQ?

shows. For the signification to abound
in children, £is attaching to this verb,

see Gen. xxviii. 14. Saadius, Arnold,

(Blumen althebraisch. Dichtk.) and
Horsley, disjoin iDTpb from the preceding

verb, and connect it with the following

nouns, thus :

—

" They have forsaken Jehovah,
Giving heed to fornication," &c.

But, notwithstanding the apparent force

of the bishop's remarks, there is some-

thing so repugnant to Hebrew usage in

the combination TiJi"i'ni i^^i ra:i -\fott>\ to

observe fornication, and ivine, and new
tvine, that it is altogether inadmissible.

Though the verb in© may in no other

passage take rnn; for its object, yet it

takes ^»i^ 'Ipi^, lying vanities, i. e. idols,

Ps. xxxi. 7 ; Jonah ii. 9 ; in which latter

passage it is connected with ai», as in

the present case. The division of the

words found in ourcommon version is that

of the Hexap. Syr. aa^i^A 1^^.^-^;

\ ^ V?.i^, and the Slavonic ; and is ap-

proved by Michaelis, Tingstadius, New-
come, Dathe, Boothroyd, De Wette,

Hitzig, and Ewald.
11. This verse has the appearance of

a moral adage. The influence of habits

of impurity and intoxication in blunting

the moral feelings, and weakening the

intellectual powers, is a well-established

fact in the history of man.

" Nox et amor vinumque nihil modera-
bile suadent

:

Ilia pvidor vacat, liber amorque metu."
Ovid.

" Nox, vinum, mulier ; nihil perniciosius

adolescentulo." Flaut.

There can be little doubt that the pro-

phet has specially in view the impure
and bacchanalian orgies which were
connected with the Syrian idolatry. For
theprevalence ofdrunkenness in Ephram,
see Is. xxviii. 1 ; Amos iv. 1.

12. The LXX., and most versions

which follow them, connect 's? with 'i).,

at the end of the preceding verse ; a

mode of construction adopted by Mi-
chaelis and Dathe, but otherwise dis-

approved by modern translators. The
Syr. Targ. and Vulg. divide properly.

Hosea here adduces proofs of the mental

hebetude to which the sinful practices of
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For a lewd spirit hath caused them to err

;

They have lewdly departed from under their God.

13 They sacrifice on the tops of the mountains,

And offer incense upon the hills ;

Under the oak, and the poplar, and the terebinth,

Because their shade is pleasant

:

Therefore your daughters commit lewdness.

And your daughters-in-law adultery.

14 I will not punish your daughters when they commit lewdness,

Nor your daughters-in-law when they commit adultery

;

For they themselves go aside with harlots,

the Israelitish people had reduced them
—their application to their wooden idols

and images for oracular coimsel, and
their use of rhabdomancy or divination

by rods. Leo Juda : " ligno suo oracula

quserit." That by y??, tvood, is here
meant an idol made of such material,

the connexion shows. Comp. Jer. ii.

27; X. 8; Hab. ii. 19. '^V.J^ is properly

a shoot or twig, then a rod, walldng staff,

&c. Occurring as it does here, in refer-

ence to an idolatrous or superstitious

practice, it denotes such a staff employed
for purposes of divination. Some have
been of opinion that it is to be taken as

strictly parallel to y?, and that a staff is

meant which had the image of some
god carved upon it ; but the use of the

phrase i"? TT, announceth, pointcih out,

shows that a divining rod is meant.
Rhabdomancy (pa^dofiavreia) was very
common among the ancient idolaters, as

it has been in later times in different

countries of the East. The ancient

Arabs consulted their gods in this way,
taking two rods, on one of which was
inscribed God bids, and on the other

God forhids, and drawing them out of

the case into which they were put, acted

agreeably to the direction which first

came forth. See Pococke, Specimen,
Hist, Arab, p. 327, Maimonides quotes

an ancient book entitled Siphri, in

which a diviner is defined to be one who
takes his staff, and inquires, Shall I go?
or, Shall I not go ? The Runic wands
of the Scandinavian nations, on which
were inscribed mysterious characters,

and which were used for magical pur-

poses, appear to have originated in the

more ancient divination of Asia, rrii

C'5131, lit. a spirit of whoredoms, i, e. a

powerful impetus to commit acts of idol-

atry. Instead of the simple form nyinrr,

some few MSS. the Babyl. Talmud, the

Syr. Vulg. and Targ. read Di-nn ; while

the LXX. and Arab, read wnri. For
cn^ribw nnnp, comp. Numb, v, 19, 20;
Ezek, xxiii, 5 ; and vTravbpos, Rom.
vii. 2,

13, Mountains and hills were se-

lected by idolaters on which to erect

their altars, and offer their sacrifices, on

account of their supposed proximity to

the host of heaven, which they wor-

shipped. That this custom was very

ancient, appears from the prohibition.

Dent, xii, 2. For imitating it, the

Hebrews are frequently reproved, Is,

Ixv, 7; Jer, iii, 6; Ezek, xviii, 11,

"11^31;, being in Piel, expresses the eager-

ness and frequency with which the

Israelites offered their idolatrous sacri-

fices. They also selected groves of oak,

terebinth, &c. for purposes of superstition

and idolatry, under whose umbraceous

cover they might at once be screened

from the heat of the sun, and indulge in

lascivious practices. The sacrifice of

female virtue which was required in the

religious service of the Phoenician god-

dess Astarte, seems clearly to be re-

ferred to in this and the following verse.

nnb, LXX. XfvKT], the tvliite poplar, from

^;!j, to he white.

14. Kuinoel, and others, taking n"?, as

standing for vhr\, read the first part of

the verse interrogatively, which is not

unsupported by examples in Hebrew
usage. It seems better, however, to

understand it here as a simple negative,

and the meaning to be that, as the
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And sacrifice with prostitutes :

And as for the undiscerning people, they shall be overthrown.

15 Though thou, O Israel, art lewd,

Yet let not Judah be found guilty ;

Come ye not to Gilgal,

Neither go ye up to Beth-aven,

Nor use the oath, " Jehovah liveth."

parents and husbands indulged in the

flagitious practices here described, Je-

hovah would not make examples of the

females, or suffer them to be punished,

as if they alone were guilty ; but would
visit with condign punishment their

natural protectors, who not only aban-

doned them to seduction, but themselves

rioted in the same wickedness. Thus
Munster :

" Durissime animadvertam in

parentes et sponsos, ut filise et sponsas

eorum punitse videantur esse extra

pcenam." The transition from the second

to the third person, for the purpose of

more graphically exhibiting the subject

of discourse, is not without examples.

See Is. xxii. 16. The use of the sepa-

rate pronoun crt, also adds to the em-
phasis of the language. TlQ, in Piel,

strongly marks the studied withdrawment
of the Israelites from the assembled

throngs, to such places as were devoted

to scenes of impurity ; while nai, in the

same conjugation, signifies in this con-

nexion, to commit lewdness as an act of

idolatrous devotion. Between rii^i, and
ni^r)!?, there seems to be this difference,

that the former were ordinary females,

who prostituted themselves for gain, but

the latter those who devoted themselves

to the service of Astarte, by offering

their persons to be violated in her tem-

ples at the sacred festivals. See Selden

de Diis Syris, Synt. ii. cap. 2 ; Herodot.

lib. i. cap. 199; Euseb. Vit. Constantin.

lib. iii. cap. 35 ; Spencer de Leg. Heb.
lib. ii. cap. 22 and 23 ; Lucian de Dea
Syra. Of this latter term, the mas.
D'^!!'!?, catamites, occurs, 1 Kings xiv.

24 ; XV. 12 ; xxii. 47 ; and in the ancient

book of Job, chap, xxxvi. 14, which
shows at how very early a period such
abominations obtained. It likewise occurs

in both genders in the prohibition, Deut.

xxiii. 18. To these practices the LXX.
doubtless had respect in rendering the

word TfTeXffT/xe'i'wv, initiated. Its deri-

vation from 'ttJi;;^, to be sacred, consecrated,

or destined to the service of the temple,

confirms our interpretation.—iQiIj ; Syr.

(^ '^^j concitavit ; Arab. JajJ, coiijecit

in terram aliquem, in Niph. to he cast

down, overthrown, or the like. The verb

occurs only here, and Prov. x. 8, 10,

where see Schultens.

15. A solemn warning to the Jewish
kingdom to beware of mixing itself up
with that of Israel in the practice of

idolatry. Here nJi^ to commit lewdness,

is again used figuratively, ow, properly

signifies to contract guilt, or become
subject to its consequences. Wa, Gilgal,

was a town situated between the Jordan
and Jericho, near the confines of the

kingdom of Samaria. It was regarded

as a holy place as early as the days of

Joshua, chap. v. 15; and sacrifices were
offered there to Jehovah in those of

Samuel, 1 Sam. x. 8, 13 ; xv. 21, 33.

In process of time, however, it came to

be converted into a place of idolatrous

worship, Amos iv. 4, 5 ; Hos. ix. 15
;

xii. 11. p^< n^B, Beth-aven, i. e. the

house of vanity or idols, a name given

by the minor prophets, by way of con-

tempt, to Bethel, i. e. the house of God,

a place sacred to true religion in the

time of the patriarchs, and the judges

;

but afterwards selected by Jeroboam as

the principal seat of the worship of the

golden calves, 1 Kings xii. 29, 32, 33
;

xiii. 1 ; Amos iii. 14; vii. 10, 13; Jer.

xlviii. 13. It originally belonged to the

tribe of Benjamin, but was taken by that

of Ephraim, Judges i. 22—25. That
there was a city of the name of Beth-

aven near to Bethel, appears from Josh,

vii. 2, which may have suggested the

appropriation of the name to the latter.

LXX. oJkov ^Siv, reading ]i«, the native
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16 Since Israel is refractory, like a refractory heifer

;

Jehovah will now feed them, like a lamb in a large place.

17 Ephraim is joined to idols ;

Leave him to himself.

18 When their carousal is over they indulge in lewdness ;

Her shields are enamoured of infamv.

name of Heliopolis. Aq. and Symm.
oTkov ava)<p€Ki] ; Theod. olkov adiKias

',

and with this the Arab, agrees ^j^Xi

Juill, the house of iniquity. Conip.

Amos iv. 4 ; v. 5. From the warning
here given to the Jews not to participate

with the Israelites in their idolatry, it is

evident the prophecy was delivered at a

time when they were comparatively free

from that evil. The prohibition not to

swear by the formula nin^ 'n, respects the

combination of the divine name with

those of idols, or the profession of at-

tachment to Jehovah, if the persons ad-

dressed were guilty of idolatry. Comp.
Zeph. i. 5. That it was otherwise lawful

to use it, appears from Jer. iv. 2. Comp.
Deut, X. 20.

16. The metaphor is here taken from
a heifer that obstinately refuses to be

yoked. Thus the Syv. _^ Zj^i^j

(i..»J. For the force of "119, comp.

Deut. xxi. 18. The latter hemistich

contains the language of irony. As
lambs are fond of ranging at large, but

are in danger of being lost or devoured,

so God threatens to remove the Is-

raelites into a distant and large country,

where they would be separated from
those with whom they associated in

idolatrous worship, and thus be left

solitary and exposed as in a wilderness.

The phrase irn'sa rrcn, to feed in a large

place, is elsewhere used in a good sense,

Is. XXX. 23.

17. ^''^P^, Ephraim, as the most nu-
merous and powerful of the tribes, and
that in which the kingdom was esta-

blished, is put for all the ten. "i^in, from
"Qn, to be joined, closely united, adhere to,

to be allied to by voluntary choice, Gen.
xiv. 3. In this last sense the term is

here used. The Israelites had volun-

tarily addicted themselves to tlie service

of idols, and thus identified themselves

with their interests. While the word
n'32», idols, suggests the idea of their

being merely the fabrication of human
labour, it also intimates the pain or sor-

row resulting from idolatry. The root

has both significations. ''"'Tisri strongly

implies the obstinacy and incorrigible

character of the ten tribes, and indig-

nantly abandons them to their fate.

They are irreclaimably devoted to the

gods of the heathen : let them take

their own way, and reap the consequences
of their perverse choice. Their case is

despei-ate. Comp. Jer. vii. 16; Ezek.
XX. 39. Thus Tanchum, Jarchi, Kimchi,
Calvin, Tarnovius, Zanchius, Coverdale,

Drusius, Lively, Leo Juda, Pococke,
Kuinoel, Michaelis, Tingstadius, New-
come, Stuck, and Ewald. Others, as

the Targ. Jerome, Mercer, Diodaii,

Grotius, Rosenmiiller, Maurer, &c., re-

gard the words as simply containing a
warning to the inhabitants of Jndah to

keep aloof from, and take no part in the

idolatries of the Ephi-aimites. The LXX.
iBrjKfP eavra (TKavdaXa, reading TOrt in

the preterite, and supplying the idea of
idols from the preceding part of the

verse,

18. Before id, the particle cn when,
is to be supplied, which in poetry, for

the sake of conciseness and energy, is

frequently omitted. For the acceptation

past, passed atvay, over, &c. comp. 1 Sam.
XV. 32, niarnt) ID. Horsley, Ewald, and
some others, are of opinion that id means
vapid, degenerated, sour. Sec, but less

aptly. The meaning is, that no sooner
were their compotations over than they
indulged in excessive lewdness. Instead

of Dy3D, their drink, drinking bout, one
of De Rossi's MSS. has originally read
v^iD, drunkards ; another d«is, their

host ; and one of Kennicott's Q'N2p,

Sabeans ; but none of these variations

suits the entire construction of the verse.
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19 The wind hath bound her up in its wings,

That they may be ashamed of their sacrifices,

The LX.X.. strangely , -qpericre xcivavaiovs,

which the Arab., as usual, follows. The
impurity in which, when inflamed with

liquor, they indulged, was most probably
that connected with the worship of

Venus. To express the excess to which
it was carried, the verb is first put in

the infinitive absolute, and then repeated

in the finite form, ^^n is not separately

expressed in the LXX. the Arab, or in

either of the Syriac versions; though it

cannot hence be inferred that it was not

in the Hebrew text. It is wanting,

however, in three of Kennicott's MSS.
If it did not originate in some copyist

having written the two last syllables of

the preceding word over again, it must
be regarded as having originally formed
part of that word in the reduplicate form
tinnn^; in which, not only is the second

syllable of the verb repeated (i3n^n«),

but the pronominal suflbrmative is re-

tained in the middle of the word, and
the first radical («) rejected on that

account in the reduplication. Such form
is of extremely rare occurrence : 'Jinnas,

lit. they destroy, destroy me, Ps. Ixxxviii.

17, being the only other instance of the

kind with which I am acquainted. In
this way the form is partly accounted
for by the ancient Jewish grammarian
Abuwalid Ibn Jannahi, as quoted by
Pococke. What confirms this view of

the reduplicate form is the use of ^?17?l',

a gemination somewhat resembling it,

by our prophet, chap. viii. 13. The
rendering give ye, as if it were the im-
perative of arr, proposed by Abenezra
and Kimchi, and adopted by our trans-

lators, is not so suitable to the connexion.

Maurer ; mirifice amant ignominiam

;

Ewald ; es lieben lieben schmach seine

Schilde. Kuinoel very unjustifiably

omits iin in his Heb. Text, p'^ij, shame,

a collective abstract noun, expressive of

the infamous acts connected with idol-

atrous worship, c???, shields, are tropi-

cally used for princes, as the natural

protectors of their people, here and Ps.

xlvii. 10. The feminine suffix n, refers

to Yy$, understood; the inhabitants being
meant.

19. By an expressive figure, borrowed
from the sudden force with which any
thing is carried off" by the wind, the

propliet announces the suddenness and
violence with which the ten tribes should

be removed from their land. The com-
bination nn '333, wings of the wind, is too

firmly established in Hebrew usage,

see Ps. xviii. 11 ; civ. 3, to allow either

of the acceptations spirit or vanity being

given to nn, or that of borders to D^Q33

in this place, nil being of both genders,

accounts for the masculine of the verb,

and the feminine pron. afl[ix. For nni«,

two of De Rossi's MSS., and the Vat.

and Alex, copies of the LXX. read nnst,

which gives no suitable sense. In the

distant countries of the Medes, by whom
all image-worship was held in abomi-
nation, the exiles would be brought to a

due sense of the wickedness and ab-

surdity of their conduct, "i, in iiiJa?!, is

used reXtKco?. Jer. xlviii. 13. Sacrifices

are here put by synecdoche for the whole

system of idolatry in which they in-

dulged. For the reading Dnm^*3Q, of
their altars, adopted by Newcome, there

is no authority except the Targ. and Syr.

CHAPTER V.

This chapter commences with an objurgation of the priests and the royal family,

as the principal seducers of the nation to idolatry, 1, 2. Then follows a de-

scription of the unblushing wickedness of the people, interspersed with denun-

ciations of impending punishment, 3—7. The approach of the divine judgments
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is ordered to be proclaimed, and their certainty declared, 8, 9. The prophet

then abruptly turns to the two tribes and a half whose guilt and punishment he

denounces
;
yet so as to show that his predictions were chiefly directed against

the northern kingdom, the rulers of which, like those of Judah, instead of

looking to Jehovah for deliverance from civil calamities, applied in vain for

foreign assistance, 10—14. The 15th verse sets forth the certainty and the

beneficial effects of the divine judgments.

Hear this, O ye priests !

And hearken, O house of Israel

!

Give ear, O house of the king !

For the sentence is against you,

Because ye are a snare at Mispah,

And a net spread upon Tabor.

The apostates slaughter to excess,

But I will inflict chastisement on theui all.

1. "JNnto* n'3, house of Israel, i. e. the

ten tribes, '^^'an n\3, house- of the king,

i. e. the king and his court. From the

references made to the idolatry and
punishment of Judah in this and the

following chapter, it would appear that

the king whom Hosea had specifically

in view was Pekah, the son of Remaliah;
since it was in the reign of Ahaz, who
was cotemporary with him, that idol

worship was carried to such a height in

that kingdom as to call for the calamities

inflicted upon it by the confederate forces

of Israel and Syria, as well as by the

king of Assyria. By t£5\iJan Dp^ is not

meant, as the Targ. interprets, followed

by Abenezra, Kimchi, Abarbanel, Pag-
ninus, Junius, Tremellius, and others,

that it belonged to them to know and
execute justice, but that the judgment
or punishment was directed against

them. They had merited it, and it was
now coming upon them. LXX. irpos

vfias iarl to Kpijia. Thus most Christian

expositors, neap, Mispah. As there

were several places of this name, some
degree of uncertainty attaches to it as

occurring here ; but as the object of the

prophet seems to be to set forth the

means employed for seducing the whole

of the ten tribes to idolatry, it is more
probable that he had in his eye Mispah
of Gilead, on the east of the Jordan,

just as he specifies mount Tabor to the

west of that river. See Judges x. 17;
xi. 29. On both of these elevated posi-

tions false worship had been established

for the purpose of ensnaring the inhabi-

tants of the adjacent regions. The
means employed to bring them over to

it are compared to the snares and nets

used for catching birds and wild beasts

upon the mountains. By metonymy,
the leaders of the people are spoken of

as such nets and snares, because of their

bad example, and the influence which
they otherwise exerted for evil.

2. nmiiJ, slaughtering, the infinitive

absolute, with n paragogic, of tcnttj, to

kill, for food or sacrifice. Here, from
its close connexion with the preceding
verse, it has the latter signification.

Some think murder is meant ; but this

is less likely, though the verb is also

used in this sense in other places. n^ntS

ip'psn, lit. they deepen to slaughter, i. e.

by a peculiar idiom, they slaughter to

excess, kill an immense number of sa-

crificial victims. Comp. rrjD ip'orn
;

Is. xxxi. 6. cciy, apostates, tJie Benoni
participle of v:w, to turn aside, decline

from the right way, apostatise ; as D'?!;,

scoffers, from yi'', to scoff. Comp. Ps.
xl. 5, 313 'TEffi, those that turn aside to

falsehood ; and 'mrni», Ps. ci. 3. Two
or three MSS., the edit, of Soncin., and
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3 I know Ephraim,

Israel is not hid from me

;

Surely now tliou committest lewdness, O Ephraim !

Israel is defiled.

4 They frame not their deeds

To return to their God ;

For a lewd spirit is within them,

And they regard not Jehovah.

5 The pride of Israel testifieth to his face

;

Therefore Israel and Ephraim shall fall through their iniquity

;

Judah also shall fall with them.

a few others, have D instead of to, in our

text. Syv. t.^^X\, seduxit, j^Qi^/Lm^

dedinatio, apostasia. The idolatrous

Israelites multiplied their sacrifices in

order that they might enjoy prosperity

under the protection of the deities to

whom they offered them; but Jehovah
here declares that none of them should

escape the punishment which he was
about to inflict upon them. Before iDra

supply '^'H'^. The ancient versions are

here greatly at fault, from their authors

having supposed that the reference to

hunters is still continued in this verse.

3. Ephraim, as distinguished from
Israel, means the tribe of Ephraim,

from which most of the apostate kings

sprang, and in which idolatry most
abounded. By Israel the other nine

tribes are meant. As having incurred

the more aggravated guilt, the former

is here addressed in the second person.

Two of Kennicott's MSS. indeed, and
one of Ue Rossi's, originally read nn?n

;

and one of Kennicott's has nnxoTp? for

wntQ:, but both are, in all probability,

from the hand of correctors. n:in is

here used figuratively. The polluting

influence of the Ephraimites was felt

through the whole nation. To ex-

press an assertion more strongly the

Hebrews put it first in the form of an
affirmative, and then in that of a nega-

tive. nn», 7101V, is not without emphasis;

pointing out the undeniable fact that

<hey had been the cause of the spread

idolatry.

4. The language now changes to the

plural, to express the character of the

people generally. By some cn^'?'??,'? is

construed as the nominative to =i3lii'., and
rendered, their deeds do not permit them,

&c. Thus the Syr. Abenezra, Drusius,

&c, ; and among the moderns, Horsley,

Tingstadius, Manger, Kuinoel, Stuck,

Maurer, and Ewald. But in order to

establish this construction, we should

have to read ra^w, or DriV< lon^, " per-

mitted them," the accusative of the

person always following the verb in such

case. See Gen. xx. 6 ; Exod. iii. 19.

In the present instance pj is used in

the sense of placing, ordering, framing,

like DTii5 and n'ffi, as it is given in the

common version, and rendered by Tan-
chum, Leo Juda, Mercer, Tarnovius,

Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, Noyes, and
Hitzig. The meaning is, that the Is-

raelites did not reform, did not so regard

their wicked practices as to abandon
them and return to the pure worship of

Jehovah.
5. That ^ HDV means to testify for or

against any person or thing, is obvious from

its use, Gen. xxx. 33 ; Job xvi. 8. It is

properly a judicial phrase, and refers to

the testimony given by a witness, either

for or against another, according to

circumstances. The rendering to be

humbled, which is that of the LXX.
Syr. Targ. Jarchi, and recently of Mi-
chaelis, Newcome, Noyes, and Maurer,

cannot be philologically sustained. The
addition v_3B2, to his face, gives emphasis

to the phrase, openly, publicly, in such a

manner that he himself may see it,

without the adduction of further evidence.

That p«f signifies pride, insolence, not-
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With their flocks and their herds,

They may go to seek Jehovah,

But they shall not find him

:

He hath withdrawn from them.

They have proved false to Jehovah
;

For they have begotten strange children :

Now shall a month destroy them and their portions.

withstanding what Horsley asserts to

the contrary, is sufficiently apparent

from Prov. xvi. 18, and Is. xvi. 6. 1

should rather think, however, that by
the term as here used, we are to under-

stand the objects of which the ten tribes

were proud, their splendid or magnificent

idols, &c. As Jehovah is spoken of as

^PT. "p^h the excellency or boast of Jacob,

Amos viii. 7, so the idols might be

called ''«"JB? p^<3, the excellency, or froud
boast of Israel. They gloried in them
as the objects of their confidence and
attachment. These very gods, by their

utter impotence, bare open witness that

they could alFord no help to those who
trusted in them ; so that their worship-

pers could not but have been convinced

of their folly, if their hearts had not

become morally obscured by the practice

of iniquity. The religion itself (n}i5>,

their iniquity,) from which they expected

safety, would prove the cause of their

ruin. The words are repeated with a

similar reference chap. vii. 10.

The concluding line of the verse con-

tains an abrupt and unexpected appli-

cation of the threatening to the Jews.

As thejf had suflTered themselves to be
influenced by the example of the Israel-

ites, they should also share in their

punishment. The respective captivities

of both are here threatened. On com-
paring this threatening with chap. iv. 15,

it appears to have been delivered at a

pei'iod considerably subsequent to that

which is there spoken of, when the evils

of idolatry had made some progress in

the southern kingdom. To express more
strongly the certainty of the event, the

verb bajs is put in the preterite ; whereas
it had simply been used in the future

^bffiB';, in reference to the Israelites.

6. The idolaters are here told that

though in the hour of calamity they

might bring their flocks and herds as

propitiatory sacrifices to Jehovah in order

to avert the punishment, it would be
altogether in vain, 'f^? signifies to draw
or put off any person or thing, to

withdraw one's self. Comp. the Arab.

/>(2Jls>-, salvus evasit, j^^ogressus est,

and jtl~>., extraxit, exuit. Pococke's

Arab. MS. has >^ iOo^ *is- <xill,

God hath withdrawn his help from them.

The Isi-aelites and Jews could no longer

reckon on the divine presence, and the

effectual aid which that presence im-
plied.

7. The prophet seems here to allude

to the mention made of Q'^i^j n^2, and
':i]i ']^, lewd children, chap. i. 2 ; ii. 4.

n)'"ij, strange, foreign, is selected in order

to show that the idolatry was the result

of intercourse with foreigners. The
verb ^5|, to act unfaithfidly, is also used

of the breach of the matrimonial cove-

nant, Jer. iii. 20. This idea is expressed

in the Arab. MS. of Pococke, A^
Ij.tisi ^1) they have broken the covenant

of God. '3 has here the signification of
itaque, and marks the consequence of

the conjugal infidelity just specified—

•

the production of a race of idolaters.

The relation of the words is well ex-

pressed by Stuck :
" quoniam Deo infi-

deles sunt, propterea liberos peregrinos

habent." nn», now, is here to be taken,

not as determining the exact point of

present time, but the speedy and certain

arrival of the event. The term ^"p,

month, has greatly, and, in my opinion,

very vmnecessarily perplexed interpreters.

Houbigant at once cuts the knot by an
arbitrary emendation : ®^^T d^dn rmv,

omnino est legendum "'onn b'^vc nroi, nunc
igitur ahsumet riibigo. He appeals to
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Blow ye the horn in Gibeah,

The trumpet in Ramah
;

Raise a shout at Beth-aven
;

He is behind thee, O Benjamin !

Ephraim shall become desolate

In the day of punishment

;

Among the tribes of Israel

I have made known that which is sure.

the ipvai^r) of the LXX. as his autho-

rity ; but ipvai^T] signifies mildew, with

which Vprr, a locust, the word he pro-

poses to substitute for M'^h, has no manner
of affinity. That the same word which

is now in the Hebrew text was found in

it in the time of Aquila, is evident from

his rendering it veofirjuia. Symm. and

Theod. have fiijv. Michaelis, Dathe,

Kuinoel, and Stiiudhn, give to the word

the signification of the Arab. t±.>tX»-

what is new and unexpected, and explain

it of a sudden calamity. Most moderns

take it in the sense of new-moon, i. e.

either at the feast of the new moon,

when the Israelites were assembled to

worship; or, at that time their calamities

should commence. It seems most na-

tural to abide by the usual meaning of

the term, and consider the prophet as

announcing, that within the space of

one month they should be visited with

merited punishment. The calamity pre-

dicted seems to have been that occasioned

by the invasion of Tiglath-pileser, who
ravaged the country, and carried into

captivity the tribes of Reuben and Gad,

the half-tribe of Manasseh, and that of

Naphtali, besides the inhabitants of

several cities in other parts of the

country, 2 Kings xv. 29; 1 Chron. v. 26.

That Judah also suffered on this occasion,

see 2 Chron. xxviii. 19—21. nrj'j^.'jn,

their portions, are commonly interpreted

to mean their possessions or property;

but I should rather think the prophet

has in view their idols, whom they re-

garded as the authors of their possessions

and enjoyments. See Is. Ivii. 6, and my
Comm. on that verse.

8. An alarm is ordered to be given to

the southern kingdom of the approach

of the enemy. The verse intimately

coheres with the foregoing, and is not to

be taken for the commencement of a

new prophecy, as Jerome, Abarbanel,
Michaelis, Dathe, Manger, and others,

suppose. The difference between the

"iDiTiJ and the ni^i^n seems to be, that the

former was the same as the pp., horn,

being made of the curved horn of

animals, Josh. vi. 5, 6, 8. Arab.jy^'
lituus foraminibus instructus ; whereas,

the latter was made of metal, such as

the two silver trumpets which were em-
ployed for convoking the congregation,

Numb. X. 2 ; from i?ri, Arab. jmOs-, in

angustiam redegit ; angusto pecfore pre-

ditus fait. Gesenius considers the word
to be an onomatopoetic, imitating the

broken pulse-like sound of the trumpet,
(hatzotzerah,) like the Latin taratantara,

and the German trarara. Their shape
and size may be seen in the representa-

tions of the arch of Titus. Comp. Jer.

iv. 5 ; Joel ii. 1 ; Hos, viii. 1, The
LXX. render nria, Gibeah, and nm,
Ramah, tovs ^ovpovs and rav v-^rjXav,

as if heights or elevated places in ge-
neral were meant ; but they are to be
taken as proper names, just as Beth-aven
and Benjamin are. They botli lay in

the tribe of Benjamin, see on Is. x. 29,

as did also Bethel, here called Beth-aven.

See on chap. iv. 15. Before ^'^lI^,

subaud. :i.''.i^<, the enemy " is behind thee,"

i. e. close upon thee. The fifth Greek
version has Kara, votov crov, to the south

of thee ; but if the local signification

were at all admissible, the west is the

only sense in which the word could be
understood.

9. Having apprised the Jews of the

danger with which they were threatened,

the prophet returns to describe the ca-

lamity which was to be inflicted upon
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10

11

12

13

The rulers of Judah are like those who remove the boundary

I Avill pour out my wrath upon them like water.

Ephraim is oppressed,

He is crushed in judgment

;

Because he consented,

He followed the order.

I am as a moth to Ephraim,

And as rottenness to the house of Judah.

And Ephraim saw his sickness,

And Judah his wound
;

the ten tribes ; and in the course of the

following verses directs his discourse to

the two kingdoms alternately. The
nominative to n;nn is yi«, implied in

D^nCN.— nnpin, primarily means proof or

demonstration, from n3^, to be before one,

he clear, obvious ; in Hiph. to place

before one in the way of evidence, co7i-

vince, convict, and then rebulce, chastise,

punish. The word is synonymous with

"ipra, ver. 2. The latter hemistich of

the verse shows that the ten tribes were
the scene of the prophet's ministry.

n3n«3, the feminine used for the neuter.

10. By the " princes" or " rulers of

Judah," king Ahaz and his courtiers

are intended. For "J^na 'J'SM, comp.
Deut. xxvii. 17 ;

^nyn '7133' j'BD -iiis!, Pro v.

xxii. 28 ; xxiii. 10; Job xxiv. 2. It was
reckoned a flagrant offence to remove
the marks by which the divisions of

property were defined. The language
seems to have become proverbial to

designate unprincipled conduct. What
the prophet here reprobates appears to

be the means adopted by Ahaz and his

supporters to introduce idolatry into

Judah. See 2 Kings xvi. 10—18. If

the 2 be regarded as the Caph veritatis,

it will strongly express the fact, that

these princes had actually removed the

boundaries which separated the true re-

ligion from the false. Divine judgments
are frequently compared to the over-

flowing of water from a river, '^ptti', to

pour Old, expresses the fulness of their

infliction. Comp. Zeph. iii. 8. ^^?,
prop, effervescene, flowing over, also de-

notes the greatness of the punishment.

11. iLEipp yisn, the genitive of cause,

broken in pieces by the judgment, or

punishment inflicted, i? refers not to

any divine commandment, but to the

order issued by Jeroboam to worship
the golden calves, 1 Kings xii, 28'—33.

Such an order his subjects were bound
by higher authority to have resisted

;

but they readily complied with it, and
thus became prepared to indulge in all

the gross idolatries to which this worship
proved the introduction. From the cir-

cumstance that the LXX. have rendered
the passage ott/ctw twv fiaralatv, after

vanities, it has been conjectured that

they read ni® instead of i?; but it is

more likely they intended to give the

sense of the whole, rather than the sig-

nification of this particular word. They
are followed by both the Syriac versions,

and in part by the Targ. Jerome, on
the other hand, has read the same letters

which now stand in the text ; for he
renders sordes, pointing the word i5?, and
regarding it as merely a contracted form
of «is or nsiis, filthiness.

12. The reference in ti-9, Arab. ^ic.

moth, is to the consumption of garments,
Ps. xxxix. 12; Is. 1. 9; in 3i7n, rotten-

ness, to that of wood. See Job xiii, 28,
where both words occur together as here.

The LXX. freely render the former by
rapaxrj, the latter by Kevrpov. The
meaning is not that God was regarded
as the moth and rottenness, i. e. with
disgust ; but that he was the author of

those judgments b}' which the idolaters

should be consumed.
13. n>n, to see, has here the sense of

feeling, experiencing, as in the phrases
to see life, death, good, evil, &c. ira, lit.

a bandage, from ill, to compress, bind as

a wound, see Is. i. 6 ; hence, as here, a
bandaged wound, corresponding to '^,
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14

15

Then Ephraim went to Assyria
;

He sent to the hostile king
;

But he could not cure you,

Nor remove your wound, from you.

For I will be like a lion to Ephraim,

And like a young lion to the house of Judah
;

I, even I will tear the prey, and depart

;

I will carry it away, and there shall be none to rescue.

I will depart, I will return to my place,

Till they suffer punishment

;

sickness, disease, in the other member of

the parallelism. For the use of such

metaphors in application to the state of

political affairs, comp. Is. i. 5, 6, iii. 7
;

Hos. vi. 1, vii. 1. After r^'^V'^], supply

as its nominative, TT^^r^] ; Judah, from the

preceding part of the verse, which Ibrms

an alternate quatrain ; the third line

connecting witli the first, and the fourth

with the second. 3T is not a proper

name, but an appellative, signifying owe

tvho co7itends, is contentious, hostile

;

from 3''"i, to strive with, quarrel, contend.

The form is the apocopated future, and
is contracted for :i'"i^ "iffi^f, he that acts

hostilely. Tanchum j^\s^., w—W^j the

king that contended. Comp. 3>Ti*, Joiarib,

Neh. xi. 5. Aq. biKa^ojxevov; Symm.
eKbiKov, or eKdiKqrijv ; Theod. KpiTrjv.

Jerome, ad regem idtorem. De Wette,

Der konig der rdchen soil. That the

king of Assyria is meant there can be

no doubt. See chap. x. 6. He was
ever ready to mix himself up with the

affairs of neighbouring states, in order

to extend or consolidate his gigantic

empire, and was justly regarded by the

Hebrews as their most powerful adver-

sary. The application made by the

northern kingdom was that which took

place in the reign of Menahem, when
that monarch sent to Pul a thousand

talents of silver for the purpose of en-

gaging him on his behalf, 2 Kings xv.

19. But this alliance proved of no real

value ; for the subsidy was raised by
oppression, and, in the course of the

following reign, Tiglath-pileser invaded

and depopulated great part of the

country, ver. 29. The embassy from

the kingdom of Judah was that sent by
Ahaz to Tiglath-pileser, when attacked

by the united kings of Syria and Israel,

2 Kings xvi. 7, 8 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 21.

nnj as a vei'b, occurs only in this place

;

but a noun derived from it is used Prov.

vii. 22, in the sense of healing. If we

may judge from the Syr. ((Tly>, recedere,

fugere, Aph. liberare, it properly signi-

fies to remove, relieve, and so with
respect to a wound, to heal. LXX. 6v

fjLi] biaTrava-T] ; Syr. 'yS.^A^ PS, neque

sanahit.

14. No effort to recover a state of

prosperity while the anger of Jehovah
was excited against them, could possibly

succeed, "jnip, the black lion, and TD3,

the young lion, are frequently employed
to convey the ideas of strength and
ferocity, Ps. xci. 13. The reduplication

''3S? '3« is, as usual, emphatic. Comp. Is.

xliii. 25 ; xlviii. 15. ^§1^, prey, is un-
derstood after PIT'? and «ffi3.

15. As God's coming to a people, and
being with them, implies their expe-

riencing efficient protection and aid, so

his withdrawment of his presence im-
plies the deprivation of these blessings.

ilS^, like many other verbs, has a sensus

pregnans ; conveying not only the idea

of contracting guilt, but of suffering its

consequences. The latter idea seems
clearly to be conveyed in this passage.

The Rabbins, indeed, and after them,

Glassius, and many others, attempt to

attach to the verb the superadded signi-

fication of acknowledging, which is that

adopted by our translators ; but it is by
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Then will tliey seek my face :

When they are in trouble, they will seek me early.

no means supported by Lev. iv. 22 ; v.

5 ; Zech. xi. 5 ; the passages usually

adduced in proof. "3 ':?j hJ;?;!, to seek the

face of any one, means to strive to obtain

his favour. See 1 Kings x. 24 ; Prov.

xxix. 26. The phrase occurs very fre-

quently in the Psalms, in reference to

application to.Tehovah in prayer. Comp.
Dan. ix. 3. i™ is synonymous with

^i??, but is only used in poetic diction.

CHAPTER VI,

The nation, in both its divisions, is here introduced as taking up language suitable

to the circumstances described in the concluding verses of the preceding

chapter, 1—3 ; but however appropriate it was to the condition of the people,

that it was not the result of sound and thorough conversion, appears from ver. 4
,

in which they are expostulated with on the ground of their inconstancy. Notice

is then taken of the means, both of a moral and a punitive nature, that had

been employed for their recovery, 5, 6 ; their deceitful and wicked conduct,

especially that of the Israelites, is placed in a strong light, 7—10; and a

special denunciation of punishment is directed against the Jews, who flattered

themselves with the hope that whatever might befal the northern tribes, no

calamity would happen to them.

1 Come, let us return to Jehovah,

For he hath torn, but he will heal us

;

He hath smitten, but he will bind us up.

2 He will restore us to life after two days
;

1, 2. It has been disputed whether
these words be those of the prophet ex-

horting his countrymen to repent and
turn to God, or whether they are to be
regarded as employed by themselves to

give expression to their feelings of peni-

tence, their confidence in God for de-

liverance from punishment, and their

resolutions of amendment for the future.

The latter appears, from the bearing of

ver. 5, 10 be the preferable interpretation.

The intimate connexion of the words
with the preceding context, and the re-

petition, in part, of its language, induces

to the conclusion that the same subject

is here continued, viz. the castigation of

the Hebrew kingdoms on account of

idolatry, and the effect produced by it.

This connexion the ancient versions have
endeavoured to establish by inserting a

word corresponding to ift«5 ; though it

is not found in any Heb. MSS. From
the apparent agreement of the language
of ver. 2, with the circumstances of

time connected with the death and re-

surrection of our Savioiu', many inter-

preters, as Lactantius, Tertullian, Origen,

Jerome, Augustine, Luther, CEcolam-
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On tbe third day he will raise us up,

And we shall live before him.

Then we shall know, we shall strive to know Jehovah

Like the dawn, his going forth is fixed.

Yea, he will come to us like the rain,

Like the latter rain, which watereth the earth.

padius, Mercer, Riberus, Tarnovius,

Hammond, &c., have maintained that it

is to these respect is had in the prophecy.

I fully concur, however, in the judicious

remarks of Calvin on this interpretation,

" Sed sensus ille videtur mihi nimium
argutus. Et semper hoc spectandum

est nobis, ne volitemus in aere : placent

argutae speculationes primo intuitu, sed

postea evanescunt. Ergo quisquis volet

proficere in Scripturis, semper banc re-

gulam teneat, ut soliduin sit quicquid

colligit sive in prophetis, sive in Apo-
stolis." The exegesis of Grotius, Horsley,

and many others, who regard the words

as primarily applicable to the Jews, and

secondarily, or allusively, to the resur-

rection of Christ, is equally unsatisfactory.

The simple meaning of the passage is,

that on their conversion from the service

of idols to that of Jehovah, the Hebrevvrs

should experience tbe removal of the

national calamities with which they had

been visited; the nation which bad been

reduced to a state of political death

would be resuscitated, and enjoy a re-

newal of its foi-mer prosperity. From
the metaphor of disease, ver. 1, there is

in ver. 2, an advance to that of actual

death, and a consequent resurrection, in

order to place their present and also their

anticipated condition in a more striking

light. For the use of the latter metaphor
in application to the national affairs of

the Jews, see Is. xxvi. 19; Ezek. xxxvii.

1— 14. •"iri'b'\?Jrt Di'3, on the third day, is

expletive of 'P^'?, after days, i. e. two

days ; LXX. yLera. hvo ^fiepas. That a

short period is meant, appears from two,

and two three being used to denote a

few, or very few, 1 Kings xvii. 12; Is.

vii. 21, xvii. 6. Comp. Luke xiii. 32, 33.

The afflicted Hebrews confidently hoped
that their punishment would be of brief

duration, and that God would assuredly

restore them to the enjoyment of his

favour. Such enjoyment is expressed

by Imng vb"?, before him, experiencing

his presence and blessing. The phrase
contrasts with that employed chap. v. 15,

and indicates the result of '2B iM3pa, there

predicted.

3. In n^il nDTi? r»i]i, there is a rise

from a resolution simply to acquire a
true knowledge of Jehovah, to a deter-

mination to make such knowledge the

object of earnest and unwearied pursuit.

The n of the elongated futures marks
this bent or inclination of mind. To
separate the verbs, and connect the

former with the preceding verse, as

Horsley does, would quite destroy the

force of the prophet's language. At the

same time the i at the beginning of the

verse is inferential, intimating that what
follows would be the result of the divine

interposition on behalf of the Hebrew
people. Some few MSS. insert "i before

r\ur)^. p:, to be fixed, established,

certain. As certain and delightful as

tbe dawn of the morning would be the

coming forth of the favour of Jehovah
after the dark night of adversity. This

beautiful metaphor is taken from the

sunrise. See, for such application of
NSiD, Ps. xix. 7. The other images were
peculiarly appropriate in Palestine, where
rain falls seldom, except in spring and
autumn. At these seasons it is heavy,

and greatly contributes to the fertility of

the soil, on which account its bestowment
was regarded as among the most neces-

sary of tempoi'al blessings, and its

absence a source of awful calamity.

The former, commonly called rnv or

rriin, the darting rain, from the root rrv,

to dart, cast, &c. ; here Ciliijn, the rain,

by way of eminence ; the heavy, violent

rain, as tbe word properly signifies.

It falls from the middle of October till

about tbe middle of December, and is

called the early or former rain. LXX.
tJero? Trpa'ifios, because the Jews com-
merced their year at that time. It

prepares the ground for the reception of

the seed. MJip^P, the latter rain, LXX.
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What shall I do to thee, O Epliraim !

What shall I do to thee, Judah !

For your goodness is like the morning cloud,

And like the dew which early departeth.

For this cause I have hewed them by the prophets,

I have slain them by the words of my mouth

:

Thy judgments went forth like the lightning.

For I desired mercy and not sacrifice
;

And the knowledge of God, rather than burnt offerings.

veros o-yj^LfjLOs, falls in the latter half of

February and during the months of

March and April, just before the har-

vest; from which circumstance it receives

its name— iBi?^, signifying io gather or

collect, the late fruit. Comp. t^;?!?, to

collect, Syr. l^aii, serotinus. Before
•' r y

rnv supply iffl«.

4. That the declarations contained in

the preceding verses are not to be viewed
as divine promises, but express the
hopes and resolutions of the afflicted

Hebrews, appears from the affecting ex-

postulations here addressed to them, and
the description of the temporaiy and
evanescent character of their boasted
reformation. Like a tender parent who
is anxious, if possible, to reclaim a way-
ward child, Jehovah asks what other

means could possibly be employed for

the recovery of his rebellious people.

They had been tried both with mercies
and judgments, but without effect. Comp.
Is. V. 4—7. ion properly means kind-
ness, benignity, mercy; here piety, re-

ligion, as Is. xl. 6. Syr. »asZdliI.^,

your goodness ; Pococke's Arab. MS.

jtXXid, your religion. Theodoret not

inaptly gives the meaning thus ; i] Trap'

Vfxaiv yevofMfVT} nerap-eXeia npocTKaipos
la-Ti, Koi ov SiapKrfs. In Palestine, and
other coimtries of the same latitude, the
dense clouds which cover the heavens
during the morning ai-e all gone by nine
or ten o'clock ; and the dews, however
copious, early disappear. Q'Si^Jn is here,

as frequently, to be taken adverbially

;

early, in the morning. As the cognate

Ethiop. 1*1Yl*"' - signifies to carry a

burden, and beasts of burden are usually
loaded in the morning, the Hebrew cs-a

came in Hiphil to signify the doing of
any thing at an early hour. Tj'^n is not
to be construed with Djiprr, but with "jp.

5. The severity of the threatenings
communicated through the instrumen-
tality of the prophets is compared to the
incisions made in stone or wood with
the axe, and those made in the human
body with the sword. Comp. Is. xi. 4

;

Heb. iv. 12. After ™?n supply Q or
CHN. To make the pronominal affixes

agree, tlie LXX. Syr. and Targ. read
'•iCQi^Q, " 7/2?/ judgments," and so likewise

Dathe, Kuinoel, Boeckel, Newcome,
Boothroyd, and Ewald, instead of f''JE^?,

" thy judgments." Vulg. judicia tua.

Hexap. Syr. ^^^ \^-*^0- There is no

variety in the MSS., except that one of
Kennicott's, and originally one of De
Rossi's, have ^'^|^''?, " thy judgment,"
in the singular. The reference of the

affix is to ^"^j ver. 4 ; and the meaning
is, the judgments which belong to t/iee,

which thou deservedst, and which were
inflicted upou thee. The genitive is

that of object. Comp. ^^ff^'P, 1 Kings
XX. 40; nrQffiD, Jer. li. 9; and especially

f.T?Bm?, Zepli. iii. 15. Thus Lyranus :

" pcense tibi inferendae." «5^, though
future, is modified by the preceding pre-

terite, and is to be rendered accordingly.
"ii« has here the sense of lightning, as in

Job xxxvii. 3, 15. The LXX. Syr.

Targ. and Arab, supply 3 before ii«.

Sudden and awful as the lightning

were the inflictions of merited punish-
ment upon the idolatrous Hebrews.

G. inn means here true piety, of which
mercy or charity is only a branch. ni-T

'n'?« corresponding to it in the second
member of the verse, likewise means a
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But they are like men that break a covenant

:

There they proved false to me.

As for Gilead, it is a city of evil-doers
;

Marked with footsteps of blood.

practical knoivledge of God, in opposition

to that wliicli is merely speculative.

Comp. Jer. xxii. 16. The present is one
of several passages in the Old Testament,

in which the comparative worthlessness

of ceremonial observances is taught.

See Is. i.l 1—17; Ps. xl. 7—9, 1. 8—23;

Mic. vi. 6—8. Comp. Matt. ix. 13,

xii. 7.

7. Translators and commentators have

been greatly divided respecting the pre-

cise meaning of Q'Jni as occurring in this

passage; Some, as Jarchi, Jerome, Leo
Juda, Castalio, Grotius, Clarius, Manger,
Tingstadius, Nevvcome, Rosenmiiller,

Boothroyd, and Stuck, regard it as a

pi'oper name, and suppose the reference

to be to the conduct of Adam in trans-

gressing the divine commandment; while

Kimchi, Munster, Vatablus, Tremellius,

Beza, Drusius, Lively, Calvin, Rivetus,

Piscator, Zanchius, CEcolampadiiis,

Mercer, Lowth, De VVette, Maurer,
Hitzig, Ewald, &c., take it to be an
appellative, and interpret the passage of

the treacherous violation of contracts

among mankind. In favour of the former

view, it is alleged, that it places the

guilt of the Israelites in a much more
aggravated light ; and Job xxxi. 33,

Ps. Ixxxii. 7, are appealed to in proof of

a similar allusion. It is, however, very

doubtful whether there be any such al-

lusion in these passages ; and as to the

force of the comparison, it seems suffi-

ciently supplied by supposing men in

general to be understood, who break the

engagements into which tliey have en-

tered with each other. The Israelites

had treated God as if he had been one
of themselves, and as if the sanctions of

his covenant were as little to be regarded

as those of ordinary contracts were by
men of unprincipled character. If we
except the three passages in question, it

is universally admitted that there is iio

other, after the fiist chapters of Genesis,

in which Q'J.i^ is used as a proper name,
or in which any reference is made to

our first parent. The absolute and in-

definite form too in which nna occurs,

(comp. on the other hand 'nn?, " my
covenant," chap. viii. 1,) shows, that

both this noun and the preceding verb

1125J, stand in immediate relation to QTN,

which, as very frequently, is a collective,

and is thus used instead of a plural,

which it nowhere exhibits. It may
also be objected to the first mentioned
interpretation, that nowhere in Scripture

is God said to have entered into a nna,

or covenant with Adam. The obligations

under which he was placed are repre-

sented as those of a nj^'?, command or

interdict, rather than any of a foederal

nature. D^^3, like Edom, the reading
proposed by Michaelis, has found no
supporters. Before ^9, supply TiJ^, of

which there is frequently an ellipsis in

Hebrew poetry. See Noldins, p. 103.

—

D^, there, points graphically to the

northern or Israelitish kingdom as the

principal scene of idolatrous defection,

and anticipates the regions more spe-

cifically referred to in the two following

verses.

8. "W^a, Gilead, is the nominative ab-
solute, and is here the designation of a
city, in all probability Bamoth- Gilead,

the metropolis of the mountainous region

beyond Jordan, and south of the river

Jabbok, known by the name of Gilead,

Josh. xxi. 38; 1 Kings iv. 13. It was
here that Jacob and Laban entered into

a solemn covenant with each other. Gen.
xxxi. 21, 23, 25. Burckhai-dt found
ruins of cities on two mountains in that

region, still known by the names of

Djebel Djelaad, and Djelafid, one or

other of which may have been that here
mentioned. It was one of the cities of

refuge, Deut. iv. 43 ; Josh. xx. 8 ; but
appears from the present passage to have
afterwards become notorious for idolatry

and bloodshed. Some would restrict

P*J '!??& to idolaters, in imitation of the

LXX. who render ipya^ofxevr) [xdraia

;

but it seems better to take the phrase in

its more enlarged meaning, as including

all manner of wickedness. Of this,

indeed, idolatry has ever been found to

be the fruitful parent. Various expla-
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9 As troops of robbers lie in wait for a man,

So is the association of priests :

They commit murder in the way to Shechem

;

Yea, they practise deliberate crime.

10 In the house of Israel I have seen what is horrifying

;

There is the lewdness of Ephraim
;

Israel is polluted

:

1

1

Also for thee, O Judah ! a harvest is appointed.

nations of nipr have been advanced;

but the simplest is that which regards it

as signifying traced, from 3i?.?, the heel,

step, print of the foot, and describing

the marks or traces of blood left by the

feet of the murderers who resided there.

Syr. j^jiS jl^ ^TiVCj stained with

Mood. Jewish Span, iynmunda de savgre.

To what historical facts the prophet

refers we have no information, except

perhaps that contained in 2 Kings xv.

25, from which it appears that fifty of

the inhabitants of Ciilead were impli-

cated in the regicidal conspiracy against

Pekahiah.

9. DD'C, Shechem, was another city of

refuge, situated between Ebal and Ge-
rizim. It still exists under the name of

1 i*Jolj, Naploos, and has, from very

ancient times, been the seat of the

religious community of the Samaritans.

Having been for a time the residence

of Jeroboam, 1 Kings xii. 25, its

inhabitants became so corrupted, that

the priests resident there banded to-

gether, waylaid, and murdered with

impunity the persons who were fleeing

to the asylum for refuge. The n in

rro^ffi is that of direction, and connects

in sense with Tp'^. The interposition of

the verb ^na^^ between these two nouns
occasions no difficulty, since we have
instances of nouns in construction being

separated. See Gen. vii. 6; Is. xix. 8
;

Hos. xiv. 3. Our common version, and
many others, following the Targ. in F|n3,

one shoulder, translate TO^iij, with one

consent, which well suits the connexion;

but is not borne out by Hebrew usage

—

the term occurring but once, Zeph. iii.9,

in this metaphorical acceptation, and

then not rrapiri as here, but in« t:.?^.

'317 is generally considered to be an imi-

tation of the Chaldee form of the Infin.

in Piel, from n3ri, to wait, lie in wait for ;

but it seems more likely to be the ab-

breviated form of the Piel Participle

'5™, the Q being dropped, as in n3«J,

Eccles. iv. 2, and in several instances of

the Pual Participles. See Gesen. Lehrgeb.

p. 316. iiy'« 'Sn? will thus form the ge-

nitive of object.' Three MSS. substitute

n for ' ; and instead of the prepositive 3,

three MSS. and three printed editions

read ?. Before D'^hb 1517 there is an
ellipsis of ^3, corresponding to ? in '.3n3.

—

TO) is used to denote presumptuous or

deliberate wickedness, from Qpi ; Arab.

jfMj, proposuit sibi, to form a purpose,

lay a deliberate plan of action ; chiefly

employed in a bad sense. LXX. dfofiia.

llitzig, Unthat.

10. n;-)!-©©, LXX. (ppiK(o8r], occurs

under the forms rnii??© and rn-wri, Jer.

V. 30, xxiii. 14, xviii. 13. It is explained

immediately after of the atrocious idol-

atry which, through the influence of the

tribe of Ephraim, had spread itself over

the whole kingdom of Israel.

11. For the various interpretations

which have been given of this verse see

Tarnovius or Pococke. Ewald is the

only modern that adopts branch as the

rendering of "T?;?, as Kimchi proposed,

and explains it of the introduction of

idolatry into Judah. How Horsley could

assert that harvest is used in a good
sense, as an image of the ingathering of

the people of God, is inconceivable. See

Jer. li. 33; Joel iii. 13; Rev. xiv. 15

—

20. Nowhere in prophecy does it appear

to be used in this sense. In all proba-

bility, the punishment predicted is that

recorded, 2 Chron. xxviii. 6—8. rv^ is
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here used impersonally. Instead of

"^j four MSS. originally two more, the

Targ. and two old editions, read n^. The
words 'Q? ramp '3i©n have no meaning, if

connected with the preceding, which
form a concise apostrophical warning to

the Jewish kingdom. They must, there-

fore, be transferred to the following

context, with which they will be found
to be in harmony. Thus Moerlius, Mi-
chaelis, .!ahn, Eichhorn, Kuinoel, Stuck,

De Wette, and Boothroyd, divide.

CHAPTER VII.

The prophet continues his description of the wickedness of the ten tribes.

Regardless of Jehovah, they persevered in falsehood and violence, 1, 2;

flattered their rulers, and thereby obtained their sanction to their nefarious

conduct, 3, 5 ; and indulged to the utmost in licentiousness, 4—7. The murder

of their kings successively is predicted, and their hardihood and folly are further

set forth, 7—10. The prophet next adverts to their fruitless application for

assistance to Egypt and Assyria, and their equally fruitless, because false

professions of return to the service of God, 11— 16.

When I reversed the captivity of my people,

When I healed Israel,

Then was the iniquity of Ephraim revealed,

And the wicked deeds of Samaria ;

For they practised deceit

;

The thief entered,

And the banditti plundered in the street.

1. Some would render W raiiri 'iw},

" when I again lead my people into

captivity;" but altogether contrary to

the established usage of the language.

See Deut. xxx. 3 ; Ps. xiv. 7 ; Jer. xxxi.

23 ; Zeph. iii. 20. The words are ex-

plained by the following "J^^ipi^ '«p:;2, when

I heal Israel. ^ and 3 frequently alter-

nate with each other, when used of the

time at which any thing is done. The
restoration here mentioned is in all pro-

bability that of the two hundred thousand

Jewish captives, to which reference is

made 2 Chron. xxviii. 8—15. The con-

duct of the Israelitish rulers upon that

occasion held out some hope of im-
provement in the character of the nation,

and a consequent change in the Divine
conduct towards it; and this expectation

was confirmed by a temporary cessation

of the judgments of God, during which
they might be said to have been, healed

;

but it was soon entirely frustrated by
the open increase of wickedness among
them. ^^W has the force of then, on
the contrary, become more manifest, &c.

For Samaria, see on Is. xxviii. 1. 'Being

the metropolis of the ten tribes, it was
the head spring of that corruption of

mannei-s which overspread the kingdom.
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And they considered not in their heart,

That I remembered all their wickedness :

Now their deeds encompass them
;

They are before my face.

With their wickedness they cheer the king,

And with their falsehoods the princes.

They are all adulterers ;

They are like an oven, heated by the baker;

Who resteth from heating it,

From the time he kneadeth the dough,

Until it be leavened.

«iT and "fins tditb describe the acts of

violence that were committed by break-

ing into and plundering private houses,

and those which were perpetrated on

persons in the streets. The reference is

not to foreign enemies, as Horsley and
others expound, but to lawless Israelites.

2. For the phrase ^bs losi, comp. the

Arab. jcaIs J JU, and ^wjij J Jls ;

and our, say to oneself. Ps. xiv. 1, et

freq. Instead of cnib'j, the form exhi-

bited in the printed text, " to their

heart," ten MSS., originally seven more,

now one, perhaps another, and the

Complut. Bible, read cniba, " in their

heart." One of Ue Rossi's MSS. states

in the margin that the latter reading is

found in other copies. It is also sup-

ported by the Syr. Vulg. Targ. and
Arab, versions. Both forms describe in-

ternal or mental conversation, only ^

indicates an endeavour to persuade. So
far were the persons spoken of from
bringing themselves to act on the con-

viction, that God was privy to their

wicked deeds, that they evinced the

contrary disposition. Still, however,

the phrase may best be rendered by
thiyilc, consider, or the like. To the

words orfi^'p'o Qiajp, two interpretations

have been given. They either mean,
that the evil practices of the Israelites

crowded round them as so many causes

of punishment, as enemies surround and
shut up the object of their attack ; or,

that they crowded about them as so

many witnesses to reveal the wickedness

of their character. The latter would

seem, from the fol'owing words, to be
the true meaning.

3. Their rulers, instead of repressing,

took delight in the immoral and irreli-

gious conduct of the people.

4. In this connexion, CDM'D is to be
taken in its literal signification. Comp.
Jer. ix. I, xxiii. 10. For the conjecture

of Stuck, that the word was originally

n'E«o, baked or cooked, there is no
foundation. To place the violent and
incontinent character of their lust in

the strongest light, the prophet compares
it to a baker's oven, which he raises to

such a degree of heat, that he only

requires to omit feeding it during the

short period of the fermentation of the

bread. Such was the libidinous cha-

racter of the Israelites, that their impure
indulgences were subject to but slight

interruptions. Comp. dKarairavaTovi

dfiaprias, 2 Pet. ii. 14. 'T??3, in the

feminine, agrees with ii:n, which is of

common gender. The latter word Ge-
senius derives from the Aram, pn, to

smoke, and ""3, Jire. Comp. the Arab.

.Jii', and Syr. I^^J'^, fornax, clibanus.

The oven here referred to is not the

pitcher-oven of the Arabs, but the

larger kind, pretty much like our own,
which was, as it still is, used in public

bake-houses. nE>«r? rrwa is elliptical for

burning, having been kindled by the

baker. Before ni3^^ supply i^'«. The
meaning is, who only ceaseth from heat-

ing, &c. Most interpreters take i'»o in

the sense of stirring, rousing up, 8cc.,

and apply it to the stirring of the fire in
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5 On the day of our king,

The princes are sick with the fever of wine

;

He stretcheth out his hand with the scoffers.

6 For though they approach with their heart warm as an oven,

Yet it is in their plot

;

Their baker sleepeth all the night

;

In the morning it burning like a blazing fire.

the oven ; but it is preferable to regard

it as the part, of T5?, Arab. Js., to be

hot, hurning ; hence in Hiph. to cunite

to bur7i, heat, &c. Thus the LXX.
OTTO TTJs (^Xoyds. The interpretation

from the city, given in the Syr. 'I'arg.

and Vulg. is altogether inappropriate.

For the feminine form of the Infin.

in^pn, comp. nbon, Ezek. xvi. 5.

5. By DV is meant a festal day;
either that of the king's birth, or, as the

Targ. Jarchi and Kimchi give it, that

of his inauguration. The preposition 3

is understood. Michaelis thinks the re-

ference is to the accession of a new king

to the throne. Instead of i3.3)p, our

king, twenty-two MSS. and the Syr.

read 13'?';'?, our kings; LXX. i^f,epai

Tav I3aai\ea>v vfiav. I'^nn is used in-

transitively. The LXX. Syr. Targ.

Vulg. Abarbanel, Leo Juda, Newcome,
Michaelis, and Boothroyd, refer this

verb to the root b^rr ; but, not to insist

on its requiring in such case to be read

1^017, there is something so intolerably

tame in the rendering, " The princes

began to be heated with wine," that it

cannot be admitted as the language of

the prophet. Besides, npn would like-

wise require to be changed into nfcn,

which would produce an anomalous in-

finitive, nnn, bottle, less agrees with o

following than nan, heat. Comp. the

Arab.

their scoffs. Because D'?^i, occurs no-

where else, Houbigant would have it

changed into the usual form Q''?^, most
uncritically. Comp. yp and y?l^. Aq.
X^fvaa-rSv ; LXX. less properly, Xoifimv.

The reduplicate form is intensive, and
expresses the awfully profligate character

of the persons described.

6. I consider the prophet to be con-

tinuing in this verse his description of

the abandoned courtiers, in imagery
borrowed from that introduced ver. 4.

In their intercourse with the monarch,
they approached him with the warmest
professions of loyalty ; but in private

they were scheming how to get rid of

him. The ringleader waited till he could

conveniently carry the plot into execu-

tion ; and speedily they effected the

nefarious purpose. Were it not that ail

the ancient versions render ^yV. as a

verb, I should have been inclined to

point it Szy,, and translate, " For their

inward part is like an oven ; their heart

is in their plot." Comp. ianx D'to; ia^p^i,

Jer. ix. 7. The rendering I have given,

however, equally suits the connexion.

Though there is no word in the text

corresponding to " warm," its insertion

in the translation is fully justified by the

comparison in "nans, like an oven, and
the intensive force of llij ^'^ Piel. That
this verb ever signifies to make ready or

prepare, I do not find. All attempts to

justify the rendering of the LXX. and

&,^, .Xjy^. T^ npn is an in- gyr. aveKaierjaav, yxL., by the conjee-

stance of the construct state with a pre-

position intervening between the nouns.

Comp. Ql^p '«'??, Ezek. xiii. 2 ; xbi nnDip

f^r?. Is. li. 21, and see Gesen. Lehrgeb.

p. 679. The words mean the heat or

fever produced by intoxication. While

the courtiers thus indulged to excess,

the monarch, forgetting his dignity, par-

ticipated in their cups, and joined in

tural readings iinn, wis, and inij?, have
proved abortive. According to the

Hexapla, Symm. (^,j. 0.0^^), Aq. and

Theod. (aOjO^ ^^;:>^^), read as we

now do ; as did likewise the Targ.
ian(jri«.— DJ^pf*, their baker, (many MSS.
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They all glow as an oven,

They devour their judges
;

All their kings have fallen :

None among them calletli unto me.

Ephraim mixeth himself up with the nations ;

Ephraim is acalce unturned.

Strangers devour his strength,

But he knowetli it not

;

Yea, grey hairs are sprinkled upon him,

Yet he knoweth it not.

and various printed editions have dh-en,

which may also be regarded as a sin-

gular form, ' taking the place of the

third radical n, as in other nouns or

participles derived from verbs in ''nV,)

the 'I'arg. and Syr. render V™"*,

«6aiV. oi, as if the reading were CE«,

their anger. ^E^ppalfi, found in tlie

LXX. shows that the former must have
been the reading of the MS. which they
used, as the latter could not have so

easily been mistaken for this proper
name. nrre«, which Dathe proposes,

and Kuinoel adopts into his Heb. text,

nowhere occurs in the sense, ira, furor
eorum. By " their baker" seems to be
meant the leader of the conspiracy,

whom some suppose to be Menahem,
others Shallum, 2 Kings xv. 10—15;
but I should rather infer from what is

stated ver. 7, that the prophet includes

all the conspiracies which took place in

Israel. Having prepared the rest of the

conspirators, he, like the baker, abided
his time, when, of a sudden, the plot

burst forth like a flame.

7. Comp. 2 Kings xv. D^3, nil of
ihem, corresponds to c^3, ver. 4. toh^ is

the future in Kal of cpn, to be warm,
hot, &c. The prophet still continues the

comparison. As the fire in the oven
devours the fuel, so the persons spoken
of destroyed those who were in autho-
rity. %l is not to be taken in the sense

of falling off or apostatizing from God,
as Jerome, Ribera, Menochius, Tirinius,

and some others interpret, but in that of

falling by the hands of murderers. This,

l"73N, theij devour, in the preceding hemi-
stich, shows. The stmrce of the evil,

however, lay in apostasy from Jehovah,

which had reached such a height, that

none implored the Divine aid even when
in calamity.

8. Ewald renders W^O', vcraltet, "hath
become old," which might seem to de-

rive some support from the latter part

of ver. 9 ; but the verb can, with no
propriety, be referred to any other root

than "J^l, Arab. ^Jjki^ madefecit, com-

mistus fuit, Syr. '^^i—ilS, confudit, to

mix by pouring, mix, confoiind. LXX.

(TvvffiiyvvTo. Syr. w^^^Jik^Z]- Targ.

11^?™. Comp. Psalm cvi. ,35, where
u^Sn i:i"ii*n^ is similarly used of promis-

cuous intercourse with idolaters. That
such intercourse generally, including

the adoption of their idolatrous prac-

tices, and not specifically the entering

into leagues with them, is meant, appears
from the following clause, in wliich, to

express the wortulessness of the Ephraim-
itish character, the people are compared
to a cake, which, from not having been
turned, is burnt, and good for nothing.

The Arabs bake their bread on the

ground or hearth, covering it with hot
embers, and turning it every ten minutes
or quarter of an hour, to prevent its

being bvunt. When neglected it is

unfit for food, and is thrown away.
Such was the state of the apostate Is-

raelites. They had coriupted themselves,

and were only fit for rejection. LXX.
iyKpv(f)ias, bread baked in hot asJies.

Cyril, rav eni Xidoa oTrTCfj-evaiv cipTcov.

9. D^"}1, strangers, foreigners, i. e. the

Syrians, Assyrians, &c. See 2 Kings
xiii. 7; xv. 19, 20; xvii. 3-6. The
state, drawing to its close, without the

G
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10 The pride of Israel testifieth to his face,

Yet they turn not to Jehovah their God,

Nor seek him for all this.

Ephraim is like a silly dove, without understanding;

They call in Egypt, they go to Assyria.

As they go, I will spread my net upon them,

I will bring them down like the fowls of heaven

;

I will chastise them,

As it hath been heard in their assembly.

Woe unto them ! for they have wandered from me

;

Destruction unto them ! for they have rebelled against mc.

Though it was I that redeemed them,

Yet have they spoken lies against me.

11

12

13

fact being observed by its citizens, is

compared to a person on wbose head
grey liairs begin to make their appear-

ance, without his becoming sensible of

the approach of age.

" Sparserit et nigras alba senecta co-

mas." Propert'ius.

10—12. A repetition of part of chap.

V. 5, which see. Though the apostate

Israflites had abundant proof of the

inefficiency of their idols, yet they re-

turned not in the exercise of true re-

pentance to God, who alone could

deliver them in the hour of trouble, but

formed alliances with foreign powers in

the delusive hope of protection. The
simplicity of the dove is proverbial.

Thus the Arabs, ^^ ^] Ji l/^^

^l^xs^l, tJtere is nothing more simple than

the dove. The word nnis is here, how-
ever, used in a bad sense, as ll? ]'«,

without heart, i. e. without understanding,

shows. The point of comparison is the

inconsiderate flight of the dove from
one danger into another ; from the

alarm which makes her leave her abode
for the net of the fowler. Such would
be the case with the Israelites. Jehovah
had distinctly announced to them, that

foreign alliances would prove their ruin

;

yet they heedlessly rushed into destruc-

tion. iiii'Sf stands either for nm^« or

iiTi^N'?. The spreading of the net refers

to the taking of birds that are on the

ground ; the bringing down, to those

that are in the air, by the use of missile

weapons. Instead of the Hiphil Dl'p.'^,

which occius only here, the Soncin.

edit, of the Prophets, and some few

MSS. read D"i.e>» in Piel, which may also

be interpreted causatively. cnii?^ 3Jn^?,

lit. according to the report to their as-

sembly, i. e. the public congregations, to

which the Divine messages were deli-

vered. God had given them sufficient

warning by Moses and the prophets.

The versions vary in rendering the last

word, which has given rise to the con-

jectural readings cnn^^, C''?-?^^, and cns^V.

Aq., however, renders, Kara uKorji ttjs

avvayaiyrjs.

13. That 'i>< is denunciative and not

plaintive, the following TO plainly shows.

T73 is often used of the flight of birds

that wander from their nest, see Prov.

xxvii. 8 ; Is. xvi. 2 ; Jer. iv. 25 ; and is

here employed with reference to the

silly dove, ver. 12. The redemption from
Egypt, and that which, in numerous in-

stances, they afterwards experienced,

Jehovah adduces in aggravation of their

guilt. Their preferring the service of

idols to that of the true God, was not

merely a practical denial of his all-suf-

ficiency, but a violation of the solemn

pledge which they had given of undi-

vided obedience to his law, when, as

stated, chap. vi. 1—3, they professed to

return to him.

14. When pressed down by the cala-

mities which their sins had brought upon
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14 Tliey cry not to me with their heart,

But howl upon their beds :

For the sake of corn and new wine they assemble
;

They rebel against me.

15 Though I instructed them, and strengthened their arms,

Yet they devised evil against rae.

16 They may turn, but it is not to the Most High
;

They are like a deceitful bow
;

Their rulers shall fall by the sword,

them, they cried to God for deliverance,

but without any genuine repentance or

sincere resolution to obey him in future.

niaBttJp-'jy, iipon their beds, i. e. in the

night-season, when their anxiety pre-

vented them from sleeping, ii^sn^, the

LXX. reading ''Tii^ri;, render Karere/x-

povTo, they cut themselves, supposing
that in token of grief, or, like the mad-
dened priests of Baal, 1 Kings xviii. 28,

they inflicted wounds upon their bodies.

This is also, in all probability, what the

Syr. translator intended by —^Jk.h.Zih.^-

But though iTjiJn: is found in six MSS.
has been in eight more originally, and
is the reading of two early editions, one

of which is the Soncin. of 1486, it is

not sufficiently supported to warrant its

adoption into the text. The Targ.

Abul-walid, Jarchi, Abenezra, Kimchi,

Munster, Piscator, Leo Juda, Junius,

Tremellius, Boothroyd, Rosenmiiller,

Maurer, and Gesenius, support the tex-

tual reading, and render congregate.

This decidedly agrees better with the

following ''1 'mp^. Instead of returning

to Jehovah, the Israelites assembled

before their idols to propitiate them by
sacrifices, in order to obtain a fruitful

harvest. Lee renders, they become with-

drawn, withdraw themselves, i. e. for

idolatrous purposes. To mark more
strongly the atrociousness of their apo-

stasy, '3, " against me," is employed,
instead of ''?^?, "from me," the prepo-

sition that otherwise follows i^D, which
is frequently used of apostasy from God
to idolatrous practices. The whole

phi'ase is in this case best rendered by
rebel against, as in our common version.

15. ip^ does not signify to bind, but

lu chastise or instruct. The LXX,

instead of rendering the last words of

the preceding verse, or rather, perhaps,

confounding both verbs, have eVaiSev-

drjaav. Pococke's Arab. MSS. (j|.

L "^.it^l. Those whose character is here

described, had been instructed not only

by words, but also in a more severe

manner, by the judgments which had
been inflicted upon them ; but that the

former kind of instruction is meant,

seems clear from the phrase TO'ii pin, to

strengthen the arm, i. e. to impart

strength or power for the performance

of any undertaking. Comp. Ezek. xxx.

24, 25, where both the impartation and
the deprivation of such power are men-
tioned. What the 3)"], evil, or wic/cedness

was, which they cogitated, is not speci-

fied ; but it most likely consisted in

some new idolatrous alliance, such as

that with Egypt, referred to in the next

verse. LXX. Trovrjpd ; Targ. ]%^% evil

things.

16. ''^ ><^ W^ffij, " convertunt se ad non-

summum, i. e. ad non-deum, collect, non-
deos, i.e. ad deos fictos, vanos." Maurer.
Thus also Gesen. in voc. ??. Comp. for

the use of this idiom. Is. x. 15, note.

Hosea, who is fond of brevity, uses

here and chap. xi. 7, "'?, instead of the

longer form ]V^y, Most High. Kametz
is used instead of Patach, on account of

the accent. Arab. Ac, alius, excelsus

fuit, to be high in dignity. (Jlc, alius.

Pococke's Arab. MS, in chap. xi. 7,

JUJ!; Syr. JOT-l/l' God; one of De

Rossi's MSS. "^i:?. What the apostate
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On account of the insolence of their language

:

This shall be their derision in the land of Egypt.

Israelites worsliipped, so far from being

the Most High, was the direct opposite

—wood or stone, the produce of the

earth. The LXX. aufaTpdcf^rja-av els

and Ps. Ixxviii. 57 ; and the reference

is to something faulty in the construction

of the bow, which effuses it to shoot or

throw out the arrow wide of the mark.

•
s,, 1 r. ?, ,, V - 1 K,oot nnn Arab. _<,, jecit, projecit

,

ovbep, and Syr. y ^^^ aC^^iOyZ] ^^ J
^
f J

"jO^i^C, to the same effect, though giving

the sense rather than an exact trans-

lation. The Latin translation of the

Syr. nulla de causa, is quite erroneous.

Most moderns, less aptly, take "w in its

adverbial acceptation, and render, they

return not upivards ; which yields, how-
ever, nearly the same meaning. Thus
liosenmiiiler, Winer, Manger, Stuck,

and others. Newcome's conjectural

emendation, V5>v vh^ that which ca?mot

profit, has not been approved ; while

the translation of Dathe, Poemtentiam
agiint, sed non sinceram, though approved
by Kuinoel, Tingstadius, and others, is

not borne out by Hebrew usage, n^'p

n^nn some render a slack hoiv, supposing

that its inutility, owing to the absence of

elasticity, is what is intended; but false

or deceitful better suits the connexion,

to throw, shoot, &c. There seems no
ground for the opinion of Gesenius,

that the phrase is used poetically for

treacherous bowmen, who feign fight in

order to deceive. The Israelites hypo-
critically pretended to turn to Jehovah,

but their actions took a different di-

rection. Comp. n^pi. ]TO^, a deceitful

tongue, Ps. cxx. 2, 3. The insolence

(Aq. and Symm. eyifiplfirjaiv,) of their

language doubtless consisted in their

proud boast of Egypt as a source of

protection from the Assyrian invasion,

which God was about to bring upon
them. C35b, their derision, i. e. the

subject of derision to the Egyptians, to

whom they should in vain apply for

help. Comp. 2 Kings xvii. 4 ; Is. xxx.
1—7, tliough the latter passage is im-

mediately directed against a contempo-
raneous application on the part of the

Jews.

CHAPTER VIII.

The prophet announces the sudden irruption of the Assyrians, 1 ; by whom the

Israelites were to be punished, on account of their hypocrisy and apostasy, 2, 3;

their illegitimate government, and their idolatry, 4, He then exposes the folly of

their idolatrous confidence, and predicts their captivity, 5—10; remonstrates with

them for their devotion to the worship of idols, in opposition to the express and

numerous prohibitions of the evil contained in the divine law, 11, 12; and

insists that their pretended service of Jehovali, while in reality they forgot him,

so far from being of any avail to them, would only bring destruction upon

ihcMi, 13, 1 1.
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1 P[JT the trumpet to tliy mouth :

" Like an eagle against the house of Jehovah ;"

For they have transgressed my covenant,

They have rebelled against my law.

2 They may cry to me : " O my God

;

We—Israel—acknowledge thee."

3 Israel hath rejected what is good ;

The enemy shall pursue him.

4 They made kings, but it was not from me
;

1. It is not unsual for the prophets,

witliout naming the invading foe, to

announce his approach. See Is. xiii. 2.

The words i?^
^i"?-""?, to thy palate the

trumpet ! are singularly abrupt, and in-

dicate the suddenness of the threatened

invasion, '^n, palate, is here, as Job
xxxi. 30, Prov.viii. 7, put for the mouth.

Comp. chap. v. 8. The LXX. (ciy

koXttov avTwv as yrj) appear to have

read iQJ? D;?rT '?«, which makes no sense.

The fbliowlng words rm] n'rbs? ics?,

which contain the announcement, are

equally abrupt. The point of compa-
rison is the i-apidity of flight for which
the eagle is celebrated, and which is

frequently employed to denote the speedy

approach of an enemy. Comp. Deut.

xxviii. 49; Jer. iv. 13, xlviii. 40; Lam.
iv. 19. ni.rp rr'S, the house of Jehovah,

cannot here mean the temple at Jeru-

salem, which is otherwise so designated,

since the threatenings are specially de-

nounced against the kingdom of the ten

tribes. It must, therefore, be taken to

denote the people of Israel, the whole

nation viewed as the family or church

of God. Comp. chap. ix. 15 ; Numb.
xii. 7 ; Heb. iii. 2

;
just as the christian

church is called the house of God, 1 Tim.
iii. 15, and of Christ, Heb. iii. 6. For
'nni r\ys, comp. chap. vi. 7. The nomi-
native to 113^, they have transgressed, is

nirr; n'3, the family, i. e. the members of

the church, of Jehovah. The Israelites

had violated the obligations of the theo-

cracy, nna and rnin are synonymous.
2. ipyi' is the future used potentially,

and not without irony. 'ri'j^, " O my
God," is construed as a distributive with

the plural verb—each of the persons

spoken of being regarded as using the

language. Inattention to this has led

the Syrian translator to render, .ji.^
our God. "'^^!, Israel, is in appo-

sition with 'T'l^yi^, we achnoivledge thee,

and not the nominative to ^P^v, from

which it is too far removed. It is en-

tirely omitted in the LXX. Syr. and
Arab, as it is in one of Kennicott's

MSS., and originally in one of De Rossi's.

'":?:;^! 'ri''5?, God of Israel, the con-

jecture of Houbigant, is unnecessary.

The present position of the word is more
in keeping with the style of Hosea, and
the use of it well agrees with the vain

confidence which the unbelieving Is-

raelities were ever prone to place in

their relation to the patriarchs.

3. n;i, Arab. ^':, corrupium fuit et

foetuit, to he corrupt, loathsome, and to

reject as such. To treat as loathsome

what was truly excellent, such as the

worship of God and the practice of re-

ligion, argued an awfully depraved state

of moral feeling. The use of '^^'^\,

Israel, finely contrasts with that made
of it in the preceding verse, ira, good,

is, by Jerome, Abenezra, Kimchi, and
others, taken for God himself, who is

described as i"^pi ira, good and dohig

good, Ps. cxix. 68. Deum summum
bonum. Q^colampadius. It seems, how-
ever, to be used in a more general

acceptation. Before 3:i« there is an

ellipsis of the illative p!j. Forty-seven

of De Rossi's MSS. and two more by
correction ; eight of the most ancient,

and sixty-two other editions ; the Syr.

Vulg. and Targ. read iC'iT instead of

12T\% exhibited in the Textus Receptus.

See De Rossi's Scholia Critica.

4. Some think the kings and princes

here referred to were Shallum, Menahem,
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6

They set up princes, but I acknowledged tliem not

:

Of their silver and their gold they have made for themselves idols,

In order that they may be cut off.

Thy calf, O Samaria ! is abominable ;

Mine anger burneth against them :

How long shall they be incapable of purity ?

For it came from Israel,

Pekahiah, Pekah, Hosliea, and such of

their partizans as were invested with

authority ; hut from tlie alhisions made
in the following verses to the origination

of image worship in Israel, it is more
probable that the entire series of Is-

raelitish kings and rulers is intended.

Though in the providence of God, and
agreeably to the declaration of Ahiah
the prophet, the ten tribes revolted from

the house of David, and set up a sepa-

rate and independent kingdom, yet they

were actuated merely by rebellious mo-
tives, and had no regard to a divine

sanction, 1 Kings xi. 31—39, xii. 20.

5>T signifies not only to know, but also

to approve of that which is known,

regard, allow, oivn. Job ix. 21, xxxiv.

4 ; Ps. i. 6, eb freq. LXX. koX ovk
X y p

eyvcipiaav [loi. Syr. t^Ja^Jo] |3o

and did not acquaint me, i. e. held no com-

munications with me \jpon the subject.

The Heb. however, will not bear this

interpretation, "i in both cases before

«'?, has the force of a relative, which

must either be adopted in translation, or

the personal pronoun must be supplied.

For their conversion of their silver and

gold into idols, comp. chap. ii. 8. ]5>n'7

does not appear ever to be taken in a re-

trospective sense, and so to be referred

to what goes before, but is always used

with direct reference to what follows.

ni?! I^P"? is, therefore, to be rendered,

in order that they may he cut off ; not

so that they shall, &c. Comp. Jer. vii.

10, xliv. 8. In all such cases the pre-

position is employed to give peculiar

emphasis to the subject. The Israelites

could not seriously, or in reality, have

intended their own destruction, but they

acted as if they had ; and it would

assuredly overtake them. The nomi-

native to nns^ may either be Israel,

understood ; or it may have respect to

the people collectively.

5. The calf of Samaria was not any
set up in that city, but that set up at

Bethel with another at Dan, or both, if

we take the noun as a collective, which
its inhabitants, and those of the country

generally, worshipped. The metropolis

appears to be used here by synecdoche

for the whole land occupied by the ten

tribes ; but, at the same time, there can

be little doubt that its inhabitants were
pre-eminent in their devotion to idolatry.

riDi is used in its primary acceptation, to

he loathsome, ahom'mahle. See on ver. 3.

Such construction is preferable to that

which would make '^% the accusative

to n_3j, assuming rnn^ understood to be

the nominative, or that in our common
version, which makes it the nominative,

and Samaria in its pronominal reference

the accusative. The introduction of the

worship ofthe golden calves by Jeroboam,

in imitation of that of Apis, at Memphis,
and of Mnevis, at Heliopolis, which he

must have seen during his residence in

Egypt, paved the way for the imitation

and adoption of the gross idolatries

practised by the Phoenicians, Syrians,

and Chaldeans, nin^ r|« rnn, the anger

of Jehovah burneth, is an anthropopathic

mode of expression of frequent occur-

rence in the Hebrew Scriptures, denoting

the unconquerable opposition of God to

all moral evil, and the severity of the

punishment with which it is visited.

D3, against them, i. e. the Israelites who
worshipped the golden calves. «"? 'np'i?

]vp^: ^b'y\\ how long shall they be incapable

of purity ? i. e. how long shall they be

obstinately attached to the impure service

of idols, and reject the means by which

they might be recovered from its stain

and punishment.

6. The golden calf had its origin in

Israel : it was not made by any of the

surrounding idolaters. The i in «ini is

emphatic. ^^1 DOip, shall be or become

fames, i. e. shall be burnt. C'23\i5 is a
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The carpenter made it

;

It is not God :

Surely the calf of Samaria shall become flames.

7 Because tliey have sown wind,

They shall reap the whirlwind.

They shall have no stalk
;

The growth shall produce no grain
;

Should it peradventure produce it,

Strangers shall swallow it up.

8 Israel is swallowed up ;

They are now among the nations,

Like a vessel in which is no delight.

9 For they went up to Assyria,

Like a solitary wild ass :

Ephraim hath given the hire of love.

ana^ \ey. and has no root in Heb. ; but

comp. the Arab. L _ ^ ''', accendit ignem,

L^ ^n.'?,j ardor, flamma. As the calf

was made by man, so it should by man
be converted into fuel for the flames. It

consisted, in all probability, of wood,

thickly overlaid with gold. When taken

as a present to the king of Assyria, (see

chap. X. 6,) instead of being worshipped

or held in respect, it would be stripped

of the gold, and consigned to the flames.

The LXX. followed by the Arab. Horsley,

and Newcome, improperly translate ^3

"'^i;^!'?, fV TM '\crpar\k, (JoIwjjI J, hi

Israel, and join the words to those of the

preceding verse.

7. nnciD is the emphatic form of ^EiD,

a tornado, whirhvind. Leo Juda, 7nag-

niim turbidem. Comp. nno'ss, Exod. xv.

16; nn»Tj5:, Ps. iii. 3. The nominative

to i"' is ''v^;;^''? understood ; but it is best

to take it collectively, in harmony with

the plui-al of the preceding verbs.

Observe the paronomasia in ^)} nps
nni?-nffi»:. The Israelites should be

unsuccessful in all their undertakings

;

and whatever partial gains they might
acquire, would be eagerly seized by the

Assyrians.

8. What Hosea had just foretold is

here realized in prophetic vision. He
sees them in a state of exile—the objects

of contempt to their oppressors. Comp.
Jer. xxii. 28.

9, 10. nb3>, io go np, is elsewhere used

of foreigners coming to the land of

Israel ; but is here employed with sin-

gular propriety of the Israelites going

to Assyria, to intimate their depressed

condition, and their acknowledgment of

the superiority of the Assyrian power.

The reference is not to their going info

captivity, but to the embassy which they

sent for the purpose of obtaining aid

from that quarter, i^^t'w stands for nm'«,

the n of direction being omitted. The
point of comparison in the " wild ass"

is his untractableness, and his disposition

to take his own way, in consequence of

which he forsakes the society of others,

and loves the solitariness of the desert.

See Job xxxix. 5— 8. Thus it was with

Israel. Despite of all the counsels and
warnings given them by the prophets,

they persisted in entering into foreign

alliances. HDn, to give presents, hire, &c.

is purposely chosen, to convey the idea

of a violation of the marriage contract

by unlawful commerce with another

party— the derivatives ]3ns( and ^2n«,

properly denoting a gift or reward given

to a whore. See on chap. ii. 12. The
aggravation of the evil is signified by
representing the female as offering these
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10 Yet though they have hired among the nations,

I will now gather them
;

And they shall suffer in a little

By reason of the tribute of the king of princes.

rewards to her paramours to induce

them to commit lewdness, instead of her

being prevailed upon by presents made
by them. Comp. Ezek. xvi. 33, 34.

Though in Hiphil, the verb has here the

same signification as in Kal. D^nnx, lit.

loves, a plural not in use in English.

Jerome, who renders, numera dederunt

amatoribus, either read D'snt*, which is

found in one of De Rossi's MSS., or he
took D'in« in a concrete sense, as our

translators appear to have done, for

which there is no necessity. Instead of
i:n' at the beginning of ver. 10, two of

De Rossi's MSS. the LXX. Syr. Vulg.

Targ. and Arab, read 131^1'., as if from p3;
according to which, the Israelites are

represented as delivered over to, or

placed in the power of the nations.

The fifth Greek version, however, has

dXXa Koi orav iJ.icr6a)(Tr]Tai eQvq, which
is preferable, as it is most likely that the

prophet repeated the verb he had just

used, and as the other rendering is less

suited to the connexion. nni>, noiv, i. e.

shortly. Comp. tD5?P immediately after.

The suffix in m^VV\, " I will collect

them," belongs to D'iart, the nations, and
not to the nominative to 'iDo;, or the Is-

raelites. y?i^ is used in Piel in a bad as

well as in a good sense. Comp. Ezek.

xvi. 37. Thus Kimchi and Abarbanel.

Instead of affording any assistance, the

Assyrians would be collected against the

apostate Israelites, invade their land,

and carry them into captivity. Into

that state of suffering, imposed upon
them by the king of Assyria, they were
shortly to be brought, as a punishment
for their idolatrous desertion of the true

worship of God. onto Tj^'p x't'-ian c^o ^^m
has been variously interpreted. Ge-
senius renders, " and they (the hostile

nations,) shall presently set them free

from the burden of the Jchiy, i. e. from
his oppressive yoke;" but without any
suitable sense—the whole passage being
of a comminatory nature, and not pro-

missory of good. '5170, the Hiph. of "J^n,

has nowhere the signification of loosing

or setting free. Nor is there any pro-

priety in taking it in the usual sense of

beginning, and so construing it with ^J'?*

as if the latter word were the infinitive

of the verb tc^n, to be diminished. The
ancient versions refer to "Jin, as the

root, in the sense of waiting, desisting

from, &c. LXX. KOTraaovcri. Symm.
[xevovcriv. Theod. diaXeiyjrovai. Syr.

fOAkJZLj. Vulg. quiescent. And in

this reference I concur, especially as ten

MSS. and forty-four editions, read I'^rni

without the Dagesh in the Lamed : only
I would abide by the signification, to be

in pain, affliction, which is that given to

the verb in our common version. Such
construction alone suits the connexion.

By some D"!^ '^^9 are considered to be
an instance of asyndeton ; and twenty-

one MSS. and originally ten more, the

LXX. Aq. Syr. Vulg. Targ. and Talm.
Babyl. supply the copulative "i before

D'TiJ. So Kimchi, Mercer, Piscator.

Grotius, Houbigant, Dathe, Michaelis,

Kuinoel, Newcome, Tingstadius. It

has been doubted, however, whether,

according to this resolution of the word,

they should be referred to the native

king and princes, or to those of Assyria.

Some, as Maurer, take them to be the

nominative to I'^n^, and make the sense

end with ^ittiD, the burden or tribute, sup-

posing the heavy taxes imposed by the

Israelitish rulers to be intended. The
best sense is brought out by reading
Dn© Tjbn in construction, the Icing of
princes, and applying the phrase to the

king of Assyria, who had many kings

and princes subject to his sway. Comp.
Is. X. 8. Thus Pococke's Arabic MS.,
Leo Juda, Diusius, Jun. and Tremel.,

Piscator, Eichhorn, Boeckel, Goldwitzer,

Hitzig, and Ewald. The steQ, burden,

was the tribute exacted by Menahem,
and paid to Pul, amounting to a thousand

talents of silver, 2 Kings xv. 19—22.

Comp. ii^V ^P?, tribute inoney, 2 Chron.

xvii. 11.
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11

12

13

When Epliraim multiplied altars to sin,

They became to him altars to sin.

I may prescribe for him the numerous things of my law
;

They are treated as a strange thing.

As for my sacrificial offerings,

They sacrifice flesh and eat it

;

Jehovah accepteth them not

:

He will speedily remember their iniquity,

And will punish their sin :

They shall return to Egypt.

11. By multiplying altars, in oppo-

sition to the express prohibition, Deut.

xii. 13, 14, the Ephraimites not only

contracted great guilt, but paved the

way for the introduction of other sins.

Syr. l^T ](jj. A^^, ad crimen ingens.

There is an easy but beautiful variation

in the repetition of the words. As used

the second time, «T2n possesses consi-

derable emphasis. Comp. for a similar

instance of varied repetition, Is. xxvii. 5.

It shows how much the mind of the

prophet was affected by the wickedness

of his people. Some suppose that there

is a play upon the double meaning of

i^'cn as signifying to sin, and to he

jiunished for sin, just as our Lord uses

vtKpoL in two senses, Matt. viii. 22 ; but

the second signification cannot attach to

the verb in tliis connexion.

12. 3in?S!, Keri ^52«, is continuative

and potential, and is equivalent to, I

have prescribed, I still prescribe by my
prophets, and I may go on prescribing

;

it will be of no avail. Keri '5^, in many
MSS. '311, the plural of I'l, which is

properly the infinitive of IJx' ^^ ^^ great,

numerous, &c. Here the idea of number
is evidently designed to express the

abundant provisions God had made in

his written law, and its enforcement by
the prophets, against the commission of

idolatry. According to the Chethiv ^T\,

we should render, '' I may prescribe to

him my laws by myriads;" Kwald, by

thousands ; Hitzig, bif ten thousands.

The Syr. uliOQ^iOJj Ji^CD. Targ.

'nni« nvjp. Vulg. niult/plices leges meas.

Pococke's Arab. MS.
u/^^/-

s.J^.

.\q. TvKrjBvfx^vovs vofxovi. Symm. ttXtj-

6os uofxav fiov. D'i?f7, statutes, are un-

derstood. 2\iJn signifies not only to think,

regard, &c., but also to treat in a

manner corresponding to the estimation

in which a person or thing is held.

Tancbum, ^tisj]

JCaJI dJ^ il, they reject them like a

strange thing to which no regard is

paid.

13. '?!7^!7 'U^T form the nominative ab-

solute. ''?'7?'7, niy gifts or offerings, i. e.

such as they professedly offer to me.

The word is contracted for '5™'!'?, and is

derived from ^\}l, to give. It seems

preferable to abide by this usual signi-

fication of the verb, which it has likewise

in Aramaic, Arabic, and Ethiopic, than

to follow Kimchi, who refers the noun
to a root y^}'^, to which he assigns the

signification to burii, scorch, roast ; or

Ewald, who, appealing to the Chald.

^^n, and the Arab. C^^sJii and l._^a>Jt)_

renders, raw offerings. '?n3ri is a more
choice term for nin^n, or ra:nQ. For
the reduplicate form, comp. 'iinin«, chap.

iv. 18 ; which word the LXX. Syr. and
Targ. appear to have followed in this

place ; of which liiizig seems to approve.

Aq., observant of t!ie gemination, renders,

dvcrias (pepe (f)€pe Bvaid^ovaiv. Symm.
Ovaias €TraXXi]\ovs. 1 heod. ffvalav

peTacftopav ^Svaiaauv. Jeliovah rejected

the sacrifices that were offered, not

H
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14 Because Israel hath forgotten his Maker, and built temples.

And Judah hath multiplied fortified cities
;

Therefore will I send a fire into his cities,

And it shall consume the palaces of each.

according to his own appointment, but to

gratify tlie carnal appetite of the wor-
shippers. Reference is had to the

sacrifices offered to him, as represented

by the gohlen calf. In n^n x'? is a
meiosis. nri5>, 7ioiv, is here used in the

sense of speedili/, shorthj. From the

references made chap. ix. 3, 6, xi. 11, it

is clear that the last clause of the verse

predicts the actual return of a number
of the Israelites to Egypt, whither, in

all probability, they fled when the king-

dom was broken up by the Assyrians.

The threatening pointedly reminded
them of the depressed condition in which
their ancestors had been in that country.

Comp. Deut. xxviii. 68. The LXX. add,

KoX Iv 'Aaavpiois aKadapra (pdyovrai
;

but the words are wanting in the Aldine
edition, and in seven MSS. They have
evidently found their way into the text

from chap. ix. 3, where they stand in

accordance with the reading of all the

Heb. MSS.
14. 1 in npttJ^l marks the protasis; in

'nrttfi the apodosis. The ntort were

doubtless idolatrous temples erected after

the models of those in use among the

Syrians and Phoenicians. See, for the

word, my note on Is. vi. 1. Though
idolatry had not made the same progress

in Judah, the inhabitants nevertheless

evinced a want of confidence in Jehovah
by fortifying a number of cities, to which

they trusted for defence. The masculine

suffix in T^»2 refers to Judah ; the femi-

nine in n^'niDpiS! to each of the cities,

taken singly. Ewald strangely asserts,

that the words of this verse appear to

have been inserted from some book of

Amos no longer in existence ! Compare,
however, for the latter distich, Jer. xlix.

27; Amos i. 4, 7, 10, 12, 14, ii. 2, 5;
and see note on Amos i. 4.

CHAPTER IX.

The prophet checks the propensity of the Israelites to indulge in excessive joy on

account of any partial relief from their troubles, 1
;
predicts the failure of the

crops, &c. in consequence of the Assyrian invasion, 2 ; their removal to Egypt

and Assyria, where they should have no opportunity, even if they were inclined,

to serve Jehovah according to their ancient ritual, 3—5 ; and the hopelessness

of their returning to enjoy the property they had left behind, 6. He then

announces the certain infliction of the divine judgments, and points out the true

character of the false prophets, by whom the people had been led astray to their

ruin, 7, 8. Illustrative references are next made to the early history of the

Hebrew nation, accompanied with appropriate comrainations couched in varied

forms, in order to render them more affecting, 9— 1 7.
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1 Carry not thy joy, O Israel ! to exultation, like the nations,

For thou hast lewdly departed from thy God
;

Thou hast loved the hire.

On all the corn floors.

2 Neither the floor nor the vat shall nourish them
;

And the new wine shall fail therein.

3 They shall not dwell in the land of Jehovah,

But Ephraim shall return to Egypt,

And in Assyria, they shall eat what is unclean.

1. Vr'jx— nnipn-bs!, lit. rejoice ?ioi to

exultation.. The LXX. Syr. Targ. and
Vulg. read '''^ "J'^, exulf. nut ; but con-

trary to the tistis loquendi, which requires

the verb following "?« to be in the lutiire

tense, as Seeker properly observes. Some
find in the comparison "like the nations,"

an imitation of their idolatrous festivities

;

but the language is rather predictive of

the joyless condition to which the Is-

raelites were to be reduced. While those

by whom they were surrounded, and
especially their Assyrian invaders, should

indulge in unrestrained mirth, they should

experience affliction and sorrov/. There
is most probably a reference to the joy

occasioned by the league entered into

with Pul, by which peace seemed to be
secured. Their joy was to be of short

duration, and therefore required to be

moderate. Instead of D^'???, thirteen

MSS., originally five more, one by cor-

rection, and five editions, read D'p?a,

" among the nations," of which Rosen-
miiller, following Abarbanel, approves.

The prophet adds the reason wliy they

should have no cause for exultation'

—

their abounding idolatries, by which they

incurred the judgments of God. These
idolatries they carried to such a pilch,

that they erected shrines at their thresh-

ing floors, in order to offer at tliem the

oblations of their grain. The crops

were considered to have been bestowed
by the idols in compensation for the

worship rendered to them, (see chap. ii.

5, 12, 13;) and are therefore spoken of

as |3ns!, a 7neretncioiis reward.

2. For ''iJns, in reference to the failure

of the productions of the earth, see

Hab. iii. 17. Tlie verb properly signi-

fies to lie, deceive, &c. ; figuratively, to

fail. Twenty-six MSS., originally six-

teen more, and perhaps two, three

editions, with the support of the LXX.
Syr. Targ. and Vulg. read 02, in them,

i. e. them, the Israelites, instead of n2,

in her, the received reading. It is,

however, too plainly an emendation to

entitle it to adoption. Nothing is more
common than for our prophet to use first

a plural, and then a singular suffix of

the same subject : according to the rule

laid down by Tanchum, that when in a
continued discourse a nation or people
is spoken of, either the feminine affix

agreeing with ms?, congregation, or the

masculine agreeing with Di?, people, may
be used

; as also, that the singular may-
be used of them, viewed as a body, and
the plural, when they are regarded as

consisting of distinct individuals. See
in Pococke. At the same time it is

better In a translation to render them
alike, as in the ancient versions just

quoted.

3. Canaan was called rv»v yn^, the

land of Jehovah, because he had appro-
priated it for an inheritance to those

whom he had chosen to be his peculiar

people. It was his gift to Abraham and
his posterity, to be enjoyed by them on
condition of their fidelity in his service.

For this end he attached to it his special

blessing, Deut. xi. 10— 12. Comp. Jer.

ii. 7, xvi. IS ; Ezek. xxxvi. 20. The
return to Egypt being here mentioned
in connexion with an exile in Assyria,

proves that it is to be taken literally,

and that it is not designed to express a
servitude similar to that of Egypt. See
on chap. viii. 13. The fulfilment of this

prediction in the history of the ten
tribes, is nowhere mentioned in Scrip-

ture. No doubt the number that fled to

Eiiypt was small, compared with the
body of the nation carried into the
Assyrian exile. By «OTp is meant pro-
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4 They shall not pour out wine to Jehovah,

Neither shall their sacrifices please him ;

They shall be to them as the bread of mournersj

All that eat thereof shall be unclean :

For their bread shall be for themselves

;

It shall not come unto the house of Jehovah.

5 What will ye do on the day of assembly ?

On the day of Jehovah's festival ?

6 For, behold ! they go away from destruction,

But Egypt shall gather them, Memphis shall bury them
;

As for their coveted treasuries of money, nettles shall possess them

Thorns shall be in their tents.

hibited food, meats pronounced unclean

by the Mosaic law. Comp. Ezek. iv. 13.

To such necessity should they be reduced

as captives.

4. Tjp: is used of the pouring out of

wine for a libation, Gr. cnvivhuv, Exod.

XXX. 9. y%, properly to mix, mingle,

came to signify siveet, agreeable, pleasmg,

from the circumstance, that what was

pleasant to the taste, often consisted of

mixed ingredients. D'?i« nrt, bread, or

food of sorrows, i. e. such as was eaten

by mourners for the dead, and conse-

quently regarded as unclean, on account

of the contact in which they were sup-

posed to come with the dead body. See

Numb. xix. 14, 15, 22 ;
Jer. xvi. 7, 8

;

Ezek, xxiv, 17 ; Hagg. ii. 12, 13. In-

stead of feasting upon the sacrifices as

their fathers had been accustomed to

do, when they slew them according to

the law, which was always an occasion

of joy, they should be placed in circum-

stances in which no such sacrifices could

be offered, and no such feasts enjoyed.

Their food should all be common—
D'fljp?'?, for their soul or life, i. e. merely

for its sustenance; not fit to be pre-

sented to the Lord. Thus Schmidius,

Grotius, and others.

5. In captivity they would find it im-

possible to observe their solemn feasts

—

a great aggravation of their punishment.

Comp. chap. ii. 11. The exposition of

Jarchi, Abenezra, Kimchi, Mercer,

Capito, and others, according to which,

the day of punishment, represented

under the idea of sacrifice, is meant,

cannot be sustained.

6. The prophet here specially de-

scribes those Israelites who should take

alarm at the invasion of the country by
the Assyrians, and flee for safety into

Egypt. They imagined that their stay

there would only he temporary ; but it

is predicted that they should no more
return to their possessions, and be buried

in their fathers' sepulchres, but should

die in the land, and have their interment

among the mummies of Egypt. For
Memphis, as the great necropolis of that

country, see my note on Isaiah xix. 13.

V?iJ, to gather, is here used in reference

to tlie removal of the soul at death into

tlie world of spirits, and is equivalent to

^?!^?., Numb. XX. 26, or the full phrases

TO5?-\^ F]Ds;:, and vni3^-"?N t]p«:, to be

gathered to one's people or fathers,

which is always spoken of as something

different from death and burial. Comp.
Jer. viii. 2 ; Ezek. xxix. 5, in which

latter passage f]P«, and ^317, are used as

synonymes. According to the signi-

fication of the cognate Arab. verb.

JiXi' cepit, apprehendit manu rem, it

conveys the idea of God's taking away

the soul. Hence the phrase <lci!l JC^ajJi'

mortuus est, literally, God took him; and

ij^^ simpl)', mortuus est (ad Dei mise-

ricordiam delatus). Preytag. When it

is said that Egypt should gather and
Memphis bury the Israelitish fugitives,

the meaning is that they should be re-

moved out of this world, and that their

bodies should be buried there. The
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The days of punislinient are come,

The days of retribution are come
;

Israel shall know it

:

The prophet is foolish,

The man of the spirit is frantic,

Because of the greatness of thy punishment,

And because the provocation is great.

personification is emploj^ed, as usual,

for the sake of effect, "i^nn, desire,

covetousness ; that which is the object of
desire, what is covetahle, coveted, from
ion, to desire, covet. As the verb 0©"^"

has a plural suffix, this noun is here to

be taken as a collective, and rendered

in the plural. The idea of treasury is

supplied by the connexion. f]p3 is used

generally of money, as in most other

places, when irn, gold, is not combined
with it. Targ. pnpD? n^pn n'2, the house

of their desirable movey. Symm. to

eiTidviiiJiiaTa tov dpyvpiov avrap.

Others, less aptly, explani the words of

houses, palaces, &c. adorned with silver.

On leaving those treasures which they

could not carry with them, the Israelites

would naturally bury them in the earth,

which accounts for the ver}' significant

phrase, " the nettles shall inherit them."

For the combination izJin-i? or VDinp and
r}'\Tr, comp. Is. xxxiv. 13. The whole
verse is miserably translated by the

LXX.
7. T^j^ts, visitation, punishment. Comp.

Is. X. 3;' 1 Pet. ii. 12. WT, shall know
experimentally. By the «'?2 is obviously

to be understood in this place, the false

prophet or jirophets by whom the people

of the ten tribes were seduced from the

right worship of Jehovah, who taught

them to worship the golden calves, and
otherwise encouraged them in their idol-

atrous practices. Thus Pococke's Arab.

MS. i'yu Xtis^l, he that pretends to

prophecy ; and Kimchi, "ip^u '><'3:, lying

prophets. With this, the phrase nnn -iJ'N,

the man of the Spirit, is synonymous;
one pretending to inspiration, or pro-

fessing to deliver oracles under the in-

fluence of a divine efflatus. LXX.
avdpcoTTos 6 TrvfvixaTO(f)opoi. Syr.

that is clothed, or endued with the spirit,

only adding, by way of explanation, but

erroneously, ]Zcu^'.A^. '^f f^Uy- Comp.

Mic. ii. 11. mn Tjbn m'\->!; 1 Cor. xiv. 37,

ft Tts hoKii TTpofpTjTris eluai j] nvevpa-
riKos

',
2 Pet. i. 21, i^tto Trvevparos

ciyiov (f)ep6p€voL ; and see my Lectures

on Divine Inspiration, p. 25. '^^'^'Q,

insane, frantic ; Arab, jts^, locutus

fuit rhythmice, to speak in an impas-
sioned manner, like an inspired poet;

hence, from the violence of the gesti-

culations, tones, &c., to act like a mad-
man, to he mad, insane. Comp. Jer.

xxix. 26, where l-acn ©'« and «??np are

synonymous. The meaning is, that the

pretenders to inspiration, b}' whose false

predictions of uninterrupted prosperity

the people had been deluded, should be
convicted of folly, and reduced to a state

of absolute frenzy by the infliction of

the divine judgments upon the nation.

Hosea introduces this declaration re-

specting the Israelitish prophets paren-
thetically, thereby giving force to his

own prediction of impending calamit}'.

The affix in ^?i3> refers to ''^'jip?, to whom
the prophet turns in the way of direct

address, ps means here, not the cri7ne,

but its pimishment. Comp. for this

signification of the term, Is. v. 18, and
my note there. In nn^l subaud. '3,

because. The adjective ni^, is here
placed before its substantive for the sake
of emphasis. SeeonIs.Iiii.il. From
the use of ctpiiJ in the sense of hating,

evinci7ig hostility, &c., there can be little

doubt that the derivative nn'^ipn, which
occurs only in this and the following
verse, has the signification of hostility,

provoking conduct, provocation. That
oi snare or trap, which Gesenius assigns

to it, is not borne out, even by the
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8 Ephraim cxpectetli help from my God ;

The prophet is a fowler*'s snare in all his ways
;

The cause of provocation in the house of his god.

9 They have deeply corrupted themselves,

As in the days of Gibeali

;

He will remember their iniquity,

He will punish their sins.

10 I found Israel, like grapes in the desert

;

Like the first early fruit of the fig tree, at its commencement,

Syriac SQ^iffl, which signifies v'lnxit,

compedivif, but not to ensnare. Comp.

the Arab, ^liawj, acies gladii ; acutiores

et fervidiores hominum. LXX. jxavla;

Aq. iyKocTTjaLS ; AXX. '^KcrTucns ; all of

which convey the idea of great excite-

ment, and yield support to the interpre-

tation I have given. The idolatrous

practices of the Israelites are meant, by
whicli they provoked the righteous in-

dignation of Jehovah.

8. D^^E^ nais, are not in construction,

and to be rendered as in most versions,

" the watchman of Ephraim," to justify

which construction various modes of

exegesis have been resorted to ; among
others that of Horsley, who would have

the watchman to be Elijah. Nor can

the rendering of Ewald be sustained,

who gives the passage, Ein Sjmlier ist

Ephraim gegen mehi Golf. " Ephraim
is a spy against my God." When 05?

signifies against, it follows verbs of

more active import. E. schaut nach

Weissagungen aits nehen meinem Gott

;

" Ephraim looks for prophecies besides

my God,"— the rendering of Hitzig, is

equally objectionable. I quite agree

with Gesenius and Lee, in assigning to

nos in this place the signification of

looking out, expecting, as in Ps. v. 4
;

Lam. iv. 17, in Piel. Dl?, tvith, is used

elliptically for nVP, from with, i. e. from.

A similar ellipsis undeniably occurs Job

xxvii. 13. ''«"D5> TOT D^^'P^n
!^J,

this is

the portion of a tvic/ced man from (D?,

with,) God, as appears, not only from

the synonymous phrase ^T^'Q, " from the

Almighty," in the corresponding hemi-

stich, but from the actual use of ]P,

from, in the parallel passage, chap. xx.

29. What the prophet asserts is, that

the Ephraimites indulged in expectations

of good from Jehovah, notwithstanding
their dereliction of his worship in its

pure and legitimate forms, and their

adoption of the idolatrous practices of

the heathen around them. In this they
were encouraged by the false prophets,

who caught them by their ensnaring
doctrines, as is declared immediately
after. n^^iCQ is here used in the same
acceptation as in the preceding verse,

only there is a metonymy of the effect

for the cause. By Tri'?^ n'n. '< the house
of his god," is not meant the temple or

people of the true God, but the temple
or temples in which the false worship

was performed, which the prophets here

reprobated were specially active in pro-

moting.

9. ^T\'i}'S: ip'*?!?;?) an instance of the con-

structio asyndeta. The former of the

two verbs is to be rendered adverbially.

For its use before infinitives, see on
chap. V. 2. Mercer, " Quam corruptis-

simi sunt." inrtttj may either be taken

intransitively, or xyrpyf\, cn'nWs?, or the

like, must be supplied. So great was
tlie depravity evinced by those whose
conduct the prophet here describes, that

it could only be paralleled by the

atrocity of the inhabitants of Gibeah,
specified Judges xix. 22—30.

10. ''i^ljic'., Israel, here means tlie an-

cestors of the Hebrew nation. It has

been asked, " How could God be said to

find the Hebrews in the wilderness,

since he conducted them into it from
Egypt?" To remove the difficulty, some
very unwarrantably explain the wilder-

ness of Egypt itself; but others connect
"\3"in3 D'?5??3, nice grapes in the desert,

and explain ^J^^ of finding by experience,
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11

12

I regarded your fathers ;

But they came to Baal-peor,

And separated themselves to the object of shame
;

They became abominable, like tlie object of their love.

As for Ephraim, their glory shall fly away, like a bird ;

There shall be no birth, no womb, no conception.

Yea, though they should rear their children,

I would take them away from among men
;

But woe to them ! when I depart from them.

trial, &c. Such they were, proved them-

selves to be in my judgment. And this

seems 1o be the proper division and in-

terpretation of the words. At the same
time 15TO yn«3 n^q occurs in reference

to the same subject, Deut. xxxii. 10,

where the verb must be taken in the

sense of reaching with sufficient aid.

Comp. theEth. 0!S^^-^: venit ; Arab.

Loo, perduxit, traetavit, negotium ; and

chap. xiii. 5 ; Jer. xxxi. 2. The point

of comparison in the verse is the dehght

with which a traveller enjoys grapes

found in a desert, in which they were

unexpected, and where they served most
opportunely to quench his thirst; or the

early fig, which is accounted a great

delicacy in the East. When Jehovah

entered into covenant with the people of

Israel at Sinai, they were regarded by

him with delight, being free from idol-

atry, and engaging to adhere to his

service. Comp. chap. xi. 1 ; Jer. xxxi. 3.

The scene, however, was soon changed.

nan, ilU, these very persons. At Baal-

peor, they proved faithless, and indulged

in the very atrocities of which their

posterity were guilty in the days of the

prophet. For the transactions referred

to, see Numb. xxv. 1—5. Priapism,

which Hosea justly characterises as in

the highest degree abominable, was the

worship peculiarly acceptable to the god

of Peor. See Calmet and Winer in

voc.— "i]J signifies to separate oneself

from any person or thing, and also,

followed by ), to separate or devote

oneself to some religious object. Hence
the substantive Tn, a Nazarite ; 115

consecration. riffi!i is the abstract for

the concrete, and denotes the obscene

or shameful idol which the Moabites
worshipped. c?''?^, lit. abominations,

but used here adjectively, loathsome,

abominable. cnrtN is properly the sub-

stantive, ani<—the points being changed
on account of the suffix. Vulg. facti

smit abominabiles sicut ea, quEe di-

lexerunt. The Hebrews became as

abominable as the impure idol whose
rites they celebrated, yip® ^Jin yv© niwn,

he that serveth an abomination, is him-

self an abomination. Kimchi's MS. note

in Pococke.

11, 12. Dna«, Ejihraiyn, is of the

nominative absolute, which gives pro-

minence to the name, and its signifi-

cation. As for Ephraim, (D?']?^, from
JTJD, to be fruitful. Gen. xli. 52.) such

may be his name, but, &c. ii33, glory,

is in contrast with mi32, shame, in the

preceding verse. The lewd and idol-

atrous conduct of the Israelites should

meet with a fit retribution. Instead of

having an increase of children, that

might grow up and become the glory of

the land, those who might now be ac-

counted such should speedily be removed
into Assyria, and there would be nothing

but sterility to characterise the nation.

The preposition "O, prefixed to the three

last substantives, is privative in signi-

fication. 1^3, womb, stands here for

pregnancy, or for the foetus in the womb.
The order of the words presents an
instance of the gradatio inversa. Disp,

among men, as 'IP^
D'ffi2n '73^''n, " thy

mother shall be childless awo??^ women,"
1 Sam. XV. 33. Evvald and Hitzig

translate '"I'lil.'?, uhen I look away from
them, contending that we should read ^
instead of ii) ; but no MS. is thus pointed,

and the present punctuation is so far

supported by the LXX. (7) crap^ fiov,
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14

15

13 I see Epliraim, like Tyre, planted in a pleasant place

;

But Ephraira shall bring out his children to the murderer.

Give them, O Jehovah !—what wilt thou give ?

Give them a miscarrying womb, and dry breasts.

All their wickedness is in Gilgal

;

Surely I have hated them there :

On account of the wickedness of their deeds,

I have driven them out of my house
;

I will love them no more :

All their princes are rebels.

IG Epliraim is smitten, their root is dried up
;

They shall produce no fruit

:

i. e. '"i^?), Aq. Vulg. and Targ. Three

MSS. and one edit, have 'T^}, to which

'ITaip is doubtless here equivalent. Many
instances occur of tlie substitution of ^i)

for D, and vice versa. The meaning is,

when I withdraw my protection from

them ; no longer showing them any

favour, but delivering them over to their

enemies. For the abortive attempt of

Lyra to prove a corruption of the passage

by the Jews, and to palm upon the ren-

dering of the LXX. jj adp^ ^ov e^

avTav, the doctrine of tlie incarnation

of the Messiah, see Pococke.

13. After nntpsi supply 'nw, from the

following ii^> 'ri'^T if«?- Tliough n«n

commonly governs the accusative, yet,

in Ps. Ixiv. 6, it is followed as here by

the dative, without any difference of

signification. LXX. els 6)jpav, reading

lis, instead of lii. x-^q. Symm. uKpo-

TOfj-ov ; Theod. Trerpav ; Arnoldi, and

after him Hitzig, would derive li^ from

the Arab, .yo, as signifying the Palm
;

but it only signifies the root of that tree,

or describes it as small in size, an ac-

ceptation which would ill suit the present

connexion. Ewald renders, Bild, image

or likeness. The point of comparison is

the beautiful situation of Tyre. See

Ezek. xxvii. 3, xxviii. 12, 13. The
notion of planting seems to have been

suggested by the name of Ephraim.

See on the preceding verse. The ter-

ritory occupied by that tribe, and several

of the other nine, was distinguished for

its beauty and fertility ; and the pro-

sperity of its inhabitants, who traded

extensively with the Phoenician ports,

was only surpassed by Tyre lierself.

Yet the fruit of this lovely region was
only to be prodviced in order to its being

destroyed. The inhabitants were to be
slain in great nimibers with the sword.

The "^ before the infinitive in N'?Jin^, is

future in signification, indicating what
was about to be, or would be done.

14. Tliese words strongly mark the

effect produced upon the mind of the

prophet by the contemplation of the

wickedness of his people. In holy

ardour of soul, he feels himself excited

to imprecate what he had predicted ver.

11. Some, less appropriately, render
no, not as an interrogative, but as sig-

nifying that which, i. e. give them what-

ever thou wilt. Barrenness was ac-

counted a great misfortvme among the

Jews.

15. For Gilgal, see on chap. iv. 15.

Being one of the chief places of idol-

atrous woi'ship, the wickedness of the

nation might be said to be concentrated

in it. When God is represented as

hating the wicked, it must be understood

in regard to the odiousness of their

moral character, and his infliction of

positive punishment upon them on ac-

count of it. Hitzig considers Njiu to be

here used inchoatively. For the sense

in which n^a, house, is to be taken, see

on chap. viii. 1. Hatred and love are

contrasted as here, Mai. i. 2, 3. In
DnniD Dnnia is a paronomasia.

16. The figurative language here em-
ployed is suggested by the meaning of

the name Ephraim, as in verses 11, 13.
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Yea, thougli they should beget children,

I will kill the beloved of their womb.

17 My God will abhor them,

Because they have not listened to him

:

They shall be wanderers among the nations.

\WV] is in the future, while n?ri and ^r
ai'e in the preterite, to mark the state of

unfruitfulness as foUowina: upon the in-

jury done to the tree. The resolution

of the figure in the latter half of the

verse possesses much force. Most of

the MSS. and some few editions read,

with the Keri, ^^ instead of "•%, which
occurs, however, before a verb, Job

xli. 18. For D^pno, comp. on tsto,

ver. 6.

17. Though the pronominal affix in

'nbM is omitted by the LXX. and Arab,

and one of Kennicott's MSS., it is, in

such connexion, more in the style of

Hosea than n''ri'?N. The dispersion of

the ten tribes is here expressly pre-

dicted.

CHAPTER X.

In this chapter the prophet continues to charge the Israelites with idolatry,

anarchy, and want of fidelity, 1—4. He expatiates with great variety on the

judgments that were to come upon them in punishment of these crimes, 5—1 1

;

and then abruptly turns to them in a direct hortatory address, couched in meta-

phorical language, borrowed from the mode of representation which he had just

employed, 12. The section concludes with an appeal to the experience which

they had already had of the disastrous consequences of their wicked conduct.

Israel is a luxuriant vine ;

He putteth forth his fruit

;

According to the increase of his fruit,

He increased altars

;

According to the excellence of his land,

They prepared goodly statues.

1. The wickedness which manifested

itself in idolati-y, &c. is here traced to

the abuse of the prosperity which God
had conferred on the Israelites. Instead

of spending the bounties of providence

for the glory of God, they appropriated

them to idolatrous uses, and that in

proportion to the abundance of their

bestowment. ppz, Arab. rj, multiis

fudit, foecundus fnit, mtdturn pbiviam
demisit, fiorere coepit platita, is here
used to express the luxuriance of the

vine, and not, as in our common version
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Their heart is divided, they shall now be punished :

He will cut off their altars, he will destroy their statues.

Surely now shall they say : We have no king;

For we fear not Jehovah :

As for the king then, what can he do for us ?

They utter empty speeches
;

Swearing falsely, making covenants :

Therefore judgment blossoms like the poppy

On the ridofes of the field.

and some others, its unfruitfulness. The
idea of emptying, which the verb also

has, derived from that of pouring out

entirely or ahwidanihj the contents of a

vessel, does not suit the present con-

nexion. LXX. iVKKr]\x.arova-a, or, as

in other copies, (yKhrjiiarovaa. Aq.
iVvBpos. Symm, vXcfiavovaa. Vulg.

frondosa. Comp. Gen. xlix. 22 ; Ps.

Jxxx. 9—11 ; Ezek. xvii. 6. In every
other instance ]E3 is construed as a femi-

nine ; but here the masculine name
"'^")^!, Israel, required it to be taken as

of that gender. nitri, to resemble, he

equal to, sufficient ; in Piel, like the Eth.

1*1CD P) t^ britiff to maturity, produce

fruit, i*?, in the phrase i''"!T)'a3.'', is pleo-

nastic, as in 'V"^X}, &c., but may here be
rendered as a possessive pronoun.

2. V^"^ is here to be taken intransitively,

as in our common version, and refers,

not to any differences of opinion among
the Israelites respecting the claims of

their numerous idols, but to their in-

sincerity in the service of Jehovah,

—

professing to worship him, while they

likewise addicted themselves to the

worship of idols. Thus Tanchum :

—

"iy)^ ^b, " tlieir mind and their under-

standing, and their opinion are divided,

while they associate others with God."
The acceptation to he smooth, which
some propose, is to be rejected, on the

ground that, though the verb is used in

this signification of the tongue, it nowhere
is of the heart. For the meaning of

D\»«, see on chap. v. 15. The nomi-
native to «in, He, is D'n'^x, God, in 'rbijt,

chap. ix. 17. .Tehovah is here said to

do, what he would effect by mea^is of

the Assyrians, f]^? is properly a sacri-

ficial term, signifying to cut off the head

of a victim, by striking it on the neck ;

hence, to drop as blood from the place

thus struck ; and to drop generally. It

is here, with much force, used metony-
mically, in application to the destruction

of the altars on which the animals were
offered. Ewald renders, Er ivird ihre

altdre enthaupten ; " he will decapitate

their altars." For the distinction between
nin?in and nii^n, see on chap. iii. 4.

nnS', now, in this and the following

verse, has the signification of soon,

speedily.

3. The language of desperation is

here put into the mouth of the apostate

Israelites, at the time of the infliction

of divine judgment. Their king, to

whom they had naturally looked for

protection, was removed ; they had for-

feited the favovu' of God, who was now
become their enemy ; and, therefore, it

was vain to expect help from an earthly

monarch. Some think the prophet refers

to the time of anarchy during the inter-

regnum, between the murder of Pekah
and the accession of Hoshea.

4. 11^ "151, lit, to speak a word or

speech, i. e. what is merely such ; empty,

false pretences. Comp. the Lat. verba

dare. The prophet begins with the

finite form of the verb, and then, for

the sake of more specific description,

changes it for the infinitive. Comp. Is.

lix. 13. For ni'7«, as an absolute infi-

nitive, instead of rfbx, comp. nin©, Is.

xxii. 13; nixn, chap.xlii. 20. nna, cove-

nant, is here used as a collective noun,

and is to be rendered in the plural.

Whether the false swearing and the en-

tering into covenants refer to the conduct

of the Israelites in regard to each other,

or whether they respect their conduct in
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5 For the calves of Beth-aven,

The inhabitants of Samaria shall be in fear
;

The people thereof shall mourn on account of it

;

The priests thereof shall leap about on account of it-

On account of its glory,

Because it hath departed from it.

6 It shall itself also be carried to Assyria,

A present to the hostile king :

Ephraim shall take disgrace,

And Israel shall blush for his own counsel.

reference to foreign powers, has been

disputed. Tlie latter would seem to be

the more probable, since it is the making
of covenants and not the breaking of

them, of which the prophet speaks as

something criminal. He seems to have
in his eye the historical circumstances

narrated 2 Kings xvii. 4. By 'C&iip is

meant the divine judgment which was
to be inflicted upon the people of Israel.

So Jarchi, m:s?-n>:i pic "OEffio. This he
compares to the rapid and luxuriant

growth of the poppy, which overruns

the fields, and is destructive as a poison.

Celsius, in his Hierobot. supports the

common rendering hemloclc, as the sig-

nification of tt-'^i ; but that of poppi/,

proposed by Gesenius, is preferable, both
to such construction of the term, and to

that of colocynth advanced by QEdmann,
or that of lolium or darjiel suggested by
Michaelis. The term is usually ren-

dered poison in our common version
;

sometimes gall. LXX. aypaxiTis. c?^!?!

rather signify the ridges between the

furrows than the furrows themselves.

See Pococke.

5, 6. In these verses the object of

idolatrous worship is spoken of, now in

the plural, and now in the singular

number, which Hitzig accounts for on
the ground, that though the Israelites

might have multiplied golden calves,

that set up by Jeroboam would still be
held in peculiar honour. Four MSS.
have nb:y, cci/f, in the singular, which is

also the rendering of the LXX. Syr.

and an anonymous Greek version in the

Hexapla. This reading is very uncri-

tically adopted by Kuinoel, Dathe, New-
come, and some other moderns. For
]i« n% Beth-aven, sec on chap. iv. 15.

p"'!? is a collective. The nominative to

the pronominal affixes in vby, ras-, vnn3,

&c. is the "JJ?, calf of Jeroboam, singled

out from the rest, ia?, its people, those
devoted to its worship. Comp. Numb,
xxi. 29. Q'TO? is only used in Hebrew
to designate idolatrous priests, and occurs
but twice besides, viz. 2 Kings xxiii. 5

;

Zeph. i. 4; but in the Syriac |i^do>

laimro, signifies a priest of the true God,
as well as one engaged in the service of
idols. Gesenius derives the noun from
ip3, to burn, he scorched, black, sup-
posing the reference to be to the black
dress of monks or ecclesiastics ; but this

seems too modern to be entitled to

adoption. The derivation of Iken, in

his Dissert, de Cemarim, who refers the

word to the Persic -o , sacrum magoriim

igmcolarum cingvlum, of which frequent
mention is made in the Sadder of Zoro-
aster, is much more natural. Comp. the

Chald. 1^17, isn*?;?, a belt or girdle. Some
think the Lat. camillwi, an inferior order

of priest, who attended upon and assisted

the flamens, is derived from this root,

Ewald renders the word by Pfaffen,
which is used of priests by way of con-
tempt, in German. Those who render
iVy, they rejoiced, which is the usual

signification of the verb, supply iiTM

before it ; but the Van conversive con-
nects it so closely with %'^, as to render
such supplement inconsistent with the
construction. It is, therefore, better to

revert to the primary signification of
Vl, to move about, leap, dance, or the

like. Comp. the Arab. ;JU>-, circumivit.

Such would be the excitement of the
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7 As for Samaria, lier king is cut off;

He is like a chip upon the surface of the water.

8 The high places of Aven, the sin of Israel, are destroyed
;

Thorns and thistles shall grow upon their altars :

They shall say to the mountains, Cover us
;

And to the hills, Fall upon us.

9 Since the days of Gibeah, thou hast sinned, O Israel

!

There they remain :

Shall not the war against the unjust overtake them in Gilead?

idolatrous priests at the capture of their

god, that they would leap ahout iu a
state of desperation, like those of Baal,

1 Kings xviii. 26. The glory of the

idol consisted in its ornaments, wealth,

&c. in's Da is emphatic : itself also, i. e.

the idol or golden calf. For the meaning
of X)l, Jareh, see on chap. v. 13. The
worshippers of the golden calf would be
ashamed of him, when they found that,

instead of protecting them, he was him-
self carried into captivity. That HDcn is

not to be changed into ™^?, and ren-

dered in a sound sleep, as Horsley does,

nor into nmi^, in this year, with Mi-
chaelis, the parallelism sufficiently shows.

7. For the sake of emphasis, pipiij is

put absolutely. The whole phrase is

equivalent to the king of Samaria, &c.
That HQ-j: agrees with ns'^n, and not with
pipir, the gender shows. ^SJ^. has no-

where the signification oi foam or scuin.

It is derived from F|?P, Arab. i__SUai'

fregit, to cut, cut off, and signifies any
chip or small fragment of wood. Comp.
^5?i?) « fragment, Joel i. 7. Arab.

'
.
oi .^«i, fractus arboris ramus, i{st.^'>

tenuilas arboris. LXX, cjipvyavov. Syr.

P.J\ festucam. The comparison of the

king to a small chip of wood, which
cannot resist the force of the current, is

very beautiful and forcible. Spuma,
which is the rendering of the Targ.

Jerome, Symm. Abulwalid, Tanchum,
and many moderns, is less apt, even if

it could be philologically sustained.

8. p«, Aven, is an abbreviation of the

full form n^"n'a, Beth-aven, or Bethel.
nN".5n, the occasion of sin to Israel. See

ver. 10. In the midst of the calamities

that should come upon the people, death

would be preferable to life. Comp. Rev.
vi. 15, 16.

9. That reference is here made to the

transactions recorded Jud. xix. xx., there

can be no doubt. The prophet declares

that as a nation his people had all along,

from the period referred to, evinced a
disposition to act in the same rebellious

and unjust manner as the Gibeonites

had done. Comp. chap. ix. 9. The
words l"ip» DC, tliere they remain, con-
tinue, persist, graphically express the

chai'acter of the inhabitants in his day.

The Gibeonites are still, what they have
ever been, a wicked and abandoned
people. They are here singled out as a
fit specimen of the whole nation ; and
are called niby-'?;!, soiis of wickedness, to

mark the enormity of their conduct.

Instead of rrpv, the Brixian edition,

thirty-nine MSS. originally seventeen,

and perhaps a few more, have n^w, the

common form, which is supposed to have
been changed by a simple transposition

of the letters. Albert Schultens, how-
ever, in his notes ad Harir. i. p. 15,

justifies the present reading by deriving

it from the Arab, (icj modum excessit,

extulit se ; and Michaelis, in his Sup-
pleiu. by referring it to the Syriac,

u^^^], and the Eth. OAQ) : fidem

fefelUt, perfidus fuit. Comp. "^'j.^*^ :

ACiy* - ^^^ tyrannus, sceleslus.

CiAG)"!' • transgressio (cqui et boni,

scelus, perversilas. That the Targumist

read the text as it now stands is clear
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10 My desire is to punish tliem
;

The nations shall be collected against them,

When they are bound for their two iniquities.

11 Ephraim is a well-trained heifer, loving to thresh

But I will pass on beside her fair neck
;

I will place a rider on Ephraim :

Judah shall plough,

And Jacob shall break the clods.

from his rendering the word ip'^P, they

loent up. The words nnnba n!>33i D5'?n-f<'7

rnbs? '3?"^? are somewhat involved, but

the meaning is obvious. Destruction

should assuredly overtake the wicked
Israelites. D, the verbal suffix in n2'T£''n,

is anticipative of rnbs 'ji. «'? stands for

n''[T, the interrogatory negative.

10. 'm^?, the LXX. have read 'n«a

;

rendering it j;X^e ; or, according to the

Alexandrian MS. and the editions of

Aldus and Breitinger, rjXdev. Of this

Houbigant, Dimock, Newcome, Ting-
stadius, and Boothroyd, approve, and
adopt it as an emendation ; but contrary

to all other authority, ancient or modern,
and without necessity, a prefixed is the

Jjeih Essentia, indicating the substantive

character of the affection. See my note

on Is. xxvi. 4. nw, to be strongly i)ro-

pense, desire yreatly, expresses the irre-

sistible inclination of infinite purity to

punish sin. °^5i'^ is the future in Kal of

"Vl, to chastise, imnish, compensation
having been made for the first radical ',

by inserting Dagesh in the D. cnp>?, the

infinitive of "ic.^, to biiid, bind as a pri-

soner or captive, which is the sense in

which the word is here to be taken.

t:nrs' has occasioned great variety of in-

terpretation. Michaelis translates it

plouyli-shares, attempting to derive it

from the Arabic. Jarchi, Lively, and,

among the moderns, Ewald, render eyes,

"before their tioo eyes," i.e. openly;

but the word is always written c;:'?'

Avhen applied to real eyes, and only
nir!? when applied to fountains, or arti-

ficial eyes. Some translate habitations

;

but mo&t, furrows, which is the rendering

adopted by Abenezra, Kiuichi, Abul-
walid, Tanchum, Munster, Vatablus,

Zancliius, &c., after the Targum—some
expounding the passage one wa}', and
some another. The only satisfactory

exegesis is that founded on the Keri,
cnri? 'n©^, for their two iniquities, i. e.

the two golden calves which Jeroboam
had erected, and which proved the source

of all the evils which they had afterwards

committed. They had many other idols,

but these were the principal ; and they
are called iniquities by a metonym}' of

the cause for the effect. Comp. ver. 8,

where nx'.:rr, sin, is similarly applied.

This reading is in the text of a great

many MSS. and is expressed in all the

ancient versions.

1 1 . The general meaning of tliis verse

seems to be, that the Ephraimites had
been accustomed in the plenitude of

their power to crush and oppress others,

especially their brethren of the two
tribes ; but they were now themselves to

be brought into subjection to the king
of Assyria, by whom they should be
placed in circumstances of great hard-

ship in foreign countries. The metaphors
are agricultural. For ^cii, to tread or

beat out the corn, partly by the feet of

oxen, and partly by sledges with instru-

ments adapted to the piupose, see on
Is. xxviii. 27, 28. The ' in 'i??n«, is

paragogic, as 'Fia?5' and ''?3:;rp, Jer. xxii.

23; 'ri??^, chap. li. 13, though in these

passages it has been left unpointed by
the Masoretes, See Ewald, § 406. The
form is otherwise the particijile nank.

jj? ii^ signifies here to pass on beside

one, as the driver does beside an ox in

the yoke. Thus Jehovah would, in his

providence, lead forth the Israelites, from
the midst of their prosperity, to the toils

and hardships of captivity. cn!;s( T3n«,

lit. / will cause to ride Ephraim, meaning
I will place a rider upon him—a con-

queror, who shall lead him Ibrth from
his land. Thus Calvin, Zancliius, Lyra,

Tarnovius, Ilosenmiiller, and Ewald.
The judgments of God were not, how-
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12 Sow to yourselves for righteousness
;

Reap according to piety
;

Break up for yourselves the fallow ground :

For it is time to seek Jehovah,

Till he come, and teach you righteousness.

13 Ye have ploughed wickedness, ye have reaped iniquity
;

Ye have eaten the fruit of falsehood :

Because thou trustedst in thy way

—

In the multitude of thy mighty ones.

ever, to be confined to the northern

kingdom : the southern should also be

involved in them. In short, they should

overtake the whole posterity of Jacob.

The prediction was fulfilled during the

two captivities, i"?, in i"? "ito?, is pleo-

nastic.

12. Continuing his agricultural meta-

phors, the prophet here abruptly calls

upon the nation to reform its manners.

03^ is the Dat. commodi. ^ in np^i^"?

points out the end or object to be ob-

tained by sowing. Sow what will pro-

duce the fruits of righteousness. The
second imperative is here equivalent to

the future: " Sow, and ye shall reap;"

or the subjunctive, " Sow, so that ye

may reap." That iDn, piety or goodness,

is to be referred, not to God, but to

man, its being parallel with n;?!^, ric/Iit-

eousness, manifestly proves. To change
riV") into ri^i, and join this word with i'?,

preceding, as Newcome, following the

LXX. and Arab., does, is unauthorized

and inept. The Isi'aelites had long

neglected Jehovah : it was now high

time to return to his fear; and though

they might not meet with immediate

tokens of his favour, they were to per-

severe in seeking him, in the assurance

.that he would be gracious to them.

Such is the force of ^?, until. This

favour was to be manifested by his

coming and communicating to them in-

struction respecting the only righteous-

ness which could avail the guilty at his

bar. That the words DDb pi^ rny) are

not to be rendered he will grant you
suitahle rain, but, he will teach you
righteousness, and that they contain a

prophecy of the advent and prophetical

office of the Messiah, has been main-

tained by Jerome, and many other in-

terpreters. In support of the rendering,

He will teach you righteousness, may be

adduced the Syr. Jq^^^Vcq ]L\ ^
(nLQ.Sk^i\ tp-^ \ till he come and

show to you his righteousness ; Pococke's

^^-^^ ^. ^1 J)
till he come and guide you to

Arab. MS

righteousness. The Targ. to the same
etfect, p) p}_ 'n^:"i ')}n\ |5?|i, now he shall

he revealed, and shall bring righteousness

to you; Vulg. cum venerit qui docehit

vos justitiam. Thus also Dathe, Hitzig,

Winer, and others, Kimchi remarks,
XT «"n inii^o in-nn n^-t n n« iirnn dn q'''^

pis D3nN mr-i, there are those (of the

Rabbins) who expound, If ye seek the

Lord, to knoiv his law and his command-
ments, he ivill come and teach you right-

eousness. And Abenezra asserts the same,

in nearly the same words. Such con-
struction of the passage seems, from the

preceding use of np^^?, to be more apt,

than to take p^^r absolutely for i^pj^^, in

due proportion, adequately, fully, ac-

cording to the claims or necessities of

your condition. See on Joel ii. 23.

13. Instead of following such a course

as that to which they had just been
exhorted, the Israelites had pursued one
dii-ectly opposite, and now reaped the

disasti'ous consequences. The same
metaphors are here continued. '«Eri3"'")Q,

fruit of falsehood, seems rather to mean
the effects of their false and hypocritical

conduct in professing attachment to the

true God, while they addicted themselves

to the worship of other deities, than

fallacious and disappointing results.
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14 Therefore a tumult shall arise among thy people,

And all thy fortresses shall be destroyed,

As Shalman destroyed Beth-arbel in the day of battle :

When the mother was dashed in pieces with her children.

Seeker would read ^ii?';'?, in thy chariots,

instead of '^}'yi'^, in thy way, on the

authority of the LXX. eV apuaai aov,

which reading is found in Compl. Aid.

Barb. Reg. Laud. Cyrill. Ital. Ambros.
Arab. Slav. Hexap. Syr. and a Copt.

MS. ; and Kuinoel has actually adopted
it into his Hebrew text. It is, however,
unsupported by any Heb. MSS., or any
of the ancient versions, and is justly to

be rejected. Four MSS., originally two,

the Syr. and Targ. read
'T'?^!?,

in thy

ways. The way of the Israelites was
the wicked course of conduct which
they had adopted in opposition to the

will of God. Kimchi : naraxm 5?ffi^^ -j-n

rxsT\, the way of ivickedness and bad
religion. The Vat. copy of the LXX.
has 61/ Tols ajj-apr^fiaai. crov. Comp.
Is. Ivii. 10; Jer, ii. 23.

14. The projjhet now denounces a

severe threatening against his rebellious

countrymen, foreshowing that they
should be involved in all the horrors of

war. D«i7'i, with « epenthetic, after the

manner of the Arab. ^^\j ; or it may

be regarded as merely a mater lectionis.

Some few MSS. and some others in the

margin, read Di7i. Twenty-four MSS.,
one originally, four of the early editions,

and all the ancient versions, read ^p^f,
thy people, instead of '^^^S'a, thy peoples.

For minor varieties in the readings, see

Kennicott and De Rossi. The nomi-
native to ™v is "73, taken as a collective,

comprehending the whole. That ]'0)'<Q,

Shalman, and ''N?^^ n'3, Beth-Arbel, are

proper names, is now universally ad-
mitted. The best interpretation of them

is that given by Tanchum : \'d^'^ UjL

jwnx ^^\ U- " As for Shalman, it is a
tii'^

proper name, and is said to stand for

Shalmanassar, king of Assyria, only it

is abbreviated ; and perhaps Shalmanas-

sar is compounded of two names, one of

which is omitted because it was well

known : and Arbel is the name of a

city, and is said to be that which is

called Arbel at the present day." The
abbreviation of proper names is not un-

common in Scripture, as ^nj!?5> Coniah,

for pp!^;, Jehoiachin, &c. It was this

monarch that besieged Samaria for the

space of three years, and took it in the

ninth of Hoshea, e.g. 722, carrying the

king and most of his subjects into exile.

2 Kings xvii. 1—6. To this interpre-

tation it has been objected that our

prophet wrote before the time of Shal-

maneser, and therefore could not speak

of his destroying Arbel as something
that had already happened. It must,

however, be recollected, that though
Hosea prophesied before the time of

that king, he continued to deliver liis

predictions as far down as the time of

his successor Sennacherib, and must,

therefore, have been well acquainted

with the previous Assyrian invasions.

With respect to ''«5'i« n'a, or, as some
MSS. read, %'}>?, Beth-Arbel, commen-
tators are divided in opinion. Some
think that the Assyrian city Arbela,

situated between the Lycus and the

Tigris, celebrated for the victory ob-

tained there by Alexander the Great
over Darius, is meant ; but it is far

more probable that the prophet refers to

the 'Apl3^\a of 1 Mace. ix. 2, which
Josephus places near Sephoris in Galilee

;

Eusebius, in the plain of Esdraelon. Of
the battle here mentioned, no account

indeed is given either in sacred or pro-

fane history ; but as the contemporaries

of Hosea are supposed to have been
acquainted with it, there is reason to

believe that it took place on the in-

vasion of the kingdom of Israel by the

Assyrian army. The ancient versions

of this clause of the verse are more or

less at fault; but have affoi'ded abundant
scope for tlie exercise of emendatorial
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15 Thus shall he act towards you at Bethel,

On account of your flagrant wickedness

:

In the morning shall the king of Israel be utterly cut off.

criticism. See Newcome, who renders,

Like the destruction of Zalmunna by the

hand of Jeruhbaal ; and supposes the

reference to be to Jud. viii. "5? here

signifies ivith, in the sense of being

superadded. See Gen. xxviii. 9, xxxi.

50.

15. The nominative to nis^ is Shalman
in the preceding verse, or perhaps nin^,

Jehovah, vmderstood, but not "J^n'!,

Bethel, as in our common version,

since this does not so well agree with

what follows. The words contain a

special prediction against Bethel, where
the wickedness of the Israelites had
been most conspicuously exhibited, nin

iDDnsn, lit. the tvichedness of your wicked-

ness, i. e. your excessive, or most flagrant

wickedness. A rare example of a noun
•put in construction with itself repeated

171 the singular, in order to form the

superlative degree. There is no neces-

sity, with Newcome, to resort to emen-
dation. Instead of "in^?, " in the

morning," fifteen MSS., and perhaps
one more, six originally, the Proph. of

Soncin. 1486, the Venet. edit, of 1518,

in the margin, and the Vulg. read ihtL'S,

" like the morning." Were the fol-

lowing verb nni to be taken in the sense

of resembling, being like, &c., the latter

reading might possess some claim on our

attention ; but as the idea of being de-

stroyedhest comports with the connexion,

that of the Textus Receptus is prefer-

able. The difference of reading has

arisen from the similarity of the letters

1 and 3. The reference is to the sud-

denness with which Hoshea was to be

seized by the king of Assyria, and an
entire end put to the regal dignity. See

2 Kings xvii. 4. The doing of anything

early or soon is frequently expressed by
its being done in the morning.

CHAPTER XL

To aggravate his representations of the guilt of the Israelites, the pi-ophet adduces

the divine benefits conferred upon them from the earliest period of their history,

1—4. He then threatens them with unavoidable punishment on account of

their obstinacy, 5, 6; but, all of a sudden, introduces Jehovah, compassionating

his rebellious children, and promising them a restoration from their captivity in

foreign lands, 7—11.

1 When Israel was a child, I loved hinij

And called my son out of Egypt.

1. That these words relate to the prophecy of any future event, is so

nation of Israel—being a description evident, that no person who impartially

of what Jehovah had done for it ages examines the preceding and following

before the prophet wrote, and not a context, can for a moment call it in
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2 According as tlicy called them, tliey went from their presence,

They sacrificed unto Baals,

And burned incense to graven images.

3 Though I taught Ephraim to walk.

Taking them by their arms,

Yet they knew not that I healed them.

question. Nor but for their having been
applied by the Evangelist Matthew (ch.

ii. 15,) to our Lord's return from Egypt,

would it ever have been imagined that

they had or could have any other refer-

ence. It is only, therefore, with respect

to such application that any difficulty

can exist respecting their exegesis ; and,

in my judgment, there appears to be
nothing in the N. T. application beyond
the mere appropriation of the language
of the prophet, for the purpose of giving

to Jewish readers a more vivid impres-

sion of the strikingly analogous circum-
stances of the sojourn of our Saviour in

Egypt, and his return from it, to those

of the ancient Israelites. The Evan-
gelist does not affirm, that the words as

used by Hosea were a prophecy of

Christ; he only adduces them, to show
how aptly they described the historical

event which he was narrating, just as

he does Jer. xxxi. 15, in application to

the murder of the infants at Bethlehem,
and Ps. Ixxviii. 2, in application to our
Lord's teaching in parables. " He must
be a stranger to the Hebretv vvi iters,

that does not know, that nothing is more
common among tltem than such accom-
modations of the text upon all occasions.

They abound in such applications ; I

may say their Midrashim do very much
exceed in them." Kidder's Demon, of
the Messiah, Pt. II. p. 216. " Parodiarum
in N. T. omnia simt plena, e. g. Matt.
ii. 15 and 23, ubi implela dicuntur
ScripturcB tum etiam, cum nulla histo-

rica aut typica est impletio, sed analo-

gica tantum." Hottinger in Primit,

Heidelberg, p. 80. See Surenbusii,

jQt/3Xo? KaTaKki!)^, p. 338. Home's In-

trod. vol. ii. pp. 341, 342. Robinson's
Greek Lex. in Iva, C. 2, d. Instead of

''yp., the LXX. appear to have read V35"?;

but instead of ra r'tKva avTov, his

children, which is their reading, that of

Aq. Symm. Theod. the Slavon. and
Matthew, agree with the Hebrew text.

The Hebrew people are also called the

son of God in the same figurative sense,

Exod. iv. 22, 23. The early period of

their existence is frequently represented

as their youth. See Is. liv. 13 ; Jer. ii.

2, iii. 24, 25, xxii. 21 ; Hos. ii. 15.

2. The use of the verb v^^, to call, in

the precediag verse, suggested the idea

of the subsequent messages which had
been delivered to the Israelites by the

prophets, to which Hosea now appeals,

in order to contrast with the means
which had been employed for their re-

formation, the obstinate character of

their rebellion. Before i«"]ij, subaud.
iws, to correspond to p.. Thus the

LXX. Ka6' coy. The nominative is the

prophets, understood. The very pre-

sence of the prophets being an annoy-
ance to them they withdrew from it,

that, unmolested, they might indulge in

idolatry.

3. \'3i'^J"|n, an instance of the Tiphil

conjugation, equivalent to Hiphil in sig-

nification, and, in all probability, formed
by hardening the preformative n into n.

Indeed, one of De Rossi's MSS. reads
'n'^ann, instead of 'P^|>*yi. There exist

only two other instances in the Hebrew
Bible, viz. nnnnii, Jer. xii. 5, and nnnno,

xxii. 15, if Dj'nisiD:;!, xxv. 34, is not to

be so taken. Compare the Shaphel
Conjugation in Syriac, in which lan-

guage this very verb occurs in the form

'^^iA- See Knos Chrest. Syr. p. 112.

It is a denominative from 'JJ'i, thefoot, and
signifies to cause or teach to use the feet,

or walk. Syr. and Targ. L^^f, nn3"t,

1 led, only the latter paraphrases, «3Mi

nnai 'nnfj.^p rybxD •?|«bn3, and I led, &c.'

by an angel sent from my presence. The
use of the personal pronoun '?:« before
the verb gives additional force to the
language, ni? in cni? is the infinitive

used as a gerund, as in Ezek. xvii. 5.

Both the suffixes and i refer (o

K
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I drew them with the bands of man,

With the cords of love

;

I was also to them as those who lift up the yoke from their neck,

I held out meat to them, I made them eat.

They shall not return to the land of Egypt

;

Assyria shall be their king :

Because they would not be converted.

The sword shall be whirled in their cities,

It shall destroy their barriers, and devour,

Because of their devices.

Ephraim. See on chap. ix. 2. Four
MSS. for vnis^ni, " his arms," read Wi],
" my arms," which is also in another

originally, and now in another, and in

the Soncin. edition of 1486. It is also

supported by the LXX. Syr. Vulg.

Another MS. reads DOis'ii, but they are

all corrections of the original, and are

only to he tolerated in translation. The
metaphor taken from teaching children

to walk is continued, as those who do so

take hold of their arms to keep them
from falling while they move their feet.

It beautifully expresses the condescen-

sion of God to the circumstances of his

people, and the kind care which he ex-

ercised over them. Comp. Deut. i. 31,

xxxii. 11. His healing them, refers to

his recovering them from the calamities

which they brought upon themselves by
their sins.

4. !« '!^in, the bands of man, are ex-

plained by the parallel phrase nanx ninh??,

cords of love, i. e. humane, gentle, per-

suasive methods, such as men generally

employ when they would induce to

action. There seems to be still a re-

ference to the case of children, who,

when taught to walk, are not only held

by the arms, but also by soft cords or

leading-strings, are led about, or drawn
in a gentle manner by those who have

the care of them. The terms, however,

naturally suggesting the idea of the

ropes by which oxen are bound and led

about, the metaphor is immediately

changed into one borrowed from agri-

cultural life. "1:11 ''2? "Ty-m does not

mean to remove the yoke entirely, but

to raise it from the neck and cheeks of

the animal, so as to allow it freely to

eat its food. This better suits the fol-

lowing connexion than the idea of taking

the yoke oft' any place that may have
been galled by it, in order to afford

relief. The 'ys, yoke, not only included

the piece of wood upon the neck, by
which the animal was fastened to the

pole, but also the whole of the harness

about the head, which was connected
with it. The yokes used in the East

are very heavy, and press so much upon
the animals, that they are unable to bend
their necks. vb« tdni, Ewald renders,

und sanft gegen ihn, " and gently towards

him," &c. ; but it is preferable to take

TD« as the apocopated future in Hiph.
of nT23, to stretch out, extend, reach any
thing to another. The verse sets forth

the kind relief afforded to the Hebrew
nation in Egypt, and the provision with

which they were miraculously supplied

in the wilderness.

5. 31^, to turn, retur7i, which is used

at the beginning of the verse in its

proper acceptation, is employed at the

close metaphorically to express conver-

sion to God. The Israelites seem to

have been very generally inclined to

migrate for a time to Egypt, in order to

enjoy the protection of its monarch
;

the prophet assures them that they

should not carry their purpose into

effect, but that they should be subject

to the Assyrian rule, as a punishment
for refusing to listen to the calls given

them to repent and turn from their

idolatries.

6. Most of the Rabbins take "Jin in

the sense of resting, remaining ; but it

seems preferable to adopt the signifi-

cation to turn, he turned, or whirled

about, as a sword when it is brandished,

or when it is employed in cutting down
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For my people are bent upon defection from me

;

Though they call them to the Most High,

Yet none of them will exalt him.

How shall I give thee up, O Ephraim ?

How shall I deliver thee over, O Israel ?

How shall I make thee as Admah ?

How shall I make thee as Zeboim ?

My heart is turned within me

;

All my feelings of compassion are kindled.

I will not execute the fierceness of my anger

;

I will no more destroy Ephraim

;

the enemy. Comp. the Arab. (JL»->

conversafuil res. V. se convertit ; versus

mutatusque fuit. C'??, harriers, Ge-
senius and Lee take metaphorically, as

denoting chiefs or princes.

7. w":ri = xy^^, whicli one of De
Rossi's MSS. reads originally, tlie Pahul
Part, of n'jn, to hang, used here meta-
phorically in the sense of bending, or

being prope?ise to any thing. The idea

of doubt or suspense, which some attach

to the word in this connexion, ill agrees

with the character of the Israelites as

otherwise depicted in this book. na^Mip

is always used in a bad sense, defection,

apostasy, &c. Comp. chap. xiv. 5. The
suffix in 'niTCO is to be taken passively

;

defection which has me for its object,

and cannot with any propriety be ren-

dered as by Horsley, " my returning."

For 'T''?, ad summum, see on chap. vii.

16; and for 'ix^P!, on ver. 2. After
D'?iT, supply in^, him, from ''?, the

Supreme, preceding. Jehovah had been
degraded by his being worshipped through
the medium of images, and having idols

associated with him
;

yet none of his

apostate people were inclined to raise

him from this degradation, by rejecting

them and celebrating His praise, as the

sole and glorious object of adoration.

Pococke's Arab. MS. i^s-l

^1

c/^. H
^.aXc. there was not

one of them that glorified the name of
God. "in^ with a negative is to be ren-

dered not one ; without it, all, altogether,

wholly, as in the following verse.

8, 9. Now follows one of the most
affecting instances of the infinite ten-

derness of the divine compassion to be

found in Scripture ; the point of which
is enhanced by its being introduced

immediately after a description of the

odious conduct of the Israelites. It is,

as Bishop Lowth characterises it, ex-

quisitely pathetic. The repetitions and
synonymous features of tlie parallelism

greatly add to the effect. The words
belong to the period after the subjuga-

tion of Samaria, and the carrying away
of the Israelites by Shalmaneser, 2 Kings
xvii. 5, 6, xviii. 9— 12. They were de-

signed to inspire the captives with hope
in the mercy of God, and thus lead

them to true repentance. 1?|PH, the

LXX. render vTrepa<rina aov ; Aq.
ottXco KVKk(o(Ta o-e; Vulg. protegam te

;

deriving the idea from the signification

of the substantive \yo, a shield ; but it

is used of delivering over enemies, Gen.
xiv. 20. Symm. eKbaxra ae. Before
Tjn'ip^ is an ellipsis of '^'«, which had
already been twice repeated. The de-

struction of Admah and Zeboim is only

referred to as an example in one other

case, viz. Deut. xxix. 23, and then in

connexion with Sodom and Gomorrah.
To the awful catastrophe recorded Gen.
xix. the sacred writers frequently appeal,

in order to produce a sense of the evil

of sin, and the severity with which it

deserves to be punished; or when they

would convey the idea of complete and
irretrievable ruin. Comp. Is. i. 9, xiii.

19; Jer. xlix. 18; Lam.iv. 6; Amos iv.

11; Matt. X. 15; 2 Pet. ii. 6 ; Jude 7.

Some would render '3^ '!?? fi'^l,
" my
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For I am God and not man,

The Holy One in the midst of thee
;

I will not come in wrath.

10 They shall follow Jehovah, when he roareth like a lion
;

When he roareth, the children shall hasten from the sea.

heart is turned against me," i. e. my
pity rises in overpowering opposition to

the determination to which I had come
to inflict punishments; but the phrase-

ology will scarcely bear such construc-

tion, though it cannot be questioned,

that it is designed to express a powerful

inward revolution. Comp. ''5'? '^'70"'^?,

Ps. xlii. 6, 12, xliii. 5; 'mi "b:? rtDTQ^nrr,

cxlii. 4 ;
ni -t) •>'rs, Jer. viii. 18 ; in all

which passages the preposition conveys
the idea of mental ccmliguity, nearness,

in, within, as 'ai;?! '>2b ^3n:, mg heart is

lurried WITHIN vie, Lam. i. 20, incon-

testably shows. From the connexion in

which It occurs, in the last cited passage,

it is obvious the phrase is there designed

to express great mental distress. 103 is

used in Niphal, of the stirrings of na-

tural affection, Gen. xliii. 30 ; 1 Kings
iii. 26. The idea seems to be derived

from the commotion produced by the

kindling of a fire, and the heat or

warmth in which it results. Tanchum

explains the word by _.u&, concitatus

fuit. LXX. (xvv€Tapa)(6r], or, as in the

Complut. §i€Tapax6r]. D'pin?, the same
in effect as n^nm, compassion, feelings of
tender pity and affection. Targ. '^rn,

my compassions, it is derived from Qn?,

to he inwardly affected, whether with

grief, pity, consolation, or anger. In

the idea of displeasure with oneself, has

originated the signification, to repent,

which accounts for the renderings, ^.era-

fjLiXaa, jjoenitudo, repentings, &c. See

my note on Is. i. 24. The language is

in the highest degree anthropopathica).

The 9th verse contains a declaration of

the purpose of God founded upon his

compassion, and quite in keeping with

the manner in which expression had
just been given to it. siffl in nrjtp) nwN k"?

is, as frequently, to be taken adverbially.

The captivity was the last judgment that

was to come upon the ten tribes as a

])unishmeiit for their idolatry. The ren-

dering, " I will not enter into the city,"

affljrds no suitable sense, and would
require the article "V^}, as, indeed, one
of De Rossi's MSS. reads. Bishop)

Lowth's translation, " though I inhabit

not thy cities," (Lectures, vol. ii. p. 38,)

is equally unsatisfactory with the inter-

pretation of Jerome and Castalio : I am
not like those who dwell in cities; living

after human laws, and deeming cruelty

to be justice. Such construction Maurer
states to be in his opinion " artificiosior

quam elegantior." I, tlierefore, adopt
the interpretation hinted at by Jarchi,

and since approved by Scbroeder, Seeker,

Dathe, Manger, Tingstadius, Eichhorn,

De Wette, Noyes, Boothroyd, Gesenius,

Maurer, and Ewald, which takes 17 not
in the sense of city, but of anger or

wrath; comparing the Arab, .[c, ferbuit

(Bstu dies. Comp. Jer. xv. 8 ; Hos. vii.

7 ; and 15, an enemy, 1 Sam. xxviii. 16;
Ps. cxxxix. 20. The words are thus

strictly parallel, and synonymous to ^^
^"N, and not man. The derivation from

JksO, to which Michaelis assigns the

signification angry, ijjo, ira in Deo,

Orient. Bib. Pt. XIX. p. 9, is less appro-

priate, though the sense which he gives

is the same.

10, 11. These verses contain gracious

promises of the return of the Israelites

to the true worship and service of God,
and their restoration to their own land

from the different places in which they

had been scattered during the captivity.

^Tp\ ''inst i^rn, to walk after Jehovah, is

always used in the religious sense of

addicting oneself to his worship, and
keeping his commandments, and is not

to be interpreted, as Hitzig does, of a

mere following of providence by taking

advantage of the opportunity that would

be afforded of returning from Babylon.

So the Targ. '^t «3rt^5 im, after the

worship of Jehovah. For the contrary,

see ver. 2. As i^'^o, to roar, like the
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11 They shall hasten, like a sparrow, from Egypt,

And, like a dove, from the land of Assyria

:

And I will cause them to dwell in their own houses,

Saith Jehovnh.

lion, always convej's the idea of terror

or awe, it cannot be here applied either

to any invitation to the Jews as a people,

or to the preaching of the gospel gene-
rally ; but must be referred to the awful

judgments which God executed upon
Bab3'lon, Egypt, &c. through the in-

strumentality of Cyrus and his succes-

sors; thereby opening the way for the

liberation of the Israelites who were
found in these countries. Comp. Is.

xxxi. 4; Jer. xxv. 30; Joel iv. 16;
Amos i. 2, iii. 8. By D'?3, sotis, or

children, are meant the Israelites, who
had been for a time rejected, but were
again acknowledged in that character,

because they were to be reinstated in

the privileges of adoption. Comp. chap,

i. 10. Tin is here pregnant with mean-
ing—signifying to come or hasten under
the influence of great agitation. The
idea of trepidation, though implied, and
connecting well with that of the roaring

previously mentioned, is not so promi-
nent as that of quick or nimble motion.

Excited to the utmost by the revolutions

of empires, which allowed them to take

possession of their native country, they
would use all haste in repairing thither.

LXX. 4K<rT^(TovTai ; but in the following

verse eKnfTea-ovTai,. Syr. »a^O}.J, they

shall move or be inoved, " Sic Lat. tre-

jndare etiam sumitur pro festinare,

observantibus Bocharto in Hieroz. et

Scliultensio in Animadverss. philol. ad

Is. xix. 17." Winer, in voc. The same
idea of velocity is further carried out by
comparing tlie return of the Israelites to

the flight of birds remaikable for their

swiftness. liE^' is here used not in its

generic sense of bird, but specifically of

the sparrmv, as the use of n3V, dove,

immediately after, shows. The P^, sea,

is the Mediterranean, or the islands and
other maritime regions in the west,

Kimchi, lii'on, the west; Pococke's Arab.

MS. j:srl t^'V?- i.yfy from the isles of

the sea. Comp. Is. xi. 11 — 16; a
passage strictly parallel, only including

the Jews as well as the Israelites. The
three quarters of the globe here specified

embrace all the countries mentioned by
Isaiah; and as the ten tribes form the

subject of Hosea's discourse, the present

prophecy furnishes an additional proof

of their return also, after the Babylonish
captivity. To argue, therefore, from
this passage, that they are still in ex-

istence, and are yet to be restored in

their tribal capacity, is hermeneutically

unwarranted. "J? in the phrase cn'ra-^?,

instead of ?, seems to have special re-

ference to the custom of the Orientals,

who enjoy their time upoji, rather than

in their houses.

CHAPTER XIL

This chapter commences with renewed complaints against both Ephraim and

Judah, more especially against the former, 1, 2. The conduct of their pro-

genitor Jacob is then adduced in order to excite them to apply, as he did, for

the blessings which they required, 3, 4 ; to copy which they are further
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encouraged by the unchangeable character of Jehovah, 5, 6. The prophet next

reverts to the deceitful and hypocritical character of the ten tribes, notwith-

standing the numerous means that had been employed to promote true piety,

7—10; renews his castigation of their idolatrous practices, 11 ; again appeals to

the kindness of God to the nation in its obscure origin in the person of Jacob,

12, 13 ; and denounces anew the judgments that were to be inflicted upon it, 14.

1 Ephraim liatli encompassed me with falsehood,

And the house of Israel with deceit

;

And as for Judah, he is still inconstant with God,

Even with the fliithful Holy Ones.

1. The LXX. Vulg. Tavg. and our

common version join this verse to the

preceding chapter ; but improperly

—

there being no connexion whatever with

the previous verses, whereas it is mani-

fest from the renewed reference to

Judah, ver. 3, that the three verses inti-

mately cohere. The proper exegesis of

this verse depends upon the signification

assigned to "i^, and the consequent ap-

plication of ]'gm. That the former

cannot grammatically be referred either

to ^T5 or nin, to subdue, bear rule, or to

n;, to desceiid, as Jerome renders it, is

now agreed on all hands; and there is

no alternative left but to derive it from

Tn, which occurs only in three other

passages, viz. once in Kal, Jer. ii. 31,

and twice in Hiph. Gen. xxvii. 40, and

Ps. Iv. 3. In the two first, the ideas of

becoming or being unfaithful, rebelling,

wandering at large, are oliviously con-

veyed. In the third, the verb is applied

figuratively to an agitated or unsettled

state of mind, to which the notion of

wandering seems much more natural,

than that of mourning, which is that

expressed by our translators. Thus also

the derivative "vno may best be ren-

dered circumvagatio, erratio, Lam. i. 7,

iii. 19. Compare the Arabic J.., ti».,

qucBsivit pabulum ; ultro citroque ivit

;

mobile fuit ; discurrit hue illuc mulier

apud vicinas suas. i>l^. locus, quo in

pascuis cameli modo prodeunt modo re-

trocedunt. Eth. <^*^^ : persequi,

insurrexif, &c. The signification domi-

natur, which has been given to "ill, is

altogether gratuitous. The meaning of

the prophet will, therefore, be, that

Judah or the inhabitants of the southern

kingdom acted with vacillancy in regard

to Jehovah. So far were they from

adhering stedfastly to his covenant, and
seeking their happiness in obedience to

his will, that they resembled animals

that are dissatisfied with their pasture,

break loose, and run wildly up and down
in search of what is more agreeable to

their appetite ; or like a female who,

discontent at home, seeks for satisfaction

by gadding about among her neighbours.

The description applies to the state of

things among the Jews towards the end

of the reign of Jotham, and during that

of Ahaz, who introduced a Syrian altar,

and other idolatrous objects, by which

the people were tempted to infidelity

towards Jehovah, but had not yet alto-

gether renounced his service. Hence
the force of "iS, yet, still. Though the

idea of hostility implied in the verb

would not justify the use of the prepo-

sition D?, with, taken as in the phrases

Di> on'??, D» in, to fight ivith, contend

with ; yet it well agrees with its use

after verbs of acting towards, or in

reference to any one, such as US n^n,

D3? 2im nto^, &c. Thus Schroeder, Dathe,

Eichhorn, De Wette, Eoothroyd, Kuinoel,

Gesenius, Noyes, Hitzig, Maurer, and

Ewald. Such construction of the passage

is fully borne out by ver. 3, which can-

not be consistently mterpreted, if Judah

were here represented as faithfully main-

taining the principles of the theocracy.

But if the signification which has been
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Ephraim feedeth upon wind,

He pursueth the east wind
;

Every day he multiplieth falsehood and violence
;

Yea, he maketh a covenant with Assyria,

And oil is carried into Egypt.

Jehovah hath also a controversy with Judah,

And he will punish Jacob, according to his ways

;

According to his deeds, he will recompense him.

In the womb he took his brother by the heel,

And by his strength he strove with God

;

given to TJ be alone justifiable, then it

is evident ]9«5., faithful, cannot apply to

Judah, but must be taken as qualifying

D'ffiiip, the adjective noun immediately

preceding. To this it cannot be ob-

jected, that the one is in the plural,

while the other is in the singular; for

we find a precisely similar combination

in P'^? D'nbw, the righteous God, Ps. vii.

10. That D'ttiiip, the Holy Ones, cannot

here be applied either to human saints,

or to angels, but must be interpreted of

God himself, the law of parallelism

clearly requires. Comp. Josh. xxiv. 19,

«irf wtD-yp, cribj?; Prov. ix. 10, Q'^ii? ny-i

nrii ; XXX. 3, "vyt wd-ri> ns-\\ Kimchi
himself allows that u<mi'p_ must be so

understood in this place. Between the

inconstancy of the Jews, and the faith-

fulness of God, the contrast is placed in

a very striking point of view. They
had never found him to fail in giving

effect to any of his promises ; while

they, on the contrary, had all along

shown more or less of a fickle and
roving disposition. The ancient versions

exhibit considorable diversity of ren-

dering in this place ; but none of them
suggests a meaning preferable to that

just given, or warrants any alteration in

the reading of the Hebrew.
2. By " the wind," and " the east

wind," are meant empty, unsatisfying

and pernicious objects. Such were the

idolatrous confidence and foreign alli-

ances of the Israelites, oni?, the LXX.
render Kavaav, the Arab. ^^^^1, the

Samoom, or scorching wind, called the

" east wind," because it blows from the

desert to the east of Palestine. See on
Is. xxvii. 8. In proportion to the in-

sincerity and faithless conduct of the

nation was the destruction which it

brought upon itself. Such conduct was
specially exhibited in the leagues that

were formed, and the friendships that

were entered into with the two most
powerful of the ancient monarchies.
^pTT, oil^ was one of tlie most valuable

productions of Canaan, and formed a

profitable article of exportation. It is

here spoken of as a present sent to the

king of Egypt, doubtless among other

costly articles, with a view to obtain a

favourable hearing to the embassy which
was despatched to secure his aid against

the Assyrians.

3. "Judah" and "Jacob" stand for the

two kingdoms respectively, the latter

name denoting the ten tribes, as in Is.

xvii. 4. The declaration here made
manifestly shows, that in ver. 1 the

conduct of Judah is to be viewed in an
unfavourable light. At the same time

the language of both verses in reference

to that power is not so strong as that

which is employed respecting Israel.

4, 5. Having introduced the name of

Jacob in reference to his posterity,

Hosea adverts to three interesting in-

cidents in his personal history, with the

view of encouraging his countrymen to

apply themselves with all assiduity to

the service of God, who alone could,

and would extricate them from the cala-

n)itous circumstances into which their

sins had brought them. Though 3p.9,

from which the name 3p»^, Jacob, is

derived, Arab. L ^ o r ^ e vestigio sequuius

fuit, a caJce venit, &c. signifies to come
behind any one, take him by the heel,

trip, circumvent, Sic, it is obviously used
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Yea, lie strove with tlie Angel, and prevailed

;

He wept and made supplication to him
;

He found him at Bethel, and there he spake with him
;

here in a good sense, to denote the

supernatural indication which his taking

liis brother Esau by the heel afforded of

the superiorit)-, which, in the course of

divine providence, he and his posterity

were to obtain. Gen. xxv. 22, 23, 26.

To this effect the Targ. «57 "^^ ^r>;- ^^H
'rnns! -p "'jtp^'i Tt:^ TVn«, was it not said of
Jacob before lie was born, that he should

he greater than his brother? The Is-

raelites were reminded of the promise,
" The one people shall be stronger than

the other people ;" and had they acted

on the faith of it, they would have found

that, with Jehovah on their side, they

were not only stronger than the Edom-
ites, but even than the Ass)'rian power
itself. The idea of power having thus

been suggested to the mind of the

prophet, he was reminded of the re-

markable occurrence which took place

at Peniel, when Jacob wrestled with the

divine messenger of the covenant, and
prevailed. riT^, to put forth poiver,

exercine rule as a prince, or commander,
the verb from which '^^'^\, Israel, the

other name of Jacob, is derived, is that

employed Gen. xxxii. 29, where the

language is nearly identical with that

used in these two verses. In the re-

sumption of the subject, ver. 5, "^ffij is

employed, which, though equivalent to

mjc in signification, must be referred to

the root "I'lto. Comp. Jud. ix. 22, and
Hos. viii. 4. ^i>< properly signifies manly
vigour. Here ^^^!9, the Angel, corre-

sponds to D'lj''^, God, ver. 4, and desig-

nates the Uncreated Angel, of whom
we read so frequently in the Old
Testament, to whom, as here, names
distinctive of Deity are ascribed, and
who is represented as possessing the

divine attributes. See on Is. Ixiii. 9,

and Dr. M'Caul's Observations appended
to his translation of Kimchi on Zech-
ariah, chap. i. "?« specially points to the

Angel as the object towards whom the

conflicting efforts of the patriarch were
directed. Of the circumstances of his

weeping and making supplication, no
particular mention is made in Genesis,

but they may be regarded as implied in

the words, " I will not let thee go,

except thou bless me." The struggle

was not merely corporeal, it was also

mental. The outward conflict was only
a sign of that which was internal and
spiritual. The prophet, as in the former
reference, leaves the Israelites to make
the application. If they would only
now redeem their character as descend-
ants of Israel, and show that they were
entitled to the name, by sincerely and
earnestly engaging in supplication to

the God of their ancestor, they too

should prevail, and obtain every neces-

sary blessing. The third reference is to

the narrative Gen. xxviii. 11—22, which
contains an account of the scene at

Bethel, and the promises which God
then made, not to the patriarch only,

but also to his posteritj'. The nomi-
native to N^n, he found, is God, and
not Jacob, as Abenezra, Tanchum, and
several others have attempted to main-
tain. The meaning is, that Jehovah
afforded to the solitary traveller the

gracious aid which his exposed situation

rendered desirable. ''i:?'n\3, Bethel, is

here the accusative of place, and is used
with singular effect, in reference to the

contrasted appropriation of it by the

patriarch, and by his apostate posterity.

The LXX. not perceiving this, have
rendered it oIkos ^Q.v, the house of On,
as elsewhere in this book, ^oav, " with

us," Aq. Symm. Theod. Syr. Tanchum,
Abulwalid, and several moderns, render
as if it were to^, " with him ;" but
there is no variety of reading in the

MSS., and =137 is nowhere used of the

third person singular. The LXX. have
TTpos avTovs, to them, as if they had
read »?", which, so far as pronunciation

is concerned, goes to confirm the Masor-
etic punctuation. That the prophet
here speaks per koivuxtiv, identifying

himself and his contemporaries with

their progenitor, in whose loins they

may be said to have been, when he
received the gracious promises which
related not to himself only, but also to

his posterity, is the interpretation advo-

cated by Manger, liorsley, Hitzig,
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6 Even Jehovah the God of hosts

Jehovah is his memorial.

Maurer, and Rosenmiiller. Comp. Ps.

Ixvi. 6; Heb. vii, 9, 10. On the other

hand, Ewald, following Jarchi and
Joseph Kimchi, renders the words "^S^^

i:Q5?, he will speak with us, in the future,

and considers the prophet to be an-

nouncing, that God would renew his

communications at Bethel, provided the

Israelites returned to obedience. But
though this seems less entitled to adop-
tion, it cannot be denied that his design

in the adduction of this instance was to

lead his people to repentance, in order that

they might inherit the promised blessings.

6. 1 in nin'i is expletive. Ewald
strangely gives to the combination the

form of an oath :
" bei Jahve," ex-

plaining it in his note, " wahr ist das

bei Jahve," By Jehovah it is true ! The
incommunicable name is here introduced

for the express purpose of showing that

He who had made promises respecting

the posterity of Jacob, would not prove
unfaithful to his word. While ''n'7>?

nixa^rr, the God of hosts, LXX. navro-
Kparap, conveys the idea of supreme
and infinite power by which he is able

to carry all his purposes into effect, his

peculiarly distinctive name nin^, conveys
that of immutable constancy, and, by
implication, fidelity to his promises.

Some refer the word to the root riin, to

exist, be ; but that it is to be derived

from the cognate and more ordinary

verb of existence rrn, appears evident

from Exod. iii. 14, where, in the expla-

nation of the name, the form of the

future is not njns!, but n^nsi. But as i is

nevertheless inserted in ^J^), which also

retains ', the preformant of the third

person singular, it is impossible not to

acquiesce in the opinion, that the noun is

made up of rrn, He tvas, rrn, He is, and
n.}7-) ^^ ^^^^ ^'^- What confirms this

hypothesis, is the peculiar designation

of God, Rev. i. 4, 8. 'O a>v Ka\ 6 ^v
Koi 6 ipxdpevos, He that is, and that

was, and that is to come, wliich is

merely a translation into Greek of these

different forms of the verb. See Po-
cocke on Joel i. 19. In this derivation

Abenezra and other Rabbins concur

;

and, accordingly, the second article of

the Jewish creed concludes with the

words n^n'i mn rrrt idti^w na"? «"im, " And
He alone is our God ; He was. He is,

and He shall be." It is a coincidence

in no small degree remarkable, that this

threefold description of the divine ex-

istence obtained both among the ancient

Egyptians and Brahmins. On the Saitic

temple of Isis was the inscription,

'Eyco ct/zt Tvciv TO yeyovov Ka\ ov K.a\

iaopevov, Kal top efJiov TTeTrXov ovdeis

TTco 6vi]t6s dveKoXv^j/e, " 1 am all that
WAS, AND IS, and SHALL BE, and UO
mortal hath ever uncovered my veil."

Plutarch de Iside. In the Bhagavat
the Supreme Being thus addresses

Brahma :
—" Even I was at first, not

any other being; that which exists

imperceived ; Supreme : afterwards I

am that which is; and He who must
remain am I." Asiat. Researches, vol. i.

p. 245. Comp. Zevs rjV Z(vs iiTTL'

Zevs ecrcreraf o5 fjLeydXe Zev. " Zeus
was ; Zeus is ; Zeus shall be ; O great

Zeus!" Pausan. Phoc. X. 12. Whether
the name nin; was in use before the

time of Moses, has been, and still is

matter of dispute. That the patriarchs

were unacquainted with it, has been
concluded from Exod. vi. 3, where God
declares, that the name under which he

revealed himself to them was 'l^ ^^,

God Almighty, but that he was not

known to them by his name njn),

Jehovah. Since, however, we meet
with this name not only in the history

of the patriarchs, but also expressly

employed by themselves, as in Gen. xv.

2, xvi. 2, xxii. 14, xxiv. 3, xxvii. 7,

xxviii. 20, 21, &c., it seems undeniable

that they were acquainted with it; so

that what is meant by the words "'Qif'i

cn^ 'n?T3 x"? nin^, is, that God had not

caused them to experience the import of

his name nin), Jehovah. For this sig-

nification of the phrase 0^ S'T, (o know a

name, or, to hiow, comp. Is. Iii. 6, Ixiv. 1

;

Jer. xvi. 21. It had special reference to

something future—the fulfilment of the

promises which he had given them ; and

as these promises began to be fulfilled

when he interposed for their deliverance

from Egypt, there was singular propriety

in its being selected as the name by
which Moses was to announce him to
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7 Thou, therefore, return to thy God;

Observe mercy and judgment,

And wait continually on thy God.

8 As for Canaan, deceitful balances are in his hand

He loveth to oppress.

9 Ephraim saith, Surely I am rich,

I have acquired wealth
;

In none of my labours am I chargeable with guilt.

his people, on opening his commission

to them. The same futurity of reference

may be said to have continued to attach

to it all along till the advent of Messiah,

in whom all the promises are yea and
amen, 2 Cor. i. 20

;
just as it is still

prominently exhibited in 'O ipxafj^evoi,

The coming One, of the Apocalypse,

which obviously respects the revelation

of the Lord from heaven to fulfil the

mystery of God. Such interpretation

alone goes to fully justifj' the emphatic
statement made in the text of our pro-

phet, 1131 nin), compared with Exod iii.

15, IT "11^ '12} ni, in which the Most High
declares, that this name was to be em-
ployed for the purpose of perpetuating

the knowledge of his character with

respect to promised blessings. Comp.
also Ps, cxxxv. 13. That it should have
come into oral disuse among the Jews,

can only have originated in a feeling of

superstitious veneration, which led them
to regard it as too sacred to be pro-

nounced without profanation. The
earliest trace of such superstition is

thought to be found in the words, Ec-
clesiasticus xxiii. 9, ovo^acria tov dyiov

fx^ a-vvedia-drjs, " use not thyself to the

naming of the Holy One;" but Philo

de Nomin. mutat. makes express mention

of it. Whenever the Jews meet with it

in the text, they read '3i«, Lord, instead

of it, except when it follows '™, in

which case they point it nin), and read
D'ri'7«, God. Some are of opinion, that

the present punctuation nini is merely
that of '™, the simple Sheva taking the

place of Hateph-Patach, which only

occurs in connexion with gutturals ; but

the employment of the two first syllables

with precisely the same points in the

formation of compound proper names
manifestly goes to show that our present

pronunciation is correct. Compare

inxirr, ]n:in?, V'&rt], &c. The change of
the Segol into Kametz may be accounted
for on the ground of the grave manner
in which the final syllable required to

be accented, if it was not intended to

stand for tlie second vowel of the pre-

terite nv7.

7. An exhortation to duty derived

from what God had been, and would
still, in accordance with the significant

aspect of his name, in continuance be^

to those who served him in sincerity.

8. ]?3?, Canaan, is the nominative
absolute, introduced abruptly for the

purpose of graphically describing the

real character of the Ephraimites. The
word may, indeed, be rendered merchant,

but then MJ'X, matt, must be supplied ;

jS23 ffi'N, a man of Canaan, meaning a
merchant—the inhabitants of that country

being the celebrated merchants of anti-

quity. The prophet seems rather to

place the names of Canaan and Israel

in antithesis ; in which there is great

point, as the Israelites were accustomed
to hold the Canaanites in the utmost
contempt. Comp. Ezek. xvi. 3. Horsley
renders a trafficker of Canaan, which
weakens rather than strengthens the

antithesis. The fraudulent practices of

merchants were quite proverbial among
the Jews. " As a nail sticketh fast in

the joinings of the stones, so doth sin

stick close between buying and selling."

Ecclesiasticus xxvii. 2.

9. The character assumed in the pre-

ceding verse is here directly applied,

only the ten tribes are represented as

flattering themselves that they had em-
ployed no illegal means in acquiring

their affluence. ^'^?'?-> ^^^^V sha/l find,

is used impersonally. ^5? is employed
to denote tlie act of distortion or iniquity

;

^'pn its guilt or culpability. The words
literally rendered are, with respect to all
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10 Yet I, Jehovah, am thy God from the land of Egypt

;

I will still cause thee to dwell in tents as on feast days.

11 I have spoken to the prophets,

I have multiplied visions

;

And through the prophets I have used similitudes.

my efforts, they shall not find attaching

to me iniquity which is sin ; and the

meaning is, any fraudulent transactions

for which I miglit be punished. " The
merchant imagines it is not possible to

get through business without some de-

ceit; but lie takes care not to commit
any gross or deadly act of delinquency,

hoping that God will not be strict in

regard to the rest."

—

Michaelis.

10. Commentators have been greatly

divided in opinion as to whether these

words are to be taken as a promise, or

as a threatening. Those who take the

latter view interpret the living in taber-

nacles of such a life as those lead who
have no settled habitations, like the

Isi'aelites in the wilderness, or like those

who assembled at the annual festivals,

and who could only be accommodated
in tents without the city. But, though
such exegesis might at first sight seem
to suit the connexion, yet there is some-
thing so forced in comparing a state of

captivity to that of the Hebrew nation

during the celebration of the most joyful

of all their festivals, that I am compelled
to regard the verse as containing a

promise of what God would still do for

the Israelites on their repentance and
reformation. Those who are familiar

with the sudden and abrupt transitions

which abound in Hosea, and the fre-

quency with which he intermingles pro-

mises with threatenings, will not be

surprised at this unexpected assurance

of the divine clemency. The argument
is this : the Israelites have indeed acted

a most wicked and deceitful part, and
justly deserve to be for ever cast off

from all participation in my favour ; but
I am still, what I have been from the

beginning of their history, their cove-

nant-God, and will yet cause them to

renew their joy before me. That they

were not to enjoy any such privilege in

their apostate condition is taken for

granted. The promise was fulfilled on
(he return from the captivity.

11. Jehovah adduces a further proof
of the kindness of his disposition towards
the nation'—the abundant means of in-

struction which he had afforded them
;

while, at the same time, the language is

so worded as to draw their attentiim to

the messages which the prophets had
delivered. These messages contained
the most powerful dissuasives from idol-

atry, and the greatest encouragements
to cleave unto the Lord, bs in ^51
D''^'??'T''?, following a verb of announce-
ment, is equivalent to "?«, to, and is not
to be pressed so as to make it signify

the coming dotvn or resting of inspiration

upon the prophets. Comp. Job xxxvi.

33. LXX. Trpoy Trpo^rjTas. If Hosea
was one of the earliest of the Hebrew
prophets, whose books are now in our
hands, reference must here be had to

those who had flourished before his

time, such as Ahijah the Shilonite, She--

maiah, Iddo, Azariah, Hanani, Jehu,
Jahaziel, Eliezer, Elijah, Elisha, Micaiah,
Joel, and Amoz, not to include the
hundred prophets of the Lord whom
Obadiah hid in a cave, after Jezebel
had put a number to death. Not only
had Jehovah made numerous communi-
cations of his will tlu'ough the instru-

mentality of these messengers, but he
had employed such modes in making
these communications as were calculated

at once to gain and secure attention.

For Jim, see on Is. i. 1. rran«, from no^,

to be like, resemble ; in Piel, to liken,

compare, employ, similes, or comparisons

;

or, in general, to use figurative language.

In such language, including metaphor,
allegory, comparison, prosopopoeia, apo-
strophe, hyperbole, &c. the prophets
abound. They accommodated them-
selves to the capacity and understanding
of their hearers by couching the high
and important subjects of which they
treated imder the imagery of sensible

objects, and invested them with a degree
of life and energy which could only be
resisted by an obstinate determination
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12

13

14

Verily Gilead is iniquitous,

Surely they are false :

In Gilgal they sacrifice oxen ;

Their altars are like the heaps

On the ridges of the field.

Jacob fled to the country of Syria
;

Israel served for a wife

;

And for a wife he kept the flocks.

By a prophet Jehovah brought Israel up from Egypt,

And by a prophet he was kept.

not to listen to religious instruction.

Though nai« is in the future, it borrows

its temporal signification from the two

preceding verbs, 'rinsT and ViTf^, which
are in the preterite.

12. D^ is not used here as a particle

expressing doubt ; it rather expresses

the certainty of what is affirmed, as tjx

following, evidently shows. The two

places here mentioned were celebrated

in the history of the Hebrews :

—

Gilead,

on account of the solemn agreement
which Laban and Jacob entered into

there with each other ; and Gilgal, on

account of the general circumcision of

the people, and the solemn observance

of the passover when they had passed

over Jordan. They are adduced by the

prophet to remind the Israelites of the

sacred obligations under which they lay,

and the sacred character v/hich, as the

peculiar people of God, they ought ever

to sustain. Pointing, as it were, to the

heap of stones which Jacob had erected

in testimony of the transaction between
him and Laban, Hosea asks. Is Gilead

the scene of iniquity ? Are its inhabi-

tants actually worshippers of idols? And
then he fearlessly charges them with

idolatry. Both p.« and «ittJ are specially

used of idols, in order to express their

nothingness and vanity. The abstract

stands for the concrete. By ^?'^3, Gilead,

is meant not merely the place, but its

inhabitants. Comp. for the wickedness

of the Gileadites, chap. vi. 8. W?,

Gilgal, had also become desecrated by
idolatrous practices, chap. iv. 15, ix. 15,

which abounded to such an extent, that

the number of the altars was like that

of the heaps of stones which have been

collected and left in various parts of the

ridges of a field. In D'\i3, heaps, comp.
Josh. vii. 26, there is an obvious refer-

ence to the name %)}. Both are derived

from ^)l, to roll, roll stones, &c. For
nto 'n^^, comp. chap. x. 4.

13, 14. The argument of both tbese

verses is the same, though it is only in

the latter that it is expressly stated, viz.

the divine goodness in preserving Jacob
and his posterity. God was with the

patriarch, according to his promise, and
protected and prospered him all the time

he was in servitude in Padan-aram ; and
he likewise delivered his descendants

from Egyptian bondage, and conducted

them safely to the land of Canaan.
D^N, AramcBa, Syria, the high country,

from mi, to he high ; here specially the

region between the Euphrates and the

Tigris, called, on this accoimt, trm Di«,

Aram of the ttvo rivers, LXX. Mccro-

TroTafxia, Mesopotamia. Being lower

than the rest of Syria on the west, it is

here called nito, Jield, which corresponds

to I'^s, a level or plain. Gen. xlviii. 7

;

hence Padan-aram. "i?^, to keep, is

used without |«^, sheep, in the sense of

keeping a flock. See Gen. xxx. 31
;

1 Sam. xvii. 20. To the verb as thus

employed in its literal acceptation, ver.

13, the figurative use in i?^?, ver. 14,

corresponds. The church of God is

frequently compared to a flock. The
Nn3, prophet, here referred to was Moses,

who was so KUT ^^oxH^- ^^e Exod. iv.

15,16; Numb.xii.6—8; Is. Ixiii. 11,12.

The repeated reference to the Hebrew
legislator in this character, was evidently

intended to impress the minds of the Is-

raelites with a conviction of the necessity

of attending to the messages which the

Lord sent to them by his prophets.
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15 Epliraim hath given most bitter provocation.

Therefore will his Lord leave his blood upon him ;

And bring back upon him his reproach.

15. Cliipn, lit. bitternesses, i. e. 7nost

hitter, or bitterly. The object of pro-

vocation is not expressed, but that it is

Jehovah is clear from the following

clause. The blood of Ephraim was, in

all probability, that of human victims

which had been shed in the service of

Moloch. v:iN, Ms Lord, is improperly

applied by Horsley to the king of Assyria,

By insin, his reproach, is meant the dis-

graceful conduct of the ten tribes in

abandoning the true God, as unworthy
of their service, and transferring it to'

idols. v:i« is the nominative to ^lo^ as

well as to y^, and in our language the

corresponding term Lord requires to be
used before the former, and understood

before the latter of the two verbs.

CHAPTER Xni.

After contrasting the prosperity of the tribe of Ephraim, during the period of its

obedience to the divine laws, with the adversity which it had suffered in conse-

quence of idolatry, 1, the prophet proceeds in the same manner, as in the

preceding chapter, to intermingle brief descriptions of sin and guilt, 2, 6, 9, 12;

denouncements of punishment, 3, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16; and promises of mercy,

4, 9, 14.

1 When Ephraim spake, there was tremour,

He was exalted in Israel

;

But he offended through Baal, and died.

1. Ephraim means here the tribe pro-

perly so called, in distinction from the

other tribes of Israel, mentioned imme-
diately after. Such was the power and
influence which it originally exercised

over the rest, that they showed it the

utmost deference, nn-i, a n7ra| Xeyo-

^levov, but obviously cognate with ^'^"5,

Jer. xlix. 24, Syr. ]£uZ3, Targ. s^n'rri,

fear, trembling. In Pococke's Arab.

MS. the words are rendered ^JsJlc

u-hen Ephraim spake, trembling fell upon

men. And so Tanchum,

iU^
U' u5-

u;-* cJ-5 J^--^
iJ^ U^

the meaning is, that men revered him,

and trembled at his ivord. The same
construction is adopted by Jerome,
Kimchi, Abarbanel, Munster, Vatablus,

Clarius, Drusius, Lively, Grotius, Ri-
vetus, Tingstadius, Dathe, Kuinoel,
Horsley, De Wette, Maurer, Noyes,
and Hitzig. It is impossible to approve
the translation of Ewald :

" Wie Efraim
redete Empbrung, es aufruhr niachte in
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And now they continue to sin.

And make for themselves molten images,

Idols of their silver, according to their skill

All of them the work of artificers
;

The men that sacrifice, say of them,

Let them kiss the calves.

Israel," When Ephraim gave utterance to

sedition, it produced rebellion in Israel.

Neither nnn nor «to2 admit of being so

translated. To take nnn adverbially,

and render it tremblingli/, or trembling,

as in our common version, though it

affords an apt sense in itself, is less

suited to the connexion. ><^3 occurs in

the sense of elevating oneself, Ps. Ixxxix.

10; Nah. i. 5, or being exalted. Hence
N'ipj, a prince. ? in ''V??, has the force

of, in union with, in the matter of, and
marks the participation of the Ephraim-
ites in the service of Baal, nra, to die,

is here to be taken in a civil or political

sense ; to lose one's influence, become
subject to misery, punishment, &c. It

forms an antithesis to Ni»}, to he exalted.

No sooner did the Ephraimites forsake

the true God and take up with idols

than he inflicted judgments upon them,

by which their power was weakened,

and at last became entirely extinct

—

" ex quo peccavit, nulla jam est auto-

ritate in populo Dei." Qlcolampadius.

—

" Vita ffirumnosa et tristis pro morte cen-

setur ; idcirco exules mortui dicuntur, et

exilium sepulchri nomine notatur, Ezech.

cap. 37." Rivetus.

2. This verse sets forth their perse-

verance in idolatrous practices, notwith-

standing the chastisements with which
they had been visited. 0^!^ '™, the

LXX. Vulg. Jarchi, Abenezra, Abar-
banel, Tanchum, Calvin, Piscator, Leo
Juda, and among the moderns, Schmid,

J. H. Michaelis, Horsley, Hitzig, Stuck,

and J. Fr. Schroder, render sacrifice, or

sacrlficers of men, on the principle, that

the presentation of human sacrifices is

meant. This, however, was called in

question by Kimchi, who explains, '03

T\yh WiCT\ m«, the men who come to

sacrifice. To the same effect Munster,
Piscator, Jimius and Tremelius, Rivetus,

Mercer, Glassius, Lively, Drusius, Bo-
chart, our own and most of the au-

thorized versions, Lowth, Newcome,

Boothroyd, Noyes, De Wette, Gesenius,

Maurer, and Ewald. The rule of syntax
laid down by Gesenius respecting this

mode of construction, Lehrgeb. p. 678,

is, that when a genitive following an
adjective is a noun of multitude, or of

the plural number, such adjective is

particularly used in poetry for the pur-

pose of designating those of the mul-
titude to which the specified quality

belongs. Instances are Is. xxix. 19,
DiiSi '?.V3«, the poor of tnen, i. e. those of

men who are poor; Mic. v. 5, cn^ O'p:,

the anointed of men, i. e. such of men
as are anointed. So in the present case,

isi 'nii, sacrificers of men, i. e. those of,

or among men that sacrifice, which is

merely a periphrasisforj^ries/s. Although,

therefore, it is a fact, that the ten tribes

did sacrifice their children to Moloch,

2 Kings xvii. 17, it would be more than

precarious to draw any such inference

from the present passage, especially as

the prophet mentions the calves, of whose
worship human sacrifices, so far as we
know, formed no part, pp^) °'''?^) let

them kiss the calves. It was customary

for idolaters to give the kiss of adoration

to the objects of their worship. This

was sometimes done by merely touching

the lips with the hand, to which reference

is made Job xxxi. 27. Comp. Lucian

TTfpi Opx'?o'f'^s i- P- 918, edit. Bened.

Minutius Felix, cap. 2, adfin. Apuleius

Apol. p. 496. At other times the idol

itself was kissed by the worshippers.

Comp. 1 Kings xix. 18, Thus Cicero

tells us, that at Agrigentum in Sicily

there was a brazen image of the Tyrian

Hercules whose mouth and chin were

worn by the kisses of his worship-

pers—" non solum id venerari, verum
etiam osculari solebant." Act ii. in

Verrem, lib. iv. cap. 43. Nothing is

more common in the Russian churches

than for the devotees to kiss the picture

of the Virgin, or of St. Nicholas. The
construction of the words onpV? on Dr^
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3 Therefore shall they be like the morning cloud.

And like the dew which early departeth,

Like chaff blown by a whirlwind from the threshing-floor,

And like smoke from the window.

4 Yet J, Jehovah, have been thy God from the land of Egypt,

Thou knewest no God besides me
;

Nor was there any Saviom- besrdes me.

5 I regarded thee in the wilderness.

In the land of burning thirst.

6 As they were fed, so Avere they satiated

;

They were satiated, and their heart was lifted up

;

Therefore they forgat me :

7 So that I became to them as a lion,

I watched for them as a leopard by the way.

8 I met them as a bear bereaved of her cubs.

ppi^ n')» !« 'nil is somewhat difficult.

As usually divided they are interpreted

thus : they, i. e. the Ephraimites, say of

them, the images, let the sacrificers kiss

the calves ; but it is better to take
DIN 'mi, the sacrificers, as in apposition

with, and exegetical of '"ion on, they

say, i. e. they, the men that sacrifice,

say to the people, let them kiss the

calves. While the priests presented the

sacrifices, they encouraged the worship-

pers to come forward and kiss the objects

of their adoration.

3. Comp.chap.vi.4.
\i?.,

the threshing

fioor, being an open area, generally on
an eminence, was peculiarly exposed to

the wind, which carried off the chaff, on
its being trodden out, or separated from
the grain. '^}'^% Aq. cltto KarappaKTov,
which Jerome explains, "foramen in pa-

riete fabricatum per quod fumus egre-

ditur;" Symm. ottj/s, ottt), a?i orifice;

Theod. KaTTovdoxfjv, a hole for the pas-
sage of smoke. It is very common in

the East for the light to be admitted,

and the smoke to make its escape by
the same passage or orifice in the wall.

The idea of a speedy removal is that

conveyed by all the images here em-
ployed.

4. Comp. chap. xii. 10. The long
addition in the LXX. is totally unsup-
ported, and was most probably inserted

in that version by some scholiast.

5. Here wt, / knew, contrasts with
5?7n in the preceding verse, only it is to

be taken in the sense of knowing effec-
tively, taking notice of, caring for. Comp,
Amos iii. 2. niw^n, lit. t'hirstinesses,

great thirst, extreme drought, from IN^,

Arab. ^_>J!, sitivit, Comp. 2nb, to hum,

Arab. L._ ^i^, arsit, sitivit, siti arsit.

Munster renders, " terra siti ardente."
Comp. Dent. viii. 15.

6. cn'inn3, according to their feeding,
i. e. in proportion to their enjoyment of
the provision which I made tor them,
feeding them with manna fi-om heaven,
and afterwards abundantly supplying
their wants. It is equivalent to, " as

they were fed." For the rest of the
verse comp. Deut. xxxii. 13—15.

7. 8. 1 in 'HNT is inferential, showing
that what follows was the result of what
is stated in the preceding verse. The
context requii-es the verb to be taken in

the past time. The images here em-
ployed are of frequent occurrence.
Comp. Job x. 16 ; Ps. vii. 2 ; Is. xxxviii.

13; Lam. iii. 10. ipj, the leopard, so
called from his spots or streaks. Arab.

y^, maculosus fuit, maculis punctisve

respersus fuit; pardus. See Jer. xiii. 23,
rmB-inn no: icn;n. The leopard is noted
for his swiftness, ferocity, and especially
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10

11

And rent the caul of their heart

;

I devoured them there, as a lioness
;

The wild beast rent them in pieces.

O Israel ! Thou hast destroyed thyself,

Nevertheless in me truly is thine help.

Where is thy king now ?

That he may save thee in all thy cities
;

And thy judges, of whom thou saidst,

Give me a king and princes.

I gave thee a king in mine anger,

And took him away in my wrath.

his cruelty to man. He lurks in the

dense thicket of the wood, and springs

with great velocity on his victim. With
respect to the bear, Jerome remarks,

"Aiunt, qui de bestiarum scripsere na-

turis, inter omnes feras nihil esse ursa

ssevius, quum perdiderit catulos vel

indignerit cibis." 3t being of common
gender, the participle ''^3^ is put in the

masculine, though the female bear is

meant. Comp. D'^aon ^3'EiV«, Ps. cxliv.

14. li^ip is the pericardium, or mem-
brane which contains the heart in its

cavity, and is thus fitly called its en-

closure. For ">iffi«, / watched, sixteen of

De Rossi's MSS. and one in the margin,

three ancient editions, and twenty-four

others, the LXX. Syr. Vulg. and Arab,

read "nit'!:?, Assyria, which some prefer,

on account of the number of lions,

panthers, tigers, &c. with which the

regions of southern Asia abound. The
text would then read, as a leopard, in

the way to Assyria ; but the common
reading is more in accordance with the

sjjirit of the passage.

9. 'innffi, I take to be a noun with

the suffix, thy destruction ! i. e. the de-

struction is thine own; thou hast brought

it upon thyself by thy sins. It is,

therefore, equivalent to " thou hast de-

stroyed thyself," and cannot be better

rendered. Thus the Vulg. Perditio tua,

Israel. Dathe, Ipsi estis o Israelites !

exitii vestri causa. Some, however, as

Kimchi, supply '7:i5?n, the calf; others,

?|?'^p, thy king, from the following verse

;

others, some other noun ; and take nn©
to be the third person singular of Piel.

Comp. for the form D.^^, Deut. xxxii. 35

;

131, Jer. v. 13,- 13% Hos. i. 2; icp, Jer.

xliv. 21 . Newcome unwarrantably adopts
the rendering of the Syriac, " I have
destroyed thee." Most of the moderns
give a hostile sense to the li in the fol-

lowing '[I'iyi 'a, against me, against thy

help ; but, considering how frequently

declarations of kindness are mixed up
with charges of evil, and that some verb
denoting rebellion would be required to

support such construction, it seems pre-

ferable to give to '3 the common adver-

.

sative signification of yet, nevertheless,

and to regard the 2 in ^"^i^? as the Beth
Essenfice, which renders the phrase much
more emphatic than the pronoun, or the

substantive verb would have done. It

is equivalent to, In me is thy real help.

Other sources may be applied to, and
they may promise thee assistance ; but
from me alone efficient aid is to be ex-

pected, and in me it is so be found. So
our translators. See on Is. xxvi. 4.

This exegesis is strongly supported, if

not rendered absolutely necessary, by the

pointed interrogations in the following

verse. The LXX. rt? ^orjQrjarei ; turning
'3 into '>?, and omitting the second ?

altogether. Thus also the Syr.

10, 11. 'H^ is in all probability a me-
tathesis for n'i^, where ? It is thus

rendered by the LXX. Syr. Vulg. Targ.

Abulwalid, Tanchum, Luther, Drusius,

Mercer, Osiander, Rivetus, Castalio, and
by most modern expositors. It is also

so taken by Gesenius, Lee, Winer, and
Fiirst ; and alone suits the connexion*

Comp. in support of this interpretation,

the combination «iEN n::«, Jud. ix. 38
;

Job xvii. 15 ; Is. xix. 12, One of

Kennicott's MSS. and perhaps another,

one of De Rossi's in the margin, read
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12

13

14

The guilt of Ephraim is bound up.

His punishment is laid up in store.

The pangs of a woman in labour shall come upon him

;

He is an unwise son,

Otherwise he would not remain long

In the place of the breaking forth of children.

I will deliver them from the power of Sheol

;

I will redeem them from death

:

n.\^ instead of 'nx, tliough probably by
correction. Another of De Rossi's has

a note in the margin, stating that the

word is so explained. The i in ^S'ffii''^

is pleonastic, except it be regarded as

introducing the apodosis. |ri« is so in-

timately connected with the past trans-

actions implied in ''?"nw ri'ip^, thou saidsf,

give me, that, thougli future in form, it

cannot with any propriety be rendei-ed

otherwise than in the preterite. Some
refer the circumstances here mentioned
to the selection and removal of Saul

;

but it is more in keeping with the

specialty of the prophet's address to

consider the king to be Jeroboam and
his successors in the regal dignity ; and
that the removal regards the frequent

changes which took place in the history

of the Israelitish kings, which proved a
source of great calamity to the nation.

See 2 Kings xv.

12. The metaphors are here borrowed
from the custom of tying up money in

bags, and depositing it in some secret

place, in order that it might be pre-

served. The certainty of punishment
is the idea conveyed by them. Comp.
for the foi-mer, Job xiv. 17 ; and for the

latter Deut. xxxii. 34, Job. xxi. 19.

13. Another instance of two meta-
phors closely connected, the transition

from the one to the other of which is, in

the manner of the Orientals, rapid and
unexpected. See Dathe's very judicious

note. It is not unusual in Scripture to

compare the calamities of a people to

the sorrows of childbirth. In addition

to this the danger and folly of Ephraim
in protracting repentance, in the midst

of the afflictive circumstances in which
he was placed, is fitly compared to the

extremely critical condition of a child

on the point of being born, but, owing
to the want of strength on the part of

the mother, or other causes, is detained
in its passage from the womb. The
LXX. ovTos 6 vlos crov 6 (ppovifios has
doubtless originally been ovtos 6 vlos

ov (fipovijjLos. '3 introduces the contrary
of the preceding proposition, and is used
elliptically for the sentence, " For if it

were not so," &c. It may best be ren-
dered into English by otherwise, else, or
the like. TO, time, is here to be taken
adverbially, in the sense of for a time,

long, &c. Winer, aliquod tempus, ali-

qiiamdiu. Comp. the Arab. ..ycj. when

used in opposition to t,^^'.. "i^izjo, the

OS uteri. Comp. 2 Kings xix. 3 ; Is.

xxxvi. 3, Ixvi. 9. Without a national

TvoKiyyeveaia, no prosperity could be
expected. It was for the Israelites by
true repentance to accelerate and ensure
their deliverance from threatened de-
struction, and their enjoyment of a new
period of peace and happiness.

14. The ideas of Sheol and Death
were naturally suggested by the perilous

circumstances described in the preceding
verse. Extinction as a people is there
apprehended. Here it is viewed as

having already taken place ; and a
gracious promise is given of the resto-

ration of the Israelites, and the complete
destruction of the enemies by whom
they had been carried into captivity.

"^l^tfrom the hand, a common Hebraism
for from the power, nis properly sig-

nifies to redeem, or buy loose, by the
payment of a price ; ''W, to avenge the
murder of a relative, and also to recover
or redeem property by repayment. Both
verbs, however, are used in a more ex-
tended signification, and especially in

reference to the deliverance of the
Hebrews from Egypt, and from the

captivity in Babylon. Tliat '7iNtt>, Sheol,

M
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Where is thy destruction, O Death ?

Where is thine excision, O Sheol ?

Repentance is hid from mine eyes.

and nra, Death, are here to be taken in

a figurative sense, with application to

the state of the Israelites in the Assyrian

and Babylonish captivity, deprived as

they were of all political existence, and
subject to the most grievous calamities,

the exigency of the passage imperatively

demands. Comp. Is. xxvi. 19. Re-
specting 'ri.« interpreters are far from
being agreed. Symm. the Vulg. Cover-

dale, Drusius, Tingstadius, Horsley,

Dathe, Kuinoel, De Wette, Noyes,
Rosenmiiller, Hesselherg, and Maurer,
take it to be the first person future of

the substantive verb nvi, to he ; whereas
the LXX. Aq. the fifth edition, (Paul,

1 Cor. XV. 55,) Syi-. Arab. Abulwalid,

Tanchum, Junius and Tremellius, Mer-
cer, Newcome, Boothroyd, Ewald, and
Hitzig, consider it to be used as in ver.

10, for nj;«, ttov, where? With the latter

authorities I concur, partly on the ground
that it is not likely the prophet would
employ the same word in the same form
in two different acceptations in verses

10 and 14 ; and partly becavise I find

'ns( nowhere used absolutely as an apo-

copated future ; but always with the

Vau conversive prefixed. See for the

full form n];rT«, chap. xiv. 6. To which
add, that the interrogation is more in

keeping with the animated style of the

passage. Instead of the plural ^'^^'i,

thy destructions, one hundred and twenty-
two MSS., originally five more, now two,

and four of the early editions, read '^^'7,

thy destruction, in the singular, lii,

Arab, ^t), death ; specially the plague,

pestilence ; the awful destruction of

human life effected by it. Hence the

LXX. mostly render it BdvaTos ; here

BiKT], but in all probability originally

vIkt), for which Paul reads vikos, only
transposing vikos and Kivrpov, by which
latter term the LXX. render spj?, ex-

cision, cutting off, destruction. The cause
of this transposition is obvious. The
apostle had just quoted the passage in

Isaiah, agreeably to the vei-sion of
Theodotion, in which vUos occurs,

whereby he was reminded of the same

words as occurring in Hosea, and, under
the influence of strong emotion, he
commences his quotation with vikos

prominently in his mind. Olshausen

thinks VIKOS is a later form for viki].

Root 2^j7, Arab. L ^UV, to cut, cut off,

destroy. That ii"i is the genuine read-

ing, and that ]T}'^, a goad, which some
would substitute for it, in order to make
the Hebrew correspond to Kivrpov, is to

be rejected, may very conclusively be
gathered from the similar occurrence of

the words ilT and a^i^. together, Ps. xci.

6. Comp. Deut. xxxii. 24. The import

of this animated apostrophe, as used

both by Jehovah in the prophet, and by
the apostle, is. Where are now the effects

of the destructive influence which you
have exerted? Your victims are reco-

vered from your dominion : they are

alive again, and shall no more be subject

to your power. The speakers place

themselves as it were in the period after

the resurrection : the former in that

after the restoration from Babylon ; the

other in that after the literal restoration

of the dead to life at the last day. Both
look back, and triumphantly exult over

the conquerors. With respect to the

appi'opriation of the words by the

apostle in reference to the doctrine of

the final resurrection, it appears to be

made, not in the way of proof, but

merely to give expression, in the trium-

phant language of the prophet, to the

animated feelings which had taken pos-

session of his breast. His direct quo-

tation in the way of argument is made
from Is. XXV. 8, and consists of the

words, Karenodr] 6 Bdvaros els vikos.

It would, therefore, be improper to

identify the subject of which he treats

with that treated of by our prophet.
" Neque enim ex professo semper locos

adducunt apostoli, qui toto contextu ad

institutum quod tractant pertineant : sed

interdum alludunt ad unum verbum
duntaxat, aliquando aptant locum ad

sententiam per similitudinem, aliquando

abhibent testimonia.—Atqui satis con-

stat, Paulum illo 15 cap. 1 ad Corinth
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15 Though he be fruitful amoni^ his brelhren,

Yet an east wind, a wind of Jehovah,

Shall come up from the desert,

And dry up his fountain

;

And his spring shall become dry :

He shall spoil the treasure of all pleasant vessels.

16 Samaria shall be punished.

Because she hath rebelled against her God :

They shall fall by the sword

;

Their infants shall be dashed in pieces,

And their pregnant women shall be ripped up.

11011 citasse prophetas testimoniam ad

confirmandum illam doctrinam de qua

disserit." Calvin in loc. -^ See also

Horsley's critical note, cm, LXX. na-

paKXrjais, Syr. Q^Cs^, Vulg. consolatio

;

hut 7-epentance better suits the connexion.

It expresses the innnutability of the

divine purpose, which had the deliver-

ance of his people for its object. Coinp.

Rom. xi. 29. Horsley strangely refers

the repentance to man, and not to

God.
15. This and the following verse set

forth the devastation and destruction of

the kingdom of the ten tribes, which
was to precede the deliverance promised

in that which precedes. While the

promise was designed to afford conso-

lation to the pious, and encouragement
to the penitent, the threatening was
equally necessary for the refractory and
profane. i<in, he, refers to Ephraim,
ver. 12. «^"}p' an clttu^ \ey. but obvi-

ously equivalent to '^'13', the Hiphil of

n^B, to be fruilful. It is here used with

special reference to the name of D^^r^,

being the root whence it is derived, and
not improbably exhibits ^« instead of n,

because it forms the first letter of the

noun. The tribe of Ephraim was the

most numerous in regard to population,

and was for a time in the most flourish-

ing circumstances. That such is the

signification of the verb, and that it is

not to be rendered divide or separate, as

in the ancient and several of the modern
versions, nor act like a ivild ass, which

others exhibit, appears from the mention

of a spring and a fountain, which natu-

rally suggest the idea of a tree, the roots

of which are plentifully supplied by

their water. For Q'TiJ, see on chap. xii.

2, and Is. xxvii. 8. "njn; mi, like UJM

D'rib^, Job i. 19, is the genitive of cause,

a wind caused, sent by, or proceeding

from Jehovah ; not " a great wind," as

some interpret. The Assyrian army is

meant, noip; «in, He, i, e. the Assyrian,

couched under the metaphor of the

destructive wind, shall plunder every

valuable article belonging to the Is-

raelites

1(5. [Chap. xiv. 1.] This verse begins

the following chapter in the Hebrew
Bible, but it more intimately coheres

with the preceding context, c^r^n, LXX.
d(j)avia6r]a-eTaL, Vulg. pereat. The word

signifies to be guilty of crime, and to be

treated as guilty, to suffer punishment,

be punished. Samaria, as the metropolis,

and the source of all the calamities

which were coming upon the Israelites,

is put as representing the whole nation
;

but not to the exclusion of the peculiarly

severe punisliment which the inhabitants

of that city had to expect, hto, some

render to embitter, provoke bitterly ; but

rebelling, resisting, striking against any

one, are the ideas more properly con-

veyed by the verb. Thus the LXX.
avTean] Trpos tov deov avTi]S. Ine

addition of the affix in n^ri^j?, <' her

God," gives great emphasis in such con-

nexion. Comp. chap. xii. 10, xiii. 4.

The aggravations of sin are increased

by the relations sustained by the sin-

ner. For the concluding portion of the

verse, comp. 2 Kings viii. 12, xv. l(i;
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Amos i. 13. That such cruelties were not

unknown among other nations, see Iliad

vi. 58 :—

fjLrib' oTiva yaaripi ii'qrrjp

Kovpov eovra (pepoi, firjd os (pvyof
;
—

and Horace, Carm. iv. Ode 6. The
construction wi^l? vnv-jii is ad sensum,

though not according to the strict rule

of grammar, and may have been occa-

sioned by the form of i^tQ'J! immediately

preceding.

CHAPTER XIV.

This chapter contains an urgent call to repentance, the supplication and confession

expressive of which are put in a set form of words into the mouths of the

penitents, 1—3. To encourage them thus to return to God, he makes the most

gracious promises to them, 4—7 ; their entire abandonment of idolatry is then

predicted, and the divine condescension and goodness are announced, 8 ; and

the whole concludes with a solemn declaration, on the part of the prophet,

respecting the opposite consequences that would result from attention or in-

attention to his message.

Return, O Israel ! to Jehovali thy God ;

For thou hast fallen by thine iniquity.

Take with you words, and return to Jehovah

;

Say to him.

Forgive all iniquity, and graciously receive us.

Then we will render to thee the calves of our lips.

1, 2. The n of direction in the im-

perative niitt5 is, as usual, intensive,

marking a strong desire on the part of

the speaker that the action expressed by

the verb might take place. For the

emphasis attaching to the affix in ^'0%
" thy God," see on chap. xiii. 16. ^©3

]i» is a phrase of such frequent occur-

rence with the meaning to j}cirdon ini-

quity, tliat it is surprising how Horsley

could insist upon its meaning to " take

away the sinful principle within us—the

carnal heart of the old Adam." His

construction of 2ra n;?, " accept as good,

what, so regenerate, we shall be enabled

to perform," though sound divinity, is

equally indefensible on the ground of

philology. 3ia is used adverbially, be-

nigne, in bonam partem; and the mean-
ing is, graciously receive us back into

thy favour. With respect; to the inter-

position of the verb xii-n, between ^ and
ji5, it may be observed, that it is not a

solitary instance of such construction.

See on Is. xix. 8, and comp. Job xv. 10.

D'^s, calves or bidlocks, used here me-
taphorically for victims, sacrifices. The
word occurring in the absolute form,

some render i^-nEii) Ty®, bullocks our lips,

as if the two nouns were in apposition

;
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Assyria shall not save us
;

We -will not ride upon horses
;

Neither will we say any more, " Our gods,'

To the work of our hands :

For by thee the destitute is pitied.

I will heal their apostasy ;

I will love them freely

;

For my anger is turned away from them.

I will be as the dew to Israel

;

but there are instances of nouns thus

put, which cannot be explained other-

wise than in the construct, as to sense.

Thus Deut. xxxiii. 1 1, vnp^ U]:m, the

loins of those who oppose him ; Jud. v.

13, c? 'T^if, the princes of the people ;

Prov^'xxii. 21, noN cno^, words of truth.

Gesenius supposes the governing noun

to be mentally repeated, and that the

full form would be irnsip ns Dng, bullocks,

the bullocks of our lips. Such construc-

tion in full he adduces in the instance

Exod. xxxviii. 21, raiyn p^n WW!, the

tabernacle, the tabernacle of testimony.

Some would change Q'13 into ^??, fiuit,

on the ground of the reading found in

the LXX. avTaTTohaptv Kapirov ;(eiXecoz/

ruiav, which is followed by the Syr. and
Arab, and is supposed to have been

borrowed by the apostle, Heb. xiii. 15.

There is, however, no variety in the

Hebrew MSS. ; while the Targum and

all the other authorities support the

textual reading. The LXX. have com-
mitted a similar mistake in rendering

n^B, her bullocks, tovs Kapirovs avTijs,

her fruits, Jer. 1. 27. The conjecture of

Pococke, that they used Kapnos in the

sense of Kapncofia, which they employ
to express sacrifice, oblation, &c., is

less probable. See the important note

of Horsley. The prophet's meaning is,

We will render, in grateful return for

thy forgiving and restoring mercy, the

only sacrifices worthy of it—our tribute

of thanksgiving and praise. For such

use of D^c, to requite, render back,

comp. Ps. Ivi. 12, Tj'j niiin dIjc^, / will

render thanks unto thee : so that the

construction proposed by some, " we will

offer the sacrifices which our lips have

vowed," cannot be regarded as unex-
ceptionable, even if it were in keeping

with the spirit of the passage. The only

parallels fully corresponding to it are

Ps. li. 15—17, Ixix. 31, 32.

3. Three of the sins to which the ten

tribes were specially prone are here im-

plied : dependence upon the aid of the

Assyrians ; application to Egypt for

horses, in direct violation of the divine

command, Deut. xvii. 16; Is. xxxi. 1;

and idolatry. These they now for ever

renounce, and avow their determination

henceforth to trust in Jehovah alone;

adding as the reason of such determi-

nation, the experience which they had
had of the divine favour in time of need.
"iffiN is here used in a causal sense,

because, for, forasmuch as. Comp. Gen.
xxxi. 29 ; Eccles. iv. 9. Qii-v, orphan,

is applied in this place metaphorically

to the unprotected and destitute circum-
stances in which the Israelites had been,

while in a state of separation from the

Lord.

4. cnSTOtp is not, with Horsley, to be
rendered " their conversion," but their

apostasy. See on chap. xi. 7. ^}1}, lit.

sponta?ieousness, willingness, is used ad-

verbially for willingly, liberally, freely.

It is dei'ived from liJ, Arab. L—>jj
instigavit, impidit ad aliquid ; agilis in

co7ificienda re promptusque vir
;

gene-

rosus ; and is expressive of the free,

unmerited, and abundant love of God
towards repentant sinners, 'i-^?, "from
him," i.e. Israel, the collective noun,
ver. 2, resolved by the Syr. Lat. and
other translators into a plural.

5. 6. The love of God to his people,

and its effects in their happy experience,

are here couched in similes borrowed
from the vegetable kingdom. The dew
is very copious in the East, and, by its

refreshing and quickening virtue, sup-
plies the place of more frequent rains in
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He shall blossom as the lily,

And strike his roots liice Lebanon.

His suckers shall spread forth,

And his beauty shall be as the olive tree,

And his fragrance as Lebanon.

They that dwell under his shade shall revive as the corn,

And shoot forth as the vine :

Their fame shall be as the wine of Lebanon.

Ephraim shall say.

What have I any more to do with idols ?

other counti'ies. Kimchi thinks that the

constancy with which the dew falls is

the point here more specially referred

to, and to which the divine blessing is

compared. nstiiTTi, lilies, abound in Pa-

lestine, even apart from cultivation.

There are two kinds : the common lily,

which is perfectly white, consisting of

six leaves, opening like bells ; and what

the Syrians call ja!^^ i-<A.aA, the

royal lily, the stem of which is about the

size of a finger in thickness, and which

grows to the height of three and four

feet, spreading its flowers in the most

beautiful and engaging manner. Comp.
Matt. vi. 29. To these productions the

moral beauty of regenerated Israel is

very aptly compared. Yor Lebanon, see

on Is. X. 34. The mountain stands here

by metonymy for the trees which grow
upon it, such as the celebrated cedars,

whose roots striking far in depth and

length into the ground, give them a

firmness which no storms can shake.

The ideas of strength and stability are

those conveyed by the simile, whether

we refer the roots to the trees, or, meta-

phorically, to the mountain itself; but

the amplification in the following verse

renders the former the preferable con-

struction. '^\} is often used, not merely

of continued, but of increased action,

and here denotes to spread out as the

.suckers or small branches of trees. The
olive is frequently referred to, on account

of its beautiful green, and the pleasing

ideas associated with its produce. Though
the former only is expi-essed, yet the

idea of fragrance is implied, only it is

with the strictest propriety extended in

the following clause to the whole of

Lebanon, on account of the number of

odoriferous trees and plants with which
it abounds. In these verses, the render-

ing /raj^/iZMcense, which Newcome prefers

to Lebanon, is not to be admitted. The
stability, extension, glory, and loveliness

of the church of God are forcibly set

forth,

7. The Israelites are represented as

again enjoying the protection of the

Most High, and affording the most con-

vincing proofs of prosperity. 3^i2J is

used as auxiliary to ^'^
; both verbs, in

such connexion, signifying nothing more
than revive, thrive again, or the like.

The pronominal affix in i"??, his shade,

refers to Jehovah ; but in ii3i, Ms cele-

brity, fame, to Israel, understood, as

before, collectively, but best rendered in

the plural. S'^si 'iip', the construct with

the preposition, as in 'il 'Din, Ps. ii. 12.

Modern travellers concur in their high
commendations of the excellence of the

wines of Lebanon. Von Troil, in par-

ticular, says, " On this mountain are

very valuable vineyards, in which the

most excellent wine is produced ; such
as I have never drunk in any country,

though in the course of fourteen years

I have travelled through n)any, and
tasted many good wines."

8. Several interpreters take D)']B« to

be in the vocative case, but, as it seems
harsh to refer the words immediately
following to Jehovah, it is better to

regard it as a nominative absolute, and
to supply I'Qi*' thus :—As for Epliraim

—

the tribe distinguished above all the rest

for its addictedness to idolatry, and the

fit representative of the whole people

—

his language in future shall be, &c.

For '"?, to me, the LXX. read ''^, to him.
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I have answered him, and will regard him

;

I am like a green cypress

;

From me thy fruit is found.

Who is wise, that he may understand these things
;

Prudent, that he may know them ?

For the ways of Jehovah are right

;

The righteous shall wallc in them
;

But the rebellious shall stumble in them.

which facilitates the construction, and

is adopted by Ewald, but without suf-

ficient authority, 'i^!, /, is not without

emphasis in this connexion, in which

mention is made of idols. 11^ signifies

to view with regard and care, care for,

watch over. Every provision should

henceforth be made for the protection

and prosperity of restored Israel, fflii^,

the cypress, with all its tall and fair

ever -green appearance, not being a

fruit-bearing tree, it is added with sin-

gular effect, that in this respect there

existed a difference between the object

and the subject of the metaphor. The
children of Israel should not only enjoy

protection and refreshment as the result

of the divine favour, but rich supplies

of spiritual provision for their support.

Such supplies were to be found in God
alone. Manger thinks there is here a

dialogistic parallelism, which he exhibits

thus :

—

Ephraim. What have I further to do

with idols?

God. I have answered him, and will

regard him.

Ephraim. I am like a green cypress.

God. From me is thy fruit found.

9. These words form an epilogue or

conclusion to the whole book. The in-

terrogation is employed for the purpose

of excitement, and to give energy to the

truths conveyed. It is worthy of re-

mark that this is the only verse in which
the pi'ophet uses D'i?"??, the righteous, or

any synonymous term, in the course of

his recorded prophecies. So awfully

depraved were the times in which he

lived, that the very character had dis-

appeared. The contrasted characters

and states of the godly and the wicked

are pointed and affecting. '^'?n, to walk,

signifies here to go forward prosperously

;

ViiJs, to stumble, so as to fall to one's

injury and utter ruin.

" anfractu et libera ab omni
Hanc Justus teret, hoc semper se in calle

tenebit,

Felicique gradu ad requiem contendat

amicam.
At defectores videas impingere in

iisdem,

Exitiumque sibi factis properare sce-

lestis." Rittershusius.





JOEL.

PREFACE.

We possess no furtlier knowledge of Joel than what is furnished

by the title of his book, or may be gathered from circumstances

incidentally mentioned in it. That he lived in Judah, and, in all

probability, at Jerusalem, we may infer from his not making the

most distant reference to the kingdom of Israel ; while, on the

other hand, he speaks of Jerusalem, the temple, priests, ceremonies,

&c. with a familiarity which proves them to have been before his

eyes.

With respect to the age in which he flourished, opinions have

differed. Bauer places him in the reign of Jehoshaphat ; Credner,

Winer, Krahmer, and Ewald, think he lived in that of Joash

;

Vitringa, Carpzov, Moldenhauer, Eichhorn, Holzhausen, Theiner,

Rosenmiiller, Knobel, Hengstenberg, Gesenius, and De Wette, in

that of Uzziah ; Steudel and Bertholdt in that of Hezekiah
;

Tarnovius and Eckermann assign the period of his activity to the

days of Josiah ; while the author of Sedar 01am, Jarchi, Drusius,

Newcome, and Jahn, are of opinion that he prophesied in the

reign of Manasseh. The most probable hypothesis is, that his

predictions were delivered in the early days of Joash ; that is,

according to Credner, B.C. 870—865. No reference being made

to the Babylonian, the Assyrian, or even the Syrian invasion, and

N
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the only enemies of whom mention is made being the Phoenicians,

Philistines, Edomites, and Egyptians, it seems evident that Joel was

unacquainted with anj'^ but the latter. Had he lived after the

death of Joash, he could scarcely have omitted to notice the

Syrians when speaking of hostile powers, since they not only

invaded the land, but took Jerusalem, destroyed the princes, and

carried away immense spoil to Damascus, 2 Chron. xxiv. 23, 2A>.

The state of religious affairs as presented to view in the book is

altogether in favour of this position. No mention is made of

idolatrous practices ; while, on the contrary, notwithstanding the

guilt which attached to the Jews, on account of which Jehovah

brought judgments upon the land, the principles of the theocracy

are supposed to be maintained ; the priests and people are re-

presented as being harmoniously occupied with the services of

religion ; and Jerusalem, the temple and its worship, appear in a

flourishing condition. Now this was precisely the state of things

during the high-priesthood of Jehoiada, through whose influence

Joash had been placed upon the throne. See 2 Kings xi. 17, 18,

xii. 2— 16; 2 Chron. xxiv. 4—14. It will follow that Joel is the

oldest of all the Hebrew prophets whose predictions have come

down to us.

The delivery of his prophecy was occasioned by the devastations

produced by successive swarms of locusts, and by an excessive

drought which pervaded the country, and threatened the inhabi-

tants with utter destruction. This calamity, however, was merely

symbolical of another, and a more dreadful scourge—the invasion

of the land by foreign enemies, on which the prophet expatiates

in the second chapter. In order that such calamity might be

removed, he is commissioned to order an universal fast, and call

all to repentance and humiliation before God ; to announce as

consequent upon such repentance and humiliation, a period of

great temporal prosperity ; to predict the effusion of the Holy

Spirit at a future period of the history of his people ; to denounce

judgments against their enemies ; and to foretel their restoration

from the final dispersion.

In point of style Joel stands preeminent among the Hebrew

prophets. He not only possesses a singular degree of purity, but
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is distinguished by his smoothness and fluency ; the animated and

rapid character of his rhythmus ; the perfect regularity of his

parallelisms ; and the degree of roundness which he gives to his

sentences. He has no abrupt transitions, is everywhere connected,

and finishes whatever he takes up. In description he is graphic

and perspicuous ; in arrangement lucid ; in imagery original,

copious, and varied. In the judgment of Knobel, he most re-

sembles Amos in regularity, Nahum in animation, and in both

respects Habakkuk ; but is surpassed by none of them. That

what we now possess is all he ever wrote, is in the highest degree

improbable : on the contrary, we should conclude from the culti«

vated character of his language, that he had been accustomed to

composition long before he penned these discourses. Whatever

degree of obscurity attaches to his book, is attributable to our

ignorance of the subjects of which it treats, not to the language

which he employs.



CHAPTER I.

After summoning attention to the unexampled plague of locusts with which the

country had been visited, 2—4, the prophet excites to repentance by a de-

scription of these insects, 5—7, and of the damage which they had done to the

fields and trees, 8—12; calls the priests to institute a solemn season for fasting

and prayer, 13, 14 ; and bewails, by anticipation, a more awful visitation from

Jehovah, 15, while he further describes the tremendous effects of the calamity

under which the country was suffering, 16—20.

The word of Jehovah which was communicated to Joel, tlie son of

Pethuel

:

Hear this, ye aged men !

Give ear, all ye inhabitants of the land !

Did such as this happen in your days,

Or, in the days of your Withers ?

Tell your children of it,

And let your children tell their children,

And their children another generation.

1 . "^'^ n)i7 ni'^!' '?'7, the more usual in-

troductory formula employed to express

the conuDunication of divine revelations

to the prophets, or the divinely inspired

matter which they were commissioned

to teach. Comp. Hos. i. 1 ; Mic. i. 1

;

Zeph.i. 1 ; Mai. i. 1. The name "JKV,

Joel, Jerome interprets apx^M^'^"^' ^'^

est incipiens, referring it to the verb ^i^l,

which signifies to begin; but, that he

was not ignorant of another derivation

is evident from his commentary, in

which, after giving incipiens, he adds,

vel est Deus. It is, however, beyond

all doubt compounded of nin), in one of

its more contracted forms, and b^, and

signifies, Jehovah is God. Who ''Nin?!,

LXX, Badovi^X, Pethuel, the father of

our prophet was, we are not informed.

The introduction of his name was ne-

cessary in order to distinguish the

present Joel from others of the same
name, and cannot be admitted in proof

of his having been a prophet or some
person of eminence. It was common
among the Hebrews, as it still is among
the Orientals, to add the name of the

father to that of the son.

2, 3. These verses contain an ani-

mated introduction to the following

subject. riNi, properly this, the femi-

nine according to the Hebrew idiom

being used for the neuter, but it occurs

here elliptically for n«i3, U/ce this, such,
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That Avliicli the gnawing locust hath left,

The swarming locust hath devoured
;

And that which the swarming locust hath left,

the like, and refers to the astounding

calamity of the locusts about to be de-

scribed. JJOffl and fl^n frequently occur
as parallel initiatives in Hebrew poetry.

See Gen. iv. 23; Deut. xxxii. 1 ; Is. i. 2.

For the latter verb, y^VJ} is sometimes
used. See Is. xxviii. 23 ; Mic. i. 2.

c\3I2| is here to be understood, not in the

official sense of elders, but in that of

aged men, as the connexion shows.

Those who were most advanced in years,

and might be expected to have their

memories stored with ancient occur-

rences, are appealed to for a parallel to

the case referred to. Comp. Deut. xxxii.

7 ; Job xxxii. 7. ni3Ni is often used in

the sense of ancestors, forefathers, n in

^1)5?, like n><i, refers to the plague of

locusts. D'PJ ',?2, children's children, is

not unfrequent, but the language here
employed by Joel is cumulative beyond
example.

" Et nati natorum, et qui nascentur
ab illis." jEneid iii. 98.

Kal TToiSey 7Tai8cov, toI nev fjLeTOTTKjfie

y'tvoiVTai. Iliad xx. 308.

4. The plague, which occasioned the
following discourses of the prophet, is

now described in terse, though repe-

titious terms. This verse may be con-
sidered as the text on which he afterwards

expatiates. Interpreters have found
great difficulty both in determining the

precise signification of the several terms
employed to describe the scourge, and
the light in which it was designed to be
understood. While some are of opinion
that different kinds of insects are meant,
most are agreed in considering locusts to

be intended. Yet here again discordant
views obtain : some insisting on different

species of locusts, and others on different

states of the same species. Credner,
for instance, in a work on our prophet,
full of erudition, considers Di| to be the
migratory locust ; nanN the young brood

;

P.)3 the young locust in the last state of
transformation; and '''pn the perfect lo-

cust. The locust belongs to the genus of
insects known among entomologists by

the name of gri/lli, which includes the dif-

ferent species, from the common grass-

hopper to the devouring locust of the

East. The largest of the latter is about
three inches in length ; has two antennae,
or horns, about an inch long, and two
wings, which, with their cases, are applied
obliquely to the sides of the body when
in repose. The feet have only three
joints, but are six in number. The two
hind ones are much larger than the rest,

and are formed for leaping The locusts

are of different colours, brown, grey, and
spotted. In all stages, from the larvEe

to the perfect insect, the locusts are her-
bivorous, and do immense injury to vege-
tation. The subject, so far as it occurs
in Scripture, may be said to have been
almost exhausted by the learned Bochart,
in his Hierozoicon, Pars Post. Lib. iv.

cap. i.—viii. The fourth cliapter he
specially devotes to the explanation of
the passages in Joel. See also CEd-
mann's Vermischte Sammlungen, and
Credner's Joel. The first name, Dja,

occurs only here and Amos iv. 9, and is

rendered by the LXX. Kcifinr] ; and by
the Vulg. eruca, caterpillar. This in-

terpretation is supported by the Targ.

><!JlT1, the crawling insect, by which, how-
ever, may be meant the locust in its

wingless state. The Syr, renders the

word by
| / n ^Vn . locusta nan alata.

It is evidently derived from the same

root with the Arab. j,'y»-, resecuit, am-

putavit, s'i»-, secans ; Eth. *||-|UU ;

excidit, aiscidit ; Syr. SOV. incidit

;

Talmud. DW, amputavit; and expresses

the gnawing or cutting action of the
sharp teeth of the locusts on the leaves,

and even the bark of trees. Comp.
Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. ii. cap. 29 : omnia
vero morsu erodentes. n^ns is the generic

name of the locust, so called from the

almost incredible numbers which breed
in different parts of the East; being
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The licking locust liatli devoured ;

And that which the licking locust hath left,

The consumino: locust hath devoured.

derived from nin, to multiply, be nume-
rous, &c. Comp" Jer. xlvi. 23, mp«n 'ii'i,

more numerous than the locusts. From
its migrating^ in swarms it is called by
Forskal gryllus gregarius, and by Lin-

naeus, gryllus migratorius. By the LXX.
the word is rendered seventeen times b)'

cLKpls, the common locust ; thrice by

^povxos, the unwinged locust, which
browses on the grass; once by epvaijSr],

mildew ; and once by drTeXa^os, the

young or small locust. That n3"\« is

generic, appears from Lev. xi. 22, where

we read, i^'pj? nsn^rij the locust according to

its species. The third name, pV, from pV,

equivalent to pp$, to lick, designates the

locust as licking off the leaves, and what-

ever is green on the trees, grass, &c.

This derivation is preferable to that pro-

posed by Michaelis, who refers the word

to the Arab. ^., properavit, volubilis

fuit, or to /_*b, alhus fuit, and thinks

that the chafer is meant. In Nah. iii. 16,

it is represented as winged, and in Jer.

li. 27, it is described as tjd, rough,

bristly, terrific. LXX. ^povxoi four

times ; axpis thrice, '''pn, the remaining

term, comes from ton, to consume, devour.

LXX. ^povxos, or jSpoiiKOi. Vulg.

rubigo, mildew. Syr. |jo.3»' which

Risius, the Archbishop of Damascus,

describes as resembling the locust, only

differing from it, inasmuch as it never

migrates, and confines its ravages to the

fruits and herbs, but leaves the trees un-

touched. It is also noted for the noise

which it makes at night. A comparison

of the different passages in which these

names occur, renders it more than pro-

bable that they are here employed by
the prophet, not with any reference to

the species into which the locusts may
be scientifically divided, but to designate

four successive swarms, according to

certain destructive qualities, by which,

as a genus of insects, they are distin-

guished, and thereby to heighten the

terror which his description was intended

to produce. Just as Job accumulates the

terms nn.^, bn-p, nn'DB, xb-'b and «'3b, chap.

iv. 10, 11, with a similar view. They
are i-ather poetical synonymes, than dis-

tinctive of different species. At all

events, that locusts are meant, may be
inferred from the facts, that wherever

Pj.) occurs, with the exception of a single

passage, it occurs along with naiw* and
that ^f}i^, which Moses uses in describing

one of the plagues of Egypt, Exod. x.

10—20, is not only employed by the

Psalmist, Ixxviii. 46, cv. 34, but also

j'pn and P^', as synonymous terms, for

the sake of variety. Add to which that

the verb ton, from which '''pn is derived,

is employed to express the action of the

n37«, Deut. xxviii. 38 : nin«n laton', «< the

locust shall consume it." In the trans-

lation I have given the meaning of the

several names in terms expressive of

the qualities suggested by each. The
passage might otherwise be rendered

with Noyes ;

" That which one swarm of locusts left,

a second swarm hath eaten
;

And that which the second left, a third

swarm hath eaten
;

And that which the third left, a fourth

swarm hath eaten."

It is a question of greater importance ;

Are the statements of Joel in the first

and second chapters to be understood

literally of these insects, or figuratively

of enemies that were to invade and
lay waste the Holy Land ? The latter

is the more ancient opinion. It is that

of the Targum, the Jews whom Jerome
consulted, and Abarbanel ; and is, with

various modifications, adopted by the

following christian interpreters : Jerome,

Ephraim Syrus, Theodoret, Cyril of

Alexandria, Hugo de St. Vincent, Ri-

bera, Sanchez, a Lapide, Luther, Gro-

tius, Marckius, Bertholdt, Theiner,

Steudel, and Hengstenberg. On the

other hand, Abenezra, Jarchi, Kimchi,

Lyranus, Vatablus, Job. Schmidius,
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Awake, ye clruiikarcls ! and weep
;

How], all ye drinkers of wine !

On account of the sweet wine.

For it is made to cease from your mouth.

For a nation hath come up upon my land,

Mighty and innumerable

;

Their teeth are the teeth of a lion
;

They have the grinders of a lioness.

Jahn, Eichhorn, Rosenmiiller, von

Coelln, Justi, Credner, and Hitzig,

maintain that the language is to be un-

derstood literally of locusts. This inter-

pretation has certainly much in its favour,

and if it could without violence be ap-

plied throughout, might fairly be adopted.

But the announcement of a second and
more awful judgment, chap. i. 1 5, ii. 1, 2

;

the distinct recognition of a foreign rule,

ii. 17; and the assignment of the North
as the native country of the enemy,
ii. 20; present insuperable obstacles to its

adoption. See on these verses. There
seems no possibility of effecting a con-

sistent interpretation on any other prin-

ciple than that laid down and defended

by Cramer, Eckermann, and Holzhausen,

viz. that in the first chapter, Joel de-

scribes a devastation of the country

which had been effected by natural

locusts ; but predicts in the second, its

devastation by political enemies,inhighlv-

wrought metaphorical language, bor-

rowed from the scene which he had just

depicted.

5. V'prr, the Hiph. of yp, is hero used,

like tiie cognate root yp^\ Gen. ix. 24, in

the sense of awaking from a sleep occa-

sioned by wine. Since, however, the

persons addressed had been deprived of

the means of intoxication, the prophet

is rather to be undei'stood as borrowing
the term from the state in which they

had too often been found. Dnir>p being

parallel with ^" ^^i^, drinlcers of tcine,

does not here mean persons actually in-

toxicated, but such as were in the habit

of using intoxicating liquors, and by im-

plication, to excess. Thus Kimchi

:

]"i -i3non': D'^ain cv.v>, ye ivho are accus-

tomed to make yourselves driniJc with wine.

It is derived from i?^\ to drink to the

full. Arab. Ji^j, implevitvsLS, ebriusfuit.

Hence i?^, strong, or intoxicating drink,

whether wine itself, or, more commonly,
liquor resembling wine, which is distilled

from barley, honey, or dates, and some-

times mingled with spices. By D^p^, is

meant the fresh wine, or juice of the

grape, or other fruit, which has just been

pressed out, and is remarkable for its

sweet flavour, and its freedom frcm in-

toxicating qualities. R. opy, to tread,

tread down, or out. Targ. nnp non, pure

wine. It differs from "CiTn, inasmuch as

the latter term is confined to the juice of

the grape ; and being derived from MJ^i;, to

take possession of indicates that however

new, it had already obtained an inebriating

quality. The locusts are here repre-

sented as specially attacking and destroy-

ing the vines and other fruit-trees, from

the produce of which these wines were

prepared. To such they are known to

be very destructive. Comp. Theocrit.

Idyll. 5, 108, in which a shepherd

beseeches them not to injure his vines :

'AKpites, as tov (ppayfj-ov VTTenedTJTe rov

d/iov,

Ml] jifv Xco^daeade rds diMireXos' evri

yap a/3at.

n^ properly signifies to cut, cut off, but

here, as wine is the subject spoken of, it

must be taken in the sense of destroying,

or causing to cease.

6. 'is, nation, especially used of foreign,

barbarous and profane nations, and here

selected on purpose to express the num-
ber and hostility of the locusts, and at

the same time to prepare tlie minds of

the Jews for the allegorical use made of

these insects in chap. ii. If it had not

been for some such end, tlie prophet

might have adopted the term c?, people,

which Solomon applies to tlie ants, Prov.

XXX. 2.5, 26, and which would equally

have conveyed the idea of multitude.
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They have laid waste my vine,

And broken down my fig-tree :

They have completely stripped it, and thrown it down
;

Its branches they have left white.

Comp. chap. ii. 2. This metaphorical

use of the term is common in the classics.

See instances in Bochart and Gesen.

Heb. Lex. in voc. '13. The Arabs em-

ploy ^1 in a similar way. ^5? nby is

used in a hostile sense of an army,

Is. vii. I ; but here figuratively of the

locusts. In '^'li*, " 7ny land," the prono-

minal affix belongs to Jehovah, not to the

prophet. Comp. Is. xiv. 25 ; Jer. xvi. 18;

Ezek. xxxvi. 5, xxxviii. 16. Joel ii. 18.

ms5?, strong, powerful. The strength of

the locust consists in the immense num-
bers, which, forming themselves into

compact bodies, darken the air, and

advance foi'ward, one swarm afteranother,

attacking whatever comes in their way.

They may well be described as "lepo i^xi,

innumerable. All who refer to them,

both in ancient and modern times, speak

of them in the same language.

'AKpibcov Tr'Xridos dfxvdrjrov.

Ayatharc. v. 27.

"Immensas locustarum multitudines."

Orosius, v. 11. Shaw speaks of "in-

finite swarms following each other."

Barrow states that those which he saw

in South Africa, might literally be said

to cover the ground for an area of 2000

square miles. A later writer in the Cape

Town Gazette, describes a cloud of them

as passing before him in a train of many
millions thick, and about an hour in

length ; and mentions further that,though

millions perished in consequence of at-

tempts made to destroy them, their num-
ber appeared nothing decreased. And Dr.

Bowring states in his Report, that some

years ago the army of Ibrahim Pasha,

in the attempt to extirpate an immense
swarm, gathered up no less than 65,000

ardebs, equal to 325,000 bushels of En-

glish measure ! How appropriate the

name nanx! What is innumerable is fre-

quently compared to them by the sacred

writers. See Jud. vi. 5, vii. 12; Ps. cv.

34; Jer. xlvi. 23; Nab. iii. 15. nis?"?™,

teeth, Gesenius considers as standing by

transposition for ni^nbt), and derives the

noun from an obsolete root trb, to bite;

but it may more properly be referred to

the Arab. «iji, longnm fuit, and denotes

the grinders or jaw-teeth of animals.

The metaphor, however, has no respect

to the size of the teeth of lions, but only

to the terrible and complete uestruction

which they effect. Pliny, speaking of

the locust, says :
" Omnia morsu erodentes

et fores quoque tectorum." According to

Fabricius, in his Genera Insectorum,

p. 9Q, the teeth of the locust are three-

forked and sharp. The same metaphor
is used Rev. ix. 8, obovres avTav toy

Xcovrav rjaav.

7. For the pronominal reference in ''3M

and Vl^^, see on '^pw in the preceding

verse. The vines and fig-trees might
be called Jehovah's, because, in a special

sense, the land on which they grew was
his. The vine has, from time imme-
morial, abounded in Palestine. It often

grows to a great size, and produces

grapes of corresponding bulk. Schulz

describes one at Beitshin, near Ptolemais,

the stem of which was about a foot and
a half in diameter, its height was about

thirty feet, and by its branches and
branchlets, which had to be supported,

it formed a hut upwards of thirty feet

broad and long. The clusters of these

vines are so large, that they weigh ten

or twelve pounds, and the berries may
be compared with our small plums.

When such a cluster is cut off, it is laid

upon a board about an ell and a half

broad, and three or four ells long, and
several persons seat themselves about it

to eat the grapes. Rosenmliller, in Bib.

Cab. vol. xxvii. p. 223. Comp. Numb,
xiii. 23, 24. Palestine was equally cele-

brated for its Jig-trees, which are not

reared in gardens, as with us, but grow
spontaneously in the open country. The
figs were not only eaten fresh, but also

preserved for food. ra^D, to put, is often

used with nouns instead of the simple

forms of the verbs to which the nouns
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8 Lament, as a virgin girded with sackclotl),

On account of the husband of her youth.

9 The offering and tiie libation,

Are cut off from the house of Jehovali

:

The priests howl, the ministers of Jehovah.

are related. T\t^p,, breakage, Arab. (__su2i'

fregit. , o t .^>' ^ branch broken off from

a tree. See on Hos. x. 7. LXX.
avyKkaafios, Compl. Kkaaiios. Syr.

O O -x

l^*AQ^)' concissio, cUvulsio. The locusts

not only consume the fruit and leaves of

trees, but strip them of the very bark.—"Nee culmus, nee gramen uUum re-

maneat, et arbores frontibus et cortice

tanquam vestibus nudatse, instar trun-

corum alborum conspiciantur." Ludolf,

Comment, p. 178. '^'H'''? is here taken

in its proper causative signification.

Wli:»t they do not devour, they so injure

that it falls off the tree. D'?''')to, branches,

properly the interlwin'ing tendrils of the

vine, fi-om ™, to interiveave. The vine,

being the more valuable of the two kinds

of trees, the sufRx refers back to it; and
the fig-tree is treated as subordinate.
i:'2^ri, they have made or left tvhite.

8. The land, under the metaphor of a

female, is here addressed. ')« is the

second person feminine of the Impera-
tive in Kal of nb«, which usually means
to swear, call on God as witness ; but

here it takes the signification of the

Syriac Hj, idulavit, deploravit. . . xv .

I
T^^ - idulaliis, lamentum. The deri-

vation from ^'^, God, in the sense God have
mercy, is less natural. One of Kenni-
cott's MSS. reads ''?3!<. LXX. Gpr^vrjaov.

A country is frequently said to mourn,
when it is subject to devastation. See
Is.xxiv. 4; Jer. iv. 28, xii. 4; Hos. iv. 3.

n'jn?, a virgin, a young woman, affianced

to a husband, and, in this sense, viewed
as married to him. The idea of the

strength of youthful affection, is that de-

signed to be conveyed by the passage.

In proportion to the force of such affec-

tion, would be the excessive degree of

grief for his loss. Holzhausen thinks

that she would also grieve n'^.iins 'jy, on

account of her virginity, and compares
Jud. xi. 38 ; but this the text does not
suggest. LXX. vvfjL<pT]. Compl. nap-
6evoi. Wrapping oneself in sackcloth was
a token of deep mourning. %% properly

lord, master, possessor ; and secondarily

hnsband, because in the East, wives were,

and still are, considered as the property

rather than the companions of their hus-

bands. Comp. the Greek Kvpios yvvai-

Kos ; and for the application of avqp to

one only betrothed, IMatt. i. 19. Ac-
cording to the Roman law, consensus

facit miptias.

9. To a pious mind the gloomiest

view of external calamities will be taken

from their influence upon the cause of

God. The cessation of the usual solem-

nities of the temple worship, occasioned

by the destruction of the fruits of the

earth, must have occasioned great grief

to the religious Jew. Jerome and others

think that as the priests would be de-

prived of their regular support, by the

cessation of the oflerings, they mourned
on that account ; but of this I should say

with Maurer, "Vates hicnon videturcogi-

tasse." iT^^.P, stands here for offerings in

general, whether bloody or luibloody,

—

comp. Gen. iv. 4 ; LXX. 6vaia,— even
when restricted in its signification to

meat-offering, such as consisted of meal,

salt, oil, and incense, the proper sacri-

fices. CTiii, are luiderstood, as they

were always connected with them, except

in the case of the sin and trespass-offer-

ings. The libation, or drink-offering,

was called Tjw, on account of its being

poured out, from the root "^03, to pour.

From the circumstance that Joel pre-

fixes the article to C'3n3, priests, but not

to D"i^^, husbandmen, and ^'"Q'p, vine-

dressers, Credner argues that he nuist

either have been personally related to

them, or that prophets and priests must
have been more closely united at tlie

time he wrote than afterwards. Comp.
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10 The field is laid waste.

The ground mournetli

;

For the corn is laid waste,

The new wine is dried up,

The oil languisheth.

11 Be ashamed, ye husbandmen !

Howl, ye vine-dressers !

On account of the wheat and the barley ;

For the harvest of the field hath perished.

12 The vine is dried up,

And the fig-tree languisheth
;

The pomegranate, the palm-tree also, and the apple-tree,

All the trees of the field are withered ;

Yea, joy is withered away from the children of men.

D'?!pn, ver. 13, ii. 17. dT'"!^'?, ministers,

is a more dignified official term than

Dnw, servants, which is employed to

denote common slaves, as well as per-

sons in more elevated situations about a

king.

10—12. The prophet enters here more

minutely into a description of the de-

vastation occasioned by the locusts.

tarfp., new wine, which is already in a

state of fermentation, and so intoxica-

ting; from MJT^, to talce possession of any

thing. See on ver. 5, where it is dis-

O 7

tinguished from D^t??. "Syr. jiuj].^,

sic dictum, quod se possessorem liominis

facit, ejus cerebrum occupando, ut ille

non amplius sui compos sit. Sic Arab.

vinum dicitiir XJJsuj, a captiva7ido, et

J
(jic, a tenendo et vinctum hahendo."

Winer in voc. nito, afield, and ^otn,

ground, are synonymes ; but differ in

this respect, that the former denotes the

open, free, uninclosed part of a country,

Arab, jj^^, exteiidit, dilatavit; the latter,

the rich red soil which is particularly fit

for cultivation. Hence n^n c'i<, a man
of the field, means a hunter, Gen. xxv.

27 ; '^97^'7 ^'^i a man of the ground, an

agriculturist. Root nnw, to he red. The
land is here, as frequently in the Hebrew
prophets, made the subject of personi-

fication. Some would render il?'?irr, ag

applied to the new wine, to he ashamed:
but occurring as it does in parallelism

with ^'Q^, to droop, languish like plants,

it is better to retain the primary notion

of IT'?]!, to hecome dry, dry vp. Both
iBiTFi and "in^' stand for the vine and the

olive tree, from which the wine and oil

are obtained. In the second instance

iBOin takes the signification of mi, to be

ashamed, being another form of the

Hiphil for win. Both are used in-

transitively. The LXX. retaining the

signification of ilJ?^, improperly render

i^rjpdvdrjaav yecdpyoi. |iQ"i, the pome-
granate tree, is indigenous in Palestine

and Syria, and is reckoned one of its

noblest botanical productions. It grows
to the height of twenty feet, has a

straight stem, spreading branches, lancet-

formed leaves, with large and beautiful

red blossoms. The fruit is of the size

of an orange, brown in colour, and
affording a highly delicious and cooling

juice. It is also planted in gardens,

and in the courts of the houses ; and its

fruit is greatly improved by cultivation.

It is still one of the trees most frequently

seen in those countries. So celebrated

were the dates of Palestine, that Plinj'^,

speaking of the "i^n, date, or palm-tree,

says, " Judaea vero inclyta est vel magis
palmis." It was adopted as a symbol
of the country in coins struck under
Vespasian and Domitian ; and is fre-

quently referred to in the Old Testament.
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13 Gird ye. and mourn, O ye priests !

How], ye ministers of the altar !

Enter, spend the night in sackcloth,

Ye ministers of my God !

For the offering and the libation

Are withholden from the house of your God.

14 Appoint a sacred fast, proclaim a day of restraint;

It sometimes reaches the height of an

liundred feet, is remarkahle for its

straight, ui)right growth, and forms one

of the most beautiful trees in the vege-

table kingdom. The fruit, which grows

in clusters under the large leaves, is of

an exceedingly sweet and agreeable

taste, and, as an article both of suste-

nance and traffic, is of great value to

the inhabitants. In Abyssinia, the

natives extract a juice from it which

they manufacture into a spirituous liquor

resembling champagne. Its importance

is here significantly expressed by the

particle D| being used intensively before

it. msn, Arab. ,—.Uu, the apple-tree.

Rosenmiiller derives the word from nDj,

to breathe, and in this Gesenius concurs,

supposing the fragrant breath, i. e. smell

or scent, to have originated the name.
The former of these writers adopts the

opinion of Celsius, that the quince tree

is specially intended; but as the Arabs

include under —Iflj', oranges, lemons,

peaches, apricots, &c. the Hebrew term

is likewise in ail probability generic in

its signification. To give to his de-

scription the utmost latitude, Joel adds,

nimin 'W'^}, all the trees of the field, i. e.

as Jerome explains, " omnia ligna, vel

infructuosa, vel fructifera ;" and, to bring

it more home to the feelings of his

countrymen, he repixsents the conse-

quence to be, the entire removal of their

joy. Some improperly limit piEiu to

the joy of harvest. The construction

]»3 TE'nin, to dry away from, is what is

usually termed pregnant, and more
forcibly expresses the removal of the

object on which the verb terminates.

13. The prophet now addresses him-

self to the priests, and calls them first

to personal mourning, and then, in the

following verse, to institute a sacred fast,

in order that such mourning might be

general. After ii^rr supply with the Syr.

pto, as in one of Kennicott's MSS., or

Q'i?to, as in one of De Rossi's. Both

forms occur in connexion with the verb,

which is not here to be restricted to mere

girding, but rather signifies to wrap

round one. Comp. Jer. iv. 8 ; Is. xxii.

12. "I??, primarily to smite, strike, then

to strike the breast, in token of mourning.

See on Is. xxxii. 12. The LXX. always

render it by KonTea-dai, except in two

instances, in which they give it by

KkaUiv, to weep. For nara 'nniij*?, comp.

01 TM dvaiaa-TTjpico napebpevoPTfS,

1 Cor.' ix. 13. Some think that «ia,

come, is to be taken idiomatically as a

particle of exhortation, like i3^ before

another verb, and appeal to chap. iii. 13,

for another instance in our prophet.

As howevei", the verb is, to say the

least, not necessarily to be so under-

stood in that passage, and as mention

is made of the altar, immediately before,

it appears more proper to take it in the

sense of entering, i. e. into the court of

the temple, where, in the more imme-

diate presence of Jehovah, the priests

were to bewail their sins, and those of

the people. Thus the LXX. eiVeX^ere,

and Kimchi, "ncD dtui ''" nn i^l, enter ye

the house of God, and there mourn.

\h or p"?, signifies to spend, or remain

over the night, and retains this signi-

fication in the present passage, though,

from the connexion, it is obvious not

one night only, but many nights are

meant. The priests were not only to

wear the habit of mourning during the

day, they were also to remain in it all

night. Ahab is said to have lain in

sackcloth, when he humbled himself

before God, 1 Kings xxi. 27. LXX.
vTTva)(jaT€.

14. MJHi?, to hallow, consecrate ; to
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Assemble the elders—all the mhabitants of the land,

To the house of Jehovah your God,

And cry unto Jehovah.

15 Alas for the day !

For the day of Jehovah is near,

And cometh as a mighty destruction

From the Almighty.

IG Is not the food cut off before our eyes?

Are not joy and gladness from the house of our God ?

17 The seeds are become dry beneath their clods
;

Tlie granaries are desolate, the store-houses are destroyed,

Because the corn is withered.

keep holy ; to appoint sacred or religious

services ; here, to institute a sacred fast,

by fixing the time and circumstances,

and preparing the people for its proper

observance. The Piuil participle is used

even of warriors ; see on Is. xiii. 3. The
interpretations of the Rabbins, Jarchi

and Kimchi, ^y"0^\r^, and Abenezra, i3'Dn,

are defective, by leaving out the idea of

sacredness, which the verb always con-

veys. ^^V,, restraijit, or being held

back or prevented from labour : DV, day,

or period, iniderstood. See on Is. i. 13.

The Jews were to abstain from their

M'orldly avocations, and spend the por-

tion of their time thus consecrated to

the immediate and solemn duties of

humihation, confession, and prayer.

°'?i?.l, elders, in this connexion, might be

taken in an official sense, denoting those

holding office among the people, who
were expected to take the lead, and, by
their example, to excite others to engage

in the religious solemnities ; but a com-
parison of tliis verse with chap. ii. 15,

in which " children" and " sucklings"

are mentioned, would rather require us

to understand the term as referring to

age. The central point of convocation

was the temple— the special theocratic

residence of Him whose wrath was to

be deprecated, and his mercy implored.

P2?i, Arab. ^jS.\, ^J^cj, to cry out, cry

earnestly for help. LXX. KfKpa^ere

tKTevas. " Ardentissimas fundite pre-

fcs." Rosenmiiller.

15. Joel now exclaims, Dv"? nn.^, alas!

for the day! "O infaustum et tristissi-

mum ilium diem.!" Rosenmiiller. To
give intensity to the exclamation, the

LXX. have the triple o'ljjloi., o'lij.oi, o'lfxai.

That the Tfyn^ dv, day of Jehovah, i. e.

the period of i)unishment, does not mean
that of the plague of the locusts, but a

more awful period still future, the term
liii^, near, at hand, which is never used

to denote the actual presence of any
thing, but its speedy approach, suffi-

ciently proves. What the Jews were
then suffering was only a prelude to still

more dreadful calamities. For '1U:^Q iiiSs,

which forms an elegant paronomasia,

see on Is. xiii. 6, where the same form
occurs. The 3 is, as there, the Caph
veritatis, and expresses the greatness of

the evil.

16. The verb n^s is understood in the

latter hemistich. The annual festivals

were occasions of great rejoicing. See
Lev. xxiii. 40; Dent, xii. 12, 18.

17. This, and the three following

verses, describe the drought which was
simultaneous with the judgment of the

locusts. It exhibits the singular phe-
nomenon of four oTTa^ Xe-yo/xei/a within

the short space which it occupies. For
the elucidation of 'aJ^V, some compare
the Chaldee '^^p., to rot, but it is with

more propriety referred to the Arab.

(M/jki, siccus fuit ; and so is of the

same signification with ffl.;ij!, to be dry,

dried tip. Thus Abulwalid. By the

desiccating influence of the heat, the

seeds that liad been sown in the ground
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18 How the cattle mourn !

How the herds of oxen are perplexed !

Because they have no pasture;

Yea, the flocks of sheep are destroyed.

19 To thee, O Jehovah ! I cry,

For fire hath consumed the pastures of the desert,

And a flame hath burnt all the trees of the field.

would lose all their moisture, and perish.

That ni"n5 mean seeds or grains of

corn, &c. seems satisfactorily determined

by the use of the Syr. ]Z^i3' granum,

Matt. xiii. 31 ; John xii. 24; 1 Cor. xv.

37, in the Peshito ; and the signification

of "ns, to separate, an action which

takes place when, in sowing, the hus-

bandman scatters the seed in distinct

grains. To the same effect Tanchum,

(j^t^l J, grains prepared for solving,

so called because they are scattered in

the ground. niS'iJO, clods, or lumps of

earth. Comp. the Arab. t—Jjjs-, gleha

terra diversa varia.terrcB ; dJ
'fr u^j^

Thus also
'^j,-s^,

signifies a mark on

the body, occasioned by the contracting

or drying up of the skin, and resembling

a round lump of earth or dung. niiTOO

is synonymous with nini?i<, granaries ;

and, according to the force of the local

^ prefixed, signifies places or houses

containing store rooms, or granaries, in

which grain was deposited. The Dagesh
in the second ^ is euphonic. The
simpler form rni:p, occm-s Hag. ii. 19;
and both are to be referred to the I'oot

»13, to gather, collect. For the diver-

sified and unsatisfactory renderings of

the ancient versions, see Pococke in loc.

The verbs np'ij and D^n are here to be
taken in the sense of being left or

neglected like phices that have been
laid waste or destroyed.

IS. '^n, in Niphal, expresses the per-

plexity to wliich any one is reduced who
does not know how to extricate himself

from difficulty. The brute creation are

graphically represented as being in this

condition from the total failure of pas-

turage. The D| before •j^a-^^l? is in-

tensive ; even the sheep, which subsist

on herbage unsuitable for the oxen, are

deprived of food. As the idea of pun-

ishment is conveyed by the verb D'C^, it

was in all probability used by the pro-

phet, in order to teach the Jews that

innocent creatures are involved in the

consequences of guilt incurred by trans-

gressors. Comp. Exod. xii. 29 ; Jonah

iii. 7.

19. It is not unusual for the Hebrew
proi)hets to give expression to their own
feelings, while describing the judgments

that were brought upon their country.

Comp. Is. XV. 5, xvi. 11, xxi. 3, 4, xxii.

4 ; Jer. xxiii. 9. It has been questioned

whether the " fire" and " flame" are

here to be taken literally of the actual

burning of the grass, which often hap-

pens in extreme heat, or whether they

are used figuratively of the heat itself.

The former is more probably the mean-

ing. ni«?, Kimchi explains, ^MJin nraipn,

grassy places, places of pasturage; hence

pasturage itself It is derived from n;D,

to he pleasant, (comp. ^3,) to dwell :

but signifying in this connexion the

green, grassy spots, so eagerly desired

by the cattle, and pleasant both to man
and beast. From the circumstance

that such places would naturally be se-

lected for occupancy by tents, dwellings,

&c. the word came also to signify habi-

tations. Comp. the Arab. _,I, diver-

satus fuit, hospitio cxcipit ; £.«L«'

mansio, scdes commorationis.
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20 The very beasts of tlie field look up to thee.

Because the streams of water are dried up,

And fire hath devoured the pastures of the desert.

20. ::??, Arab. y:, Etli. ^£,1 '

ascendit : to look up with 2}antin(/ or

earnest desire. Arab. if^-yC, incUnatio,

propensio in rem. The word beautifully

expresses the natural action of animals

parched with thirst, and deprived of all

supply of water. They hold up their

heads, as if their only expectation were
from the God of heaven. LXX. dvf-

fiXe^av. Comp. Ps. xlii. 2, v/here the

force of D^n-'pS«-br' is lost by the ren-

dering of our common version, " after

the water-brooks." It should be at or

beside, as the Psalmist evidently intended

to represent the deer standing on the

brink of the channels in which water

usually flowed, but which had become
dry. To their pitiable condition he
compares his own circumstances when
deprived of the usual means of spiritual

refreshment. The idea of their crying

to God, which the Syr. |i^^ and the

Rabbins attach to the word, is derived

from such passages as Job. xxxviii. 41
;

Ps. civ. 21, cxlvii. 9, rather than from

anything expressed by the word itself.

CHAPTER II.

The prophet reiterates his announcement of the approach of a divine judgment

more terrific in its nature than that of the locusts, but employs language bor-

rowed from the appearance and movements of these insects, in order to make a

deeper impression upon his hearers, whose minds were full of ideas derived from

them as instruments of the calamity under which they were suffering, 1—11.

He then summons anew to humiliation and repentance, 12—17; giving assu-

rance that on these taking place, Jehovah would show them pity, destroy their

enemy, and restore them to circumstances of great temporal and religious

prosperity, 18—27; and the chapter concludes with a glorious promise of the

abundant effusion of the influences of the Holy Spirit in the apostolic age,

28, 29, and a prediction of the Jewish war, and the final subversion of the

Jewish state, 30, 31, in the midst of which such as embraced the worship and

service of the Messiah should experience deliverance, 32.

1 Blow ye the trumpet in Zion !

And sound the alarm in my holy mountain !

'

1. To give the greater effect to the ing. The persons addressed are the

nlarm here commanded to be sounded, priests, on whom it devolved to blow

Jehovah himself is introduced as speak- with trumpets. rj atikTVLy^ Zpyavov
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Let all the inhabitants of the land tremble ;

For the day of Jehovah cometh ; it is near.

A day of darkness and gloom,

A day of clouds and dense obsairity ;

Like the dawn spread over the mountains,

A numerous and mighty people

:

None such have ever been,

Neither shall there ever be after them,

During the years of successive generations.

eVrt TvokeyLOv. Philo de Septenario.

They were to warn all of the threatened

judgment. Comp. chap. i. 15, where
the prophet anticipates what is now
about to be the subject of special de-

scription.

2. Synonymes are here accumulated
to give intensity to the expression of the

thought. The awful calamity which
was to come upon the Jews is set forth

under the metaphor of darkness, which
is of frequent occurrence in the Hebrew
Scriptures, when sufferings and misery

are the subjects of discourse. Comp.
Is. viii. 22, Ix. 2 ; Jer. xiii. 16 ; Amos
v. 18 ; Zeph. i. 15. In the present

instance, however, there was a singular

propriety in adopting the language, since

the prophet was just going to introduce

an allegory founded upon the fact, that

swarms of locusts had come over the

land, and intercepting, by their density,

the light of the sun, had occasioned an
universal darkness. See on ver. 10.

Some interpreters have stumbled at the

apparent incongruity of comparing the

coming affliction with the in^, aurora,

since the idea usually suggested by the

figurative use of that term is joy, or

prosperity ; but as this idea is not ex-

clusively conveyed by the use of it, as

it is also employed to express the cer-

ta'mly, Hos. vi. 3, and suddennesn of

anything, Hos. x. 15, so here the ob-

vious points of comparison are merely
the suddenness and extent of the change
produced by the diffusion of the rays

of light, without any reference to the

nature of the change itself.

Joel now proceeds to introduce and
describe the hostile army of the Assy-
rians in the same terms in which he had
metaphorically described the locusts,

chap. i. 6 ; only exchanging 'i3, nation,

for o», j)eople, which is also used of

foreign and idolatrous nations. Numb,
xxi. 29; 1 Chron.xvi.20; Jer. xl viii. 42.

In this description, he not only transfers

the metaphor back to the proper subject

from which it was taken, but converts it

into an allegory, and at considerable

length, and in the most minute manner,
exhibits the invasion, the formidable
character, and the ravages of the bar-

barian foe. So perfectly is the allegorical

veil woven throughout, that most com-
mentators have been able to discover

nothing more than natural locusts in the

passage. At the time in which the

prophet delivered his message the locusts

covered the land ; they were before his

eyes ; the idea of them had so taken

possession of his mind, that, considering

the striking resemblance which they
bore to an invading army, nothing was
more natural than to exhibit the latter

in sensible images taken from the scene

by which both he and his hearers were
surrounded. And, accustomed as they
had been to the parabolic style of pro-

phecy, they could have been at no loss

to discover, that when in this part of

his discourse he appeared to speak of

locusts, it was not natural but political

locusts he had in view. While the de-

cidedly future aspect of the calamit}',

chap. i. 15, ii. 1, proves that it had not

taken place at the time the words were
delivered, a comparison of the language
in the concluding part of verse 2, with

that employed chap. i. 2, equally proves

that a plague of locusts could not have
been intended. We must, therefore,

with the alteration of a single word,

adopt the language of Jerome, " diim

locustas legimus, Assyrios cogitamus."
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Before them fire devouretli,

And behind them a flame burneth
;

Before them the land is like the garden of Eden,

But behind them a desolate wilderness :

And there is no escape from them.

Their appearance is like the appearance of horses,

And they run like horsemen.

They bound like the rattle of chariots on the tops of the mountains
;

That the Assyrian invasion under Sen-

nacherib, and not that of the Chaldeans

under Nebuchadnezzar, is meant, ap-

pears from the immense number of the

army, its entire destruction in the land

of Palestine, and there being no refer-

ence whatever to the captivity in

Babylon, the omission of which is un-

imaginable, on the supposition that the

latter of the two invasions was intended.

The army of Sennacherib must have
been the largest that ever entered Pa-

lestine, since only that division of it

which invested Jerusalem, amounted to

nearly 200,000 men. Is. xxxvii. 36. It

was marching forward to the conquest

of Egypt, and, like a swarm of locusts,

covered the whole land. All the fortified

cities of Judali were taken. Is. xxxvi. 1

;

the cultivated fields and vineyards were

trodden down or consumed, xxxvii. 30

;

and nothing short of utter destruction

seemed to await the inhabitants. The
design of the Divine Spirit, to whose
infinite mind the future event was
present, in dictating the prediction in

the language here employed, appears to

have been, to deepen the impressions

produced by tbe plague of locusts, and
tliereby to excite to that repentance and
amendment of life, which alone could

secure to the Jews the continuance of

their national blessings.

3. A description of the desolate state

to which Judea was to be reduced, in

language borrowed from that given of

the drought, chap. i. 19. i':?^, before

him, and I'l;"^, behind him, are used to

express universality ; tibicunque. Comp.
1 Chron. xix. 10. This constrnction is

confirmed by what follows : f^p'!?? Cii

i"; nn^rrN'j, and there is no escape from
them, or, more literally, iii reference to

them. riQ'bB properly signifies those who
have escaped in war ; who have not

been killed, or taken prisoners ; but it

is also used of fruits of the earth which
have not been destroyed, Exod. x. 5.

The contrast between the beauty of

Paradise and the desolation of a desert,

is exquisitely forcible and afi:ecting.

4. The allegory now becomes special

and minute in its features, which are

selected from the phenomena and opera-

tions of an invading army, the subject

of which it is to be understood ; but
having the invasion by the locusts as its

basis, and therefore presenting these

prominently to view, and comparing
them to the army, which is thus stu-

diously concealed. On this principle

there is no difficulty in accoiuUing for the

particle of comparison, so liberally used
in this and the following verses. So
strong is the resemblance of the head of

the locust to that of a horse, that they

are on this account called cavalettes by
the Italians, This feature Theodoret
thus notices : et tis aKpi^as Karidoi rrjv

KecpaXrjv rf]s afcpiSo?, cr^o'Spa rfj tov

Ittttov ioiKvlav evpi]aei. In Rev. ix. 7,

the locusts are compared to horses har-

nessed for battle : to. ojioimjjiaTa rav
aKpiboiv ofioia Itvttois riTomacrp,ivoi,s els

TioXiyiov. Such comparison is very
common among the Arabs. The point

of comparison in the second member of

the parallelism, is the swiftness with

which cavalry advance to the attack.

5. ^i?.") is used of the rapid and bound-
ing course of chariots over a rough siu*-

face, Nah. iii. 2. See also Rev, ix. 9.

" — per punmi tonantes

Egit equos volucremque currum."
Horace, Carm. i. 34, 7,

" vacuos dat in aera saltus

Succubiturque alte, similisque est cur-

rus inani."

Ovid, Metam. ii, 165.
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Like tlie crackling of the flame of fire devouring the stubble
;

Like a mighty people arranged for battle.

6 Before them the people tremble

;

All faces withdraw their colour.

7 They run like mighty men ;

They scale the wall like warriors

;

They all march in their courses,

They break not their ranks.

8 They press not each other

:

They march on, each in his path
;

Though they fall among the missiles,

They break not up.

9 They run eagerly through the city

;

They run upon the wall
;

Speaking of the noise made by a swarm
of locusts, Foiskal says :

" Ti anseuntes

grylli super verticem nostrum sono
magna3 cataractse ferebant." To the
same effect Morier : "On the 11th of

June, wliile seated in our tents about
noon, we heard a very unusual noise,

that sounded like the rustling of a great
wind at a distance. On looking up, we
perceived an immense cloud, here and
there transparent, in other parts quite

black, that spread itself all over the sky,

and at intervals shadowed the sun." It

is, however, not improbable, that the

sound liere referred to is that produced
by the large hind legs of the locust in

leaping. The comparison at the end of

the verse, is to the clashing of arms, and
the shouting of an army on the point of

engaging in battle.

6. I'J'rr, they tremble, from ''^n, to turn

round, twist oneself, writhe with pain;

then to tremble. Arab. (Jl»-, med. Wau
to be turned. "ill^B, warmth, ruddiness

of countenance. Arab, .(i csstuavit,

efferbuit. "illNB y?;?, to tuithdraw their

7-uddiness, or colour, i.e. to change colour,

grow pale with terror. Nab. ii. 11.

Comp. f]D3, to turn pale. The ancient

versions concur in i-endering the words,
every face like the blackness of a pot ; de-

riving the last word from iii3 ; hence "niB,

liot, without «. Of the terror inspired

by locusts, we cannot have a better proof

than the x'^.rabic proverb : ^^ d^sA

tJlys^l, 7nore terrible than the locusts.

7— 9. Here the description quite
excels in the graphic. The com-
parison to warriors is admirably carried
out. First, their rapid advance upon
the city is specified ; next, their scaling
the walls in the most regular order; then
their consentaneous encounter with the
troops of defence, their invulnerability,

their progress through the streets, their

climbing the walls, and entering the

windows of the houses, are set forth in

terms of singular and appropriate beauty.

^3V, Arab. \sJ>S., fidit, vulneravit, laUCt

fissus, has here the signification of break-

ing up the order or regularity with which
a body of troops proceed when marching
to the attack. Abenezra and Kimchi
compare nw, to pervert, turn aside, which
comes nearly to the same tiling. LXX.

eKKkivcoai. Syr. »Q.^w£flJ. Gesenius

thinks the verb is here used in a sense

cognate with the significations in Kal
and Hiphil, to give or take a pledge ; but
the idea of exchange, change, is not clearly

brought out. The regular military order
with which the locusts advance, has been
frequently described. 'A^acri\evTOP yap
T} uKpls, fcrrpaTevei ptv yap i^ ivos
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10

11

They go up into the houses

;

They enter the windows like a thief.

Before them the earth trembleth,

The heavens shake,

The sun and the moon are darkened,

And the stars withdraw their shine.

Jehovah uttereth his voice before his army ;

Surely his camp is very large ;

Surely it is mighty, executing his order

;

evTctnTcds KeXevcTfJ-aTos' (pncrl 8e avrai

aToix^l^ov Uvai, Koi cos Iv rd^ei, SuVrracr-

6ai, KOL rjKiCTTa jxiv dnovoacjii^ecrdai, rrep-

uTTeiv be ovTcos aXKijXas, axravel Koi

d8e\(pal, (pvijecos avTfjs j3palBevovar]s to

(jiiXdWi]\ov. Cyril. Tlie testimony of

Jerome, as an eye-witness in Palestine, is

peculiarly valuable :
" Hoc nuper in hac

provincia vidimus. Quum enim locus-

tarum agmina venirent, et aerem, quo
inter ccelum et terram est, occuparent,

tanto ordine ex dispositions jubentis Dei
volitaut, ut instar tesserularum, quae in

pavimentis artificis figuntur manu, suum
locum teneant, et ne piincto quideni, ut

ita dicam, vngueve transverso declhient

ad alteram." Morier also remarks on

those which he saw. "They seemed to

be impelled by one common instinct,

and moved in one body, which had the

appearance of being organized by a

leader." Comp. Prov. xxx. 27, f« Tj^n

ite ^-^h v(2>> Ttrfb, there is no king to the

locusts, yet they go forth, all of them

dividing, i. e. themselves into regular

companies or swarms, with all the dis-

cipline of a well-ordered army, pn^j

signifies so to press upo7i one as to com-
pel him to move from his place. Not-

withstanding the immense crowds of the

locusts, not only does none of them break

the ranks by deviating from the straight

course which they pursue, but none
forces his fellow from his rank. Their

watchword may be said to be omvard

;

for they never turn back. If they enter

houses, they go straight through them,

and out at the opposite side. Thus
Abulphargius relates in his Chron. Syr.

p. 134; "postquam a latere meridionale

domos intraverant, a latere septem-
trionale egrediabantur. nbtt!i, properly

means any missile weapon thrown at an

enemy, from n^, to send or cast forth ;

but it is also frequently used of the

sword. Comp. the Arab. ,^j)aw, arma.

^?'?, is of somewhat difficult determi-

nation. The ground idea seems to be
that of mediatioti, a being, or doing any-

thing between two ; hence ^S'? ''lv?P'7, to

make supplication for any one, i. e. by
interposing between him and the party

to whom the supplication is addressed.

To this the signification derived from the

Arab, ti^, post, nearly approximates, as

occurring in the Hebrew. Bettveen, or

among, will suit most of the passages in

which the word occurs. See Winer and
Credner. Taking nbiij as a collective

noun, the meaning of Tfr^T} ny-i "jp:, will

be to fall among the missiles, i. e. to light,

or come down among them ; and referring

TOST to the whole swarm, what it ex-

presses is, that they are not broken up,

or interrupted in their covu-se. Compare
a similar use of il'O, to break, Dan. xi. 22.

I'^a, in the city, i. e. any city or town that

may lie in their way. Credner's appeal

to chap. iv. [iii.] 17, in proof that Jeru-

salem is specifically meant, cannot be
sustained, since that part of the prophecy
relates to a totally difierent subject. The
scene is rather the land of Judah, with

its fortified cities, which were overrun

and plundered by the Assyrian troops.

10, 11. Though the language here

employed may in part admit of a literal

application to the obscuration of the air

by the locusts, yet it is, as a whole, to be
regarded as a specimen of the highly

wrought hyperbolical, which forms one
of the more distinguishing features of

Hebrew poetry, nrt^ b\p, the voice of
Jehovah, is here, as frequently, thunder.
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12

13

14

Surely the day of Jehovah is great, and very terrible

Who can endure it ?

Now, therefore, saith Jehovah,

Turn ye to me with all your heart,

And with fasting and weeping and mourning

;

And rend your heart, and not your garments,

And turn to Jehovah your God
;

For he is pitiful and compassionate,

Long-suffering, and of great mercy.

And repenteth of the evil.

Who knoweth ? He may turn and repent,

And leave a blessing behind him

—

An offering and a libation,

For Jehovah your God.

and not any word of command, as some
have imagined. Comp. Exod. ix. 23,

29, 33 ; Ps. xviii. 14; Ps. Ixxvii. 18, 19.

The locusts are called the "ttt, army of

Jehovah, with fm-ther reference to the

numbers and power of an army. One of

the laws of Mohammed is thus expressed:

Jacill ^i ^ l^U d]^\ \^ JI,

Ye shall not kill the locusts, for they are

the army of God Almighty. Damir. And

t)ljsrl t >i- Lord of the locusts, is one

of the names of God among the Moham-
medans. The entire description closes

with the brief but pointed interrogation,

13'?;t 'Q, Who can endure it ? to which the

implied answer is, None. Comp. Mai.

iii. 2, i«i2 dVtis! blhyf? 'Q^, and Jer. x. 10,

yas\ uf\z. iyy vh.

12. Jehovah himself is here intro-

duced, urging the necessity of immediate
humiliation. nn5?-D2'], is intensive. The
1 is that of consequence, deducing an
argument from what had preceded ; D3 is

augmentative and emphatic, as usually

in Joel ; and nri» has special reference

to the existing circumstances of the

persons addressed, and the instant atten-

tion which the divine message required.

The combination marks strong feeling in

the speaker, and the urgent nature of

the subject to which it is introductor3^

It is to be connected with '"i^ isttj, and
not with nin> dn?.

13. The prophet resumes his address,

and founds upon the call of Jehovah,

contained in the preceding verse, an ex-

hortation to sincere inward repentance,

which he supports by encouragements
deduced from the benignity of the divine

character. Rending the garments was
usual on occasions of great mourning,

see Gen. xxxvii. 29, 34; 1 Sam. iv. 12;

1 Kings xxi. 27 ; Ezra ix. 3, 5 ; Is.

xxxvii. 1. This custom obtained not

only among the Hebrews, but also among
the Babylonians, Persians, Egyptians,

Greeks and Romans, nrjrj, is neither

the jjlague of locusts, nor the invasion of

the Assyrians, but the calamities in

general which God brings upon man-
kind. This interpretation the preceding

context requires.

14. The question JfTi' ""Q, who knoweth,

while it suggests the idea of the great-

ness of the sin to be pardoned, also con-

veys that of the possibility of such pardon.

" • aAX' 'in Kai vvv,

TavT e'lTTois 'A;^tA?7t 8ai(ppoui, aUe
TTidrjrai.

Tiff S'oiS' e'l Ktv ol, crvv Sa/^oi/t, dvfiov

opiuais,

Ilapfnruiu ;"

Iliad, xi. 789,

God's leaving a blessing behind him,

presupposes his return to visit his people

in mercy. The first-fruits of prosperity

are due to Him tlnough whose blessing

it is conferred.
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15 Blow ye the trumpet in Zion,

Appoint a sacred fast

;

Proclaim a day of restraint.

16 Assemble the people : convene a sacred assembly

;

Collect the aged
;
gather the children,

And those that suck the breasts

;

Let the bridegroom come forth from his chamber,

And the bride from her nuptial bed.

17 Between the porch and the altar,

Let the priests, the ministers of Jehovah, weep
;

And let them say, Have pity, O Jehovah ! upon thy people,

And deliver not thine heritage to reproach.

That the nations should rule over them.

Why should they say among the people.

Where is their God ?

18 Then Jehovah will be jealous for his land.

15, 16. Comp. ver. i. and chap. i. 14.

Here the distribution into classes is more
minute than in the latter of these pas-

sages. The mourning was to be univer-

sal. The ^^^, was the bridal couch,

richly provided with a canopy, curtains,

&c. Root f]En, (o cover, protect. See

for the force of the reference to the last

class mentioned, Deut. xxiv. 5.

17. d!jw, Arab.
(J.j,

prior, anterior

;

the Tvpovaos, or porch, before the temple)

more strictly taken. It was an hundred

and twenty cubits high, twenty broad

from north to south, and ten long from

east to west. The Tsto, altar, was that

of burnt-offering in the court of the

priests. Here, with their backs toward

the altar, on which they had nothing to

offer, and their faces directed towards

the residence of the Shelcinah, they were

to weep, and make supplication on behalf

of the people. Q:i3 Drbfflo"?, Jarchi, Seeker,

Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, Justi, Credner,

Winer, Gesenius, Maurer, Noyes,

Hitzig, and Ewald, render, that the

nations should make a proverb of them ;

but such construction is totally miauthor--

ized by Hebrew usage. In upwards of

fifty instances, in which ? ^%'^ occurs in

the Hebrew Bible, it is never once used

in the sense of employing derision, or

satirical language, but uniformly in that

of likening, or of exercising rule or

dominion. In fact, the verb is nowhere

used either with or without the prepo-

sition in the signification of deriding.

It is the noun alone that is thus employed

in the forms "Jipn^ |n3, nvj, uit\ yan, to be,

set, give, Sicto a derision. Ezek. xvi. 44,

forms no exception. The ancient ver-

sions all agree in the translation, that

the heathen shoidd ride over them. LXX.
Tov Kardp^ai avTav eOvrj. Targ. IQVb'O?

«pn?> ]in3. Syr.|v2^iiL jl^l2la4.1iO

Vulg. ut dominentur eis nationes. Hexap.

Syr. l-iiCliQi;. |j.A.>' ^OOllii ^COOIJO.

Thus also Kimchi, Abenezra, Leo Juda,

Junius and Tremellius, Jewish-Spanish,

Lyranus, Drusius, Calvin, Newcome,
Dathe, Boothroyd, and Hengstenberg

;

and there does not appear to be any
reason why it could ever have been ren-

dered otherwise, but for the intluence of

the hypothesis, that the preceding part

of the prophecy relates to locusts, and
not to political enemies. " Ideo ridiculum

est quod multiputant contexti sermonem
de locustis : illud prorsus alienum est a

Prophetce mente." Calvin, in loc.

18. «3;?, Arab. (JLj, valde rubuit ; in

Piel ^'31?, to be jealous, from the redness

or flush by which the face is suffused,
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And take compassion upon his people

;

19 Yea, Jehovah will answer, and say unto his people.

Behold ! I will send you the corn,

And the new wine, and the oil.

And ye shall have abundance thereof

;

And I will no more deliver you to reproach among the nations.

20 I will also remove the Northern from you,

And drive him into a dry and barren land;

His van towards the Eastern sea,

And his rear towards the Western sea

;

when a person is under the influence of

passion.

19, 20, In the former of these verses,

respect is had to the removal of the

calamity, from which the Jews were

suffering at the time the prophecy was
delivered ; in the latter, that of the

foreign enemy by whom the country was
to be invaded. The article is placed

before ]3^, 'CiTn, and in:;^;, to give them
prominence, as the principal objects

which had suffered from the locusts, and
which were now to be restored. The
term '?iQsn, the Northern, Nort]ilander,

or, as Coverdale rendei's, Him of the

North, is of prime importance in the

interpretation of the prophecy. It has

been urged against its having any refer-

ence to the locusts, that they visit Pales-

tine from the south, and not from the

north; but this objection can scarcely be

regarded as valid, since, though they do
not usually come from that quarter, yet

they may be carried by a south wind
across Arabia Deserta, and then, when
to theriortli of Palestine, be driven south,

or south-west into that country. That,

however, which determines the question,

is the addition of the patronymic ' to

pc^, indicating that the North was not

merely the quarter whence the subject of

discourse came, but that its native country

lay to the north of Palestine : just as

VP'''?'7, the Temanite, means the Southern,

or he who dwells to the right of Pales-

tine; ']:?'?, a native Egyptia^i; in Arabic

jC«, a Meccite, JoS^, a Medinite, i.e.

a native or inhabitant of Mecca and
Medina. Now it is agreed on all hands,

that the native country of the locusts is

the regions of Arabia, the Lybian deserts,

and the Sahara of Egypt; so that ac-

cording to the iisus loquendi, they cannot
be meant by the term here employed.
Indeed, so much has this been felt by
some of those who have advocated the

hypothesis, that locusts are intended,

that they have been under the necessity

of having recourse to far-fetched expe-
dients, in order to support it. Justi,

contraiy to all analogy, proposes to ren-

der, "the locusts that mai'ch northivards,"

or to explain the term north of what is

dark, hostile, or barbarous; which con-
struction of the meaning is, in part,

adopted by Hitzig. Maurer, on the other

hand, setting aside these and other

methods, has recourse to the Arab. ^A^,

dcposuit excrementum, and thence deduces
for '2iD:f, the signification of stercoreus,

or, in case this derivation should not be

approved, to ^-Saw, decorticare radendo,

and considers the reference to be either

to the injurious influence of their dung
on the trees, herbage, &c. or to their

stripping them of their verdure.

On the supposition that by '•^iD^rr, the

Northern, the Assyrians are meant, every

difficulty vanishes. And that they may
with the strictest propriety be so termed,

is proved by Zeph. ii. 13: "And he
will stretch out his hand pc:^"by, upon the

North, and destroy yissijria, and will

make Nineveh a desolation, and dry as a
wilderness." The Jews were accustomed
to call Assyria and Babylonia the North,

and the North country, because they lay in

that direction from Palestine. "Quaeres,

quisnam hie Aquilonaris? S. Hieron.

Theodor. Remigius, Albertus et Hugo
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And his odour shall come up,

And his stench ascend,

Because he hath done great things.

21 Fear not, O land ! rejoice and be glad,

For Jehovah doeth great things.

22 Fear not, ye beasts of the field !

For the pastures of the desert spring up,

For the tree beareth its fruit

;

The fig-tree and the vine yield their strength.

23 Rejoice, ye sons of Zion ! and be glad in Jehovah your God
;

accipiunt Sennacherib, quem Dominus,

longe fecit a Jerusalem : quia dum earn

obsideret, angelus Domini una nocte per-

cussit centum octuaginta quinque millia

militum, itaque earn fugere compulit.

4 Reg. xix. 35."

—

A Lapide.

The geographical specification which

follows in the verse is designed to express

the universality of the destruction of the

Assyrians. They were to be dispersed

in every other direction but that from

which they had come. By ^yoyj] D'J^, the

Eastern Sea, is meant the Asphaltic lake
;

by pinion D^n, the Western Sea, the Medi-

terranean \ and by nnora n»s p«, a dry

and desolate land, the deserts of Arabia.

Literally the words 'otijrn, and ]i-inj<rj,

signify what is before and behind, and

are applied geographically in reference

to the Orientals reckoning the different

quarters according to the positions of

front and rear, right and left, while they

face the east, which is with them the

principal point of the compass. The
language of the prophet is figurative, the

metaphor being still borrowed from the

locusts, which perish when blown by a

storm into the sea, or the sandy desert.

Jerome refers to a similar scene, which

literally happened when he was in Pales-

tine. " Etiam nostris temporibus," he

says, " vidimus agmina locustarum ter-

ram texisse Judaeam, quae postea vento

surgente in mare primum et novissimum

precipitata sunt." And he immediately

adds, what illustrates the statement of

Joel relative to the ascending of the

stench :
" Cumque littora utriusque

maris acervis mortuorum locustarum

quas aquae evomuerant, implerentur,

putredo earum et foetor in tantum noxius

fuit, ut aeram quoque corrumperet, et

pestilentia tam juraentorum, quam homi-
num gigneretur. '33 and f]iD, face and
e7id are here used in the military sense

of van and rear, and cannot, without

violence, be interpreted of the swarm of

locusts, and a brood which succeeded

them. I^jns, is a aira^ Xey. comp. tot, to

be foul, putrid, to stink. Arab. As^
sordes. Giving an account of the locusts,

Thevenot says, " They live not above six

months, and, when dead, the stench of

them so corrupts and infects the air, that

it often occasions dreadful pestilences."

The concluding words of the verse con-

vey the idea of moral agency, and can

with no propriety be interpreted of the

locusts, nito? ^T^p'. LXX. ifieyakvve

rdepya avTov. Syr. ^.::ii^Va^ ya^jLZ],

he exalted himself in acting. The phrase

is obviousl}' used here in a bad sense, and
indicates the pride of the Assyrians;

comp. 2 Kings xxi. 6, where T^^XDvb n|"]rr,

a similar idiom, occurs. As employed in

the following verse of our prophet, it is

placed in antithesis with the sense in

which it is here used, and is to be dif-

ferently understood : viz. of the great

things that God would do for his people,

comp. Ps. cxxvi. 2, 3.

21—23. In these vei-ses there is a

beautiful gradation. First, the land,

which had been destroyed by the enemy,

is addressed in a prosopopoeia ; then the

irrational animals which had suffered

from the famine ; and lastly, the inhabi-

tants themselves. All are called upon
to cast off their fears, and rejoice in the
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For he giveth you the former rain in due measure ;

Yea, he causeth the heavy rain to descend for you

—

The former and the latter rain as before :

happy change which Jehovah would

effect. Desolation, barrenness, and

famine, would disappear, and times of

prosperity and happiness return, p'? \??,

Sons of Zion, properly the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, but here evidently used to

denote those of the land generally, of

which Jerusalem was the metropolis, and

Zion the centre of religious influence.

'^^'t> ^;)i'3, is rendered in the Targ. ps'^o

^'2^z, your teacher in righteousness ; which

Abarbanel explains, rnvc n>M:an rp-Q xim

pes?' T£i« n-iJ5?)3n n^<i ni id"?' -jsiri n«. And
he is the king Messiah, who shall teach

them the tuaij in which they should tvalk,

and the ivorks that they should do. The
same, or a similar construction of the

words is found in the Vulg. Rufinus,

Jarchi, Pagninus, Munster, Leo Juda,

Castalio, the Jewish-Spanish, Remigius,

Rupertus, Vatablus, Ribera, Mercer,

Q^colamp. Luther, and most of the early

Lutheran interpreters ; and, among the

moderns, Pick and Hengstenberg, the

latter of whom contends for it at con-

siderable length, and decidedly considers

the passage to be one of the Messianic

prophecies. That rnin signifies teacher,

is beyond all doubt, see 2 Chron. xv. ,3
;

Job xxxvi. 22 ; Is. ix. 15, xxx. 20; and

from the occurrence of the word in this

place in connexion with ^iTia, righteous-

ness, which is so frequently referred to

the Messiah both in the Old and New
Testaments, there is something very

plausible in the application of the term

to him who is specially called by Malachi
^;7^!^ ^'9'^, The Sun of Righteousness,

chap. iv. 4, i. e. the author of that illu-

mination or knowledge which has right-

eousness for its object. To such interpre-

tation, however, there appears to me to be

the following insuperable objections :

—

First, it is repugnant to the circumstances

of the context ;
" non videtur tamen ferre

hunc sensum circumstantia loci." Calvin ;

who says of the reason adduced in support

of it, that it would be out of place to give

such prominence to merely temporal

blessings :
" sed ratio ilia est nimis fri-

gida;" and goes on to show that, in accord-

ance with the custom of the prophets,Joel

begins with these inferior blessings, and
afterwards, in ver. 28, proceeds to treat

of those which are spiritual. Secondly,

the repetition of the same term, !^?TO, im-

mediately after, where, as all allow, it

must be taken in the acceptation of raiyi.

And thirdly, the peculiar force and co-

herence of the words, rnrarrn.**, and
Mjipbpi rnra D^:. The emphasis given to

rni»3, by prefixing not only the article rr,

but also the determinating particle n^,

shows that the prophet had some imme-
diate and definite object in view, wliich

we cannot imagine to have been any
other than the autumnal rain, which was
indispensable any year, and more espe-

cially after such a season of drought, to

prepare the ground for nourishing the

seed. It must have been an object of

universal and anxious desire, and has, in

consequence, a high degree of import-

ance and prominence allotted to it in the

text. See on the force of nx the Lex-
icons of Lee and Gesenius. The same
consideration will account for the form,

and the particular signification of ^1^7^'?

in this place. The '? is to be taken ad-
verbially, as pointing out the rule or

measure according to which the rain was
to be bestowed, which is declared to be

'^iJJ??, so that the meaning will be, in just

quantity, adecjuatelg, in the proportion

suitable to the exigency of the case.

PI^?, the root from which this noun is de-

rived, signifies to he just, right ; to come
up to certain claims, to be what a person
or thing ought to be. Comp. Lev. xi.x. 36,

where P7^ is used of weights and mea-
sures that were exact, or came up to the

demands of the law. Some propose to

render i^ivl^^, bountifully, but this would
give theChaldee rather than the Hebrew
signification. Ewald translates, the early

rain for justification, and explains it of

the Jews being again accounted right-

eous by God. To the objection of Hengs-
tenberg, that if rriyo in the first half of
the verse does not designate a different

divine benefit from rrjra in the second,

an idle tautology will ensue, it is only
necessary to reply, that the words occur
in parallelism, and that in the second
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24 So that the floors shall be full of grain,

And the vats shall run over with new wine and oil.

25 Thus he will make good to you the years

Which the swarming locust hath devoured,

The licking locust, the consuming locust, and the gnawing locust,

My great army which I sent against you.

26 And ye shall eat plentifully and be satisfied.

And shall praise the name of Jehovah your God,

Who hath dealt wondrously with you :

And my people shall never be ashamed.

27 Then shall ye know, that I am in the midst of Israel,

instance nnio is merely a resumption for

the sake of dividing the 0«3.3 mentioned

immediately before into its two regular

divisions, theforiiier and the latter. The
term elsewliere used for the former or

autumnal rat?!, which falls from the

middle of October until the middle of

December, is n^r, lit. the waterer, being

the Benoni Participle of ht, to dart,

cast, or scatter, as drops of water. rniD,

however, which is the Hiph. Participle

of the same verb, does occur in the same
acceptation, Ps. Ixxxiv. 7. Comp. my
note" on Hosea vi. 3, where vj'^p'm, the

latter or vernal rain is also explained.

The reading rnv, which is found in-

stead of the former rnin, in twenty-three

MSS., originally in eleven more, now in

three, in the Jerusalem Talmud, and as

Keri in the margin of two of De Rossi's

Codices, is in favour of the rendering

raiii, which is that of all the early ver-

sions, but may possibly have originated

in emendation. With respect to the

latter occurrence of the word, there is no

variety of reading, om, Arab. >wj.>-'

corpus, et omtie id quod longwn, largum

et profundum est ,- Chald. the body : ap-

plied to such rain as is heavy, or violent,

and pours down as it were in a body.

The verbs ]n2, and Tii'i, are prophetic

futures. To render ]'iii5«'?a, iti the first

month, would involve a contradiction,

since only one of the two rains could

happen in that month. It seems, there-

fore, necessary to suppose an ellipsis of ^,

the participle of comparison, and read

^iw^as, as formerly, or as i7i former times.

Comp. Jer. i. 22; Jer. xxxiii. 11, where

nm^nns is similarly used ; and for ]iiD«"!,

in the sense of former, 1 Sam. xvii. 30
;

Hagg. ii. 3. Thus the LXX. Syr. Vulg.

Arab. One of Kennicott's MSS. and
perhaps another, reads 'ji'ON'13. The el-

lipsis of 3 is not infrequent in the Hebrew
Scriptures.

24. Here the happy results of the

plentiful and seasonable rains are set

forth. The l in ^^^9% is consequential.

ip'-mn, comp. the Arab, (jy^, propuUt,

vii. Conj. impidsus fitit, fluxif, to cause to

flow, or run over. For ip.^, see on Is. v. 2.

25. That the prophet has here in view

the plague of locusts described in chap. i.

cannot well be doubted. The names,

though placed in a different order, are

identical with those there specified.

They are called God's great army, a

name still given to them by the Arabs.

See on ver. 11. Though the scourge

lasted only one year, yet as they not

only destroyed the whole produce of

that year, but also what was laid up in

store for future years, there is no im-

propriety in the plural form of D':'JJ,

years. The term is used metonymically

for the produce and supply of years.

The loss of these Jehovah promises to

recompense or make good by not only

furnishing the Jews with an alnuidance

of temporal enjoyments, but affording

them the delightful experience of his

presence and favour as their covenant

God. This pi-omise is amplified in

verses

—

26. 27, In which the future prosperity

of the Jewish church is described in

terms, which obviously chai'acterise the
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And that I, Jehovah, am your God, and none else

;

And my people shall never be ashamed.

28 And it shall come to pass, afterwards.

That I will pour out my Spirit upon all flesh
;

And your sons and your daughters shall prophesy,

Your old men shall dream dreams,

Your young men shall see visions
;

29 And even upon the male and the female servants

I will pour out my Spirit in those days.

period which succeeded that of the

Babylonish captivity. The divine re-

compense was not merely to cover the

evils sustained by the ravages of the

locusts ; it was to extend to those which
both the Assyrians and the Chaldeans

were to inflict upon the nation. This

interpretation is confirmed by what im-

mediately follows respecting the out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit. By God's
being in the midst of his people, is

meant the special manifestation of his

presence in the communications of his

favour. The resumption of '3>f in '?«!,

forms a beautiful anadiplosis.

28, 29. The prophet now proceeds to

predict the impartation of richer gifts in

future times than those temporal bless-

ings which had just been promised to

the Jews. p'''!!U!^, afterward, LXX.
y^era javra, Hengstenbci-g would place

in antithesis with p^w?, ver. 23, which
he renders first; but the latter phrase

has reference to what had already taken

place, and was not future to the time of

the prophet. ]5"'?.™, though indefinite,

is nearly equivalent in force to nnriN

C'pjrr, Is. ii. 2, as appears from its having

been rendered by the apostle Peter

iv rats Icrxo-Tais quepais, in the last

days. Jarciii, ^2'^ "vrwb, in fiiturily

:

A benezra, •Tns'; N^n n«ii]n n«i b3 sw '-\ -iox

rrm pi ]D nn« in^ no"? ^2 c« to« pDn men '-n

n'CTH nnn«l. << Rabbi Jeshua saith, All

this is a prophecy of the future ; and
Rabbi Moses the priest saith, If so,

wliy does he say af'er this ? but it is

the same as, and it shall come to pass in

the latter dai;s;" in which interpretation

Kimchi concurs, adding, cnyTi I'DXib 'Db

no"?© nj?n' x"?"! lyin nni? "i>d« .•:« "r^i-i" 2-ipi 'D

Tij? i^jTcnn «"?i noVa rvj^y \-n« lyin-a pi «i^

r^^n\ " Because it is said, And ye shall

know that I am in the midst of you.

What he says is. Now ye know, but

not with a perfect knowledge, for ye

will again commit sin before me ; but

after this knowledge there shall come a

time when ye shall know me with a

perfect knowledge, and shall sin no

more, namely, in the days of the Mes-
siah." That the two phrases are iden-

tical- in meaning, clearly appears from

a comparison of Jer. xlviii. 47, with

xlix. 6. See on Is. ii. 2. "q?® signifies

to pour out, to co7>inumicate in a plentiful

and abundant manner, and is here used

with the greatest propriety to denote the

larger and richer supplies of divine in-

fluence, which were to be aflPorded to

the church under the gospel dispensation.

nn, spirit, means here the infiuences and

gifts of the Holy Spirit, as in numerous
other passages, in which the Spirit is

said to be put, given, &c. ; and these

communications are described in lan-

guage which shows that they were both

to be more general and more special in

their character. In a more general

point of view, they were to be bestowed

upon ">^'5''^' ^^^ flesh, i. e. mankind ge-

nerally, without distinction of nation or

country. To restrict this phrase to the

Jews, as is done by Abenezra, Kimchi,

Albo, Hitzig, and others, is irreconcilable

with Scripture usage, according to which
it constantly signifies mankind gene-

rally, or the whole human race
;
just as

in Arabic, mJ^ and .Liol signify homo,

humanum genus, and Adam is called

-AjkJl »j|, the father of flesh, i. e. of

mankind. Credner would have the

phrase to include the animal creation,
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30 And I will show prodigies in the heavens and in the earth,

Blood and fire, and columns of smoke.

than which no construction could be
more preposterous in such connexion,

or more at variance with other passages

in which the communication of the in-

fluences of the Spirit are limited to the

human family. The influence, of which
universality is here predicated, is the

saving energy which is exerted by the

Holy Spirit, in commencing, carrying
on, and consummating the work of

grace in the souls of men. It accom-
panies the presentation of divine truth

to the mind, and removes the obstacles

which the foixe of innate depravity

opposes to the reception of the gospel.

See my Lectures on Divine Inspiration,

pp. 525— 530. Besides the influence

which was thus to be vouchsafed for the
purposes of salvation, the prophet spe-

cifies that which should be more limited

in its communication, consisting in the

miraculous endowment of a certain

number of Jews, of different classes

and conditions, with the knowledge of

divine things, and tlie ability infaUibly

to communicate them to others. The
persons on whom these gifts were to be
conferred are their " sons and daugh-
ters ;" their " aged men," and their

"youths;" their "male" and "fe-
male servants;" terms which are mani-
festly designed to teach that their

bestowment was to embi-ace persons of
different classes, ranks, and conditions

of life. N33, Arab. Lo, indicavit, an-

7ni7iciavif, Eth. Tfin : locutus est,

•f"!n P : vaticinatus est, prcedixit, is

used not merely to denote the foretelling

of future events, but to express the
giving of utterance to divine truth under
a miraculous impulse, or the pretending
to such impulse, whether the utterance
was made in the way of direct com-
munication, as was the case when the
prophets addressed their hearers, or by
the rehearsal or singing of sacred hymns
under extraordinary divine impulse, as
when Miriam sung at the Red Sea,
Exod. XV. 20, 21 ; or when the sons of
the prophets and Saul prophesied, 1 Sam.
X. 5, 6, xix. 20—24. Comp. Acts xix. 6,

xxi. 9; 1 Cor. xi. 4, 5, xiv. 1, 5, 6, 22,

24, 31, 39 ; which passages furnish stri-

king illustrative examples of the fulfil-

ment of the prophecy of Joel. See also

1 Chron. xxv. 1—3 ; and Mede's works,

Book I. Discourse xvi. That we are

fully warranted to interpret it of the

extraordinary supernatural gifts which
were vouchsafed in the apostolic age, is

placed beyond doubt by its allegation by
Peter, in justification of the phenomenon
which took place on the day of Pente-

cost. TovTo i(TTi, this is the fact pre-

dicted by Joel, Acts ii. 16. The quo-
tation was the more apt, since the words
of the prophet had just been read in the

Pentecostal service of the Synagogue.
See my Biblical Researches and Travels

in Russia, p. 326. nio-'?n, dreams, and
nirjn, visions, belonged to the different

modes in which God revealed his will

to the prophets. Numb. xii. 6 ; 1 Sam.
xxviii. 6, 15 ; Jer. xxiii. 25—28; Dan.
vii. 1, 2. See my Lectures on Inspi-

ration, pp. 147—165. Though no ex-

press mention is made of dreams in the

apostolic writings, yet repeated reference

is to visions. See Acts ix. 10, 12, x. 3,

17, xi. 5, xvi. 9, xviii. 9, xxvi. 19;
2 Cor. xii. 1 ; Rev. ix. 17. DJi, and even,

indicates a rise in the prophecy, which
was intended to exclude none, not even
the lowest and most despised " servants,"

from a participation in the large bestow-

ment of divine influence. In beautiful

harmony with this feature of the pro-

phecy is the special recognition of ol

TTTcoxoh the poor, in the New Testament.
The repetition 'mnn^'qisw, / will pour
out my Spirit, shows, that the influence

of which, in general, they were to be
partakers, was not merely that which
consisted in the miraculous gifts, but aUo
that ordinary and saving influence which
is experienced by all believers. What
incontrovertibly proves that the prophecy
includes both a more ordinary, and a
more extraordinary or miraculous divine

agency, is the extension given to it by the

apostle Peter, Acts ii. 38, 39; where he
teaches that it was to comprehend " all

that are afaroff,"2.e. the Gentiles, "even
as many as the Lord our God shall call."

30, 31. In connexion with this period

of the rich enjoyment of divine influence,
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31 The sun shall be turned into darkness,

And the moon into blood,

Before the great and the terrible day of Jeliovah come.

Joel introduces one of awful judgment,

called as usual rnn^ dv, the day of Jehovah,

the precursors of which he describes in

very alarming language. That the de-

struction of Jerusalem and the Jewish
polity is intended, most interpreters are

agreed ; hut there exists a diversity of

opinion respecting the character of the

language, some taking it literally, as

setting forth physical prodigies, such as

those which Josephus relates to have
taken place before the destruction of

Jerusalem, and tremendous massacres

and conflagrations in different parts of

the country ; while others maintain

that it is symbolical, and consequently

is to be figuratively explained. The
latter position is more in accordance

with the style of prophecy, in which we
not only find a fixed set of symbols, but

also, very frequently, an accumulation

of images is introduced for the purpose

of producing a more powerful effect on
the mind. See on Is. xiii. 10, xxxiv.

3— 5. The heavens and the earth,

therefore, mean the political world, with

its civil and religious establishments

;

the sun and moon, the higher and supe-

rior ruling powers ; while the other

images are employed to denote the

disastrous prognosticatoty changes that

were to happen in relation to both.

Comp. Matt. xxiv. 29 ; Mark xiii. 24, 25

;

Luke XX. 25—27, where the subject is

the same as that exhibited by Joel, and
the symbolical language in a great mea-
sure parallel. Similar images are used

by pagan writers, when describing the

forerunners of civil wars, as, for instance,

Lucanus, Pharsal. lib. ver. 529 :

—

" Superigne minaces
Prodigiis terras implerunt, sethra,

pontum.
Ignota obscurse viderunt sidera noctes,

Ardentemque polum flammis, cceloque

volantes,

Obliquas per inane faces, crinemque
timendi.

Sideris, et terris mutantem regna
cometen.

Fulgura fallaci micuerunt crebra se-

reno,

Et varias ignis denso dedis aere formas."

Q'npio, prodigies, whatever objects are

unusual, porteiitons, or miracidous, in

their character. The word is most pro-

bably a derivative from no;, Arab. Conj. iii

J», emiiiuit, to be conspicuous, admi-

rable, wonderful. LXX. repara. It

frequently occurs in combination with

nin^. a-Tjfxda, signs, nniyvs, only occurs

once besides, and, as here, in construc-

tion with ]ffi?, viz. Song iii. 6 ; where,

however, nineteen MSS. and originally

another read ninon, without the Yod,

which is doubtless the more correct or-

thography, the Yod having been inserted

as a help ^to the pronunciation. There

can be little doubt that it is derived from
ion, to be erect, whence ipn, the palm-

tree, from its tall and erect growth.

Comp. the Chaldee rnpn, a column of

smoke; iits'n, Arab, .j^li' and i'.yoli", tur-

ris ; and iran, to rise like a column. The
phrase will, therefore, be equivalent to

I'i'S nTOS, of which we have the singular

\ii l^m, Jud. xx. 40. LXX. aryn'Sa

KUTTvov ; but in Song iii. 6, o-reXf'x';

KaTTvov. Vulg. vaporem fumi. Targ.

]jri? XT^I, columns of smoke, the singular

of which is used Jud. xx. 40. Tan-

chum : <X*W-JI <o'^'^^ 8iiv^l pillars

of smoke ascending up. Those who are

familiar with the account given by Jo-

sephus of the disorders, convulsions,

excesses, and rebellions, which preceded

the subversion of the Jewish state, will

readily admit, that the figurative lan-

guage here employed most appropri-

ately sets forth the awful circumstances

of the inhabitants of Palestine at that

period. To render more prominent the

tremendous nature of the final judg-

ment of the Jews, when their city and
polity were destroyed, it is not merely

called nin; or, but ><5i2ni Vnin rvp\ dv, the

great andfearful day of Jehovah ; terms

which are employed by the prophet

Malachi, iv. 5, (Heb. iii. 23,) in reference

to the same event.
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the name of Jehovah shall be

32 And it shall come to pass,

That whosoever shall call upon

delivered

:

For in Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem shall be the escaped,

According as Jehovah hath promised,

Together with those who are left.

Whom Jehovah shall call.

32. The phrase nin; nca x^lj, usually

means to invoke Jehovah according to his

true character, and designates such as

he would regard in the light of accep-

table worshippers ; but, on comparing

the quotation of the words with direct

reference to our Saviour, Rom. x. 13,

with Acts ix. ] 4, 1 Cor. i. 2, it appears

to be here employed as a periphrasis for

those Jews who should embrace the faith

of the Messiah, and render to him as

nj'^?, Jehovah, the same supreme worship

which had been rendered to God by their

pious ancestors. From the passage just

quoted from the Acts, it is clear that the

disciples of Christ were characterised as

invokers of his name, i.e. as his wor-

shippers, before they were called Chris-

tians. The prophecy contains a gracious

promise, that, however terrible might be

the final catastrophe in which the un-

believers should perish, provision would

be made for the safety of those who be-

lieved in the Messiah. And church his-

toi-y records its fulfilment; for, on the

approach of the Roman army, the chris-

tian inhabitants of Jerusalem took to

flight, in compliance with the Saviour's

•warning, and retiring to Pella, on the

eastern side of the river Jordan, found

there a safe asylum, while the devoted

city was being besieged and destroyed.

—ov yiiv oXAn Koi tov \aov tt]^ iv lepo-

croXiJ/xois iKKXrjaias, Kara. Tiva xPV^i^^^
rol^ avToBi boKifiois 8i' aTroKaXv\j/fas

toBevra irpo tov TToXep-ov, fieravaarfjvai

TTJs TToXews, KQL Tivu T^s TTepaius TToXtl/

olKf^v KeKe\€v<jp.iVov. Trt'XXaj' avrijv ovo-

fia^ovcriv iv
fi

rcof ei? Xpicrrov Trtni-

arevKOTcov dno ttjs 'lepovcraX^fJi /xeTtoKtcr-

pkvav, K.T.X. Euseb. lib. iii. cap. v.

np';:D, is a collective noun, signifying

those who have escaped; in other words,

t; ev 'lfpoao\vp.ois eKKXrjaia, " the church

in Jerusalem," as Eusebius phrases it in

the above quotation, who not only made
their escape from the impending calamity,

but from the " untoward generation" to

which they had belonged. Acts ii. 40

;

Is. iv. 3 ; so that the meaning is, not that

there should continue to be deliverance

for those who remained in Zion and Je-

rusalem during the infliction of the

punishment, but that those who resided

there should make their escape from it,

having previously been delivered from

the condition of those on whom it was

inflicted. The words nin; -im iw3, refer

to the promise just made. nnniEp.i, to-

gether with those that have been left, from

nto, Arab. dJt^, aufugit, vagatusquefuit,

ti.Liij and dt.Ju, aufugens, to flee, make

one's escape, survive a slaughter, or any
other calamity. The reference seems
not to be to converted Gentiles, as

Schmidius, Michaelis, Holzhausen, and
others interpret, but to those Jews who
did not perish in the national judgments,

but were called into the church of Christ.

i^^ij, as employed in the last clause of the

verse, signifies to call, in the sense of

effectually prevailing upon any one to

choose and participate in the blessings of

the divine kingdom. Comp, KaXew, as

used by Paul, Rom. viii. 28, 30, ix, 24;
1 Thess. ii. 12. vrip, the Participle here

denotes the future.
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CHAPTER III.

In this chapter the prophet returns from the parenthetic view which he had ex-

hibited of the commencement of the Christian dispensation, and the overthrow

of the Jewish polity, to deliver predictions respecting events that were to transpire

subsequent to the Babylonish captivity, and fill up the space which should inter-

vene between the restoration of the Jews, and the first advent of Christ. He
announces the judgment to be holden on their enemies after the return to Judea,

1,2; specifies the reasons why they were to be punished, and expressly mentions

by name the neighbouring nations of Tyre, Sidon, and Philistia, 3—6 ;
promises

the restoration of those Jews whom these states had sold into slavery, while they

are threatened with slavery in return, 7, 8 ; summons the nations to engage in

the wars in which they were to be destroyed, 9—15 ; shows, that since these

convulsions were brought about by the providence of Jehovah, whose earthly

throne was at Jerusalem, his people had no ground for alarm, and would expe-

rience his protection, 16, 17; predicts times of great prosperity to them, 18;

and concludes with special denunciations against Egypt and Idumea, with whose

fate is placed in striking contrast the protracted existence of the Jewish polity,

19—21.

1 For, behold ! in those days, and at that time,

When I shall reverse the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem,

2 I will gather all the nations,

And bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat,

And will plead with them there,

1,2. «'nn n5?2i rrann D'n;?, is a double twenty-five of Kennicott's MSS.; but
mode of expression, employed to give the frequent occurrence of n^a^tf 3to, in

greater prominence to the period. That which the Kal form is to be taken causa-
the " days and time " here specified, tively, shows that there was no necessity

are not identical with the period spoken for the emendation. See Ps. xiv. 7,

of in the last five verses of tlie preceding liii. 7, cxxvi. 7; Is. lii. 8. Some in-

cbapter, is evident from their being con- terpret the phrase of a general resto-

nected by the relative conjunctionic?*, ration to circumstances of prosperitj',

with the following words, which relate without any reference to previous circum-
to the restoration of the Jewish state, stances of actual captivity, as in the case
'3, at the beginning of the verse, is pro- of Job xlii. 10; but considering its

perly rendered fur, and refers back to common application to the return from
chap. ii. 21—27, in which verses times Babylon, and the express mention of the

of great temporal prosperity are pro- scattering of the nation among the

mised to the Jews. With this prosperity heathen, ver. 2, it seems more natural to

was intimately connected the punishment refer it to the same event in this place.

of the nations by which they had been That the restoration of the Jews from
afflicted; and, accordingly, such punish- their present dispersion is meant, and
ment forms the subject of the present that the judgments to be inflicted on the
chapter. Instead of 2iM^«, the Keri sub- nations are those which are predicted,

ititutes T\1JN, in which it is supported by Rev. xvi. 14, 16, is rendered impossible
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On account of my people, and Israel mine inheritance.

Whom they have scattered among the nations,

And have divided my land
;

And have cast lots for my people,

And given a boy for an harlot.

And sold a girl for wine,

That they might drink.

And truly, what are ye to me, O Tyre and Zidon

!

And all the coasts of Philistia ?

Will ye retaliate upon me ?

by the introduction of the Tyrians, Si-

donians, Philistines, &c. verses 4 and 19,

since these states all received their punish-

ment prior to the advent of Christ. By
TDDttJin) pm, the valley ofJehoshaphat, some
understand the narrow valley through

which the brook Kedron flows, between
the city of Jerusalem and the mount of

Olives. To this valley or glen, in which
is the celebrated burying- place of the

Jews, the Rabbins have appropriated

the name, and maintain, that in it the

final judgment of the world is to be held

;

—a conceit in which they have been fol-

lowed by many Christian writers, as well

as by the Mohammedans. Others sup-

pose it to be a designation of the valley,

otherwise called Tfyy^ pm, the valley of
blessing, 2 Chron. xx. 26 ; but as neither

of these localities at all comport with the

magnitude of the subject treated of by
the prophet, we have no alternative but

that of considering the words, not as

constituting a proper name, or the name
of any specific localit)', but as symbolical

in their import, and designed to charac-

terise the theatre of the bloody wars
that took place after the Babylonish cap-

tivity, by which the hostile nations con-

tiguous to Judea had signal vengeance
inflicted upon them. They literally sig-

nify, the valley tvhere Jehovah judgeth,

and mean the scene of divine judgments.

The term valley appeal's to have been
selected on account of such locality

being mentioned in Scripture as the

usual theatre of military conflict. This

view of the subject is supported by the

Targ. in which the words are not re-

tained, but translated «3'1t J^"?? "ixiJ'q, the

plain of the distribution of judgment,

and by the translation of Theodot. rrjv

X^dpav TTJi Kpicrecoi. The nations to be
punished are restricted, ver. 2, to such

as should have scattered the Jews, and
occupied their land. Comp. chap. ii. 17.

3. The Jews were frequently treated

in the most ignominious manner by their

enemies. Such conduct is here afFect-

ingly set forth. That it was customary
to cast lots for those who were taken

captive, see Obad. ver. 11 ; Nab. iii. 10.

The giving of a boy for a whore, does

not mean the exchange of the one for

the other, but the payment of the captive

for an act of sensual indulgence
;
just as

the selling of a girl for wine, means
giving her in compensation for a draught

of it. Comp. Gen. xxxviii. 17; comp.
also Deut. xxii. 18, where nsii pr^si, the

hire of a whore, is coupled with 3^3 i^np,

the price of a dog ; and the Arabic

proverb, Lll^ *^ ^1J im^Ij i^^ *o'^ °f ^

whore hired with oil. Meid. xciv. Char-

den mentions that when the Tartars came
into Poland, they carried off" all the chil-

dren thej- could, and, finding at length

that they were not redeemed, sold them
at the low price of a crown. In Min-
grelia, he adds, they sell them for pro-

visions, and for wine.

4. Among the nations bordering on

the country of the Jews, which had ren-

dered themselves particularly obnoxious

to the divine wi-ath, were those on the

west, for which see on Is. xxiii. and
xiv. 28. ') Qn« nn D|ii, and truly what

are ye to me ? Think ye that I make any
account of you? or that ye can success-

fully oppose yourselves to me ? The in-

terrogation is altogether different in

meaning, as it is in form, from the idiom
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If, indeed, ye retaliate upon me,

Speedily and swiftly I will bring your retaliation

Back upon your own head.

5 Because ye have taken away my silver and my gold

;

And my goodly objects of delight

Ye have carried into your temples ;

6 And have sold the sons of Judah and the sons of Jerusalem

To the sons of the Javanites,

That they might be removed far from their own border.

7 Behold ! I will rouse them from the place

Whither ye have sold them ;

And bring back your retaliation

Upon your own head

;

8 I will sell your sons and your daughters

Into the hand of the sons of Judah,

pp'j'i 'Vno, what have we in common ? with

which Kimchi compares it. nWj, cir-

cuits, districts. Comp. Josh. xiii. 2,

where the word is rendered coasts in our

version. They were properly provinces,

of which there were five in numher, each

governed by a H'?- prince, or lord, "^s,

all, before nW|, expresses contempt.

DN, is not here correlate with n, in ''TOjirt,

but puts a fresh case for the sake of ar-

gument. Tlie case supposed, however,

was true in fact. The interrogative n as-

sumes here the form of the article, as in

several other places. See on Amos v. 25.

bpj, signifies to do good ox evil to any one
;

then to recotnpense him, either with good

or evil ; to reward, retaliate. The mean-
ing here seems to be, that if these bor-

dering states, taking advantage of certain

untoward circumstances in the history of

the Jews, attempted to revenge the vic-

tories gained over them by the latter,

tiiey should be dealt with in the way of

divine retaliation. Jehovah here speaks

of what was done to his people as done
to himself. Comp. Zech. ii. 8 ; Matt.

XXV. 40. rrirro bp_, is an asyndeton. Comp.
Is. V. 26, where the order of the words

is reversed.

5. As in the preceding verse God had
identified himself with his people, so here

he speaks of their property as his. Some
suppose the precious vessels belonging to

the temple to be intended by DUisn nana,

but the articles of private property most

highly esteemed by the Jews are more
probably meant ; since it does not appear
that ever the enemies specified by Joel

plundered the temple at Jerusalem,

though express mention is made of the

plunder of the royal palace by the Phi-

hstines, &c., 2 Chron. xxi. 17. Comp.
Hos. xhi. 15; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 19. It

was customary to hang up or deposit in

the idolatrous temples, as presents dedi-

cated to the gods, certain portions of the

spoils taken in war. Arrian, ii. 24. Cur-
tius, iv. 2.

6. D'^vn '53, the sons of the Javanites,

i. e. the Grecians. Comp. via 'AxaiSv,
of Homer; and see on Is. Ixvi. 19.

Credner, Hitzig, and some others, think

that the prophet refers to Javanites of

Arabia Felix, mentioned Ezek. xxvii. 19

;

but the reasons they adduce in favour of

their opinion are insuflScient to establish

the point. In Ezek. xxvii. 13, Javan is

mentioned, along with Tubal and Me-
shech, as trading in the persons of men
with the merchants of Tyre. Slavery

formed an hnportant article of Phoenician

commerce, and equally so of that carried

on by the Greeks, to whom the former
might easily convey the Jewish captives.

So famous did the island of Delos become
as a slave mart, that sometimes 10,000
were bought and sold in a single day.

7, 8. O'i^yfii, Sabeans ; Pococke's Arab.

MSS. f^\ jjjbl, the people of Jemen.
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And they shall sell them to the Sabeans, to a distant nation
;

For Jehovah hath spoken it.

9 Proclaim ye this among the nations
;

Prepare war ; rouse the mighty
;

Let all the warriors approach ; let them come up.

10 Beat your coulters into swords,

And your pruning-hooks into spears
;

Let the feeble say, I am mighty.

11 Hasten and come, all ye nations around,

And gather yourselves together
;

Thither cause thy mighty ones to come down, O Jehovah !

12 Let the nations be roused, let them come up

See on Is. Ix. 6. As the Sabeans traded

with India, it is not improbable that

P'\rn^dista?d, may be designed to inchide

that part of the East ; though it is said

of the Queen of Sheba, that she came
fK Twv irepaTcou tPjs yfis, Matt. xi. 42.

This prophecy was fulfilled before and
during the rule of the Maccabees, when
the Jewish affairs were in so flourishing

a state, and the Phoenician and Philistine

powers were reduced by the Persian arms
under Artaxerxes Mnemon, Darius

Ochus, and especially Alexander and his

successors. On the capture of Tyre by
the Grecian monarch, 13,000 of the in-

habitants were sold into slavery. When
he took Gaza also, he put 10,000 of the

citizens to death, and sold the rest, with

the women and children, for slaves.

Favovu'able, on the other hand, as he
was to the Jews, there can be no doubt
that he ordered the liberation of such of

them as were cai)tives in Greece.

9. n«i, t//is, refers to what immediately

follows : the assembling of the different

nations, in order to engage in the wars

in which, in succession, they were, as

political slates, to be subdued and perish.

^IJ!!i?, is not simply to prepare, as Kimchi
explains it, but to prepar-e by the use of

religious rites and ceremonies, such as the

heatlien employed when they undertook

a military enterprise.

10. Here a state of things is presented

to view, directly the opposite of what
was to exist in the days of the Messiah,

Is. ii. 4 ; Micah iv. 3. Such was to be
the extent of the conflict, that, in the

lack of a sufficient number of arms, the

ordinary implements of husbandry would
be converted into weapons.

squalent abductis arva

colonis,

Et curvas rigidum falces conflantur in

ensem."
Virgil. Georg. i. 507.

" Sarcula cessabant, versique in pila

ligones,

Factaque de rastri pondere cassis erat."

Ovid. Fast. i. 699.

11. "aJw, a cLTTa^ Xey. in all probability

the same in signification with 'Cin, to

hasten. The ancient versions follow the

LXX. who render, avvadpoL^ecrBe.

Arab. , wile, vitam duxit, vixit ; hence

the idea of liveliness, activity, agility, &c.

f^U.-n, is the Imperative in Hiphil of nm,

to descend, go or come down. The place

whither, is the scene of warfare, the

valley of Jehoshaphat, implied in n^®,

which, with the n is frequently the same
in signification with D'iJ. The abrupt

transition to Jehovah has a powerful

effect. Whatever might be the individual

views of those engaged in the conflict,

they were the instruments of Divine

wrath, and are on this accovnit called the

" mighty ones" of Jehovah. Comp.
Is. X. 5—7.

12. To give prominence to the in-

terest which God had in what was to

take place, the metaphor is here changed

into that of a judicial process, in which
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To the valley of Jeliosliapliat

;

For there I will sit to judge all the nations around.

Put ye in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe
;

Come, descend, for the wine-press is full,

The vats run over ;

For their wickedness is great.

Multitudes! multitudes

In the valley of decision !

For the day of Jehovah is near.

In the valley of decision.

The sun and the moon shall be darkened,

And the stars shall withdraw their shine.

16 For Jehovah shall roar out of Zion,

13

14

15

he acts as judge, and gives a just deci-

sion against the enemies of his people.

For •CDffiin' pp\\ see on ver. 2. Here, as

in that verse, the nations to be punished

were those 2'3Dp, circumjacent to Judea.

13. The prophet now employs meta-

phors taken from the harvest and the

vintage, which strikingly express the

havoc and destruction effected by war:

the one denoting the slaughter or cutting

down of armies, and the other the eflTu-

sion of their blood. The same images

are similarly employed, Is. xvii. 5, 6,

Ixiii. 2 ; Lam. i.'1.5; and especially Rev.

xiv. 14—20. %^, a sickle, Arab. (J.s:^,

Syr.
P->-^'

ill Arab, the root, (J,s^

signifies to cut. The sickles of the East,

as represented on Egyptian monuments,
pretty much resembled ours, only some
of them were smaller, and had more the

appearance of a kaife hooked at the

end. "I"), from Tv;, to descend, some take

to be used here in the acceptation of the

Arab. ^J,, calcavit. Thus the LXX.

TTOTftTf. But as in order to tread the

grapes it was necessary to go doivn into

the wine-press, it seems better to abide

by the ordinary signification of the

Hebrew verb, and to consider the action

of treading to be implied, rather than

expressed. At the close of the verse the

metaphor is dropped, and the cause of

the thing signified is boldly presented

to view.

14. D\i'2n D'bon, multitudes, multitudes,

a Hebraism for immense multitudes. This

rendering is preferable to that of tumults.

In the preceding verses, the nations are

called upon to assemble, and here the

prophet, beholding them congregated in

obedience to the summons, breaks out

into an appropriate exclamation in regard

to their nvimber. y^in, Piscator, the

Geneva English, Calvin, Leo Juda,

Michaelis, Justi, Holzhausen, and Cred-

ner, take in the sense of threshing.

Kimchi, Tanchum, Abulvvalid, Newcome,
and some others, render excision ; but

the LXX.Theodot. Syr. Targ.Theodoret,

Dathe, Rosenmviller, Gesenius, Hitzig,

Maurer, Ewald, and Fiirst, translate the

word by decision or judgment, which

seems more in keeping with the name of

the valley, and the idea of a judicial

process, set forth ver. 12. Comp. for the

acceptation to determine, decide, as at-

taching to the verb '^T[, 1 Kings xx. 40
;

Is. X. 22. The meaning is the decision

or doom of the nations to which the pro-

phecy refers. The repetition of "fiin^? i'?-?)

heightens the effect.

15. A figurative mode of representing

the removal of the political rulers of the

world. Comp. chap. ii. 10, 31.

16. These words, as Chandler properly

remarks, seem to intimate very plainly,

that at least part of the judgments here
threatened to be executed upon the

neighbouring nations, should be executed

by the Jews themselves. They doubtless

refer to tlie victories obtained by Matta-
thias, and his sons the Maccabcans. As

R
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And utter his voice from Jerusalem,

And the heavens and the earth shall shake

;

But Jehovah is a refuge for his people,

A stronghold for the sons of Israel.

17 And ye shall know that I Jehovah am your God,

Dwelling in Zion, my holy mountain :

Then shall Jerusalem be holy ;

Foreigners shall invade her no more.

18 And it shall come to pass in that day,

That the mountain shall drop new wine,

And the hills shall flow with milk,

And all the channels of Judah shall flow with water.

And a fountain shall go forth from the house of Jehovah,

And water the valley of Acacias.

king of tlie Jewish nation, Jehovali had
his residence in Jerusalem, whence he
caused his power to be exerted to the

discomfiture of his enemies, and the de-

liverance and protection of his people.

Comp. Ps. xviii. 13; Hab. iii. 10, 11.

J^ffl, to roar, is properly used of the lion,

but is metaphorically applied to God, to

express the terrible majesty with which
he encounters his foes. Comp. Jer.

XXV. 30; Amos i. 2, iii. 8.

17. 5?T, is hei'e, as in Is. Iii. 6, Ix. 16

;

Hos. ii. 20, to be taken in the accep-

tation of expei-iencing, knowing by ex-

perimental proofs of the divine kindness.

This the Jews did in the deliverances

effected on their behalf, after the return

from the captivity, especially on the

death of Antiochus Epiphanes, and in

the enjoyment of their national and re-

ligious privileges, till the termination of

their polity. That the strong language

at the close of the verse does not imply

a state of . immunity from invasion, to

which there was absolutely to be no end,

will appear on comparing Is. Iii. 1, and
Nah. i. 15. See my note on the former

of these passages. From the death of

Antiochus till the coming of the Messiah,

no hostile power should take possession

of the holy city. To express the perfect

immunity from idolatry, by which Jeru-

salem should be characterised, 'C'Jp, holi-

ness in the abstract, is used. Comp.
Obad. 17. By D^^J, strangers, or bar-

barians, foreign enemies are meant.

18. A splendid figurative represen-

tation of the extraordinary prosperity

to be accorded to the Jewish people

after the destruction of their enemies.

^(/ylj

Thus Tanchum in Pococke,

L-^^^l LiO, " meta-

phorical language, denoting abundance
of plenty and blessings." Comp. Is.

XXX. 23—25, xliv. 3, and especially Amos
ix. 13.

" Flumina jam lactis, jam flumina nec-

taris ibant,

Flavaque de viridi stillabant ilice mella."

Ovid. Metam. i. 111.

Kal Tore Bt] x'^P^^ fieyaktjv Oeos av-

8pd(rt daaei

Kai yap yfj koL 8iv8pa Koi acrirera

6pePilara yatrjs

Acoaovaiv Kaprvov tov akriBivov dvOpcJ-

TTOicri

O'ivov Kal peXiTOS y\vKeas, XevKov re

ydXaKTos
Ka\atTov, oTrepeari. ^porols KoXXiarov

ciTravTav.

Sibyl. Orac,

D^TQ^iirr "jn?, the valley of Shittim, i. e. Aca-
cias. There was a place of this name
in the country of Moab, Num. xxv. 1,

xxxiii. 49; Josh. ii. 1 ; but most inter-

preters think that the valley is meant
through which the Kidron flows to the

Dead Sea. Consistency of interpretation
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19 Egypt sliall become desolate,

And Edom a desolate wilderness,

For the violence done to the sons of Judah,

Because they shed innocent blood in their land.

20 But Judah shall be inhabited for ever,

And Jerusalem to successive generations.

21 And I will regard their blood as innocent,

Which I have not regarded as innocent

;

And Jehovah shall dwell in Zion.

requires us to understand this part of

the verse figuratively of the most desert

and arid spots, such as the acacia is fond

of. Fertility was to go forth from the

presence of Jehovah into the whole land.

Viewed in this light, there is no incon-

gruity in representing the water as ex-

tending even across the Jordan, however
impossible it might be as a physical

phenomenon. Comp. Ezek. xlvii. 1—12;

Zech. xiv. 8.

19. The wrongs done to the Jews
by the Egyptians and Idumeans, which
the prophet here declares were to be

avenged, were those committed at dif-

ferent times after the captivity. Pales-

tine suffered greatly during the wars

between the Syrian and Egyptian kings,

especially in the reign of Ptolemy Epi-

phanes, when they exposed themselves

to the indignation of that king by
siding with Antiochus the Great. In
the time of Cleopatra also, her son La-
thyrus gained a victory over the army
of Alexander Janneus, in which the Jews
lost upwards of thirty thousand men

;

and who, to increase the terror of his

name, massacred the women and children,

cut their bodies in pieces, and boiled the

flesh. The Idumeans, though less for-

midable, never omitted any favourable

opportunity that offered of showing their

hostility to the Jews. The condition to

which both these countries were speedily

reduced, and in which they have re-

mained to the present day, verifies the

prediction here delivered. Instead of

noD©"?, a number of MSS. exhibit the

synonymous nnMi"?.—niin) \d3 Dorr, the

violence of the sons of Judah, is the

Genitive of object, meaning the violence

done to them. Comp. Obad. 10. 'i;|3 is

spelt vcpll here and Jonah i. 14 ; but in

the present text, nine of Kennicott's

MSS. and four of De Rossi's, with eight

more originally, read ';:;:. Among these

are four Spanish MSS. two of which
De Rossi characterises as accuratissimi.

The pronominal affix in D?p«, refers to

the Jews spoken of immediately before.

20. 3t;n, is used passively, as in Is.

xiii. 20. P)i» and liT) lii, are to be
limited by the subject of which they ai-e

predicated. Thus the state of desolation

during the seventy years' captivity in

Babylon, is said to be dVis, for ever,

Jer. xviii. 16.

21. In the words wi?.? «"? wen •'n^i?.?"),

there is an ellipsis of ni?^, after dd^, the

affix in which refers to the Jews, not to

their enemies. Almost all the inter-

preters have stumbled at 'n'iJ'J, the verb
here employed, but they have generally
got over the difficulty, by giving to it the

signification of 'r"?i?3, / have avenged—

a

signification which nowhere attaches to

it in the Hebrew Bible. For the dif-

ferent explanations see Pococke. np:,

Arab, jo, pur us, mundus fu'it, ii. and

iv. mundav'it. Syr. in Pael, sacr'ificavit,

lihavit. In Niph. the Heb. verb signifies

to be morally pure, to be free from pun-
ishment ; ill Pie], as here, to regard, pro-
nounce, or treat as innocent, to pardon.
'1 he words were doubtless suggested by
j<*|7: Di in the preceding verse, and are to

be rendered, / will regard their blood as

innoceiit, which I have not regarded as

innocent ,• i. e. I will pardon those whom
I have ti'eated as guilty. My people,

whom I have punished on account of

their apostasies, I will henceforth regard
with favour and love. The affix D in

C97, corresponds to the same in C^n«,

ver. 19.—piD, the Participle used with
futurity of signification.





A M S.

PREFACE.

Amos, (Heb. DiQJ/, burden, a word purely Hebrew, and not of

Egyptian origin, and the same as Amasis or Amosis, as Gesenius

conjectures,) was, as we learn from the inscription, a native of

Tekoali, a small town in the tribe of Judah, at the distance of about

twelve miles south-east of Jerusalem. The country round being

sandy and barren, was destitute of cultivation, and fit only to be

occupied by those addicted to pastoral life. Among these our

prophet was originally found ; and, though it was counted no

disgrace in ancient times, any more than it is at the present day in

Arabia, to follow this occupation, kings themselves being found in

it, (2 Kings iii. 4,) yet there is no reason to suppose that Amos
belonged to a family of rank or influence, but the contrary. No
mention is made of his father; but too much stress is not to be laid

upon this circumstance. That he had been in poor circumstances,

however, appears from the statement made chap. vii. 14; from

which also it is incontrovertible, that no change of circumstances

intervened, which may be supposed to have been more favourable

to mental culture, but that he was called at once to exchange the

life of a shepherd for that of a prophet.

Though a native of the kingdom of Judah, he discharged the

functions of his office in that of Israel—a fact which is to be
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accounted for, not, as Bertholdt conjectures, on the ground of some

personal relations, but by an express Divine commission to occupy

it as the scene of his labours. Eichhorn ingeniously supposes the

reasons of his selection to have been, that the appearance of a

foreign prophet was much more calculated to excite attention than

that of a native, and that such a prophet w^as more likely to com-

mand respect than any belonging to a kingdom in vv^hich impostors

and fanatics abounded.

The time at which he prophesied is stated in general terms,

chap. i. 1, to have been in the reigns of Uzziah, king of Judah,

and Jeroboam II. king of Israel, the former of whom reigned

B.C. 811—759, and the latter B.C. 825—784, but in which of these

years he was called to the office, and how long he continued to

exercise it, we are not told. Even if any dependence could be placed

upon the Jewish tradition, Joseph. Antiq. ix. 10, 4, and Jerome

on Amos i. 1, that the earthquake mentioned here, and Zech. xiv. 5,

took place when Uzziah attempted to usurp the sacerdotal functions,

we should still be unable to fix the exact date, since it is uncertain

in what year the attempt was made.

That he was contemporary with Hosea, appears not only from

the dates assigned in both their books, but from the identical state

of afiairs in the kingdom of the ten tribes, which they so graphi-

cally describe. Whether he flourished also in the days of Isaiah

and Micah cannot be determined.

As we have already found from the prophecy of Hosea, idolatry,

with its concomitant evils, effeminacy, dissoluteness, and immo-

ralities of every description, reigned with uncontrolled sway among

the Israelites in the reign of Jeroboam the son of Joash. It is

chiefly against these evils that the denunciations of Amos are

directed.

The book may properly be divided into three parts : First, sen-

tences pronounced against the Syrians, the Philistines, the Phoe-

nicians, the Edomites, the Ammonites, the Moabites, the Jews, and

the Israelites, chapters i. and ii. Second, special discourses

delivered against Israel, chapters iii.—vi. Third, visions, partly of

a consolatory, and partly of a comminatory nature, in which refer-

ence is had both to the times that were to pass over the ten tribes,
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previous to the coming of the Messiah, and to what was to take

place under his reign, chapters vii.—ix.

In point of style, Amos holds no mean place among the prophets.

The declaration of Jerome, that he was imperitus sermone, has not

been justified by modern critics. On the contrary, it is universally

allowed that, though destitute of sublimity, he is distinguished for

perspicuity and regularity, embellishment and elegance, energy and

fulness. His images are mostly original, and taken from the

natural scenery with which he was familiar ; his rhythmus is

smooth and flowing ; and his parallelisms are in a high degree

natural and complete. In description, he is for the most part

special and local ; he excels in the minuteness of his groupings,

while the general vividness of his mamier imparts a more intense

interest to all that he delivers. In some few instances, as in

chapters iv. vi. and vii. the language approaches more to the prose

style, or is entirely that of narrative.

From chap. vii. 10—13, it appears that the scene of his ministry

was Bethel. Whether he left that place in consequence of the

interdict of Amaziah, the priest, we know not. According to

Pseudo-Epiphanius, he afterwards returned to his native place,

where he died, and was buried with his fathers ; but no dependence

can be placed on the statement.



CHAPTER I.

After a clironological and general introduction, ver. 1, 2, this chapter contains a

heavy charge, accompanied with denunciations, against the Syrians of Damascus,

3—5; the Philistines, 6—8; the Phoenicians, 9, 10; the Idumeans, 11, 12;

and the Ammonites, 13—15.

1 The words of Amos, who "was among the shepherds of Tekoali,

which he saw concerning Israel, in the days of Uzziah, king

of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam, the son of Joash, king

of Israel, two years before the earthquake.

1. With the exception of the hook of

Jeremiah, that of Amos is the only one

of the prophets commencing with ^12^,

" The words of—." Comp. however, Hag.

i. 12. The meaning is, the subjects or

matters of oracular communication which

he was employed by the prophetic Spirit

to deliver, and which were now, under

the influence of the same Spirit, com-

mitted to writing. Their divine origin

is clearly determined by what is added,

run i©«, "which he saw," i.e. which were

supernaturally presented to his mental

vision. See on Is. i. 1. The preposition

4 in O'lps?, does not denote distinction,

intimating that Amos was greater in

point of wealth or respectability than

the rest of the shepherds, as Kimchi

would have it, but simply that he was of

their number ; he belonged to their con-

dition of life, and followed their occu-

pation. The phrase n'?i73? n^T expresses,

in fact, nothing more than ^itp
'^''^. Comp.

for similar usage 1 Sam. xix. 24 ; Ps.

cxviii. 7; and the Arabic aJUj i^ Uj.

npi occurs only here, and 2 Kings iii. 4.

By some it is supposed to denote the

shepherd or keeper of a species of sheep

and goats, distinguished by certain

marks, and to be derived from liZJ, to

prick, or mark with ptaicftires, and so to

distinguish by such marks. By others,

it is more properly referred for illustration

to the Arab, tjjjj, genus ovium deforme

et brevipes, and tJlsJ, ovium, (Jjb, appel-

latariim i^aslor. From the disesteem

in which such animals were held, arose

the proverb, ti>iUj ^_< (JjJ, more vile

than the Nikad. At the same time, as

their wool was valuable, they were kept

in great numbers. In both instances in

which the term occurs, it seems to be

used in a more general acceptation. Aq.

tv TTot/ivoTpd^ots- ; Symm. and the fifth

edit. tV TolsTToifieaLv. The explanation of

Cyril is not inept: 'Ajuco? yeyovev alnoXos

dvrjp Ka\ noijieviKols idecrl re 6e vofj-ois

tuTtdpanixlvos. The LXX. ev 'Akku-

pdlJL, mistaking it for the name of a

place where they supposed the prophet to

have been when he received his Divine

communications. The ruins of yipn

Arab, c Jo", Tekita, Dr. Robinson found
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And he said

:

Jehovah roareth from Zion,

And uttereth his voice from Jerusalem
;

The pastures of the shepherds mourn,

And tlie summit of Carmel withereth.

Thus saith Jehovah :

For three transgressions of Damascus,

covering an extent of four or five acres

on an elevated hill, not steep, but broad

at the top, about two hours distant from

Bethlehem. On approaching it, he de-

scribes the landscape as rocky and
sterile, yet rich in pasturage, as was tes-

tified bv the multitude of the flocks.

(Palestine, ii. pp. 181, 182.) The sur-

rounding region, especially that in the

direction of the Dead Sea, is called

vip^n -liia, 2 Chron. xx. 20, and ?) tpefjios

©fKcue, 1 Mace. ix. 33. In this pas-

turing district, our prophet originally

tended his flocks, and collected the syca-

more figs. For the dates here specified,

see the Introduction. The prophecy is

specially directed against Israel, or the

kingdom of the ten tribes, though that

of Judah, and likewise several foreign

states, are also expressly denounced. We
possess no data by which to fix the year

in which the earthquake, hei'e mentioned,

occurred. Zechariah, chap. xiv. 5, refers

to it as having happened in the days of

Uzziah, but he does not specify the year.

According to Josephus, it took place on
occasion of the invasion of the sacerdotal

office by that monarch, Antiq. ix. 10, 4.

As earthquakes are by no means un-

common in Palestine, it must have been
unusually severe to entitle it to the spe-

ciality of reference here employed. Some
interpret ''OT\ of a civil commotion, but

without sufficient ground, as the con-

nexion Zech. xiv. 4, 5, shows,

2. Zion, or Jerusalem, being the cen-
tral point of the theocracy, was the special

residence of Jehovah, to whom the

judgments afterwards denounced, are, in

hi^'hly figurative language, immediately

referred. JXtt;, commonly employed to

express the roaring of the lion, is here

used to set forth the awful character of

those judgments. Dathe, stumbling at

the boldness of the figure, renders,

Jova ex Zione dira pronunciat ; thereby

destroying the poetical force of the lan-

guage. Comp. Jer. xxv.30; Jobxxxvii.4.
1 in ^'^}^), marks the apodosis. For
'Sin niw, comp. not ni«3, Ps. xxiii. 2.

bms, Michaelis, Justi, and others, take to

be the Carmel, now called by the Arabs

{,J^J, Kurmul, which lies near Yutta, or

Juttah, between two and three hours to

the south of Hebron ; but though the

mountainous region about that place was
more in the proximity of the prophet,

yet the established scripture reference to

the fertility of the celebrated Mount
Carmel in the tribe of Asher seems to

entitle the latter to the preference. In
fact, there does not appear to be any
mountain deserving the name in the hill

country of Judah. The hill of Maon,
which is close by, is not less than two
hundred feet higher than the site of the

ruins of the castle of Kurmul. See

Robinson, ut sup. pp. 193—200. Besides

the identical phrase, '"9'fi'!' tt5><i, the sum-
mit of Carmel, which again occurs

chap. ix. 3, in immediate connexion with

the sea, is employed in application to the

western Carmel, 1 Kings xviii. 42.

3. Here begins a series of minatory
predictions against different states, which
extends to chap. ii. 8, where it merges
in a continued denunciation of judg-

ments directed almost exclusively against

the Israelites. Instead of proceeding at

once to charge the ten tribes with the

flagrant evils of which they had been

guilty, Amos commences with the

Syrians, and, after exposing their wicked-

ness, and that of the Philistines, the

Phoenicians, the Edomites, the Ammo-
nites, the Moabites, and the Jews, he
comes to his proper subject, on which he
dwells throughout the rest of the book.

Having roused the indignation of those

among whom he prophesied against sin

as exhibited in others, he charges it
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And for four, I will not reverse it

;

Because they threshed Gilead with sledges of iron
;

But I will send a fire into the house of Hazael,

And it shall devour the palaces of Benhadad.

I will also break the barrier of Damascus,

And cut off the ruler from the valley of Aven,

home upon themselves. Each of the

eight predictions is ushered in by the

solemn nin' iw ris, thus sa'Uh Jehovah

;

and consists, in part, in a repetition of

the same symmetrical stanzas, with an
intermixture of matter, varying according
to the nature of the subjects treated of.

Interpreters differ in regard to the precise

meaning of the use made by our prophet
of the numerals three and four. Similar

formula are frequent in Hebrew. See
Exod. XX. 5 ; Job v. 19, xxxiii. 14, 29;
Prov. XXX. 15, 18, 21; Eccles. xi. 2

;

Is. xvii. 6; Mic. v. 4, Comp. the rpls

Kal TerpaKis of Homer ; the terque qua-
terque of Virgil ; and the ter et quater of

Horace. The notion, that the two num-
bers are to be added, so as to bring out

the perfect number seven, and thus to

express the completeness or full measure
of the iniquity, is not borne out by
Hebrew usage. That the numbers are

to be taken literally, as in Prov. xxx.
where there is an enumeration of eacli

of the particulars, is equally out of the

question ; the specification of the prophet
being, in each case, limited to a single

act of wickedness. Nor can the con-
struction be admitted, I have not pun-
ished Damascus, &c. on accovmt of three

transgressions, but on account of a fourth

I will punish her ; since 'isi'^^ ^, ob-

viously connects with both numerals.
The only satisfactory mode of explication

is, to regard the phrase as intensively

proverbial, and designed to express mul-
tiplied or repeated delinquencies, ofwhich
the last, as the most atrocious, is uni-

formly described. The noun to which
the suffix in ^s^'^^^f relates, is not ex-

pressed, either before or after the verb,

on the principle, that the subject referred

to would naturally suggest itself to the

mind of the reader. It is anticipative

of the sentence of punishment delivered

in the following verses. Comp. Num.
xxiii. 20, in which is an ellipsis of the

noun nan?, the idea of which is expressed

by the verb. Bp. Lowth proposes to

render, "I will not restore it;" but with-

out sufficient authority, miuj nt), " to

reverse the captivity," is the phrase em-
ployed in such case. In the phrase, " I

will not reverse," is a litotes—the mean-
ing being, " I will certainly execute."

For Damascus, which, as the metropolis,

is put for the kingdom of Syria, see on
Is. xvii. 1. The ci"uel treatment of the

inhabitants of Gilead here referred to, is

that to which they were subjected by
Hazael and Benhadad, 2 Kings x. 32,33.

xiii. 3—7, both of which princes Amos
mentions by name, ver. 4. It consisted

in their being thrown before the thresh-

ing sledges, the sharp teeth of iron in

the rollers of which tore and mangled
their bodies. See on Is. xxviii. 27, and
comp. 2 Sam. xii. 31, where we find the

same punishment inflicted by David, by
the law of retaliation. n'lS^n, the LXX,
render irpioai ai8i]po'is, and add unwar-
rantably, Tcistv yaarpl exova-as ; Symm.
and Theod. rpoxols aidrjpo'ls. '^^'^, to

thresh, is the very term used in the his-

tory of the transaction, 2 Kings xiii. 7.

Gilead comprehended the whole of the

territory beyond the Jordan, belonging

to the tribes of Reuben and Gad, and the

half tribe of Manasseh ; and as it bor-

dered on the kingdom of the Syrians,

was particularly exposed to their attacks.

4. The Benhadad here mentioned
was the son and successor of Hazael, and
not the king of that name whom Hazael
succeeded. Comp. 2 Kings viii. 7, 15,

v/ith xiii. 3, 24. A similar prediction

was afterwards delivered by Jeremiah,

chap. xlix. 27, from which and from

Hos. viii. 14, it is evident that the phra-

seology employed by Amos here, and
verses 7, 10, 12, 14, chap. ii. 2, 5, is not

peculiar to that prophet.

5. According to the testimony of a

native, whom Michaelis consulted, there is

a most delightful valley called Oon, about

four hours distant from Damascus,
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And the sceptre-holder from Beth-Eden,

And the people of Syria shall go captive to Kir,

Saith Jehovah.

Thus saith Jehovah :

For three transgressions of Gaza,

And for four I will not reverse it

;

Because they effected a complete captivity,

To deliver it up to Edom.

towards the desert, which has given vise

to a proverb, " Have you ever been in

the valley of Oon ?" meaning, Have j'ou

ever been in a place of delight? As,

however, this has not been confirmed by
any traveller, most expositors are inclined

to refer the place to what is otherwise

called pi^rt nvpi, "thevalleyof Lebanon,"

or ^;ajt\Jl, el BuJcaa, between the ridges

of Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon. Here are

the celebrated ruins of the temple of

Baalbec, the Syrian Heliopolis, to which
the LXX. have expressly referred p«,

Aven, only pronouncing it pN, On—Ik

TTebiov 'Qv
;
just as they have rendered

the latter word when it is employed to

denote the city of the same name in

Egypt, which was dedicated to the sun.

The Hebrews in Palestine, to express

their abhorrence of the idolatrous wor-

ship practised at both places, pronounced
the word p«, Aven, which properly sig-

nifies nothingness, vanity, and lience an
idol, on account of its inutility. Comp.
with the present passage Ezek. xxx. 17.

3^^' does not here denote inhabitant, or

inhabitants generally, but as the parallel

icittj ^piri, sceptre-holder, shows, one who
sits upon, or occupies a throne—a judge,

prince, or king—the person exercising

authority in the district specified. For
the latter phrase, the (tktjtttovxos of

Homer may be compared. ]'}'$ n'a, Beth-
Eden was, in all probability, the locality

in the mountains of Lebanon, which
Ptolemy, v. 15, calls Hapabeia-os ; where
the royal family had a palace, and where
one of its members usually resided.

The name is still given to a delectable

valley to the west of Damascus. The
Aram, or Syria, here referred to, is that

of which Damascus was the capital. By
T|?, Kir, is meant the river and region of

the Cyrus in Iberia, now called Kur.

See on Is. xxii. 6; and for the accom-
plishment of the prediction in the suc-

cessful expedition of Tiglathpileser, king

of Assyria, 2 Kings xvi. 9. The version

of the LXX. is here extremely faulty,

as the slightest comparison with the

original will show.

6. nw, Arab. !$•.£, Ghuzzeh, Gaza, was

tlie southernmost of the five principal

cities of the Philistines, which formed
the capitals of so many satrapies of the

same names. It was situated at the dis-

tance of about an hour's journey from
the south-east coast of the Mediterranean,

from which it was separated by low hills

and tracts of sand. It was built upon a
hill, and strongly fortified, as the name
imports. The modern city is built partly

on the hill, but mostly on the plain below;

and according to Dr. Robinson, contains

a population of about 15,000 souls. It

must have been a place of high an-

tiquity, for its name occurs in the gene-
alogical table. Gen. x. ; and it occupied

so commanding a position, that it formed
the key to Palestine on the south. It

stands here bj^ synecdoche for the whole
of Philistia. By np"?^ n\ we are neither

to understand, with the LXX. alxi^a.-

Xcoaiav Tov ^aka^cov ; nor with Justi, " a

holy or pious captivity ;" nor with Grotius

and Michaelis, captivitatem pacijicam

;

but the immense number of captives

which were carried away from Judea in

the reign of Ahaz, 2 Chron. xxviii. 18.

The capture was indiscriminate and uni-

versal ; none escaped. Comp. for the

phrase Jer. xiii. 19. What aggravated
the guilt of the Philistines was, that they
did not treat the Jews as prisoners of

war, but sold them as slaves to the Edo-
mites, who were their bitterest enemies,

and would treat them with the utmost
cruelty. They were doubtless conveyed
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7 But I will send a fire into tlie wall of Gaza,

And it shall devour her palaces
;

8 And I will cut off tlie ruler from Ashdod,

And the sceptre-holder from Ashkelon ;

And will turn back my hand upon Ekron.

And the residue of the Philistines shall perish,

Saith the Lord Jehovah.

9 Thus saith Jehovah :

For three transgressions of Tyre,

And for four, I will not reverse it

;

Because they delivered up a complete captivity to Edom,

And remembered not the covenant of the brethren.

10 But I will send a fire into the Avail of Tyre,

And it shall devour her palaces.

to Petra, the great emporium of com-
merce, and there sold to such as miglit

purchase them. Comp. Joel iii. 4—6.

7. -3iii,Jlre, is here metaphorically used

for war, in carrying on which, however,

it is often employed as one of the most
destructive elements. Comp. Num.
xxi. 28 ; Is. xxvi. 11.

8. For the meaning of yp\\ see on
ver. 5. Three others of the principal

cities of the Philistines are now threat-

ened, ^^T9^, Ashdod, for which see on

Is. XX. 1 ; 'f>P;^^, Arab liw:, Jske-

lon, occupying a strong position on the

top of a ridge of rock, which encircles

it, and terminates at each end in the sea,

and distant from Gaza about five hours,

in the direction of NN.E.; and pi??,

EJ{ron, now called by the natives JiU.,

Alcir, tlie most northerly of the five, and
at some distance inland from the line of

liills which run along the coast of the

Mediterranean. See Dr. Robinson's

Palestine, iii. 21—25. The reason why
Gath, the remaining city of the five, is

not mentioned, is assigned by Kimchi to

be, its having been already subdued by
David ; but as it was afterwards occupied

both by the Syrians, 2 Kings xii. 17, and
the Philistines, 2 Chron.xxvi. G, it seems
more natural to refer its omission to the

fact of its reduction by Uzziah, in the

days of our prophet, as narrated in the

latter of the above passages. It is also

omitted Zeph. ii. 4, 5. "J? i;a"i»n, to

turn the hand tcpon, means to exert one's

power anew, whether in the way of

favour or of hostility. Here it is ob-

viously to be taken in the hostile sense.

No part of Philistia was to remain un-
visited by Divine judgments. Comp.
Jer. xlvii. 4; Ezek. xxv. 16. In which
of the reductions of the Philistines, the

prediction received its fulfilment, we
cannot determine. One of these took

place during the reign of Uzziah,

2 Chron. xxvi. 6, 7 ; another in that of

Hezekiah, 2 Kings xviii. 8 ; they were
afterwards successively reduced by Psam-
meticus, king of Egypt, by Nebuchad-
nezzar, by the Persians, by Alexander,
and ultimately by the Asmoneans.

9. A similar charge is here brought
against the Phoenicians, with the super-

added aggravation of a breach of an-

cient faith. Comp. Joel iii. 4— G. The
D''ni< nn^, covenant of brethren, includes

the terms of friendship and mutual as-

sistance which were agreed upon between
David and Hiram, 2 Sam. v. 11; and
afterwards between Solomon and the

same monarch, 1 Kings v. See espe-

cially ver. 12, (Heb. ver. 26,) where it

is expressly stated, that Drt':*) nn^ imD.".-),

" they two made a league," or coveyiant.

10. For Tyre, and the accomplishment
of this prediction, see on Is. xxiii.
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1

1

Thus saitli Jehovah :

For three transgressions of Edom,

And for four, I will not reverse it

;

Because he pursued his brother with the sword,

And did violence to his pity,

And his anger tore continually,

And he retained his wrath for ever.

12 But I will send a fire into Teman,

And it shall devour the palaces of Bozrah.

1.3 Thus saith Jehovah :

For three transgressions of the sons of Ammon,
And for four, I will not reverse it

;

11. For Edom, and the fulfilment of

the pi'ophecy here pronounced against it,

see on Is. xxxiv. 5. The guilt of the

cruelties exercised by the Idumeans upon
the Jews was greatly aggravated by the

circumstance of their original relation-

ship, Obad. 10, and the unrelenting per-

petual character of their hatred, nnuj

CPTI, lit. to spoil, or destroy compassions ;

i. e. so to repress all the tender feelings

of pity, as to become hardened against

objects of distress. Compare the phrase,

rTODn nnffi, to destroy tvisdom, Ezek.

xxvlii. 17. The LXX. Ital. Arab.

Doderlein, Dathe, Vater, Jiisti, and some
others, take D'pn!', in the sense of Dm,
the womb, and explain it either of preg-

nant females, or of the fruit of the womb,
i.e. children; but the plural is never

used in this acceptation. Aq. (XTrXayxva

avTov ; Symm. anXdyxva 'i8ta. The

V

root nn:j, Arab. *^' ^y^'- so^ .. signifies

to love, in Piel, to regard with tender

affection, to cherish feelings of compas-

sion towards any one. The n in '^^n'aj,

is generally considered to be an instance

of a paragogic in the third person,

but it is preferable to construe it as the

pronominal feminine affix, agreeing with
rni» in the nominative absolute. The
absence of the Mappic forms no objec-

tion, as there are several instances of

its omission where we might have ex-

pected it. The accent on the penul-

timate favours this construction, being

occasioned solely by the absence of the

Mappic. The verb, to be taken as a

feminine, must be pointed nnniu, but this

would require rnas to be the subject in-

stead of the object, which would be in-

tolerably harsh. Comp. for the sentiment,

and an elliptical form of the phraseology,

Jer. iii. 5. The Hebrews speak of

keeping a quality, whether good or bad,
when they would express its prolonged
or continued exercise. See Neh. ix. 32

;

Dan. ix. 4.

12. That^o'H, 7'(??7ia?i, was a city, seems
evident from its being mentioned along
with ^^1, Bozrah, for which see on
Is. xxxiv. 6. Though Jerome speaks of

it as a region, he mentions, in his Ono-
masticon, a town of this name, at the

distance of five miles from Petra. On
the map of Burckhardt and Grimm, it is

placed to the south of Wady Miisa. It

was doubtless the principal place in the

district inhabited by the descendants of

Teman, one of the grandsons of Esau,
Gen. xxxvi. 11, 15, who were celebrated

on account of their supeiior wisdom, Jer.

xlix. 7. Comp. Obad. 8, 9, and Baruch
iii. 22. Eliphaz, one of Job's friends,

was a Temanite. The reason why no
mention is made of Sela, or Petra, Cred-
ner thinks is to be found in the fact, that

it had already been captured by Ama-
ziah, 2 Kings xiv. 7, of whose conquests
in that direction advantage was taken
by his son Uzziah, ver. 22; 2 Chron.
xxvi. 2.

13. pQ? '23, the Atnmonites, descend-
ants of Lot, Gen. xix. 3, occupied the
territory on the east of the Jordan, be-
tween the rivers Jabbok and Arnon, but
more in the direction of the Arabian
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14

15

Because they ripped up those who were pregnant in Gilead,

That they might enlarge their border.

But I will kindle a fire on the wall of Rabbah,

And it shall devour the palaces thereof;

With a shout in the day of battle,

With a tempest in the day of the storm.

Their king shall go into captivity,

He and his princes together,

Saith Jehovah.

desert. That portion of country which

lay along the Jordan, of which they had
possessed themselves, originally belonged

to the Amorites, which accounts for its

being given to the tribe of Gad, Josh,

xiii. 25. They frequently annoyed the

Hebrews, but were repelled by David
and several of his successors. For the

sake of plunder, they joined the Chal-

deans on their invasion of Judea; and,

even after the captivity, they evinced the

same hostile disposition. They were

severely chastised by Judas Maccabeus,

1 Mace. V. 6, 7. Justin Martyr speaks of

them as still a numei-ous people in his

day, ^A^fiavircdP eari vvv ttoKv TvKrjQog.

Dial, cum Tryph. p. 347. Ed. Paris, 1615.

The atrocious cruelty here charged upon
the Ammonites, appears to have formed

no luiusual part of the barbarities prac-

tised by the ancients in war. Comp.
2 Kings viii. 12, xv. 16 ; Hos. xiii. 16,

(Heb. xiv. 1 ;) and my note on the last

passage. See also 1 Sam. xi. 2. The
object of the Ammonites was to effect

an utter extermination of the Israelites

inhabiting the mountainous regions of

Gilead, in order that they might extend

their own territory in that direction.

14. nan, Rahhah, i. e. " the Great,"

•was the metropolis of the country of the

Ammonites, the extensive ruins of which

have recently been discovered by Seetzen

and Burckhardt on the banks of the river

Moiet Amman, which empties itself into

the Jabbok. The full form of the name
was ]te?> '?.^ na'], Deut. iii. 1 J , by which it

was distinguished from Rabbah of Moab,
and a city of the same name in the tribe

of Judah. It is called 'Pal3a6d[j,ava by
Polybius and Stephen of Byzantium

;

but it otherwise went among the Greeks

by the name of ^tXaSeX^ta, which it

derived from Ptolemy Philadelphus. It

is now known by that of .1^, Amman,

the same given to it by Abulfeda in his

Tab. Syr. p. 91. By Winn, is meant the

tremendous shout which eastern armies
give at the commencement of battle,

partly to excite their courage, and partly

to strike terror into the enemy. Comp.
Exod. xxxii. 17; Josh. vi. 5, 20. Thus
the Iliad, iii. 1, &c.

—

Avrap enel Koa-fxrjOev ayH i^ye^ovecraiv

eKUcrroi,

Tpcoes jJiiv Kkayyfj t, ivoTrfj r' 'icrav,

bpvides a>s'

'Hvre Tvep Kkayyfj yepapav, k.t.X.

15>P, hurricane, and nWD, stonn or tempest,

mark the resistless force of the onset,

and the utterly destructive consequences

residting from it. That they are poet-

ically applied to the warlike operations

against Rabbah, is clear from nsiD Di%

the day of storm, being parallel with

npn^a or, the day of battle.

15. fa?^^, their king, the Syr. and Vulg.

have understood of Malcam or Milcom,

i. e. Moloch, an idol of the Ammonites
and Moabites ; but the LXX. and Targ.

support the common rendering, which
Vjffl, his princes, following, would seem
absolutely to require. It is true, this

term might be taken figuratively to

signify priests, as in Is. xliii. 28 ; and

such interpretation might appear to be

countenanced by the occurrence of v^ns,

his priests, in the parallel prophecy of

Jeremiah, chap. xlix. 3 ; but the use of

VTja, Ms princes, immediately after by that

prophet, shows that, if the former term

be not an interpolation, it denotes the

idolatrous priests who were in attendance

upon the king, just as the princes were
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the chiefs and civil officers about the

court. Oi lepfls avrav, which the LXX.
have added in Amos, and which is copied

in the Syr. and Arab., was probably
borrowed from the passage in Jeremiah

;

or it may have been inserted in the Greek
text by some copyist before these other

versions were made. The combination

of D'"!©, princes, with tOQi©, ^'Mjgre, chap,

ii. 3, confirms the above interpretation.

CHAPTER II.

In this chapter we have the continuation of charges and denunciations against

different nations, as the Moabites, 1—3 ; the Jews, 4, 5 ; and finally, the Israelites,

who were to form the principal objects of the prophet's ministry, 6—8. Amos

then proceeds to insist on their ungrateful conduct, notwithstanding the ex-

perience which they had had of distinguished favours at the hand of God, 9—13 ;

and the futility of all hopes of escape which they might be led to entertain,

14—16.

Thus saitli Jehovah :

For three transgressions of Moab,

And for four, I will not reverse it

;

Because they calcined the bones of the King of Edom.

But I will send a fire into Moab,

And it shall devour the palaces of Kerioth
;

And Moab shall die in the tumult,

At the shout, at the sound of the trumpet

;

I will cut off the judge from the midst thereof,

And kill all the princes thereof with him,

Saith Jehovah.

1. For Moab, see on Is. xv. The
particular act here charged against the

Moabites is nowhere recorded. Michaelis

is of opinion, that reference is had to

2 Kings iii. 27 ; but the prince there

spoken of was the son of the king of

Moab, and not the future heir to

the Idumean throne. The wickedness
appears to have consisted in a wanton
violation of the sanctity of the tomb, by
the disinterment and burning of the

royal remains. It was indicative of an
enmity which was not satisfied with

inflicting every possible injury upon its

victim while living, but pursued him even
into the regions of the dead. Comp Is,

xxxiii. 12.

2. riv^;^, Kerioth; LXX. Tai> iroKeav

avrav ; Targ. N3"]?, thefortress or citadel;

in all probability, the chief city, elsewhere

called i^i'on'i?, Kir-Moah, and here put
in the plural, to describe its size, or

appearance, as comprehending more than

one. Comp. Jer. xlviii. 24, and on Is.

XV. 1. p^*©, here means the tumult of

battle. Is. xiii. 4 ; xvii. 12.

3. From the circumstance that tDEiiiJ,

juclfje, and not "^3'?, Idng, is selected to
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Thus saitli Jehovah

:

For three transgressions of Judali,

And for four, I will not reverse it

;

Because they have despised the law of Jehovah,

And have not kept his statutes
;

And their false deities have caused them to err,

After which their fathers walked.

But I will send a fire into Judah,

And it shall devour the palaces of Jerusalem.

Thus saith Jehovah :

For three transgressions of Israel,

And for four, I will not reverse it

;

Because they sold the righteous for money,

And the poor for a pair of sandals

:

describe the chief magistrate of Moab, it

has, not without reason, been supposed,

that, at the time the prophet wrote, or,

at least, at the time to which his prophecy-

refers, a change had taken place in the

government of that country ; but whether

it was occasioned by the extinction of the

royal house, or the appointment of a

ruler by a foreign power, it is impossible

to decide. The reference which some

have made to Ps. ii. 10, in proof that

judge and king are identical, is not in

point; for, though the terms as there

used are so far synonymous, that they

both designate persons high in office, yet

there is an obvious distinction both as it

respects the degree of their rank, and the

nature of the offices with which they

were invested. The connecting of the

princes with Moab (71^) and not with

the judge 0''f^) as in chap. i. 15, goes to

confirm the view just given.

4, 5. The charges brought against the

Jews differ from any of the preceding, in

the crimes which they involve having

been committed directly against God,

and not against man. They had become

weary of his service, abandoned his

•worship, and addicted themselves to

idolati-ous practices. Between the syno-

nymes here employed there is this

difference of meaning : rnin, law, stands

for the institute of Moses generally, of

which the moral code formed the basis;

''i^n, statutes, for the ceremonial and

judicial enactments. By D'?;?, /ies, idols

are meant, and the word is so rendered
here in the Vulg. The LXX. have taken
the same view of it, rendering it iidraia,

vanities. Comp. for this acceptation

Ps. xl. 5. Idols were so called because

their pretensions and oracles were founded
on falsehood, and because they deluded

with false hopes those who worshipped
them. Instead of being weaned from
their attachment to the gods which their

ancestors had, at different times, served,

the Jews became increasingly addicted

to them, and thereby brought upon
themselves the punishment inflicted by
Nebuchadnezzar.

6. The prophet, having secured the

attention of the Israelites by his predic-

tions against those communities which
they regarded with feelings of hostility,

comes now to his proper subject, which
was to charge upon themselves the guilt

which, in various ways, they, as a people,

had contracted. ''^'5^', Israel, i.e. the

Israelites, consisted, after the revolt in

the time of Rehoboam, of the ten tribes,

whose capital was Samaria, and whose
woi'ship, originally that of Jehovah,

under the visible image of the golden

calves, speedily merged in the basest and
most licentious idolatry, "ipp, to sell, has

no reference, as some have thought, to

the conduct of a corrupt judge, who for

money gives a vei'dict against the

innocent, the term never being used to

express any such act ; but describes the

selling of a person into slavery. They
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Who pant for the dust of the earth on the head of the poor,

And turn aside the way of the afflicted

;

A man and his father go in to the same damsel,

In order to profane my holy name.

They stretch themselves upon pledged garments,

Close to every altar
;

And drink the wine of the amerced

In the house of their gods.

Yet it was I that destroyed the Amorite before them,

Whose height was as the height of the cedars,

even deprived the poor of their liberty

for the most paltry consideration. Comp.
chap. viii. 6. c;)^'?, sandals, are greatly

inferior in value to shoes, consisting

mei'ely of soles of leather or wood,
fastened by two straps to the feet, one of

which passes over the forepart of the foot,

near the great toe, and the other round
the ankle.

7. Fji^ffi, signifies to breathe hard, to

pant, eagerly to desire, which well suits

the connexion, so that there is no neces-

sity, with Houbigant, Newcome, and
others, to change the verb into ^^^', to

attach, bruise, ^-c. The meaning of the

prophet is, that the persons whom he
describes were so avaricious, that, after

having robbed others of their propert}',

and reduced them to a state of poverty,

they even begrudged them the small

quantity of dust which they had cast on
their heads in token of mourning. Comp.
2 Sam. i. 2 ; Job ii. 12. }, as in tw-i, is

elsewhere used in the acceptation of on
or upon, and is here the more appro-

priately adopted, on account of the more
usual preposition "J?? having just been
employed. Comp. chap. viii. 4. '^t n'^rj,

to turn, or thrust aside as to the way

;

i. e. to turn any one out of his right

course, into a trackless region, where he
can expect nothing but inconvenience,

perplexity and danger; here, to render
the afflicted still more miserable. From
the reference made in the following

verse to idolatrous deities and altars, it

is most probable that niy:n, the damsel
here spoken of, was not an ordinary or

common strumpet, but one who pro-

sti tut ed herselfin honour ofA starte, at one
ofher shrines. h^X.TrjvavTrjvnaiBia-Krjv.

Such an act of daring profligacy was llic

more atrocious from its having been
committed in a heathen temple, with the

express design, as the prophet states, of

doing indignity to Jehovah. See Gesenius,

Lex. in ]to. A) 2.

8. To retain pledged raiment over

night was expressly prohibited by the

Mosaic law, Exod. xxii. 26, 27, as it

deprived the owner of his covering: to

stretch oneself upon it in an idol's temple
was a great aggravation of the crime.

C'^an, pledged, lit. hound, held in bondage,

from '^in, to hind. Arab. (J^^^j Syr.

|l0Qi«A, dehitum. It was not unusual for the

heathen to sleep near the altars of their

gods, that they might obtain communica-
tions in dreams ; but as it was customary
to eat in a recumbent posture, the

stretching here referred to would rather

seem to have respect to participation

in idolatrous feasts, especially as the

drinking of wine in the temples is

specified in the following line. D'"OT33> p.,

the wine of the amerced, means wine
purchased with money exacted by the

imposition of fines, n'a, for n^ia, as

frequently. Regardless of the sufferings

of those whom they oppressed, the

apostate Israelites revelled in sensual

indulgences.

9. 1 in '?:n^, is strongly adversative, and
introduces the contrast between the
Divine conduct and that of the Israelites.

The signal benefits which, as a nation,

they had received from Jehovah, ought
to have attached them for ever to his

service. The conjunction and pronoun
are repeated for like effect, verse 10.
'"itDNH, the Amorites, are here taken in a
wide sense, as inclu ling all the inliabitants
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And who was strong as the oaks

;

I destroyed his fruit above,

And his roots beneath.

10 It was I also that brought you up from the hand of Egypt,

And led you in the desert forty years,

To inherit the land of the Amorite.

11 And I raised up of your sons to be prophets,

And of your young men to be Nazaritcs.

Is it not even so, O ye sons of Israel ?

Saith Jehovah.

of Canaan, on account of their being the

largest and most powerful of the nations

which occupied that country. Com. Gon.
XV. 16, xlviii. 22. In a more special

point of view, they inhabited both sides

of the Jordan, and particularly the

mountains afterwards possessed by the

tribe of Judah. Their gigantic height

and extraordinary strength, to which
reference is frequently made in the

history of the Hebrews, are here beauti-

fully compared to cedars and oaks, the

most majestic and sturdy trees of the

forest. Tlie Hebrew as well as the

profane poets, often compare men to

trees. Comp. Vs. xxxvii.35, xcii. 12— 15;

Isa. X. 33, 34 ; Ezek. xvii. 3, xxxi. Six-

teen MSS., originally twelve more, and
now five ; five of the oldest editions, and
the Rabboth read DD\3E?p, "before yoi(,"

instead of Dn\:Qn, " before them," but

these authorities, under all the cir-

cumstances of the text, are insufficient

to warrant an alteration.

10. Jehovah goes back to still earlier,

but no less remarkable displays of his

kindness to the nation, showing that from
the commencement of its history he had
been its benefactor. Comp. Jer. ii. 6.

n^?, io come or go vp, is always used in

Hebrew in reference to local or political

elevation, and not, as Rosenmiiller

asserts, to the North. The circumstance

that many of the regions or places to

which persons are said to have gone up,

lay to the north of those from which they

came, is pm-ely accidental ; whereas the

propriety of the use of the term lies in

the fact of the mountainous character of

the land of Canaan, while Egyjit and
the intervening regions were low and flat.

11. The prepositive "O in nyDM, and

Dpninnp, is partitive, indicating that some
or certain persons out of the nvmiber were
selected. The Divine condescension in

the selection of any of their race to fill

the offices here specified, laid them under
additional obligations to devote them-
selves to the service of the true God

;

and not only was thereby a distinguished

honour conferred upon them, but such

institutions furnished them with the

means of religious instruction, and
examples of holy living. For D'«'?p, the

prophets, see on Hos. xii. 11. D'll?,

Nazarites, LXX. ^yiacrfxevos, eh aymcr-

Hov, from 113, to separate, set oneself

apart, abstain, were a class of persons

among the Hebrews who ordinarily

bound themselves by a voluntary vow to

abstain either for a time, or for the whole
period of life, from wine and all in-

toxicating liquors, and everything; made
of the produce of the vine; and not to

shave their head nor touch any dead
body. Sometimes persons were, before

their birth, devoted by their parents to

this abstinence ; as in the cases of

Samson, Samuel, and John the Baptist.

For the law of the Nazarite, see Num. vi.

and Winer's Realworterb. The object

of the institute appears to have been, to

exhibit to the view of the nation the

power of religious principle operating in

the way of self-control, indifference to

sensual gratification, and an entire con-

secration to the service of God. The
importance which was attached to it in

a moral point of view, is evident from

those who thus exercised themselves in

self-denial being classed along with the

prophets. Respecting the undeniable-

ness of the fact a pointed appeal is made
at the close of the verse.
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12 But ye made the Nazarltes drink wine,

And ye charged the prophets,

Saying, Prophesy not.

13 Behold, I will press you down,

As the cart.presseth which is full of sheaves.

14 And refuge shall fail the swift,

The strong man shall not exert his strength,

15 Neither shall the mighty deliver himself;

He that handleth the bow shall not stand,

And the swift-footed shall not escape
;

Neither shall he that rideth the horse deliver himself.

16 And he that is courageous among the heroes,

Shall flee away naked in that day,

Saith Jehovah.

12. What could have been more
flagrant than to tempt the pious to break

their solemn vow, and attempt to induce

the inspired ambassadors of Jehovah to

withhold the communications of his will?

13. Here commence the denmiciations

against the apostate Israelites. The
Participle P^2?p, after T^^^, is future

in signification. See on Is. vii. 14. pw
occurs only here as a verb; but that it

signifies to press, oppres.i, Sic, is clear

from the signification of the derivatives

^P^, Ps. Iv. 4, and rijrsTO, Ps. Ivi. 2, as

well as from the connexion in which it

here occurs. Com.p. pis, and the Syr.
* op

i-CO^t atifjustiaius est: l^v,, angustia,

pressura. Comp. also the Ar. ^Icj

retinuit, impedivit; /_«j1.c, accidentia

fortimcp, qiicB impediunt hominem. The
verb is used transitively in both instances,

according to the ordinary signification of

Hiphil. There is more force in speaking
of a fully laden cart pressing the ground
under it, than its being itself pressed by
its contents, nnn is to be taken in the

sense of dotcn, as in Job xl. 12. nb is

pleonastic. The renderings of the LXX.

and Vulg. e'yw Kvkia) vttokutu) vfiav !

ego stridcho subler vos, though advocated

by some, are less appropriate. Newcome
translates the latter hemistich thus

:

" As a loaded corn-wain presseth its

sheaves ;
" buti'''?^ is the objective case

to n^^bpn, and not to P'sn. As the object

of the verb, supply y^^n'n«.

14— 16. Every attempt to resist or

escape from the evils that were coming
upon the nation, would prove utterly

fruitless. This sentiment -is expressed

under various forms, which are obviously

accumulated for the sake of effect. i at

the beginning of ver. 14, is not merely

conjunctive, but marks the consequence

or result. Verse 15th is wanting in

some of Kennicott and De Rossi's MSS.
and in the Arab. ; but the omission is no
doubt owing to the homoioteleuton of

this and the preceding verse
;
just as, for

the same reason, the words corresponding

to toP3TC>p:-n'7 at the end of ver. 14 are

omitted in the Alexandrian copy of the

LXX. The preposition ^ in D'"ii3??, gives

to i3b y^nx, the force of the superlative.

Comp. npn-i|ni33, the strongest of beasts,

Prov. XXX.' 30 ;
'^p32 nD;ri, the most

beautiful of women. Song i. 8, v. 9, vi. 1
;

evXoyrj^ivt] eV yvvai^iv, Luke i. 28.
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CHAPTER III.

The prophet resumes the subject of the Divine goodness towards the Hebrew

people, and grounds upon their misimprovement of it, the certainty of their

pimishment, ver. 1 ; he then, in a series of pointed and appropriate interrogations,

illustrates this certainty, 3—G ; which he follows up by a vindication of his

commission, 7, 8. Foreign nations are then summoned to witness the execution

ofjudgment upon the kingdom of Israel, which would be signally severe, 9—15.

1 Hear ye Uiis word, which Jehovah speaketh against you, O sons

of Israel,

Against all the family which I brought up out of the land of Egypt;

Saying :

2 Only you have I known of all the families of the earth.

Therefore I will punish you for all your iniquities.

3 Will two Avalk together

Except they be agreed ?

1, Instead of '^xw'.n, "sows of Israel,"

forty-three MSS., one in the margin,

originally seven, and five by correction,

read 'JW^^^n's, " house of Israel ;" which

reading is supported by the LXX. and

Arab, versions. Both forms are employed
in the book of Amos, but the former is

the less frequent ; which awakens the

suspicion that the latter has been intro-

duced here by way of correction. That
the phrase is intended to include the

whole Hebrew people, is evident from

the words which follow in apposition,

and describe the distinguished favour

conferred upon the entire race of Jacob.

nnsffio, Eth. |*|<f,dh, to spread out, a

iribe, or clan ; but here obviously used in

a national sense, as in Jer. viii. 3, xxv.

9 ; Micah ii. 3.

2. '^'X,
to Jcnow, is here employed in

the sense of knowing with the idea of

volition, or goodwill ; to acknowledge,

regard, care for, and by implication, to

show favour to. Comp. Ps. i. 6, cxliv. 3 ;

and -yivwo-Kco, John x. 14, xv. 17 ; 2 Tim.

ii. 19. The Israelites alone were ac-

knowledged by Jehovah as his people,

and as such treated with peculiar favour ;

but in proportion to the distinction which
they enjoyed, was the degree of punish-

ment which their ungrateful andrebellious

conduct merited.

3. In this and the three following

verses, a series of parabolic interroga-

tions are employed, highly calculated to

produce conviction in the minds of those

to whom they were addressed. They
are familiar indeed, but so much the

more appropriate and forcible. Instead

of nyi:, the LXX. Arab, and Vulg. read

I5?ni3, with apparent reference to the

signification of ^T^ in the preceding verse.

The primary signification of ^5;, Syr.

^O^ condixit, conslituit, Arab. {J'C-y

signifcavit affecturum alicui quid, is to

point, point out, appoint a time or place

;

hence in Niphal, to meet hy appointment

;

to do anyihing hy common consent ; to he

agreed. This last seems to be the accepta-
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Will the lion roar in the forest

When he has no }Drey ?

Will the young lion cry out from his den,

Except he have taken it ?

Will the bird fall into an earth-snare,

And there is no gin for it ?

Will the snare spring from the ground.

When nothing whatever is caught ?

Shall the trumpet be blown in a city,

And the people not tremble ?

Shall there be evil in a city,

And Jehovah hath not inflicted it ?

tion in which the verb is to be taken in

this place : for to render, How can two

set out upon a journey, except they meet
by appointment? would express that to be

impossible, which is very often true in

fact. Interpreters are divided in opinion

respecting the persons to whom the

number D'J'iJ, two, refers. Munster and
some others think, that the prophets gene-

rally, or Joel and Amos in particular, are

meant ; Vatablus, Drusius, Liveley, New-
come, Bauer, Rosenmiiller, Ackermann,
and Maurer, explain it of God and the

prophet; while Clarius, Grotius, Danteus,

Marckius, Lowth, Harenberg, and Dahl,

are of opinion that God and Israel are

intended. The last construction of the

passage best agrees with the bearing

of the other interrogations. Between
Jehovah and his apostate people there

could no longer be any fellowship ; and
instead of the blessings which accrued to

them from such fellowship, they had now
nothing to expect but punishment. As
they had walked contrary to him, so he
would now walk contrary to them. They
had broken his covenant, and must take

the consequences.

4. The lion is quiet till he sees his

prey, but roars at the sight of it, and
thereby inspires it with such terror, that

it is deprived of the power of escape.

In like manner the young lion, which
has been weaned, and is just beginning

to hunt for prey, will lie silent in his den,

till it is brought near, when the smell of

it will rouse him from his quiet. Poirct,

in his Travels in Barbary, Strasb. 1789,

vol. i. p. 283, states, that the lion has

two different modes of hunting his prey.

When not very hungry, he contents

himself with watching behind a bush for

the animal Avhich is the object of his

attack, till it approaches, when, by a

sudden leap, he attacks it, and seldom
misses his aim ; but if he is famished he
does not proceed so quietly, but, im-
patient and full of rage, he leaves his

den, and fills, with his terrific roar, the

echoing forest. His voice inspires all

living beings with fear and dread; no
creature deems itself safe in its retreat

:

all flee, they know not whither, and by
this means, fall into his fangs. H'^n, the

lion, and not "I'P?, the young lion, is the

nominative to the verb "i?^- '^'^^ certainty

of destruction is the point at which the

prophet aims in the similitude.

5. Between ns and 'i'i7.i'2 there is no
essential difference. The sense would
have been the same had the latter word
been omitted, and we had simply read,

"ph ]W ; but the insertion of the synonyme
gives more force to the sentence. ?»5

connects with lis^, as its antecedent.

riyp;'_ is to be taken as the future of Kal,

and regarded as expressing the sudden

spring of an elastic snare, or net, which,

on the bird's touching it, suddenly rises

and incloses it. Instruments were pre-

pared by the providence of God for the

capture of the Israelites, which would
certainly do their work : there would be
no escape.

G. The prophet here closes his interro-

gatory appeals ;— first, by a reference to

the effect produced upon the inhabitants

of a city by the sounding of the trumpet,
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Surely tlie Lord Jehovah inflicteth nothing,

Except he reveal his purpose

To his servants the prophets.

The lion hath roared, who will not fear ?

The Lord Jehovah hath spoken, who will not prophesy ?

Proclaim ye in the palaces of Ashdod,

And in the palaces in the land of Egypt,

And say :

Assemble yourselves on the mountains of Samaria,

And behold the great commotions within her,

And the oppressions in the midst of her.

as a signal of war ; and then, by directly

ascribing the infliction of temporal

calamities to Jehovah, as the pimisher of

sin. For rWT in the sense of temporal

evil, or calamity, see Gen. xix. 19, xliv.

34, Exod. xxxii. 14 ; Ezek. vii. 5. Arab.

^j]^f
experimentmn, calamitus, affliciio.

7. Though the infliction of punish-

ment on his guilty people was determined

in his holy and righteous counsel, yet

Jehovah would not proceed to execute it

until he had\given them full warning, and
afforded such of them an opportunity of

escaping as should repent and return to

his service. He thus mixed mercy with

judgment, ^^D, Theod. BovX?;, counsel,

purpose, decree ; from id;;, Arab. tWi«,

posuit, firmiter statuit ; to found, lay a

foundation, establish apian, ordain. It

is rather, I imagine, on this acceptation

of the verb that the idea of purpose or

decree is based, than upon that of a divan,

or an assembly of persons, sitting and
deliberating on couches: butseeGesenius

in ^^D. As the Divine plan or purpose

is necessarily secret till it be revealed,

hence the acceptation secret came to be

attached to the word. In this verse a

high honour is vindicated to the pro-

phetical office. The holy men of God
were, by inspiration, entrusted with a

knowledge of the Divine purposes, in so

far as it was necessary for them to divulge

them to the world. ™5', is the frequent-

ative future, indicating what God is

accustomed to do, and is best i-endered

by our present. For the sentiment,

comp. Gen. xviii, 17.

8. With reference to what he had
expressed ver. 4, and in keeping with the

mode of representation which he had
employed chap. i. 2, Amos formally

announces the awful character of the

message he had heard from the Lord,

and the impossibility of withholding
the communication. The roar of the

lion is loud and terrific, especially in the

solitary forests which form his proper
domain. See on ver. 4.

9. i5?'Q^n, cause it to he heard, publish

ye ! Those are addressed who had
intercourse with theplaces here specified,

and had thus an opportunity of conveying
the message. Comp. 6 aKovav eiVarw
"Epxov ! Rev. xxii. 1 7. For Ashdod,
see on chap. i. 8. It is here used
synecdochically for the whole of Philistia,

Instead of li^ifw, the LXX. have read
TilTN^, iv 'Aaavpiois, which Seeker

attempts to justify ! For nioQ-isi to iJJ'D'^jr!,

comp, KTjpv^are eVt tcov bapLdrav,

Matt. X, 27. It was, and is still, cus-

tomary in the East to assemble on the

flat roofs of the houses. To the princes

and courtiers thus assembled on their

palaces, as well as to all within hearing,

the invitation was to be conveyed.
There is something exceedingly forcible

in these heathen rulers, &c. being called

to witness the enormities that were
practised in Samaria. If their judgment,
pagans as they were, could not but be

unfavourable, what must be the judgment
of the holy and righteous God? What
the punishment which he must inflict?

Nothing can be more graphic than the

description of the position which these

foreigners were to occupy. They were
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10 For they regard not the practice of rectitiule,

Saith Jehovah,

That amass rapine and spoil in their palaces.

Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah

:

There shall be an enemy, and that aromid the land
;

And he shall bring down thy strength from thee,

And thy palaces shall be plundered.

Thus saith Jehovah :

As the shepherd rescueth from the mouth of the lion

Two legs, or the portion of an ear,

11

12

to assemble ]iipffi''}n'j», iipon the mountains

of Samaria. p*?^', Samaria, the me-
tropolis of the kingdom of Israel, was
built on a round hill, near the middle of

a large valley, surrounded by mountains

on every side, by which it was completely

overlooked. From these elevations

persons might distinctly see what was
done in the city. That ninT riCTna and
n';7iir'9 are intimately connected, and are

both to be referred to the rich and
powerful inhabitants of Samaria, appears

evident from what is stated in the fol-

lowing verse. The latter term is properly

the Pahul Participle, oppressed, but is

here used as a noun, as in Job xxxv. 9
;

Eccles. iv. i. Comp. the forms ''^l|,

divelllng, l^J^""?, kingdom.

10. wJ^ n'7, they know not, is not in-

tended to express simple ignorance, but
that state of mind which is hostile to

the entertainment of knowledge. The
magnates of Samaria had no regard for

the practice of what was just and right,

but the contrary, nnb:, rectitude, that

which is straight, in opposition to what
is crooked, distorted, or morally wrong.
Comp. Is. xxvi. 10, xxx. 10, lix. 14.

niri Djn, violence and desolation, mean, by
a metonymy of the cause for the effect,

what has been obtained by violating the

rights and desolating the property of

others. Such spoils they accumulated
in their palaces, but they should not
enjoy them. On the contrary, as the

prophet shows in the following verses,

they should be plundered and carried

away by the enemy. Dathe well

expresses the meaning of the verse:
" Recte factis nequaquam delectantur,

inquit Jova, sed thesauros in acdes suas

congerunt vi atque injuria partos."

11. Ti, the LXX., who are followed

by Aq. and the Arab., preposterously
render Tupo?, Tyre ; one of De Rossi's

MSS. reads ii^, and one of Kennicott's,
"lis. The Syr. Chald. tribulation, which
has been adopted in many modern
versions. Thus Dathe, Hesselberg,
Dahl, Justi, and Hitzig. But Calvin,

Newcomc, Michaelis, Struensee, Bauer,
Rosenmuller, Vater, and Noyes, translate

enemy, which better suits the connexion,
as it supplies a proper nominative to the

verb 'yf''^, immediately following. Comp.

as to derivation, the Arab. «^, nocuit,

noxaaffecit, IcBsit. The words, yi^n yip^ li*

are abrupt and elliptical, but, for this

very reason, possess more point. At
1?, supply n:rr, xr, or the like, i in T3tpi

has the force of et quideni, or isque. The
reading 2^3p^ suggested by Houbigant, con-

sidered probable by Newcome, and adop-

ted by Bauei", is altogether unsustained by
any example of a similar case in verbs

whose second and third radicals are the

same, y^ii^n Tip is equivalent to yi«n-"?Dn

,

2 Kings xvii. 5, where the invasion by
Shalmaneser is described, to, strength,

denotes whatever Samaria confided in,

or made her boast of, such as her
treasures, fortifications, warriors, &c.

All was to be brought down into the

valley, and what was capable of being
removed, carried away by the enemy :

i.e. Shalmaneser, the king of Assyria. A
just retribution for the spoliations which
her inhabitants had committed.

12. A very appropriate image is here
borrowed from a scene in pastoral life,

such as the proplict himself may have
witnessed. Nothing but a mere remnant
of the Israelites should with difficulty
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13

14

So shall the sons of Israel be rescued,

Who sit in Samaria on the corner of a bed,

And in Damascus on that of a couch.

Hear ye, and testify against the house of Jacob,

Saith the Lord, Jehovah, the God of hosts,

Surely in the day when I punish the transgressions of Israel,

escape from the enemy. Although alien

may not be induced to quit his prey, if

he is hungry and has bvit just seized it,

Is. xxxi. 4
;
yet if he has almost devoured

it, leaving nothing hut what is here speci-

fied, no difficulty would he found in effect-

ing a rescue. For ^l^;!7 'SP '''?', comp. ippv-

a6r]v eK (TTOfiarosXiovros, 2 Tim. Iv. 17;

1 Sam. xvii. 34, 35. '711 occurs only this

once, but signifies a part or piece ; from
pia, to separate. There is a species of

goat in the East, the ears of which are

often a foot in length, and broad in

proportion ; so that more importance

would be attached to them by the shep-

herd, than would be the case with us in

the West. The concluding words of the

verse have greatly perplexed interpreters.

Most of the moderns explain VW^/l of the

silk stuff manufactured at Damascus,
which, from the name of the place, is

called damask, and render i»'i» P^"?!?, in

dnmask couches. What has been supposed

to confirm this explanation of the term is

the occurrence of the same word in

Arabic, only with the letters, or similar

letters, transposed, as ^^JsL^d, ^uXsL^d,

ijok^d, &c., all signifying «//t. Gesenius

lias a long article on the word in his

Thesaurus, p. 346; but fails in establishing

the point of identity. Instead of Pt25ot

with Slihi, upwards of twenty of De
Rossi's MSS.read, or have read, pto"!! with

Sin ; which reading is also that of

eighteen printed editions, and is the

j^roper orthography of the name of

Damascus. What appears to have
originated the above view of the word
was the idea, that as the wealthy and
voluptuous inhabitants of Samaria are

supposed to be intended, there was a

special propriety in adverting to the

sumptuousness of the couches or sofas on
which they reclined. But this idea is

totally alien from the bearing of the

passage, which requires something to

correspond to what had been expressed
in the comparison of the fragments left

by the lion. Besides, nsB signifies the

outer or extretne corner, and not the

inner, which is regarded as the seat of

honour, so that the observations of

Harmer, chap. vi. Obs. xxx., are totally

inapplicable, even if there were much
point in them. The words are elliptical,

and the parallelism, expressed in full,

would stand thus :

The persons referred to are the sick and
infirm poor, who had nothing left but the

side or part of a couch, and whom the

king of Assyria would not think it worth
his while to be at the trouble of removing.
All the rest, the robust and active, the

opulent and powerful, should be carried

into captivity. For the fulfilment see

2 Kings xvii. 5, 6, xviii. 9—12. The
reason why Damascus is mentioned
along with Samaria, is, that, at the time

of the Assyrian invasion, that city was in

the power of the Israelites, having been
conquered by Jeroboam II, See 2 Kings
XV. 28. On the conquest, no doubt
many belonging to the ten tribes went
there to reside.

13. The same persons are here address-

ed, who were summoned from Philistia

and Egypt to witness the enormities

practised in Samaria, ver. 9. They were
now to testify to the facts of the case, that

the punishment to be inflicted upon the

inhabitants might be seen to have been
richly deserved. | Tyrr, as frequently

means to testify against any one. rnn^ '^3i«

rSa^-^ri ^^i'7^>, LXX. Kvpios 6 Qedi o

UaPTOKparcop : an accumidation of Divine
appellatives for the purpose of striking

awe into the minds of the guilty.

14. Signal vengeance was to be taken
upon the place whence all the evils which
spread through the ten tribes originated.

I'or Bethel, see on Hos. iv. 15. From
the term Ti^]^r^ having the determinative
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I will punisli the altars of Bethel

;

I'he horns of the altar shall be cut down.

And they shall fall to the ground.

I will also smite the winter-house with the summer-house,

The ivory mansions shall perish,

And the great houses shall come to an end,

Saith Jehovah.

article, rendering it emphatic, while

nin^in in the plural also occui's, it may
be inferred that at Bethel, besides the

great altar erected by Jeroboam, there

was a number of lesser ones at which
sacrifices were offered. Conip. Hos. viii.

11, X. 5. The rii:ni?, horns, were four

projecting points in the shape of horns

at the corners of ancient altars. They
may be seen in the representations of

those dug up by Belzoni in Egypt. As
they were ornamental, the action here

described was designed to express the

contempt in which the altar would be

held by the Assyrians.

15. Eastern monarchs and princes, as

well as others of the great, have summer
as well as winter residences. The latter

are in cities and sheltered situations ; the

former in forests, or upon mountains.

J'la, properly iootli^ but used specially of

the tusk of the elephant; ivory. LXX.
oTk.01 iXecpdvTivoL. By ivory houses are

not meant houses or palaces composed of

that material, but richly ornamented
with it. The ancients used it for

decorating the ceilings, panels, doors,

&:c., of their rooms, by inlaying it with

other costly articles. See 1 Kings xxii.

39 ; Ps. xlv. 9. Odys. iv. 73. Diod. Sic.

iii. 47. Pausan. i. 12. 4. Od. ii. 18. 1.

All these sumptuous palaces in which the

leaders of the people rioted, and indulged

in all manner of profaneness, were to be

completely destroyed. ^i^iD, to come to

an end, cease. The rendering of D\^|

C3''ii^, by " large houses," is more agree-

able to the connexion than that of
" inanj/ houses," though this is equally

expressed by the phrase.

CHAPTER IV.

This chapter contains a continuation of the denunciation pronounced against the

Israelites, at the close of the preceding, 1—3 ; an ironical call to them to

persevere in their will-worship, which was the primary cause of their calamities,

4, 5 ; an enumeration of the different judgments with which they bad been

visited, but which had effected no reformation, 6—11 ; and a summons to them

to prepare for the last and most awful judgment, which the omnipotent Jehovah

was about to inflict upon them, 12, 13.

1 Hear ye this word, ye kine of Bashan !

That are in the mountain of Samaria
;

1, ]^'3, Bashan, was celebrated forthe Deut.xxxii. 14; Ps.xxii.l2; Ezek.xxxix.
richness of its pasturage, and its excellent 18. It lay on the east of the Jordan,

breed both of large and small cattle, between Hermon and the mountains of

U
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That oppress the poor ; that crush the needy
;

That say to their master,

Bring now, that we may drink.

The Lord Jehovah hath sworn by his holiness

Behold, the days are coming upon you.

When ye shall be taken away with hooks,

And your posterity with fish-hooks.

Gilead, and extended eastward as far as

the cities of Salchah and Edrei, which it

included. Some are of opinion, that by
^ttJnriniis, the Icine, or cows of Bashan, the

proud and luxurious females of Samaria
are intended; and that they are in-

troduced on account of the corrupting
influence which, through their husbands,
they exerted on the state of public affairs.

Of these may be mentioned, most of the

Rabbins, Theodoret, Liveley, Grotius,

Michaelis, Vater, Dahl, Justi, Gesenius
and Winer, Others, as the Targ. Jerome,
Munster, Calvin, Vatablus, Clarius,

Drusius, Danseus, Mercer, Marckius,
Harenberg, Dathe, Rosenmiiller, and
Maurer, maintain that the prophet has
the princes and rulers in view, whom he
describes in this debasing language, in

order to set forth the effeminacy, wanton-
ness, and obstinacy of their character.

At first view the former exposition might
appear to recommenditself for adoption

;

but I am induced to give my adhesion
to the latter, chiefly on the ground, that

it is scarcely possible, otherwise, to

account for the repeated intermixture of

masculine forms with the feminine.
Thus we have vO'qsd^ DrT'3i5<, nscin, t^ybp,

I2?0i?, all occurring very closely together.

Now, though it must be admitted that

there are instances in which the gender
is neglected, as in Ruth i., yet none of
them will bear comparison with the
present case. On the principle, that

males are the real, and females the
figurative subjects of discourse, it is easy
to perceive how the genders would be
used just as the one or the other were
prominently in the mind of the prophet.
Some translators suppress the figurative

language altogether, as Dathe : Audite
hoc, vos divites et potentes Samariee ; but
such practice is quite unwai-rantable, as
it destroys the effect of the prophetic
mode of representation, mas^, one of
those onomatopoetic verbs, the very

sound of which strongly expresses the

character of the action which they are

intended to describe. It signifies to

break, crush, dash in pieces. Comp. the

Arab. />?i, eontudit, fregit. '[^^« in

Dtr?''^) though plural in form, is singular

in signification, and means the king of

Israel, whom his courtiers and others,

indulging in their compotations, im-

portune for fresh supplies of wine,

reckless of the oppression and rapine by
which it might be procured. Comp.
Hos. vii. 5. n suffixed in n^'in, is the

n directive, or optative.

2, 3. 'S is pleonastic. It is surprising

that so judicious an interpreter as Calvin

should attempt to vindicate the rendering

ofiuJii?, his sanctuary, when that of his

holiness is so natural and proper. Comp.
Ps. Ixxxix. 36, and Ix. 8. Jehovah
appeals to all that is involved in the

infinite excellence of his moral character

for the certainty of his punishing sin.

The Nominative to ^ijJ? is the enemy,
understood ; but as the verb is put in the

impersonal form, it is best rendered

passively. Doderlein and some others

object to the adoption, in this place, of

hooks and Jlsk-hooks, as the signification

of rii2^ and nOTniTDj as too violent a

change of the figure; and propose that we
should retain the primai-y acceptation of

thorns, which they think is more in

keeping with the idea of cows. They ac-

cordingly render the passage :
" Ye shall

be driven into thorny districts, and
among the gloomy thorn bushes." There
is, however, no necessity for supposing

that the prophet had the alleged idea in

his mind when he delivered the words,

but the contrary; and as fshing and
hooks are elsewhere employed figuratively

in reference to human beings, there can

be no real ground for rejecting such

tropical application of the disputed terms

in this place. See 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11
;
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And ye shall go out through the breaches,

Each one right before her
;

Ye shall even be thrown out of the palace,

Saith Jehovah.

Come ye to Bethel, and transgress;

At Gilgal, multiply transgression ;

Bring your sacrifices every morning,

Your tithes every third year.

Offer incense of the leavened thank-offering
;

Proclaim the voluntary offerings : publish them abroad
;

For ye love to have it so, O ye sons of Israel,

Saith Jehovah.

Is. xxxvii. 29; Jer. xvi. 16 ; Ezek. xxix.

4. nijj niB«, each one right before her,

means, in a captive state, not being

permitted by the enemy to turn to the

right or the left. njnpbcn is pointed
hmVot in De Rossi's Spanish MS.
marked 23, which punctuation has been
adopted in Hahn's small printed edition.

Comp. '^)^, Dan.viii. 11. It is supported

by the LXX. Syr. Symm. Vulg. and
Arab, all of which versions exhibit the

passive, n at the end of the verb is that

of the fuller form of the pronoun ™n«,
the fragment of which is used as a suffix.

It occurs but seldom in the preterite. Of
TOinnnrr almost every possible interpreta-

tion has been given. LXX. to opos to

'PffjLfxdu ; Cod. Vat. 'Po/Ltyuai' ; in many
of the MSS. of Fiamin. Nob. 'Apfiava.

Syr. wJJiC}
'W; Chald. \:'pinnra,

Ihe momitains ofArmenia. Vulg, Armon.

Arab, after the LXX. jLcI Jl <J^- ^1-

'Ap[j.ava opos. Symm. 'Epfirjviav, doubt-
less for App.(viav. Theod. opos Mova.
Edit, quint. v-^rfKov opos. Luther and
Vater, Hermon. Michaelis, Struensee,
Dathe, Bauer, De Wette, Armenia.
Justi and Uezel, Harem. Volborth, Net.
Hitzig takes it to be a corruption of

n2i'37>77n' Hadadrimmon, whicii he ex-
plains of a place near Samaria where
Adonis was worshipped. Newcome cuts

the knot, and renders "will utterly

destroy it." Tiie only satisfactory solu-

tion of the difficulty presented by this

aira^ \ey. is that of Kimchi, which is

approved by Gesenius, Winer, and Lee,

viz. that ]i'2nrt stands for ]TO"^^, a palace,

or citadel. Comp .the Arab. ^^ Jn, a lofty

edifice, a pyramid. Changes in letters of

the same organ are not infrequent in

Hebrew, as Tpx, TH
;

]ra«, ]iDrj ;
n^j^,

nnb
;
-ns, -m

; &c. The n at the end is not
the feminine termination, but simply
paragogic, as in nansi, Job xxxiv. 13,

xxxvii. 12; Is. viii. 23; and np-inrr,

Judges xiv. 18. The noun will thus be
the accusative absolute, and the con-
struction will be, " cast down as to the

palace," i.e. from it, over its walls, or the

like. The place in which the princes

had rioted, and in the strength of which
they confided, should afford them no
safety.

4, 5. The language of these verses is

that of the keenest irony. The Israelites

vvei-e addicted to the worship of the

golden calf, and to that of idols, whereby
they contracted guilt before Jehovah,
and exposed themselves to his judg-
ments ; at the same time they hypo-
critically professed to keep up the

observance of certain feasts which had
been appointed by Moses. For Gilgal,

as a place of idolatrous worship, see on
Hos. iv. 1.5. The opinion of Abenezra,
approved by Rosenmiiller and Maurer,
that by D'p; nffl"?©), we are to understand
every third day, seems forced and
unnatural. That the words by them-
selves might have this meaning is un-
questionable ; hni \.\\e idea o^ tithes being
brought every third day is inadmissible,

even into a passage so strongly ironical

as the present. I cannot doubt tliat the

prophet has in view the enactment
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6 And thougli I have given you cleanness of teeth in all your cities,

And want of bread in all your places,

Yet ye have not returned unto me,

Saith Jehovah.

7 And though I have withholden the rain,

Three months before the harvest

;

And have caused it to rain upon one city,

But upon another city I have not caused it to rain
;

One portion was rained upon,

And the portion upon which it rained not, withered

:

8 And two or three cities wandered to one city,

To drink water, but have not been satisfied,

Yet ye returned not to me,

Saith Jehovah.

9 I have smitten you with mildew and much blight

;

Your gardens, your vineyards, and your figs, and your olives,

recorded Deut. xiv. 29, xxvl. 12. D'p;,

days, mean, here, as Lev. xxv. 29

;

Judges xvii. 10, the fullest complement
of days, i.e. a year, v^i? is most probably
the infinitive, used for the second plural

of the imperative ; or it may be the

second singular of the same. There is

no necessity for attaching to yprt, the

meaning of violence, though Gesenius
would justify it, on the ground of ypn
being used, Ps. Ixxi. 4, to designate an
oppressor ; and because the rendering of

the Chald. in this place is D3i!<, rapine or

oppression. It is not impossible that

the translator mistook ypn for Dan, which
has this signification. The point of

reference is doubtless the ordinance, Lev.
vii. 13, that, besides the unleavened cakes,

the Hebrews were to offer " leavened

bread" with the sacrifice of thanksgiving.

AVhat the Israelites, therefore, are sup-

posed to be in the habit of doing was, so

far as the material of the thing was con-

cerned, not contrary to the law, but in

strict accordance with its requirement.

For cran«|3, comp. pi3n« ^av, Jer v. 31.

6. From this verse to the lltli in-

clusive, Jehovah describes the different

corrective measures which he had em-
ployed for the purpose of effecting a
change in the Israelites, and at the close

of each mentioned in the series, tlie

obstinate impenitence, under the influence

of which they persisted in their wicked
courses, is emphatically marked by the

declaration, : nin;D«pn^ miiJ-N'^'i, yet ye

returned not unto me, saith Jehovah.

Such repetition gives great force to the

reprehension. tD;2ttJ]Vi7:, cleanness of teeth,

and Dnb iDh, lack of bread, are synony-
mous ; both expressing the famine with

which the nation had been visited 'i?,

to me, the Chald. paraphrases, '^n^^Q^, to

my ivorship, or service.

7j 8. The famine was followed by the

judgment of drought, which at once pro-

duced sterility, and cut off the necessary

supply of drink for man and beast. The
rain that had been withheld, was the

uJip^n, vernal, or latter rain, which falls in

the latter half of February, the whole of

March and April, and thus precedes the

harvest, as here stated. See on Hos. vi.

3. Whatever rain fell was exceedingly

partial and insufficient. Instead of i''P'?ri,

the reading Tppx is found in two MSS.
and is supported by the renderings of the

LXX. Arab, and Vulg. The textual

reading must be taken impersonally.

ti''?», cities, stands for their inhabitants.

Compare for a lengthened and graphic

description of the judgmenthere specified,

Jer. xiv. 1— 6.

9. A bad harvest, arising from the

destruction of the corn by the blighting

influence of the east wind (fETili, scorching,
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The locust hatli devoured
;

Yet ye have not returned unto me,

Saith Jehovah.

10 I have sent among you the plague, such as that of Egypt

;

I have slain your young men with the sword,

Together with your captive horses
;

And I have made the stench of your camps to come up into your

nostrils
;

Yet ye have not returned unto me,

Saith Jehovah.

] 1 I have overthrown some among you,

As God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah
;

And ye have been as a brand snatched from the burning
;

Yet ye have not returned unto me,

Saith Jehovah.

blasting, {romf]'T$, io scorch ; Chald. f]7"f,

to hum ; Arab. ^iLj^I, niger, LXX.

TTvpaa-Li. Arab. Ver. ^^,^1, the Simoom,)

and the mildew, or smut, ^^p^., Arab.

U^. riibigo. niinrr, the infinitive abso-

lute of nan in Hiphil, with the force of an

adjective, or an adverb. This word some
improperly connect, as a construct noun,

with the following substantives. tDi3, a

name given to the locust. See on Joel

i. 4.

10. Though the plague has from time

immemorial been endemic in Egypt, and
might so far be described as a;-\^o j}i,

the ivay of Egypt ; yet comparing Is. x.

26, in which the same phrase is used as

here, it obviously means, as the Egyptians

luere treated, or as God punished them
with the plague. See Exod. ix. 3, &c.
OD'piD '21U , lit. the captivity of your
horses: i.e. those taken and destroyed

by the enemy. See 2 Kings xiii. 7.

a«3 the LXX. render Iv ttvjh, having

read "iW, which is the pointing of three

of De Rossi's MSS., and of three others

originally; as also of the Brixian edition.

Aq. craTTpiui'. The 1 inCD?^;i, Houbigant,

Dahl, and some others would cancel, on

the ground of its harshness, and its not

having been expressed by the LXX.

Arab. Syr. and Vulg. It is translated in

the Targ., and is to be retained, as an

intensive particle, adding force to the

preceding verb. Comp. the somewhat
similar use of the Greek Ka\.

11. ^ in nj? is used par litively : inter,

among, or the like ; indicating that the

subverting was not total. Q'^''.^ nDErrap,

like God's overthroiuing : properly the

Hiphil participle, but construed as an
infinitive. Comp. Deut. xxix. 22 ; Is. xiii.

19; Jer. 1. 40; 2 Pet. ii. 6 ; Jude 7.

07'^^, which stands for the affix of the

first personal pronoun, Newcome im-

properly converts into a superlative, and
renders, " the great overthrow !

" His

remark on nsi, as sometimes the sign of

the genitive case, is likewise totally

inapplicable, as in the present case it

can only mark the accusative. To what
physical phenomena reference is here

specifically made, it is impossible to

determine, owing to the absence of all

historical data. Some think the earth-

quake, mentioned chap. i. 2, is intended
;

but this is altogether out of the question,

since the prophecy was delivered two

yearsbeforethat event. From the allusion

to fire, it has been deemed probable, that

some of the cities of the Israelites had
been burnt, either by lightning from

heaven, or by the army of the king of

Syria. At all events, that the language

is not to be understood figuratively is

evident from the close connexion of the
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12

13

Therefore, tlius will I deal with tlice, O Israel

!

Forasmucli as I will do this to thee,

Prepare to meet thy God, O Israel

!

For, behold ! it is He that formed the mountains ;

And created the wind

;

And declareth to man what is his thought

;

That maketh the morning darkness,

And walketh upon the heights of the earth ;

Jehovah, God of hosts, is his name.

verse with those precedhig, each of which

describes a separate physical calamity,

and closes, as this one does, with a

reprehension of the impenitence by which

the nation continued to be characterised.

np^tep "jsn T)«, a brand snatched from the

burnmg, is proverbial, and expresses the

narrow escape from utter extinction

which had been experienced. Comp.
Zech. iii. 2; and 1 Cor. ii. 15 : avros hi

(To^Orjo-erai, ovTooi 8e wj 8td TTvpos.

12. All the means that had been

employed to reform the Israelites having

proved ineffectual, they are here sum-
moned to prepare for the final judgment,

which was to put an end to their

national existence. To this judgment
reference is emphatically made in the

terms rt3, thus, and nsi, this. There is

a brief resumption of the sentence de-

livered verses 2 and 3. That by ';i3n

any such preparation is intended as would

involvegenuine and universal repentance,

by which the threatened judgment might

have been averted, cannot be admitted

in consistency with the bearing both of

the preceding and the following context.

The removal of the Israelites, as a nation,

is denounced as certain, and inevitable.

It is rather to be understood as ^'jpijj

prepare thee,Jer. xlvi. 14. God is now
coming against you as the avenger of

your wickedness. Consider how you

shall meet, or endure the infliction.

Comp. Ezek. xxii. 14 ; Heb. x. 31. In-

dividuals might by repentance obtain the

forgiveness of their personal ti-ansgres-

sions, and thus have their minds brought

into a state in which they would enjoy

support and comfort in the midst of

national calamity ; but this was all that

could now be expected.

13. To give full effect to the preceding

call, one of the most sublime and mag-
nificent descriptions of Jehovah, to be

met within Scripture, is here introduced.

The participial form of the five verbs

employed by the prophet greatly en-

hances the beauty of the passage ; but it

cannot be successfully imitated in a

translation. Some have doubted whether
nn does not here signify spirit, rather

than wind; but it seems more natui'al to

take the term in the latter acceptation,

on account of the close coherence of this

clause of the verse with that immediately

preceding. The rendering of the LXX.
aTTayyeXXcov els dv6pa>novs tov ;:^pt(7ro{}

avTov, announcing to nie7i his anointed,

has originated in their mistaking intma

for in^vrip. Theodoret, in commenting
upon the version, thinks Cyprus is in-

tended, and not Christ, as we may other-

wise imagine the fathers would expound
it. By inia is not meant God's thought,

or his purposes, as some have taken it,

but the thoughts or meditations of man,
of wliich alone the verb n'ip and its

derivatives, when applied to intelligent

beings, is used, niris? is followed by a

double accusative : that of the material

out of which the thing is made, and that

of the matter into which it is converted.

It must, however, be observed, that

upwards of twenty of Kennicott's MSS.
read, or have read, riD'ri, which is the

reading of the LXX. and Arab. Accord-

ing to this construction, the passage

must be translated thus: "He that

maketh the aurora and the darkness."
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CHAPTER V.

After giving utterance to a brief elegy over the prostrate and helpless condition of

the kingdom, which had just been predicted, 1—3, the prophet introduces Jehovah

still addressing himself to the inhabitants; calling upon them to relinquish their

superstitious and idolatrous practices, and return to his service, 4—9. He then

adverts to the picture of wickedness which the nation exhibited, 10—13 ;
repeats

the call to cultivate habits of piety and righteousness, 14, 15 ; describes, in

plaintive strains, the destruction that was coming upon the land, 16—20 ;
exposes

the inutility of ceremonial rites when substituted for moi-al rectitude, or combined

with unauthorized worship, 21—26 ; and expressly threatens the Israelites with

transportation into the East, 27.

Hear ye tliis word, which I utter concerning you-

A lamentation, O house of Israel !

The virgin of Israel is fallen
;

She shall rise no more
;

Prostrate upon her own land,

There is none to raise her up.

For thus saith the Lord Jehovah

The city that went out by a thousand,

1. nrj? is properly an elegy, or song of

mourning and lamentation, from ]ip, in

Piel, to compose or chant such a song. It

consisted of plaintive effusions poured

forth by mourning relatives, or by per-

sons hired for the purpose, at funerals
;

and was distinguished for the tender,

pathetic, broken and exclamatory nature

of the expressions of which it was com-
posed, as well as the touchhig features

of the subject which they were designed

to embody. Of this mode of composition

the Hebrew prophets frequently avail

themselves, especially Jeremiah, who,

besides introducing it into several of his

prophecies, has left us a whole book of

nirp, elegies, or lamentations. See Lowth,

Lect. xxii. For the introduction of the

present subject, comp. ^ or '7N TO'-p. >*©,

Ezek. xix. 1, xxvii. 2, xxxii. 2, and the

common oracular forms ^ij'?, ^"^"^ ^^},

&:c. Some are of opinion that the elegy

thus introduced extends to the end of

the chapter, but it is far more likely that

it consists merely of the plaintive ex-

clamations contained in verse 2. Com-
pare the beautiful lament of David on
the death of Jonathan, 2 Sam. i. 17—27.

2. The Israelitish state is called n^ma,

a virgin, because it had never been sub-

dued by any foreign prince. See on
Is. xxiii. 12. The passages, Jer. xviii.

13, and Lam. ii. 13, which Rosenmiiller

adduces against this interpretation of the

term, are not in point, since both I'efer to

the character which Jerusalem sustained

previous to the deplorable condition to

which she had been reduced by the

violence of the enemy. It cannot, there-

fore, be regarded as merely synonymous
with ri2, daughter, as idiomatically ap-

plied to describe the inhabitants of a

city or state. This brief, but touching

elegy, describes the utterly prostrate and
helpless condition to which the Assyrians

were to reduce the kingdom of the ten

tribes.

3. The depopulated state of the country
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Shall have an hundred left;

And she that went out by an hundred,

Shall have ten left

To the house of Israel.

4 For thus saith Jehovah to the house of Israel,

Seek ye me, and live.

5 And seek not Bethel

;

And go not to Gilgal

;

Neither pass through to Beersheba
;

For Gilgal shall surely go into captivity,

And Bethel shall come to nought.

6 Seek ye Jehovah, and live.

is here affectiiigly depicted. I'S?, the city,

stands by metonymy for its inliabitants.

The LXX. rj TTokis f| 7)9 (^{Tropevovro

Xi^^ioi, and so the other ancient versions.

nx^'ri, that went out, is used elHptically

for nonba"? nx^Jvn, that we^itfortli to war.

The population or size of a city was

estimated according to the number of

warriors it could furnish. Thus the

Scholiast on Iliad ix. 383, 384 : ov to

TT^dros Tciu TTvKav 6t\(i aefxaiveiv, ov8e

yap cifia Travras i^ievai (^rjaiv dWa to

fieyfdos rrjs TToXews, km to TrXfjdos Tav

dvbpwv.
4. While the divine judgments are not

executed, there is still room for repent-

ance and reformation, ffil'lj, to seek, is

very often used as a religious term, im-

plying application to God, or to a false

deity, for assistance, direction, &c. and

then generally to woi'ship him, and have

respect to his will. Ps. xxiv. 6 ; Is.

viii. 19, Iv. 6. Comp. Heb. xi. 6,

eK^rjTelv tov Qeov. ii^P.? is similarly used.

Tn, live ye, is employed as a second im-

perative, in order emphatically to express

the certainty of the result that would

ensue from compliance with the command
given by the first.

5. A strong dissuasive from idolatry,

derived from the predicted fall of the

objects and places of false worship.

S-liii n«3, Beersheba, lit. " the Well of the

Oath ;" LXX. to cppiap tov opKov ; see

Gen. xxi. 22—31. It was situated about

twenty-five geographical miles south of

Hebron, on the frontier of the Holy
Land towards Idumea, and is still called

by the Arabs «jIawJ1 jXi, Bir-es-schu.

Dr. Robinson fell in with its ruins on
the north side of a Wady of the same
name, but found nothing bearing the

marks of high antiquity, except two
wells, one of which he ascertained to be
forty-fovu" feet and a half in depth to

the surface of the water, and the other

forty-two feet. As it lay in the extreme
south of Palestine, the verb "Q», to pass

over, or through, is most appropriate.

From this verse, and from chap. viii. 14,

it appears to have been a place of idol-

atrous resort, but wherein the idolatry

consisted we are not told. In "J^^jn

rbv rbi is a forcible paronomasia, though
the words are from different roots. " Gil-

gal gallando gallabitur, si posset fingi

aliquod tale verbum ; hoc est, vertetur

volubili versione." Calvin, i?2 /oc. There
is likewise a play upon the word IJn,

which is used to denote wickedness, idol-

atry, idol, nothing, Sfc. What had origi-

nally been ''•^^'n^?, Bethel, a house of God,
but had by the Israelites been converted
intop^'n'2, Beth-aven, a house of idolatry,

see Hos. iv. 15, x. 5 ; should be reduced
to ]1«, aven, nothing.

G. The prophet here repeats, for the

sake of effect, the call which he had in-

troduced, ver. 4. n)^, which more com-
monly has the significations attaching to

the Arab. ,J^, recte se hahet res, aptus

fait, &c. has here that of the Syriac

7

ttV ,- descendit, perrupit. The general

idea of motion, either forward or down-
ward, seems to be conveyed by it, only,
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Lest he rush down, like fire, upon the house of Joseph
;

And it devour, and there be none in Bethel to quench it.

Ye who turn justice into wormwood,

And cast righteousness to the ground.

Seek Him that made the Pleiades and Orion
;

That turneth deathshade into morning
;

That maketh day dark as night

;

That calleth the waters of the sea,

in certain cases, with the superadded
notion of violence or force. Thus
nin; rm rbs nb:jm, is not improperly ren-

dered in our common version, "And the

Spirit of the l.ord came niightiUj upon
him." Dahl prefers the rendering fer-
did'if, whicli he derives from the Arab.

^JwO, exitiale malum; but the form

ast^) i^sr"^^: penetrans, vehemetis,

might rather be compared. Jehovah is

often compared to Jire. See Is. x. 17;
Lam. ii. 3. ict?, being of common gen-
der, is the nominative to n^|5^, so that

the object of comparison takes the place

of nin^, who is the subject, and the proper
nominative, fpv n'3, the house of Joseph,

is a less frequent designation of the ten

tribes, the principal of which was that of

Ephraim, the son of Joseph. It occurs

several times in the historical books, but
only twice besides in the prophets, viz.

Obad. 18; Zech. x. 6. The name ^pi',

Joseph, by itself, is similarly employed,
Amos V. 15, vi. 6. Comp. Ezek. xxxvii.

1(5. For bx-p^s, Bethel, the LXX. Arab,
and one of De Rossi's MSS. read n'5

''^5^", Beth Yisrael, which reading is

adopted by Newcome. One of Keinii-

oott's MSS. has 'jw^ip:, Israel, which
rioubigant, Dathe, and Bauer, approve.
Jerome, Rosennuiller, Dahl, Jnsti,

Struensee, and others, retain the re-

ceived reading, which is supported by
theTarg., Syr., and Vulg. Some would
connect ^W^''^ with nsDo, and render,
" there shall be none to quench Bethel

;"

but the verb n33 is never construed with
'', which marks here the Dative of pos-

session. The true construction is,

nastp \^-n\3b ]'«% The people of Israel put
their trust in the idols which they wor-
shi])ped at Bethel, but none of them

could remove tlie Divine judgments from
the land.

7. D^^Dnn, ye that turn, is to be re-

ferred to Tim and f]Dvn'5 in the preceding
verse. This construction is more natural

than that which would take f]DV n'n alone

as the nominative, in the thu-d person.

Such changes of person as that presented

in in'sn, are too frequent to occasion any
difficulty ; nor is it always necessary to

express them in a translation. Ewald
takes an effectual method of removing
the supposed difficult}', by striking out

the verse, and inserting it at the beginning
of verse 10. Of course, the whole will

then read very smoothly ; but the ques-

tion still remains, Did Amos so con-

nect the words ? n:??"?, Arab. ^j^,abegif,

execratus est, is the Hebrew name of

wormwood, and is given to it on account

of its disgustingly bitter and injurious

quality. The LXX. now read 6 Tvotav

(Is v\lros Kpifia ; but there can be little

doubt that the original reading was
ay\nv6oi. The meaning is, that the per-

sons spoken of so perverted their judicial

proceedings, as to render them both ob-

noxious and injurious to those whom they

affected. For pN^ t''?'?, see on Is.

xxviii. 2.

8. Another sublime description of the

Most High, almost verbally identical

with that furnished Job ix. 9. The
participles are to be^ referred to nin^,

Jehovah, ver. 6, as their antecedent.

Newcome, following the Targ. and Syr.,

inserts " that have forsaken " at the com-
mencement of the verse, but these

authorities are not sufficient to warrant

the addition, which, indeed, the text

does not require. The article, used as a

relative in «!}ipn and ^'"^^on, is omitted

before nri- and "rjOn, because they are in

X
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And pouretli them forth upon the earth ;

Jehovah is his name.

9 That bringeth destruction suddenly upon the mighty,

And destruction cometh upon the fortress.

construction. Two of the principal con-

stellations are selected from the heavenly
bodies as specimens of the effects of

Omnipotence. ™'?, the Pleiades, or

Seven Stars. This word occurs only here
and Job ix. 9, xxxviii. 31. The deriva-

tion from a supposititious root nQ3, cog-
nate with ran, Dm, nnn, to he loarrn, hot,

adopted by Castellus, Schultens, Park-
hurst, and others, is to be rejected for

that preserved in the Arab. >o, Conj.

W. ciimulum fecit ; hence, k^S, cumu-

lus ; with which may be compared ^>i',

socius, according to which the name ex-
presses what is brought or bound together*,

especially in abundance. The name given

to this constellation by the Arabs is L>.V,

anabundance or multitude, from \3, mullus

ac numerosus evasit, mimerosus reddidit.

For the same reason it was called by the
Greeks nXetaSfy, according to one of the

derivations of Eustathius on Homer,
Iliad, xviii. 446 : At Se TrXetfiSe? 77'rot

OTTO Trjs iJ.T]Tp6s avTmu nXrj'iovrjs rj on
TrXetous o/Lioi} Kara jiiav avvayayrjv elui,

K. r. X. And most of the ancients express
the same idea ; as Seneca, deusi pleiadum
(jreges; Propertius, pleiadimn chorus, &c.
According to the Greek mythology, the
Pleiades were seven daughters of Atla«,

who, being pursued by Orion, were
changed by Jupiter into doves, and,
having been transplanted to the heavens,
form the assemblage of the Seven Stars

in the neck of Taurus. In the passage
in the Iliad just referred to, they are por-
trayed on the shield of Achilles along
with Orion, in the same order as in our
prophet

:

II\rj'ia8as, 0' 'Yd8as re, to re aBevos
Qpicopos.

In the mythology of the Sahians or

Mi^ndaites | ,:i.»::ij^,^ the Seven, and

Seven Stars, cut

no inconsiderable figure. See Norberg's

Liber Adami. For '''P?, see on Is.

xiii. 10. Both terms have been entirely

mistaken by the LXX. who render 6

TTOiaiv Tiavra Ka\ [jLeracrKevd^av, which is

faithfully copied by the Arab. -iUai]

<S;JU^. sS.—^y^)'?, the shadotv of death,

one of the very few Hebrew compounds.

See on Is. ix. 1. ) is to be supplied

before nW, as, indeed, it is in fourteen

MSS., primarily in three more, and now
by correction in one ; in both the Son-

cin. editions ; in both of Bomberg,
1518 in the margin, and in the appendix

to Munster's, 1536. In 'q'«Jnn, there is

a transition from the participial to the

finite form of the verb. To render the

clause uniform, the construction would

be, nW DV tj'ipna. The passage quoted

from Pindar, by Clemens Alexandrinus,

is beautifully parallel :

—

Gew §6 hwarov tK p,eXaiuas

NvKTos dfjLiavTOV copcrat (pas'

KeXaLvS ui(f)ei fie ctkotov Kokv^ai
KaBapov dp.epas aeXas.

The following words are descriptive, not

of rain, as Jerome, Theodoret, Kimchi,
Drusius, Liveley, Marckius, Dahl, and
Roseniniiller maintain, but of a deluge

or inundation, the waters of which may
emphatically be said to be poured over

the earth. Thus Grotius, Clarius,

Bauer, and likewise Lowth, though he
admits the possibility of the other view
being right. The Alex, reading of the

LXX. o 6f6s 6 TravTOKpdrcop is found in

the Arab., in a Copt. MS., and in the

Slavon. Bible, has the support of three

MSS., yet it is more likely an addition

from chap. iv. 13, than otherwise,

9. After the prophet had apparently
completed his magnificent description of
the Divine character, with the words
mxp nin^, he appends in this verse an ad-

ditional view of it, in order to make it

tell more practically on the fears of those

who boasted of the strength of Samaria.

^"P?, .'^rah. ^u, nilui', fiilgit aurora, not
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10

11

12

13

They liate liim that reproveth in the gate,

And abhor him that speaketh uprightly.

Wherefore, because ye trample upon the poor,

And take from him the tribute of corn :

Though ye have built houses of hewn stone,

Ye shall not dwell in them ;

Though ye have planted pleasant vineyards,

Ye shall not drink of their wine.

For I know that your transgressions are many.

And that your sins are great

:

Oppressing the righteous,

Taking a bribe,

And turning aside the poor in the gate.

Therefore the prudent shall be silent at that time ;

For it is an evil time.

only conveys the idea of shining, being

bright, cheerful, &c. but also that of sud-

denness, suggested by tlie rapidity with

which tlie dawning light is diffused over

the horizon. The Hebrews applied such

terms figuratively to the sudden pro-

duction of misery, as well as to that of

happiness. See on Joel ii. 2. Winer,
oriri faciens, i7iducens super potenles

vnstationem. The ancient versions are

all at fault here.

10, Ewald thinks that by n^Dinnsii'?,

the reprover in the gate, Amos himself

is meant; but, from the recurrence of

^'^^, and i5rT3, in connexion with T^Eirp,

ver. 15, it is far more natural to interpret

the phrase of a magistrate, senator, or

judge. Comp. also ver. 12, and see on
Is. xxix. 21. In Q'P5, which is to be
taken adverbially, as Judges ix. 9, is an
ellipsis of 3.

11— 13. D1B3 is, in all probability, a
faulty orthography of cps, the Polal. of

D13, Arab. UwJ, vilipendit rem, to tread

down, trample upon, &c. De Rossi's

codex 380, reads DDDCia with Sin. riii%^'g,

what is raised, as a tax, tribute, &c. from
Kffi3, to raise. Instead of remitting to

the poor the tax which they were unable

to pay, the rulers and proprietors rigidly

exacted it, that they miglit consume it

upon their lusts. But in whatever state

and luxury they might have lived, and
whatever preparations they might be

making for further indulgences, Jehovah
declares that they should not continue

to enjoj' them. The enemy would
speedily remove tliem from all the objects

on which they proudly doated, or from
which they expected gratification. For
the contrary of the threatening, see

Is. Ixv. 21, 22 ; Amos ix. 14. The ad-

jectives D'2T and C'p2S>, are placed before

tiieir substantives, because they are pre-

dicatives, and not qualificatives. Before

both, the conjunction '3 is to be supplied.

The ellipsis was probably occasioned by
its having been used at the beginning of

the verse. i.C3 is most commonly used in

the sense of XvTpop, dvTiXvrpov, ran-

som, or price of redemption, on which
account Ewald and some others render

it so here ; but the close connexion in

which the whole phrase stands with the

perversion of justice, specified in the

last clause of the verse, decides in favour

of the signification bribe, bribery, which
the word unquestionably has, 1 Sam.
xii. 3. Targ. T.P7 P'^'?. the mammon of

7 -IS

falsehood. Sj'r. 1 ^q^, a bribe. LXX.

aXKaypaTa. The other Greek versions,

f^iXaafMa. If P'l^ 'pi? could be taken
to mean, "shutting up, or imprisoning

the righteous," then "iE2 might mean
ransom ; but such usage does not obtain.

Tiie only course left for the pious to

pursue in the midst of such atrocious
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14 Seek good, and not evil, tliat yc may live ;

And it shall be so ; Jeliovab, God of hosts, shall be with you,

According as ye say.

15 Hate evil and love good,

And establish justice in the gate
;

Perhaps Jehovah, God of hosts, may pity

The residue of Joseph.

16 Therefore thus saith Jehovah, God of hosts, the Lord:

In all the broad places there shall be wailing

;

And in all the streets, they shall say, Oh ! Oh !

They shall call the husbandman to mourning;

And all who are skilled in elegy to wailing.

pervei'sion of order and justice, was that

of quietly submitting to the hand of God,
wliicli they were taught to recognise in

the permission of these evils, and patiently

to abide the issue of events. Any
attempt, under these circumstances, to

stem the current, or etFect a reformation,

or even to plead for private or public

rights, would only aggravate their

calamities. '''?^''Pl', the hitellifient,prudent,

is to be understood, in the best sense, of

one who acts upon the principles of

enlightened piety.

14, 15. Reiterated calls to reformation,

in order to ensure the return of Divine
favour. Both the style and the sen-

timents have their parallel in Is. i. 16,17.

Notwithstanding the sad apostasies of

the Israelitish people, they still had their

profession of the religion of Jehovah to

fall back upon, in case of necessity.

They boasted that he was with them, but

it was an empty pretence while their pro-

fession was insincere,beingcombined with

the worship of idols. For the force of the

conditional particle '^li^, perhaps, in such

connexion, compare Gen. xvi. 2, and ei

apa, Acts viii. 22. Comp. also Joel ii. 13,

where the same idea is expressed by
•S-iV >p, who hioweth ? t^i' nnt^il), the re-

mainder of Joseph. For this use of the

patronymic, see on ver. 6. Numerous
as the Israelites still were, they might
well be called a remainder, in conside-

ration of the havoc made by Hazael,

who, when " the Lord began to cut"

them " short, smote them in all the

coasts of Israel ; from Jordan eastward,

all the land of Gilead, the Gadites, and

the Reubenites, and the Manassites,

from Aroer, which is by the river Arnon,
even Gilead and Bashan." 2 King x.

32, 33.

16. p!j, therefore, refers not to the

contents of verses 14, 15, but to verses

7, 10, and 12. We may suppose a con-

siderable pause to intervene before ver. 1 6.

Foreseeing that the people would not

repent, Jehovah here declares that the

threatened punishment was inevitable.

The slaughter involved in this punish-

ment would be general. Samaria, how-
ever, and its vicinity, seem specially

intended. The position in which '^^n is

here placed, is altogether unusual.

Indeed, I am not aware that it is so

found in any other passage. Yet I would
not, with Newcome, cancel it, on the

slender authority of seven MSS. the

LXX. Arab, and Syr. It seems rather

to have been purposely added, in order

to give greater solemnity to the sentence

which was to be pronounced, num,
broad, or open places, or wide streets in

a city; and distinguished from ni^in,

which signify ordii)ary or narrow streets,

such as are common in the East. Gr.

TrAarfia. TEpri, strictly means a smiting

of the breast, (LXX. KOTreros,) from
"IQD, to beat, smite ; see on Is. xxxii. 12.

Here, however, it is used to denote

wailing or mourning in general, in in,

Oh ! Oh ! This onomatopoetic I have

rendered by the corresponding English

interjection, which, when prolonged and
swelled in the pronunciation, as it is by
];ersons giving utterance to excessive

grief, is much more appropriate than
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17 In all the vincyaixls there shall bewailing.

For I will pass through the midst of thee,

Saith Jehovah.

18 Wo unto you that desire the day of Jehovah !

What is the day of Jehovah unto you ?

It shall be darkness, and not light.

19 As when one fleetli from a lion,

And a bear meeteth him
;

Or he entereth the house, and leaneth his hand on the wall.

And a serpent biteth him.

20 Shall not the day of Jehovah be darkness and not light

;

Even thick darkness, without any brightness ?

Jlas! Alas ! Syv. ^^O^ ».*Ocn! Chald.

'1 '^ ; Vulg. v(B ! vce ! in otlier Latin ver-

sions, eheu! eheu! The 13?<, hushayidmen,

were to be called to participate in the

mourning, notas Newcome, Rosenmiiller,

and some others have thouglit, on account

of the desolation of the fields, but eitlier

on account of the loudness of their rustic

voices, or because the slaughter of the

citizens of Samaria would be so great,

that a sufficient number would not be
left to perform the funereal rites. Such
construction of the meaning is required

by the following parallelism : ^pD'?''

'HD 'S'7r'7«. There is no necessity for

supposing that the words of this sen-

tence have been transposed, and that

they originally stood thus: 'n: 'invi

letpo'b^. The preposition '?« is understood
before "i^Dp, and l^'^i?' ^^ repeated to

govern ^^, which it often does, as well

as the accusative. Tj?, wailiny, lamen-
o

tation, from nnj, Syr. ]yi^ to utter

lamentable cries. The persons here
spoken of as "skilled in wailing," were
mourners by profession, who were hired

for the occasion, and sung doleful tunes

arcund the corpse of a deceased person,

which they preceded when it was carried

to the grave, giving utterance to dismal

cries and bowlings, beating their breasts,

tlirovving ashes on their heads, and show-
ing every artificial token of excessive

grief. These were the mourners whom
Solomon describes as going about the

streets, Eccles. xii. 5. That females were
especially employed on such occasions.

appears from Jer. ix. 17— 19, where 'nj

is twice used as here by Amos. The'
same custom obtained among the Greeks
and Romans. Thus Homer, speaking of
the funeral of Hector, says :

Tov fiiu fTTeira

TprjTolg iv '\f)^f{(T(n deauv, irapa 8e elaav
aoibovs,

Qprj v(op e^apx^ov^, oire (TT0v6fcr(Tav

(ioi8rjv

Ot p,ip ap' e'dprji/eov, eVt 5e (TTivd^^ovTO

'^

Iliad. XXIV. 720, &c.

See also Horace de Arte Poet. ver. 43.?.

In his edition of Harmer's Observations,
vol. iii. p. 42, Dr. A. Clarke gives a de-
scription of the ancient funeral solem-
nities of the Irish, and the translation of
a song of wailing prepared for the occa-
sion, which bears a strong resemblance
to those used by the Orientals. Comp.
Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, second
series, vol. ii. pp. 402—407.

17. The vineyards, which usually ex-
hibited scenes of rejoicing, should now
be frequented by disconsolate monrners.
For Jehovah's passing through the land,

ccmp. Exod. xii. 12, 23 ; only in the
latter case the punishment was miracu-
lously inflicted ; in the former, by the
king of Assyria, as an instrument in the
hand of God.

1 8—20. These verses in timately cohere
with the preceding. The day ofJehovah
means the time when his judgments
should be inflicted. The Israelites could
only liave given expression sarcastically

to the wish that this day might soon
reach them. It was an impious daring
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21 I hate, I loathe your festivals
;

Neither do I delight in your days of restraint.

22 When ye offer to me holocausts and bloodless sacrifices,

I will take no pleasure in them

;

Neither will I regard the thank-offerings of your fatlings.

23 Take away from me the noise of thy songs,

I will not hear the music of thy harps.

24 Let justice roll on like water,

of Jehovah to do his worst. Comp. Is. v.

19; Jer. xvii. 15. The prophet tells

them plainly that it would be to them a

day of unmitigated affliction. The fallacy

of every hope of escape is illustrated by
two simple, but forcible comparisons,

borrowed from the pastoral life. Bochart

regards the language as proverbial, and
supports his opinion by two Arabic stories:

the one beginnine-, uLwjI S^ tWil

"/'i

U^y I olaaj (-_.>t) l^Jliic! //mO "A lion,

pursuing a man, he took refuge in a tree,

in the branches of which a bear having

fixed himself, was plucking its fruit,"

&c.; and the other, ..< U^) '-r'r^

U_?t> .Jull J liU, "A man fled from

a lion, and fell into a well, into which
the lion went down after him. And there

was a bear in the well," &c. Hierozo.

lib. iii. cap. ix. pp. 810, 811. Kimchi
tersely expresses the meaning thus,

TTvi ba rr\:jn i^sn, Ye shall go out of
calamity into calamity. Comp. J ob xx. 24

;

Is.xxiv. 18. The adjective '??« is explained

by the following words. It occurs only

in this place ; but the substantives n'jjpM,

''BX, dense obscurity, are used in several

passages of Job, the Psalms, and the

Prophets, ni'^w, however, in the sense

oi concealed, occurs Exod. ix. 32. Comp,

the Arab. (J,i|, occidit sol, &c. Thus in

Hariri, Consess. xv. the noiui \Jt,i) is

employed : Jji^^ <Uij .t>j J.^1 j^/il Jul

<Kaw.^» !$ iL^l) " Rxtirpatio oruditionis et

obliteratio ejus : Lunarumque ac Solium
ejusdem occasus." to:, on the contrary,

signifies to shine, be light ; and its

derivative ri3b rs used of the rising of the

sun, Prov. iv. 18, and is contrasted with
nbpx, ver. 19.

21—23. The same aversion from the

ceremonial observances of the insincere

and rebellious Israelites which Jehovah
here expresses, he afterwards employed
Isaiah to declare to the Jews, chap. i.

10— 15. The two passages are strikingly

parallel ; only the latter prophet amplifies

what is set forth in a more condensed
form by Amos. It is also to be observed,

that where Amos introduces the musical

accompaniments of the sacrifices, Isaiah

substitutes the prayers; both concluding

with the divine words, rouJ '35't?=S'pffi« «7,

/ tvill not hear. The verbs 'pdn^ TiNDto

follow each other immediately, for the

sake of more em])liatically expressing the

Divine abhorrence. Comp. ''^^''nnns'in and
^Tr?)]n«offi in Isaiah. nn« n"?, lit. / will not

smell ; but meaning here, / will talic no

delight in. nii;|?>, restraints, periods, days

of restraint, or assemblies collected on

such days. See on Is. i. 13. n:^\§, used

here collectively for the plural D'D^ip.

—

''^ynipn, lit. remove from upo7ime ; con-

veying the idea of a burden which vexes

and annoys the bearer. Isaiah expresses

it in full : nntb 'bs? vrj, " They are a burden
upon me." Comp. further for the force

of the compound preposition, Exod.

X. 28. The music here referred to was
that performed at the Hebrew festivals

by the Levites, before and during the

offering of the sacrifices, and on other

public occasions.

24. While no direction is given re-

specting the regulation of the sacrifices,

in order that they might be presented in

an acceptable manner, a special injunc-

tion is imparted in regard to justice and
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And righteousness like a mighty stream.

Did ye not present sacrifices and offerings to me,

During forty years in the desert, O house of Israel ?

contrasted with their former obedience

to the Divine will. In order, however,

to justify this interpretation, the article

must have been repeated before i^™'^,

which it is not. The insertion of the

compensative Dagesh in the letter Zain

cannot be pleaded in its favour, since

there are several instances in which the

interrogative n takes the form of the

article, before words beginning vvith

rectitude, on the principle that to obey is

better than sacrifice, and to hearken than

the fat of rams," 1 Sam. xv. 22. " Nee in

victimis, licet optimse sint, auroque prse-

fulgeant, Deorum est honos, sed pia ac

rcctemente venerantium." Senecade Be-

neficiis, i. 6. That jnv, Arab, ^y peren-

7iisfuit,\s to be here reiiAered perennial,

or everflowing, and not ndghty, has been

maintained by some interpreters ; but a Sheva, as ]nVn, Gen. xvii. 17 ;
'pnin, Ezek.

comparison of the several passages in xviii. 29 ;

"Jioan, Joel iv. 4, &c. ihe

which it occurs, goes to show that it is ancient translators have all read in-

terrogatively. LXX. Mt/ a(j)ayia Kai

valas Trpoa-TjvlyKaTe /ioi, (c. r. X.
;

Syr- ^o £vrs fO \ii:i'iaco \^.>^} \^-^?

^ ^V Vulg. Numqiiid hostias et sacri-

ratlier to be referred to .Vjlj valiJa,
q

fiiit, multus fitit, and is to be rendered

greiit or mighty. It thus better corre-

sponds with ^%, roll, to roll on, used in

the ibrmer hemistich. LXX. o)^x.^iiia.ppoi^

ajUuToii. Syr

Vulg. quad torrens forth Arab.

Wady that c'cnnot be passed. The ideas

of abundance and moral power are

those conveyed by the prophet. I must
differ from Prof Lee, wlio (Heb. Lex. in

voc.
Y}'"€)

renders, " for judgment roUetli

(away) as the waters (roll away), and
righteousness (disappears) like the mighty

fcta obtuJistis miln, &c. ? Targ, riD3:r]

^'yiy^l 'Q^iJ.p'^?^!? f?|7'P!' XVJ^'^- And so

almost all tlie moderns, some of whom
suppose the force of the question to lie

in 4, to me, taken emphatically, " Was
it to ME," &'c. while others think that

an absolute denial of the presentation of

sacrifices in tlie wilderness is implied in

the words. In support of the latter

opinion, it has been attempted to prove,

that the Israelites could not liave offered

any sacrifices for want of cattle. Such a

position, however, is contrary to the

torrent." The verse as thus rendered ill express declarations found in Exod. xii

suits the context, and is not in keeping "" " " - - - " t :: ^ n

with parallel passages, in which, after a

reprehension of hypocritical observances,

the moral qualities of truth and righteous-

ness are required. The construction put

upon it by Theodoret, Kimchi, Munster,

38, xvii. 3, xxxiv. 3 ; Lev. jfvii. 1—9.

Num. vii. passim, xx. 4, 19. The life

which they led in the desert was that of

Nomades, so that there could have been

no lack of animals for sacrifice. The
true construction of the passage isfounded

Veil, and Hitzig, that the coming of the on the principle, that not unfreqnenlly

Divine judgments is intended, is, for the

same reasons, to be rejected.

25—27. These verses have not a little

jierplexed expositors, both ancient and
modern. The first difficulty lies in what
is said respecting the presentation of

sacrifices. Greve, Dahl,andMaurer, take

in Hebrew the interrogation implies,

and calls for an emphatic affirmative,

either expressed or understood ; and

is thus equivalent to a negative interroga-

tion in our language, and indeed to ><'?n

in Hebrew. See TSam. ii. 27, 28; Job
XX. 4 ; Jer. xxxi. 20 ; Ezek. xx. 4. In

the n in tD'niirt to be the article, and not the present case, as in these just cited,

the particle of interrogation, and render, the persons addressed are supposed to

t/ie sacrijices and offerings ye presented to admit the fact couched in the appeal

;

me. Sic, viz. those prescribed in the law

:

but the question is so put in order the

bat noivye bear the shine, &c. According more forcibly to introduce the adversative

to this mode of construction, the j)resent sentence which follows in the 2Gth verse,

idolatrous course of the Israelites is The connexion of the two verses is this :
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2G And yet ye bare tlie shrine of your king,

" Did ye not present sacrifices and
ofll-rings to me in the wilderness forty

years, O house of Israel? Yes; and yet

ye bare the shrine," fee. That the con-

junction 1 is frequently to be rendered

and yet, hut yet, or the like, see Gen.
xvii. 21 ; Judges xvi. 15 ; Ps. 1. 17 ; Is.

liii. 7. What is here charged upon the

ancient Israelites was their indulging in

idolatrous practices while they pro-

fessedly attended to tlie ritual observ-

ances of the Mosaic law—the very sin

which Amos was commissioned to charge

upon their descendants in his day, and on

account of which they were to be carried

into captivity. The opinion of Forsayeth

(quoted by Newcome), Dahl, and others,

that the sin reproved in ver. 26 was
exclusively that of those who lived in the

time of the prophet, is less admissible

than that which refers it to their ances-

tors, yet so that the reproof was intended

to be applied to their own case by those

whom the prophet addressed.—The 26th

verse has been very differently rendered,

as well as variously interpreted. The
translation of the LXX. is as follows :

Kat aveka^ere ti)v aKrjvrjv rod MoXo;^,

Koi TO aurpov tov Geov vjiav 'PaKpdv,

TOVS TVTTOVS aVTCOV, OVS (7T0U](TaTe

eavTols ; as if the Hebrew had read,

Drt'tpbs ]i»3 cyrf)^, 3Di3 ns(."i. Ti^p miv n^ Dn!<ir:i

: 05^0™^ -\iij«. No vestige, however, of

any such order of the words is found in

any Hebrew MS., or in any other monu-
ment of antiquity, except the speech of

Stephen, as recorded by Luke, Acts vii.

43, which is an almost verbal quotation

from the LXX.Theod. renders thus: Kai
7]paTe rrjv opaariv tov ^aaiKims vp,a>v,

dp-avpcocnv (Idoi^cov vpcov, auTpov tov

Bfov vpav ; so that he must have read

the words as they now stand in the

Hebrew text. The same may be said

of the Syr., Vulg.,andTarg., though their

renderings differ from each other in one

or two minor particulars. The remark
of Jerome on the discrepancies between
the Hebrew text and the ancient Greek
version deserves to be quoted here

:

" Observandum est, a])ostolos et apo-

stolicos viros in ponendis testimoniis de

Veteri Testamento, non verba considerare

sed sensvun, neceadem sermonumcalcare
vestigia, dinnmodo a sententiis non

recedant." Comment, in Zoc. Most in-

terpreters follow the LXX. in giving

ni3p by (TKr)vrj, a tent; deriving it, like

nrp, and '^b, of the same signification,

from "^pp, to intertwine, as branches, so as

to form a booth or hut. Others, such as

Jarchi, Calvin, Mercer, and Rosenmiiller,

take it to mean an image or idol, and
render, Siccuthyour hing. They explain

it by referring to the Chald. Nri?p, a
wooden post, which they suppose formed
the pedestal on which the idol stood,

and so the word might be transferred to

the idol itself. Evvald takes much the

same view. The former derivation is

alone admissible. The tent appears to

have had something of the texture, as it

had the design of the (JK-qvi)^ 'upd<i,

sacred tent, in the Carthaginian camp,
mentioned by Diodorus Siculus, lib. xx.

cap. 25, and described as consisting eK

KciKcip-ov Koi xopTov, of reeds and grass.

Comp. Wilkinson's Ancient Egypt,

second serief--, vol. ii. pp. 270 - 275. Only,

as it is certain Moses would not have
tolerated anything of the kind if its size

had been such as to bring it to his

cognizance, it may be inferred, that it

was only a small temple or shrine, which
might easily be concealed in the interior

of a tent. Such diminutive temples were
in use among the Egyptians, from whom
no doubt the Hebrews took the idea.

Herodotus, describing an idol worshipped

at Papremis, says, to Se ayaXjxa e'ov

iv NHi2t MIKPnt ^v'Klvco KaTaKexP'^^-^^-

pivcp TrpoiKKopL^ovai Tjj TTpoTepairj es

liXXo o'Urjpa Ipov, " J he image, being in

a small temple of gilt wood, they carry

out on the previous day to another sacred

habitation." Compare the vao\ dpyvpol,

shrines, or small temples of Diana,
mentioned Acts xix. 24. That any
connexion is to be traced between rasp,

Sicculh, and ni:3ni3p, Succoth-henoih,

2 Kings xvii. 30, the tents in which the

daughters of the Babylonians prostituted

themselves in worship of Venus, does not

appear. Djsbp, your king, thus Symm.
Theodot. and Leo Juda, and most
moderns ; but the LXX. MoXo;^, Syr,

')OQa,!::iiiiC. Malcum, Aq. MeXxf/^) Vulg.

Moloch, exhibit the word as the proper

nameof the god of the Ammonites, ?".<'.'^']ft,
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And Chiun of your images, the star of your god.

Which ye made for yourselves.

also called C3'[P, Milcom, 1 Kings xi. 5, and
D3^'?, Malcam, Zeph. i. 5 ; and this con-

struction some moderns have adopted;

butas'^J'9, king, is also employed by the

Hebrews in application to idols, Is.

xxxvii. 13, Zeph. i. 5, it is better to

retain its usual signification. The Phoe-

nicians gave the title of n":!? l'?C), ling of
the world, to the sun, andmp -i';n=mp7a,

liing of the city, to Hercviles. Conip.

ZeO ai/a, Iliad, iii. 351, xvi. 233; and
^n"va^ 7;X^e Trap' i]iJ.eas lueTt]!, Herod.

J. 159. In Ethiopic ?\9"/\Vl,
Amlalc, the proper name for God, is

derived from OJ>^ Yl > imperavit, rexit,

and is applied in the plural to idols.

The lean>ed are generally agreed, that

the Moloch of Scripture was the image of

the planet Saturn, and thus identical

with Chiun, mentioned by Amos in the

following clause of the verse. The
Phoenicians were in the habit of offering

to him human sacrifices, especially

children, to which horrible custom
repeated reference is made in the his-

torical books of the Old Testament. See
Michaelis on the laws of Moses, Art.

ccxlvii. Suppl. No. 1115; Selden de
Diis Syris, cap. vi. ; Spencer de Legibus
Hebraeor. lib. ii. cap. 10; Gesenius, in

his Thesaurus, siih. voc. ; Winer, Real-

wbrter-buch. Dp'p^sps, Chiiin of gour
images, i.e. represented by^ them; the

model after which they were made.
While the idol so called, which the

Hebrews carried about in a sacred shrine,

was itself a symbol or representative of

one of the heavenly bodies, it was in its

turn represented by a number of copies,

or smaller images, which they used as

penatesor household gods in the practice

of astrolatry. Such appears to me to

be the meaning of the words. To tliis

construction, however, C. B. Michaelis,

Vitringa, llosenmiiller, Hesselberg,

Hengstenberg, and others object, tliat it

makes p'3 a proper name, which, witli

the older grammarians, they allege cannot
be put in regimen. But to this riile> it

must be admitted, there are many
exceptions, as d;?-);: niinffii^, ]tonn "jsa, la b»3,

d'"]l!? D":«, nm!:« 3>3, ni^ns njn;, &c. Ne>r

can it justly be objected that as msp is an

appellative, ]^'3 being parallel to it, must
necessarily be the same. The necessity

of the case is not obvious. Both are

mentioned as objects which the Hebrews
carried about for idolatrous pvu-poses

—

the one, the portable temple of the idol

;

the other, the idol itself placed in this

temple, of which numei'ous miniature

resemblances were privately distributed

throughout the camp. The LXX. unques-
tionably regarded the word as a proper

name, whatever they may thereby have
intended to designate. And this view ofthe

subject is confirmed by 2Di3, a star, being

put in apposition with )'i'3, in order to

explain it, an explanation which cannot
applj', if by the latter term we understand

merely the pedestal or stand on which
the idol was placed. It is now almost a

settled point, that by p""?, Chiun, the

planet Saturn is meant. If we except
e IN

the Syr., which reads fols) Kcvon, the

earliest authorities which we have for

this interpretation of the passage are the

rabbins Abenezra and Kimchi ; but their

testimony as relating to a matter of

fact is irrefragable, however slightingly

Hengstenberg seems to treat it, Authen.
des Pentat. p. 113. The former thus

comments upon the passage : m^ponbai
iffi!? 'D T,a\D Nim jsTD Kin o did dj •j^ync' ]^•ii11

dT2^'^, " And as for the term Chiun, it is

known in the Arabic and Persic lan-

guages by the name Kivan, which is

Saturn, to which they made an image."
And the latter, in nearly the saine words :

]NrD DnDi "jNsnMJ' pir"?! «-\p] pi 'nn-iTiasiD nipt,

" It is the star Saturn, and thus he is

called Kivan in the Arabic and Persic."

|»jO, Keiwan, seems to have been

adopted from the latter into the former
of these languages, in the Lexicons of

which, as a foreign word, it is explained

by j_X»-:i the usual name for Saturn in

Arabic. It occurs in the Persian work
entitled Dabistan, the author of which,

describing the temples which the ancient

Persians dedicated to tlie planets, says :

Y
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27 Therefore, I will carry you away captive beyond Damascus,

Saith Jehovah : God of hosts is his name.

that " the image of Keiwan was of black

stone." Lee's Hebrew Lex. in voc.

^J^^^.- He speaks, in fact, of the aJI^-j

shrine, and jCw, ««f/(/e, of the planet, just

as Amos does of nl5p and ^^'3. According
to the Zendavesta the seven planets

are Tir, Behram, Achuma, Anahid,

Keivan, Gurtsher, and Dodidom Mus-
hewer. Bundehesh V, In the codex

Nasaraeus, containing the doctrines of

the Sabaeans, which was published by
Norberg, we find a list of the demons
which rule these planets, among whom

• Q^a I
..A^n^. the fifth is Kivan, p. 54.

It is afterwards added in the same page :

•X ^7

^a.»:ilii:s ^a^-^j ]2v:iDaao|o

.q\j_^<^, ,"The demons of /iTiVajiinject

lamentation, weeping and mourning into

the hearts of men, and rob them of

happiness." And we farther read, p. 212,

f.A'^OO f..«CQAA (coi, " To Kivan is

attributed malice, because from it come
diminution and want." Ascribing the

same evil influence to Saturn, the Arabs

likewise give to it the name of /ryw.5si^)

jJOU)^ the great disaster; and the idea

frequently occurs in the Latin classics.

See Lucan. i. 650 ; Juven. vi. 5G9
;

Macrob. Saturn, i. 19. If the Hebrew
]V3 be pointed ]vp, the exact pronuncia-
tion of the name of the planet in the other
Oriental dialects will be brought out, and

thus the evidence of identity be complete.

With respect to 'Vai^av, the rendering

of the LXX., or'Pe<^ar, as itis tobe spelt,

on the authority of the best MSS., Acts

vii. 43, there is every reason to believe

that they mistook 3 for i, as they have
done in other instances ; and so have
given Rephan, instead of Kephan. That
PH$AN should occur in the Arabico-

Coptic table of the planets exhibited by
Kircherin his Ling. iEgypt. Restit.p.49,

by no means proves that this was the

ancient Egyptian name of Saturn ; for

as that table is of no great antiquity, and
as the other names are chiefly derived

from the Greek, we may reasonably

infer that the one in question was copied

from the Coptic version of this very

passage of the LXX. At all events, no
such name of a deity has yet been found
in the Egyptian pantheon, ijis, the star,

is expletive of pi, in so far as it informs

us that the figure of the idol was that of

a star, and thus proves the idolatrous

worship to have been the Sabsean, with

which the Hebrews became acquainted

during their stay in the Arabian desert.

27. Instead of pWQi^ n«)nn, LXX.
e77eK€iva AanaaKov, "beyond Damas-
cus," with which all the other authorities

agree, Stephen has eVe'/ceii'a Ba^v'kavos,
" beyond Babylon," Act's, vii. 43, obviously

by way of interpretation, n^'jri naturally

suggests the idea of remoteness, though
it is sometimes used in reference to what
is at no great distance. Root «^p, Arab.

A^, recessit, Syr. '^oil^OI' removit,

elongavit. The n added is paragogic.

While what Amos states is included in the

statement made by the proto martyr, the

latter embraces what was known from
fact to be the fulfilment of the pi'ophecy

:

the Israelites having been carried, not

merely beyond Damascus, but beyond
Babylon, into the country of the Medes.

The chapter closes with a vindication of

the supremacy of Jehovah above all the

objects of Sabsean worship : ioffi nto^ 'rr'jw,

God of Sabaoth is his name !
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CHAPTER VI.

This chapter embraces the character and punishment of the whole Hebrew nation.

The inhabitants of the two capitals are directly addressed in the language of

denunciation, and charged to take warning from the fate of other nations, 1, 2.

Their carnal security, injustice, self-indulgence, sensuality, and total disregard of

the divine threatenings, are next described, 3—G ; after which the prophet

announces the captivity, and the calamitous circumstances connected with the

siege of Samaria, by which it was to be preceded, 7—11. He then exposes the

absurdity of their conduct, and tlireatens them with the irruption of an enemy i

that should pervade the whole country, 12—14.

1 Wo to them that are at ease in Zion,

And to them that are secure in the mountain of Samaria
;

The distinguished men of the first of nations,

To whom the house of Israel come I

1. Though chiefly directed against the

northern of the two kingdoms, the

language of this prophecy is so con-

structed as to apply to both ; and in the

present verse express mention is made
of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, who
resembled those of Samaria in careless-

ness and carnal security, pwip and nc|

are similarly connected and applied, Is.

XXX. 9, 11 ; so that the rendering of the

LXX.rois e^ovdei/ovai'Sicou, adopted by
Dathe, cannot be justified. For the

primary meaning of ]««>, compare the

cognate ]?©, in Niphal, to lean, lean upon,

trust. The reduplicate Nun expresses

intensity. iip^3 has here the acceptation

of the Arab. L^^xso, rerum genlis ad-

ministrator, ptinceps gentis : from L
,
_ ^ oi.

perfodit, creatus est ; creatus fuit dux.

Whence also <]olaJi prefectura. The

Hebrew phrase ccp nj??, to be marked, dis-

tinguis/iedbi/ name, is always used in refer-

ence to persons who had been chosen or

designated for some special service. Num.

i. 17 ; 1 Chron. xii. 31, xvi. 41 ; 2Chron.
xxviii. 15, xxxi. 19. The term is here

employed for the purpose of specifying

more particularly the leading men in

the two kingdoms, whose profligacy and
irreligion preeminently aggravated the

national guilt. By Q'ijn iT'ttiw we are not,

with Newcome, to understand " the cliief

of the idolatrous nations," and that the

persons spoken of were called after them,

but the Hebrew nation, which is so called

because it was the principal, or most
distinguished of all the nations of the

earth : having been constituted the

peculiar people of God, and possessing

laws and privileges unknown to any
other. It might well be said to occupy the

/r,si!rank. Compare p."?n5? Q:i3 n'viWjNum.

xxiv. 20, where the reference is to the

distinguished place which the Amale-
kites held among the nations of Canaan.
Dii) is to be construed with D^np:, and not

with D:i3, or with p'? and pinis. The
people of Israel w-ere in the habit of

going up to their princes and leaders for

the decision of difi'erences. Sic. They
exerted an influence over the entire
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Pass over to Calneli, and see ;

And go tlience to Ilamatli the great

;

Go down also to Gatli of the Philistines :

Were they better than these kingdoms ?

Were their boundaries more ample than yours ?

Wo to them that put ofF the day of evil,

And bring near the seat of oppression
;

people. Both the LXX. and the Syr.

are greatly at fault in the translation of

this verse.

2. Three heathen cities are here

selected as specimens of the greatness

and prosperity of the nations to which

they belonged, and the Israelites are

challenged to institute a comparison of

the circumstances of these nations and
the extent of their territory, with those

of their own, as also, to reflect on the

present prostrate condition of the cities

mentioned, in order that they might

become sensible of the superiority with

which Jehovah had distinguished them,

and the greater punishment to which they

had exposed tliemselves by their ungrate-

ful returns. For n:^?, Calneli, and non,

Hamath, see on Is. x. 9. Hitzig attempts

to prove that by the latter name, ^non«,

Ecbaknia or Hamednn is meant; but

there is no reason to believe that the

Hebrews had any knowledge of this city

in tlie days of Amos. It is here called

™'], great, not to distinguish it from
other cities of the same name, but to

express its size and magnificence. Comp.
mn p-i'S, Sidon the great, Josli. xi. 8. n3,

Guth, was the chief city of one of the

five satrapies of the Philistines, with

whose name it is liere associated, to

distinguish it from Gath-Hepher, and
Gath-Rimnion. It had more than once

been reduced before the time of Amos,
and disappeared at an early period from

the annals of geography. No trace of it

has been discovered by any modern tra-

veller. I'lien in D'?v^n has been regarded

as the Article by the LXX., Syr., and
Vulg. translators, and is thus found in

twelve of De Rossi's MSS. ; but the more
natural construction is that of the Targ.

and most modern versions, which makes
it interrogative. Before the |P of com-
parison is an ellipsis of nin ; and nW»pOT,

•^5"?' ^^<^*<? kingdoms, must be understood

as designating those of Israel and Judah,
with which the prophet had immediately
to do, and to which he thus emphatically

points. In this way only can an appro-

priate reference be found for the dis-

tinctive aflnxes in cbiaa and CD|7i33.

3. Supply 'in, vjo to, from ver. I.

CiJ'pLi, the Targ. not inappropriately

explains by 'J''irry!J9> remove to a distance.

The rootisHTj, which in the other dialects

signifies to separate, remove as an object

of disgust. Aq. ot dTroKe)(oopia[XiVoi,

Symm. dcf)a)pL(r^evoL. The persons ad-

dressed could not bear the idea that the

period of threatened punishment was
impending ; they endeavoured as much
as possible to keep it out of view. Comp.
Ezek. xii. 21—28. In striking antithesis

to this, they are represented in the follow-

ing hemistich, as acting in such a manner
as speedily to bring it upon them.

" Sed quam ccecus inest vitiis amor?
omne futurum

Despicitur, suadentque brevem presentia

fructum
;

Et ruit in vetitum damni secura libido,

Dum mora supplicii lucro, serumque
quod in Stat

Creditur." Claud. Eutrop. lib. ii.

I cannot agree with Jerome, Grotius,

Newcome, Justi, and some others, in

referring cpn niffi, the seat or throne of
oppression, to the rule of the king of

Assyria : it is more natural to regard

the prophet as describing the wickedness

of the people themselves in yielding

support to a system of flagrant injustice

and oppression, on the part of their own
rulers and judges. Thus most expositors.

TW occurs nowhere else in the sense of

throne ; but i^;, of which it is properly

the infinitive, is used in application both

to kings and judges, as is also the par-

ticiple 2«iv. The term, is synonymous
witli ^^E^, which is also used both of the
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That lie upon beds of ivory,

And are stretched upon their couches

;

That eat lambs from the flock,

And calves from the midst of the stall
;

That strike up songs to the sound of the lyre

;

Like David, they invent for themselves instruments of music;

That drink in bowls of wine,

And anoint with the first of oils ;

But are not grieved for the destruction of Joseph !

Therefore now they shall go captive at the head of the captives,

And the shouting company of those that recline shall depart.

throne and the bench. Win is here

taken by most interpreters to liave the

same signification as in Kai, to approach ;

but as in every other instance in which
the verb is used in Hiphil it vindicates

to itself the causative acceptation, and
in the present case is obviously intended

to form a contrast to Q''i'39, which conveys

the idea of removing to a distance, I

must retain the rendei-ing of our common
version. Thus Hitzig and Ewald. The-

meaning is, that instead of putting away
from them all illegal and oppressive

judgment, they encouraged those who
were guilty of them, by assisting in

carrying them into execution.

4. For ]'23 niTsn, beds of ivory, see on

chap. iii. 15 ; and comp. lecti ehurnei of

Horace, and lecti ehorati of Plautus.

wvro, fromrno, Arab.ZT .libcre ditnisif,

to be thrown negUgetitly along, is de-

scriptive of the self-indulgent mode in

which the Orientals recline upon their

sofas or couches, being stretched upon
them at full letigth. The whole verse

sets forth in well chosen expressions the

luxurious habits of the opulent. LXX.
KaTacnraTokaiVTe^.

5, 6. '!2']S is a a7ra| Xey., and has been
thought by Gesenius, Hitzig, and Ewald,
to have been selected on purpose, instead

of IQI, to sing, in order to express the

contempt in which the music deserved

to be held. Such interpretation, how-
ever, does not appear to be philologically

sustained, and ill suits the corresponding

hemistich. According to the LXX.
tTTiKpaTovvTes, jJ^esiding over, or at, the

verb is synonymous with n?3, in Piel, to

supcrinteyid, lead in music. Hence
TrsyQ, the chief musician. Comp. the

Arab. L-i, prcBverlil, pracessit. The

persons reprobated were so passionately

fond of song, that they could not be
content to listen to the performances of

professed musicians, but took the lead in

striking up songs to the sound of the

lyre. The reference to David, who was
the sweet singer of Israel, and of whose
musical instruments express mention is

made Neh. xii. 36, is manifestly iron-

ical; implying that, while that monarch
devoted his musical talent to the glory

of God, the dissipated grandees of Israel

consulted only their personal gratification,

and that of those who joined their giddy
circle. D''i?!Jl'?, were properly basons, or

bowls, of a larger size, used for sacrificial

purposes, Exod. xxxviii. 3 ; Num. vii.

13, 19. The persons referred to, indulged

to such excess, that ordinary cups were
unsuited to their compotations. They
likewise anointed themselves with the

most precious oils, and evinced a total

apathy in regard to the calamities to

which their people had already been
subject, or the still more serious evils

which threatened them. For the mean-
ing of f]pv, Josep)h, see on chap. v. 6.

7. ni-i'D, Arab. vox, the shout or

crij, in which the merrymakers indulged

over their cups. The persons giving

the shout seem to be intended, and, as

the term is also used in reference to a

cry of lamentation, Jer. xvi. 5, it may
be implied that theirjoy would be turned

into sorrow. They are spoken of col-
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8 The Lord Jehovah hath sworn by himself,

Thus saith Jehovah, God of hosts,

I abhor the splendour of Jacob,

And I hate his palaces :

Therefore will I deliver up the city, and all that is in it.

9 It shall be, that if ten men should be left in one house,

They also shall die.

10 And one's relative, even he that burnetii him shall take him up.

To remove his bones out of the house
;

lectively. Symm. iraipeia rpvcfirjTciv.

Those who had taken the lead in revehy
and all manner of wickedness, were to

be first in the procession of captives. In

such a position, their disgrace would be

more conspicuous.

8. The double form of asseveration

here employed is unusual, and is strongly

emphatic. l^pP, the Piel participle of

a«n, a root of the same signification with

a5>n. Compare for a similar interchange

oFthese letters b^i and '^Vh ^'91 and i'-ria.

Though the phrase ^pV] p«|, the excel-

lency of Jacob, cannot be otherwise un-

derstood than of God himself, as the

only legitimate object of glorying on the

part of his people, chap. viii. 7, yet, in

the present instance, it is to be taken in

application to the country and peculiar

privileges of the Hebrews. It was once

a country piously celebrated in song as

the exceUency of Jacob, Ps. xlvii. 5, and
the peculiar object of divine regard; but

now, defiled by the wickedness of its in-

habitants, it had become the object of

his abhorrence. By "T'?', the city, Amos
had most probably Samaria in his eye.

Hitzig attaches to '^"JID!?, the signification

of Kal, to besiege, shut up, but the usual

Hiphil signification better agrees with

the following connexion. ^'"3, fulness,

conveys the idea of multitude, or great

abundance, and comprehends here both

the numerous inhabitants themselves,

and the wealth and means of gratification

in which they abounded. Comp. Ps.

xxiv. 1. For the accomplishment of the

prediction, see 2 Kings xvii. 5, 6.

9, 10. The scene is not necessarily

laid in the city ; it might also have been

realized in any of the towns or villages

in the country that had been depopu-

lated by the Assyrians. It depicts, in

the most affecting manner, the deplorable

condition of the few that had escaped

the enemy, and had now been attacked

by the plague—a usual attendant on war
in the East. The prophet declares,

that if as many as ten had been left in

one house, which might be regarded as

a rare instance, they should die, one
after another, of this fatal disease. ^^"'

is not here to be taken in the special

sense of uncle, but denotes any near
relative on whom it devolved to attend

to the funeral rites. 'I'arg. n^in]?. Vnlg.

propinguus. In the present case, such
would be the paucity of hands, that he

would have to perform the whole him-
self. The copulative \ prefixed to 'iS'iptp,

is epexegetical, and is to be rendered
even, as in Zech. ix. 9. Instead of J^Iipp,

many both of Kennicott's and De Rossi's

MSS. read correctly f]^©*?. But compare
V 7

the Syr. ^.aim- Some have attempted

to prove from this, and some other pas-

sages, that it was the practice of the

Hebrews to burn their dead. But what
is said 2 Chron. xvi. 14, xxi. 19; Jer.

xxxiv. 5, obviously refers to the burning

of spices, and not of dead bodies. 1 Sam.
xxxi. 12, and our present text, exhibit

special cases. In the former of these,

the object was so to dispose of the

coi'pses that it inight not be in the

power of the Philistines further to dis-

honour them ; while in the latter, it was
either, as Grotius supposes, to prevent

contagion, or to dispose of the body in

the only way of which the circumstances

of the time would allow. That by D'Q^s^,

not mere bones are meant, nor bodies so

emaciated as to be nothing but skin and
bone, which is Winer's opinion, but dead

bodies, seems established beyond all

doubt by a reference to Gen. 1. 25

;

Exod. xiii. 19; 2 Kings xiii. 21; Jer.
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11

12

13

And shall say to him that is in the innermost part of the house,

Is there yet any with thee ?

And he shall say, None !

Then shall he say. Hush !

For we must not mention the name of Jehovah.

For behold ! Jehovah hath commanded,

And he will smite the great house with breaches.

And the small house with fissures.

Shall horses run upon a rock ?

Will one plough there Avith oxen ?

Yet ye have converted justice into poison,

And the fruit of righteousness into wormwood.

Ye that rejoice in a thing of nought,

That say.

viii. 1, 2. Vl\^!l^n V'?'}''.}, is well rendered
in the Vnlg. in penetralibus domus. See

on Is. xiv. 13. Having burnt and re-

moved one body after another, the rela-

tive, discovering a patient in one of the

innermost rooms or corners of the house,

inquires whether he is the only survivor?

and on receiving for answer that he is,

he suddenly enjoins silence upon him.
There is some difficulty in determining

what occasioned this injunction, and
for what reason the Divine name was
not to be mentioned. Most probably

the patient had begun to give vent to

his feelings in expressions of praise to

Jehovah, for sparing his life in the midst

of such prevailing mortality ; when the

other, from some superstitious notion, or

from the supposed incongruity of praise-

ing God in such circumstances, inter-

rupted his pious effusions, uxg^ "''?]'7,

means to mention, or record with appro-

bation, as an object of trust. Comp.
Josh, xxiii. 7; Ps. xx. 8. The phrase
cannot, therefore, be construed into the

language of despair—as if the person
who gave utterance to the words be-

sought God to take him away likewise,

and thus terminate the melancholy scene.

Nor, for the same reason, can it imply,

as Michaelis interprets, that he had con-

firmed what he had stated with an oath.

11. Grotius, Dahl, Justi, and Ewald,
adopt the interpretation of the Targ.,

Jerome, and Cyril, that by the "great
house" is meant the kingdom of Israel,

and by the "small house" that of Judah

;

and comp. chap. ix. 8, 9, where the
same participial form rn^'p is employed
as here before another verb. O'D'C?-), mean
atoms, or the minute parts to which the
materials of a building are reduced, when
it is utterly destroyed. The word other-
wise signifies the small drops of any
liquid that is sprinkled, and is derived
from DOT, to sprinkle. DTR3, are fissures,

or rents in an edifice, which threaten its

fall. There was to be a marked differ-

ence in the treatment of the two king-
doms ; the one was to be utterly de-
stroyed, while the other, though greatly

injured, was still to stand. Rosenmuller,
however, regards this interpretation as
" arguta magis, quam vera." Calvin,

Vatablus, Marckius, Cocceius, Lowth,
Michaelis, and Maurer, likewise take the
words literally, as applying to the houses
both of the rich and the poor. The
destruction, more or less, was to be uni-

versal.

" Regum turres ac pauperum tabernas."

Horace.

This construction of the verse is con-
firmed by a comparison with chap. iii. 15.

12. The folly of expecting real pro-
sperity while committing acts of injustice,

is forcibly represented by comparing it

to the absurdity of attempting to run
horses upon a rock, or to plough it with
oxen. To add to the strength of the re-

presentation, it is put in the interrogative

form. MJiinMs to be taken impersonally.

13. The participles, with then demon-
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Have we not, by our own strength,

Taken to ourselves horns ?

14 But behold ! I will raise up against you, O house of Israel I

A nation, saith Jehovah, God of hosts

;

And they shall oppress you,

From the entrance of Hamath,

To the river of the desert.

strative, are again employed as in verses

3, 4, 5, 6, "iJT ii"}, non-re, what is so

perishable and evanescent, that it may
well be said to have no existence. Horns

are the symbol of power and dominion.

14. Few instances will be found in

Hebrew, in which the object of a verb

is so far removed from it as 'iJ here is

from QVP. Some have referred ^^'iVJl "J™,

the river of the Desert, to the Rhinoco-

rura, otherwise called the river of Egypt;

and others to " the brcok of the willows,"

D'li5?n "in?, or the IFadt/ el-Ahsa, which

flows into the Dead Sea, near Zoar ; but it

is obvious from 2 Kings xiv. 25, in which

the limits here specified are described as

constituting those of the kingdom of the

ten tribes, that it must mean the brook

Kidron, which falls into the Dead Sea to

the south of Jericho. One of the names
given to this sea is nanrn nr, the Sea of
the Desert; ^^'^^Jl, the desert, forming

what is now commonly called i»AJl>

El-Ghor, or the low sterile region in

which the valley of the Jordan ter-

minates, and which extends as far as the

Elanitic Gulf.

CHAP, vii.—vni. 3.

This portion of the book contains four symbolical visions respecting successive

judgments that were to be inflicted on the kingdom of Israel. They were

delivered at Bethel, and in all probability at the commencement of the prophet's

ministr3% Each of them, as they follow in the series, is more severe than the

preceding. The first presented to the mental eye of the prophet a swarm of

young locusts, which threatened to cut off all hope of the harvest, 1—3 ; the

second, a fire, which effected an universal conflagration, 4—6 ; the third, a plumb-

line, ready to be applied to mark out the edifices that were to be destroyed,

7—9 ; and the fourth, a basket of ripe fruit, denoting the near and certain

destruction of the kingdom, viii. 1—3. The intervening eight verses, whiclji

conclude the seventh chapter, contain an account of the interruption of Amos

by Amaziah, the priest of Bethel, whose punishment is specially predicted.

In point of style, this portion differs from that of the rest of the book, being

almost exclusive!}' historical and dialogistic.

1 Thus the Lord Jehovah showed me, and, behold, he formed

locusts at the beginning of the shooting up of the latter grass
;

and, behold, it was the latter grass after the king's mowings.

1. All the four visions are introduced nani rm;i, '3i«. The repetition of nsn,

in nearly the same language: '^w^'^nis ie/zo/fl', is peculiar to this verse. In the
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latter of the two instances, it is employed

for the sake of emphasis, instead of the

substantive verb, oii, a name of the locust,

occurring only here, and Nah. iii. 17,

and synonymous with 3.1, Is. xxxiii. 4,

Comp. the Arab. »—->U- and ^_^k->

And it came to pass, when tliey had entirely devoured the grass

of the land, I said

:

O Lord Jehovah ! forgive, I beseech thee !

Who is Jacob, that he should stand ?

For he is small.

Jehovah repented of this :

It shall not be, saith Jehovah.

Thus the Lord Jehovah showed me, and, behold, the Lord

Jehovah called to contend by fire ; and it consumed the great

abyss, and devoured the portion.

laid claim. Considering the character

of the times, there can be little doubt

that the latter are meant.

2. That the locusts here referred to

are not intended to represent a literal

swarm of these insects, but are to be

taken figuratively, as denoting a hostile

army, just as the fire in the second

vision is to be regarded as symbolical of

war, may be inferred from the figurative

chai-acter of the two visions, ver. 7, and
chap. viii. 1. Most probably the army
of Pul, king of Assyria, is meant. The
Israelites had been greatly reduced by
repeated invasions on the part of the

Syrian kings, and were on the point of

being attacked by the Assyrians, but

purchased their retreat with the sum of

one thousand talents of silver. See

2 Kings XV. 19, 20. aps] ip;'P, concisely

for Dp; '? ypT. V, who is Jacob, that he

should stand? meaning, how can he

possibly sustain the threatened attack,

reduced and weak as he is in resources.

9 signifies to stand fast, continue,

endure, as well as to rise. One of De
Rossi's MSS., and another originally,

read u^]f^, and another '!?;, and thus the

LXX. Syr. Symm. and Vulg. ; but less

appropriately in such context.

3. cm. Pick renders, gave consolation,

which is not so suitable here as the

signification, to repent. Such repentance

IsaI legif, collegit, signifies in Piel to is to be understood deoTrpenais, appear

ing, as Veil observes, " '

""

locusta, from U=>-, egressus fait, in

reference to its coming forth out of the

egg, which had been deposited in the

earth to be hatched. The term is, there-

fore, strictly descriptive of the locust in

its caterpillar state, and thus agrees with

the use of the verb "i?.;, toform, which is

here used. Prof. Lee derives it from

1 > .»^ secuit. Credner on Joel, pp.

299—302, elaborately attempts to set

aside the above derivation of Bochart,

yet allows that the word denotes the

insect in the first stage of its existence.

The plural termination 'r, is found in

several masculine nouns, as 'y^, 'Ji'jn,

'pifflrr, &c. ; but the anomaly has not yet

been satisfactorily accounted for. See,

however, Gesen. Lehrgeb. p. 523. Lee's

Heb. Gram. Art. 139, 4, 2d edit. ^V%
an after-math, or second crop, which
comes up immediately after the mowing
of grass. iEi2!j, cognate with T2pb, Arab.

gather the late fruit, Comp. the Syr.

o

JAobs serotinus, and iL^P)?, the latter

rain. The phrase r^'r\ '13 may either

mean the mowings of the grass

which grew on the royal domains, or

the first mowings of that belonging to

the people, to which the king tyrannically

in effectu, citra

mutationemin aflfectu." Comp. 1 Sam. xv.

11; Jer. xlii. 10. Targ. n'p-i;'^rn«, iAe

Lord turned away his wrath, nsi, the

feminine pronoun, stands for the neuter

of other languages.

4. «T corresponds in form to "i?i\

ver. 1. yfl, an abbreviated form of the

Hiphil infinitive, yyf>. Comp. Is. iii. 13.
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5 Then I said :

Lord Jehovah ! desist, I beseech tliee !

Who is Jacob, that he should stand ?

For he is small.

6 Jehovah repented of this :

It also shall not be, saith the Lord Jehovah.

7 Thus he showed me, and behold the Lord stood upon a perpendi-

8 cular wall ; and in his hand was a plumb-line. And Jehovah said

to me, What seest thou, Amos ? And I said, A plumb-line. And
the Lord said :

Behold, I will set a plumb-line

In the midst of my people Israel
;

1 will pass by them no more.

The verb signifies to co7itendjudicially,

to treat according to one's deserts, to

punish. By the fire here spoken of we
are not to understand a great heat which
produced a drought in the land, but war,

of which it is an appropriate symbol.
See Num. xxi. 28; Judges ix. 15, 20;
Is. Ixvi. 16. To express the extent of

the threatened calamity, the fire, by a

bold figure, is represented as drying up
the ocean (nnTDinn), and consuming
whatever was found on the dry land.

This acceptation of P^n, a division,portion,

or allotment of land, the antithesis

requires; still, however, the term is chosen
with special application to the land of

Canaan, which was divided to the children

of Israel as their portion. The definite

form of the noun P^nT^J*, indicates as

much. The invasion of the land of

Israel by Tiglath-Pileser, and the first

captivity of that people seem to be the

subjects of the vision. See 2 Kings xv.

29 ; 1 Chron. v. 26. That in the former

vision, the calamity had not been in-

flicted, the use of the verb nto, forgive,

intimates. . In this, it had in part, as the

use of 'Jin, desist, obviously implies.

5, 6. In these verses, as in vers. 2 and
3, we have a beautiful instance of the

influence of prayer in averting or

mitigating the judgments of God.

7, 8. This vision, and that described

chap. viii. 1—3, differ from the two
preceding, in tlie distinct and express

application of the symbols to the punish-

ment of the Israelites. The Divine

patience is exhausted. Jehovah takes

active measures for executing his threat-

enings, and at last inflicts the exter-

minating judgment on a people ripe for

destruction. The prophet, in conse-

quence, intercedes no more. 'HJ^ noin, a

perpendicular wall, lit. a wall of the plum-
met, so called from the plumb-line being

applied in order to secure its per-

pendicularity. '^3«, which occurs only in

these verses, properly signifies Zeat/ or tin.

Arab. (^|, Syr.|^j|, plumlum. Aq.

yavaxTis, stannatura. The line and
plummet were used not only when houses

were building, but also when they were

to be destroyed. See 2 Kings xxi. 13;

Is. xxviii. 17, xxxiv. 11 ; Lam.ii. 8. The
LXX. and Symm. abafiavra, which the

Syr. also exhibits. In the explanation

of the vision, it is expressly stated, that

the plummet was to be applied to the

people of Israel in order to mark them
out for destruction ; and its being placed

in the midst of them denoted, that this

destruction was not to be confined to

a part only of the kingdom, as it had
been in the case of Tiglath-Pileser 's

invasion, but that it should reach the very

centre. This took place when Shal-

maneser, the successor of that king, after

a siege of three years, took Samaria, put

an end to the kingdom of the ten tribes,

and carried them away captive into

Assyria, 2 Kings xvii. 3, 5, 6, 23. ii»,

to pass, pass on or atuay, means, in
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9 The high-places of Isaac shall be desolated,

And the sanctuaries of Israel laid waste

;

And I will rise against the house of Jeroboam with the sword.

10 Then Amaziah, the priest of Bethel, sent to Jeroboam, the king

of Israel, saying : Amos hath formed a conspiracy against thee, in

the midst of the house of Israel : the land cannot contain all his

11 words. For thus hath Amos said

:

Jeroboam shall die by the sword

;

And Israel shall surely be led away captive from his land.

12 And Amaziah said to Amos: Seer ! Go, flee to the land of Judah,

13 and eat there bread, and prophesy there. But prophesy no more at

application to sin, to pass it by, to forgive,

not to punish it. Prov. xix. 11 ; Micah
vii. 18. See on this latter passage.

9. A definite prediction of the destruc-

tion which was to overtake the places of

idolatrous worship, and the royal house
by which that worship had been esta-

blished and supported. These are spe-

cially mentioned, because to them, as the

procviring causes, the destruction was to

be traced. For the meaning of mm,
high places, see on Is. Ixv. 7. D'^ipp, the

parallel term, denotes the temples, or

structures, consecrated to the worship of

idols. Comp. ii^Ji]"?, ver. 13. VX!'<'^\, instead

of VTif., is not peculiar to our prophet

;

the same orthography is found Ps. cv. 9

;

Jer. xxxiii. 26. There is no reason

whatever to suppose that the word was
purposely so written, or that it was
intended to be taken otherwise than as

a proper name
;

yet the LXX. have

^oafxol rov -yeXcoroy ; and so the Syr,

Michaelis finds a paronomasia in it;

Dahl, an instance of irony ; and even
Calvin thinks that the name was used by
Amos fjLi^TjTiKas. It is here, and ver. 16,

parallel with '^^'}^., and denotes the ten

tribes.

10, 11. Verses 10—17 contain an
interesting historical episode. As there

was doubtless a number of priests who
conducted the idolatrous services at

Bethel, pis must here be understood kot'

e^oxrjv of the chief or high priest,

attached to the royal temple. In the

spirit which has characterised a false

priesthood in every age, Amaziah brings

against the prophet the groundless charge
of treason. That "J'^nb is to be rendered

contain, and refers to number and not

to atrocity, appears from ^, all, being

employed before the following noun.

Comp. for this signification of the verb in

Hiphi], 1 Kings vii. 26, 37 ; Ezek. xxiii.

32. In the Syr. in which a verb signify-

ing to endure is used, "s is omitted, as not

suiting the Oriental idiom.

12, 13. It does not appear that the

king took any notice of the message that

was sent him, so that Amaziah was left

to try what the interposition of his own
authority would effect. He addressed

the prophet by the title njh, seer, most
probably with contemptuous reference to

his visions ; though it was adopted in the

later Hebrew, as equivalent to «'?3, and
corresponds in signification to n>»^, which
was anciently used, 1 Sam. ix. 9. Not
imagining that Amos could be actuated

by any higher principle than that of

selfishness, which reigned in his own
heart, the priest advised him to consult

his safety by fleeing across the frontier

into the kingdom of Judah, where he
might obtain his livelihood by the unre-

strained exercise of his prophetical gifts.

Tlie words ^'pris '^!?, though pleonastic,

are emphatic. At all events, he could

not be permitted any longer to prophesy

in the city of Bethel, which was
distinguished not only as the principal

seat of the king's religion, but also as

being one ofhis royal residences. Though
the ordinary residence of the Israel

-

itish monarchs was at Samaria, yet as

they went at certain stated seasons to

Bethel to worship the golden calf, they

had had a palace built there for their

accommodation.
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14 Betliel, for it is the king"'s sanctuary, and a royal residence. And
Amos answered and said to Amaziah : I am no prophet ; neither am I

the son of a prophet ; but I am an herdsman, and a cultivator ofsyca-

15 mores. And Jehovah took me from following the flock ; and

16 Jehovah said to me : Go, prophesy to my people Israel. And now,

hear the word of Jehovah. Thou sayest, Prophesy not against

Israel ; and. Drop nothing against the house of Isaac. Therefore

thus saith Jehovah

:

Thy wife shall commit lewdness in the city,

17

14. Amos modestly but firmly repels

the charge of selfishness, by declaring,

that he was not a prophet by profession
;

that he had not been educated with a

view to such profession ; that he was a

person of rustic habits; and that his

Divine mission was altogether of an

extraordinary character. ^^'^Jll, the son,

i.e. pupil or disciple of a prophet. In

all probability some of the schools of the

prophets, of which we read in the first

book of Samuel, were still in existence,

in which young men were educated, who
devoted themselves to the service of the

theocracy in the capacity of public

instructors, and to these, or to more
private studies, under the guidance of

some prophet, Amos may be supposed

to refer. ii?.i3, strictly taken, means an

ox-herd ; but as "li^l came, in a larger

acceptation, to denote cattle in general,

it might signify a keeper of any kind of

cattle. There is, therefore, no occasion,

with some, to suppose that the word was

originally ^i?^3, as in chap. i. 1. ^)y^

occurs nowhere else in the Hebrew

Scriptures; but the Arab. (/-Jb. signifies

a white fig, and the Eth. flAM both

the fig-tree and its fruit. As, however,

the participial form of the word is that

which denotes agency, it must mean one

who is occupied with, or cultivates figs.

The particular mode in which the ancients

cultivated fig-trees, the LXX. appear to

havehadin their eye, when they rendered

it by KVL(oi)v, a nipper or scratcher ; for

we are informed by Theophrastus, that

iron nails or prongs were employed to

make incisions or scratches in the tree,

that by letting out some of the sap, the

fruit might be ripened : TrtTTTfiv ov

Bvparai av fu) eTTLKUiadfj' dW e;^oi'T£?

6i'ii;^as aidrjpas eTTiKVi^ovaiV d 8' av tiri-

KVicrQfi, TiTapraia TreTTTerai, iv. 2. See

also Plin. Hist. Nat. xiii. 14; Forskal,

Flor. Egypt, p. 182. D'pi^ll!', sycamores,

a species of tree, abounding in the East,

pretty much resembling the mulberry tree,

the fruit of which is similar to the fig.

It is, however, very inferior in quality,

and is only eaten by the poorest class of

the people. From this circumstance it

may be inferred that Amos occupied a

humble station in life previous to his

being called to prophesy in Israel.

15. "J^^^? is used both in a good and in

a bad sense, and is here to be rendered

indefinitely, to j^rophesy to. The pro-

nomimal sufliix in 'Q5>, " mt/ people," is

not without emphasis. The Israelites

were Jehovah's by right ; he still claimed

his propriety in them ; and, by the

ministry of his prophet, would have
recovered them to his service.

16. Instead of listening to the prohibi-

tion of Amaziah, and retiring from his

sphere of duty, Amos continued to dis-

charge the duties of his office at Bethel;

but before proceeding to give an account

of another vision which he had had, he
directs a pointed prediction against the

idolatrous priest by whom he had been in-

terrupted. f]'T2n, to distil, to cause to come
down in pleasing and flowing discourse

;

here parallel with «|?, to prophesy. Comp.
Ezek. xxi.2, 7; Micah ii. 6, 11. Syr.

uSi.^, Arab, ^W\. Eth. imfl: stil-

lavit, lfln#5,- percolavit.

17. Between rnnnti« in this verse, and
yon nnN in ver. 16, is a marked antithesis.

n?in is not to be understood of voluntary

acts of infidelity on the part of the wife

of Amaziah, but of the violence to which

she would have to submit on the part of
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And thy sons and thy daughters shall fall by the sword ;

Thy land, also, shall be divided by lot,

And thou shalt die in a polluted land

:

And Israel shall surely be taken away captive from his land.

the enemy. This being done i'»|, in the

city, i.e. openly and publicly, was a

great aggravation of the evil.

^£l8i (T<p\ tyKecfidkos ^aM/^aSty peot, ws

oSe o'ivoi

AvTWV, Koi reKiav aXoxoi S' aWoiai
fxiyfuv. Iliad, b. iii. 300, 301.

Every country, except Canaan, was re-

garded by the Hebrews as n^ntp nOT«, a

polluted land, though, at this time, their

own land had become such. Is. xxiv. 5,

where f]5n is similarly used ; Jer. ii. 7.

The land of Assyria is that to which

Amos points.

CHAPTER Vlir.

After giving an account of a fourth vision, in which was represented the ripeness

for destruction at which the Israelites had arrived, and the certainty of such

destruction, 1—3, the prophet resumes his denunciatory addresses to the

avaricious oppressors of the people, 4—7 ;
predicts the overthrow of the nation,

8—10; and concludes with threatening a destitution of the means of religious

instruction, 11—14.

1 Thus the Lord Jehovah showed me, and, behold, a basket of

2 ripe fruit ! And he said, What seest thou, Amos ^ And I said, A
basket of ripe fruit.

Then said Jehovah to me

:

The end is come to my people Israel

;

I will pass by them no more.

1. This vision may be regarded as a

continuation of the subject with which
the last concluded, in the development

ofwhich the prophet had been interrupted

7 - V

by Amaziah. 1"^% Syr. jiv^^a a

cage, or basket ; Arab, L_^ij , inseruit

loro inter duas corii partes ; <uij, lorinn

velfilamentum lignostim pahncs, quo coti-

suilur : what is braided from twigs, such

as wicker work. y?P is used both of

summer, and of the fruit which is

gathered in summer. It is to the ripe-

ness of the fruit at this season that pro-

minence is here designed to be given.

The verb occurs but once in Heb. viz.

Is. xviii. 6. Arab, laxs, media cBstas :

lalj, admodum ferhuit, cestiva habuit.

2. The paronomasia in Y'P- and yp. is

marked and forcible. Comp. Ezek. vii. 6

:

^>}} ™'7 "^^^ ypj^ yP'? **? ^1 yi?-'
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And the songs of the palace shall howl,

In that day, saith the Lord Jehovah
;

The carcasses are many !

Throw them out any where !

Hush

!

Hear this ! ye that pant after the needy,

That ye may destroy the poor of the land,

Saying, When will the new moon be over,

That we may sell corn ?

And the sabbath.

That we may open out grain ?

Making the ephah small,

And the shekel great,

And falsifying the balances for deceit.

That we may purchase the poor for money,

3. Instead of the pathetic elegies

loudly and continuously poured forth at

the princely funerals, nothing was to be

heard but the frantic howl, announcing,

but instantly checked in announcing, the

greatness of the disaster. Into such

howling the joyous songs of the palace

were to be converted. Symm. 6Xo\v-

^ovaiv al wSai. The dead bodies were
to be cast forth indiscriminately, without

any regard to the places where they

might lie ; and even this was not to be

effected without exposing those who
performed it to the attacks of the enemy.
Hence silence was to be enjoined. Some
improperly render '^y^, temjjle. For Dn,

comp. chap. vi. 10.

4. The prophet resumes his usual

style of direct comminatory address.

Comp. chapters iv. v. and vi. For f]«ii3,

see on chap. ii. 7. ri'affl^=n'jiii3n\ to cause

to cease, bring to an end, annihilate,

destroy. The 1 in n''?^'!?^ is to be taken

reXiKwy, as denoting the end or aim of

the oppressions practised by the ava-

ricious Israelites.

5. From this and other passages it is

obvious that the Israelites, notwithstand-

ing their idolatrous practices, still kept

up the observance of the times and
seasons appointed in the law of Moses.
I?"!" and ^I'iP I'^ipn, lit. to break a breaking,

but meaning to sell grain, is sup-

posed to be so named from its being

broken to pieces when ground at the

mill. Some, however, think the name is

derived from its being broken up or

separated by a measure into portions,

with a view to sale ; while others are of

opinion that it is so called because it

breaks or puts an end to hunger, com-
paring Ps. civ. 11. ByiJ nnB, openitig t/ie

corn, is meant opening the sacks or

granaries in which it was kept, and
bringing it out for sale. Thus the LXX.
Syr. and Targ. The nD''«, ephah, was a

corn measure, containing three seahs,

and according to Josephus, equal to the

Attic medi7nnus, or somewhat above three

English pecks. It is uncertain whether
the word be originally Hebrew, or

whether it be Egyptian, ''p.^, from ^pyg,

to weigh, Arab. QM, ponderosus fuit,

gravitatem et pondus exploravit, is here
used of weights in general. It was
originally any piece of metal weighed as

an equivalent for what was bought ; but
came afterwards to signify standard
money, and differed in value, according
as it was of silver or gold, and as it was
estimated by the sacred or the royal
standard, Exod. xxx. 13 ; 2 Sam. xiv.

26. For the sake of greater emphasis,
instead of saying, to make or to use

deceitful balances, the verb nii.3>, to bend,

twist, pervert, is employed, which, in

point of meaning, is pleonastic. LXX.
TTOiricrai ^vyov adiKifiov.

6. See chap. ii. G. "^Ep, from 'JpJ, to
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And the needy for a pair of sandals
;

And sell the refuse of the grain.

7 Jehovah hath sworn by the excellency of Jacob

I will never forget any of their deeds.

8 Shall not the land tremble for this,

And every one that dwelleth therein mourn ?

Shall not all of it rise like the river ?

Shall it not be driven, and subside,

Like the river of Egypt ?

9 It shall come to pass in that day,

Saith the Lord Jehovah,

That I will cause the sun to go down at noon,

And will darken the land in the clear day.

fall; what has fallen off, refuse, chaff,

&c.

7. The iniquitous conduct of the Is-

raelites having been minutely described,

the severe punishment which they had

merited is now threatened. 3'p.^: [W3^, the

excellency of Jacob, has been variously

interpreted. The Targ. Grotius, Dahl,

Newcome, and Bauer, understand the

excellence conferred upon Jacob ; Justi

and Ewald, very preposterously, the pride

or haughtiness of the people; the Rab-

bins and some others, the temple; but

the only appropriate construction of the

phrase, in this connexion, is that which

refers it to Jehovah himself, in whom
alone the Hebrews gloried while they

adhered to the purity of his worship, and

in whom they still ought to glory. Thus

X 7 -^ 1 p a

the Syr. wOOa^*^ OX£u£)Z |-f^)

the Lord, the Mighty One of Jacob

;

Munster, Vatablus, Mercer, Drusius,

Lively, Geseriius, Hitzig, Maurer.
Comp. chap. vi. 8, where 'i^ccpa 5?5ffi3 occurs

instead of the present phrase, which,

however, is also there used in a bad
sense. n3\p>J D«, if Iforget, is the usual

formula of swearing, implying that it

should not take place, fe, in this con-

nexion, implies both totality, and the

single items of which that totality is

made up. Comp. Ps. ciii. 2.

8. The guilt of the people was so

enormous, that it was sufficient to induce

an entire subversion of the existing

state of things. To express this more

strongly, the land is metaphorically re-

presented as rising and swelling like the
Nile, and again falling hke the same
river. Of course, the idea of the heav-
ing and subsiding of the groimd during
an earthquake is what is intended, as

the beginning of the verse shows. For
the sake of energy and impression, the
interrogative form is, as frequently, em-
ployed. That "ito, by an elision of the

letter Yod, is a defective form of "W^s, is

evident from the parallel passage, chap,
ix. 5. Fifteen MSSo originally two more,
and perhaps other three, and one of the

early editions, read i«;3 in full. For the

oi-igin and meaning of the word, see on
Is. xix. 6. '^l is used in Niphal, to ex-
press the violent agitation of the sea
when raised by the wind. Is. Ivii. 20.

It here denotes the rise of the Nile,

which is generally above twenty feet.

For ni^ffi?, the Keri and a great many MSS.
in the text, read ^I?^?, which is un-
doubtedly genuine. The root 5>i:"ij occurs

in a similar connexion, chap. ix. 5. It

signifies to si)ilc down, or subside.

9. Some think the prophet here pre-

dicts the total eclipse of the sun, which
took place at one of the great festivals

in the year that Jeroboam died, (see

Usher's Annals, a.m. 3213); but what-
ever there may be in the language bor-
rowed from such an event, consistency
of interpretation requires it to be taken
metaphorically, as descriptive of a change
from circumstances of prosperity to those

of adversity. Comp. Jer. xv. 9 ; Ezek.
xxxii. 7— 10.
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10 I will turn your festivals into mourning,

And all your songs into lamentation
;

I will bring sackcloth upon all loins,

And baldness upon every head
;

I will make it as the mourning for an only son,

And the end of it a bitter day.

Behold, the days come, saith the Lord Jehovah,

When I will send a famine into the land
;

Not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water.

But of hearing the words of Jehovah.

And men shall wander from sea to sea,

And shall run up and down, from the North even to the East,

Seeking the word of Jehovah,

But they shall not find it.

13 In that day the fair virgins shall faint,

And the young men also, for thirst

;

14 That swear by the sin of Samaria,

11

12

10. The Hebrew festivals were occa-

sions of great joy, and were no doubt on

this very account kept up among the ten

tribes after they had lost their religious

importance. The calamitous result of

the Assyrian invasion under Shalnia-

neser is here most graphically de-

picted. Comp. Is. XV. 2 ; Jer. xlviii. 37;

Ezek. vii. 18. The death of an only

son was regarded by the Hebrews as the

most mournful of events. Comp. Jer.

vi. 26 ; Zech. xii. 10. The pronominal

reference in T^P® and nnn™ is y;s( un-

derstood. 3 in io nv3, is the Caph veri-

tatis.

" Nunc et amara dies, et noctis amarior

umbra est

;

Omnia jam tristi tempora felle madens."

Tibullus, Eleg. lib. ii. Eleg. iv. 11.

11, 12. The Israelites now despised

the messages of the prophets, and by a

just retribution, in addition to all their

other calamities, they should experience

a total withdrawal of all prophetic com-
munications. Comp. Ezek. vii. 26

;

Micah iii. 7. In whatever direction they

might proceed, and whatever efforts they

might make to obtain information rela-

tive to the issue of their trouble, they

should meet with nothing but disappoint-

ment, nip, sun-rise, is used, where

geographically we should have expected
I'td;, or 332, the south ; but the term may
have been chosen in order to intimate

the complete alienation of Israel from
Judah, in consequence of which no one
would think of repairing to Jerusalem
for oracular information. That any
transposition of the words has taken place,

I cannot, with Hougibant and Newcome,
suppose. It is, however, just as probable

that the cardinal points were not in-

tended to be strictly marked, but that

the object was' to indicate generally the

hopelessness of the attempts mentioned.
The Athnach is improperly placed under
rnra, instead of under imTpittJ^, as the Vau
prefixed to ]iD^ and the form of the

verb show.

13. «o^ in this verse, is to be under-
stood of the natural thirst to be expe-
rienced by the inhabitants of Samaria
during the siege predicted in the pre-

ceding verses ; nDD^rn^, properly means,
they shallfeel themselves involved in dark-

ness, which is physically true of those

who are seized with syncope. The root

f]^^, Arab, u-ftii, signifies to cover, en-

velope ; here, with darkness, understood.

After Dninin subaud. 'iD^?n:.

14. liioic nQTi3>!, the sin or crime of Sa-

maria ; i. e. the golden calf and other
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And say, By the life of tliy God, O Dan !

And, By the life of the way of Beersheba

!

They shall fall, and rise no more.

objects of unlawful worship wliicli were rally the way or pilgrimage to Beer-

the occasion of sin and guilt to the Is- sheba; but the phrase being parallel

raelites. Hitzig thinks that Astarte is with the two former instances, in which

specifically meant; but the term was objects of false worship are meant, it

doubtless intended to comprehend the must here be taken in the same sense,

calf at Bethel, the religious veneration Hence the LXX. render, (fj 6e6s (tov.

of which led to the grosser forms of Strictly speaking, it denotes the way or

idolatry. At the same time, Tnm, Astarte, mode of worship, or the zvors/rip itse]f,

is spoken of, 2 Kings xiii. 6, in distinc- that was performed at Beersheba. Comp.
lion from the worship specially instituted Ps. cxxxix. 24; Acts ix. 2, xix. 9,23.

by Jeroboam. See on Is. xvii. 8. The See on chap. v. 5. V. is a formula of

god of Dan was the other golden calf, swearing : By the life of , or, As sure

erected by Jeroboam in Dan, 1 Kings as such an one lives, and was peculiarly

xii. 26—28. By 5^lttn«a ip^_, Kimchi, absurd and sinful when applied to in-

Michaelis, and Bauer, understand lite- animate objects.

CHAPTER IX.

This chapter commences with an account of the fifth and last vision of the prophet,

in which the final ruin of the kingdom of Israel is represented. This ruin was to

be complete and irreparable; and no quarter to which the inhabitants might flee

for refuge, would afford them any shelter from the wrath of the Omnipresent

and Almighty Jehovah, 1— 6. As a sinful nation, it was to be treated as if it had

never stood in any covenant relation to him
;
yet, in their individual capacity, as the

descendants of Abraham, how much soever they might be scattered and aflSicted

among the heathen, they should still be preserved, 7—10. The concluding part

of the chapter contains a distinct prophecy of the restoration of the Jewish

church after the Babylonish captivity, 11 ; the incorporation of the heathen

which was to be consequent upon that restoration, 12; and the final establish-

ment of the Jews in their own land in the latter day, 13—15.

1 I SAW the Lord standing beside the altar, and he said

:

Smite the capital, that the thresholds may shake
;

And break them in pieces, on the heads of them all
;

1. By the Targ., Calvin, Drusius, Gro- Munster, Tarnovius, Schmidius, Lowth,
tius, Justi, Rosenmiiller, and Hengs- Michaelis, Dahl, Bauer, Hitzig, and
tenberg, the scene of this vision is laid Ewald, at the idolatrous temple at Bethel,

at the temple of Jerusalem; by Cyril, and, in my opinion, rightly. Calvin

A A
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Their posterity I will slay with the sword
;

None of their fugitives shall make his escape,

Nor shall any that slip away be delivered.

Though they break through into Sheol,

Thence shall my hand take them
;

Though they climb up to heaven,

Thence will I bring them down.

Though they hide themselves on the summit of Carmel,

There I will search them out and take them ;

Though they conceal themselves from mine eyes in the bottom of

the sea.

There I will command the serpent, and he shall bite them.

Though they go into captivity before their enemies,

There I will command the sword, and it shall kill them :

I will set mine eyes upon them for evil,

And not for good.

does not show his usual tact in objecting

to this interpretation, on the ground that

it represents Jehovah as indirectly ap-

proving of superstition ; for, though the

true God was seen beside the idolatrous

altar, it was not for the purpose of re-

ceiving homage, but of commanding
that the whole of the erection and wor-

ship at Bethel should be destroyed.

No argument in favour of Jerusalem

can be built on the use of the article

in naran, «< the altar," but the contrary.

The idolatrous object to which sacrifices

were offered at Bethel, having been
mentionedin the preceding verse, nothing

is more natural than a reference here to

the altar on which they were presented.

"linips, an ornamented head or capital of

a column, in the shape of a sphere, or

bowl surrounded by flowers. It is

usually derived from lp3, to cover, and
"ins, to crown. LXX. lXa(TTi]piov, mis-

taking the word for nnsa. When used of

the ornamental part of the golden can-

dlestick, they render it (T(})aipcoTi]p. For
D'Ep, see on Is. vi. 4 ; the similarity, in

some respects, between which passage

and the present, appears to have sug-

gested the idea that the temple at Jeru-

salem is here meant. The temple was
to be smitten both above and below, to

indicate its entire destruction. D???,

break them, i.e. the capitals, &c., upon

the head of all the worshippers. It

does not appear that 'ttJNi and ^""y^ are

here used antithetically. The latter de-

notes the children of those who perished

in the attack upon the idolatrous temple.

When threatened by the Assyrians, they

would flock in crowds to Bethel, to im-
plore protection from the golden calf,

and, while thus assembled, they should

perish, along with the vain object of their

trust ; they should, in fact, be buried in

the ruins.

2—4. These verses exhibit a beautiful

series of supposed cases of attempt at

escape from the judgments of God, and
the utter futility of every attempt of the

kind. 'Ji^t;' and D'oi^n, are, as usual, em-
ployed as extreme points of opposition.

Comp. Job xi. 8 ; Ps. cxxxix. 8 ; Is. xiv.

13, 14 ; Matt, xi. 23. ''O'lsn «5«i. Not
only was Mount Carmel celebrated on
account of its general fertility, but also

on account of the dense forests and large

caverns with which it abounded. These,

together with its height, which is about

twelve hundred feet, afforded the fittest

possible places of concealment. Richter,

in his Pilgrimage, p. 65, says :
" Mount

Carmel is entirely covered with green
;

on its summits are pines and oaks, and
further down, olive and laiuel trees,

&c. These forests would furnish safe

hiding places, equally with the caves,
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5 For it is the Lord Jehovah of hosts,

That toucheth the earth and it melteth
;

And all that dwell in it mourn
;

It riseth, all of it, like the river,

And subsideth like the river of Egypt.

6 He that buildeth his upper chambers in the heavens,

And foundeth his vaults upon the earth

;

That calleth to the waters of the sea.

And poureth them out on the surface of the earth
;

Jehovah is his name.

7 Are ye not as the Oushites to me,

O sons of Israel ? saith Jehovah.

which are chiefly on the west side facing

the sea." n^n ^V^p., the bottom of the

Mediterranean Sea, forms a striking con-

trast to the summit of Carmel, which

beetles above it. "^VSV., Arab, jj, terra

aquabilis ; when spoken of a house, the

foundation ox floor ; here the bottom or

basis, on whicli the sea rests. For 'ttJi^^,

sea-serpent, see on Is. xxvii. 1.

" Immensis orbibus angues
Incumbant pelago, pariterque ad littora

tendunt." Mneid. ii. 204.

The n in n'i'p, in verses 3 and 4, loses

its proper prepositive signification, as in

7'nvp, n;3»D, nnn'p, &c. and merely denotes

position or place.

5, 6. A sublime description of the al-

mighty and uncontrollable power of

Jehovah. For the reference to the Nile,

see on chap. viii. 8. Instead of "'5^''?,'?,

the Keri and not a few MSS. read vntep
in full. Comp. vnvb», Ps, civ. 3, 13.

Aidepos oiicov vnepTaTov vaierdeis.

Oppian. Halieut. i. 490.

GeoO olKT]Ti]f)iov Toil Koajxov to ava>.

Arisfot.

n^a«, a body or mass, the parts of which

are firmly compacted; Arab. t>l>-l,

fornix firma coinpaginis et structurcE

;

an arch or vault ; obviously used of the

TK}, or hemis])heric expanse or vault of

heaven ; which, from its appearing to

the eye to rest upon the earth, is here

said to be founded upon it. To render

it, with the Targ., congregation, and apply

it to the Church, as a body of believers,

firmly united together, is altogether un-

suital)le to the connexion. The render-

ing of the LXX., Syr., and Arab, would

seem to indicate that nix2^ nin; originally

stood in the text, at the end of ver. 8
;

but only one of De Rossi's MSS. has

this reading at first hand.

7. By appealing to the fact, that, in

his providence, he had removed different

nations from their original abodes, and
settled them elsewhere, Jehovah repels

the idea, which the Israelites were so

prone to entertain, that, because he had
brought them out of Egypt, and given

them the land of Canaan, they were pe-

culiarly the objects of his regard, and

could never be subdued or destroyed.

He now regarded, and would treat them
as the Cushites, who bad been trans-

planted from their primary location

in Arabia, into the midst of the bar-

barous nations of Africa. D".ffii;, Cush-

ites, are here the inhabitants of the

African Cush, or Ethiopia. See on Is.

xviii. 2. Arab.|pj^l JU) Abyssinians.

hlQiQTvas, To\ bix6a SeSai'arat, "crxaToi

dv8pa>v,

Oi jiev dvaojxevov vTrepiovoi, ci 8 avi-

ovTos. Odyss. i. 23, 24.

For C^n-fbs, see on Is. xiv. 28. Gese'

nius hesitates between Crete and Cap-
padocia, as designated by the Hebrew
Qaplitor, but inclines to the former.
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Did I not bring Israel from the land of Egypt ?

The Philistines from Caphtor ?

And the Syrians from Kir ?

8 Behold, the eyes of the Lord Jehovah are upon the sinful kingdom,

And I will destroy it from the face of the earth

;

Yet I will not utterly destroy the house of Jacob,

Saith Jehovah.

9 For, behold, I will command.

And will sift the house of Israel among all the nations,

As one sifteth corn in a sieve,

And not a grain falleth to the ground.

10 But all the sinners of my people shall die by the sword.

That say, The evil shall not reach nor overtake us.

11 In that day I will raise up the booth of David that is falling,

And will close up its breaches

;

Thesaurus, p. 709. LXX. KaTnraBoKia.
Vi'\>i, Aram, or Syi'ia, put for the Syrians,

i. e. the inhabitants of the countries

about Damascus. They are here repi-e-

sented as having migrated from I'i^, Kir,

tlie country lying on the river Kur, or

Cyrus. See on Is. xxii. 6.

8, 9. I d;ji'5>, the eyes of a person are

said to be in any one, when he keeps

him steadily in view, in order either to

do him good, or to punish him. In

the present instance, the phrase conveys

the idea of hostility. Though the king-

dom of the ten tribes was to be utterly

and for ever destroyed, yet, as descend-

ants of their patriarchal ancestors, they

should not become extinct. In the midst

of the wrath which their sinfulness should

bring upon them, God would remember
mercy. '3 DE« is strongly adversative.

ni33, a sieve, which is used to separate

the chaff and other refuse from the pure

grain, is most probably derived from

^?5, to be many, from the nvunber of small

holes in it. LXX. \iKfx6s. Aq. and
Symm. Koa-Kivov. liis is used as a di-

minutive of 11^, the smallest stone, 2 Sam.
xvii. 13; here it signifies the smallest

grain or particle of corn. While the figu-

rative language here employed expresses

the violence of the sifting process to

which the Israelites should be subjected

in order tliat their idolatry and other

sins might be removed from them ; it

likewise sets forth the great care that

would be exercised for their preservation.

The universal character of their disper-

sion is likewise strongly marked.
1 0. Those are here specially intended,

who scoflSngly denied the possibility of

the Assyrian conquest, namely, the

dissipated magnates of Samaria. Such
should perish in the war. ir^D'^frrT is

imusual. Perhaps the meaning is, Shall

not come forward, or advance in our

rear, so as to cut off our retreat.

11. The Isi-aelites now disappear from

the scene, in order to give place to a

brief but prominent exhibition of the

restoration of the Jews from their de-

pressed condition, during the anticipated

captivity in Babylon, and tlie great

design of that restoration—the introduc-

tion of the Messianic dispensation, during

which the blessings of the covenant of

mercy were to be extended to the Gentile

world. With this reference in view, the

apostle James expressly quotes the pro-

phecy, Acts XV. 15—17. The quotation

is made from the version of the LXX.

;

but, as regards verbality, differs fully as

much from it, as the latter does from the

Hebrew text : his object being to give

the general sense of the passage, and
not the identical phraseology. It must
farther be observed that, though he

quotes the entire passage, consisting of

the 11th and 12th verses, his obvious
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And I will raise up its ruins,

And build it, as in the days of old.

That the remnant of Edom may be possessed,

And all the nations upon which my name shall be called,

Saith Jehovah that doeth this.

design was to give prominence to what
is contained in the latter, viz. the con-

version of the Gentiles, the very point

required by his argument ; so that all

attempts to apply what is said respecting

the booth of David to the Christian

church, are unwarranted and futile. Tii,

David, is used by the prophet, not in its

figurative, but in its proper meaning, as

denoting the Hebrew monarch of that

name. By ninrt nv, that day, for which
James has, quite indefinitely, /ifra ravra,

we are to understand the period of the

dispersion of the Israelites among the

nations, subsequent to the fall of their

kingdom. Though that kingdom would
never be restored, yet the Jewish polity

would be re-established at Jerusalem.

This polity is here called Ti^nsp, the

booth, or hut of David, to denote the

reduced state of his family, and the

affairs of the people. Comp Is. xi. 1,

and my note there. When the prosperity

of that family is spoken of, the more
dignified phrase, TiT'n\3, tJie house of
David, is employed. See 2 Sam.iii. 1

;

1 Kings xi. 38; Is. vii. 2, 13. TI5 br\ii,

the tent, or tabernacle ofDavid, Is. xvi. 5,

would seem to express an intermediate

state of things. That Tii, David, is here

to be imderstood of the Messiah, I cannot

find, nap, tugurium, a hut, or booth, so

called from its being constructed by
interweaving the boughs and branches
of trees with each other, and its thus

forming a rude shelter from the storm.

It was in such booths the Hebrews were
to dwell during the seven days of ni2pri jri,

the feast of booths, commonly called
" the feast of tabernacles." See Levit.

xxiii. 40—43. Root '^?D, to iveave, in-

terweave, protect. Still more definitely

to mark the depressed condition of the

Jewish kingdom, it is described as n^Pi,

falling. The present participle is here,

as frequently, used to denote an action

which was happening at the time of

narration, and which would be continued.

About the time of Amos the Jewish

affairs hadbegim to decline ; and, though
they occasionally and partially revived,

yet, taken as a whole, they continued to

deteriorate till the Babylonish invasion,

when they were reduced to the deplorably

fallen state in which they continued till

the return from the captivity, when the

restoration here predicted took place.

From the phraseolgy employed by the

prophet, the Rabbins derived one of the

names which they give to the Messiah :

'bo: "13, the son of the fallen. Thus in the

Talmud, Sanhed. fol. QQ, 2 :
" R. Nach-

man said to R. Isaac, Hast thou heard

when Bar~naphli comes .'' To whom he
said, Who is Bar-naphli He replied.

The Messiah: you may call the Messiah
Bar-naphli; for is it not written, In that

day I will raise up, &c. ? " quoting the

present verse of Amos. For other

passages to the same effect, see Schoet-

genii Horse Hebraicas et Talmud. The
feminine suffix in ]\}'"T^^ is to be referred

to the different parts or cities of the

kingdom, understood. The masculine

in i^in, has tit for its antecedent, and
the feminine in n'l?^?^ refers to nsp.

12. The grand end of the restoration

from the captivity in Babylon is now
stated, viz. the introduction of the

universal economy of the gospel. The
church of God had formerly consisted of

persons belonging to a particular nation
;

henceforth it was to comprehend those

of all nations, even such as had been
most hostile to its interests, whom God
would call to be his people, -ir^i, to tulce

possession of, inherit, is here used figura-

tively of the influence for good which
the church should exert over the Gentiles,

bringing them witliin her pale, and using

them for her holy and benevolent pur-

poses. In the words, an". wSi T|!?ni, " thy

seed shall possess," or "inherit the

nations," Is. liv. 3, we have a strictly

parallel prophecy, couched in the same
language. Comp. also Is. xlix. 8, and
Rom. iv. 13, where, in reference to the

blessing of the Gentiles with faithful
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13 Behold, the days are coming, saith Jehovah,

That the ploughman shall overtake the reaper,

And the treader of grapes him that soweth the seed

;

And the mountains shall drop ^vith new wine,

And all the hills shall melt.

Abraham, that patriarch is called " the

heir of the world." Among the first of

the foreign nations that were to experi-

ence this beneficent influence, the Idu-

means are expressly mentioned. Owing
to the enmity which had existed between

them and the Jews, they had mutually

harassed and wasted each other, in con-

sequence of which, and of invasions and

wars on the part of other powers, nothing

but nnsii?!i, a remnant, of the former was

left. Of this remnant, a portion was pro-

selytized to the Jewish faith in the time

of John Hyrcanus, and the remainder

amalgamated with the tribes of Arabia,

which embraced the Christian faith. It

is to these last that specific reference

is here made. i^" is to be taken

impersonally, and rendered passively

;

and the power of its future must be

carried forward to «^p?. The calling of

a name upon any person or thing,

denotes the assertion of the claims of

the individual whose name is mentioned

upon the person or thing specified.

D;i3rrt3 is the accusative, n« being under-

stood'as repeated. Dii^ nnW'rnN ^trf:\^jt>,

the LXX. have rendered, ottcos sk^t/-

T'qaaxjiv 01 KaToXonroc twv dvOpconcov,

or, as some MSS, read, eK^rjTijacoat ^e,

as if their Hebrew text had been ]'^.^\

i« nn«ffl 'n« itthT, that the residue of

men may seek me. Newcome supposes

that the reading 'ni^ is a contraction for

rnn; nw ; but though t6v Kvpiov, which

we find in the quotation. Acts xv. 17,

might seem to favour this supposition,

there is no evidence to prove that the

contraction "'' n«, so common in Rabbinical

writings, is of such antiquity. Tdv

Kvpiov I consider to be merely an

interpretation of /xe. No Hebrew MSS.
afford any countenance to the Greek

translation, nor do any of the versions,

except the Arabic, which, as usual,

follows the LXX. For this reason,

and regarding the latitude used by

the writers of the New Testament

when quoting from the Old, I cannot

perceive how the passage can justly be

charged with corruption. To which add,

that the words as they stand in the

Hebrew text, admirably suit the con-
nexion, as they equally do the argument
of the apostle; though quoting, according
to custom, from the Greek version, he
adopted in the main the construction

whichit exhibits, as sufficiently expressive

of the fact which he had in view.

13. Comp. Levit. xxvi. 5. The lan-

guage imports the greatest abundance
;

and this verse, with the two following,

refer to a period subsequent to that of

the calling of the Gentiles. This the

introductory phrase ''!<b D^-ry nsn, Behold,

the days are coming, distinguished as it

is from ><inn uvi, In that day, ver. 11, the

position of the prophecy, and other

features which characterise it, sufficiently

show. The verses are parallel with

Is. Ixi. 4, Ixii. 8, 9, Ixv. 21—23 ; and are

to be interpreted of the future restoration

of the Jews to their own land, and their

abundant prosperity in the latter day.

For 3?'^JD 'T^'9,
to draw out the seed, comp.

'^'3J] '^W, Ps. cxxvi. 6. The idea seems
to be that of conveying the seed with

the hand from the sack or vessel in

which it was carried, yet not to the

exclusion of the act of sowing. Comp.

the Eth. •Jl' n?\' jaculatus est sa-

gittas. For DTO, fresh or sweet wine,

see on Joel i. 5. The metaphorical

language here employed is at once, in

the highest degree, bold and pleasing.

The Hebrews were accustomed to con-

struct terraces on the sides of the

mountains and other elevations, on which
they planted vines. Of this fact the

prophet avails himself, and represents

the immense abundance of the produce to

be such, that the eminences themselves

would appear to be converted into the

juice of the grape.

" Subitis messor gaudebit aristis :

Rorabunt querceta favis, stagnantia

passim

Vina fluent, oleique lacus."

Cluudian, in Ilufn. lib. i. 382.
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14 I will reverse the captivity of my people Israel,

And they shall build the desolate cities, and inhabit them :

And they shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine of them
;

They shall also make gardens, and eat the fruit of them.

15 For I will plant them in their own land,

And they shall no more be plucked up from their land

Which I have given them,

Saith Jehovah thy God.

How striking the contrast between the

scene here depicted, and that which
the face of Palestine has presented
during the long period of the disper-

sion !

14, 15. It is impossible to conceive

of prophecy more distinctly or positively

asserting the future and final restoration

of the Jews to Canaan than that contained
in these verses. Once and again they
have been removed from that favoured

land, on account of their wickedness;
but still it is theirs by Divine donation to

their great progenitor. And when they
return to the faith ofAbraham, beholding
in retrospection the day of the Messiah,
which he saw and was glad, but deeply
bewailing their guilt in having crucified

him, and persevered for so many centuries

in the rejection of his gospel, they shall

regain possession of it, and remain its

happy occupants till the end of time.





B A D I A H.

PREFACE.

The prophecy of Obadiah, consisting only of twenty-one verses,

is the shortest book of the Old Testament. Jerome calls him,

parvus propheta, versuum supputatione, non sensum. Of his origin,

life, and circumstances, we know nothing ; but, as usual, various

conjectures have been broached by the Rabbins and Fathers :

—

some identifying him with the pious Obadiah who lived at the

court of Ahab ; some, with the overseer of the workmen, men-

tioned 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12 ; and some, with others of the same

name ; while there is no lack of legendary notices respecting the

place of his birth, sepulchre, &c. See Carpzovii Introd. tom. iii.

pp. 332, 33S.

That he flourished after the capture of Jerusalem by the Chal-

deans, may be inferred from his obvious reference to that event,

verses 11— 14; for it is more natural to regard these verses as

descriptive of the past, than as prophetical anticipations of the

future. He must, therefore, have lived after, or been contemporary

with Jeremiah, and not with Hosea, Joe], and Amos, as Grotius,

Huet, and Lightfoot, maintain. Sufficient proof of his having

lived in or after the time of that prophet, has been supposed to be

B B
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found in the almost verbal agreement between verses 1—8, and

certain verses inserted in the parallel prophecy, Jeremiah xlix. ; it

being assumed that he must have borrowed from him. This

opinion, however, though held by Luther, Bertholdt, Von Coelln,

Credner, Hitzig, and Von Knobel, is less probable than the con-

trary hypothesis, which has been advocated by Tarnovius,

Schmidius, Du Veil, Drusius, Newcome, Eichhorn, Jahn, Schnurrer,

Rosenmiiller, Holzapfel, Hendewerk, Havernick, and Maurer.

Indeed, a comparison of the structure of the parallel prophecies

goes satisfactorily to show the priority of our prophet, as has been

ably done by Schnurrer, in his Disputatio Philologica in Obadiam,

Tubing. 1787, 4to. Add to which, that Jeremiah appears to have

been in the habit of partially quoting from preceding prophets.

Comp. Is. XV. xvi. with Jerem. xlviii. This view is confirmed

by the opinion of Ewald, that both these writers copied from some

earlier prophet, since he admits that Obadiah has preserved, in

a less altered condition, the more energetic and unusual manner of

the original than Jeremiah. In brief, the portion in question is

so entirely in keeping with the remainder of the book, that they

must be considered as having been originally delivered by the

same individual ; whereas Jeremiah presents it in the form of

disjecta membra poet<^.

In all probability the prophecy was delivered between the year

B. c. 588, when Jerusalem was taken by the Chaldeans, and the

termination of the siege of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar. During this

interval, that monarch subdued the Idumeans, and other neigh-

bouring nations.

Of the composition of Obadiah, little, as Bishop Lowth observes,

can be said, owing to its extreme brevity. Its principal features

are animation, regularity, and perspicuity.

The subjects of the prophecy are the judgments to be inflicted

upon the Idumeans on account of their wanton and cruel conduct

towards the Jews at the time of the Chaldean invasion ; and the

restoration of the latter from captivity. The book may, therefore,

be fitly divided into two parts : the first comprising verses 1—16,

which contain a reprehension of the pride, self-confidence, and

unfeeling cruelty of the former people, and definite predictions of
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their destruction ; the latter, verses 17

—

21, in which it is promised

that the Jews should not only be restored to their own land, but

possess the territories of the surrounding nations, especially Idumea.

The reason why the book occupies its present unchronological

position in the Hebrew Bible, is supposed to be the connexion

between the subject of which it treats, and the mention made of

" the residue of Edom," at the conclusion of the preceding book of

Amos.
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The prophecy commences by announcing the message sent in the providence of

God to the Chaldeans, to come and attack the Idufneans, ver. 1 ; and describes

the humiliation of their pride, 2, 3 ; the impossibility of their escape by means
of their boasted fastnesses, 4; and the completeness of their devastation, 5.

It then proceeds with a sarcastic plaint over their deserted and fallen condition,

6—9 ; specifies its cause—their unnatural cruelty towards the Jews, 10—14
;

and denounces a righteous retribution, 15, 16. The remaining portion fortels

the restoration of the Jews, their peaceful settlement in their own land, and the

establishment of the kingdom of Messiah, 17—21.

The Vision of Obadiah.

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah concerning Edom
We have heard a report from Jehovah,

And a messenger is sent among the nations :

*' Up ! let us rise against her to battle ! ""

1. Eichhorn, Rosenmiiller, Jaeger,

and Hendewerk, have raised unneces-

sary doubt respecting the genuineness

of the title and introduction contained

in this verse, which have been fully

obviated by Schnurrer, Maurer, and
Hitzig. For ]iin, see on Is. i. 1. ^^1^^,

Obadiah, "the servant of Jehovah,"
equWalentto^ii'^T^, Abdeel, Jer.xxxvi.26;

Arab. <xiil Sxc, Ahd-allah ; Ger. Goits-

chalclc. For Dii^?, Edom, see on Is.

xxxiv. 5. The words nin^ nssp m-p'O) nyraiij,

we have heard a I'eport from Jehovah,

are not to be regarded as designed to

describe the reception of the Divine
message by the prophet, but express the

communication made to the nations by
the ambassador sent to summon them
to the attack upon Idumea, as the

following clause shows. The H'^TO'ttJ,

report, or communication itself, is con-

tained in the last line of the verse. The
plural form 'is^p^, ^' ive have heard,"

for which Jeremiah has 'n^'5^, " / have
heard," is so qualified by the passive

verb n^^ in the second member of the

parallelism, that it is equivalent to the

passive form ny)p\p:, hath been heard.

There is, therefore, no necessity to

inquire whether Obadiah meant himself

and other prophets, or whether he
identified himself with his countrymen.
All that is intended is the circulation of

the hostile message in regard to Idumea
;

and the tracing of the movement to the

overruling providence of God, by which
Nebuchadnezzar and his allies were led

to turn their arms against that country.

See Calvin, in loc. i''?, a messenger, or

ambassador ; Arab. .Lo, jJ^-^> ^'^''^j P^o-

fectus est. LXX. nepioxrjv, but in Jer.

dyyi\ov<s; Symm. hereayyeXtui'. Comp.
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Behold, I have made thee small among the nations ;

Thou art exceedingly despised.

The pride of thine heart hath deceived thee,

Thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rock,

Whose habitation is high ;

That saith in his heart,

Who shall bring me down to the ground ?

Though thou shouldest soar like the eagle.

And shouldest set thy nest among the stars.

Thence I will bring tliee down, saith Jehovah.

Is. xviii. 2, and my note there. ^Kflp,

arise ! up ! like "d^, come ! go ! &c., is

frequently used as a term of excitement.

With it the address of the herald

commences ; who, identifying himself

with the nations which he summons,

proceeds to employ the plural of the

same verb in its strictly hostile sense,

followed by the preposition ''V. D^,
though properly masculine, is here

viewed as '^'})^, a country ; hence the

feminine suffix in n^'j.5>,

2. Here the masculine gender is

adopted, which is continued throughout

the prophecy—D^, people, being undei--

stood. The past time of the verbs ex-

presses the certainty of the events ; and
^ViD(7, small, and ^'in, despised, are not

designed to mark the comparatively

limited and despicable character of

Idumea, geographically considered, as

Newcome interprets, but describe the

miserable condition to which it was to

be reduced by its enemies.

3. The Idumeans are taunted with the

proud confidence which they placed in

their lofty and precipitous mountain
fastnesses, and the insolence with which

they scouted every attempt to subdue

them. These positions, strong by nature,

and many of them rendered still more
so by art, they deemed absolutely

impregnable. Such inaccessible places

are appropriately called i''bp-"ijn, cliffs of

the roch, Syr. | .^, rupes ; the Arab.

Ls*", confugit; and hence the idea of

refuge, which is secondary, and less

proper to be adopted here. LXX. eV

Toif oTvais rcof Trerpcof. Syr. Ii^q^

X^^Q^^y inforttssiinarupe. Some in-

terpreters are of opinion that by 2?)D,

Sela, we are to understand the city of

that name, otherwise called Petra,

situated in Wady Musa, and celebrated

as the capital of Idumea. See on Is.

xvi. 1. The D'ljn, cliffs, would, on this in-

terpretation, be the high and inaccessible

rocks which beetled over that metropolis.

I prefer taking the word in its literal

acceptation, and view it as a collective,

equivalent to the plural of the LXX.
and other ancient versions, and thus

describing the rocky character of the

country generally, as well as that about

Petra in particular. Instead of '^'^'ipH',

hath deceived thee, four of De Rossi's

MSS. and originally two more, read
Tj^'ten

; but though this reading is sup-

ported by the LXX., Arab., Vulg., and
Hexaplar Syr. it is inferior to that of the

Textus Receptus, which has the suffrages

of the Syr. and the Targ., especially as

there are no other instances in which
«'fflri is used in the sense of raising, or

elevating. The ' in '3.3\a is simply a poetic

paragogic, of which several examples

occur in the Benoni participle. See Gen.

xlix. 11 ; Deut. xxxiii. 16 ; Is. xxii. 16
;

Micah vii. 14. In ina'ri there is a transi-

tion from the second person to the third,

for the sake of more graphically pointing

out the proud position of Edom. Comp.
Is. xxii. 16.

4. By a bold but beautiful hyperbole,

the Idumeans are told, that, to what
height soever they might remove, and

how entirely they might imagine them-

selves to be beyond the reach of their

enemies, Jehovah would dislodge them,

and dehver them into their power. For
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If thieves bad come to tliee,

Or robbers by night (how art thou destroyed !)

Would they not have stolen what was sufficient for them ?

If vintagers had come to thee,

Would they not have left some gleanings ?

the soaring of the eagle, and his building

his nest on tlie inaccessible crags of the

rock, comp. Job xxxix. 27, 28 :

" Is it at thy command the eagle soars.

And erects his nest on high ?

The rock he inhabits, and makes his

abode
On the point of the rock, and the fast-

ness."

D'to Ewald and Hitzig take to be a passive

participle ; but that it is the infinitive

construct, is rendered certain by its

having the preposition ]'Q before it, Job
XX. 4. In the present instance, and in

Num. XXV. 21, in which, as here, it is

followed by ?|3i?, it stands elliptically for

>is?ri cip
; which sufficiently accounts for

the rendering of the LXX., Syr., Targ.,

and Vulg., which exhibit the second

person singular of the verb. The term
Dnsis is to be understood literally of the

stars, as the highest objects which
present themselves to the eye, and not

of the tops of the highest rocks, or even

heaven itself, as some have maintained.

'^^'liK is a direct reply to the vaunting

question, ':TnV>p, ver. 3. Theodoret well

expresses the sense thus : 'ETrctS?) toIvvv,

rprjal ravrais dappwv dXa^ovevrj koI

fxeya (ppovels (os dxeipaTos, evaXaToi'

ae KaTa(jT7]aa> Koi evx^ipcoTOV roli

ixdpols, Koi rav TroXtpicov ov 8i.a(pev^T]

Tcis x^^pf^s, ov8e el diKrjv derov nerecopos

dpdeirji, k. t. X.

5. The Idumeans are here taught, that

their devastation would be complete.

This prophetic intelligence is com-
municated in the form of interrogative

illustrations, derived from customs with

which they were familiar. The manner
in which they should be treated would be

very different from that adopted by
private thieves, or by a pai-ty of maraud-
ing nomades, who usually seize as much

as they can, and especially what they

have set their minds on, in the hurry of

the moment, leaving the rest of the

property to its possessors. They should
even fare worse than the vines, on which
the vintagers, though they cut down the

bunches generally, still left some that

might be gleaned afterwards. In Jere-

miah the order of the illusti-ations is

reversed, the vintagers being taken first.

^5'"? ""ly^, night-rohbers. In such a country

as Idumea, a predatory attack could only

have been attempted in the night, espe-

cially on such places as were most
strongly fortified by nature, and com-
manded a view of the immediately
surrounding regions. Hitzig thinks the

prophet has Petra specially in his eye,

on account of its having been the great

emporium of that part of the world.

Instead of nb'bniuJDNT|^w|D'333 dm, Jere-

miah has only nVba D''a33 D«, which is less

forcible. He also substitutes in'n^n for

i23y. The position of the words nn'nS: T|>n,

How thou art destroyed, has offended

some fastidious critics, some of whom
would remove them to the beginning of

the verse, and others to the commence-
ment of the following. What might be

accounted their natural place would be

the end of the present verse ; but the

prophet, struggling to give expression to

the feeling which agitated his mind,

breaks in upon his illustrations with the

interjected exclamation, and then carries

them on to a close. The words are

omitted by Jeremiah, nn^ has two

leading significations : to be like ; and,

according with the Arab. ^J, vulneravit,

perdidit, to cause to cease, destroy, &c.

LXX. TToC av a7reppi<pris ; having read

nn^Pl?, a verb, which nowhei-e occurs in

Niphal. D'i?, their sufficiency, i.e. what

was requisite for supplying their present

wants, or such a quantity as they had

sufficient strength to remove. LXX,

TO. iKavd iavTols. Syr. rOOlZ^^j
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How is Esau explored !

And his hidden places searched !

All thine allies have driven thee to the frontier

;

Those who were at peace with thee have deceived thee

;

They have prevailed against thee :

They that ate thy bread have laid a snare under thee
;

There is no understanding in hira !

siifficentia eoriim. The apodosis is

omitted ; but there is a beautiful pro-

priety in leaving it to be supplied by
those to whom the appeal was made.

6. Tlie prophet here resumes his strain

of sarcastic plaint over the fall of Idumea,
which he had abruptly adopted in the

preceding verse, repeating the tj'n there

employed, which is again understood
before W23. The patronymic i^'? is con-
strued as a collective noun with the

plural of the verb, and, at the same
time, with the singular pronominal affix.

In the translation I have been obliged to

employ the singular in both cases.

0'?2^'P, like D'pp'fD, may either signify

places where treasures are Jiidden, or the

treasures themselves ; or the term may
be explained of hiding-places, to which
men resort in order to elude an enemy.
I prefer the last of these significations,

as better agreeing with the persons of the

Edomites, mentioned in the former
hemistich ; though the hiding of their

treasures is also naturally implied. The
form is that of the Arabic passive

^LUq -Q. Such places abound in Idumea.

" Revera," says Jerome, "ut dicamusali-
quid de natura loci, omnis australis regio

Idumaeorum de Eleutheropoli usque
Petram et Ailam (hsec est enim possessio

Esau) in specubushabitatiunculashabet.
Et propter nimios calores solis, quia
meridiana provincia est, subterrancis
tuguriis utitur." Instead of the exclama-
tory form here employed, Jeremiah
adopts that of direct personal assertion :

v^nDQTix 'rr'jii "ibirnN \-^DTn ':.^3 • chan^ino-XT.- ...•-- X "^ V : - X • -1 -J O O

'

at the same time, ffisn mto ^^J], and
ivieap into v;iripn.

7. nbc, which in Kal has the signi-

fication to send, send away, signifies in

Piel, to dismiss, eject, expel, conveying
the superadded idea of compulsion or

violence. Connected, as here, with ^,

the verb implies expulsion beyond the

frontier specified ; and the whole sen-

tence is descriptive of transportation into

a state of captivity. Thus the Targ.

fbyA NOiHiTi )n, they shall lead thee cap-
tive from the border. By '^nni 'irpxi, the

men of thy covenant, are meant those

who had formally pledged assistance to

the Edomites ; confederates, allies ; by
^T^ '^7«, the men of thy -peace, neigh-
bouring states, which were on terms of
peace and friendship with them. LXX.
auSpes elprjviKOL, those who were peace-
ably inclined towards them. Before

^'r^'l supply 'r?^ from the preceding

—

the men of thy bread ; or '!?3'n, may be
understood, those who eat thy bread;
and thus the phrase will be descriptive

of dependents ; some of the poorer
tribes of the desert, who subsisted on the
bounty of the Edomites, and whose aid

they might reasonably expect in case of
any emergency. Comp. Ps. xli. 10, where
a similar combination of 'pnb W« with
'pi"?)!) MJ'N occurs ; though there the idea
of familiarity, rather than that of de-

pendence, seems intended to be ex-
pressed. Five of De Rossi's MSS. and
originally two more, read ^^w^it^rr, instead

of Tp^j'CT, as also one of the early editions,

the LXX. and Ai'ab.; but the common
reading is to be preferred. To ^'^y, thirty

MSS., originally eleven more, four by
emendation, the Soncin. and Complut.
editions, the Soncin. Prophets, and the
Syr., jjrefix the copulative, which the dif-

ference of sense in the two verbs re-

quires. There is some difficult)^ in

determining the meaning of liio. LXX.

ivfdpa ; Syr. |j].ixS) insidicB, Vulg.

insidicB ; Targ. ^'^(V}, offendiculum—all

agreeing in the idea of treachery, or the
employment of means by which one
might be subverted or ensnared. This
seems to be the only suitable meaning
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Shall I not in that clay, saith Jehovah,

Cause the wise men to perish from Edom ?

And the men of understanding from Esau ?

in tins place, as the signification of

wound, which attaches to the word,

Jer. XXX. 13, Hos. v. 13, the other pas-

sages in which it occurs, will not, with

any tolerable degree of propriety, apply.

Two derivations have been proposed,

the Arab. .•^, distendit, equaliter, dis-

tendit, to which Tingstadius appeals in

Supplement, ad Lexx. Hebrr. p. 23
;

but which is far-fetched, as there is no
proof that the verb is used in the sense

of spreading out a net, or the like ; and

)•, .«•, mentitus fidt, .,:, falluin, men-

daclum, with which the Hebrew i^i, to

decline from the way of truth, has been

compared. The use of ^nnn ra'to;, they

place under thee, most naturally suggests

the idea of a gin or trap, which may be

said to deceive or act falsely by those

who tread upon it ; so that the notions

of treachery, plot, net, snare, may be

combined in furnishing the true sig-

nification. Fiirst, who derives the word
from 111, gives the significations thus

:

" circumligare, obligatio vulneris, fascia,

hinc medicina ; moraliter : laqueorum
connexio, perfidia fallax, insidiosa, frau-
dulenta." To no quarter could the Idu-

means look for aid. Their allies, their

neighbours, their very dependents, so far

from assisting them, would act treach-

erously towards them, and employ every

means, both of an open and covert

nature, to effect their ruin. At the close

of the verse, the prophet turns off again

from the direct mode of address, and
employ's the third person, for the purpose

of more emphatically exposing their

folly in placing confidence in those who
were totally unworthy of it. It would
be highly uncritical, with the Targ.,

Hougibant, and Newcome, to change
i^, in him, into '^3, in thee.

8. The Idumeans confided, not only

in the natural strength of their country,

but in the superiority of their intel-

lectual talent. That they excelled in

the arts and sciences, is abundantly

proved by the numerous traces of them

in the book of Job, which was undoubt-
edly written in their country. They
were, indeed, proverbial for their ^??n,

philosophy, for the cultivation of which,
their intercourse with Babylon and Egypt
was exceedingly favourable, as were
likewise their means of acquiring infor-

mation from the numerous caravans

whose route lay through their country,

thus forming a chain of communication
between Europe and India. Speaking
of wisdom, the author of the book of

Baruch says, in reference to their cele-

brity as sages of antiquity, chap. iii.

22, 23 :—
" It hath not been heard of in Canaan,
Neither hath it been seen in Teman.
The Hagarenes that seek wisdom upon

earth,

The merchants of Meran and of Teman,
The mythologists, and investigators of

intelligence.

None of these have known the ways of

wisdom,
Nor remembered her paths."

These sages are here called D''??") ^^^

their accumulated stores of wisdom are

expressed by n^n, intelligence, the term

which had just lieen employed at the

close of the preceding verse. The inter-

rogative ^''rrishere strongly affirmative;

and "I in 'n7???L'^ is merely conversive.

lu?? nn, the mount of Esau, is the

mountainous region of Seir, to the south

of Palestine, now called iJl^l-^ LJ-^j

Jebel Sherah, and Cl^] JlJl, esh-Sherah^

extending as far south as Akabah. It

was originally inhabited by the Horites,

or Troglodytae, so called because they

dwelt in the caves of the mountains,

whom the posterity of Esau expelled, and
taking possession of the country, spread

themselves as far towards the north as

the borders of Moab. It was particularly

to the more northerly portion of this

region that the name of jJ>X>-, Jebel, or

Gebalene, was given. in, mountain,

being here, and verse 9th, obviously used
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9 Thy mighty men, O Teman ! shall be dismayed,

That every one may be cut off from momit Esau.

10 For the slaughter, for the injury of thy brother Jacob,

Shame shall cover thee, and thou shalt be cut off for ever,

11 In the day when thou didst take a hostile position,

In the day when foreigners took captive his forces,

And strangers entered his gates, and cast lots upon Jerusalem,

Even thou wast as one of them.

in a collective sense I have translated it

in the plural.

9. For l^'n, Teman, see on Amos i. 12.

jTpi??? has been variously construed. Ewald
unnaturally renders it, without battle.

Schnurrer treats it as a participle in

Pael or Poel, pointing it '?Bi7Q or "JTSpn,

and regarding it as equivalent to the

Arab. (JjljL«, vir prcelio aptus. He

would thus make it parallel with oniaa,

mighty men, in the preceding hemistich.

Rosenmiiller,De Wette, and some others,

translate, by slaughter. Leo Juda, most
of the older modern translators, followed

by Jaeger, Hesselberg, Hendewerk, and
Maurer, render, propter ccedem, and
suppose the prophet to be here assigning

the cause of the destruction of the

Idumeans which he had just predicted,

intending more fully to dilate on the

subject in the following verse. To this

construction, however, it must be ob-

jected, that it clogs the parallelism,

which properly ends with ws^in, as in

the verse preceding ; and also that the

words Dpnn y^iTQ are too closely allied,

both in form and reference, to admit of

such a pause as that which is introduced

by the Soph-Pasuk. I, therefore, hesitate

not to follow the division of the verses

adopted by the LXX., Syr., Hexaplar
Syr., Vulg., Dathe, Lively, Newcome,
and Boothroyd,by which "'TDj^p is removed
from verse 9th, and placed at the begin-

ning of verse 10th.

10. Ti^™ Dpnp bpijo. Both nouns are

in construction with ^™, and the geni-

tive thus formed is that of object: the

slaughter of, and the violence done to, thy

brother. The Edomites had not only

slain the Hebrews, but injured them in

every possible way ; and their cruelties

were highly aggravated by the considera-

tion, that those who were the objects of

them were descended from the same
common parent. Comp. Amos i. 11.

Jacob is used as a patronymic to denote

the Jews. Two distinct periods in th«

future history of the Idumeans are here

pointed out : that during which they
should be the subjects of ignominy as a
conquered people ; and that during
which they were to be entirely extinct.

From the former they recovered about a
century before the Christian era ; but

they were reduced by John Hyrcanus,
and afterwards lost every vestige of their

separate existence.

11. This and the three following verses

contain a series of pointed expostulations,

which, while they inculpate the Idumeans,
describe the various modes in which they

had manifested their malice towards the

Jews. Some have thought that to? ""P?

means here to stand aloof, to assume a

neutral position, whence one may observe

the movements of two opposing parties
;

but the declaration at the end of the

verse, as well as what is stated in verses

13th and 14th, clearly shows that the

phrase is to be taken in a hostile sense,

as in 2 Sam. xviii. 13 ; Dan. x. 13. That
'''n is not to be rendered tvealth or riches

in this passage, but forces, army, or the

like, may be inferred from reference being

made to the division of the substance of

the citizens of Jerusalem by lot in the

following hemistich. 0'"!' and D''?33 de-

scribe the Chaldeans, by whom Jerusalem
was taken. T is in Piel, contracted for

'IT]. Comp. ^1^], Lam. iii. 53. Instead of
iT9ip, the reading of the text, many MSS.,
four of the earliest printed editions, and
some more recent ones, exhibit VT5?\p, the

full form, as proposed by the Keri.

That the word may originally have been

read as the singular, is clear from its

(J C
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12 Thou shouldest not have looked on in the day of thy brother,

In the day of his being treated as an alien ;

Thou shouldest not have rejoiced over the sons of Judah,

In the day of their destruction :

Neither shouldest thou have spoken insolently

In the day of distress.

13 Thou shouldest not have entered the gate of my people,

In the day of their calamity

;

Thou, even thou, shouldest not have looked on their affliction,

In the day of their calamity
;

Nor stretched forth thy hand to their wealth,

In the day of their calamity.

14 Neither shouldest thou have stood at the pass,

To cut off those of his that escaped ;

occurrence in this number, ver 13; but

then, in both cases, it is to be taken as a
collective.

12. The future forms «^n-''«, np^n-bx

'?:i3n-'jN, Ntan-'?M, rrinVcri-'7«, liDj^n-bN, and
ijpn-bw, are all qualified in signification,

by the circumstance, that the speaker

has a past event prominently in vievr, in

reference to which he places himself and
those vi^hom he addresses in the time of

its passing, and points out what was their

duty in reference to it. They are

properly subjunctives of negation, ex-

pressive of what should not have been
done, and therefore have the usual force

of the imperative. " Verba Hebrsorum
sjepe non actum, sed debitum vel officium

significat." Glassii Philolog. Sacr. lib. iii.

tract. 3, can. 6. Nichcilson's Ewald,

§ 264. ^ ^S!^, means here to look upon
with malignant pleasure, to feast one's

eyes with the calamity of another,

T|'n«Di', the day of thy brother, is after-

wards explained by 'ii?ii, DJ?^, rr\-2, dtx,

which describe the calamitous circum-

stances in which the Jews were placed.

or, day, is often used to express a

disastrous or calamitous period. "i3J,

which is taken actively to denote severe

treatment, punishment, Job xxxi. 3, is

here used passively of the experience of

such treatment. Comp. the Arab. Jsi,

difficilis ac diirusfuit ; gravis ac difficilis ,-

improbavit. The idea radically inherent
in the term is that of treating any one

as a stranger, i.e. an alien or enemy.
HB '?nfn, to enlarge, or make great the

mouth, Ger. deti Miind voll iiehmen : to

use insolent or contumelious language,

such as those employ who exult over a
fallen foe. Comp. Ezek. xxxv. 13.

13. D| in nPftA-u\ is emphatic. ™nbtt5pi,

some take to be the third plural feminine,

having for its object d^t
; but the entire

construction of the passage requires the

second person singular masculine, nbcn.

The syllable nj is added with a view to

give intensity to the verb, as in Jud.

v. 26 ; thus expressing the eagerness

with which the Idumeans seized upon
the spoil. Rosenmiiller is of opinion

that the n is paragogic, and the 3 epen-

thetic ; but Gesenius is rather inclined

to compai-e it with the energetic Future

of the Arabs. Lehrgeb. p. 801. LXX.
* 7 O

/iJ? (Tvvemdfj ; Syr. ,^(jia*^i.CDZ P?
Vulg. non emitteris ; Targ. xrip^ttJiXTi.

See for more instances of this intensive

form Job xvii. 16 ; Is. xxviii. 3 ; Exod.
i. 10. For the omission of T, hand, see

2 Sam. vi. 6 ; Ps. xviii. 17.

14. P^Q is commonly rendered biviam,

a parting of a way, or a place where a
road breaks off" in to two. I should rather

think, from the idea of violence implied

in p^s, that it signifies a break or disrup-

tion in a rock or mountain, through
which a passage might be effected into

the region beyond. Comp. nnn P.!iop,

1 Kings xix. 11. LXX. 8teK/3oXat'. Syr.
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Neither shouldest thou have delivered up those of his

That were left in the day of distress.

15 For the day of Jehovah is near against all the nations

As thou hast done, it shall be done unto thee ;

Tliy deed shall come back upon thine own head.

16 For as ye have drunk upon my holy mountain^

So shall all the nations drink continually
;

Yea, they shall drink and swallow greedily,

And shall be as though they had not been.

]h ^qV'- ^ "arrow passage between two

mountains. In all probability, the refer-

ence is to the means employed to cut

off the retreat of those Jews who at-

tempted to pass through Idumea on
their way to Egypt, whither they fled

from the Chaldeans. 7:;'^'!^ "?? ^PJ, to

stand at the ravine or pass, graphically

describes the attitude of those who are

watching in order to intercept a caravan,

or a body of travellers, especially in the

rugged mountainous regions to the south

of Jiidea. The Idumeans not only in

this way prevented the escape of the

fugitives ; they carried them back as

prisoners, and delivered them up to the

enemy.
15. In this verse, the conquest of

Idumea and all the neighbouring nations

by Nebuchadnezzar is declared to be
at hand. In the war which he was
to carry on against them, due retribu-

tion would be rendered to the Edom-
ites. Comp. Ps. cxxxvii. 7, 8. For the

phrase rnrriov, f/ie day of Jehovah, see

on Is. ii. 12.

16. The Targ., Eimchi, Munster, Vata-
blus, Calvin, Michaelis, Hendewerk, and
Hitzig, consider the Idumeans to be still

addressed, and most of them explain

their drinking on Mount Zion of the

festivities with which they celebrated the

victory gained over the Jews. Grotius
refers the words to the same people,

only he takes the verb nnffi in the bad
sense, as denoting the drinking of the

cup of divine wrath, and renders in'JS,

'^75' ^^^ account of my holy mountain,

which he explains thus : "propter Judaeam
a vobislacessitam." But it seems more
natural to regard the words as directed,

by a sudden apostrophe, to the Jews,

assuring them, that, though the sufferings

to which they had been subjected were
great, still gi-eater punishment would be

inflicted upon the hostile nations by
which they had been attacked. The
punishment which they suffered was
only temporaiy : that of their enemies
would be perpetual. The structure of

the passage requires the verb to be taken

in the same sense in both parts of the

verse. Such, in effect, is the construc-

tion put upon the words, Jer. xlix. 12.

Compare also chap. xxv. 15—29. In

this manner the verse is interpreted by
Abenezra, Mercer, Tremellius, Drusius,

Lively, Rosenmliller, Schnurrer, De
Wette, Hesselberg, and Maurer. Instead

of Tpn, continually, the reading TiD,

around, is exhibited in not fewer than

seventy-eight MSS. ; in seventeen more
originally ; in three others in the margin

;

in seven of the earliest printed editions
;

and a few other authorities ; but all the

ancient versions support that of the

Textus Receptus, which, according to

De Rossi, is found in all the most
accurate and best MSS., both Spanish

and German. In all probability T?p was
substituted by some copyist from Jer.

xxv. 9. What proves that the LXX.
had the word Ton in their Hebrew text,

is their having mistaken it for ion,

rendering it o'Lvov, wiiie. ^'^, to swallow

or suck dowfi with greediness. Arab,

yj and jj. avidus ; W ^JiJ, multum

aquse libit. Comp. 'f), the throat ; 5>)5,

to swallow, &c. The idea intended to be

conveyed by the use of the verb here

is that of drinking completely off the

cup of wrath, as a thirsty person would
a vessel of water.
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17 But in Mount Zion shall be the escaped,

And it shall be holy

;

And the house of Jacob shall enjoy their possessions.

18 And the house of Jacob shall be a fire,

And the house of Joseph a flame
;

And the house of Esau shall become stubble,

And they shall set them on fire, and devour them ;

So that there shall not be a relic of the house of Esau

For Jehovah hath spoken it.

19 And they of the south shall possess mount Esau,

And they of the plain, the Philistines
;

They shall also possess the country of Ephraim,

And the country of Samaria
;

And Benjamin, Gilead.

20 And the captives of this host of the sons of Israel,

17. Obadiah here commences his pre-

dictions respecting the restoration of the

Jews from the Babylonish captivity

;

their re-occupancy of Canaan ; and the

reign of the Messiah. While the sur-

rounding nations were to disappear, the

Jews should regain possession of their

holy city, and the land of their fathers.

np''5s means such as had survived the

captivity, xdip, holiness, i.e. holy, refers

to Mount Zion, which had been polluted

by the idolatrous Chaldeans. See on
Joel iv. 17. Jaeger and Hesselberg
refer the suffix in orr^virira, their pos-

sessiojis, to the hostile nations spoken of

in the preceding verse; but less na-
turally,

18. Though the houses of Jacob and
Joseph are here spoken of separately, it

was not the intention of the prophet
to teach that the two kingdoms of

Judah and Isi-ael would be re-esta-

blished
;

yet the special mention of

Joseph clearly shows that the ten

tribes were to return at the same time,

and, jointly with Judah and Benjamin, to

possess the land of Palestine and the

neighbouringregions. Seels.xi. 12—14;
Hos. i. 1 1 . The restored Hebrews would
unitedly subdue the Idumeans, which
they did in the time of John Hyrcanus,
who compelled them to be circumcised,

and so incorporated them with the Jews,

that they henceforward formed part ofthe

nation. See Joseph. Antiquities, book
xiii. chap. ix. 1. For the metaphorical

language, comp. Num. xxi. 28 ; Is. x. 17
;

and, for the ground of it, Is. v. 24.

19. By 3J3, the south, or southern

part of Palestine, is meant those who
should occupy it ; and by n5Btt''rT, the

plain, those who should occupy the low
country along the shore of the Medi-
terranean. LXX. Oi iv liayi^ ; ol ev

TTJ 2€<j)aKd. According to the relative

positions of those who should take

possession of the different parts of the

holy land, was to be the enlargement of

their territory by the annexation of the

adjoining regions, which had formerly

been occupied by alien or hostile powers.

As there is no subject specified before

pQffl nip n«i nnsN nto n«, it would seem
to be intimated that the regions of

Ephraim and Samaria were to be occupied

by the Jews and Israelites jointly, with-

out any regard to tribal distinctions

:

and the reason why the tribe of Benjamin
is mentioned, is merely on account of the

proximity of Gilead to the territory

which it originally possessed. That
HTO is here employed to denote, not a

plain or level country, but a region or

district in general, is obvious from the

natui'e of the territory to which reference

is made. The mountainous country of

Idumea is called Dii«nip, Gen, xxxii. 1.

20. '?ri, i.e. '';n, an army, host, he, is
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21

That are among the Canaanites,

As far as Zarephath,

And the captives of Jerusalem,

That are in Sepharad,

Shall possess the cities of the south.

And deliverers shall come up in Mount Zion,

here used to express the number of

Israelitish captives which were found in

Phoenicia, into which they had been sold

at different times as slaves, and thence

into Greece. See Joel iii. 6, 7. D'pwa is

elliptical for D'3y333, which is the reaiiing

of three MSS. ' Before ns^s "W, supply
ii:>^^ from the following, nsns, Zarephath,

orSarepta, now called t>jLJ_o, Surafend,

a town belonging to Sidon, and situated

between that city and Tyre, close to the

shore of the Mediterranean. According
to the etymology of its name, it must
have been a place for smelting metals.

In the rocks along the foot of the hills,

Dr. Robinson found many excavated

tombs, which he makes no doubt once
belonged to this ancient city. Palestine,

vol. iii. p. 414. The name is still given
to a large village on a hill at some little

distance. What city or country is meant
by "PBD, it has been hitherto found
impossihle to determine. The LXX.
'E(J3pa8a, which in all probability is a

corruption of ^ecfypadd. Aq., Symm. and

Theod. aacpapdd. Hexap. Syr. ^j,2)|£D

7 V ^

but the Peshito L»A2iCD|, Spain, with

which agrees >«^9?cp« of the Targ. : an
interpretation unanimously adopted by
the Rabbins, who in like manner concur

in interpreting np^s of France. Jerome,
as instructed by' his Jewish teacher,

renders it the Bosphorus. Some refer it

to Sipphara in Mesopotamia, some to

Sparta, in support of which hypothesis

they appeal to 1 Mace. xii. 21 ; while

others propose n^pp, Sephara, Gen. x. 30,

or the town of 2a7r0dp, mentioned by
Ptolemy, as lying between the territory

of the Homerites and Sabaeans. To
judge from the other geographical rela-

tions stated in this and the preceding

verse, we should conjecture, that some
place to the south or east of Judea is

intended. The following list of cities

and places in the possession of the Jews
in the time of Alexander Jannsus is

given by Josephus: Kara tovtov tov

Kaipov r]8r) rmv 2vpcov Kal l8ovp.aL<ov

Kal ^oiVLKoav TToXftj eix^ov 'lovbalof irpos

Oakdcrcrr] fxev 'ZrpaTOtvosnvpyov,'K.TToKka>-

viav, 'loTVTvrjv, idfiveiav, "A-^aTav, Va^av,
'Av6T)86ua,'i'a(f)iav, 'PivoKoXovpaV iv de rfj

p.eaoy€ia Kara Trjv 'ibovixaiau, "AScopa,

Kal Mdpia-a-av, Ka\ 2ap.dpeiav, Kapp.i^Xiov

opos, Kdl TO 'Ira^vpiov opos, ^kvOotto-

Xiv, rddapa, TavXaviTita, ^eXevKfiav,

Ta^aXa, Mtaa/SiViSa?, 'Ea-(rej3cov, Mr/'-

8aj3a, AejjL^d, 'Opcovos, TfXiOcova, Zvpa,

KiXiKLov AvXwva, HeXXav—dXXas re

TToXeLs TVp COTivoverus Ttjs '2vpias, at rjaap

KaTecrpapfitvat,.—Antiq. book. xiv. ch.

iv. 4.

21. Though forty-four MSS., besides

several others at second hand, and eight

printed editions, read 'iJffiin instead of

D'5?'ffira, there is no difference in the

meaning, the former reading being

merely defective in orthography. The
LXX., Aq., Theod., Syr., and Arab., ap-

pear to have read D'^ipi: or 'T>mo in the

passive, which is imsuitable to the

connexion. Jerome observes that the

word is active. Such saviours or de-

liverers are meant, as those who were

raised up in the time of the Judges.

There can be little doubt that the

celebrated fam.ily of the Maccabees are

intended, whose valiant princes governed

the Jews for the period of an hundred
and twenty-six years, during which

time signal victories were gained over

the Idumeans, as narrated 2 Mace.

X. 15—23. Joseph. Antiq. book. xiii.

chap. ix. 1. tDpiiJ is here used in the

sense of ptinishi7ig, as in 1 Sam. iii. 13;

and TCSffi in the phrase 3D'r:c^iJ nto»,

Exod. xii. 12; Num. xxxiii. 4. Comp.
Kpivoi, Acts vii. 7. The concluding words

of the prophecy, njiten rfirr^ nn^ni, refer

to the reign of the Messiah, called so
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To judge mount Esau ;

And the kingdom shall be Jehovah's.

frequently in the N. T.
jJ

^aa-ikeia have taken place; the temple would

Tov Qeov. Comp. Dai), ii. 44, vii. 27. have remained in ruins, and the land

But for the introduction of this king- a scene of desolation,

dom, no restoration of the Jews would



JONAH.

PREFACE.

Against no book of Scripture liave the shafts of infidelity and

the sapping arts of anti-supernaturalism been more strenuously

directed than against that of the Prophet Jonah. As early as the

days of Julian and Porphyry it was made the subject of banter

and ridicule by the pagans, who accused the Christians of credulity

for believing the story of the deliverance by means of a fish ; and,

in modern times, while the enemies of revelation have evinced the

same spirit, many of its pretended friends have had recourse to

methods of interpretation, which would not only remove the book

from the category of inspired writings, but, if applied to these

writings generally, would annihilate much that is strictly historical

in its import, and leave us to wander in the regions of conjecture

and fable. Blasche, Grimm, and some others, suppose the whole to

have been transacted in a dream ; but, as Eichhorn justly observes,*

there is not a single circumstance in the narrative that would sug-

gest such an idea ; and, besides, whenever any account is given of

a dream in Scripture, the fact that such is the case, is always

intimated by the writer. The manner in which the book com-

mences and closes, is also objected to this hypothesis, which

J. G. A. Miillerj- scruples not to assert we are on no ground

* Einleit. Band iv. § .'jTo. f Paulus Memorabilien. Stiick vi. p. 154.
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whatever (durch gar nichts,) warranted to adopt. The theory of

an historical allegory was advanced and maintained with great

learning, but, at the same time, with the most extravagant license

of imagination, by the eccentric Herman von der Hardt, Professor

of the Oriental languages at the university of Helmstedt.* Accord-

ing to this author, Jonah was an historical person, but is here

symbolical, partly of Manasseh, and partly of Josiah, kings of

Judah ; the ship was the Jewish state ; the storm, the political con-

vulsions which threatened its safety ; the master of the ship, Zadok

the high-priest ; the great fish, the city of Lybon on the Orontes,

where Manasseh was detained as a prisoner, &c. Semler, Michaelis,

Herder, Hezel, Staudlin, Paulus, Meyer, Eichhorn, Niemeyer, &c.

have attempted to vindicate to the book the character of a parable,

a fable, an apologue, or a moral fiction ; while Dereser, Nachtigal,

Ammon, Bauer, Goldhorn, Knobel, and others, consider it to have

had an historical basis, and that it has been invested with its present

costume in order that it might answer didactic purposes. On the

other hand, Rosenmiiller, Gesenius, De Wette, Maurer, and Winer,

derive it from popular tradition : some tracing it to the fable of

the deliverance of Andromeda from a sea monster, by Perseus,

Apollod. ii. 4, 3 ; Ovid, Metamerph. iv. 662, &c.; and some, to that

of Hercules, who sprang into the jaws of an immense fish, and was

three days in its belly, when he undertook to save Hesione, Iliad,

XX. 145, xxi. 442; Diod. Sic. iv. 42 ; Tzetz. ad Lycophr. Cassand. 33-,

Cyrill Alex, in Jon. ii.

Much as some of these writers may have in common with each

other, there are some essential points on which they are totally at

variance ; while all frankly acknowledge the difficulties which clog

the subject.

The opinion which has been most generally entertained, is that

which accords to the book a strictly historical character ; in other

words, which affirms that it is a relation of facts which actually took

place in the life and experience of the prophet. Nor can I view it

in any other light, while I hold fast an enlightened belief in the

divine authority of the books composing the canon of the Old

* ^nigmata prisci Orbis. Jonas in Luce, &c. Helmstedt. 1723, foi. For the

full title of this remarkable book, see Kosenmiiller's Prolegom.
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Testament, and place implicit reliance on the authority of the Son

of God. Into the fixed and definite character of the canon, I need

not here enter, having fully discussed the subject elsewhere ;* but

assuming that all the books contained in it possess the Divine

sanction, the test to which I would bring the question, and by

which, in my opinion, our decision must mainly be formed, is the

unqualified manner in which the personal existence, miraculous fate,

and pubhc ministry of Jonah, are spoken of by our Lord. He not

only explicitly recognises the prophetical office of the son of

Amittai ('Iwva rov Trpo^ijrov), just as he does that of Elisha, Isaiah,

and Daniel, but represents his being in the belly of the fish as a

real mu-acle {to <jr]fiuov) ;
grounds upon it, as a fact, the certainty

of the future analogous fact in his own history ; assumes the actual

execution of the commission of the prophet at Nineveh
;
positively

asserts that the inhabitants of that city repented at his preaching
;

and concludes by declaring respecting himself, " Behold! a greater

than Jonah is here." Matt. xii. 89—41, xvi. 4. Now, is it con-

ceivable, that all these historical circumstances would have been

placed in this prominent light, if the person of the prophet, and

the brief details of his narrative, had been purely fictitious ? On

the same principle that the historical bearing of the reference in

this case is rejected, may not that to the Queen of Sheba, which

follows in the connexion, be set aside, and the portion of the first

book of Kings, in which the circumstances of her visit to Solomon

are recorded, be converted into an allegory, a moral fiction, or a

popular tradition ? The two cases, as adduced by our Lord, are

altogether parallel ; and the same may be affirmed of the allusion

to Tyre and Sidon, and that to Sodom in the preceding chapter.

It may be said, indeed, that a fictitious narrative of the moral

kind would answer the purpose of our Saviour equally well with

one which contained a statement of real transactions
;
just as it has

been maintained, that the reference made by the Apostle Jaines to

the patience of Job, suited his purpose, irrespective of the actual

existence of that patriarch ; but, as in the one case, a fictitious

example of patience would prove only a tame and frigid motive to

* Divine Inspiration, pp. 450—488.

D D
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induce to the endurance of actual siifFering, so, in the other, a

merely imaginary repentance must be regarded as little calculated

to enforce the duties of genuine contrition and amendment of life.

Certainly in no other instance in which our Saviour adduces pas-

sages out of the Old Testament for the purpose of illustrating or

confirming his doctrines, can it be shown, that any point or cir-

cumstance is thus employed which is not historically true. He
uniform]}^ quotes and reasons upon them as containing accounts of

universally admitted facts ; stamps them as such with the high

sanction of his divine authority ; and transmits them for the con-

fident belief of mankind in all future ages.

It is only necessary further to add, that if the book had contained

a parable, the name of some unknov^ai person would have been

selected, and not that of a prophet to whom a definite historical

existence is assigned in the Old Testament. On perusing the first

sentence every miprejudiced reader must conclude that there had

existed such a prophet, and that what follows is a simple narrative

of facts. The formula iDNt" Plin';"")!'! "•n^'T is so appropriated, as

the usvial introduction to real prophetical communication, that to

put any other construction upon it would be a gross violation of

one of the first principles of interpretation. Comp. 2 Chron. xi. 2
;

Is. xxxviii. 4 ; Jer. i. 4, 11, ii. 1, xiv. 1, xvi. I, xxviii. 12, xxix. 30;

Ezek. iii. 16 ; Hag. i. 1,3, ii. 20 ; Zech. iv. 8.

Against the plenary historical character of the book, the miraculous

nature of some of the transactions has been objected; but, referring

for an investigation of these transactions to the commentary, and

taking for granted an interposition of miraculous agency in the

deliverance of the prophet, when cast into the sea, may it not be

fairly asked, whether there is nothing in the circumstances of the

case to justify such interposition ? The commission was most

important in its own nature, but likewise most unusual, and

confessedly most hazardous in its execution ; one from which it was

extremely natural for Jonah to shrink, and which required the most

confirmatory evidence of its divine origin to induce him to act upon

it. The miracle selected for the purpose of furnishing him with

this evidence, however extraordinary in itself, was in exact keeping

with the circumstances in which he was placed ; and, in so far, was
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parallel with those wrought in connexion with the mission of Moses,

Exod. iii. iv. ; of Elijah, 1 Kings xvii. ; and of Christ and his

apostles. And it is undeniable, that most of the writers who have

called it in question, have either flatly denied the existence of all

scripture miracles, or attempted, in some way or other, to account

for them on mere natural principles. The same mode of reasoning

which goes to set aside one, will, if fully carried out, go to set

aside all.

That our prophet is the same who predicted the restoration of

the ancient boundaries of the kingdom of the ten tribes, 2 Kings

xiv. 25, is rendered certain by identity of name, parentage and

office ; and as that prediction received its accomplishment in the

reign of Jeroboam 11. , it is obvious he must at least have been

contemporary with that monarch, if he did not flourish at a still

more early period. He is justly considered to have been the most

ancient of all the Hebrew prophets whose writings are contained in

the canon.

Whether Jonah composed the book himself, or whether it was

written at a more recent period, has been matter of dispute. Of

the circumstance, that he is spoken of in the tliird person, no

account is to be made, since it is a style of writing frequently

adopted by the sacred penmen, as it also is by profane authors.

Nor can the occurrence of tw^o or tln-ee Chaldee words, as HD'^SD,

a ship, r\0^, to think, D^^, command, be justly objected against the

early authorship ; for the prophet must have had considerable

intercourse with persons who spoke foreign languages, which coidd

not but exert some influence on his style. With respect to nj''3p,

as it is also the Syriac 1
^'Si^, and Arabic ^um»^, there is every reason

to conclude that it was the nautical term in use among the Phoeni-

cians, and so might have been adopted at an early period into all

the cognate dialects, though they had other words by which to

express the same thing. The use of the compound particles '^0'^p

and ''^^3. does not necessarily argue a late date, since there was

nothing to prevent their being appropriated under the circumstances

of the prophet, just as they came to be adopted, under somewhat

similar circumstances, by other wi'iters. The employment oip, the
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abbreviated form of *)li^Nt, in Judges v. 7, is an undeniable example

of its adoption at an early period ; and it is indeed very doubtful

whether it be proper to regard it as a Chaldaism at all, though it is

found in some portions of the Hebrew Scriptures and not in others !
*

It has also been alleged against the antiquity of the book, that the

WTiter uses the substantive verb in the past tense, when describing

the size of Nineveh, H^'lir ")^;i? nn^H my), chap. iii. 3 ; as if the

city had been destroyed before his time ; but the past tense is evi-

dently employed for the simple purpose of preserving uniformity

in the style of the narrative, and, as De Wette acknowledges,

bedeutet nichfs.'f

In point of style, the book is remarkable for the simplicity of its

prose : the only portion of poetry is chap. ii. 3— 10, which possesses

considerable spirit and force, though some parts of it are evidently

a repetition of certain sentences in the Psalms of David, with which

the prophet appears to have been familiar.

Of the numerous traditions, both Jewdsh and Christian, which

profess to give us information respecting Jonah, I would say with

Luther, Das glauhe icer da zvill, ick glauhe es nicht. All that we

learn from Scripture is, that his father's name was Amittai, and that

his birth-place was Gath-hepher ("Iprrrr Dil, 2 Kings xiv. 25 ; nJJ15

ISrr, Josh. xix. 13), a city in the tribe of Zebulon, from which

latter circumstance it appears that he was an Israelite, and not

a Jew.

In this book the patience and clemency of God are strikingly

contrasted with the selfishness and unbelief of man ; and, as inserted

in the canon of Scripture, it was no doubt primarily designed to

teach the Jews the moral lessons, that the Divine regard was not

confined to them alone, but was extended to other subjects of the

general government of God ; that wickedness, if persisted in, will

meet with condign punishment ; that God has no pleasure in

inflicting such punishment, but delights in the repentance of the

guilty ; and that if pagans yielded so prompt a compliance with a

single prophetic message, it behoved those who were continually

* See Holden on Ecclesiastes, Introd. Dissert, pp. 10— 13.

f Lchrbuch, § 2?r7.
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instructed by the servants of Jehovah, seriously to reflect on the

guilt which they contracted by refusing to listen to their admoni-

tions. It has been usual to speak of Jonah as a type of our Saviour,

and numerous points of resemblance have been attempted to be

established between them, to the no small injury of the blessed

character of the latter : whereas, there is nothing more in the passage

of our Lord's discourse (Matt, xii.), from which the notion has been

borrowed, than a comparison of his own consignment to the tomb

for the same space oftime which the prophet spent in the belly of the

fish.* The record of the event in the Jewish Scriptures could never

have suggested to its readers, before Christ made the reference, the

subject in the anticipative illustration of which he applies it.

* See the excellent remarks of the Kev. W. Lindsay Alexander, M.A. on types, in

his Congregational Lectures, Lect. VIIL



CHAPTER I.

We have here an account of the prophet's commission to preach at Nineveh, and

his attempt to evade it by embarking for Spain, 1—3 ; an extraordinary storm

by which he was baffled in his purpose ; the alarm of the sailors, and the means

which they adopted for their safety ; the detection of Jonah ; his being thrown

into the sea ; and his preservation in the belly of a fish, 4— 17.

1 The word of Jehovah was communicated to Jonah, the son of

2 Amittai, saying : Arise, go to Nineveh, that great city, and

proclaim against it ; for their wickedness is come up before me.

1. From the circumstance that the

book commences with the conjunction i,

commonly rendered and, some have
inferred that it is merely the fragment

of a larger work, written by the same
hand ; but though this particle is most
commonly used to connect the following

sentence with something which precedes

it, and is placed at the beginning of

historical books to mark their connexion

with a foregoing narrative, as Exod. i. 1
;

1 Kings i. 1 ; Ezra i. 1 ;
yet it is also

employed inchoatively where there is no
connexion whatever, as Ruth i. 1 ; Esth.

i. 1 ; and, as specially parallel, Ezek. i. 1.

It serves no other purpose in such cases

than merely to qualify the apocopated

future, so as to make it represent the

historical past tense. The proper names
n;i\ Jonah, and 'np^, Amittai, signify

a dove, and veracious or truthful, but

why they were given to the prophet and
his father we are not informed.

2, By an emphatic idiom. Dip, arise,

is used before another verb, as a term

of excitement. ni?^?, Nineveh, the

ancient capital of the Assyrian empire,

was situated on tlic eastern bank of the

Tigris, opposite to the modern town of

Mosul. The name is generally allowed

to signify " the residence of Ninus,"

from p, Ninus, and nij, a dwelling ; but,

according to Hebrew usage, the words

should be reversed in order to bring out

this meaning. By the Greek and Roman
writers, it is called Nti'os', Ninus, after

its founder, who must have been identical

with Nimrod, to whom the foundation

of the city is ascribed. Gen. x. 11. Foi*,

Xheifffiii*, Ashur, is there to be understood

of the country so called, or Assyria, and
not of a person of that name, is evident

from ver. 22, where Ashur is mentioned

as a descendant of Shem, and not of

Ham. The omission of the local n,

which might have been expected to form
rni\2j«, cannot be brought as an objection,

since it is frequently omitted. See

Numb, xxxiv. 4; Deut. iii. 1. In point

of size, it might well be designated

r^inin Tyn, that great city, having been,

as stated chap. iii. 3, " three days'

journey" in circumference. If we reckon

a day's journey at about twenty miles,

which is the average rate of travelling

in the East, it will give us sixty miles
;
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3 But Jonah rose up to flee unto Tarsliish, from the presence of

Jehovah ; and he went down to Joppa, and found a ship going to

Tarshish, and paid the fare thereof, and went down into her, to go

with them unto Tarshish from the presence of Jehovah.

which, how immense soever it may
appear, quite agrees with the estimate

stated by Diodorus Siculus, ii. 3 : viz.

480 stadia in circuit, 150 stadia in length,

and 90 stadia in breadth. He further

calls it Nlvos ixeydXr), and adds, ttj'Ki-

KavTTju 8e TToXiv ovdeli varepov c/cricre

Kara, re to jj-eyeBoi tov nepi^oXov, kul

rrjv nepl to Telxos fieyaXoTrpiTreiav.

Making every allowance for the large

spaces occupied by gardens, &c., it must,

accoi'ding to the computation specified,

chap. iv. 11, have contained a population

of upwards of six hundred thousand

souls, which is nearly equal to that of

Paris. As it had long been the mistress

of the East, and its situation was favour-

able for commerce, it possessed immense
wealth, but was, at the same time,

notorious for the most flagrant corruption

of maimers. After a siege of three

years, it was taken by Arbaces the Mede,
about the seventh year of Uzziah ; and a

second time by the vmited forces of

Cyaxares the Mede, and Nabopolassar,

viceroy of Babylon, b. c. 626. 7v?^i^>
make a proclamation against it. This

proclamation consisted in the annovmce-
ment, that, within the space of forty

days, the city should be destroyed. "J?

the LXX. and Vulg. render in; and
some would assign to the word the

signification to, which ^^ has, chap. iii. 3
;

but it better agrees with the flight of

Jonah to retain that of against. The
idea of his going to so great a city for

the pvu'pose of denouncing punishment
against its wicked population so appalled

him, that he shrunk from the task. It

is also more in keeping with the reason

assigned in the following clause of the

verse. 'I'he phrase rnrT';9'pnb5?, to go, ov

come up before Jehovah, is expressive of

whatever is supposed specially to attract

his notice, and require his interference.

Comp.\:iB'j«5, Gen.vi. 13; %'n«3, xix. 21.

Ba/SiiXcov rj fxeydXi] epi>r]a6r] evdmov tov

Oeov, Rev. xvi. 19. At eXernxoavvai arov

dve^rjtrav els p-vrjixoavvrj '(pivpoaOfv tov

Qeov, Acts X. 4.

3. For ^'^Snn, Tarshish, see on Is.

xxiii. 10. The Rabbins vacillate between

Tarsus and Tunis. Jonathan has «?.%

the sea. Jonah resolved to make his

escape into the most distant regions of

the West. Comp. Ps. cxxxix. 7. nirr"?,

which strictly means the face, person, or

j)resence of Jehovah, is sometimes em-
ployed to denote the special manifestation

of his presence, or certain outward and
visible tokens by which he made himself

locally known. Thus God promised

that his presence ('^2), i.e. the sensible

tokens of liis presence, should accompany
the Hebrews on their march to Canaan.

Exod. xxxiii. 14. Comp. Ps. ix. 3,

Ixviii. 2, 8. It is also employed in

reference to the place or region where
such manifestations were vouchsafed, as

Gen. iv. 14 ; where it obviously signifies

the spot where the primitive worship was
celebrated, and sensible proofs of the

Divine favour were manifested to the

worshippers. 1 Sam. i. 22, ii. 18 ; Ps.

xlii. 3. In like manner, the place where
Jacob had intimate communion with

God, was called by that patriarch V??,
the face, or manifestation of God, Gen.
xxxii. 31. The interpretation, therefore,

of David Kimchi, yi^Q ns' cx^t) n^n '3

n«i3: nn vbs? niirn «'? y-ixb n^jin"? "jxtc', he

imagined that if he went out of the land

of Israel, the spirit of prophecy would

not rest upon him, is perhaps not wide of

the mark. Jarchi to the same effect,

y-ixb n:jira mva nrDMJ ]'i<MJ, llie SheJdnah

does not dwell out of the land. Though,

as Theodoret observes, he well knew
that the Lord of the universe was every-

where present, yet he supposed that it

was only at Jerusalem he became
apparent to men ; vTToKapL^avav de opcos

ep povT] 'IfpovcaXTJpavTOV TroulaOai ttjv

eTTicfidveiav. For the reason of Jonah's

flight, see on chap. iv. 2. "Vi is used of

going doivn to the sea-coast from any
inland place, so that it cannot be inferred

from the use of the term that it was at

Jerusalem Jonah received his com-
mission, is;, lapho, LXX. 'Io'ttttj/, Arab.
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But Jehovah caused a great wind to come down upon the sea, and

there was a great tempest in the sea, and it was apprehended

the ship would be wrecked. Then the mariners were afraid, and

cried, each to his god, and threw out the wares that were in the

ship into the sea, to lighten her of them ; but as for Jonah, he

had gone down into the innermost part of the vessel, and lay

fast asleep.

Ub, Yapha, Jaffa, Joppa, a celebrated

hai-bour on the east coast of the Medi-
terranean, at the distance of ten hours

from Jerusalem, of which it is properly

the seaport. However insecure, it was
used as a harbour as early as the days

of Solomon. 2 Chron. ii. IG. It was
likewise thus appropriated in the Persian

period, Ezra iii. 7 ; and was deemed so

important in the time of the Maccabees,

that, when recovered from the Syrians,

it was fortified, and afterwards underwent
various fates. Its present population

amounts to about 7000 souls. xi2, which

usually signifies to come, come into, enter,

is obviously here used in the acceptation

go, go out. Comp. Numb, xxxii. 6. '^'^'^,

her hire, i.e. of the vessel, the fare which
Jonah had to pay for a passage in her

;

not, that he engaged the vessel, as

Benjoin, after Jarchi, would have it.

ip'jni p'": a«n i<irTO no pi, 07ily what he was
obliged to pay as his share. Abenezra.

This fare, it has been thought, he paid

beforehand, that he might secure his

flight from the land of Judea ; but it

may have been owing to a prudential

condition on the part of the captain.

The affix in Dnoi? refers to the ship's

crew, understood.

4. The force of '''pn, to cause to come

down at full length, on application to the

storm, will appear on consulting Josephus,

who, speaking of the dangerous naviga-

tion of Joppa, says : Kara rovrov craT^ev-

ovcri Tols dno T7]s 'loTTTrrjS fTTo top ew

iTvevjia ^'uuov fTrnr'nTTSL' [xeXajJi^opeLnv

VTTo TUiv TavTr} TrXat'i^ofJLfVOV KaXelrai.

" As they were driven about here, a

violent wind fell upon them, which is

called by those that sail there, the black

north wind." De Bello Jud. iii. viii. 3.

The whole section desei'ves to be read.

Coverdale renders, "But the Lord hurled

a greate wynde into the see." na'ttjri, the

ship, i.e., by metonymy, the persons on

board, thought she would founder. Thus
Kimchi ; but Jarchi, rmm «>n ib'N3 n^m:,

she appeared as ifshe should be broken. Syr.

•>. e (3 7

o^rsZ^^!^ Zooi jascnZvi^iC, was

going to be broken, or was tossed, &c,

LXX. iKivBvveve. It is best to render

the verb impersonally.

5. D'n^p, mariners, from nfe, salt, the

quality of the water which they navigate.

Syr. and Arab, the same. Comp. Ezek.

xxvii. 9, 27, 29. Kimchi, D'CTCon ^XDCbn,

those who handle the oars, with reference

to the ancient mode of propelling vessels

at sea. Being in all probability Phoe-

nicians, they had each his tutelary deity,

whose interposition he invoked in the

hour of danger. From the circumstance

that D'^3. signifies vessels, Benjoin infers,

that the ship had not taken in a regular

cargo, Jonah having paid the entire

freight ; but '^? is used with such latitude

of signification in the Hebrew Scriptures,

that it may be understood of any kind

of manufactured articles, such as those

enumerated Ezek. xxvii. which formed

the merchandise of Tyre. These the

Phoenicians conveyed to Spain, whence
they brought back cargoes of silver,

iron, tin, and lead. That something

more ponderous than a few vessels on
the deck is meant, is evident from what
follows in the verse, fK^oXrjv eTToujaavTo,

the words employed by the LXX. in

translating which are the same which
are used by Luke, Acts xxvii. 18. The
dual form in nypDn 'n3i', the sides or two

sides of the vessel, is not to be pressed
;

the word in this number being adopted

in Hebrew usage to express a recess or

remote part of any place. Comp. Ps.

cxxviii. 3 ; 1 Sam. xxiv. 4 ; Is. xiv. 15
;

the innermost part, best expresses the

meaning. Kimchi otherwise explains it,

QTisn^n p nn« ba, to one of the sides, and
appeals to Judges xii. 7, and Zech. ix. 9,
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6 And the captain went close np to him, and said to him : How
is it, thou art fast asleep ? Arise, call to thy God, perhaps God
will think upon us, that we perish not.

7 And they said to each other : Come, and let us cast lots, that we

may know on whose account this calamity hath happened to us : and

8 they cast lots, and the lot fell upon Jonah. And they said to him :

Tell us now on what account this calamity hath happened to us? What
is thine occupation ? And whence comest thou ? What is thy country ?

9 And of what people art thou ? And he said to them : I am an Hebrew,

in proof of the plural being used instead

of the singular. See Gesenius, Lehrgeb.

p. 66.5. It has been objected to the his-

torical character of the book, that it is

not to be supposed that the prophet could

possibly have composed himself to sleep

in the circumstances here described ; but
nothing was more natural than for a

person after the fatigues of a journey,

with a mind worn out by excessive

anxiety, to be thrown, in spite of him-
self, into such a condition. DTj.^^, which
the LXX. render Kaitpeyxe, is designed
to qualify the preceding verb, by ex-

pressing the profound stupor into which
Jonah had sunk. There is a singular

beauty in putting n^v, the name of the

prophet, in the nominative absolute.
" But as for Jonah"—v.'hile all were full

of consternation, expecting every moment
to become a prey to the raging elements,

he lay perfectly unconscious of what was
transpiring. For nrDp, ship, which
occurs onl}' in this place, see the Preface.

6. "J^nn y^, lit. the master of the rope-

men—^'ip being used as a collective.

Comp. D'm'i in, chief of the body-guard,
2 Kings XXV. 8 ;

D'pnD in, chief of the

eunuchs. Dan. i. 3. Kimchi explains

thus : ^n'noi pCTOMJ '•&> Dublin CNipD cjDcn
nosn 'D3 pinn '"?an, "the ship-men are
called rope-men, because they draiv and
loosen the ropes of the mast, according
to their skill." LXX. npopeus. Vulg.
gubernator. n#»nn, to slioiv oneself con-
siderate, to think of, set ones mind upon ;

in Kal, to invent, fabricate, produce
splendid work; hence the noun nirs,

artificial work. Song v. 14. The idea
of shining seems to be a secondary mean-
ing ; see Jer. v. 28. Comp. niih-i^,

thoughts, Ps. cxlvi. 4. The verb has
the signification of thinking, purposing,

&c. both in Chaldee and Syriac. LXX.
V

diaa-cocrr]. Targ. Cnnn^, Syr. ^ia^s'

to deliver. Hitzig prefers the idea of
shining, being friendly, gracious, and the

like. Having found that their heathen
deities rendered them no assistance, the

crew were anxious to try the effect of

supplication on the part of Jonah to the

God of the Hebrews, either from the

supposition that he was stronger than
their own gods, or that he might be dis-

pleased with the prophet, and required
to be placated. It deserves to be noticed,

that tlie word for God is here used with
the article c^^bxri, which is certainly de-

signed to give emphasis to it ; God—the

true God. Comp. Deut> iv. 35, K^n rnrr

D'lij"'.??!^, and 1 Kings xviii. 39, «iri rnn^

o^ribtirj xin njn: n^n'^ssn. Are we to inftr

from this circumstance, that the captain
was a worshipper of Jehovah?

7— 9. Tne casting of lots was com-
mon among the nations of antiquity,

not only when they wished to know
some future event, but also when they
would determine cases of difficulty, and
especially criminal causes, in which no
witnesses could be obtained. The mode
of using them is not described in Scrip-

ture, but from the verb "JDO, '''En, to fall,

cause to fall, being commonly employed,
it is probable it was by shaking the lots

in some box or vase, and then causing
them to fall on the ground. Comp.
Prov. xvi. 33, where ''"iCri, fo throw down,
is used, in connexion witli ^V, the bosom,
or large fold of the garment in front of
the body ; intimating, that lots were also

mixed there for the sake of secrecy.

''^ff}, lit. for that ivhich is to whom, i. e.

'"Q ]W3, for tvhose guilt. The words in

ver. 8, 13^ nsirt nsnn 'p"? i'i''«a, are omitted

E E
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and I fear Jehovah, the God of heaven, who made the sea, and the

10 dry land. And the men were greatly afraid, and said to him : What
is this thou hast done ? For the men knew that he was fleeing

11 fi'om the presence of Jehovah, because he had told them. They

further said to him : What shall we do to thee, that the sea may

cease from raoino- against us ? for the sea Q-roweth more and more

tempestuous. And he said to them : Take me up, and throw me

into the sea, and the sea shall cease from raging against you ; for I

know it is on my account this great tempest is upon you.

And the men rowed hard to regain the land ; but they could not,

14 for the sea grew more and more tempestuous against them. And

they cried to Jehovah, and said : O now Jehovah ! let us not perish.

12

13

in two of Kennicott's MSS., in the Son-

cin. edition of the Prophets, and in the

Vatican copy of the LXX.; and Kenni-

cott's MS. 154, omits '»?), most probably

both by emendation, in order to avoid

the repetition of what had been said in

ver. 7. We should rather have expected

rrdp i^ix?, " on account of what ;" but 'Q

may be taken in a neuter sense, like the

corresponding Ol): in Ethiopic, as,

indeed, it is in the phrase ?|ntf' '•a, " What
is thy name?" Jud. xiii. 16. Comp.
also 1 Sam. xviii. 17, '"J} '»?, ''What is my
life?" Micah i. 5, mm 'p-np?;. 5?ffiQ->Q

nTin;", «'' What is the sin of Jacob?"

—

" What are the high places of Judah?"

Hexaplar Syr. |,l^ ^.^L^, on accomit

of what. Leo Juda :
" unde sit nobis

hoc malum." The seamen were anxious
to learn every particular connected with

the history of Jonah, in order that they
might discover the real cause of the

storm. XT, to fear, followed by the

accusative, signifies to cherish feelings

of reverence, to reverence, honour, &c.,

and is not here to be interpreted in the

sense of being afraid, which would have
required the preposition p before the

object in such a case as the present.

10. n^p? nsrno, lohat is this thou hast

done ? is not put for the purpose of ob-

taining information respecting his flight,

for it is immediately added, that he had
previously informed them of it, but is a

formula which is intended to produce a

strong feeling of disapprobation in the

breast of him to whom it is addressed,

conveying, at tlie same time, the idea of
surprise that he could have been guilty

of such conduct. Comp. Gen. iii. 13,

xii. 18, XX. 9. The question shows that

what Jonah had said respecting the

character of the true God, had made a
deep impression upon the minds of the

sailors.

11. They had clearly the conviction,

that as the prophet was the cause of the

storm, some step must be taken in order

to get rid of him ; but how to dispose of

him they knew not. That they wished,

if possible, to save his life, is clear from
the sequel, "'sp pnffl conveys the idea of

subsiding, so as no longer to bear down
upon with violence, and graphically de-

scribes the threatening attitude of a
tempestuous sea, rising above the ships

that are exposed to it. pT^'^ properly sig-

nifies to settle doivn, be still, cease from
raging. I3?bi 'rjbin, lit. going and storming,

meaning, to go on, increase, become more
and more tempestuous ; a common idiom

in Hebrew. Comp. Exod. xix, 19
;

1 Sam.ii. 26, xvii. 41 ; Esth.ix. 4; Prov.

iv. 18.

13. "inn, to diff, or breakforcibly through

anything, is strongly expressive of the

great eflbrt made by the seamen to avoid

sacrificing the life of Jonah. LXX.
TrapejSLaCovTo. At 3'\pn'7 supply rPixn JiN.

14. An affecting prayer for pagans

to present to the true God ! The
words, nii«i xrbs! nin; n3«, are peculiarly

earnest and tender, ns*?, the same as

N3S', which Gesenius takes to be com-
pounded of n«, oh ! and i^J, the usual
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we beseech thee, for this man's life ; and lay not innocent blood to

our charge : for thou, O Jehovah ! hast done as it pleased thee.

15 And they took up Jonah, and threw him into the sea, and the sea

16 ceased from its raging. Then the men feared Jehovah greatly, and

offered a sacrifice to Jehovah, and made vows.

particle of entreaty. Comp. the Arab.

,1.1) ohsecro. The Keri marks n in «'i?3 as

redundant, and a great number of MSS.
read 'RJ. 'CBJ, life, means here life that

is taken away, having V.J D'j, innocent

blood, corresponding to it in the follow-

ing clause. Comp. Deut. xix. 21
;

2 Sam. xiv. 7. Coverdale, well as to the

sense, "this man's death." The refe-

rence is not to anything that Jonah had
done, but to what they were about to do

to him. "J? D^ ]n3, to give blood upon,

means to charge with murder. Syr.

•X o

* *^n4**^ P, impute not. The sense is,

let us not be found guilty of killing an

innocent person. In the concluding

words of the verse, they refer the whole

affair to the mysterious providence of

God. They had not been brought into

their present circumstances by any con-

duct of their own ; nor could they

account for the guilt of Jonah, since

he was chargeable with no act of immo-
rality. Yet he was the object of Divine

displeasure.

15, 16, They now proceed calmly,

though with great reluctance, to act in

accordance with what they had been led

to regard as the will of the Most High.

The calm appears to have taken place

instantaneously. According to the

Rabbins, Grotius, and some others, they

did not actually ofter a sacrifice, but

only purposed to do it before Jehovah,

i. e, at Jerusalem ; but it is more natural

to conclude that they sacrificed some

animal that was on board, and vowed

that they would present greater proofs

of their gratitude when they returned

from their voyage. Michaelis thinks

they intended to perform their vows

when they reached Spain.

" Quin ; ubi transmissse steterint trans

sequora classes,

Et positis aris jam vota in litore solves."

jE7ieid. iii. 403.

CHAPTER II.

With the exception of the first and last verses, which give an historical account of

the fate of Jonah as preserved by a great fish, this chapter contains a brief but

beautiful hymn of deliverance. It was in all probability composed immediately

after his reaching the dry land, but embodies some of the leading topics

in reference to which he called upon Jehovah during his stay in the deep.

1 (Chap. i. 17.) Now Jehovah had appointed a great fish to swallow

Jonah. And Jonah was in the bowels of the fish three days and

three niglits.

1. (Chap. i. 17, in our common version.)

It has been supposed by some that the

fish here spoken of was created at the

moment for the purpose of swallowing

the prophet, though, according to Rabbi

Tarphon, it was n^Mwa >»D' rnrffio hdidq,

prepared for the purpose at the creation

of the world ; but there is nothing in the

original word rtDn which at all suggests

the idea of creation or production. Like
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2 And Jonah prayed to Jehovah his God from the bowels of the

fish, and said

:

the Arab. -JUi. ceria quanitate certoque

modo definivit aliqui rem ; deeretus fait,

it properly signifies to appoint, order,

arrange, and the like, so that all that can

be legitimately inferred from its use in

this place, is, that, in the providence of

God, the animal was brought to the

spot at the precise time when Jonah was

thrown into the sea, and its instrumen-

tality was wanted for his deliverance.

In other words, it was the result of a

special pre-arrangement in the Divine

plan, according to which the move-
ments of all creatures are regulated, and
rendered subservient to the purposes

of God's universal government. LXX.
TrpocreTa^e. Comp. chap. iv. 6—8. On
the subject of the fish itself various

opinions have been broached. Mutianus,

and after him Hermann von der Hardt,

would have it to be nothing more than

an inn, with the sign of "The Whale,"
into which Jonah was received after

having been cast on shore ! Less pro-

posed the theory of a ship with this

name, which happened to be close by,

and rescued the prophet ; while Thaddeeus

supposed that, on being thrown out of

the vessel, he lighted upon a large fish,

on which he rode for the time specified,

and was at last cast on shore ! Till the

time of Bochart it was commonly sup-

posed to have been the balcena, or whale

properly so called, owing to a mis-

interpretation of KfjTos, Matt. xii. 40,

which signifies any great fish in general.

"With much ingenuity that learned author

endeavours to prove, that it must have

been the carcharias, or dog-fish, which,

though not the size of a whale, yet has

so large a gullet, and so capacious a

stomach, that one of them has been found

to contain a warrior, clad in all his

armour. Bochart, Hierozo. p. ii. lib. v.

cap. xii. Others have supposed that it

was a shark, a species of fish abounding

in the Mediterranean, exceedingly vora-

cious, and in the belly of which whole

men have been found. See Parkhurst's

Greek Lexicon, suh. voc. K^toj. But

we may well acquiesce in the decision of

Rosenmiiller :
" Tota hsec de pisce Jonse

disquisitio vana videtur atque inutilis."

The Scripturesleave it entirely undecided
to what species of marine animals the

fish belonged ; merely stating that it was
^^'\i y\, a great fish, one sufficiently large

for the occasion. Much has been written

to relieve the transaction of the miracu-

lous ; but that it is physically possible

for a human subject, which has been
accustomed for years to breathe the vital

air, to exist without respiration, or upon
the foul air in a fish, for the length of

time here specified, has never been

proved. The position of Abenezra is

the only one that can, with any con-

sistency, be maintained: nvnbmwi n3 ]>«

: D3 mi»oi pi ncDQHm '3 f]xi r»M3 id3 n^-in ^^siyy,

" No man has the power of living in the

bowels of a fish for a single hour : how
much less for such a number of hours,

except by the operation of a miracle."

The transaction was, as Kimchi observes,

D^'DDH ]D irT«, one of the miracles. As
such it is unequivocally recognised by
our Lord, when he calls it a arjfieiov, a

sign or token of divine interposition, a

supernatural event, manifestive of the

power of God, Matt. xii. 39 ; and it

behoves all his disciples implicitly and
cordially to receive his decision. For
the period of " three days and three

nights," see Whitby on Matt. xii. 40.

2. For "J^sn"."!, comp. ^^Bnw, 1 Sam.
ii. 1. Some of the Rabbins, Hezel, and
others, would argue from the use of p,
from, out of, and not I, in, before '.:?»?,

that the prayer of Jonah was not pre-

sented while he was in the belly of the

fish, but after his deliverance; but this

interpretation is justly rejected both by
Abenezra and Kimchi. The preposition

marks the place from which he dii'ected

his thoughts to the Most High. Comp.
biKffl ';pan, ver. 3; D'iPPJJpp, Ps. cxxx. 1

;

n^nrrjp, Ps. cxviii. 5. The final n in

r\rf\ is not feminine, as has been sup-

posed, and upon which assumption

certain Rabbins have built the theory,

that a still larger female fish swallowed

that in which Jonah was preserved;

but the n paragogic, which corresponds

to the status emphaticus of the Aramseic,

and is designed to strengthen the termi-

nation. For other instances in which it
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I cried because of my distress to Jehovah^

And he answered me
;

From the interior of Sheol I cried out :

Thou heardest my voice.

Thou didst cast me into the deep.

Into the midst of the seas
;

So that the current surrounded me;

All thy breakers and thy billows passed over me.

Then I said :

I am cast out from before thine eyes,

Yet I will look again towards thy holy temple.

is added, at the same time that the noun
takes the article, comp. ^ppn^T, Judges

xiv. 18 ;
rtnTOn, Ps. cxvi. 15. The position

of the accent is of no account.

3, 4. The hymn which commences
here is partly descriptive, partly pre-

catory, and partly eucharistical. These
two verses are introductory, as is clear

from the use of ^nnQ«':«i, and give

expression to the feelings and pious

exercise of the prophet in the awful

circumstances into Avhich he had been
brought. That the language, not only

of the prayer, but also of the introduction,

is in part borrowed from the Psalms,

appears from the following comparison :

Psalm cxx. 1.

xlii. 8.

XX xi. 23.

: fzy ijsp 'nnJD

Ixix. 2.

cxlii. 4.

xxxi. 7.

iii. 9.

rroiMj'H nirp"?

Jonah ii. 3.

ver. 4.

ver. 5.

ver. 6.

ver. 8.

: %Ti •'bv F|T3»nn3

ver. 9.

ver. 10.

On the supposition that Jonah was
familiar with the Psalms, it was very
natural for him to incorporate sentences
taken from them with his own language,
just as we frequently do in extempore
prayer, without thinking of the portion
of Scripture from which they are derived
'^^^ iP?, Ht. the belly of Sheol,i.e. the vast
and hidden receptacle of the departed.
Targ. MOinn n'S^nm, from the lowest part
of the abyss, but less properly. The
remark of Jerome is :

" Ventrum inferi
alvum ceti intelligamus, quae tantge fuit

magnitudinis, utinstar obtineret inferni."
Before nbisn, ver. 4, supply a. in:,

commonly used of a river, but here it^is

to be understood of the strong current ox
stream of the sea, which flows like a
river. There is no foundation for the
opinion of Abenezra and Kimchi, that
it was intended to describe the confluence
of the waters of a river with those of the
sea.

(cai av TTOTayLolo pte6pa
Q,K€avov, ocnrep y(v{<ns navrea-ai rervK-

TOL. Iliad, xiv. 245.

Meacrcp yap peyoKot Trorapol Kal Seiva
peedpa,

ClKeavos ptv Trpmra. Odyis. xi. 156.

Trjv bt Kar '^Keavov Tvorapov 4'^pe

Kvpa pooto. Ibid. 638.

5. Having described his condition,
the prophet now proceeds to give the
words of his prayer. nT.n) \;'5? n:3, to be
before the eyes of Jehovah, means to be
the object of his special notice and care.

Jonah had fled from the Divine presence
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6 The waters press around nie to tlie very life
;

The abyss encompassetli me
;

The weed is bound to my head.

7 I go down to the clefts of the mountains
;

As for the earth, her bars are shut upon me for ever.

But thou wilt bring up my life from destruction,

Jehovah my God !

8 When my soul was overwhelmed within me,

1 remembered Jehovah

;

And my prayer came in unto thee,

Into thy holy temple.

in Canaan, but now he feels that he is

expelled even from the abodes of life,

and cut off, as it were, from the regard

of that Providence which watches over

the children of men. Still he does not

abandon himself to despair. He con-

fidently expects to be restored to the

enjoyment of his privileges in the temple

at Jerusalem, and there to render thanks

to God for his deliverance. Green
would supply the negative vh before ^^pi«,

and Hitzig would point Tji;*, "^ii for Tj'«,

hoiv ; but both without any authority.

Such sudden transitions from fear to

hope are frequently expressed in Scrip-

ture.

6. '(IJCJ-I^, even to, or to the very soul,

i.e. the animal life ; meaning, to the

extinction of life. ffO, is the alga, or

weed, which abounds at the bottom of

the sea, and from which the Arabian
Gulf takes the name of ^^D-n^, the sea of
weeds. Kimchi explains it by >'pi^, the

papyrus, or bulrush. Gesenius refines

too much when he attaches to MJiirt in

this place the idea of binding round the

head like a turban. Assuredly Jonah
had no such idea in his mind. He rather

describes how he felt, as if entangled by
the sedge or weeds through which he
was dragged.

7. Dn^i?, sections, cuttings, clefts, from

3??;:, to cut; Arab. L._ ^,-^'i, ahscidit,

resecuit. Thus the LXX. a^to-fiai

ope 0)1/. Vulg. extrema montium. Targ.
sjj-flQ

\"?i;^, the roots of the mountains.

The word describes the deep identations

or clefts made in the roots of mountains
which project into the sea, or those

divisions which are found in the rocks

at its bottom. p^i?) the earth, is

emphatically put in the nominative
absolute, as the object to which the

affections of the prophet still clung.

He was expelled from it, as from a

habitation, and its bars had been shut

upon him, so that he could not return.

Gesenius takes the bars to be those of

Sheol; but, as we have "Ji^iB-nsttS, the

gates of Sheol, Is. xxxviii. 10, the phrase

here must have been 7"'^? "'is*^, and not
n^m^yn^rt, if such had been the meaning.
lya is put elliptically for i»? Dn«p, the

verb, "i?D being obviously implied. Jonah
adds, D^iiJb, for ever, to express the

impossibility of his ever again reaching

the dry land, by any effort of his own.
Yet, exposed as he momentarily was to

death in the region of coiTuption (nriffi,

the pit, or grave,) he confidently ex-

presses his hope that God would restore

him. He asserts his interest in Jehovah
by calling him " his God."

8. The prophet here resumes his de-

scription of the circumstances of distress

to which he was reduced, his application

to Jehovah, and the answer which he

received to his prayer. The composition

of this and the following verses, like that

of verses 3 and 4, belongs to a period

subsequent to his deliverance
;
yet while

describing his condition, lie occasionally

directs his language to Jehovah, towards

whom, as his deliverer, his thoughts

naturally rose. ^^??rirT, to be in a

state of faintncss, swoon, from flpy, to

cover, to involve in darkness, overwhelm.

LXX. well, as it respects the sense: 'Ev

TW eKXeiTTfiv an efJLOV TrjV^vxj]V fi,ov.
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10

11

They tljat regard lying vanities

Forsake their Benefactor.

But as for me, I will sacrifice to thee with the voice of thanksgiving ?

What I have vowed 1 will perform :

Salvation belongeth to Jehovah.

And Jehovah commanded the fish, and it vomited forth Jonah

upon the dry land.

9. A striking description of idolaters,

but which may also be extended to all

who prefer created objects, in any shape,

to God. Djon, lit. their mercy or good-

ness ; by metonymy for their Benefactor:

i.e. God, the author and source of all

goodness : the Supreme Good. Comp.
Ps. cxliv. 2, where David calls God his

''9'7' -The word properly signifies kindness

oxbenigiiity, and most appropriately desig-

nates Him who is good to all, and whose
tender mercies are over all his works.

O x p 7

The Syriac reads, ,.^o^Vfl^-V£i, thy

mercy, which Green, on this authority

alone, admits into the text

!

10. Deeply sensible of the merciful

interposition of Jehovah on his behalf,

Jonah now solemnly engages to give
expression to his feelings of gratitude by
accompanyhig his presentation of sacri-

fice with a song of praise, and faithfully

performing his vows, of which we may
conclude, the execution of his commission
to go to Nineveh formed none of the
least. The paragogic n in nns?w is

intensive. Comp. Ps. iii. 3. In both
passages, the deliverance is ascribed to

Jehovah as its author, as the "J in nvp^

imports.

On reviewing this prayer, and weigh-
ing the import of its several terms, it is

obvious, that though Jonah was in a

state of consciousness while in the belly

of the fish, he had no idea that such was
his situation. On the contrary, he
appears to have been under the impres-
sion that he was engulfed in the sea,

now forcibly carried along by its current,

now entangled among its weeds, and
now sinking into the profound ravines

of its rocks.

11. Green and Boothroyd, on mere
conjecture, remove this verse from its

present position, and insert it before the

hymn. Such a transposition Hitzig
pronounces to be violent, unnecessary,

and, in short, a perversion of the passage.

It is not stated whei-e the prophet was
cast on shore, but in all probability it

was somewhere on the coast of Palestine.

According to some, the fish carried him,
during the three days and three nights,

dovi^n the Mediterranean, and through
the Archipelago, and the Propontis,

into the Euxine sea, and deposited him
on the south coast, at the nearest point

to Nineveh ! Not to mention how the

Rabbins make him reach that city by the

Tigris ! !

CHAPTER in.

This chapter contains an account of the renewal of the prophet's commission, 1,2;
his preaching to the Ninevites, 3, 4; the universal humiliation and reformation

effected by it, 5—9 ; and the reversal of the Divine sentence by which the city

had been doomed to destruction, 10,

1 And the word of Jehovali was communicated to Jonah a second

2 time, saying : Arise, go to Nineveh, that great city, and make the
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proclamation to it which I order thee. And Jonah arose, and went

to Nineveh, according to the word of Jehovah. Now Nineveh was

a great city even to God, of three days' journey. And Jonah began

to enter the city, a journey of one day ; and he proclaimed, and

said : Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown.

And the men of Nineveh believed in God, and proclaimed a

fast, and put on sackcloth, from the greatest of them, even to the

least of them. And the subject reached the king of Nineveh, and

he rose from his throne, and put off his robe, and covered himself

with sackcloth, and sat in the ashes. And a proclamation was made

through Nineveh, by order of the king and his grandees, saying,

Let neither man nor beast, ox nor sheep, taste anything ; let them

not feed, neither let them drink water. But let man and beast be

covered with sackcloth, and cry mightily unto God ; and let them

turn every one from his wicked way, and from the violence which is

3. U'fibiih, rfr\-ii i^s?, a city great to God.

This plirase has been variously explained.

Some, with Kimchi, deem it merely a

superlative form; Gesenius construes

the Vinstrumentally, great through God,

i. e. through his favour. Others consider

it to be equivalent to 0'nb« 'Dp"?, before

God, Gen. x. 9. Thus the Targ. I] Dif,.

Of this last interpretation I approve, as

it was most natural to refer the size of a

city, of which the Hebrews could form

no adequate conception, to the Divine

estimation. I have accordingly rendered

the words literally, as our preposition to

is often used to note opinion or estimate.

For the dimensions of Nineveh, as here

given, see on chap. i. 2. The opinion

of Abarbanel, that the diameter of the

city is intended, is justly exploded.

4. It is impossible to determine how
far Jonah penetrated into Nineveh, since

it is probable that in making his an-

nouncement he would stop at different

places, as the crowds might collect around

him.
5. When DVfj^;! |'P«.n, believing in God,

is spoken of in reference to such as had
previously been ignorant of him, it must
be taken as involving the recognition of

his being and character as the true God,
and not simply their giving credit to the

announcements of his messengers. To
express the latter, ) I'pwrr is employed.

See Gen. xlv. 26 ; Is. liii'. 1. All, with-

out distinction of age or rank, put on
sackcloth, the usual attire of deep mourn-
ing.

6—8. Who the king of Assyria was
at the time, is not certain, Pul, the

first monarch of that empire mentioned
by name in Scripture, did not begin to

reign till e.g. 769. Some are of opinion

that it was Sardanapalus ; if so, his re-

pentance was the more remarkable, for

according to the ancients he was pro-

verbially notorious on account of his

profligacy.

" Et venere, et coenis, et plumis Sarda-

napali." Juvenal. Sat. iii.

It is said that he composed for his

epitaph, "Eat, drink, plaij; after death

there is no jAeaszirc.'' The description of

the mourning here given is very affect-

ing. That the irrational animals should

be represented as partaking in it, is far

from unnatural.

" Non ulli pastos illis egere diebus

Frigida, Daphni, bovesadflumina : nulla

neque amnem
Libavit quadrnpes, nee graminis atti^it

herbam." Virg. Eel. v. 24.

" Post bellator equus, positis insignibus,

^thon
It lacrymans, guttisque humectat gran-

dibus ora." jEneid. xi. 89.

Plutarch informs us that when Masistias,
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9 in their hands. Who knoweth but that God may turn and repent,

and turn away from the fierceness of his anger, tliat we perish not.

10 And God saw their works, that they turned from tlieir wicked way,

and God repented of the evil which he had said he would inflict

upon them, and he inflicted it not.

a Persian general, was slain, the horses

and mules were shorn, as well as tlie

Persians themselves.

9. The Jewish interpreters follow the

construction put upon the words V^X "'?,

ivho knoweth, in the Targum : 5?T ]o

]'2in n'Ta n'N'i, whoever is conscious that

there are crimes in his hands ; only

Kimchi proposes another, ^3"n 5?"itm? <q

nnirinn, He who knoweth the ways of
repentance ; but it is obviously a formula

expressive of great guilt, yet involving

the hope of pardon. Comp. Joel ii. 14.

10. God is anthropopathically said to

repent, when he changes his mode of

procedure, or acts differently from what
his promises or threatenings had given

reason to expect. The threatening in

the present case having been conditional,

was repealed on the performance of the

implied condition. To what extent the

repentance of the Ninevites was genuine
in its character, and how long the refor-

mation of manners here specified lasted,

we ai'e not informed; but there is reason
to fear it Avas of short continuance, for

after their city had been besieged for

three years by Arbaces the Mede, it was
taken and destroyed. Diod. Sic. ii. 26,

&c. Thus fell the ancient Assyi'ian

dynasty, and gave place to that of the

Medes, which continued till the time of

Cyaxeres, when Nineveh, which had
been rebuilt, was again destroyed, and
finally ceased to be an imperial residence.

See Preface to the Book of Nahum.

CHAPTER IV.

The selfish and repining spirit of the prophet, and the means employed by Jehovah

to reprove and instruct him, are here set forth.

1 But Jonah was exceedingly displeased and vexed. And he

2 prayed to Jehovah, and said : Ah ! now, Jehovah I was not this

1. Unwarrantable attempts have been
made to soften down the character of

Jonah, as exhibited in this chapter. The
utmost that can be advanced in extenua-

tion of his conduct, is, the strong tincture

of national prejudice with which his

spirit appears to have been imbued.

Comp. Luke ix.54. "^n^n, however, seems
to be here used, not in the sense of being

enraged or angry, but in that of being
the subject of grief or sorrow. Comp.

1 Sam. XV. 11 ; 2 Sam. vi. 8. Grief and
anger are passions nearly related ; and
in illustration of this application of nin,

to burn, the following instances may be

adduced :

—

Ti's (TKav8ciki^eTai, Koi ovk eym nv-
povfiai;—2 Cor. xi. 29.

'AXX' CO KaXovLKT] Kqo^ai ttjv Kapbiav,

Knl noXk' vntp ^fiwv rav yvvaiKcov,

lixdofxai, Aristopli. Lysisf. v. 9.

r F
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my word while I was yet in iny own country ? Wherefore I anticipated

it by fleeing to Tarshish ; for I knew that thou art a gracious and

merciful God, long-suffering, and of great kindness, and repentant

3 of the evil. And now, O Jehovah I take, I pray thee, my life

4 from me ; for my death were better than my life. And Jehovah

said to him : Art thou much vexed ?

5 And Jonah went out of the city, and sat to the east of the city

and there made a booth for himself, and sat under it in the shade,

6 till he should see what would happen in the cit}^ And Jehovah

God had appointed a ricinus plant, and he caused it to rise up over

Jonah, to be a shade over his head, to deliver him from his

affliction : and Jonah rejoiced exceedingly on account of the

ricinus.

" Eheu disperii ! voltusneutiquamhujus
placet.

Tristis incedit, pectus ardety
Plant. Mercat. Act iii. So. 4, v. 14.

"Turn vero exarsit Juveni dolor ossibus

ingens," yEneid, v. 172.

And the declaration of Cicero :
" Non

angor, sed ardeo dolore."—Epist. ad
Attic, vi. 9.

2. "^y]., viy word, i.e. what I spake

within myself, my cogitation. D^p. is

here taken in the sense of doing anything

in order to anticipate another. Jonah
acknowledges that he used all despatch

in his attempt to leave Palestine. The
desci'iption of the Divine goodness here

given agrees verbally with that exhibited

Joel ii. 13. He recollected the numerous
instances in which, instead of executing

his threatenings, Jehovah had, in the

exercise of his patience, borne with the

guilty, and even interposed with illus-

trious acts of pardon ; and he was afraid

of compromising his character by an-

nouncing what he had reason to expect

might never take place.

4. '^'jnnn iTD^nn, most modern versions

improperly render, "dost thou well," or,

" is it right in thee to be angry ? " their

authors not adverting to the fact that the

Hiph. Infinitive of 3p^ is often used

adverbially in the acceptation, greatly,

exceed'mgly, thoroughly, or the like. See

Deut. ix. 21, xiii. 15; 2 Kings xi. 18.

In like manner the finite form TW(f> mc'n.

Jer. i. 12. Thus the LXX. el a^68pa

\€\vnr](Tac av ; the Syr. £\.^io wii./

^V^; and the Targ. Tj'j r|^i:n ^inbn. Kimchi

explains, "i^^Q "j"? mn «, Art thou much
grieved? and adds, ''^J^n pm yy^t/' 2tD'n,

As for lT2'n, it imports the strengthening

of a subject. The renderings. Will

grieving do thee any good ? and. Does
beneficence offend thee ? are totally to

be rejected.

5. We cannot determine on what day
Jonah abandoned his labours among the

Ninevites; but it is evident from the

conclusion of this verse, that it must have
been before the lapse of the forty days

specified in his announcements.

6. '?!!!1 I take to be the apocopated

Future of Hiphil, having 'rf^wnin'' for-

its nominative. 't^\''V., the kikaion or

ricinus plant (Ricinus communis, Linn.),

commonly known by the name of Pa^wa
Christi. The word is the same as the

Egyptian KIKl, and the Talmudic Kik,

with the Hebrew termination. In Arabic

it is called c.jsrl, El-Kheroa, which is

not to be confounded with pywl ^^-

Karra, the cucurhita, LXX. KoXokvpSt].

Our English rendering go7ird is equally

inappropriate. This plant is indigenous

in India, Palestine, Arabia, Africa, and

the east of Europe, and on account of

its singular beauty is cultivated in
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7 But God appointed a worm, at tlie rising of the dawn, on the

8 morrow, and it injured the ricinus, so that it withered. x\nd it came

to pass at the sun-rise, that God appointed a sultry east wind, and

the sun beat upon the head of Jonah, and he fainted, and requested

that he might die ; for he said, My death were better than my life.

9 And God said unto Jonah : Art thou much vexed on account of

10 the ricinus ? And he said: I am much vexed, even to death. And

Jehovah said : Thou art affected on account of the ricinus, with

which thou hadst no trouble, and which thou didst not rear, which

gardens. It is a biannual, and usually

grows to the height of from eight to ten

feet. It is chief!}' remarkable on account

of its leaves, which are broad, palmate,

and serrated, and divided into six or

seven lobes. Only one leaf grows on a

branch, but being large, sometimes

measuring more than a foot, and spread

out in the shape of an open hand with

the fingers extended, their collective

shade affords an excellent shelter from

the heat of the sun. It is of exceedingly

quick growth, and has been known in

America to reach the height even of

thirteen feet in less than three months.

When injured it fades with great rapidity.

See on ver. 10, Celsii Hierobot. pt. ii.

p. 273 ; Michaelis, Supplem. No. 2263
;

Rosenmiiller, in the Biblical Cabinet,

vol. xxvii. p. 125 ; Michaelis, Bibel

Ubersetz., note on the passage, where
there is a plate with an excellent repre-

sentation of a ricinus. How much such

a shrub, throwing its palmy branches

over the small hut which the prophet

had erected, must have contributed

to his relief in the sultrj' environs of

Nineveh, may easily be imagined. His
joy is emphatically described in the last

clause of the verse.

8. The D'lijnin, or east tvind, is the

sultry and oppressive wind which blows

in the summer months across the vast

Arabian desert, and produces iniiversal

languor and relaxation. It resembles

the Sirocco, only is free from its damp-
ness, and consequently more destructive

to vegetation. Superadded, as in the

present instance, to the heat of the

morning sun, it is exceedingly oppressive.

According to the versions, n'\zjnn sig-

nifies tvithering ; otherwise, as derived

from t'nn, it signifies to be quiet, silent,

&c., which better agrees with the idea

of sidtriness.

9. The words nw-is '>-rnn yz-r^, the

LXX. translate, 2(p68pa \f\vTTT]fxai eyco

ems Bavarov, which nearly agree with

those of our Lord, Mark xiv. 34.

10. Din, properly signifies to he affected

by the sight of anything ; hence to

feel concern on account of it, to take

pity or compassion. I have employed
the passive form of our verb to affect,

in order to present in the translation a

word equivalent to that which is here

used in the original. There seems no
necessity for taking the Hebrew verb in

two acceptations. The formula, nV'rjyva

ij^ '^S'P^ 'T'7) lil^- which was the son of a

night, and 'perished the son of a night, is

obviously intended to express the extra-

ordinary rapidity with which the ricinus

put forth its leaves and afterwards

withered. That the tree itself was
instantaneously produced, cannot be
proved from this mode of speech, any
more than from the use of the verb njo,

ver. 6 ; otherwise we should be obliged,

for the sake of consistency, to maintain,

that the whole tree was miraculously

desti'oyed, and had entirely disappeared

during the night, rrn and i.-^ are strictly

antithetical. But, as all that was re-

quired in the one case, was that the

broad spreading leaves should wither, so

as no longer to afford protection to Jonah,
though the trunk remained; so all that

was necessary in the other was to give

to the tree which had been previously

produced, such an extraordinary accele-

rated power of germination, that the

leaves, which would otherwise have re-

quired some longer time to come to
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11 came in a night, and perished in a night : and I, I should not be

affected on account of Nineveh, that great city, in which are more

than twelve times ten thousand human beings who cannot distinguish

between their right hand and their left, and much cattle ?

maturity, were brought to perfection in

the course of a night. ]% a son, is used

idiomatically to express what is pro-

duced, or exists, during the time pre-

dicated of it. Thus it is resolved in the

Targ. ^l« i*3^ni« N;Vbii «in f:\T\ s;Wi n,

tvhich this night was, and in another night

perished.

11. The peculiar force of the appeal

lies in the immense number of rational

creatures which must have perished had
Nineveh been destroyed. Estimating

the age of the children at about three

years, and assuming them to have formed

a fifth part of the population, which is

the allowance generally made, we shall

have six hundred thousand as the number
of inhabitants. In order to enhance this

number, and render it more affecting,

that of the irresponsible children is esti-

mated; and if this did not produce a

suitable impression upon the mind of

the prophet, the number even of irra-

tional animals is adverted to, the latter

being far superior in point of mechanism
and utility to the shrub for which he

was so much concerned.

There is something in the abrupt man^
ner in which the l)ook closes which is

highly calculated to produce its effect on

the mind of a reflecting reader.
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PREFACE.

According to the introductory statement, chap. i. 1, Micah

was a native of Moresheth, which some take to be the same as

Mareshah, ver. 15 ; but it is rather the town called Moresheth-Gath,

ver. 14, which, according to Jerome, lay in the vicinity of the city

of Eleutheropolis, to the west of Jerusalem, and not far from the

border of the country of the Philistines.

His name, nZ)'^p, Micah, or, as it is given in full in the Chethib,

Jer. xxvi. 18, IT'D^D, Mlcaiah, signifies, icho is like Jehovah?

The time at which he flourished is stated in the introduction to

have been that of the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah ; i. e.

somewhere between B. c. 757 and b. c. 699 ; in addition to which

statement, we have a positive testimony to his having prophesied

in the days of Hezekiah, Jer. xxvi. 18, where chap. i. 12 is

verbally quoted. He must, therefore, have been a contemporary

of Isaiah and Hosea, and is not to be confounded with Micaiah the

son of Imlah, 1 Kings xxii. 8, who flourished upwards of a hun-

dred years before the reign of Jotham.

Hartmann and Eichhorn would refer the period of his ministry

to the reign of Manasseh ; but their hypothesis is jvistly rejected
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by Jahn, Rosenmiiller, De Wette, and Knobel, on the ground, that

all the circumstances brought to view in his prophecies, perfectly

harmonize with the state of things in the days of the kings whose

names are here specified. The unrestrained licence given to idol-

atry in the reign of Ahaz, will sufficiently account for the numerous

gross and crying evils for which Micah reproves the Jews, without

our having recourse to the atrocities perpetrated in that of Ma-

nasseh. It is true, Hezekiah issued orders, that idolatry should be

put down, and the worship of the true God re-established ; but

there is no reason to believe that the reformation was carried out to

the full extent of his wishes. The relations also of the Hebrews

to the powerful empires of Assyria and Egypt, are in exact accord-

ance with the history of. the same times.

The prophecies of Micah are directed partly against Judah, and

partly against Israel ; but by far the greater number are of the

former description. He predicts the destruction of the kingdom

of Israel, and of Samaria its capital ; the desolation of Jerusalem

by the Chaldeans, and the consequent captivity of the Jews ; the

restoration of the Jewish state ; the successes of the Maccabees
;

and the advent and reign of the Messiah. He also administers

reproof to different ranks and conditions of men, and furnishes

some striking representations of the Divine character.

His style is concise, yet perspicuous, nervous, vehement, and

energetic ; and, in many instances, equals that of Isaiah in boldness

and sublimity. He is rich and beautiful in the varied use of

tropical language ; indulges in paronomasias
;
preserves a pure and

classical diction ; is regular in the formation of his parallelisms

;

and exhibits a roundness in the construction of his periods which

is not surpassed by his more celebrated contemporary. Both

in administering threatenings and communicating promises, he

evinces great tenderness, and shows that his mind was deeply

affected by the subjects of which he treats. In his appeals he

is lofty and energetic. His description of the character of Jehovah,

chap. vii. 18— 20, is unrivalled by any contained elsewhere in

Scripture.

Several prophecies in Micah and Isaiah are remarkably parallel
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with each other ; and there is frequently an identity of expression,

which can only be fairly accomited for on the ground of their

having been contemporaneous writers, who were not strangers

to each other's prophecies, and their having, in a great measure,

had the same subjects for the themes of their ministry. See

on Isaiah, ii. 2—4.

The book may be divided into two parts : the first consisting

of chapters i.—v. ; and the second, the two remaining chapters,

which are more general and didactic in their character.



CHAPTER I.

The prophet commences by summoning universal attention, while, in sublime

language, he describes the descent of Jehovah to punish the nation, 1—5 ; he

predicts the destruction of Samaria by the Assyrians, which he pathetically

laments, 6—8 ; and then the advance of Sennacherib against Jerusalem, 9—12
;

concluding with an enumeration of certain towns of Judah, the inhabitants of

which had more especially enjoyed his ministry, but were to share in the

desolating eifects of the Assyrian invasion, and ultimately, with the whole land,

those of the Babylonian captivity.

The word of Jehovah which was communicated to Micah the

Morashthite, in the days of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of

Judah, which he saw concerning Samaria and Jerusalem.

Hear, all ye people !

Attend, O earth ! and its fulness

!

And let the Lord Jehovah testify to you,

The Lord from his holy temple.

1. WiniQ, contracted 'Ripit), a gentilic,

and not a patronymic, as some have

imagined. See the introduction, and on

ver. 14.

2. It is not a little remarkable, that

Micah should adopt as the first sentence

of his prophecy, that with which his

namesake concluded his denouncement
against Ahab, 1 Kings xxii. 28. Hengs-

tenberg is of opinion that he quoted the

words designedly, in order to show that

his prophetic agency was to be considered

as a continuation of that of his prede-

cessor, who was so zealous for God, and
that he had more in common with him

than the bare name. The words D'^?,

peoples, and y^i<, earth, are by many,
and recently by Hitzig, confined to the

tribes and land of the Hebrews ; but the

sublimity of the style, and the parallel

passages, Deut. xxxii. 28, xxxii. 1 ; and
Is. i. 2, induce to the conclusion, that

the prophet had all the inhabitants of the

globe in his eye. Thus Justi, Maurer,

and Ewald. p)3, all of them, is an
instance of irregular construction, in

which the third person is put for the

second, c.3^3, all of you. The same con-

struction is repeated in n^bo, which the

LXX. render according to the sense,
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For, behold ! Jehovah is coming forth from his place

;

He will descend, and tread upon the heights of the earth.

The mountains shall be molten under him,

And the valleys shall cleave asunder,

Like wax before the fire,

Like water poured down a precipice.

By the transgression of Jacob is all this,

And by the sin of the house of Israel.

What is the transgression of Jacob ?

Is it not Samaria ?

And what are the high places of Judah ?

Are they not Jerusalem ?

Kai TrdvTfs ol tp avrfj. Comp. Amos
vi. 8 ; Is. xlii. 10. Instead of nin^'™,

four of Kennicott's MSS. read ''n'js! nin^

;

and, instead of '^ repeated, upwards of

fifty of his and De Rossi's read t^ti] but
as the former cannot be altered on the

sliglit authority by which it is supported,

so it would be unwarrantable to adopt
the latter reading, since the second
'^"i« is manifestly a repetition of the

o

first. LXX. Kw'ptos' KvpLos. Syr. |- Vp

IZoiiC) ^1^^ Lord of lords. It has

been doubted whether by iilJi;^ '7D''n, Ms
holy temple, in this place, the temple at

Jerusalem or heaven be meant ; but the

language expressive of descent, which is

employed in the following verse, would
seem to determine the correctness of the

latter interpretation. Comp. 1 Kings
viii. 30 ; Ps. xi. 4. Jehovah would bear

testimony against the Hebrews, not any
longer by his prophets, as he now did,

but by the judgments which he would
inflict upon them.

3, 4. Tliese verses are explanatory of

that which precedes them, and set forth,

in highly figurative language, the course

of the Divine judgment, and the tre-

mendous consequences that would follow.

The terrible majesty and resistless power
of Jehovah are expressed in images
chiefly borrowed from earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions. Comp. Amos iv. 13

;

Ps. 1. 3, xcvii. 5 ; Is. Ixiii. 19, Ixiv. 2 ;

Hab. iii, 5. For a striking image of tlie

same nature, see Jer. 1. 25, 26, which

cannot properly be explained, except on
the principle of reference to a volcano.

That of wax occurs Ps. Ixviii. 3, xcvii. 5.

Comp.
" Quasi igni

Cera super calido tabescens multa liques-

cat." Lucr. vi. 512.

Some MSS. read nii?2an, the hills, instead

ofD'ip^Yrr, the valleys; but obviously as

an emendation : the latter being the

more difficult reading, 'i^it), a descent

or precipice, from "^X, to go, or come
down. The events referred to were the

destruction of the kingdom of Israel by
Shalmaneser, and the invasion of Judah
by the armies of Sennacherib and Nebu-
chadnezzar, by the latter of whom the

Jews were carried away captive. The
form «2J'' nsri marks the futurity of the

event, and transmits a future significance

to the following verbs.

5. Jacob and Israel are applied to both

kingdoms in common, and are merely
used as synonymes for the sake of variety.

After explicitly declaring, that the awful

punishment which was about to be

inflicted was on account of the sins of

the people generally, the prophet, by the

forcible employment of double interro-

gatives, the latter of which, being in the

negative, greatly strengthens the appeal,

traces tliese sins to their respective

sources—metropolitan corruption. By
metonymy the effect is put for the cause.

For 'Q used as a neuter, see on Jonah i. 8.

For ni^TErr the LXX., Targ., a considerable

number of MSS., and four of the earliest

printed editions, have the singular. The

G G
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6 Therefore I will make Samaria a heap in the field,

The plantations of a vineyard
;

I will hurl her stones into the valley,

And lay bare her foundations.

r All her images shall be broken to pieces,

All her rewards shall be burnt with fire,

And all her idols will I lay waste ;

For with the reward of a harlot she collected them,

And to the reward of a harlot they shall return.

Syr. and Vulg. agree with the Textus
Receptus. iiiin^nim, the hujli jjlaces of
Judah, were the elevated spots on
mountains and hills on which the Jews
erected chapels and altars for unlawful,

and very often for idolatrous sacrifice,

&c. 1 Kings xii. 3, xiv. 4 ; Ezek. vi. 6.

That these existed at Jerusalem, see Jer.

xxxii. 35 ; and for the length to which
the practice Avas carried in the time of

Ahaz, see 2 Kings xvi. 4. Instead of
nim, the LXX., Syr., and Targ. translate,

as if n^TDn, sin, were the true reading :

Wltat is ike sin of Judah ? but though
the latter word is found in one of Kenni-
cott's MSB., and in the margin of

another, it most probably originated in a
desire to render the parallelism complete,

and cannot be allowed to encroach upon
the present text.

6. Both in this and the preceding
verse Samaria is taken up first, because
its destruction was to precede that of

Jerusalem, and also, perliaps, to afford

the prophet an opportunity of afterwards

expatiating more at large on the state of

things in Judah during the approaching
invasion. So complete should be tlie

overthrow of the northern capital, that

its site would resemble a heap of stones

or rubbish that had been gathered out

of a field ; it would even be reduced to

what we may suppose it originally to

have been, a place for the cultivation of

the vine. Vineyards were most com-
monly planted on the south sides of

hills or mountains, on account of their

exposure to the sun ; and in all pro-

bability that of Samaria had been appro-

priated to this purpose before it was
pvirchased by Oniri, 1 Kings xvi. 24.

The stones of the city are graphically

said to be hurled down into the deep

valley below ; and that such was actually

the case, the present phenomena of the

ruins strongly attest. " The whole face

of this part of the hill suggests the idea

that the buildings of the ancient city

had been thrown down from the brow of

the hill. Ascending to the top, we went
round the whole summit, and found

marks of the same process everywhere."—Narrative of the Scottish iiJission of
Inquiry, pp. 293, 294. '^)F1', and DnM,
ver. 5, are from the root i^3, to flow,

pour, or hurl down. For nV:s! nnb^, comp.
Ezek. xiii. 14. Tlie very foundations of

the edifices were to be laid bare, great

and ponderous as the stones might be.

7. Tlie prophet now delivers a special

prediction against the objects and accom-
paniments of the idolatrous worship,

which drew down the judgment of God
upon the devoted city. The c^'p?) were
the images or idols, whether carved,

graven or molten, which were ei'ected in

the temples, for the purpose of receiving

religious adoration. LXX. to. yKviTTa.

I^D^, properly means the wages or reward

of prostitution ; from n^n, to give a
present or reward. The word is liere, as

elsewhere, employed in application to

idolatrj^, viewed as spiritual adultery or

fornication. Comp. Is. xxiii. 17, 18
;

Ezek. xvi. 31, 34; Hos. ix. 1. Kimchi,
Abarbanel, Michaelis, Maurer, and
others, are of opinion that the riches, &c.,

of Samaria are thus spoken of, because

her idolatrous inhabitants imagined, that

they were rewards bestowed upon them
by their gods for their zeal and devoted-

ness to their service. It is more likely,

however, that the rich gifts or presents

are meant, which the apostate Israelites

dedicated to their idols, and with which
they adorned their temples. Comp.
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8 Therefore will I wail and howl

;

I will go stripped and naked ;

I will set up a wailing like the wolves,

And a mourning like the ostriches.

9 For her w^ounds are desperate
;

Surely it hath come to Judah ;

He reacheth to the gate of my people,

Even to Jerusalem.

Ezek. xvi. 33, 34. Newcome seems to

incline to the idea, that the rewards of

harlotry, literally taken, are intended,

because these were appropriated to the

support of idolatry. Q'l^y is synonymous
wilhD'I'PQ; only Hitzig thinks, that a

more costly kind of idols is meant by the

term, such as were made of silver, and
were of sufficient value to be carried

away as spoil. The entire establishment

of idolatry was to he broken up ; the idols

were to be cut in pieces; such as were of

wood, to be burnt in the fire; and what-
ever was costly was to be removed by
the enemy to Assyria, there to be again

devoted to idols. Jnstead of na|i?, three

of De Rossi's MSS., three more originally,

and perhaps one more, the Brixian and
another ancient edition, -without place

or date, read n^3i7 in Pual, which two of

Kennicott's exhibit with Vau Shurek
instead of the Kibbutz. The Syr., Targ.,

and Vulg., likewise have the passive, but

in the plural. The LXX. render, crvvi]-

ynye; which agrees with the common
punctuation.

8. So terrible should be the destruc-

tion with which the northern kingdom
would be visited, that it called for the

most marked tones and signs of sorrow.

In these the prophet declares he would
indulge, that he might therebj' affect the

minds of his countrymen. ^^T^, with

Yod, may liave been occasioned by the

preceding form '^^''P''^ ; but there are

other verbs which do not reject it in the

future, as "^Jl"^., Ps. Ixxii. 14. '^'y'V, or, as

the Keri has it, W^, some interpret of

mental bereavement, a state in which the

mind is despoiled of its reasoning powers
;

but, combined as it here is with Di"i'^,

naked, it must be referred to the body,

and was in all probability designed to

describe the feet as stripped of shoes.

Thus the LXX. avv-ni.h(Tos. The Syr.

.-.'^^^. for which compare F]rP, Is. xx. 2.

For D^sn, wolves, and n»''ni23, ostriches,

see on Is. xiii. 22, and Pococke's very
elaborate note on the present verse. The

Arab, has here, jjUCiil (J.Xo, like the

tvolves, and _J Cl,5aj jjXo ^'ke the

jackals. The former Michaelis renders

crocodiles, but less properly, on account
of the combination. The ancient render-

ing, dragons, is altogether to be rejected.

Both kinds are selected on account of

the piteously howling noise which they

make, especially in the night.

9. mci:«, the Pahul Participle of it^??,

to be desperately sick ; spoken of a wound,

to be incurable. There is no necessity,

with Michaelis, to have recourse to iri3,

and so to regard the form as the elongated

future of the first person singular. The
following noun, n'ni:p, being in the plural,

the same number might be expected in

the Participle ; but it is a rule of Hebrew
syntax, that when, as in this instance,

the predicate precedes the noun, the

number of feminine plurals is frequently

neglected. Comp. Jer. iv. 14. What
the prophet has in view is the irretriev-

able ruin in which the Israelites as a

nation would be involved. But he not

only beholds, in .prophetic vision, the

devastation of Samaria and its depend-
encies by the Assyrians; he sees their

invasion of Judah under Sennacherib,

and theirinvestmentof.Jerusalem. Comp.
Is. x. 28—32. The nominative to n.v|

is the calamity implied in n^pisp : that to

yjj is 2;.iN, the cne7ni/, imderstood. There
is the utmost propriety in the distinctive

use of the genders in this place ; for
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10

11

Tell it not in Gatli
;

Weep not in Acco :

At Beth-aplirali roll thyself in the dust.

Pass on, thou inhabitant of Shaphir, naked and ashamed
;

though the mhabitants of Judah suffered

from the Assyrian invasion, the calamity
did not reach those of the capital : it was
merely invested by the troops of Rah-
shakeh, and was relieved by their mira-
culous destruction. See Is. xxxvi.xxxvii.

10. Comp. 2 Sam. i. 20, where the

words iTan-'7Nn;!i occur, though not in

the same order of arrangement. The
Philistines would hail with joy tidings

of any disaster that might befal the

Hebrews, and especially that occasioned
by the Assyrian attack. Deeply, there-

fore, as the Jews might be afflicted, they
are cautioned by Micah not to give

such public expression to their grief as

would reach the ears of their natural

enemies, but to repair to Beth-Aphrah, a
city in tlie tribe of Benjamin, and there

deplore in secret the calamity which had
overtaken the land. Reland, Harenberg,
Hitzig, Maurer, and Ewald, take iD| to

be a contraction of isy?, which Gesenius
(Lex. sub. voc, is??) is inclined to adopt.

According to this construction, the

rendering will be, weep not in Acco, i.e.

Ptolemais, a maritime city in the tribe of

Asher. Other instances of 5> being
dropped, we have in '? for 'P?, '^l for ^'$},

&c. ; and certainly the parallelism with
naa, the continued list of the names of

cities, and the regularity of tlie paro-

nomasias iT3n

—

rm; mn—iD3; nnpy'jnOH

ipy, are all in favour of this interpreta-

tion. Though Acco was allotted to the

Asherites, they never took possession of

it, Jud. i. 31, and its inhabitants are,

therefore, appositely classed along with

those of Gath, as taking pleasure in the

reverses of the Israelites. The reading
of the LXX. ot 'Ei'o/cei/x /x?/, is in all

probability a corruption of ol iv"AKei fifj,

which quite accords with the preceding

ol fu Ted firj. The Arab, has jjJl»

^jXI J, And those ivho are in Akirn. The

name ^'Ak?; occurs in Strabo, xvi. 2, 2.5,

The town is still called [Xc Alika, by the

Arabs, and is known to Europeans by
the name of St. Jean d'Acre, which it

obtained in the time of the crusades, and
is celebrated in later times by its holding

out a siege of sixty-one days by the

French army, and its destruction by the

explosion of a magazine during the

bombardment in 1840. It is situated on

the north angle of a bay of the same
name near the foot of Mount Carmel. n'3

rnayb, lit. tlie House of Aphrah, or simply
rrsi^, Ophrali, Josh, xviii. 23; 1 Sam.
xiii. 17, a city in the tribe of Benjamin.

The "7 is here merel}'- the sign of the

genitive. The verb ffi^E which occurs

only in Hithpael, signifies to wallow or

roll, as in dust, ashes, or the like. See

Jer. vi. 2G, xxv, 34 ; Ezek. xxvii. 30.

While the Hebrews were not to expose

the wretchedness of their condition to

the contempt of foreigners, it became
them to bewail it within their own
borders. 'ip^BHri, roll thyself, is to be

preferred to 'iTipV^nrr, / roll myself. It is

the reading of the Keri, and many MSS.
have it in the text. Tlie Syr., Targ., and
Vulg., have the third person plural, which

is more easily traceable to'C^snn than to

\"^p)3nn. Besides, it seems more natural

to connect this verb with n2» in the

following verse, than to suppose that the

prophet resumes his lamentation ver. 8.

Some take the verb to be the second

feminine of the preterite, with the Yod
paragogic ; but every difficulty is re-

moved by adopting the imperative.

11. In Dpb '!??>, the second singular

feminine of the verb is followed by the

second plural masculine of the pronoun,

on the principle that though the collective

participial noun niicv is feminine, it was
designed to include the inhabitants of

both sexes. Dpb is not redundant, as

Justi asserts, but emphatic, as i\\Q Dativus

inco?mnodi. I'Stt), Shaphir, means fair

or beautiful. Dr. Robinson states that

there are still three villages of the name
of Sawdjir, which are noted on the map
as lying nearly halfway between Ashdod
and Eleutheropolis, a position not much
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The inhabitant of Zaanan goeth not forth ;

The wailing of Beth-ezel will take away continuance from you.

12 Surely the inhabitant of Maroth pineth for her goods,

Because evil hath come down from Jehovah,

To the gate of Jerusalem.

differing from that assigned by Eusebiiis

and Jerome to Sapliir. Palestine, vol. ii.

p. 370. Hitzig and Ewald think that

TJpffi, Shamir, is meant, which is enu-
merated among the cities of Judah, Josh.

XV. '18, which Eusebius calls ^afpeip.

The Chald.of the Targ. TD-m priT ]iD? 1-119

is very improperly rendered in the Latin,
" Transite vobis qui habitatis in pulchri-

tud'me," though the LXX. had translated

the word by KaXcoj. The Syr. has

t*^^^\ ]LiQ^i£i^,inhahitress ofShaphir^

To Samaria there seems no good reason

to refer it, since all the other places

specified in the connexion were in

Judah. n'iPlTins', lit. nakedness, shame,

for shamefully naked, i.e. entirely so,

Comp. as to form, VW'^}'^^ Ps. xlv. 5.

What is here predicted is, that the

inhabitants of Shaphir were to be led

away as captives by the Assyrians ; only

for the sake of effect the Imperative is

used. See on Is. vi. 10. For the naked

condition in which captives were re-

moved, see on Is. xx. 4. i;«?, Zaanan,

in all probability the same as ]y$, Zenan,

a city in the tribe of Judah, Josh. xv. 37,

It properly signifies the place of flocks ;

but to form a paronomasia with it, the

prophet employs the verb «^ ; or the

peculiar orthography of the noun may
have been adopted in order to make it

correspond in appearance and sound with

the verb. Comp. ]^»:J, Vip, and n:!a, which

are only different modes of expressing

sheep or flocks. The inhabitants of this

city, under the influence of fear, did not

venture forth from their retirement to

condole with their neighbours who had
been taken prisoners by the enemy, or,

they did not come forth to their rescue.

LXX. "Eivvaap. Aq. 'S.^vadv. '^-i'^T\ Tf^^

Beth-ezel, in all probability the same as

''???, Azel, Zech. xiv. .5, but where the

town so called was situated, we are not

informed. To judge from the connexion,

it must have been in the vicinity of

Shaphir and Zaanan, and not near

Samaria, as Ephraim Syrus conjectured.

The words inTO» Dso np by^n n'-i nepp have
greatly perplexed interpreters. Some
regard lEp'p as the Aramaic Infinitive,

and connect it with the preceding n«;?^
;

and, -supposing T>, the enemy, under-
stood, to be the nominative to np%

explain nTO9 of a military post. But
this construction affords no tolerable

sense. Others render htos, measure,
conjecture, and the like, contrary to all

usage. For other interpretations, see

Pococke, in loc. It seems best to abide

by the idea suggested by the root ^?», to

remain, continue, endure, and interpret,

As for the wailing of Beth-ezel, it tuketh

away its continuance from you ; i.e. the

inhabitants of that city cease to mourn
on your account. The Shaphirites are

addressed, as having gone at once into

captivity and oblivion. Most likely their

city was larger and more populous, and
on this account was attacked by the

Assyrians, while the smaller towns in

the neighbourhood escaped. Gesenius
thinks that in '?2« there is an allusion to

the Arabic etymology Jjual, flrjniy, or

deeply rooted in the earth, as what was
so might be expected to continue; but
this is very doubtful.

12. Of niin, Maroth, (bitternesses,) we
have nowhere any account. i^^?.?,

Maarath, Josh. xv. 50, to which New-
come refers, appears to have been a dif-

ferent place. From the relation in

which it is here put to Jerusalem, it

probably lay between the afore -men-
tioned towns and the capital, against

which a great army under Rabshakeh
proceeded from Lachish, and doubtless

plundered all that came in their way.
aiab rbu, Newcome, after Houbigant,
changes into rm) rf?n, and renders, is

sick unto death ; but altogether without
authoritj\ The meaning is, that the
inhabitants were pained or grieved on
account of the property of which they
had been robbed by the enemy. Thus
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13

14

15

Bind the chariot to the swift steed, O inhabitant of Ladiish !

(She was the beginning of sin to the daughter of Zion)

Surely in thee were found the transgressions of Israel.

Therefore thou shalt give a divorce to Moresheth-Gath
;

The houses of Achzib shall prove false to the kings of Israel.

Farther, I will bring the possessor to thee, O inhabitant of Mareshah !

He shall come to Adullam, the glory of Israel.

Rosenmiiller, Gesenius, De Wette, and
Hesselberg. Tlie former '? is not causa-

tive, but is used, as frequently at the

beginning of a verse, to express certainty.

For the last clause, compare ver. 9.

13. For Lnchish, see on Is. xxxvi. 2.

^i3p"i and MJ'?^, form a paronomasia. M53^,

signifies a fleet courser. Arab. />a> i,

cuciirrit. cm is in the masculine, thougli

connecting with niicv in the feminine,

because placed first in the order of the

words. The word occurs only here, but

obviously has the signification of the

Arab. >j"., ligavit. As a noun Dm sig-

nifies broom, because this slu'ub was used

for binding. In the middle clause of

the verse there is a change of person

from the second to the third, but in the

last clause the second is resumed. For

a similar instance, in which, for the sake

of gi'aphic effect, the third person is

thus abruptly introduced, see Is. xxii. 16.

Lachish appears to have formed the link

of idolatry between Israel and Judah.

Lying on the frontier of the former

kingdom, she was the first city in Judah
tliat was led away by the sin of Jeroboam,

and from her the infection spread, till at

length it reached Jerusalem itself. In

the prospect of a sudden attack, it be-

hoved the inhabitants to use all despatch

in removing their families, and what
property they could take with them, to a

distance. Lachish was besieged by Sen-

nacherib before the threatened attack on

Jerusalem, 2 Kings xviii. 14.

14. D^mbtt) is used of the presents or

dowry sent with a wife, 1 Kings ix. 16,

and of letters of divorce sent with her

when she is dismissed by her husband.

In the acceptation i^aTroa-TeWofievovs,

messen(/ers, as given by tlie LXX., it

nowhere occurs. The term appears to

be here employed metaphorically to de-

note the breaking up, or dissolution of

all connexion between Lachisli and
Moresheth-Gath ; the former city having
been taken by the Assyrians, was no
longer able to afford protection or support
to the latter. The nominative to '?rin is

nn^V in the preceding verse. "J? is equi-
valent, in this connexion, to ''N. nx^ia,

Moresheth, the birth-place of Micah,
(see Preface) is here said to belong to

Gath, most probably because it was in

its vicinity, and under its jurisdiction,

when in possession of the Philistines.

2'1D«, Achzib. There were two cities of
this name, one on the sea-coast, between
Acco and Tyre, now called by the Arabs

(. jiijl, Ez-Zib, Josh, xix.29; Jud. i. 31;

and the other in the tribe of Judah,
between Keilah and Mareshah, Josh,

XV. 44. That the latter is here intended,

is evident from the connexion; for though,

at first view, the mention of the kings of
Israel might lead ns to suppose that a
city bordering on the northern kingdom
is meant, yet the fact that Israel is

sometimes put for the whole people of

the Hebrews, and sometimes even for

tlie kingdom of Judah, as 2 Chron.
xxviii. 19, proves, that the mere use of

the term can form no objection to this

construction of the passage. It was most
probably the same place that is called

3'13, Chezib, Gen. xxxviii. 5. By an ele-

gant paronomasia, Tp« '03, the houses of
Achzib, are said to become 3T.D«, deceitful.

Comp. 3W^ "TJ?, a deceitful torrent, i. e.

one which having dried up, disappoints

the hope of the traveller. Job vi. 17—19;

Jer. XV. 18. Arab 1 ii\\
^
fpfplHf^ irritiis

vanusque fecit. The expectations of

further aid from the families, or inhabi-

tants of that place, should prove fruitless.

15. ''?^? is a defective reading of >«^1«,

which many MSS. have in the text. In
ffi^v and nttJTO is another paronomasia.

Mareshah lay in the plains of Judah,
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16 Make bald tliy head, and sliave it because of thy darling children
;

Enlarge thy baldness like that of the eagle
;

For they are gone into captivity from thee.

Josh. XV. 44. It was fortified by Reho-

boam, 2 Chron. xi. 8, and was famous

for the victory obtained over the Ethio-

pians by Asa, 2 Chron. xiv. 9, 10.

According to Josephus, Antiq. xii. 8, G,

it had been in the power of the Idiiineans,

but was retaken by Alexander the son

of Aristobulus, Antiq. xiii. 15, 4, xiv.

1, 4. The possessor or occupier here

predicted is Sennacherib, who took

Mareshah and the other fortified cities

of Judah, 2 Kings xviii. 14. To point

him out with greater emphasis the article

is used : c^vn, " The possessor." c^-is,

AdiiUam, was another city of Judah in

the same direction, and near the former,

Josh. XV. 35. It was a royal residence

in the time of the Canaanites, Josh,

xii. 15; was fortified by Rehoboam,
2 Chron. xi. 7 ; and had villages de-

pendent upon it, Neh. xi. 30. Of to3

wnip^ various interpretations have been

given ; such as the wealtli or riches of

Israel, their multitude, their nobility,

their weight of calamity, &c. Some take

the words to be in the nominative, some
in the accusative, and some in the

vocative case. The most natural con-

struction is that of our common version,

according to which they are in apposi-

tion with c^.75;, Adidlam, and express

the superior situation of the place and
its neighbourhood. Thus also Schmidius,

Rosenmiiller, and Hesselberg.

16. The prophet concludes this geo-

graphical part of his denunciations by
addressing himself to the land of Judah,
and calling upon her to put on signs of

deep-felt grief on account of the removal
of her inhabitants, y^^, land, is to be
supplied, rather than p'? n2, dauglder of
Zion. Baldness, and cutting off the

beard, are tokens of mourning in the

East, as they were among the nations

of antiquity. Ezra ix. 3 ; Job i. 20;
Jer. vii. 21, xvi. 6, xlviii. 37. " Regulos
quosdam barbam posuisse et uxorem
capita rasisse, ad indiciian maximi luctus."

Suetonius, in his Life of Caligula, chap. v.

"When K haled ben Walid ben Mogairah
died, there was not a female of the house

of Mogairah, either matron or maiden,
who caused not her hair to be cut off at

his funeral." Harmer's Observ. iii. p. 5.

One species of eagle is called the bald

eagle, from the circumstance of its having

its head alinost entirely bald ; but they

all more or less exhibit baldness during

the moulting season. D'?.??'"!!, delights,

from 3?5, Arab, -^jjli, amatoriiis foemince

gestus, to delight, he delighted, live

delicately. It is in the former of these

acceptations that the noun is here used.

As but few of the inhabitants of Judah
could have been carried away by Sen-
nacherib, it is obvious the prophet must
have a much more desolating calamity

in view in this verse, viz. the Babylonish
captivity.

CHAPTER II.

Having announced the punishments which were to be inflicted upon his people

for the evils in which they indulged, Micah now proceeds to specify some

of these evils, 1, 2 ; and renews his denunciations, 3—5. He then censures those

who could not endure to hear the truth, but wished for predictions of good, and

shows that no such predictions could reasonably be expected by tliem, 6—11
;

concluding, however, with gracious promises of restoration after the captivity,

12, 13.
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Wo to those who devise wickedness,

And fabricate evil upon their beds
;

In the morning hght they effect it,

Because it is in the power of their hand.

They covet fiekls, and take them by force,

And houses, and take them away :

They oppress a man and his house,

A man and his possession.

Wherefore tlius saith Jehovah :

Behold ! I devise an evil against this femily,

From which ye shall not withdraw your necks,

Neither shall ye walk haughtily ;

For it shall be an evil time.

1. Comp. Is. X. 1, 2. In the verbs

ijjrjjbSD, andnto, is evidently a gradation.

The first describes the conception of the

evil purpose in the mind ;
the second,

the preparation or maturing of the

scheme ; and the third, the carrying of

it into effect. Comp. Ps. lviii.3; Is.xli.4;

Hos. xi. 9. The n in n^iffi!^: is the feminine

vised as a neuter, to agree with the

nouns p« and l''^, as forming a neuter

plural accusative. The phrase "bt''«

occurs also Gen. xxxi. 29 ;
Prov. iii. 27;

and with the negative, Deut. xxviii. 32 ;

Neh. V. 5. It is rendered by the LXX.
ovK rjpav npos top 6e6v x^'P"? avrav,

which the Syr. gives without the negative:

and
(5 P -7 (J -X 7 P

lift up their hands to God. Vulg. quoniam

contra Deum est inanus eorum. Some
consider the words to be equivalent to

the Dextra mihi Dens of Virgil, and

appeal to Job xii. 6, and Hab. i. 11,

where, however, the phraseology is

different; while others take '?« to be the

shorter form of the demonstrative pro-

noun n|N. But the true meaning seems to

be that given in our common version,

according to which "^^ is to be taken in

its literal signification oi power, strength,

&c. Thus Pococke, Rosenmiiller, Bauer,

Dathe, De Wctte, Gesenius, Hifzig, and

Ewald, after the Targ. if^'Tl «5^n n^N n^»,

and Kimchi, "»,! piffis?"? dti to \D' 'D,

because there is power in their hand to

oppress the poor. Just as the LXX,

render, laxv^i- ') X^'P) Gen. xxxi. 29, and
Deut, xxviii. 32, That '3 is to be taken
causatively, and not conditional^, is

evident from the connexion.

2. Before n^m repeat iian. Fifty-two

MSS., six by correction, two originally
;

four ancient and nineteen other printed

editions ; the Alex. MS. of the LXX.,
the Targ., Vulg., and Arab., omiti before

ilJV. The parallelisms in this verse are

very elegant.

,3. 2ffln and n»n correspond here to

'?'cn and T} in ver. 1. nnettjn Rosen-
miiller and Maurer understand to signify
" certum genus hominum nequam etper-

versum ;
" as if the prophet intended to

single out such of the people as com-
mitted the atrocious acts specified ver. 2

;

but it is more likely that the whole
people, viewed as rebellious and corrupt,

is meant. See on Amos iii. 1 The figure of

a yoke is here employed for the pin-pose

of expressing the heavy and oppressive

nature of the bondage to which the He-
brews were to be subjected. Cttjp, thence,

has the force of a pronoun in this place.

LXX. l^ av. Syr. jtiisD- Comp. Gen.

iii. 23; 1 Kings xvii. 13; Ezek.v.3. So op-

pressive should be the yoke, that it would
be impossible for them to hold them-

selves erect. LXX. 6p6oi. Targ. nnipa,

r^^^J>). The term nnin is selected with

special reference to the elated and
haughty manner in which they had
conducted themselves. It is properly

a substantive, from Dr., to be high, but is

here used adverbially.
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In that day shall one sing a ditty respecting you,

And employ a doleful lamentation,

And say : We are utterly destroyed.

He hath changed the portion of my people,

How hath he withdrawn it from me !

To an apostate he hath divided our fields

!

Therefore thou shalt not have one to cast the line by lot,

In the congregation of Jehovah.

Prophesy not ; those shall prophesy

Who will not prophesy of these things

:

Reproaches are incessant.

4. For bcp Nto, see on Is. xiv. 4. The
verb is here used impersonally. That
this Mashal was to be employed by the

Jews themselves, and not by their

enemies, is evident from its tenor, as it

follows in the verse. D?''?5, therefore, is

not to be rendered against you, but on

your account. H^n: 'n: nn:, ndhd, nehi,

itihydh, form an elegant paronomasia.

There can be no doubt that 'np, lamenta-

tion, is derived from nm, to lament ; but

whether rrn; be likewise derived from it,

and consequently merely the feminine of

'n:, or whether it be the Niphal of the

substantive verb rrn, to be, is disputed.

The harshness that would arise from
rendering the words, One shall lament

with a lamentation, it is done ! militates

against the latter derivation ; whereas,

by taking all the three words as cognates,

having the same signification, the sentence

is at once easy and forcible. The i-elative

position of the verbs ^'iij, nn:, and tn«, con-

firms this construction. 'Ihus the LXX.
and Vulg. Ka\ 6prjvrj6i^aeTai Bprjvos (v

jue'Xet, et cantabitur canticum cum suavi-

tate. And the Arab., employing for the

two first words terms cognate with

the Hebrew, ^Jcs^ _y ^Ujj- ^;7?

is the feminine of 'n?, just as n^^ttJ

is of '?©, and nus of 'aa. The femi-

nine is added to the masculine for the

sake of emphasis. Comp. Is. iii. 1,

only there the nouns are joined by the

copulative i. The three verbs above
specified are used impersonally. The
nominative to the following verbs, tq^,

>i^"d;, and Xbjy., is Jehovah, understood, i^o.

Syr, ^^c, to buy ; in Aphel ^J^], to sell,

or deliver an article into the hand of

the purchaser ; Arab. •t«, hue illuc com-

mota fuit res, transivit. The verb is

here employed to convey the idea of a

change of masters, or the passing of the

land of the Hebrews into the power of

their enemies. liittJ is a verbal noun,
from the Pilel of aw, to turn, ticrn back ;

here used in a bad sense, one who has

turned back, or away from God ; apo-

state, rebel, idolater. Comp. Is. xlvii. 1 0,

Ivii. 17; Jer. xlix. 4. The idolatrous

king of Babylon is meant.
5. p5 is a repetition of that used at the

beginning of ver. 3, and for the same
purpose. The nominative to ']!', thee, is

uv, 2:>eople, occurring in the preceding

verse ; and the denunciation relates to

their being completely at the disposal of

their enemies: none of themselves being
permitted to allot to them portions of the

land for inheritance. According to

Hitzig the words are addressed by the

ungodly Jews to Micah himself, and
intimate that they would put him and
his family to death for prophesying
against them.

6. The words n|s!b iD'ts^n'? ^iq"j3'_ iQ'Tcn-'?N,

which contain a smooth and elegant

paronomasia, are very enigmatical, but
must either be rendered, " Prophesy not,

they say to those who should prophesy :

they shall not prophesy to such.'" Or ;

" Prophesy not ; they shall prophesy
who will not prophesy of such things."

In the former case the interdicting

H H
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What language, O house of Jacob !

Is the Spirit of Jehovah shortened ?
'

-

Are these bis operations ?

Do not my words benefit him that walketh uprightly ?

language of the rebellious to the prophets
is simply given, and then we have the

Divine declaration, that it should be as

they desired. They should be judicially

abandoned to their own ways ; and, as

they would not hearken to the prophets
when they predicted evil, they should be
deprived of their ministry altogether, and
not receive from them any predictions

of good. In the latter, the language is

entirely that of the people, by which
they not merely stop the mouths of the

true prophets, but declare that those
only should be permitted to prophesy to

them who abstained from denunciations

of evil. The former requires "^^ifl to be
supplied before pE^ffi^ ; the latter, "riiJN

before iD'p:-«b. The formula ^Fj'isri is

used ver. 11, both in reference to the
persons to whom the prediction is

addressed, and to that which is the

subject of the prophecy : ]^f^ rpr^^'iBii, " I

will prophecy to thee o/wine." Though
contrary to the Masoretic division of the

words, I prefer the second of the above
modes of construction, as being the easier

of the two. The use of the paragogic

} in pc'TS' forms no objection ; for though
it is most commonly found at the end of

a sentence, yet there are many instances

in which it occurs at the beginning, or

in the middle. See Gen. xviii. 28

—

31; Exod. xviii. 26; Deut. viii. 3;
1 Sam. ii. 22 ; Ps. xi. 2, Ixviii. 13 ; Is.

viii, 12. For fT'Tsn, see on Amos vii. 16.

In the concluding words of the verse,

nto^pJD) «?, ViteraWy, calumnies depart not,

the Jews indignantly tax the prophets

with exposing them to contempt by
incessant castigation and reproof. Of
this interpretation Maurer observes, " ut

facillima et simplissima per se est, ita ad
nexum est aptissima." The verb occur-

ring first, is in the masculine singular,

though the noun is a feminine plural.

See Gesen. § 144. Ward's edit.

7. The propliet boldly meets the

charge expressed in the concluding
clause of the preceding verse by asking.

Whether the absence of auspicious pre-

dictions could possibly be ascribed to

any deficiency on the part of the Spirit

of prophecy ? whether the judgments
denounced were operations in which
Jehovah delighted, and were not rather

procured by the wickedness of those

on whom they were to be inflicted ? and
whether it was not a fact which expe-

rience had ever verified, that the Divine

communications were productive of

good to men of sincere and consistent

piety ? In iTOtjn the n is used as a quali-

fying demonstrative with all the force of

an indignant exclamation, in order to

point out the flagrant character of the

language employed by the Israelites.

"iTON is the Pahul Part, signifying what is

said or spoken, and with the ri prefixed,

dictum ! Almost all the versions and
Lexicons assign to this participle the

signification of being called or named

;

but this notion attaches to the verb only

in Niphal, which, in such case, is uni-

formly followed by the preposition''. See

Is.iv.'3, xix. 18 ; Hos. ii. 1. TheLXX.,
Aq., Vulg., and Targ., have read ip«ri,

which is found in four of Kennicott's

MSS. Evvald :
" O des Wortes !" As -i?i?

OH short of breath or spirit, is con-

trasted with Q'Sw Tp«, long-suffering, Prov.

xiv. 29, and is obviously equivalent to

Q.'Si;? "i^'R, ver. 17, (comp.* rmiap, Exod.

vi. 9,) most of the moderns render in

the present instance. Is Jehovah prone

to anger ? but prophecy being the sub-

ject to which reference had just been

made, it is more natural to understand
nin| m-y, the Spirit of Jehovah, in its ap-

propriated meaning, as designating the

Divine Author of prophetic communi-
cations ; and to take the verb in the

sense of weakness or inability. Comp.

T ">??, short of hand, Is. xxxvii. 27.

r\)vt, these, like n^«, ver. 6, refers to the

judgments which the Lord had threat-

ened to inflict. The interrogative form,

as frequently, requires a decided negative;

such judgments are not Jehovah's usual

operations. Comp. Is. xxviii. 21 ; Lam.
iii. 33 ; Mic. vii. 18. In tjbin ii^^n, the

substantive, which is used adverbially, is

placed first, for the sake of emphasis,
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8 But of old my people hatli risen up as an enemy ;

Ye strip off the vestment as well as the robe

From those who walk along securely,

From those who are returning from battle.

9 The women of my people ye thrust out from their darling home

From their children ye take away my glory for ever.

10 Arise ! depart ! for this is not the place of your rest

;

Because of pollution it will destroy,

And the destruction shall be grievous.

and on this account also it takes the

article, which properly belongs to TjVirr.

A similar instance of transposition occurs

in '^!?rr ^p^, Job xxxi. 26, where the sub-

stantive is likewise used adverbially.

For the meaning of the phrase, comp.
on 'ip, Prov. ii. 7 ;

innp Tj^h, Is. Ivii. 2.

8. 1 at the beginning of this verse is

strongly adversative. Very different

was the character of those whom the

prophet was now reproving. ''i'20«,

properly yesterday, is taken by some to

signify lately; but it is more in keeping

with the spirit of the passage to render

it anciently, of old, or the like. See on

Is. XXX. 33. The rebellious conduct of

the Hebrew nation was no new thing.

It had characterised every period of its

history. LXX. efMirpocrdev. Abulwalid,

contrary to the usage of the language,

divides the word into ri« and "jra, and ren-

ders, on the contrary. Thus also theVulg.

The "J in lix'j is expressive of manner

;

comp. Pljt>, Is. xxxii. 1. ''iQQ is selected

to correspond in alliteration with ''^onx,

and is here equivalent to \??'?P, or ^^"Q.

It refers, not to tin immediately follow-

ing, but to the persons of those who were
plundered. Though divided by the

accent, np^to and ™ are to be regarded
as asyndeta ; the former, signifying the

large loose garment which was worn
immediately over the tunic, and which
being indispensable to the Orientals, is

placed first, for the sake of emphasis
;

the latter, the costly robe of fur, or other

rich stuff, the robbery of which, under
the circumstances described, was a mat-
ter of course. So great was the rapacity

of the lawless characters spoken of, that

they were not satisfied with the more
valuable part of the dress, but likewise

possessed themselves of what was less

costly. Comp. Matt. v. 40. For no^ip

(by transposition of the first two letters

of n^pxp, which is much more frequently

in use,) comp. the Arab. <)Jl^, vestimen-

tum, pec. totum corpus involvens, from

(J.^, circumdedif. Before '?i^r repeat

the preposition Q. The passive par-

ticiple is here used intransitively to de-

scribe those who were returning after

having defeated their enemy in battle,

and who might therefore be considered

perfectly secure. Even they were way-
laid by their countrymen and neighbours,

and robbed of the spoils which they

had taken in war.

9. In T^^y^Pi and 7)^3?, there is, as fre-

quently, a transition from the plural to

the singular pronoun. As the prophet

refers to war, it is most likely he intended

by the " women," the widows of those

who had fallen in battle, and who ought

to have been objects of special sympathy
and care. Instead of which, both they

and theirfatherlesschildren were expelled

from their homes, and robbed of their

property. '^Tlil, rny ornament, collec-

tively for the ornamental clothes which
they wore, and with which they had
been provided by Jehovah. The Holy
Land, and everything connected with it,

was his, so that whatever was enjoyed

by its inhabitants, was to be regarded as

peculiarly a Divine gift. Comp. Hos.

ii. 8. cViyb, for ever, i.e. never to make
restitution. Some think there is refer-

ence to the command to restore the

pledge before sun-set, Exod. xxii. 25,

but this is doubtful.

10. As the Imperative is frequently

used by the prophets to express more
strongly the certainty of a prediction

than a simple future would have done,

•>dT\ TOip are to be so understood here.
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11

12

If any one, conversant with wind and falseliood, lie, saying

I will prophesy to thee of wine and strong drink,

Even he shall be the prophet of this people.

I will surely gather thee entirely, O Jacob !

I will surely collect the remainder of Israel

;

I will put them together like the sheep of Bozrah,

Like a flock in the midst of their pasture

;

See on Is. vi. 10. Hitzig preposterously

considers the words to be addressed by
the pitiless Jews to the persons whom
they oppressed by expelling them from
their homes. They are obviously to be

viewed as the language of Jehovah,
threatening them with a removal from
their own country, which they had pol-

luted by their crimes, to a foreign and
heathen land. Canaan was conferred

upon the Hebrews as a rest, or place of

quiet enjoyment, after their fatigues and
troubles in the wilderness, Num. x. 33

;

Deut. xii. 9; Ps. xcv. 11. Before nxi,

supply y3«. The definite article in nniDtpnt

is equivalent to the pronominal affix 03,

and is to be rendered accordingly. A
land may be said to destroy its inhabi-

tants, when it withholds from them the

means of subsistence, and forces them
to leave it. With such reference it is

described as devouring them and spewing
them out of it, Lev. xviii. 28, xx. 22,

xxvi. 38; Ezek, xxxvi. 12— 14, The
comparison of these passages shows the

propriety of the Piel '^S^i^, and renders

unnecessary the passive forms "Jinn and
''4.'7'?, which some have proposed. For

n??) comp. the Arab. />3~«. morbusfuit,

only its significations would seem to be
taken from the idea of a violent or deadly

disease. Thus n^pP? ^^^i;, a grievous

curse, 1 Kings ii. 8. Gesenius renders
yTO3 '?nn, corruptio vehementissima.

11. JVIicah i-everts to the subject of

smooth and flattering predictions, which
he had spoken of ver. 6, and shows that

so corrupt had the people become, that

no prophet might expect to be acceptable

to them who did not sanction their

sinful indulgences. To those who did,

they would give a ready ear. As rm
signifies both wind and spirit, there is

great force in representing those who
pretended to inspiration as walking or

being familiar with the wind : so utterly

worthless was the instruction which they

communicated, nn Tj'jri is otherwise

equivalent to m"i'tt3''!>«, Hos, ix. 7, and Tj"?.!!

-i;:.ttj to i;j.f3«??, Jer. v. 31, Dathe thinks

this verse would better fit in after ver. 6,

but there is no authority for the trans-

position ; and, besides, there is a singular

propriety in bringing forward the crown-
ing sin of the Jews, viz. their preferring

false prophets to the faithful messengers
of Jehovah, just before introducing the

glorious prediction of their restoration

from captivity in the following verse.

12, 13. Theodoret, Kimchi, Calvin,

Drusius, De Dieu, Grotius, Tarnovius,

and others, consider these verses to be a
denunciation of punishment, and not a

promise of deliverance ; while Struensee,

Hezel, Michaelis, and Forsayeth (in

Newcome) regard them as the language

of the false prophets, continued from
ver. 11, Ewald, who takes the same
view, thinks they were originally written

by Micah on the margin of his manu-
script, and has printed them in Italics,

within brackets. Most modern inter-

preters, however, and among them
Rosenmiiller, Dathe, Justi, Hartmann,
Maurer, and even Hitzig, are unanimous
in viewing them as predictive of the

restoration of the Jews after their disper-

sion. The manner in which the prophet

concludes the preceding verse, proves

that he had finished what he had to

deliver respecting the favour shown to

false prophets ; and his sudden and
abrupt transition to better times is so

entirely in accordance with the manner
of the prophets, that the last-mentioned

interpretation at once recommends itself

as the true. The point most difficult to

determine is the period to which the

propliecy has respect. Most Christian

expositors explain it of the appearance

of Christ, and his collecting of believers
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They shall be in commotion,

Because of the multitude of men.

13 The Breaker is gone up before them
;

They break through and pass to the gate

;

They go out at it

;

Their King passeth on before them,

Even Jehovah, at their head.

into his church ; but this construction is

altogether arbitrary, resting on no other

foundation than the principle of giving

a spiritual interpretation to whatever

may, by possibility, be so interpreted.

So far is there from being anything in

the phraseology of the text to warrant

such appropriation of it, that the very

terms compel to an adoption of the

literal sense. Kimchi, Jarchi, and the

Jews generally, as also several modern
Christian writers, maintain, that the

prophecy relates to the future literal

restorationof the Jews under the Messiah.

For my part, I cannot but regard the

more immediate restoration from the

literal Babylon as the theme of the

inspired announcement. The deliverance

predicted is the same to which refei'ence

is made chap. iv. 10, the scene of which
is there expressly declared to be Babylon.
" Jacob " stands here for the ten tribes, as

in Is. xvii. 4 ; Hos. xii. 2; and "Israel"
for the kingdom of Judah, as in Obad. 18,

2 Chron. xii. 1, xix. 8, xxi. 2, 4. The
two tribes and a half being few com-
pared with the ten, might well be de-

scribed as rin«ii!i, the remainder, which
had been left in the land at the time of

the Assyrian invasion. To express the

great extent of the population after the

return, it is compared to the large

collections of sheep in the folds of

Bozrah ; a region celebrated for the

abundance of its flocks. The Targ.,

Vulg., Gesenius, Winer, Hitzig, and
Ewald, render ^"5, sheep-fold, but this

signification of the word is totally un-
supported by usage, and is not allowed

by Lee. The LXX., mistaking a for

the preposition, translate, Iv 6\i\l/€i. It

is seldom we meet with the article

prefixed to a noun taking the pronominal
affix, as in iii^H; yet see Josh. vii. 21,

viii. 33. By p^rt, the Breaker, some
understand Cyprus ; but the identity of

structure between this sentence and the

two with which the verse closes, compels

us to intei"pret the term of Jehovah
himself, who, through the instrumentality

of that monarch, removed every obstacle

which prevented the return of the

Hebrews to their own land. When his

providence so visibly interposed, it was
easy for them to break down the minor
barriers which had confined them in

Babylonia, and triumphantly to march
out through the gates of the hostile city.

To intimate that they should suffer

molestation from no enemy by the way,

God is represented as going before them,

like a monarch at the head of his army

;

just as he was said to go before his people

when they went up from Egypt, Deut.

i. 30. In the illustrious Deliverer here

exhibited, Rosenmliller recognises the

Messiah: "Perrttptor, deiKTiKas, est

enim cum ri demonstrativo. Loquitur

ergo de certa quadam persona, et anto-

nomastice sic dicta, quse mox vocabitur

2^D, rex illorum et rnn^, ut non sit

dubium, Nostrum de Messiacogitasse, sen

divino illo heroe, quo auspice, devictis

omnibus Judasorum hostibus, aureum
seculum orbem beabit." And to his

interpretation I accede, only restricting

the work of the Messiah, as here predicted,

to his leading forth the Jews from

Babylon. Comp. Exod. xxxiii. 14; Is.

Ixiii. 9, in which we are taught that the

Divine Logos delivered, and conducted

the Israelites through the wilderness.
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CHAPTER III.

Having inserted in the two preceding verses a gracious prediction for the comfort

of the few pious who might be living in tlie midst of tlie ungodly, the prophet

proceeds to expatiate at greater length against the latter, directing his discourse

especially to the civil and ecclesiastical officers, who, by their example, exerted

so baneful an influence upon the nation. The chapter maybe divided into three

parts. Ver. 1—4, an objurgation of the princes ;
5

—

-1, that of the prophets ;

and 8—11, that of princes, prophets, and priests together. The chapter closes

with a prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians.

1 And I said : Hear, I pray you, O heads of Jacob

!

And ye judges of the house of Israel

!

Is it not yours to know justice ?

2 Who hate good and love evil

;

Who strip their sldn from off them,

And their flesh from off their bones.

3 Who devour the flesh of my people,

And flay their skin from off them

;

Who break their bones in pieces,

And separate them as in the pot.

And as flesh in the midst of the kettle.

1 3. The ^ in Dib is expressive of office, they were themselves perpetrators

duty or obligation ; what the persons of the most flagrant acts of oppression

spoken of were bound to do, and what and cruelty. Their inhuman conduct is

might naturally be expected from them very forcibly described by the prophet, in

in the station which they filled. 5?t is language borrowed from the process of

here used, not of merely speculative slaying and preparing animals for food,

knowledge, but of that which is practical, and the feasting consequent thereon.

It was the province of the magistrates to Comp. Ps. xiv. 4; Prov. xxx. 14. The

exercise their judicial authority for the pronominal affixes in ver. 2, refer to the

protection of the innocent, and the people, understood, and not to niio and

punishment of evil-doers. But instead nyn, immediately preceding, which are

of thus discharging the duties of their obviously employed as abstract neuters.
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4 Then they may cry to Jehovah,

But he will not answer them,

But will hide his face from them at that time

;

Because they have corrupted their doings.

5 Thus saith Jehovah respecting the prophets.

Who cause my people to err

;

Who bite with their teeth, and cry, Peace

;

But against him that putteth not into their moutli

They prepare war.

6 Surely ye shall have night without vision
;

Ye shall have darkness without divination

;

Yea, the sun shall go down upon the prophets,

And the day shall become black over them,

7 Then shall the seers be ashamed,

And the diviners confounded

;

They shall all cover their beard
;

For there shall be no response from God.

Though many MSS. read 5?7 with the

Keri, yet there are others which exhibit

ny^, the proper pointing of the Chethib.

No codex supports the emendation
i«^3 instead of i^n^?. The LXX. may,

or may not have so read. The etymology

of nrt;? is uncertain, but that it signifies

a vessel for boiling in is clear from its

being here parallel with ip, and in

1 Sam. ii. 14 with 1V3, -iin and -mQ.

4. i«, then, and ^'nrrron, at that time,

are anticipative of the period of divine

judgment. The infliction of such judg-

ment isimplied, not expressed. The more
emphatically to convey an impression

of its certainty, the prophet takes it for

granted. God is said to hear or answer
prayer, when he grants what is suppli-

cated ; and to hide his face, when he
disregards or affords no relief to the

suppliant. i^\^?, with the LXX., Syr.,

Justi, Dathe, and others, I take to be

causal, as in Num. xxvii. 14; 1 Sam.
xxviii. 18 ; 2 Kings xvii. 26.

5. Dn\3^;i DO^i53n, who bile with their

teeth, the antithesis requires to be under-

stood in the sense of eating the food

supplied by the people. While such

supplies were granted, the false prophets

predicted prosperity ; but if they with-

held them, measures of a hostile nature,

under a religious pretext, were adopted

against them. Thus the Targ. Vpin pi
ii'g'yip •'Hibr ]}2r\'Q ipi'i ]rw ]-^rn, They prophesy

peace to him who feeds them with dinners

offlesh. 'Ihe phrase is purposely selected

in order satirically to expose the selfish-

ness of the deceivers. For the meaning
of ffi?P., to sanctify, as here used, see on

Is. xiii. 3; Joel i. 14; and comp. Jer.

vi. 4.

6, 7. So completely should the pre-

dictions of the false prophets be dis-

proved by the judgments that were to be

brought on the nation, and so painfully

should they themselves experience these

judgments, that they could no longer

have the effrontery to practise their

deceptions. Under such circumstances

they could not pretend to deliver any

divine oracle to the people. The words

do not imply that they ever had really

received any such oracles : they merely

professed to have received them, n is

here to be taken privatively, and not in

the signification of oh, propter, Sjc, as

interpreted by some. The obscuration

of the heavenly bodies, or of the light of

day, is frequently employed by the

prophets, as it is by oriental writers

generally, to denote affliction or calamity.

Amos viii. 9. DDto, LXX., in 2 Sam.
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10

11

8 But truly 1 am full of power by the Spirit of Jehovah,

And of judgment and might
;

To declare unto Jacob his transgression,

And to Israel his sin.

9 Hear this, I beseech you, ye heads of the house of Jacob !

And judges of the house of Israel !

Who abhor justice,

And pervert all equity
;

Building Zion with blood.

And Jerusalem with wickedness.

Her heads judge for reward,

And her priests teach for hire
;

Her prophets also divine for money
;

Yet they lean upon Jehovah, saying

:

xix. 25, fxvcTTa^, the imisiache or beard,

which is held in high estimation in the

East, and in exhihiting which, properly

grown and trimmed, the Orientals greatly

pride themselves. To hide it, therefore,

by covering it, was regarded as a striking

mark of shame or sorrow. See Lev.

xiii. 45 ; 2 Sam. xix. 25 ; Ezek, xxiv.

17, 22.

8. Full of conscious sincerity, and

of his divine commission, in the execu-

tion of which he was sustained by the

supernatural influence of the Holy Spirit,

and zealous for the glory of God, and

the recovery of his people, Micah avows

his readiness, with all boldness, to an-

nounce to them his inspired message re-

specting their sins. His character and

conduct formed a perfect contrast to

those of the false prophets. The com-
pound particle d'^i^), and the pronoun
Dbx, are here emphatic, ri^, means the

supernatural power necessary for the

general discharge of the prophetic office;

comp. bvvajiLS, Luke i. 17, xxiv. 49
;

Acts i. 8 ; CE«5p, a sense of moral rec-

titude, distinguishing clearly between

right and wrong, and impelling to the

advocacy and maintenance of such

actions, as are conformable to the Divine

law ; and rni33, moral courage, or a bold

and intrepid spirit, inciting its possessor

to throw aside all timidity in defending

the cause of God and truth. Comp.
2 Tim. 1. 7.

9. The prophet now proceeds to de-

liver in full, the message which he had
commenced, ver. 1, employing the same
formula, wnrp®, as he also does chap,

vi. 1. The remaining verses of the

chapter furnish a noble specimen of that

bold and uncompromising fidelity which
characterised his ministry.

10. mil, the LXX., Syr., Targ., and
Vulg., render in the plural, but no Hebrew
codex exhibits the variation. The authors

of these versions doubtless regarded the

participle as a collective, which mode of

construction we must adopt, or, with

Michaelis, we must suppose that the

prophet had Shebna, Is. xxii. 16— 18,

Jehoiakim, or some other particular prince

in his eye ; the former interpretation is

preferable. D'ni, blood, used for the

wealth obtained by shedding the blood

of its owners. Comp. Jer. xxii. 13;
Ezek. xxii. 27 ; Hab. ii. 12, in the latter

of which passages d^ot and n|jw are used

as parallels, with the same particle, njk.

11. inffi, is a gift or bribe given to a

judge to obtain freedom from pimish-

ment. Receiving bribes was strictly

prohibited by the Mosaic law, Exod.

xxiii. 8; Deut. xvi. 19. That the D*?rp,

priests, were authorized by that law to

act in the capacity of ordinary religious

teachers, does not appear. Their being

thus employed by Jehoshaphatis narrated

as something altogether extraordinary,

2 Chron. xvii. 7—9. Besides attending

to the ceremonial observances, they had

devolved upon them the decision of con-
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Is not Jehovali in the midst of us ?

No calamity shall come upon us.

12 Surely on your account

Sion shall be ploughed as a field,

Jerusalem shall become heaps,

And the mountain of the house woody heights.

troversies, Deut. xvii. 8—11, xxi. 5;

Ezek. xliv. 24, cases of leprosy, divorce,

&c. Lev. X. 1 1. They were to lay down
the law in such cases, and pronounce

the final sentence. Comp. Mai. ii. 7;

Deut. xxxiii. 10; and see Michaelis

on the Laws of Moses, Art. Hi. They
are here associated with the judges,

because in certain cases they gave a

joint verdict ; and in the time of the

prophet were equally avaricious and cor-

ruptible. The verb op;?, to divine,

being only used of false prophets, sliows

that those reproved by Micah were of

that description. Comp. Jude 11. With
all their wicked perversion of right, they

hypoci-itically claimed an interest in the

favour of God, and scouted the idea that

the calamities denounced by his true

prophets could ever overtake them.

Comp. Jer. vii.4, 8—11, where the same
presumptuous confidence in the Divine

presence in the temple, is exposed and
condemned.

12. We have here at last an awful

epiphonema, in which the destruction of

the metropolis is expressly and par-

ticularly predicted. The wicked leaders

of the people were now building and
beautifying it, by expending upon it

their unrighteous gains, ver. 10; but

the time was coming when it should be

completely desolated. "Zion" desig-

nates the site of the city of David on

the south; "Jerusalem," the houses

occupied by the inhabitants generally in

the centre and the north ; and " the

mountain of the house," Moriah on the

east. Instead of ]"», the Chaldee ter-

mination, five MSS., five others originally,

and the Babylonian Talmud, read C"?.

ri'^ri, the house, i.e. kut f^o^rji/, the

temple. That which was their boast

and confidence, was to be converted into

a wilderness, i??' signifies not only a

forest, but also a thicket of shrubs, a

rough or rugged locality, from the Arab.

^., asper, salebrosusfail; difficiUsincessu,

asper locus. The whole verse contains

a description of utter ruin and desolation.

The enunciation of such a prophecy
evinced the greatest intrepidity on the

part of Micah, and is quoted as an in-

stance of prophetic boldness, Jer. xxvi.

18, 19. The ploughing of the city by
the enemy, which has its parallel in

Horace, lib, i. Od. 16,

"Imprimiratque muris
Hostile aratrum exercitus insolens,"

has by some interpreters been referred

to what is recorded in the Tahnud,
noticed by Jerome, and repeated by
Maimonides, that Titus Annius Rufus,

an officer in the Roman army, tore up
with a ploughshare the foundations of

the temple ; but little or no credit is to

be given to the story. See Deylingii

Observationes Sacr. pt. v. pp. 448, 4,50.

Robinson's Palestine, vol. ii. pp. 2, 8.

The cii-cumstance, however, that what
Micah predicts, relates to the city as

distinguished from the temple, clearly

militates against this application of his

language. Equally inapposite as to the

fnlfilment of the prophecy are the appeals

to the present partially cultivated state

of Mount Zion, since the destruction to

which it points was not the more distant

devastations under Titus and Adrian,

but the more proximate under Nebu-
cliadnezzar. For the accomplishment,

see Neh. ii. 17, iv. 2; Lam. v. 18.

I I
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CHAPTER IV.

By a sudden transition, as at chap. ii. 13, the prophet passes from his denunciation

of punishment, to a description of the glorious state of the church subsequent

to the restoration from the captivity in Babylon. He predicts the establishment

of the kingdom of Christ upon the ruins of idolatry, and the accession of the

Gentiles, 1, 2; the peaceful nature of his reign, 3, and the security of his sub-

jects, 4. He then abruptly introduces his captive countrymen, who, having been

recovered to the worship of the true God, declare, that, however the idolaters

around them might adhere to their several systems of creature-worship, they

would never renounce the service of Jehovah, 5. The Most High promises to

gather even the weakest of them from their dispersions, restore their national

existence, and reign over them for ever, 6—8. The intermediate invasion of

Judea, the captivity in Babylon, and the liberation of the Jews, are next de-

picted, 9—11. Upon which follows a prediction of the victories which they

should gain over their enemies in the times of the Maccabees, and of the reverse

which took place on the establishment of Herod by the Roman power.

1 And it shall come to pass in the last of the days,

That the mountain of Jehovah's house

Shall be established on the summit of the mountains.

And be elevated above the hills,

And the people shall flow to it.

2 Yea, many nations shall go, and say

:

Come, let us go up to the mountain of Jehovah,

To the house of the God of Jacob,

That he may teach us his ways,

And that we may walk in his paths
;

I— 3. On the general identity of this verbal discrepancies, which are few and
prophecy with Is. ii. 2—4, see the note trivial, will be best seen on consulting
on that passage, to which the reader is Newcome, who exhibits the Hebrew
also referred for the interpretation. The text of both prophets in parallel columns.
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For out of Zion shall go forth the law,

And the word of Jehovah from Jerusalem.

And he shall arbitrate among many people.

And give decision to many distant nations.

So that they shall beat their swords into coulters,

And their spears into pruning-knives
;

Nation shall not raise a sword against nation,

Neither shall they learn war any more.

And they shall sit, each under his vine, and under his fig-tree,

And none shall make him afraid
;

For the mouth of Jehovah of hosts hath spoken it.

Though all the people should walk

Each in the name of his god,

Yet we will Avalk in the name of Jehovah our God,

For ever and ever.

In that day, saith Jehovah,

I will gather the halting,

And collect the outcasts,

And those whom I have afflicted.

The sense is the same throughout.

Twenty MSS., originally ten more, one

by correction, and the Complut. edition,

read vb« instead of vb». For =i«^'". x"?,

thirty-six MSS., probably another, seven
originally, and six by correction, together

with four of the early editions, read
>^''i

; and for 'iwip: five MSS., four originally,

and now one, read ^<ip).

4. This beautiful addition, which is

not in Isaiah, appears to have been a

common adage among the Hebrews to

express a state of complete outward
security. 1 Kings iv. 25; Zech. iii. 10.

For a state of things precisely the reverse,

see my Biblical Researches and Travels

in Russia, &c. p. 436.

5. Many interpreters have been puz-

zled how to reconcile the statement

made in the beginning of this verse with

the prediction contained in verse 2 ; and
Hartmann goes so far as to assert, that it

was originally a marginal gloss, written

by a different pen, and afterwards inserted

in the text. The difficulty will be re-

moved, if we consider the words to be

those of the Jews during their dispersion.

" Hie spectanda est diversitas temporis."

Calvin, in loc. They witnessed the

eagerness with which the idolaters around
them devoted themselves to the service

of their gods—an eagerness which led

them to despair of their ever being
reclaimed

; and they nobly resolved that

nothing should ever again move them to

abandon the service of Jehovah ; but
that, with equal earnestness, they would
addict themselves to his worship, and
the observance of his laws. '? is here a
formula of concession : be it so that,

although, or the like. Comp. for this

use of the particle. Gen. viii. 21 ;
" Exod.

xiii. 17 ; Josh. xvii. 18 ; Deut. xxix. 18.
''p Dffi? Tj"pri, to ivalk in the name of any one,

means to frame one's conduct according
to his will, to act by his authority, and
in accordance with his character. DVp,

name, is often used for the person him-
self. Comp. the phrases rnn'_ ^i? •^jbri;

'tPVi™ "^IPi^, to tvalk in the way of, to

folloiu Jehovah. It seems here to be
specially employed in reference to reli-

gious worship. Comp. Zech. x. 12.

6— 8. That the subject of these verses

is the restoration from Babylon, and the

re-establishment of the Jewish state,
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And I will make the liulting a remnant,

And those that had been far removed a strong nation
;

And Jehovah shall reign over them in Mount Zion,

From henceforth, and for ever.

And thou, O tower of the flock !

O hill of the daughter of Zion !

To thee it shall come,

Even the former rule shall come.

The kingdom of the dauditer of Jerusalem.

and not any spiritual gathering of men
generally to the church of God, is placed

beyond dispute by the prediction that the

scattered and afflicted remnant of Israel

was again to become a strong nation,

ver. 7, and by the use of the phrase
miLWri nbii5pprt, the former rule, ver. 8,

which can only be interpreted of the

theocratic government at Jerusalem.

When the Hebrews first returned to

their own land, they were few in number,
amounting only to 42,360 ; but they

rapidly increased, and in the time of the

Maccabees not only became an inde-

pendent state, but acquired such power
that they vanquished the formidable

Syro-Grecian armies. The Asmonaean
family possessed supreme authority from
Mattalhias to Herod the Great. To the

above interpretation no valid objection

can betaken on the ground that Jehovah
is said, ver. 7, to reign for ever over

those who were to be assembled. Dljis?,

eternity, or long indefinite duration,

whether applied to the pastor the future,

must always be determined by the nature

of the subject. It is very often used of

the Mosaic institutes, Exod. xii. 14, 17,

xxvii. 21, xxviii. 43 ; Lev. iii. 17. It is

even employed to denote the period of the

seventyyears'captivity, Jer.xviii. 16. For

T^'fi^T} and "n^?'?, comp. Ezek. xxxiv. 16
;

Zeph. iii. loV nx^njn is the Niphal par-

ticiple of N^n, to he removed. Syr.

^3n^(jl, elongavit, removit. Arab.

jjjj, II., recessit, ahscessit. Having

employed metaphors taken from the

treatment of sheep, Micah calls the

Jewish people, in their collective capa-

city, ""l?, aflock. Comp. HinnTO, theflock

of Jehovah, Jer. xiii. 17; and in refer-

ence to the strength of Jerusalem, and
the watchful care exercised by the

government, he characterises her as

Ti.!>b3!pp, the tower of the flock. Some,

indeed, think with Jerome, that a place

of this name, to which reference is made
Gen. XXXV. 21, and which that father

says lay about a mile distant from Beth-

lehem, is intended ; but, from its being

in apposition with p^-na "JDJ?, mound of
the daughter of Zion, a fortified hill or

elevation on the eastern part of Mount
Zion, and here put for the whole, such

interpretation is inadmissible. For "JEJ?,

comp. Is. xxxii. 14; 2 Chron. xxvii. 3,

xxxiii. 14; Neh. iii. 26, 27, in which

last passage ^"^W^, the tower, is mentioned

along with it, which is doubtless identical

with pii, Is. xxxii. 14. The word is

derived from ''25?, to swell, become tumid.

Arab, ^jvic, tumore laboravit, pinguendo

circa perinceiim capri, &c. Tov O^Xdu
Kokovfievov v'^iiXav. Joseph, de Bell,

Jud. lib. vi. cap. 6, § 3. The LXX.,
Aquil., Symm., Syr., and Vulg., confound

the word with "'Dx, thick darkness. The
Targum applies the passage to the

Messiah : 'lin D^i7.'i'? I'^tp^ ''^^^H wn'®'? ^^)
•.wn"? >5raD'?p NTH? Tjb li'Si Nnii3?|, " Jiid

thou, Messiah of Israel, who art hid on

account of the sins of the congregation of
Zion, to thee the kingdom will come ;

" but

there is no more foundation for this

interpretation, than for that of Jonathan

on iir'T??, Gen. xxxv. 21 : lanm xnm
N^pr FiiDii iin'ffio «|^p 'bjn^ri TnS', " the place

from which King Messiah is to be revealed

at the end of the days," whatever use

may be made of it in the way of argu-

mentum ad hominem in reasoning with

the Jews. "? in T\f> is a periphrasis of the

genitive.
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9 Why, now, dost thou cry aloud ?

Is there no king in thee ?

Have thy counsellors perished ?

That pains should have seized thee

Like a woman in travail ?

10 Be in pain, and bring forth, O daughter of Zion !

Like a woman in travail

;

For now thou shalt go forth from the city,

And shalt dwell in the field,

Thou shalt even go to Babylon
;

There thou shalt be delivered.

There Jehovah shall redeem thee,

From the hand of thine enemies.

11 And now many nations are gathered against thee,

That say : Let her be profaned !

And : Let our eyes look upon Zion.

But, as for them, they know not the designs of Jehovah,12

9. rin» is not here used in its temporal

signification, but merely as a particle

designed emphatically to draw attention

to what follows. Five MSS. and another

originallj', supported by the LXX. and
Targ., read ^^l, which is the usual

form. The prophet plunges at once into

the circumstances of consternation in

which the inhabitants ofJerusalem would
be placed on the approach of the Chaldean
army. The questions relative to a king

and his council are put ironically, and
provoke the answer, " Yes, we have, but

they are nothing worth: they cannot

protect us, nor contrive any means of

escape." y3?v the LXX. treat as a col-

lective : j; /3oiiX^ (Tov.

10. '173, instead of 'm3, for the sake

of euphony. Comp. in reference to

childbirth. Job xxxviii. 8; Ps. xxii. 10.

Having employed the metaphor of a

parturient female, the prophet carries it

on in this verse, strikingly depicting the

condition of anguish and distress which
the Jews had to anticipate before they

should enjoy deliverance. I'he Baby-
lonish captivity, and its happy termina-

tion, are predicted in express terms. Both
werelikewise expressly foretold by Isaiah,

the contemporary of Micah, chap, xxxix.

7, xliii. 14, xlviii. 20. The repetition of
nt\ there, is emphatic. The inhabitants

of Jerusalem^ when removed from the

city, should be located in the open country,

till the whole were collected, and then
they should all be conveyed to Babylon.

] 1. The nations here referred to were

those which composed the army of

Nebuchadnezzar, or which joined that

army in its attack upon Jerusalem. The
more immediate neighbours of the Jew3
are no doubt specially intended. Comp.
Lam. ii. 16 ; Ezek. xxxv. ; Obad. 12, 13.

These defiled Jerusalem when they shed

the blood of her citizens and profaned

her sacred places, a nin is used, like

5 n^J'j, Obad. 12, in an emphatic sense, to

denote the malignant delight with which
the enemies of the Jews feasted on their

calamities. For the use of the feminine

singular inn with the dual masculine,

comp. 2 Sam. X. 9; Jobxx. 11. Nothing
is more common in Arabic than to employ
the feminine form of the verb when the

agent is any thing irrational or inanimate.

The singular number is employed as the

simpler form of the verb. It may be
observed, however, that, instead of ^3\?'?

in the plural, four MSS., two of the most
ancient editions, the Syr. and Targ., read
i3r? in the singular. The LXX. have
the plural. Both ^3nri and in? are

optative in force.

12. rran is a nominative absolute, used
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Neither do tliey understand his purpose

;

For he shall collect them as sheaves into the threshing-floor.

13 Arise ! thresh, O daughter of Zion !

For I will make thy horn iron,

And thy hoofs copper,

And thou shalt beat in pieces many nations
;

Thou shalt devote their gains to Jehovah,

And their substance to the Lord of all the earth.

14 Assemble yourselves now, O daughter of troops !

We are besieged !

for the sake of emphasis. The enemies

of the Jews had not the most distant idea,

that the object of Jehovah in permitting

his people to be so treated was to recover

them from idolatry, and thus prepare

them for a triumphant restoration. The

metaphor taken from the process of

threshing out grain is frequently \ised by

the prophets to denote the complete

destruction of a people. Comp. Jer.

li. 33. For the manner in which this

process is carried on, see on Is. xxviii.

27, 28.

13. A continuation of the metaphor.

Comp. for a real parallel. Is. xli. 15, 16.

There is, however, a very natural instance

of mixed metaphor, derived from the

destructive power lodged in the horn of

the ox, though it is not employed in

threshing, which greatly adds to the force

of the passage. That pS, horn, should

here be employed to signify the liormj

substance forming the hoof of the ox,

cannot be admitted. Comp. 1 Kings

xxii. 11. The horn was a symbol of

power exercised in subduing and punish-

ing enemies. The Orientals give to

Alexander the Great the epithet of ^J

bicornis; and the kings of

Symm., Theodot., the Syr., and Vulg.,

all have the second person. O'?", Arab.

est

U^J^'
Macedon were actually in the habit of

wearing the horns of a ram in their

casques, 'np^nn I take to be the second

person feminine, the Yod being a frag-

ment of the old form of the personal

pronoun 'ON, regularly preserved in the

Svriac. Compare, for other instances,

'rinto, Ruthiii. 3; 'vi?!??, Jer.xxxi. 21,

though they are pointed with a Sheva,

and the Keri directs that they should be

read rioir and n?"??. The LXX., Aquila,

jtfS>-,
prohibuit ; sacrum, quod non

promiscue usus ; to make sacred, devote,

whether in a good or a bad sense. As

conquerors used to consecrate a portion

of their spoils to their deities by hanging

them up in their temples, so the triumph-

ant Hebrews would employ the riches

which they acquired by their victories in

beautifying the temple of Jehovah, and

supporting his worship. The Maccabean

times are specially referred to.

14. I consider Tiif, troop, to be a

collective, Jerusalem is called a daughter

of troops, on account of the great body

of military quartered within her walls,

and in the surrounding districts. That

it is Jerusalem, and not the enemy, that

is addressed, the close coherence of the

forms with those of the preceding context

sufficiently shows. For the paronomasia

in iii2Til niann, comp. Gen. xlix. 19.

The common acceptation of ^^^, is to cut

or make incisions ; but that it also signi-

fies to assemble as troops, see Jer. v. 7.

Syr. )^a ' ^ portion or detachment of

an army. Though at oto the enemy is

understood, it is better to construe it

impersonally, and give it in our language

in the passive. In TQliii and t-pir is

another paronomasia. Most understand

by the 'CEto, judge, Zedekiah, who was

treated contumeliously by the Baby-

lonians ; but it seems preferable to refer

it to some of the chief rulers of the Jews

at the time of the siege of Jerusalem

described by the prophet; or the term

may be used collectively. The position
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With a rod they have smitten on the cheek

The judge of Israel

!

of Hengstenberg and some others, that

it is selected on purpose to mark a period

during which no king of the house of

David reigned, might be allowed, were

it not for the influence of the foregoing

tDli^, with which it forms the paronomasia.

Though the LXX. have rendered the

term by (jivXas, Aq., Symm., and Theod.,

have KpiT^v. The siege in question

Michaelis thinks was that by Sosius, the

Roman general, b.c. 37, when Antigonus,

the last of the Asmonaean dynasty, was
obliged to submit to the superior power.
Whether this prince be specifically in-

tended I shall not determine. So much
is certain, that he was most con-
temptuously treated by Sosius ; see

Josephus, Bell. Jud. lib. i. cap. xviii. 2.

CHAPTER V.

Having just adverted to the calamitous circumstances in which the Jews should be

placed at the commencement of the reign of Herod, the prophet foretels, in a

very explicit manner, the birth of the Messiah, which was to take place during

the lifetime of that king, 1. A prediction is then introduced respecting the

final dealings of God towards the nation previous to that illustrious event, 2,

on which the permanent and universal nature of the new dispensation is an-

nounced, 3. The subject of the victories of the Jews over the Syro-Gi-ecian

armies is again taken up, 4—8 ; and the chapter concludes with threatenings

both against the Jews in the time of Micah, and the enemies by whom they

were to be punished, 9—15.

1 And thou, Bethlehem Ephratha

!

Art small to be among the thousands of Judah,

1. Michaelis remarks, "If not even a

word were found in Matt. ii. 5, 6, ex-

planatory of our text, I should believe

the subject to be Christ, who was born

in the reign of Herod. The whole
thread of the prophecy in the preceding

chapter leads me to him, and the time

of his birth." The Messianic application

of the prophecy was formally made by
the Jewish Sanhedrim, in their official

reply to Herod, Matt. ii. 5, 6 ; and is

admitted both by the Rabbinical and
the rationalistic interpreters, though, as

might be expected, they differ as to the

person of the Messiah. The Targum
has, ?? ]TD^1MJ TIS 'liTO'5 K'H'lTp piE^ 'OTiJ. TJS^O

Nobs 'ci'Tp ]'Pii/'TO TOM a'Qffi ^l''^^^?, " From
thee the Messiah shall come forth before

me, to exercise dominion over Israel,

ivhose name was announced long ago,

from the days of old." The position of

Theodore of Mopsuesta, Grotius, Dathe,

and some others, that Zerubbabel was
intended, is now given up by all; and
most interpreters of the German school

find their notion of an ideal Messiah
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Yet from thee shall He come forth to me

To be Ruler in Israel,

sufficiently convenient in explaining this

and other passages, as it relieves them
from all investigation in regard to positive

historical personality. DnVn''|, Beth-

lehem, literally, the House of Bread.

Arab. >rs' i "^ju, Beit Lahm, the House

of Flesh. It was a small town in the

tribe of Judah, built on the slope of a

ridge, about six Roman miles to the west

by south of Jerusalem, and originally

celebrated as the birth-place of David, the

first of the line of Jewish kings. ri!J9^,

Ephrath, Gen. xlviii. 7, or, as it is com-
monly written, with the n paragogic,

n?5?y, Ephratha, appeal's froin the pas-

sage just cited to have been the original

name of the place. This word has much
the same signification as Beth-lehem,

being derived from rnB, to he fruitful

;

and no doubt the place received both

names from the fertility of the region.

Dr. Robinson observes respecting the

present aspects of the town :
" The

many olive and fig-ore liards and vine-

yards round about are marks of industry

and thrift ; and the adjacent fields,

though stony and rough, produce never-

tlieless good crops of grain." Biblical

Researches in Palestine, vol. ii. p. 161.

The names occur as parallels in the

stanza, Ruth iv. 11 :

—

! Dnb ri'in D^«npi

It was likewise called Bethlehem Judah,

Judges xvii. 7, xix. 1 ; Ruth i. 1 ; Matt,

ii. 5, in order, it is thought, to distinguish

it from another place of the same name
in the tribe of Zabulon, Josh. xix. 15.

T'3?5, as well as nn«, is of the masculine

gender, contrary to rule in Hebrew, but

in accordance with Arabic usage, in

which the names of cities are sometimes

put in the masculine. In the present

instance, however, the change was doubt-

less occasioned by n^?, which is of that

gender, being strongly prominent to the

view of the prophet. Pococke, in the

notes to his Porta Mosis, chap, ii., and in

his commentary on the passage, labours

hard to support the opinion of Tanchum
and Abulwalid,, that i''?'? has the two

contrary significations of little and great

;

but the opinion rests upon nothing

beyond the construction which these

writers have put upon the term as occur-

ring in Jer. xlviii. 4, and Zech. xiii. 7,

which passages, when closely examined,

admit of no other signification being

attached to the word but that of little,

of small note, or esteem, though it may
seem to be supported by the Targumic
rendering pn'DiaVip in the former of these

passages, and by noifiivas the reading of

the Alexandrian MS. of the LXX., and

j,^ \,;i^, that of the Syriac, in the latter.

In none of the cognate dialects has the

word the signification of greatness or

dignity, nvnb T^^ is literally little in

respect of being,, little to exist, or be

reckoned. There is no occasion to resort

to the hypothesis that ) here forms a

comparative, and is equivalent to ]'0.

What the prophet asserts is, that Beth-
lehem was positively little in point of

size or population, to rank with the other

subdivisions of the tribe of Judah.
Comp. 1 Sam. xxiii. 23. The tribes

were subdivided into niriDffip, families, or

clans, the chiliads or thousands of which
had lieads or princes, to whom, from this

circumstance, was given the name of

D'?^^ 'j^, D'P^« 't.^'i, princes and heads of
thousands. It is highly probable that at

the time to which the prophecy refers,

.if not in that of the prophet, the place

might not have been able to muster a

thousand men. No mention is made of

it among the cities of Judah enumerated
Josh. XV., though, with many others, it

is found in the text of the LXX. Nor
does it occur in the list, Neh. xi. 25, &c.

It is spoken of in the New Testament as

KafxT], a village, or hamlet, John vii.42.

In the present day its inhabitants are

rated at eight hundred taxable men. See

Dr. Robinson, ut sup. Yet, small and
inconsiderable as Bethlehem was, it was
to have the distinguished honour of

giving birth to the Messiah.

" O sola magnarum urbium
Major Bethlem, cui contigit

Dncem salutis ccelitus

Incorporatum gignere."

Prudentius, Hymn. Epiph. 77.
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Whose comings forth have been of old,

From the ancient days.

Between the former and the latter

half of the verse is a marked antithesis.

In this respect, «s.^ and rntoin, corre-

spond ; the former, designating the

future coining forth of the Illustrious

Ruler here predicted, when he should

actually assume human nature ; the latter,

his ancient cotningsforth, when he created

the world, and appeared to Moses and
the patriarchs, and revealed to them the

Divine will. The idea conveyed by the

noun must be identical with that ex-

pressed by the verb. Abenezra, Abar-
banel, Grotius, Hartmann, Rosenmiiller,

Gesenius, Hitzig, Maurer, and Ewald,

give origines as the signification of ni«^io,

and regard the term as referring to the

Davidic extraction of the Messiah. This

signification is likewise strenuously main-
tained by Hengstenberg; but, instead of

finding any reference to the ancient

family of David, he adopts the opinion

that the object of the prophet is to teach

the eternal existence of the Messiah.

His position, however, is perfectly un-

tenable, since notliing can be more in-

congruous than the ascription of locality

to eternity, which he expressly does in

the translation, " his goings forth (in the

sense of places of going forth,) are the

ancient times, the days of eternity, i.e.

the very ancient times." None of the

passages which he alleges, proves the

local signification ; they all describe the

act, not the place or time of egress,

p before ^12 and in D'jis? 'D''p, is used in

its temporal acceptation, marking the

terminus a quo. The LXX. e'^oSoi

avTov ott' apx^s (^ rjiitpmv alcoves.

that the words ^JjI^jj] j, have c:ept

into the text from the preceding clause.

Though oip. is used of past duration ab-

solutely in reference to God, Deut.
xxxiii. 27, yet it is most frequently em-
ployed to denote past, especially ancient

time, and is synonymous with D^iS", with

which it occurs in poetic parallelisms.

Comp. the Arab, ^tij, prcscessit ; tem-

pus antiquum. Syr. SO^jSi unle, coram.

In Ps. xliv. 2, D.7iJ 'P^ occurs, just

as D^is 'Q) does in the present verse

;

and in Ps. Ixxvii. 6 we have 7i?'? D'P^'

and D'o^ii? ni:® corresponding to each

other. Comp. also Micah vii. 14, 20;

Mai. iii. 4. That the dogma of eternal

generation or emanation is taught by
our prophet, does not appear ; but the

actual preexistence of our Saviour, and
his active comings forth, in the most
ancient times, for the accomplishment of

the Divine purposes, he not obscurely

teaches. Thus Piscator :
" Verto egres-

siones, nempe egressiones a Deo Patre

ad sanctos Patres Adamuni, Noachum,
Abrahamum, Isaacum, Jacobum, quibus

apparuit seseque familiari sermone pate-

fecit." For the interpretation of Calvin,

that the eternal decree respecting the

future birth of the Messiah is intended,

there is no foundation whatever. The
term Wio, Ruler, here employed, is that

used by David in his Messianic Ode,

2 Sam. xxiii. 3 :

—

pn? DiNia bfflio

Syr. ^^ ]iu.4-4J ^ ovaSi^XO Comp. Jer. xxx. 21 :—

l^^\,Vj^ . ,Vr Q.» " Whose going forth is

from the beginning, from the days of the

ages." Vulg. "£^ egressus ejus ah initio, a

diehus ceternitatis." The Arab, though

unwarrantably free as a version, gives

pretty much the true sense : &s>-j\:s^t

Jbi^] Jj\ dX<, (Jj.J^l ^, " Whose

goings forth in Israel are Jrom the dags

of the age." It is, however, not unlikely,

13QP iT^i* nvji

SSI i3i.pQ iViJm

iab HN yv! nvNin 'o '3

Comp. also Is. xi. 1—4. % to me, is not

without emphasis. The Messiah was to

come for the express purpose of carrying

into effect the will of his Father in tlie

salvation of men ; and though Israel is

specially mentioned as the sphere of his

rule, it is not to the exclusion of the

K K
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Nevertheless he will give them up

Till the time when she who is to bear hath brought forth,

And the rest of his brethren

Shall return to the sons of Israel.

And He shall stand, and feed in the strength of Jehovah,

In the majesty of the name of Jehovah his God.

Gentile world, as ver. 3, and immerous
passages in other prophets clearly show.

For the verbal discrepancies between
the Hebrew text of Micah, and the quo-
tation Matt. ii. 6, the reader is referred

to the commentators on the latter pas-
sage. It may suffice to remark here,

that the Hebrew words cannot with any
propriety be rendered interrogatively,

as some have proposed, and that the quo-
tation in question, made by the Sanhe-
drim, and not by the evangelist, is

obviously given from memory, and not
with any view to verbal accuracy.

2. Notwithstanding the glorious pro-
spect afforded by the promise of the
Messiah, it was not to supersede the
state of suffering to which the nation
was to be previously reduced on account
of its sins. Into that state it was to be
brought by the Chaldeans, and was not
to be fully restored till about the time
of his birth. The return from Babylon
was only partial at first ; but, encouraged
by the prosperity which attended the re-

establishmentofthe theocracy, others who
resided in the East were induced to fol-

low, and multitudes returned from Egypt
and other parts, before the Christian era.

The words niV; rTir\> are susceptible of
two interpretations. They may either
be referred to the Jewish church, and
regarded as descriptive of her deliver-

ance from suffering, set forth under the
metaphor of a travailing woman ; or,

they strictly and literally apply to the
mother of the Messiah. Tlie former
interpretation is adopted by Lipman,
Munster, Vatablus, Grotius, Drusius,
Dathe, Justi, and others ; the latter by
the greater number of expositors—among
other moderns, by Seeker, Michaelis,
Hartmann, Rosenmiiller, Hitzig, Maurer,
and Ewald. This construction of the

passage alone suits the entire connexion.
It would appear altogether incongruous
to introduce a tropical designation of the

church, in a verse in which the Jewish

people are more than once spoken of in

language strictly literal. The birth of

the Messiah, in so far as regards its

place, and the preexistence of his

person, had been predicted ver. 1 : the

prophet, who, as already noticed, was
contemporary with Isaiah, and in all

probability was acquainted with his

celebrated prophecy respecting the nobs?,

Is. vii. 14, now further adverts to the

interesting fact by a somewhat indefi-

nite, but by no means obscure refer-

ence to his virgin mother. This view
is further confirmed by the use of

the pronominal affix in vn«, which vm-
questionably belongs to the Messiah, the

immediate antecedent, and not, as a

collective, to Israel, as given in the

LXX. and Targ. By his " brethren
"

cannot be meant the Gentile believers,

which some interpreters have alleged,

referring in proof to Ps. xxii. 22 ; Heb.
ii. 1 ] ; but his brethren according to

the flesh, those who still remained in

foreign parts, but who were to be brought

back to Judea, in order that they might
be there to receive him, when he should

come forth to be ruler in Israel. The
preposition "J? conveys here the idea of

superaddition. The foreign Jews were
to be gathered m addition to those who
had already been collected. It is

thus more expressive than bx. That the

phrase '7«;jffi^\?|i, the children of Israel, is

not here to be taken in its distinctive

application to the ten tribes, but denotes

the descendants of Jacob generally, may
be inferred from the fact, that it is thus

appropriated after the Babylonish cap-

tivity, the period to which the prophecy
refers. It is well known that the Macca-
bsean coins bear the inscription, 'j^ittJ' V*^,

the Shekel of Israel. Comp. for this use

of the term ''«7^!, ver. 1 of the present

chapter.

3. The verb T?^ signifies not simply

to stand, but also to standfirm, to endure,

continue. This latter acceptation is
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And tliey shall continue ;

For now shall He be great unto the ends of the earth.

And This Same shall be the peace.

When the Assyrian shall invade our land,

And tread our palaces,

We will raise against him seven shepherds,

And eight anointed men.

And they shall ajfflict the land of Assyria with the sword,

And the land of Nimrod at the entrances thereof;

adopted here by many, who think it

better suits the character of the predicted

king, who is otherwise represented as

sitting upon his throne, and not standing.

But, as the following verb n»n, signifies

to feed a flock, tliere is the greatest

propriety in presenting him to view in

the attitude of the good shepherd, who
stands, that he may survey the whole
of his sheep, and be in readiness to

defend them against all attacks. Comp.
Is. Ixi. 5. The pastoral metaphor is

beautifully expressive of royal care and
protection. Comp. Iliad i. 2G3 :

Olov TLeipidoov re, Apvavrd re, Trot/xeVa

Xaav,

where the scholiast has, ^aaikea o^Xcbi'.

See for this use of the Hebrew verb rwn,

2 Sam. V. 2, vii. 7. The power and glory
of the Messiah here predicted are those

with which, as Mediator, he is invested.

Comp. Is. xi. 2 ; Matt, xxviii. 19 ; Heb.
ii. 7— 9. Jehovah being called " his

God," intimates his subordinate ofiicial

relation. Comp. John xx. 17. If cto

^if^., the name of Jehovah, be not here
a periphrasis for Jehovah himself, it may
be regarded as descriptive of his attri-

butes, or the character in which he hath
revealed himself to mankind. The no-
minative to ilir;i must be the subjects

over whom Messiah reigns, understood.
These were to consist not of believing

Jews only, but likewise of believing

Gentiles in the remotest regions of the

globe, as it follows in the verse. Comp.
for yn^'CCN, " the ends of the earth," in

reference to the amplitude of the king-
dom of Christ, Ps. ii. 8, xxii. 28, Ixxii. 8.

The verb conveys the idea of security

and permanence. Such was to be the

character of the new dispensation. It

i-emains to add on this verse, that instead
of nrj, to feed, two MSS. and some
printed editions read ^^!^, to see, while
the LXX. and Arab, exliibit both read-
ings; and that three MSS. and another
originally, the Syr., Targ., and Vulg.,

read =inffi;T or ia'i';i, they shall return, or

he converted, instead of the current
reading =i2c;i, they shall remain. The
LXX. have inrap^ovai.

4, 5. The words Dibttj ni rrni, And This
Same shall be the peace, are intimately
connected with the preceding words, but
have no relation to those which follow,

except in so far as the victories there

assumed were to pave the way for that

state of the Jewish affairs during which
the Messiah was to appear in the world.
ni. This, This Same, is used empliaticalh',

with reference to the Messiah, who had
just been spoken of. Comp. for a similar

use of the pronoun. Gen. v. 29; Exod.
XV. 2. ci'7ffi,|jeffcp, is put, by metonymy,
for the author and introducer of re-

conciliation. Comp. Gen. xlix. 10; Is.

ix. 5 ; Zech. ix. 10 ; Eph. ii, 14, 17
;

Col. i. 20. n^?J, signifies to restore things

to their former state, to male restitution;

in Hiph. to restore, or cause to be at

peace. Comp. the Arab. JUui reinte-

grare, sanare. The substantive is with-

out the article, as frequently in the

prophetic writings, when the object is to

impart energy to the language, by con-
densing the mode of expression. If
iitt'x be taken to signify the ancient
Assyrian empire, the reference will be
to the threatened invasion in the time of

the prophet; but this construction ill

suits the connexion, in which respect is

had to the more distant future; and
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And there shall be deliverance from the Assyrian,

When he shall invade our land,

And when he shall tread our borders.

what follows, relative to tlie resistance

of tlie Jews, does not agree with any
successful events in the history of that

people during the Assyrian rule. I

cannot, therefore, hut think, that the

terui ia employed by our prophet to

denote the empire of the Seleucidie,

founded by Seleucus, one of the generals

of Alexander the Great, by whom he
was invested with the government of

Babylonia and Media, and who, under
the title of King of Syria, subjugated

all the countries from the Hellespont
to India and the .Taxartes. On the

same principle that Darius is called

"ri'ttj« Tj^D, the king of Jssyria, Ezra vi. 22,

though that empire had long ceased to

exist, the title might be applied to

Seleucus and his successors. To them,
during the period of their reign, belonged
" the land of Assyria,"whicli is also here

called " the land of Nimrod," because,

according to the proper rendering of

Gen. X. 11, that monarch went foith

from Babylon into the country of Assyria,

wliere he built Nineveh and other cities

there named. According to this in-

terpretation, the prophecy in these two
verses relates to the noble anl success-

ful opposition -which the Maccabees
offered to Antiochus Epiphanes, when
he marched against Jerusalem, pillaged

the temple, and desecrated every object

sacred in the estimation of the Jews.
By rousing a spirit of patriotic piety in

the breasts of their countrymen, they

not only recovered their sacred city from
the enemy, but, after a series of the

most brilliant victories, drove him to the

gates of his own fortified cities, and
filially succeeded in securing the national

independence. It is to this protracted,

but triumphant struggle, that reference

is made, Dan. x'. 32. 'I'he assertion of
Hartmann, that NT-'Siiil^x is not Hebrew in

its construction, and that, consequently,
n\2j« is to be connected with Qi"?^, is

without foundation
; for we meet with

the very same construction in niii«i«tt3'M

N^p^'3, Numb. vi. 2. Thus also in Arab.

<3^'_j ^_^j
^\c lyuii'l IJl ^jVMS^

LjAsSiIj " iwo cities, when their inhabitants

are of one accord," Locman, Fable I. The
numbers spt'pw Rud eight appear to be used
to denote indefinitely a full and sufficient

number, as in Eccles. xi. 2. " Give a

portion to seven, and also to eight."

Comp. also Job v. 18; Prov. vi. 16,

XXX. 15, 18, 21 ; Amos i. 3, 6, 9, &c.

So the Greek rpls kuI rerpaKis, and the

Latin ter qiiaterque. Were they to be
taken literally, there would be no great

difficulty in selecting the number from
the Maccabasan period ; but the com-
parison of the above passages shows that

such a process would be unwarranted.
D'p, shepherds, and 07^ ''5'pp, princelg

men, are synonymous, signifying those

who took the lead in opposing the

enemy, and who administered the affairs

of the Jews at the time. Because ^p3

also signifies to pour out a libation,

Michaelis is inclined to render the

phrase D7«''Dp?, sacrifices of men, and to

interpret it of such as sacrificed their

life in defence of their country. Not
only, however, is the parallelism opposed
to this construction of the meaning, but

also the use of D'ppi in other passages.

Thus Josh. xiii. 21, pn^p'D'pp, princes

(Com. Ver. dukes) of Sihon ; and Ezek.

xxxii. 30, jiE? '.?'P^
nia©, there are the

princes of the north. The title properly

signifies anointed, those who had been

consecrated to their office by anointing

with oil; and thus is equivalent to

D'p'ffip. In the present instance it is

used tropically, without any reference
P P O V

to the ceremony. Syr. l^jl^ Ii.dVo>.

Targ. «^:.« 'a-i3T ; Arab. (^Ul) -« LJia:

,

great men. nsn, to feed, being here used

in connexion with " the sword," must be

taken metaphorically, and means to con-

sume, devastate, or the like. To refer

v>-n to s^T as its root, is altogether in-

admissible. The repetition in these two

verses possesses peculiar elegance. "J'^n

is used impersonally. Instead of ^^Ipiij in

the singular, I3'!?i33 in the plural, is the

reading of thirty-four MSS., originally
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And the remnant of Jacob shall be in the midst of many people,

Like the dew from Jehovah
;

Like the small rain upon herbs,

Which waiteth not for man,

And tarrieth not for the sons of man.

Yea, the remnant of Jacob shall be among the nations,

In the midst of many people,

Like a lion among the beasts of the forest,

Like a young lion among the flocks of sheep,

AVhich, if he pass through, treadeth down and rendeth.

And there is none to deliver.

Thy hand shall be high against thine adversaries,

And all thine enemies shall be cut off.

And it shall be in that day, saith Jehovali,

That I will cut off thy horses from the midst of thee

;

And I will destroy thy chariots.

four more; the Soncin., Brixian, and
Complut. editions ; the Soncin. Prophets,

and all the ancient versions.

6, 7. The former of these verses depicts

the beneficial influence which the re-

mainder of the nation, after its restora-

tion, should exert, by spreading the

knowledge of the true God among the

nations in the midst of which they were
situated ; their signal victories against

such formidable armies, attracting atten-

tion to Him whom they worshipped, and
to whom they ascribed their success.

During the existence of the new Jewish
state, the members of the theocracy had
much intercourse with foreigners, multi-

tudes of whom became proselytes to the

faith of Jehovah, and were thus prepared

to receive the gospel, when preached by
the apostles. The idea of number lies

both in ''IS, the deiv, and D''?''?"i, the rain ;

and the sudden raising up of the Jews
was to be as entirely a work of Divine
providence, and independent of human
aid, as the production of these material

elements. The seventh verse describes

the formidable character of the Jews in

reference to the hostile nations by wliich

they were attacked. For the accu-

mulation and the rise in the meaning
of the verbs flT^I cp^i i35, comp. Exod.
XV. 9 : p!?nNi a'tt'-x r\^-yA b^i^D.

8. Here the prosperous aspect of tlie

prophecy closes. The words are ad-
dressed optatively to Jehovah, and may
be considered as those either of the

prophet, or as designed to be adopted by
the Jewish church, Comp. Is. xxvi. 11,

Her enemies were the enemies of
Jehovah.

9— 14. The prophet now returns to

times nearer his own, and predcts the
beneficial moral changes that wei-e to

be effected in the condition of his country-
men by the Babylonish conquest and
captivity. They had, contrary to the
express command of the Lord, Dent,
xvii, 16, kept up a formidable body of

cavalry, and war-chariots ; trusted in

their fortified cities ; encouraged sorcerj',

and indulged in abominable idolatry.

These were all to be removed, when the

Jewish state was broken up ; and after

God had employed the heathen in punish-
ing his apostate people, they in their

turn should be punished for their obsti-

nate adherence to idol worship, notwith-
standing the testimony borne against

their conduct b)' the Jews who lived

among them. This portion of the chapter
is strikingly parallel with Is. ii.6—22.

For CBt'l, see on Is. xlvii. 9 ; for c^rpirp,

comp. C'^pis?, Is. iii. 6 ; and for c^'^'v'H,

see on Is. xvii. 8. As '"li" had already

occurred in the acceptation of cities,

ver. 10, we should scarcely expect it to
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10 I will cut off the cities of thy laiicl,

And rase all thy fortresses.

I will cut off the sorceries from thy hand,

And thovi shalt have no diviner?.

1 will cut off thy graven images and thy statues from the midst of

thee,

And thou shalt no more worship the work of thine hands.

I will break down thine images of Astarte from the midst of thee,

And destroy thy cities.

And I will execute vengeance in anger and in wrath,

Upon the nations which have not been obedient.

11

12

13

14

be again used ver. 13. To remove the

difficulty Michaelis compares the word

with the Arab. 'it^C-, arbor semper virens ;

Arnold, with the Arab, .[t, speluncus

;

others propose to read Dn5?|, woods, i.e.

groves, supposing the initial Yod to have

been absorbed by that with which the

preceding word terminates ; while others

would change the word into D'"?!*, wit-

nesses, understanding thereby the statues

&c. belonging to idol-worship. There
seems, however, to be no absolute

necessity for departing from the signifi-

cation cities, only we thereby understand

such as were specially appropriated to

idolatrous uses, as Jerome suggests.

Comp. byan n'3 T^, the city of the house,

or temple of Baal, 2 Kings x. 25, by
which is meant aseparate part of Samaria,

where the temple was situated. This

construction is required in order to form

a parallelism with D'?'™, images of

Astarte, occurring immediately before

in the verse. In all the ancient versions

the word is rendered by cities, except

the Targum, in which it is translated

enemies. Some refer the relative "iffi^?

at the end of ver. 14 to Dj^, and in-

terpret, unheard of vengeance, but it is

more natural to connect it with D'ia,

nations, the immediate antecedent, and
to regard the prophet as describing the

refusal of the pagans, who had enjoyed

opportunities of learning the true religion

from the Jews, to listen to the in-

structions which had been tendered to

them. Thus the Targ. 'is"7i«lV2p.i<'riX''Qp»

«n)"iiN, " the peoples that have not received

the doctrine of the laiv." LXX. Iv roi?

%6vi(Tiv, dvO' <hv ovK (larjKovaav. Syr.

aii.i;£lA jjj ^-.-i^*| \:i£i'^i£i::^, the peoples

who have not hearkened. In the same
way Michaelis, Hartmann, Justi, Dathe,

Hitzig, Maurer, Ewald.

CHAPTER VI.

It was not sufficient for the prophet to predict the punishments that were to be

inflicted on the Jews ; he was required to press the subject upon their attention,

which he does in a very affecting manner, by calling a public court, in which the

inanimate creation is summoned to supply evidence, 1, 2. An a2)peal is then

made by Jehovah to the accused party, respecting his kindness to the nation
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from the earliest period of its history, 3—5. Convicted of guilt, the people are

represented as deeply anxious to obtain, at any cost, reconciliation with God,

6, 7 ; and are pointed by the prophet to the only source whence it was to be

obtained ; while, at the same time, they are reminded of the high properties and
obligations of true piety, 8. He next demands attention to the threatened

judgments, 9 ; specifies some of the crimes on account of which they were to be

brought upon them, 10—12; repeats the threatening, 13; shows the blasting

effects of the Divine wrath upon all their undertakings, 14, 15 ; and traces

the evil to its true source—the idolatries of the kingdom of Israel, 16.

Hear ye now what Jeliovali saitli

:

Arise ! plead in the presence of the mountains,

And let the hills hear thy voice.

Hear, O ye mountains ! Jehovah's controversy,

And ye rocks, the foundations of the earth
;

For Jehovah hath a controversy with his people,

And will contend with Israel.

O my people ! What have I done to thee ?

With what have I wearied thee ?

Testify against me.

Nay, I brought thee up from the land of Egypt,

1,2. It is not unusual with the pro-

phets to make appeals respecting the

enormity of human guilt to the inanimate

parts of creation, as if it were impossible

for it not to inspire them with life, and
call them forth as intelligent witnesses of

what hath taken place in their presence.

See Deut. xxxii. 1 ; Is.i. 2; Jer.ii. 12, 13.

By a similar personification the moun-
tains and durable foundations of the earth

are here summoned to appear in the

court of heaven. Jehovah, however,
instead of brmging forward the charge,

abdicates, as it were, his right, and leaves

it to the guilty party to state the case.

Comp. Is. xliii. 26. In the appeal to

the lofty and ever-during mountains, in

which the puny affairs of man could

excite no prejudice, and which might
therefore be regarded as quite impartial

judges, there is something inexpressibly

sublime. D''?i7i7 n« in, does not mean,

contend ivi/h the mountains, as if they

were the party to be accused, but to

carry on the cause in their presence.

n« is here to be taken in the signification

of apud, coram, and is equivalent to

'?!?/', before, just as the forms D'n'^jJTiN'qVnnrij

Gen. V. 24, and Q'n'jjf >?D^ '^^rinrT,"xlviii. 15,

are identical in meaning. D']n«, or as it

is spelt Q'?n''« in a great many MSS., and
in four early editions, standing absolutely,

must be taken as a substantive, and not

as an adjective qualifying y^sinoio. Arab.

^y\, stet'd, consistit ; ^\, pelra. ^J'L

est omne id, quod durat, et permanet sua

ill sede. Schultens, Origg. Hebbr. p. 112.

Instead of y^>«ntpra, the foundations of

the earth, the Arabs call the mountains

ijcM til")*), the stakes, or posts of the

earth.

3, 4. The Israelites are asked, in the

kindest and most affecting style, what
ground of complaint they had against

Jehovah, which could have induced them
to act the part they did. Comp. Jer.

ii. 5, 31. He had demanded of them
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And redeemed thee from the house of slaves
;

And sent before thee Moses, Aaron and Miriam.

O my people ! remember now how Balak the king of Moab

consulted,

And how Balaam the son of Beor answered him
;

[Remember what happened]

From Shittim to Gilgal,

That ye may know the benefits of Jehovah.

With what sliall I come before Jehovah ?

With what shall I bow to the high God ?

Shall I come before him with burnt offerings?

With calves of a year old ?

nothing that was unreasonable. '? at

the beginning of ver. 4, is very ex-

pressive, and is equivalent to 7iay, on the

contrary, or the like. Instead of having

done any thing to alienate them, God had

shown the utmost kindness to them from

the beginning ; not only rescuing them

from Egyptian bondage, but providing

them with inspired leaders. Miriam is

mentioned, on account of the prominent

part she took in celebrating the Divine

interposition for their deliverance. She is

c?i\\eA'^'^'''y}\},tlie prophetess, Exod. xv.20,

because she led the female chorus which

rehearsed the inspired song of Moses.

The Targ. on Micah adds : njtt:'? n^^in"?, to

instruct the ivomcn. Comp.Numb. xi. 2.

5. The kindness of Jehovah to his

people was manifested, not only iu

furnishing them with inspired teachers,

but also in counteracting the designs of

Balak, who wished to engage the pro-

phetic influence of Balaam against them

;

for that avaricious prophet was com-

pelled, contrary to the cherished desire

of his heart, to pronounce blessings upon

them instead of curses. See Numb.
xxii. xxiii. xxiv. The words 15? D'ts'ffin.'jQ

'^}% from Shittim to Gilgal, are not

to be construed with those imme-
diately preceding ; for Balaam did

not cross over Jordan to Gilgal, but

was slain in the land of Midian, as we

read Numb. xxxi. 8. Nor are we, with

Ewald, to suppose them to be a mar-

ginal gloss; but have merely to supply

the ellipsis rrnnp, what happened, and
repp;it"i3i, remember, from the first clause

of the verse. To this effect the Targ.

a'^^hi IT'S -»
'['p'p "iffi''3p ]^^2) «T3?n« pi23 N^rr,

" IVere not inighty deeds performed for
you from the plain of Shittim to the

house of Gilgal ? " Thus also Munster,

Vatablus, Grotius, Calvin, Dathe, De
VVette, Michaelis, Hartmann, and others.

There was a peculiar pi-opriety in specify-

ing these two places. Shittim was the

name of a valley in the country of Moab,
where, on account of the impurities

committed with the Midianitish women,
twenty-four thousand Israelites were

destroyed. The evil was so great that

it might have caused the Lord to abandon
them entirely ; but he mercifully spared

them as a people, miraculously divided

the Jordan to afford them a passage,

and gave them actual possession of

Canaan, the land promised to their

fathers. In proof of this last act of the

Divine goodness, Gilgal is singled out

from other places, because it was there

they made their first encampment in

the promised land. It was situated

between Jericho and the Jordan, but no

trace of its site now remains, nin^nipi?,

the benefits of Jehovah. Comp. Jud. v. 11

;

1 Sam. xii. 7 ; Ps. xxiv. 7. In this way
the phrase is interpreted by Tanchum,
Grotius, Drusius, and by most of the

moderns. Calvin observes: "Per Justitias

intelligit beneficia quemadmodum multis

aliis locis ;" and paraphrases thus: "Ut
ipsa experientia tibi demonstret quam
verax, quam beneficns, quam misericors

semper fueritDeus erga genus vestrum."

6, 7. The Jews, convicted of guilt,

are represented as most anxious to pro-

pijtiatt the Divine favour. They could
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Will Jeliovali be satisfied with tliousands of rams ?

With ten thousand rivers of oil ?

Shall I give my first-born for my transgression ?

The fruit of my body for the sin of my soul ?

He hath showed thee, O man ! what is good ;

And what doth Jehovah require of thee,

not deny the charges that had been
brought against them ; nor could they
put in any plea of justification. They
stood condemned before God and the

universe. The language which they
employ is not such as the prophet would
have taught them, but such as well

accorded with the notions which were
prevalent among them, some of which
had been learned from their heathen
neighbours. How much soever they
might formerly have grudged the expense
of prescribed efTerings, they are now
willing to bring the most costly and
abundant, rams by thousands, and oil

sufficient to fill myriads of rivers; nay,

what is more, human victims, and of

these the most endeared, their own
offspring. In ]9ttr'.|7rT3 niain, myriads of
torrents of oil, is a double hyperbole,

quite in the style of the Orientals. For
nil?!, as thus used, comp. 1 Sam. xviii. 7

;

and for |PF'.^n3, Job xx. 17. The fact

of the presentation of human sacrifices

is fully established in the ancient history

of all nations. This barbarous custom
was especially prevalent among the

Phoenicians, and was by them introduced

into the north of Africa, where it con-

tinued till the proconsulate of Tiberius.

According to Porphyry, the book of

Sanchoniatlion was full of examples of

such sacrifices. That they obtained

among the idolatrous Israelites is clear

from Jer. xix. 5, xxxii. 35, who offered

their children to Moloch or Saturn, after

the example of their Phoenician neigh-
bours. Eusebius, in his Prgepai-. Evangel,
lib. iv. 16, enters at length into the

subject ; and adduces a passage from
Philo Byblius which has a special bearing

upon the present text : "'E,6os ^v rols

TToXaiols, iu rais fxeyaKaii avficpopalg

Tu>v Kivbvvuiv, avr\ tijs ttcivtcov (jydopas

TO HFAnHMENON TON TEKNQN
rovs KparovvTas fj TTokioas rj idvovs, els

<T<payrju enidido'vai, XvTpov rois rinapols

daifiocTi. " It was customary among the

ancients, on calamitous or dangerous
emergencies, for the rulers of the city or
the state, to prevent the destruction of
all, to offer up the most dearly beloved of
their children, as a ransom to divine

vengeance." ?]?« is the futvn-e in Niphal
of the root F]p3, to bend, hoiu oneselfdown.
Comp. Ps. Ivii. 7, cxlv. 14. Instead of

l'?"?"'!?n?, rivers of oil, the LXX. who have
Xi-p-apcov TTiovcov, or, as the Alex. MS.
reads, dpvmv, have read ]p"i5-'|jm, fat
sheep; which rendering is followed by
the Vu1g. and Arab., but is unsupported
by any other authority. The translator

was evidently misled by an improper
view of the parallelism.

8. The questions put in the prece-

ding verses do not involve anything
like irony, as Rosen nniller and Maurer
imagine, but manifestly argue a deep
anxiety about an atonement, and at the

same time the grossest ignorance of what
was necessary to constitute that atone-
ment. In replying to them, the prophet
first of all shows, that the ignorance of

the people was culpable. They had been
furnished with revelations of the mind of
God upon the subject. '])i'i'^^, He (i.e.

Jehovah) hath shown or manifested it to

thee; or, the verb may be taken im-
personally, and rendered in the passive :

It hath been shown thee. No MS. supports
T|«, I will show, the reading of the Syr.,

Vulg. and Arab. Had they searched
the Divine records they could not have
failed to discover, that, whatever pre-

scriptions relative to sacrifices had been
delivered to them, they had never been
taught to attach to them any moral
efficacy, but the contrary. Both reason

and revelation combined to invest them
with an ulterior reference. What that

reference really was, the Apostle plainly

teaches us, Heb. x. 1 : ^Kiav yap e)(coi/

6 pofios rav fifXXovTcov ATAGHN :—

•

the aiffi-np of the prophet. Comp.
Heb. ix. 2.3, where the sacrifice of

Christ is, by way of eminence and dis-

L L
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But to do justice, and love mercy,

And be diligent in walking with thy God ?

9 The voice of Jehovah crieth to the city,

tinction, called KpeiTTovai dvaiai. Of
this, the only intrinsically valuable
atonement, the Levitical sacrifices, were
vTrobeiynaTa, instructive exa7nples, or

types, "which were intended to suggest

and foreshadow it; and, connected as

they were with the progressive develop-
ments, which, from time to time, were
made of the sacerdotal character, and
the personal oblation of the Great De-
liverer promised from the beginning,
the worshippers were without excuse if

they did not, like Abraham, rejoice in

the anticipation of his day. Having
referred the inquirer to the revealed
method of reconciliation, with a tacit

intimation of the importance of availing

himself of it, Micah proceeds to describe

the conduct which alone could meet with
the Divine appi-oval. The piety required
by Jehovah, he sums up under three
heads : strict equity in all our transac-

tions with our fellow men ; a heart set

on doing them good, according to the
claims which they have upon us ; and
diligent attention to every thing belong-
ing to converse with God. Comp. Deut.
X. 12, 13. See also, as contrasting a
right state of the heart and life with
ceremonial services, 1 Sam. xv. 22 ; Is.

i. 11—20; Jer. vii. 21—23; Amos
v. 22—24; Hos. vi. 6. A still more
compendious description of genuine re-

ligion is given by ovu- Lord, under the

threefold division of Kpiais, eXeos and
jria-Tis, Matt, xxiii. 23 ; or, as Luke
has for the last, rrju dyanriv tov ©eoO,
chap. xi. 42 ; which shows how com-
pletely mistaken Campbell is in referring

it to the social virtues, and rendering it

fidelity. There can be little doubt that

Christ had the passage of Micah in his

eye. 5>3S, Arab. jJLo, fecit, elahoravit in

re aliqiia; paravit ; aho, industrius et

solers ; Syr. liij,..j., astutus, calUdus

;

Eth. HTU, validus, constans fuit; to

he apt, ready, diUgent, to bend the mind

to anything ; here, to apply it carefully

and sedulously to devotional and other

spiritual exercises, which are essential to

communion with God. Thus the LXX.
iToip,ov eifai ; Theod. dacjioKL^ov : the

fifth Greek version, (f)popTii[fiv ; the Syr,

*.«^^> paratus ; Vulg. solicitum. The

idea of humility, which is that adopted

in our common version, seems to have

been derived from the Arab. ^J jJto,

to train one's horse, i.e. by rendering
him submissive and patient of restraint

;

hence «.>Ju5 U^/' eqiius hene

citatus. See A. Schultens on Prov. xi. 2.

While this grace is an indispensable

attribute of true religion, and lies indeed
at its very foundation, it is only one of

the several important qualities of which
it is composed. The term employed by
the prophet comprehends them all.

Michaelis renders, mit gewissenhafter

sorgfalt, " w\i\\ conscientious solicitude."

The comment of Jerome is not unworthy
of notice :

—" Itapra?cipitur ut prseparati

simus ambulare cum Domino Deo nostro,

nulla hora dormire, nuUo tempore securi

esse debemus, sed semper expectare

patremfamilias venientem et diem for-

midare judicii, et in nocte hujus seculi

dicere: ego dormio, et cor meum vigilat."

-sy$r( is the Hiphil Infinitive, used ad-

verbially. Bps. Butler and Lowth, Mr,
Peters, and some others, are of opinion

that the sixth, seventh, and eighth verses

contain a dialogue between Balak and
Balaam ; but there does not appear to

be sufficient ground for it. The con-
nexion of these verses with verse fifth

is not so close as they suppose.

9. On the ground of the foreseen

determination of the Jews, notwithstand-

ing their present professions of repent-

ance, to persevere in a line of conduct
diametrically opposite to that required

by the Most High, the prophet proceeds

to summon their attention to the certainty

of the judgments that were to be inflicted.
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(And he wlio is wise will regard thy name)

Hear ye the rod, and Him who hath appointed it.

yvb for 1'?>I7^, fo the city, i.e. Jerusalem,

by way of eminence. As she was pre-

eminent in privilege, so she was also

in regard to wickedness and guilt. n^iSw

Gesenius refers to an obsolete i"oot rng,

which he thinks may probably have
meant to stand, stand out, and so to he.

From such a root both this noun, and
ffi', being, subsistence, substance, may
most naturally be derived. The signi-

fications will then be, that which really

is, something solid or substantial, real

wisdom, wealth, power, security, dgJiver-

ance, or whatever else best agreW'With

the context. Comp. the Arab. vi,.-

in the acceptations juvit restituitque

segrotum medicina; abiindavit opibus

vir; ^Jbii., opulentia, abundantia opum

;

joj., largitus est. The noun is used in

parallelisms with npsn, wisdom, n^.S', coun-

sel, n-jTO, assistance, S'i, strength, |.30, a
shield, &c. The LXX., who render it by
akrjOes, ^orjdeia, lax^s, acoTr]pia, datpd-

Xeia, jSouXt), give in the present text the

verb adaei, as if they had read T^^'in,

from SJffi;! ; but they may, after all, liave

attached the same signification to n-ir^.

The Syr. has
] i ^x q,. doctrine ; the

Targ. ii^^)^, teachers. The construction

of tlie word here will depend upon the

reading of the following verb. If, with
seven MSS., originally one more, and
apparently another, one corrected, and
one in the margin, the LXX., Syr., Targ.,

Vulg , and Arab., we read Tjn^'NiV,

those whofear thy name, the passage will

best be rendered, there will be scifeiy or

deliverance, i.e. for such. In this case

we have to supply the substantive verb,

and the ellipsis of ), to or for. On the

other hand, if we retain the current

reading Tjotj ^^n':, he shall see thy name,
we must, with our own, and other

translators and interpreters, understand
^2>N before n^mn, and take the noun in

the signification solid, or sound wisdom.
That MJ'« is frequently to be thus under-
stood before abstract nouns, comp. Ps.

cix. 4, n^cn'3«, 1 am prayer, for 'i^^'P^

n^cn, I am a man ofprayer ; Prov. xiii. 6,
ni^'^n, sin, for n«'^nttj'«, the man of sin, i.e.

the sinner ; xix. 15. nb??, indolence, for

nbssffi'Nj the man of indolence, &.c. What
greatly favours the reading ?|affins!T is

its occurring only in this place, whereas
?|9tz)'NT, and other forms of «]; with D©,

are of frequent occurrence. It was
quite natural for copyists and punctators

to substitute the former for the latter,

but not the latter for the former. As
to the ancient versions, the LXX. may,
as frequently, have translated from
hearing, and thus have mistaken the

proniuiciation of nxT for that of '><%

which it so nearly resembled. The
common reading best suits theconnexion.

Before announcing his message, the

prophet parenthetically declares, that,

whatever might be the treatment it

would receive from the bulk of the

people, the truly wise would regard it

as God's message, and having special

respect to his revealed character as

thereby disclosed, would find in it

security and consolation in the approach-
ing calamities. The name of the Lord
is frequently used to express the sum
total of the Divine attributes, and often

stands for God himself, n^^, signifies

not merely to see, but to recognise

praclically, to experience. 1 Sam. xxiv.

12; Ps. xxxiv.13, lxxxix.49; Lam. iii. 1.

Contrasted with "^"ovj ns^T, see Is. xxvi. 10

:

rnn:mx.|n«T'J3. n-^p/ 'the LXX., Syr.,

Vulg., and, among the moderns. New-
come and Ewald, take to signify tribe, or
collectively tribes, and render in the
vocative. The Targ. adopts a metaphor-
ical signification, corresponding to tbat

which attaclies to tciir—rendering, ^f}'Q,
iizv£i)T], King and Prince ! The accepta-
tion rod, as emblematical of punishment,
is best suited to the connexion. Comp.
Is. ix. 3, X. 5, 24. n-iy; is also variously
fi-anslated and explained : some deriving
it from the root niy, fo adorn ; some from
iw, to testify ; some adopt the significa-

tion of the Arab. A£.«, minatus fuit

;

while others would read nn?, congrega-
tion. There is no necessity for departing
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10

11

12

13

14

Are there still in the house of the wicked treasures of wickedness,

And the accursed scanty ephah ?

Can I be innocent with wicked balances,

And with a bag of deceitful weights ?

Whose rich men are full of violence,

And her inhabitants speak falsehood
;

Their tongue in their mouth is deceitful.

I will surely smite thee incurably,

Rendering thee desolate on account of thy sins.

Thou mayest eat, but thou shalt not be satisfied,

from the ordinary signification of T^^, to

fix, appoint. The only real difficulty lies

in the feminine suffix n, which does not

grammatically agree with rtTen : but even
this may be removed by taking the suffix

as a neuter, or as referring to nyn, ike

calaimfy, understood. Comp. Jei*. ix. 11.

Ewald, h'67'e Gemehie und wer sie hesielll!

"let the commimity hear, and he that

appoints it," understanding thereby the

king as principal ruler. Hitzig and
Maurer, as in our common version, both

making Jehovah the nominative to the

verb. Comp. Jer. xlvii. 7.

10—12. Several crimes are here

specified as a sample of those which

abounded, and on account of which the

Divine judgments wei"e to be brought

upon the land. For nii" at the beginning

of a sentence, comp. Gen. xix. 12.

Forty-nine MSS., thirteen more origi-

nally, and perhaps one other, with one

in the margin, read '^''i}'^, the man, in-

stead of iDi^ri; and this is also the reading

of the Soncin., the Brixian, and five

other printed editions, and has the ap-

proval of Jarchi, Abenezra, and Abar-

banel, but it aflTords no suitable sense;

and, with M5.:n in Kennicott's MS. 201,

must be regarded as the result of inter-

pretation. Owing to the same cause,

numerous MSS. and editions have 'ttJ^n.

The LXX., Syr., and Vulg., have read
tD^n, ike fire ; but there cannot be any
doubt, that it is only another form of

i^.!'?, there being merely an omission of

the Yod, as there clearly is, 2 Sam. xiv.

19 ; and the Aleph corresponds to the

same letter in the cognate forms: Chald.

T\'"si, Syr. i^*(, Arab, i/^j, est, exsistit.

The ellipsis of 5 before nn is not «n-

frequent. The Hebrews were much
given to the falsification of their weights

and measures, though such conduct was
repeatedly prohibited by the law. Lev.

xix. 35, 36; Deut. xxv. 13—IG; and
elsewhere severely condemned in their

sacred writings. See Prov. xi. 1, xx. 10
;

and, for the practice, comp. Ezek. xlv.

9,10; Hos. xii. 8; Amos viii. 5. nnwj,

accursed, from D?^, to he angry, indignant.

This participial form presents the object

as suffljring the effects of anger, or as

marked with the Divine displeasvn*e.

n.3i«, ver. 11, the LXX., Syr., andTarg.,

have read in the third person n|v, though
the two last render it in the plural. As
the MSS. show no variation, the present

reading must be retained ; but as this

verb is never used transitively in Kal,

we cannot refer the nominative to God,
and interpret it of his inquiring whether

he could treat the persons in question as

innocent, but must regard the prophet

as putting the question, for the sake of

effect, into the mouth of one of them-
selves, and making him ask, how he
could possibly lay claim to the character,

while he had none but instruments of

fraud in his possession? The antecedent

to n TOi^!, ivhose, ver. 1 2, is I'V, city, ver. 9.

13. in this, and the following verses,

severe judgments are threatened against

the people on accoimt of their iniquitous

practices. The LXX., Syi-., Vulg., and
Arab., render 'n^H'?) -^ have begun, or, /
will begin, as if it were the Hiphil of V??,

but it is that of n^, to be in pain, sick,

&c. As here used with the infinitive of

nsn, to smite, inflict punishment, it gives

intensity to the threatening, and expresses

the incurable nature of the punishment.

14. n©3 is not to be referred, with
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For tliou slialt be in^'ardly depressed
;

Thou mayest remove, but thou shalt not rescue,

Or what thou rescuest I will give to the sword.

15 Thou mayest sow, but thou shalt not reap;

Thou mayest tread the olive, but thou shalt not pour out the oil

;

And the grape of the new wine, but the wine thou shalt not drink.

16 The statutes of Orari are strictly kept,

And all the work of the house of Ahab,

And ye walk in their counsels
;

That I may make thee desolate,

And the inhabitants thereof an object of hissing

;

Therefore ye shall bear the reproach of my people.

Simonis and Gesenius, to the Arab.

. ;JC.^>-;i fame exinanitus fult, but to

^^)ji,», sequior, etimbecillis, injirmiis ; and

was most likely intended to express wbat

we find in the Syr. f^.I^^Q, " tHe

diarrhoea shall be within thee." The
LXX. taking ?jrnp^ for '^^'i7.^ renders, Ka\

(TKordaei ev aot. 3SP1 is the apocopated

Hiphil of Jp3, to remove, and expresses

the attempt to save goods by removing
them out of the way of the enemy.
All the ancient versions have adopted
the signification of ™n with td, to seize,

lay hold on, but that conjugation of y^\,

has also the signification, to remove any
thing. See Job xxiv. 2.

15. ri)i '^'170. Oil was expressed from
the olive, by stamping or treading it out

with the foot, in the same way as grapes

were trodden. Hence the name ]Q^j n3,

Getlisemane, or the oil-press, Matt.

xxvi. .36. Oil is indispensable to oriental

comfort, being used for anointing the

body, and perfuming the garments. It

is also a very common ingredient in food.

16. Hartmann stumbles at the intro-
duction of this verse ; but it is quite in
the manner of the prophet, to recur to
the wicked character of his people.
-ipn^?^ is best rendered impersonally,
though it refers to D?, people, understood.
Hithpael is here intensive of Piel.

Omri is specially mentioned, because he
was the founder of Samaria and the
wicked house of Ahab, and a supporter
of the superstitions of Jeroboam, 1 Kings
xvi. 16—28. ]ro), in order that. The
Hebrews did not, indeed, commit the
wickedness described with the intention
of bringing upon themselves divine
punishment; but the punishment was as
certainly connected with the sin, in the
purpose of God, as if its infliction had
been the end at which they aimed.
ixtt-ri 'p^ nD-irr, ye shall hear the reproach
of my people, i.e. your own reproach,
that which you have deserved ; only the
meaning is so expressed, in order to

derive a high aggravation of their guilt

from the relation in which they stood to

Jehovah. The LXX. have Xacoi/, which
intimates that they either read D'W, or

'P?, as a defective masculine plural.

CHAPTER VII.

Before concluding, the pi-ophet once more reverts to the wickedness of his people,

which he depicts with the darkest colours, 1—6. He then represents them in

their state of captivity, brought to repentance, and confidently expecting the
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Divine interposition, which would be rendered the more conspicuous by the com-

plete destruction of their enemies, 7—10. The restoration of Jerusalem, and

the conversion of the hostile nations, are next predicted, 11, 12; while the

previous desolation of Judea is traced to the sins of the inhabitants, 13. Turning

to Jehovah, he prays for the undisturbed and prosperous condition of the restored

nation, 14; to which a gracious response is given, 15. The overthrow of the

nations hostile to the Jews, and their reverence for Jehovah, are then pointed

out, 16, 17; and the prophecy closes with a sublime and exulting appeal to his

gi'acious character, 18, and an assurance that the covenant people should expe-

rience the full accomplishment of the sacred engagements into which he had

entered with their progenitors, 19, 20.

Alas for me !

For I am as wlien tliey gather tlie summer fruit,

As when the vintage is gleaned :

There is no cluster to eat,

No early fig which my soul desireth.

The pious hath perished from the land,

And there is none upright among men ;

They all lie in wait for blood

;

They hunt each other into the net.

For evil their hands are well prepared

;

The prince asheth,

1. In no part of his prophecy does

Micah so fearfully describe the universal

corruption of manners which prevailed

among the Jews as in the first six verses

of this chapter. The picture is peculiarly

applicable to their character in the

wicked reign of Ahaz, during which the

prophet flourished, and was awfully

anticipative of that which they again

exhibited during the reigns immediately

preceding the captivity. The preposi-

tion 3 in T'?| ri'?^i''3 y;p.-'Eps'3, denoting time

as well as comparison, the two nouns in

construction must be rendered as if they

were verbs, though a literal translation

would be, the gatherbigs of the summer
fruit, and the gleanings of the vintage.

For n^i33, the earlyJig, see on Is. xxviii. 4.

The prophet compares the strong desire

which he felt to meet with a single pious

man, to that eagerness with which the

traveller looks in vain for one of those

delicious figs after the summer has

advanced.

2. Comp. Ps. xii. 1, xiv. 2 ; Is. Ivii. 1.

i^")", rendered in most of the versions

dest7'uction, signifies also a net, which is

so called from its enclosing or shutting

up whatever it catches. Occurring, as

it here does, in connexion with the verb
nii?, to hunt, it is preferable to take it in

this acceptation. The Orientals employed
the net for hunting, as well as for fishing.

The word is here in the acciisative case.

3. This verse is very differently ren-

dered by translators. The version of it

which 1 have given appears to express

as literally as possible the ideas, which,

it is generally admitted, the prophet
intended to convey. 3''P'n is frequently

used to express the doing of any thing

well, skilftillg, aptly, and the like. Here
it is intransitive. Ewald, with Michaelis,

Vogel and Dbderlein, mistakes the

meaning of the clause altogether, when
he explains it of endeavouring by bribery

to prevail upon the magistrates to pro-

nounce that to be good which in itself is
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And the judge also, for a reward
;

And the great man gives utterance to the desire of his soul

;

They combine to act perversely.

The best of them is like a prickly thorn
;

The most upright is worse than a thorn hedge

;

The day of thy Avatchmen, thy visitation cometh
;

Now shall be their perplexity.

Place no faith in a companion
;

Trust not a familiar friend ;

From her that lieth in thy bosom

Guard the doors of thy mouth.

For the son despiseth his father

;

evil. ''«iil.\ which he is obliged to con-

vert into ''i?ittJ, a Pual form, of which no
example occurs in the Hebrew language,

can only refer to the avaricious passion

of the ruler. It is, therefore, the wicked-

ness of their governors and judges, and
not that of the people themselves, which

the latter clauses of the verse describe.

After'?«^^ljsupply^^uj; and after 'CEiiJ, 'cetw.

The substantive njn, like the Arab.

S!^'
desideravit, voluit, has here the

signification, wish, desire, will. See

Schultens on Prov. x. 3 ; and the Koran

ii. 81 : -^" ^1 l^^ JjM^ &^W- U-^'

jJ^t^tAi),^' andwhenever a messengercometh

to you loith thai ivhich your souls desire

not." Comp. Ps. Hi. 9 ; Prov. xi. 6 ; and

for the cognate ffiQ? nw, Dent.xii. 15, 20.

na^, signifies to intertwine, bind together,

as the branches of trees, ropes, &c.

;

here, metaphorically, to effect by united

effort. Comp. the Arab, l ••* ^\c, miscuit

commiseuit, Syr. i.A,lii^, concordavit.

Dathe : conjunctis tnrihiis exequunttir.

The princes, judges, and great men, con-

spired to set aside all law and right in

their treatment of the poor of the land.

The suffix n is to be taken as a neuter,

and refers to the injustice practised by
the rulers. Thus Calvin : " Deinde com-
plicant ipsam pravitatem : hoc est hinc
fit ut grasseturfuriosacrudelitas, quoniam
conspirant inter se et gubernatores et qui

volunt sibi acquirers peccandi licentiam :

quasi contexerent inter se funes, con-
firmant hoc modo pravitatem."

4. Both liTD, good, and itti;, upright, are
here used superlatively. Comp. for this

use, Gen. xlv. 23 ; Is. i. 19; Exod. xv. 4.

It frequently occurs in Arabic, pin is

now allowed to designate a species of
thorn, and not a brier. As the o now
stands before hdidd, it must be taken as
an emphatic comparative, which derives
its force, not from any adjective ex-
pressed, but from the noun to which it is

prefixed, as in Ps. Isii. 10; Is. xli. 24;
or it may have originally belonged as a
sufiix to the preceding noun i^, in which
case D2ra and D^ffl^ must have corre-

sponded to each other, leaving an ellipsis

of the 3 which had just been used in

P.7n3. By "the day of thy watchmen,"
the period of calamity predicted by the

prophets is meant. Witli this, the
following niipQ, visitation, is explicatively

parallel. For n3up u\\ a day of per-
plexity, see on Is, xxii. 5. The reference

in D is not to the watchmen, improperly
interpreted by some of false prophets

;

nor is it to be confined to the persons of

rank and office described ver. 3 ; but to

the people generally.

5, G. f]i^N, Arab. < o ti). familiaris

socius, from (__aJ|, conjiinxit, sociavit,

&c., a familiar, and, by implication,

a confidential, friend. ''aJinn, LXX.
art/xafet. Comp. Deut. xxxii. 15. The
root''?;, primarily signifies <o wither, fall

o^asleaves, and tropically to acttviclcedly,
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The daughter riseth up against her mother

;

The daughter-in-law against her mother-in-hiw :

A man's enemies are the members of his own family.

But I will look for Jehovah
;

I will wait for the God of my salvation
;

My God will hear me.

Rejoice not over me, O mine enemy !

Though I have fallen, I shall rise again
;

Though I sit in darkness, Jeliovah is my light.

I will bear the indignation of Jehovah,

Because I have sinned against him
;

Till he plead my cause, and give effect to my sentence

;

He will bring me forth to the light

;

1 shall behold his righteousness.

irreligiously, as one that has fallen off

from God. Comp. "JiJ, Ps. xiv. 1. n^ip,

an atrocious deed, Gen. xxxiv. 7 ; Jud.

xix. 23, 24. The state of things here

described is that of the most wretched

perfidiousness, anarchy, and confusion,

in which the most intimate could have

no confidence in each other, and the

closest ties of relationship were violated

and contemned. Comp. Jer. ix. 2—6.
•

—

aXKoTpiovi aiX\i']\(i3V eivai Travras tovs

/it) (TTTovdaiovs, Koi yoi'eTj TiKvav, /cat

adek^ovs aSeX^coi/, olKeiovi olKflav. Diog.

Laert. vii. 32. In language strikingly

similar, Ovid describes the iron age :

" Vivitur exrapto; non hospes ab hospite

tutus,

Non soror a genero; fratrum quoque

gratia rara est.

Imminet exitio vir conjugis, ilia mariti

;

Lurida terribiles miscent aconita no-

vercse,

Filius ante diem patrios inquirit in

annos."
Meiamorph. i. 144.

Our Saviour appropriates the words to

the treacherovis and cruel treatment which

he taught his disciples to expect from

their nearest relatives, Matt. x. 35, 36

;

Luke xii. 53.

7. Having described the wickedness

of the Jews, the prophet abruptly

changes the scene, and introduces tliem

to view in that state of captivity in

Babylon in which it was to issue. There,

at a distance from the land of their

fathers, they are brought to repentance,

and the exercise of true piety ; and
seeking again to their covenant God,
they express the fullest confidence tliat

he would in due time deliver them from
banishment. nc^', here used in Pi el,

signifies to look out for an answer to

prayer, divine aid, &c. Comp. Ps. v. 4.

8, 9. Who the enemy intended by the

prophet is, cannot be positively decided.

Some interpreters think Babylon; others,

Edom. For the former, see Jer. 1. 11
;

for the latter, Obad. 12; for both, Ps.

cxxxvii. 7, 8. "'5f'''^ii) daughter of Baby-
lon, or Qiscna, daughter of Edom, for

Babylon and Edom themselves, is under-
stood in the feminine participle naji*,

mine enemy. For the idiom, see on Is.

i. 8. The Jews understand Rome as

professing Christianity to be meant by
the enemy. See Pococke on verses 9th

and 10th .
" Light " and " darkness " are

used, as frequently, for prosperity and
adversity. The 9th verse contains a

beautiful specimen of siibmissiveness and
patient endurance of suffering, from a
humbling conviction of the demerit of

sin; accompanied by the firm persuasion,

that when the chastisement had answered
its end, Jehovah would graciously afford

deliverance, ^t^"^, righteousness, is here

to be understood with reference to the

kindness or favour which God was to

show to his people, in strict accordance

with the tenor of his promises, rather

than to the punishment of their enemies.
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10

11

12

Mine enemy also shall see it,

And shame shall cover her.

She that said to me, Where is Jehovah thy God ?

Mine eyes shall behold her

;

She shall now be trodden upon as the mire of the streets.

In the day when thy walls shall be rebuilt,

In that day the decree shall be extended

;

In that day they shall come to thee

From Assyria to Egypt

;

From sea to sea, and from mountain to mountain.

10. The deliverance of tlie Jews was
to be the occasion of the destruction of

their foes, who, because the former ]\ad

no visible object of worship, and had
been delivei-ed into their power, taunt-

ingly asked: '^n')« rnn' w, where is Jeho-

vah thy God? The feminine suffix refers

to ji'S-na, daughter of Zion, understood,

11,12. Micah resumes the language

of prophecy, and, addressing Jerusalem,

announces her restoration, and the way
that would be paved for the conversion

of the surrounding hostile nations to the

true religion. Sucli appears to me to be

the meaning of tliese verses, which liave

been very variously interpreted, ^t^,

statute, decree, order, appointment, LXX.
vofjLifia, Symm. tTrirayr), Theod. Trpo-

(TTayfia, some refer to the tyrannical

enactinei\ts of the Bal^ylonians ; some to

the order of Artaxerxes, Ezra iv. 21

;

some to the piniishment decreed upon
the enemies of the Jews ; some to the

idolatrous statutes, with which the Jews
complied; some to the boundary of the

Holy Land; and some to the preaching of

the gospel among all nations, of which last

interpretation Calvin says :
" Sed locus

hie non jjatitus se itaviolenter torqucri."

Seeker, Newcome, Vogel, Doderlein,and
others, join pn to prtT, and form a re-

duplicate verb pnpm of the whole ; with

whom, as to meaning, Gesenius agrees,

who rejects ph altogether, and renders,

dies ille procul nhesf. Thesaur. p. 1284.

What woidd seem to determine the

meaning of the term, as here used, is the

light thrown upon pn^, to be distant,

remove to a distance, Sic, by the geo-

graphical specifications contained in

verse 12th. The subject of both verses

is sufficiently proved to be identical, by

the repetition of N^n ni\ that day, which
indisputably is the ov, day, spoken of at

the beginning of verse 11th. Whatever
the decree or command was, the effect of

its promulgation was to be the coming
of foreigners from different regions to

the Jewish people, reassembling at Jeru-

salem, ^iT tins'. The most uatural con-

struction is, that the decree of God
respecting the political changes that

were to take place, was not to be con-

fined to Babylon, but was to be extended

to all the countries round about Judea,

in consequence of Avhich great nimibers

would become proselytes to the Jewish

faith. There is an ellipsis of the preposi-

tion 3, in, before DV, day, in all the three

instances in which it here occui's. i be-

fore ^n? is not pleonastic, but is used,

as in several other instances, after words
wliich imply condition or time. See

Exod. xvi. G ; 1 Sam. xxv. 27. «''3; is

used impersonally :
" one, they shall

come ;
" it is rendered in the plural in

the LXX., Targ., and Arab., and one of

Kennicott's MSS. reads ixii'. That '?»•)

has originally been 'l^i, the parallelism,

compared with other instances of its

occurrence, sufficiently shows. The
change of t into "», and vice versa, by
transcribers, owing to their great resem-

blance to each other, is ver}' common.
For example in nsn and nnn, 1 Cliron.

i. 6 ; \37ii and D'?!", ver. 7 ; D'"}i and
n.l, Ps. fiv. 6 ;

TITO and i"?, Ixxxi. 7;
p5?T and jiyi'., Prov. x. 32 ; and especially

as corresponding to the present case,

^nV f>"'^ TT?' 'P^- ('-'^-'^xix. 20. The
latter reading is found in fifteen MSS.,
has been oiiginally in eleven more, and
is in one printed edition. No objection

can be taken from the preposition

.M M
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13

14

Nevertheless the land shall be desolate

On account of her inhabitants,

Because of the fruit of their doings.

Feed thy people with thy crook,

The flock of thine heritage ;

That dwell alone in the wood, in the midst of Carmel
;

Let them feed in Bashan and Gilead, as in ancient days.

assuming the poetic form ''15, while in

the following sentence we have ^5? ; the

same variety appears in '^n« and inx,

1 Sam. xi. 7. It is also worthy of notice,

that the LXX. have read ^'7» at the

beginning of the verse, as if it had been

1'v?> having rendered it ai iroXfis aov.

By "i^^?, I understand Egypt, and not

fortification. Comp. 2 Kings xix. 24,

Is. xix. 6, on which see my note. Upon
this construction, Assyria and Egypt are

contrasted, just as they are Is. xix. 23,

where the same subject is treated of in

almost the same language, tna, the river,

kut' e^oxvv, I. e. the Euphrates, cor-

responding in the parallelism to "i^^'s^,

Assyria. The Syr. and J'arg. have mis-

taken lis in lisn, for Tyre ; as the latter

has '30, for Armenia. The concluding

words of the verse, inn im D^n on, stand

irregularly for in-isJi -iriOTD'-ivi D;m. It

does not appear that any specific moim-
lains are intended ; the prophet describes

in general terms the natural boundaries

of the countries from which the persons

spoken of were to come. For a pro-

phetical illustration of these verses, see

on Is. xix. 23—25.

13. The conjunctive "i in nn^ni is used

antithetically to introduce a sentence

predictive of what should take place

previous to the arrival of the events

mentioned in the verses immediately

preceding. It has the force of hut yet,

nevertheless, or the like. However bright

the prospects which opened upon the

Jews in futurity, they were not to forget

the punishment that was to intervene,

but ought to repent of their sins, to

which it was to be traced as its cause.

Some interpret V']^;')
'^'^ land, of Baby-

lonia ; but this construction seems less

apt.

14. In the believing anticipation of

the fulfilment of the Divine ; promises

made to the covenant people, Micah

addresses a prayer to Jehovah, which,
though brief, is distinguished for the

poetical elevation of its style, and the

appropriateness of its petition. Like
many other prayers in the Old Testament,
it is prophetic in its aspect. The Jewish
people are frequently spoken of under
the metaphor of a flock, and Jehovah
as their shepherd. See Ps. Ixxx. 1,

xcv. 7, c. 3. They are also often repre-

sented as his special heritage, Deut.
iv. 20, vii. 6, xxxii. 9. Some understand
iil^'pDttJ, dweUiny alone or solitarily, as

descriptive of the condition of the Jews
in captivity, and ii''2,/ores^, of the dangers

and annoyances to which they were
exposed while in that state. That it

rather refers to the security and pro-

sperity of their restored condition may
fairly be concluded from the meaning
of similar language in other passages.

Thus, in the celebrated prophecy of

Balaam, Numb, xxiii. 9, which, in all

probability, Micah had in view, we read,

l^rrn^ k'j wSra pc; lyp, u^-^^, Behold! the

people shall dwell aloiie, and shall not

be reckoned among the nations. Comp.
Deut. xxxiii. 28; Jer. xlix. 31 ; and for

i»], as used figuratively for a place

of safety and cool repose, see Ezek.

xxxiv. 25. The meaning of the prophet

is, that on being brought back to their

own land, they should no longer be
mixed with, and exposed to enemies, but

live by themselves in a state of un-
disturbed tranquillity. For instances of

the paragogic Yod affixed to participles,

see Gen. xlix. 11 ; Deut. xxxiii. 16;

Obad.3; Zech. xi. 17. That the Carmel

here mentioned must be the celebrated

mountain on the coast of the Medi-
terranean, see on Amos i. 2. The regions

of Bashan and Gilead, on the east of the

Jordan, were likewise celebrated for

their rich pasturage, and were, on this

account, chosen by the tribes of Reuben
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15

16

17

18

As in the days of tliy coming forth from Egypt,

I will show them marvellous things.

The nations shall see it, and be ashamed of all their power

;

They shall lay their hands upon their mouth

;

Their ears shall become deaf.

They shall lick dust like the serpent

;

Like reptiles of the earth they shall tremble from their hiding-

places
;

They shall turn with fear towards Jehovah ;

They shall be afraid of thee.

Who is a God like thee,

Pardoning iniquity, and passing by transgression,

In regard to the remnant of his heritage ?

He retaineth not his anger for ever,

Because he delighteth in mercy.

He will again have compassion upon us,

and Gad, and the half tribe of Manasseh,

Numb, xxxii. ; Deut. iii. 12—17. Comp.
as strictly pai-allel, Jer. 1. 19.

15. The answer of Jehovah to the

prophet's prayer, assuring the nation,

that the same Almighty power which
had interposed in so remarkable a manner
for their deliverance from Egypt, would
again wonderfully appear on their behalf.

Comp. Jer. xvi. 14, 15. Such changes

of person as in ^, thy, and 13, him, are

common. The reference in both is to

the people of the Jews.

16. Thernii^, power, spoken of, is that

of the hostile nations, of which they

were so proud, and which they regarded

as invincible, and not that of the Jews
when restored, as Junius and Tremellius,

Tarnovius, Stokes, and some others, have
imagined. The latter half of the verse

most graphically describes the silence,

astonishment, and utter consternation,

with which they should be seized. Comp.
Jud. xviii. 19 ; Job xxi. 5 ; Ps. cvii. 42

;

Is. Hi. 15.

17. An equally graphic description of

the state of degradation and terror to

which the enemies were to be reduced.

Comp. Ps. Ixxii. 9; Is. xlix. 23, Ixv. 25.

For D'/'Hi, crawlers, or reptiles, comp.
Deut. xxxii. 24. Tlie distinctive use of '?«,

to, and Tp,from or of, as here used, shows
that there is not a change of person in

'^'30, and that the affix ?^ refers, not to Je-

hovah, but to thepeopleof the Jews. The
fear ultimately produced in the minds of

their enemies was to be a religious fear

or veneration which should attract them
toiuards Jehovah as its object. Comp.
for this construction of ^^ ins, to exercise

reverential regard towardsGod, Hos.iii.5.

Combined with the circumstances under

which the nations were to acknowledge
the supremacy of Jehovah, was their

standing in awe of the political power
of the Jews. See on Is. xix. 17.

18. Impelled by strong feelings of

gi-atitude at the anticipated deliverance

of his people, the prophet breaks out

into a strain of the sublimest praise and
admiration, and gives a description of

the gracious character of God, unrivalled

by any contained in the Scriptures. The
phrase s?.S"''» "^2^, passi7ig by transgression,

is a metaphor, taken from the conduct of

a traveller who passes on without noticing

an object to which he does not wish to

give his attention. The idea which it

communicates is not, that God is un-
observant of sin, or that it is regarded

by him as a matter of little or no import-

ance, but that he does not mark it in

particular cases with a view to punish-

ment; that he does not punish, but for-

give. Comp. Prov. xix. 11, Amos vii.8,

in which latter passage the verb alone is
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19 He will subdue our iniquities
;

Yea, thou wilt cast all their sins into the depths of the sea.

20 Thou wilt grant the truth to Jacob,

The kindness to Abraham,

Which thou didst sware to our fathers

From the days of old.

used. The opposite is expressed byi'?^

p», to watch iniquity, Ps. cxxx. 3, i.e. to

keep it in view in order to punish it.

nnxTp, remnant, does not necessarily imply

a small or inconsiderable number, but

merely co/iveys the general notion of a

surviving body of men : here it means
those of the Jewish nation who should

be alive at tlie termination of the

captivity. V?i7, to delujht, according to

the Arab, ^jcks-, flexit, injlexit lignum,

jirnjeclt, properly expresses the bent or

propension of the mind, or what we
commonly call its inclination towards an
object ; hence denire, affection, delhjld.

The combined force of ^Dr^ y^zry, lent on

kindness, is ininutable, the primary idea

of nort being that of enyer desire or love

towards an object. It is the term which
is so often rendered loving-lcindness in

oiu' common version.

19. This verse may be regarded as

containing a beautiful epiphoneiua, in

which the people of the Jews exultingly

avow their full confidence in tlie for-

giving mercy aiul subduing power of

their God. 3TO, to turn, in i:nnT iTi;', is,

as usual before another verb, employed
adverbially to signify ayain, God had
often pitied and delivered his people. It

is here intimated that his compassion

viras not exliausted, l)ut should be exer-

cised towards them anew. All the

meaning found by llosennniller, Gesenius

and Maurer, in ^Vribii) ras, is tliat of dis-

regarding or not avenging, but there is

no ground for rejecting the radical idea

of trampliny under foot as enemies. Sin

must ever be regarded as hostile to man.

It is not only contrary to his interests,

but it powerfully opposes and combats
the moral principles of his nature, and
the higher principles implanted by grace

;

and but for the counteracting energy of

divine influence, must prove victorious.

Without the subjugation of evil pro-

pensities, pardon would not be a blessing.

If the idolatrous and rebellious disposi-

tion of the Jews had not been subdued
during tlieir stay in Babylon, they would
not have been restored. The total and
irrevocable forgiveness of sins is forcibly

expressed by casting them into the

deptlis of the sea. What is deposited

there is completely hid from the view,

and cannot in any way alFect us. Instead

of DriN^LSn, their sins, five MSS. read
i:'nXTQn, our sins, which is the reading

of the LXX., Syr., Vulg., and Arab.

It may, however, only be a correction
;

the change of peisoii we have frequently

had occasion to notice.

20. The return from captivity, while it

furnished a sti iking specimen of the

covenanted fidelity and kindness of

Jehovah, was only j)reliminary to the

infinitely greater display of these attri-

butes hi the mission of the Messiah, the

Seed of Abraham in whom all thefamilies

of the earth were to be blessed. The
words of this verse are quoted, with

scarcely any variation, in the inspired

song of Zacharias, witJi direct ajjjilica-

tion to Him of whom liis son had just

been born to be the forerinmer, Luke
i. 72, 73. Before the names of the

patiiarchs, a verb signifying to declare,

promise^ or the like, is understood.
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PREFACE.

Owing to the paucity of information respecting the prophet

Nahum, little can be said in regard to his life and times. All that

we know of him personally is, that he was the native of a town or

village called Elkosh, chap. i. 1.

The only historical data furnished by the book itself with respect

to the period at which he flourished, are the following: the

humiliation of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah, by the Assyrian

power, chap. ii. 3 ; the final invasion of Judah by that power,

i. 9, 11 ; and the conquest of Thebes in Upper Egypt, iii. 8—10.

But the removal of the glory of the Hebrew kingdoms, to which

reference is made, could only be that which was effected by

Tiglath-pileser and Shalmaneser, by whom the Israelites were

carried into captivity ; when the Jews also were harassed and

spoiled by the Syi'ians, as well as impoverished by the large sum of

money paid by Ahaz to the former of these monarchs. See Is.

vii.— ix. ; 2 Clu-on. xxviii. Sargon, who appears to have succeeded

Shalmaneser, not satisfied with the reduction of Phoenicia by that

king, and fearing lest Egypt should prevail upon the conquered

ljro\'inces of the west to join her in a confederacy against him,

undertook an expedition into Africa ; and, though history is silent

as to the event, it would ajipear from chap. iii. 8—10, that the

expedition proved so far successful, that he took Thebes, the
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celebrated metropolis of Upper Egypt. It was by his successor,

Sennacherib, that the last attempt was made by the Assyrians to

crush the Jewish people, which issued in the total defeat of their

army.

Now, since the last of these events took place in the fourteenth

year of Hezekiah, and the circumstances connected with it are

clearly referred to by Nahum, partly prophetically, and partly as

matter of historical notoriety, chap. i. 9— 13, it follows that he

must have lived in, or about the year B.C. 714. Jarchi, Abarbanel,

Grotius, Junius and Tremelius, and Justi, place him in the reign

of Manasseh, and some, as Ewald, would make him contemporary

with Josiah ; but Bp. Newton, Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Rosenmiiller,

Newcome, Home, Gesenius, de Wette, Jahn, Gramberg, Winer,

Maurer, and Knobel, unanimously agree with Jerome in referring

his ministry to the latter half of the reign of Hezekiah. Neither

the opinion of Josephus, that he foretold the destruction of Nineveh

in the reign of Jotham, nor that of Clement of Alexandria, that he

lived between Daniel and Ezekiel, has met with any supporters.

But if, as is highly probable, he flourished in one of the latter years

of Hezekiah, his prophecy must have been delivered nearly one

hundred years before its accomplishment ; for Nineveh was over-

thrown, and the Assyrian power destroyed, by the joint forces of

Cyaxeres and Nabopolassar, in the reign of Chyniladanus, B.C. 625.

Considerable difference of opinion obtains with respect to the

birth-place of the prophet. That *'U}p^i^71, the ElJcoshite, was

designed to point out the place of his nativity, and not his paternity,

as the Targumist interprets, is evident from a comparison of the

form with similar instances of the Yod affixed, 1 Kings xvii. 1
;

Jer. xxix. 27 ; Micah i. 1. There are two cities of the name of

Elkosh, each of which has had its advocates, as that which may lay

claim to the honour of having given birth to Nahum. The one,

iji^\> Elkosh, is situated in Koordistan, on the east side of the

Tigris, about three hours' journey to the north of Mosul, which

lies on the same side of the river, opposite to Nunia, supposed

to be the site of ancient Nineveh. It is inhabited by Chaldean

or Nestorian Christians, and is a place of great resort by Jewish
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pilgrims, who firmly believe it to be the birth-place and the burial-

place of the prophet, to whose tomb they pay special respect. It is,

however, generally thought that the tradition which connects this

place with his name is of later date ; and that it owes its origin to

the Jews or the Nestorians, who imagined that he must have lived

near the principal scene of his prophecy ; and that the name had

been transferred to the place from a town so called in Palestine,

just as oiu' colonists have given the names of towns in Britain to

those which they have erected in America and Australia. The

other place is Elcesi, or ElJcesi, a village in Galilee, which was

pointed out to Jerome as a place of note among the Jews, and

which, though small, still exhibited some slight vestiges of more

ancient buildings.* Eusebius mentions it in his account of Hebrew

places; and Cyrill (ad cap. i. 1,) is positive as to its situation being

in Palestine.-]- It has been thought, and not without reason, by

some, that Capernaum, Heb. Din3 133, most properly rendered the

milage of Nahum, derived its name from our prophet having resided

in it, though he may have been born elsewhere in the vicinity, just

as it is said to have been tJ 'iBia ttoXiq of our Lord, though he was

born at Bethlehem.

Where the prophet was when he delivered his predictions, is not

specified ; but, from his familiar reference to Lebanon, Carmel, and

Bashan, it may be mferred that he prophesied in Palestine ; while

the very graphic manner in which he describes the appearance of

Sennacherib and his army, chap. i. 9— 12, would seem to indicate

that he was either in, or very near to Jerusalem at the time. What

goes to confirm this supposition, is the number of terms, phrases,

&c., which he evidently borrowed from the lips of Isaiah. Comp.

T\W;\ n^3 -IDP ^m), i. 8, and r%^V ^^'1^ n'?3, ver. 9, with inj^ ^V^^D,

Is. viii. 8, and T<'\pV H*?!), Is. x. 23; Hi^'pnpT np^llC Hp^^B, ii. 11,

with T\p^y\ Yl^C' \>\>'^^, Is. xxiv. 1 ; D:';np-'7Dn rbri^TT),, ii. 11, with

* "Porro quod additur, Nmim Elcescei, quidam putant Elcesaium patrem esse Naum,

et secundum Hebrseam traditionem etiam ipsum prophetam fuisse
;
quum Elcesi usque

hodie in Galilaa viculus sit, parvus quidem et vix minis veterum sedificiorum indicans

Testigia, sed tamen notus Judaiis, et mihi quoque a circumducente monstratus."

—

Hieron. Praf. in Naum,

f —ToO aTTo T^j 'E\/cecr^' kcJ.utj 5^ avTr] irdvTcas irov rrjs 'lovSaiwv xiLpas.
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rhn*pn ^jna ^ab^, is. xxi. 3; D^'?K;j^^ptt/o-)i£;3D ''^Ti onnn-'^j; nan,

ii. 1, with Di"?:^ i^'Pti^p lifirnp 'hT] onnn-'pji? ii^rnp, is. lii. 7, &c.

The subject of the prophecy is the destruction of Nineveh, which

Micah introduces, after having in the first chapter, and at the

beginning of the second, depicted the desolate condition to which,

in the righteous providence of God, the country of the ten tribes

had been reduced by the Assyrian power ; the invasion of Judah

by Sennacherib, whose destruction, and that of his army, he pre-

dicts ; and the joyful restoration of both the captivities to their

own land, and the enjoyment of their former privileges. His

object obviously was, to inspire his countrymen with the assurance,

that, however alarming their circumstances might appear, exposed

as they were to the formidable army of the great eastern conqueror,

not only should his attempt fail, and his forces be entirely de-

stroyed, but his capital itself shovdd be taken, and his empire

overturned. The book is not to be divided into three separate

parts, or prophecies, composed at different times, as some have

imagined, but is to be regarded as one entire poem, the unity of

which is plainly discoverable throughout.

The style of Nahum is of a very high order. He is inferior to

none of the minor prophets, and scarcely to Isaiah himself, in

animation, boldness, and sublimity; or, to the extent and pro-

portion of his book, in the variety, freshness, richness, elegance,

and force of his imagery. The rhythm is regular and singularly

beautiful; and with the exception of a few foreign or provincial

words, his language possesses the highest degree of classical purity.

His description of the Divine character at the commencement is

truly majestic ; that of the siege and fall of Nineveh inimitably

graphic, vivid, and impressive.



CHAPTER I.

The prophet opens with a sublime description of the attributes and operations

of Jehovah, with a view to inspire his people with confidence in his protection,

2—8. The Assyrians are then unexpectedly addressed and described, 9—11
;

and their destruction, together with the deliverance of the Jews connected with

that event, are set forth in the language of triumph and exultation, 12—15.

The Sentence of Nineveh :

The Book of the Vision of Nahum tlie Elkoshite.

Jehovah is a jealous and avenging God
;

Jehovah is an avenger and furious
;

Jehovah is an avenger with respect to his adversaries

He keepetli his anger for his enemies.

1. For the meaning of N^^'p, see on

Is. xiii. 1 ; and for the historical circum-

stances connected with Nineveh, see on

Jonah i. 2. Between the time of the

prophet just referred to and that of

Nahum, there elapsed a period of about

one hundred and fifty years. Tlie in-

scription consists of two parts; the

former of which is supposed by some
to be from a later hand. If genuine,

we should rather expect the order to

have been reversed.

2. The exordium, which begins here

and reaches to ver 8, is highly magnifi-

cent. The repeated use of the Incom-
municable Name, and of the participle

m?, avenging or avenger, gives great

force to the commencement. Nothing

can exceed in grandeur and sublimity

the description which the 2)rophet fur-

nishes of the Divine character. Tiie

attributes of infinite purity, inflexible

rectitude, irresistible power and boiuid-

less goodness, set forth and illustrated

by images borrowed from the history of

the Hebrews, the scenery of Palestine,

and the more astoimding phenomena of

nature, present to view a God worthy
of the profoundest reverence, the most
unbounded confidence, and the most
intensive love. How inferior the other-

wise sublime description given of the

anger of Jove by ^schjlus :

^6cov aeaaXevraf
jdpv^ia 8'7;\^<u TTapafivKaruL

^povTTjs, eXiKei 8 iKkafiTTovai

(TTfpOTTljS ^dnVpOl, CTTpUfl^Ol 8e KOVIV

(tkiaaovai' aKipra 8 dvsjjLap

irvevp.ara TravTcov, fls a\Xr]\a

CTTaaiu civtIttvovv divn8eLKVvp.€va.

Prom, vinclus, 1089.

vnl'P,, jealous, from K^i^, to be warm, ^rjXoco,

burn with zeal, anger, jealousy. The

N N
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Jehovah is long-suffering, but great in power,

He will by no means treat them as innocent :

Jehovah hath his way in the whirlwind and in the storm,

And the clouds are the dust of his feet.

He rebuketh the sea, and maketh it dry,

He parcheth up all the rivers :

Bashan languisheth, and Carmel,

And the bloom of Lebanon languisheth.

The mountains quake at him,

And the hills are melted ;

The earth heaves at his presence.

The world and all that inhabit it.

Before his indignation who can stand ?

And who can subsist in the heat of his an"[er ?

term is here used dvdpcoTronadcos, princi-

pally in the last of these acceptations,

though not to the entire exclusion of

the others. The term describes a keen

feeling of injured right, coupled with a

strong inclination to see justice done to

the parties concerned. rranb^^, lit. a

lord, or master offury, an idiom by which

the possession of an attribute or quality

is frequently expressed. Comp. nrabnn bi-?,

a master of dreams, i.e. a dreamer; ''S?,

pttJVn, a mafiter ofthe tongue, i.e. eloquent.

In these verses the prophet appears to

have an eye specially to the judgments

which God had brought upon his country

by means of the Assyrians, both when
they carried away the ten tribes, and

now when they had again rushed into

the land, and taken the fortified cities of

Judah. "i?3, properly signifies to watch,

observe, in a bad sense, to mark for

punishment. Arab. ]oo, oculos con-

vertit ad rem ; Jai, cuUodem et observa-

torem egit. Comp. Ps. ciii. 9 ; Jer. iii.

5, 1 2 ; and iniw, Ps. cxxx. 3.

3. np:^ vh nps, holding pure will not

hold pure, i.e. will not treat as innocent

those who are guilty, but, on the con-

trary, pimish them according to their

demerit. LXX. aOoav ovk ddoaai.

Comp. Exod. XX. 7, xxxiv. 7. The idea

conveyed by the metaphor, the clouds

are the dust of his feet, is exceedingly

sublime. Large and majestic as the

clouds may be, in reference to God, they

are but as the most minute particles of

dust raised by the feet in walking. pi«,

signifies light dust or powder, what is

easily raised.

4. What is here predicated of Jehovah
is attributed to our Saviour, Luke
viii. 24 : iniTifirjae—ra Kkvdawt rod

vtaTos. Tlie action involves omnipo-
tence. ^'^V}1] is a contracted form of the

Piel, for irnpjin, as nj?] for nTn, Lam.
iii. 33, in both of which the radical

Yod gives its vowel to the preformative

letter.

5. There is no authority for render-

ing «tt\^i, to be burnt up : none of the

MSS. or ancient versions directing us to

any root signifying to burn. The verb

is likewise thus rendered in our common
version, 2 Sam. v. 21, but the marginal

reading is, took them away. The Targ.

indeed has niiin, vastata est, but the

LXX. render dv^aTakq. Symm. enivijOrj.

70
The Syr. £(^v»i, shaketh. Vulg. con-

tremuit. The root is «ffi3, to raise, lift

up ; intransitively, to lift up oneself; and
appropriately expresses here the raising

or heaving of the ground by an earth-

quake.

6. The pouring out of wrath, like fire,

would seem to he a comparison taken

from volcanoes, which pour out furiously

their streams of liquid fire over the
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His fury is poured out like fire,

And the rocks are overthrown by him.

Jehovah is good, a fortress in the day of distress

;

And knoweth those that trust in him.

But with an overflowing inundation

He will effect a consummation of her place,

And darkness shall pursue his enemies.

What devise ye against Jehovah ?

He will effect a consummation
;

Distress shall not twice arise.

circumjacent regions. The breaking in

pieces of tlie rocks, in tiie following

hemistich, confirms this idea. Comp.
Jer. li. 25, 26,

7, 8. There is a marked antithesis in

these two verses, in the course of which
the prophet arrives at his main topic, the

destruction of Nineveh. Ver. 7 beauti-

fully depicts the safety and liappiness of

those who make God their refuge, how
severe soever may be the calamity which
threatens or may have overtaken them

;

and was primarily intended to administer

comfort to the pious Jews in the prospect

of the Assyrian attack by Sennacherib.
5?T, to know, is here, as frequently, taken

in the sense of knowing wilii regard,

kindness, or love. Comp. Ps. i. 6,

cxliv. 3 ; Amos iii. 2. In i35> r|atf'3, the

metaphor of a river impetuously over-

flowing its banks, rushing into the

adjacent country, and pissing through,

carrying all belore it, is employed to

denote the ruthless invasion of a country

by a hostile and powerful army. It

is used by Isaiah, chap. viii. 8, to de-

scribe the resistless entrance of the

Assyrian army into Palestine ; and here
Nahum appropriates the language for

the purpose of describing the triumphant
progress of the Medo-Babylonian troops

when advancing towards Nineveh. He
not only beholds, in prophetic vision,

their approach to the devoted city, but

annoimces its complete destruction. It

is usual with the prophets, as it is with

the Oiiental poets, when powerfully

affected, to introduce into tiieir discourse

persons or objects as acting, without

having previously named them. See
on Is. xiii. 2 ; and comp. TJQO, ver. 11

of the present chapter. See Nord-

heimer's Heb. Gram., § 867. They,
as it were, take it for granted, that every
one must, like themselves, clearly perceive

the reference. On this principle there can
be no difficulty in accounting for the

feminine pronominal affix in nnipp, '^ her
place," i.e. the place of Nineveh, the
I'?', city, or metropolis of Assyria, the

overthrow of which the prophet was
afterwards to describe, and which he
here merely touches upon by way of

anticipation. The use of Dip9, place, is

not without emphasis. Comp. chap,

iii. 17. Those who desire to see the

diflTerence of opinion existing both among
ancient and modern writers respecting

the actual site of Nineveh, may consult

Bocliart, Phaleg. lib. iv. cap. XX. Lucian,
speaking of if, says, ri Ntj/os ^l.lv dnoXa-
'hev T]8r], Ka\ ov8^v "xvos ('ti\( in6v avrf^s,

ov8' dv e'tTrrjs orrov ttot tjv. Dialog,

entitled ''EivKTKOTTovvTfs. Bochart, re-

ferring to the city of the name mentioned
by Ammianus, expresses himself thus :

" Merito dubitatur an restaurata fuerit eo
in loco, in quo prius condita." In the

Hebrew MSS. there is no various reading

of noipo
; but the rendering of the LXX.,

Tovi eTTiyeipofitvovs, and of Aq , dvTiara-

fievav, supported by Theod. and the

fifth Greek version, would indicate, that

their authors read n^'jij or n'naipnp, in

favour of which vr« In the following

hemistich might be adduced. The
Syriac, however, Vuig., and Symm.,
read with the received text.

9. By a sudden apostrophe Nahum
here turns to the invaders, and boldly

challenges them to account for their

temerity in daring to oppose themselves
to Jehovah. On which he repeats what
he had declared in the preceding verse
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10 For thougli tliey are closely interwoven as thorns,

And thoroughly soaked with their wine,

They shall be consumed like stubble fully dry.

From thee he came forth,

The deviser of mischief against Jehovah,

The wicked counsellor.

Thus saith Jehovah :

Thougli they are complete and so very numerous,

Yet in this state they shall be cut down,

And he shall pass away :

11

12

respecting the total destruction of the

Assyrian power, and adds, for the special

encouragementof the Jews, that it should

never annoy them again. The parallel

to this brief apostrophe we have more
at length, Is. xxxvii. 23—29. For the

force of D?'???', twice, comp. «'5^ nn« d'SB

ib n:«s!, 1 Sam. xxvi. 8. That the renewal

of the affliction does not refer to any

supposable future overthrow of the

Assyrians, as Michaelis, Rosenmliller,

Hitzig, Ewald, and others maintain,

but to any further calamity to be appre-

hended from them by the Jews, appears

from ver. 12 to be the true constiuction

of the meaning.
10. However strong and vigorous the

Assyrian army might be, its complete

destruction would easily be effected by

Jehovah, i?, to, even to, is here used as

a comparative particle of degree : to the

same degree as, or like thorns. Comp.
1 Chron. iv. 27. Briers and thorns

are employed by the prophets to denote

the soldiers composing a hostile army.

See Is. X. 17, xxvii. 4. Tiie metaphor

is heie taken from a thicket of thorns,

the prickly branches of which are so

closely intertwined as to present an

impenetrable front to those who would

enter it. Such were the celebrated

military phalanxes of antiquity, con-

sisting of bodies of troops armed with

long spears, and arranged in the form

of a square. The other metaphor is

taken from drunkards who drench or

saturate themselves with wine, and

denotes the degree of moisture which

those thorny warriors possessed, and
by which they were prepared to resist

the action ot fire. No account is to

be made of the reading onto, princes,

which Newcome adopts from the Targ.

and Syr. It is found in no Heb. MS.
??«, to eat, is often used to express

consumption by fire. The application

of the language of this and the preceding

verse to the literal inundation of the

Tigris, the drunkenness of the Assyrian
camp, and the burning of the palace,

&c., at Nineveh by Sardanapalus, as

related by Diodorus Siculus, lib. ii., is

not justified either by the import and
usage of the terms, or by chronology,

the catastrophe described by Nahum not
having taken place till long after the

time of that monarch.
1 1. Tjnn, y/-o?7« thee, O Nineveh ! in the

feminine. Sennacherib, whose machina-
tions against Jehovah had been adverted

to ver. 9, is here intended. The Heb.

^^f>}, frequently rendered in our common
version Belial, properly signifies worth-

lessness, inutility, and by implication,

badness in a moral sense, wickedness.

Hence the idiomatic combinations, Dix

'?!?.'b3, a man of Belial, a wicked man
;

byjibji-j-i, a son of Belial, a bad man

;

b'sfiTm, a daughter of Belial, a wicked
woman. The word is compounded of
''??, without, and "J?!, profit.

12. Another description of the for-

midable appearance of the hostile army,
accompanied with a prediction of its

sudden and complete annihilation, the

flight of Sennacherib, and the future

immunity of the Jews from an invasion

on the part of the Assyrians, n'obi^,

complete, expresses the unbroken con-

dition of the army of the enemy, and
their being fully provided with every

thing requisite for the successful siege

of Jerusalem. The word may also be

des'gned to convey the idea of mental
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Though I have afflicted thee,

I will afflict thee no more.

13 For now I will break his yoke from off thee,

And burst thy bands asunder.

14 And Avith respect to thee, Jehovah hath commanded

:

There shall no more be sown any of thy name ;

From the house of thy gods I will cut off the graven and the molten

ima2fe :

completeness, i. e. in this connexion,

security, martial courage. Thus Kimchi,
ica3 m'sii^n 'jd 'd uiim nno' t<'7, they are

not afraid of man, for they have subdued

all the countries. ]\, as used the second

time, signifies thus, so, in this state, as

thus constituted. The change of number
from the plural WJ3, " they are, or shall

be cut down," to ils, " he passeth away,"
is obviously intended to distinguish

between tlie overthrow of the Assyrian

army, and the immediate departure of

Sennacherib to his own land. The
nominative to 13» is bff'bs ys?i' in the

preceding verse. TO, to cut, or moiv

down, is a metaphor derived from the

hay harvest, and forcibly sets forth the

sudden and entire destruction of an
army. See for the historical facts,

2 Kings xix. 35 ; Is. xxxvii. 36, 37. At
the close of the verse, Jehovah directs

the discourse to his people, graciously'

assuring them that, though he had
employed the Assyrian power to punish

them, he would do so no more. New-
come, almost entirely on the authority of

tlie LXX., improperly clianges 0'"o)xp «
-\yS-\ 1103 ]DT D'H-l pi into ]? D'ilT C^Q bXT2 «
ilVpT bn, " Though the Kuler of many
waters has thus ravaged, and thus

passed through." That these ancient

translators did, from hearing c^'P^'p Ci<

read as D'P ''i"2, render, Karctpx'^^

vdarocv TToWav, there can be no doul)t

;

but then, they place the words in apposi-

tion with rdde Xe'-yet Kvpios ; and make
the Lord, and not the king of Assyria,

to be " the ruler of many waters." The
Syr. following the LXX, only changing

7

the singular into the plural, has '^^

\'.^^ ».*A..*'y " respecting the

heads of many waters." ?!'??» is merely

^•^

a defective reading of fm^, which is

found in a number of MSS., and in some
editions. The object of tlie verb is

Judah, understood, which Jeliovah here
kindly addresses, and not Nineveh, as

Michaelis and Hitzig suppose. The
Jews are addressed as a female, as they
are in tlie words ^:i7? 'pVa Tj;|in nnin; ^m,

Celebrate thyfestivals, Judah ! perform
thy vows. Chap. ii. 1. On the introduc-
tion ofa predicate without previous men-
tion of the subject, see on ver. 8. The
meaning is, that the Jews were to be no
more afflicted by the Assyrians, and not
that Divine judgments were never after-

wards to be inflicted upon them by others.

13. The suffix TJ has here the same
reference as in the preceding verse, and
^•n in ^niat), " his yoke," to tlie king of
Assyria. Comp. is. x. 27 ; Jer. ii. 20.
YoY T\'£'ti, some think the LXX. and
Vulg. read inao, which is the reading
of several MSS. ; but they both signify

a staff or pole
; only the former denotes

what is placed on the neck, in order to

bear a burden.

14. We have here another apostrophe
to the Assyrian monarch, announcing
to him, that his dynasty should not be
perpetuated, that his favourite idols

should be destroyed, and that the very
temple in which he worshipped them
should become his grave. When it is

said, that " no more of thy name shall

be sown," the meaning is not, that none
of his sons should succeed liim in the
government, but that his dynasty should
cease on the arrival of the event pre-
dicted by Nahum, the destruction of
Nineveh. The Modes being great ene-
mies to idolatry, those of them who
composed the army of Cyaxeres would
take singular pleasure in destroying the
idols which they found in the chief
temple at Nineveh. No mention is made
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I will make it thy grave,

Because thou art worthless.

in history of the sepulture of Senna-

cherib, but we are expressly told,

2 Kings xix. 37, Is: xxxvii. 38, that he

was slain by two of his sons while in the

act of worship in the temple of Nisroch

his god ; and there can be no doubt that

it is to this event reference is here made.
DW stands elliptically for 13QT«, I will

make it, i.e. the temple of thy gods, thy

grave. Some take pi"?;?, thou art light,

in the same sense in which the Chaldee
''i?Pi is used Dan. v. 27, but without

sufficient ground in Hebrew usage.

In application to persons it always sig-

nifies to be the object of shame or dis-

grace. Though to be buried in a temple

naturally conveys to our minds the idea

of honourable interment, it is otherwise

here, owing to the peculiar circumstances

of the case.

CHAPTER II.

After prophetically describing the joyful announcement of the overthrow of the

Assyrian power, 1; and calling upon the Jews manfully to defend Jerusalem

against the attack of Sennacherib, in the assurance that there would be a glorious

restoration of the whole Hebrew people, 2, 3; the prophet arrives at his main

subject, the destruction of Nineveh, the siege and capture of which he portrays

with graphic minuteness, and in the most sublime and vivid manner, 4— 11. In

a beautiful allegory he then, with triumphant sarcasm, asks where was now the

residence of the once conquering and rapacious monarch ? 12, 13 ;
after which,

Jehovah is introduced, expressly declaring that he would assuredly perform what

he had inspired his servant to predict.

Behold! upon the mountains are the feet of him that announceth

good,

That publisheth peace :

Celebrate thy feasts, O Judah ! perform thy vows,

For the wicked shall no more pass through thee

;

He is entirely cut off.

1. Some interpreters refer these words

to the messengers which should arrive

from the East, announcing to the in-

habitants of Judah tlie joyful intelligence

of the destruction of Nineveh, which had
been briefly hinted at in the course of

the preceding chapter ; but it better

accords with the spirit and bearing of

the immediate connexion to apply them

to what took place on the miraculous

deliverance of Jerusalem, recorded Is.

xxxvii. 36. They are almost identical,

so far as they go, with th.e language of

Isaiah, chap. hi. 7, relative to the return

from Babylon. During the Assyrian

invasion, the inhabitants of Judah were

cut off" from all access to the metropolis;

now, they would be at liberty to proceed
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The disperse! hath come up before thee
;

Keep the fortress, watch the way,

Make fast the loins,

Strengthen thee with power to the utmost.

For Jehovah will restore the excellency of Jacob,

As he will the excellency of Israel
;

Though the emptiers have emptied them,

And destroyed tlieir brandies.

The shield of his heroes is dyed red.

The warriors are clothed with scarlet

;

thithei- as usual, in order to observe

their religious rites.
''?.';f

, Belial, doubt-

less means the same as ^?r!'? Y??''',
wicked

counsellor, chap. i. 11 ; i.e. as there

explained, Sennacherib. Restricted as

the declaration here made must neces-

sarily be to this monarch, the passage

is nowise at variance with the fact, that

Manasseh was for a time in the power

of the Assyrians, 2 Chron. xxxiii. 11.

2. Most moderns adopt the interpreta-

tion of Jerome, who is of opinion, that

the pro])het here turns to Nineveh, and
directs the attention of her monarch to

the approacli of the Medo-Babylonish
army. I rather think with Abarbanel,

Kimchi, Jarchi, Hezel, Dathe, and others,

that the words are addressed to Hezekiah,

and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, for

the purpose of inspiring them with

courage to hold out during the Assyrian

attack, yep, from yi9. Arab. ^ja^>

ahiit,pere(jrinatusfuit, to scatter, disperse,

properly signifies the Disperser, and is

appropriately applied to the king of

Assyria, by whose army the inhabitants

of the different countries which it invaded

were scattered from their abodes. Some
prefer rendering the word by hammer,
and compare Prov. xxv. 18, and Jer.

li. 20, in the latter of which passages

we have yep from y?3, to break in pieces,

disperse, &c., rendered in our common
version battle-axe. The address is beauti-

fully abrupt, and derives great force

from the use of the Infinitive instead of

the Imperative of all the four verbs

which here occur. The fuller forms

would be -isn li;?:, nBi?n n??, &c., lia;

mi:?p form a paronomasia.

3. Further to encourage the inha-

bitants of Jerusalem, a promise is here

given of the restoration of the Hebrew
people to their former independence and
glory. 3py^ |i>}3, &c., is not to be in-

terpreted of the pride of the Hebrews,
nor of the proud and insulting conduct
of their enemies towards them ; but, as

in Ps. xlvii. 5 ; Amos vi. 8, it means the

land of Canaan, as distinguished above
all other countries. This land, as the

prophet immediately adds, had been
spoiled by the Assyrians, who had not

only carried away the ten tribes into

captivity, but taken the fortified cities

of Judah ; but it was again to be
restored, partly on the destruction of

the Assyrians, and completely on the

return from Babylon. I'O, to return,

lias here the force of the Hiphil Tcri, to

restore, as in Numb. x. 36 ; Ps. Ixxxv. 5.

Connected as this verb is with the future,

implied in the abbreviated form "iiS2, &c.,

in the preceding verse, it is to be rendered
in this tense. Jacob and Israel are, as

frequently, put for the people of the two
kingdoms. The devastation effected by
the Assyrians is described by a metaphor
taken from the pruning ot vines, or the

cutting off of the young twigs or shoots.

Parallel to the promise made in this

verse is that given by Isaiah, chap,
xxxvii. 31, 32.

4. The prophet now proceeds to de-
scribe the siege and capture of Nineveh,
which involved the downfal of the

Assyrian empire. The formidable, ter-

rific, and invincible appearance of the

Medo-Babylonish army is first noticed.

inni22, his heroes, i. e. the mighty men
of Cyaxeres. The suffix is the less fre-
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The chariots are furnished with fiery scythes,

In the clay of his preparation ;

And the cypresses are brandished.

quent form, instead of v, but represents

more of the primitive pronoun «in, of

which both are fragments. CJ^JP is the

Pual participle of m^, to be red; and is

appHed to the shields, to intimate that

they were dyed red. The bull's hide

with which they were commonly covered

was easily susceptible of this process

;

and, on being anointed with oil, would

shine brightly. See on Is. xxi. 6. This

interpretation of the word, which is con-

fiinied by the meaning of the corre-

sponding participle, in the following

hemistich, is preferable to that which

would make it express the idea of fery,
spar/ding, or the like. "Bloodstained"

is altogether to be rejected. The LXX.
mistaking 'J«P for o-vm, preposterously

render oVXa 8vvaaTfias avrav l^avBpa)-

TTCDV. D'ybno, lit. are crimsoned, is a

a7ra| Xey., but is the Pual participial

form, and is evidently derived from 5?yin,

the name specially used to denote the

coccus, or worm which was used in

dying, to give to cloth a deep scarlet

coloui". The manufacture of such stuffs

was chiefly carried on by the Tyrians and

Lydians. The LXX. have also mis-

taken this word for 'b^ym, (jiTTaL^ovTai,

in which they are followed by the Syr.

Pollux describes the Medes as wearing

a cloth called Savages, which was of

scarlet colour, striped with white

;

2apay)79, M-qbav tl (j)opr]na, Trop(f)vpovs,

[leaoXiVKos ;(tTa)i'. Lib. i. cap. 13,

nibs 'jjssa, uith fiery scythes. That n'l'TB

stands here by transposition of the two

first letters for n^Bb, cannot be admitted
;

the plural of Tp), a lamp, or /o;T/i, being

always D'Tpb, in the masculine, so that

the Syr., Tavg., &c., give an erroneous

interpretation, lij';?, iron, steel. Syr.

] \^£j tlie same. Comp. the Arab.

aJlJ, secuit, in partes concidit. d^^>

ferrum durum, chalybs. jJwflvo, e chalyhe

confectus, de gladio. For the manufac-

ture of swords of the finest steel, not

only Damascus but certain towns on the

east of the Caucasus have long been
celebrated ; and that this compound
metal is of high antiquity, is universally

allowed. Its name, Chalybs, is derived

from the Chalybes, a people bordering
on the Euxine sea. It is doubtless what
the prophet Jeremiah means by po^P ''J')?,

iron from the North, and which he dis-

tinguishes from
''J.11,

common iron, chap.

XV. 12. Now there appears to be no
part of the war-chariots entitled to the

character of irons flashing with fire, but

the falces or scythes, which were "fixed

at right angles to the axle, and turned

downwards, or inserted parallel to the

axle into the felly of the wheel, so as to

revolve, when the chariot was put in

motion, with thrice the velocity of the

chariot itself; and sometimes also pro-

jecting from the extremities of the axle."

Dr. William Smith's Diet, of Greek and
Roman Antiquities, art. Falx. The
apjLtaTaS/3e7rai')70o/3a werejustly reckonee

among the most terrific implements o

ancient warfare, as they mowed dowi

all that came in their way. The ffi^? fire

of these scythes was the coruscations

produced by their excessive brightness

and the rapidity of their motion. Instead

of ITS!?, "ivith fire," seven MSS., ori-

ginally one more, and the Soncin. edition

of the Prophets, read "i'«)3, ^'' like fire."

The suffix in i^pn may either form an

accusative to ^S^n, or the genitive of an
agent not mentioned—the hostile com-
mander. The latter construction is pre-

ferable, as it refers the day of his pre-

paration to the period fixed upon by the

general for commencing the attack. It

would only be then that the scythes

would be fixed in the chariots: it being

not only useless but dangerous to have

them attached at other times. By
"irna, cypresses, are meant spears or

lances, the staves of which were made of

the branches of the cypress. The LXX.,
followed by the Syr. and Arab., have

taken the word for 0'p-&, horsemen,

rendering it ot imre'ls, which Michaelis

is inclined to prefer, and Newcoine has

actually adopted. There is, however,
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The chariots dash madly on the commons.

They run furiously in the open places
;

Their appearance is like that of torches,

They flash like lightnings.

He remembers his nobles

;

They stumble in their march
;

no just cause for stumbling at the bold-

ness of tbe figure. Homer, describing

the spear of Achilles, calls it an ash :

'Ek b apa avpiyyos TraTpm'iov ecrnacraT

hxo^-
, , , , „

Bpi6v, peya ari^apoV to fxlv ov dvvar

IlaXXdv, hXXa p.ev olos eTTio'TaTO Trrj\ai

A)(iKXevs,

UrjXiada MEAIHN, k. t. \.

Iliad, xix. 387— 39Q.

Hesiod also designates the lance eXarrj,

a pine, Scut. Here. 188 ; and Vii-gil

uses the^^r for the spear of Camilla:

" cujus apertum
Adversi longa transverberat abiete pec-

tus." jEneid. xi. 667.

'i''?7'7, a ana^ Xey., from the root "JS^.,

Syr. ^^"^i, fremuit, to move tremulously,

wave, shake ; hence "'?'] and n^!?7'^> trem-

bling, Zeeh.xii. 2; Ps. Ix. 5. The refer-

ence seems to be to the custom of the

spear-men to wave their lances before

engaging in battle, for the purpose of

evincing their eagerness for the contest.

5. Tills verse Ewald explains of the

preparations made by the Ninevites for

the defence of the city ; but the war-

chariots could not be used within the

walls : they could only be effective in

the open field, nii'in signifies not merely
streets, as being ivithout the houses of a

city, but also the out fields or commons
without the city itself. Comp. Job v. 1 ;

Ps. cxliv. 13; Prov. viii. 26. In like

manner niirn, as its parallel, denotes

any wide or open spaces in the suburbs

without the gates. Comp. 2 Chron.

xxxii. 6; Ps. cxliv. 14. ''.'^innn signifies

to act the part of a madman, to show
one's self violent, rage, a^id the like. The
reduplicate form ppcpn-f] is obviously

intended to give great force to the

expression ; on which account, to render

it run up and down is too weak. I have
added furiously, which makes this hemi-
stich better agree with the preceding.

Noristhe reduplication of the third radi-

cal of fVi, to run, in Piel, i^'^iii, without

a corresponding degree of energy. It

expresses the rapid zig-zag course of the

chariots, resembling the quick flashing

of lightning. As 3DT is masculine, the

feminine suffix in )nw!? must be taken

for a neuter, or regarded as an instance

of neglected gender.

6. The king of Nineveh is here repre-

sented as roused from a profound stupor;

and, contriving the necessary means of

defence, as first of all turning his atten-

tion to his principal officers, whom he

summons to their posts. Michaelis,

Maurer, and others, think that by these

officers, the generals commanding in

the provinces are intended ; but it is more
likely the prophet means the military

leadei's within the city, since it is repre-

sented in the preceding verses as already

invested by the enemy ; and they are

spoken of as hastening to the wall, and
not to the city, which the former inter-

pretation would require, "ipj is here used,

not in the sense of simply recollecting,

or calling to mind, but with the acces-

sory idea of carrying out or giving effect

to the recollection, in regai-d to the object

of remembrance. It therefore implies,

that the monarch ordered them to occupy
each his place in the defence of Nineveh.

On receiving the orders, they make such

haste, that they and their troops stumble

while marching to the walls. Instead

of n in nnnin, eight of De Rossi's MSS.,
another originally, the Brixian, and
another ancient edition, exhibit the local

n, which is supported by the Targ., Syr.,

and Arab. By the '^50, protector, or

protection, here mentioned, some under-

stand the vinea, or the testudo, military

coverings used by the besiegers of a cit}',

under the shelter of which they might
safely carry on their operations in under-

O O
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They hasten to her wall,

And the defence is prepared.

The flood-gates are opened,

And the palace is dissolved,

Though firmly established.

She is made bare ; she is carried up,

While her handmaids moan like doves,

And smite upon their hearts.

mining, or otherwise destroying tlie

walls. As, however, the term is here

applied to something employed by those

who acted on the defensive, it cannot be

so interpreted. In all probability, some
kind of breastwork, composed of the in-

terwoven boughs and branches of trees,

erected between the towers upon the

walls, is intended. According to Dio-

dorus Siculus, Nineveh had fifteen lum-
dred towers, each of which was two
hundred feet high. '^?p signifies to tveave,

intertwine, fence, and the like, and so to

protect, shelter. LXX. kcll iroifidcrovai

o a o

Tos 7rpo(f)v\aKas avTav. Syr. |£^ia.^,

fortifications. Targ. ^"'^'K'?, torvers.

7. Though it is not unusual in Hebrew
to represent invading armies or mul-
titudes of people under the image of

floods or waters, an interpretation adopted
here by Rosenmiiller, De VVette, and
others, there does not appear to be suf-

ficient ground to depart from the literal

meaning. By niin:, rivers, or streams,

are meant the canals dug from the Tigris,

which intersected the city, and more
especially those which afforded a supply

of water for the defence of the palace.

The gates or sluices of these canals were

doubtless strongly constructed, to prevent

a greater influx of water than what was
required ; but having upon the present

occasion been burst open by the be-

siegers, the waters of the Tigris rushed

in, and, completely inundating the royal

residence, dissolved and ruined it. The
verb 3i02 describes the physical effects of

tlie inundation, not metaphorically those

produced by the event upon the minds

of the inhabitants.

8. 3Sri lias occasioned a great diversity

of interpretations. Gesenius, dissatisfied

with all those derived from its being the

Hophal of l?3, to place, settle, fix, has

recourse to a new root, 3?^, which he bor-

rows from the Arab. '}, fiuxit, stil-

lavit aqua, L_—•x/tf
,
fudit, effudit ; and,

then removing the word to the end of the

preceding verse, reads thus, iyo} 'VT^
nani, the palace is dissolved and made to

flow away. That the verb is to be

connected with the preceding Jio:, the

gender at once shows ; but there is no
necessity of departing from the usual

signification of 3i':, to place, fix, stand

firmly ; in Hiph. to cause to stand, esta-

blish. However strongly the palace

might have been constructed, it would

not be able to resist the fury of the water.

1 has here the force of though, and
though. Comp. ^ni?ri «'ni, Mai. iii. 14.

The nominative to the feminines nn)^ and
nrt^jh is Nineveh understood. The first

of these verbs some render, is carried

into captivity; but this signification is

confined to the Kal and Hiphil conju-

gations. It here describes the ignominy

with which the Ninevites were treated,

when, stripped of everything, they were

forced from their capital. Comp. Is.

xlvii. 3. Nineveh is represented as a

queen degraded from her dignity, and

led away captive by the enemy ; her

female slaves following and deploring

her fate. That the queen of Nineveh her-

self, supposed to be here called Huzzab, is

intended, is a position which cannot be

sustained, though adopted by several in-

terpreters, and recently by Ewald. Per-

sons are never introduced by name into

prophecy, except for some important

purpose, as in the case of Cyrus. For

jn:, to pant, sigh, moan, comp. the Arab.

^(p, graviter, continuo anhelavit, vix
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9 Though Nineveh hath been like a pool of water,

From the most ancient time,

Yet they are fleeing :

" Stop ! stop !" but none loolceth back.

10 Plunder the silver, plunder the gold ;

There is no end to the store ;

There is abundance of all covetable vessels.

11 Emptiness and emptiedness and void,

Heart-melting and tottering of knees ;

There is intense pain in all loins,

And all faces withdraw their colour.

12 Where is the den of the lionesses ?

And the feeding-place of the young lions ?

Where the lion and the lioness walked,

The lion's cub also, and none disturbed them.

interrupto spiritu ; Syr. ^..-cnJ) clamavit,

riigiit.

9. The comparison of the population

of Nineveh to a collection of water is

here appropriate. i<'n 'p'D is an anti-

quated mode of expressing the feminine

pronominal affix—the absolute form of

the pronoun being retained instead of

the fragmental n being attached to the

noun, «'n '"iy'a=r?iyy^
; Wi. from her days,

i.e. during the whole period of her ex-

istence, or, from the most ancient time.

The prophet compares the royal city to

a reservoir of water, on account of the

confluence of people from the surround-

ing provinces. All who could make
their escape, now took to flight, and no
entreaties could induce them to remain.

10. Nahum here apostrophizes the

victorious enemy. They had now only

to possess themselves of the immense
riches which had been abandoned by the

inhabitants, or which they might plunder

at pleasure. The repetition of the verb
in gives force to the diction. n:i3:;i, from

p3, in Hiphil, to set tip, prepare ; any-

thing laid up, prepared, and ready for
use, as costly garments, ornaments, &c.

Comp. Job xxvii. 16. LXX. rev kov^ov
avrrj^. Vulg. divitiarum. Targ. Njl'^^iN,

treasures. 113, followed by p, is here a

nominative absolute : as for the abund-
ance, it consists of, &c.

11. The three synonymes ^^y^ niria

ni?^20, all from roots signifying to empty,

empty out, are exquisitely chosen, and
from their increase in length, as well as

from their similarity both in sound and
meaning, give great force to the expres-

sion of total desolation—the idea here

intended to be conveyed. Gesenius

considers them to be onomatopoetic, imi-

tating the sound of emptying out a

bottle. Comp. Is. xxiv. 1, for the ety-

mology of the verbs pi:3=pi3 and P^| ; and
for a similar use of words varied in form,

but nearly alike in sound, Is. xxiv. 3, 4,

xxix. 2 ; Ezek. xxxiii. 29 ; Zeph. i. 15.

n^r'/'!?, an intensive form, from "J^n, to be

in pain. For iii><B see on Joel ii. 6.

12—14. A beautiful allegory, setting

forth the rapacious, irresistible, and lux-

urious character of the king of Assyria,

and the destruction of Nineveh, the

seat of his empire, with all his armies,

and their means of supply. In the last

verse, the literal is intermixed with the

figurative. Comp. for the metaplior, Is.

v. 29 ; Jer. ii. 15. vm, in ver. 12, has

the force of that tvhich; ''I, ver. 13, a suffi-

ciency, supply, &c. r|7^ and Jtetj are

employed idiomatically in the two gen-
ders to express different kinds of prey.

Comp. Is. iii. 1. For '^"^ the Targ. has
«Fi\LW, with fire. The meaning is, that

such should be the number of chariots

cousuuied, that the smoke arising from
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13 The lion tore for the supply of his cubs,

And strangled for his lionesses
;

He filled his dens with prey,

And his habitations with rapine.

14 Behold ! I am against thee, saith Jehovah of hosts;

I will burn her chariots into smoke

;

The sword shall devour thy young lions,

And I will cut off thy prey from the land :

The voice of thy messengers shall be heard no more.

the fire in which they were to be burnt, can be little doubt that it is a defective

should be visible to all. Comp. Ps. reading, !^?3«'?n, for nj'pN^p. Comp. nDB3,

xxxvii. 20. The MSS. and editions differ Ps. cxxxix. 5. The Syr. and LXX.
in their punctuation of nD3x'?D, but there have read tj^fiSsi^'?, " thy works."

CHAPTER HI.

The prophet, resuming his description of the siege of Nineveh, 1—3, traces it to

her idolatry as its cause, 4, and repeats the divine denunciations which he had

introduced chap. ii. 13, ver. 5—7. He then, to aggravate her misery, points

her to the once formidable and celebrated, but now conquered and deso-

late Thebes, 8—10, declaring that such should likewise be her fate, 11—13
;

calls upon her sarcastically to make every preparation for her defence, but

assuring her that it would be of no avail, 14, 15 ; and concludes by contrasting

with the number of merchants, princes, and generals, which she once

possessed, the miserable, remediless state of ruin to which she was to be

reduced, 16—19.

1 Wo to the city of blood !

She is wholly filled with deceit and violence ;

The prey is not removed.

2 The sound of the whip, and the sound of the rattling of the wheels,

The horses prancing, and the chariots bounding

;

I. A portraiture of the atrocious cha- 2, 3. The description which the pro-

racter of the Ninevites. p^s ^iSn? form phet here gives of the approach of the

an asyndeton. The non-removal of the enemy, his attack on the city, and the

prey refers to the fact, that the Assyrians slaughter of the besieged, is exquisitely

had not restored the ten tribes. graphic. Every translator must acknow-
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3 The mounting of horsemen, the gleaming of swords,

And the lightning of spears
;

The multitude of slain,

And the mass of corpses

;

There is no end to the carcasses
;

They stumble over their carcasses :

4 Because of the multitude 'of the whoredoms of the harlot,

The very graceful mistress of enchantments ;

Who sold nations through her fornications,

And tribes through her enchantments.

5 Behold ! I am against thee, saith Jehovah of hosts •,.

I will throw up thy skirts upon thy face.

And show the nations thy nakedness,

And the kingdoms thy shame.

6 I will cast abominable things upon thee.

And disgrace thee

;

And will make thee a gazing-stock.

ledge with Jerome :
" Tarn pulclira

juxta Hebraicum et pictura similis ad
proelium se preparantis exercitus de-

sciiptio est, ut omnis mens sermo sit

vilior." The passage is unrivylled by
any other, either in sacred or profane

literature. Comp. however Jer. xlvii.3.

in^ occurs only here, but in Judges v. 22,

we find VTa« niin'i, the charges of his

?nighf>/ warriors, in connexion with DID,

the ivar-horse. It would seem to have

some affinity to the Arab. J6t), celerifer

incessit, and expresses the coursing or

2Jranci?ig of the cavalry, when rapidly

advancing to the attack. Their eager-

ness the LXX. expresses by render-

7 O

ing it dicoKoPTos. Syr. i^j, ehuUivit,

anhelavit. D. Kinichi : rri35 DiDn npn^
^i^?')!!]. the powerful trampling or prancing

of the horse and his course. The col-

lectives require to be rendered in the

plural. Vip is not to be understood as

repeated before did and the following

substantives. Instead of iH'S^ or i''f'3^,

as it is read in some of the old editions,

the Keri, many MSS., and the Soncin.,

Brix., and Complut. editions, read
^''^^'^i,

which is favoured by the renderings of

the LXX. and Vulg.
4. The idolatrous practices of the Nine-

vites, and the means which they employed
to seduce others to worship their gods, are

here represented as the principal cause

of their destruction. At the same time,

the commerce, luxury, &c. which they

carried to the greatest height, are not to

be excluded; for in making contracts and
treaties with the more powerful of their

neighbours, they not only employed these

as inducements, but did not scruple to

deliver into their power, nations and
tribes that were unable to defend them-
selves. Comp. Joel iv. 3, 6—8 ; Amos
i.6. The metaphor of an unchaste female,

and the seductive arts which she employs,

is not unfrequent in the prophets.

5, 6. The language of commination
here used, is suggested by the metaphor
of an harlot, employed in the preceding

verse. It would seem to refer to an
ancient mode of punishing strumpets, by
stripping them of all their gaudy attire,

and exposing them, covered with mud
and filth, to the gaze of insulting spec-

tators. The abhorrent character of the

figure constitutes tlie very reason of its

selection. Comp. Ezek. xvi. 37—41.

The ?in W3 is the Caph veritatis. LXX.
et'y 7rapa'Seiy/xa.
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And every one that seetli thee shall flee from thee,

And shall say, Nineveh is destroyed !

Who will commiserate her ?

Whence shall I seek comforters for thee ?

Art thou better than No-Ammon,

That dwelt in the rivers,

That had water around her;

7. '^w carries out the idea implied in

'x'l, ver. 6. It is in the plural, but is fol-

lowed by a singular verb, to agree with
^3. Comp. for the sentiment Is. li. 19,

8. lio^ «3, No Anion, Egyp. ffOZ
AJmOYft , the line, or portion ofAmon,
thus etymologically the LXX. fiepida

' A[X[xmv, though in Ezek. xxx. 15, they
render AioairoXis, i.e. the residence or

possession of the Egyptian deity known
by the name of Jupiter Ammon. The
statement of Macrobius, that he was the

representative of the sun, is confirmed
by the name of Amon-Re, i.e. "Amon,
the Sun," being given to him in Egyp-
tian inscriptions. On Egyptian monu-
ments this god is represented by the

figure of a man sitting upon a chair,

with a ram's head, or by that of an
entire ram. In Jer. xlvi. 25, we have
Nsp poN, Amon ofNo, where, as well as in

the present passage in Nahum, our trans-

lators have regarded *ra« as equivalent to

'iort, a multitude. Bochart, Schroeder,

and some others, have contended that

Ato'o-TToXt?, near Mendes, in Lower Eg)fpt,

is intended, but all the later commen-
tators are in favour of Thebes. The
Targum preposterously renders, Nni;D?^«

**??], A/exmidria the Great, which Je-

rome, deferring to his Rabbi, has adopted

in the Vulg. The city, which from its

being the principal seat of his worship,

was called by the Greeks AiocnroXis, is

the celebrated Thebes, the ancient capital

of Upper Egypt, situated on both sides

of the Nile, about two hundred and sixty

miles south of Cairo. It was renowned
for its hundred gates, and was of such

extent, that its remaining ruins still de-

scribe a circuit of twenty-seven miles:

ov'S' o(Ta Qril^as

Alyvmins, odi TrXeicrTaSo'yiiois tj/KTJ^para

Kfirai,

At 6' eKaTo'/xTTvXoi elai, dirjKoa-iot. S' au'

(Kaarrjv

'Avfpes (^oi)(y€v(ji avv 'ittttoktiv Kal

o'lxea-(f)iv Iliad. ix.SSl.

Of the magnificent ruins, the most re-

markable are the temples of Luxor and
Karnac, on the eastern side of the river.

The architecture is of the most gigantic

and superior description. Fragments of

colossal obelisks and statues are found

in every direction. The stupendous

colonnade at Luxor is in the highest

degree imposing ; but the grand hall of

the temple at Karnac is of surpassing

interest. Wilkinson, in his Thebes,

p. 174, describes it as " one hundred and
seventy feet by three hundred and twenty-

nine, supported by a central avenue of

twelve massive columns, sixty-six feet

high, (without the pedestal and abacus,)

and tsvelve in diameter, besides one
hundred and twenty-two of smaller or

rather less gigantic dimensions, forty-

one feet nine inches in height, and
twenty-seven feet six inches in circum-

ference, distributed in seven lines on

either side of the former." The walls

of the temples are covered with hiero-

glyphics, chiefly representing the vic-

tories gained by the Egyptian kings over

their enemies. One of the walls exhibits

the result of the expedition of Shishak
against Jerusalem, 1 Kings xiv. 25, &c.;

2 Chron. xii. 2—9, in the leading away
of the Jewish captives.

Of the conquest of this famous city,

here referred to by Nahum, no mention
is made in profane history, but it not

improbably took place on the advance
of the Assyrian army under Sargon, in

the year b.c. 714. See on Is.xx. It was
afterwards taken by Cambyses, b.c. 525,

and its ruin completed by Ptolemy
Lathyrus, b.c 81. According to the
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Whose strength was in the sea ;

Her wall was on the sea ?

9 Cush strengthened her, and Egypt,

Witli countless hosts ;

Put and the Lybians were thine auxiliaries.

10 Yet she became an exile,

She went into captivity
;

Her young children also were dashed in pieces.

At the top of all the streets
;

They cast lots for her honorable men,

And all her great men were bound with chains.

1

1

Thou also shalt be drunken.

representation of ovir pi'ophet, Nineveh

could not vie with it either in point of

grandeur or of strength. They both

possessed the advantage of mighty rivers

for their defence— a circumstance to

which he gives a special prominence, as

it was that on which the inhabitants

placed great dependence. By P^, sea, is

meant the Nile; see on Is. xix. 5 ; by
nnH', streams, the same as nii'?^, Nah.

ii. 7, viz. the canals by which the water

of the river was carried round or through

the principal parts of the city. Ewald
proposes to connect ]! with D^9, thus,

^p p^, and renders/rom sea to sea, which

he attempts to justify by appealing to

Micah vii. 12, but the cases are not pa-

rallel. Vn stands elliptically for n'''n. The
preposition 9 in ts^p. expresses the mate-

rial out of which the defence was made ;

and the triple reference to the Nile as a

sea, in this verse, indicates the great

importance which attached to it as a

means of protecting the city.

9. Not only was Thebes strong by
nature and art, and in the number
of her native troops ; she also pos-

sessed immense military resources in her

African auxiliaries. For to3, Cush,

see on Is. xi. 11. 1213, Put, Egypt.

cbA.IA.Tr. the region immediately to

the west of Lower Egypt, and con-

terminous with Lybia Proper, with the

inhabitants of which, XTZ^b, it is here

mentioned. Gesenius derives the name

from niT or c|>I'T, a how,ax\A. thinks

the people were so called from their

being expert as archers. That they

were descended from Ham, see Gen.
x. 6. Josephus speaks of them as

Mauritanians, Antiqq. i. 6, 2 ; and the

river of the same name, which he de-

scribes as flowing through their country,

is called Fut by Pliny, v. 1, and Phtuth
by Ptolemy, iv. 1. They are spoken of

as forming part of the Egyptian army,

Jer. xlvi. 9, and as being in the Syrian

marine, Ezek. xxvii. 10. Winer's Real
W. B. ii. p. 308. '?i'', Lybians, the

inhabitants of Africa to the south and
west of the former country, stretching

as far as Numidia. Hitzig, on Is. Ixvi. 19,

has endeavoured in vain to establish the

hypothesis that the people of Nubia are

meant. Comp. 2 Chron. xii. 3, xvi. 8.

DnifQ, Egypt, is here taken for Lower
Egypt, as distinguished from the Upper,

of which Thebes was itself the capital.

There is no reason, with some, to change

the •^ in ^n;?H? i"to n, though the LXX.
and Syr. have the third person. The
prophet concludes his description by
apostrophizing Thebes. ? is the Beth
essenlicE.

10, 11. If the celebrated metropolis

of Egypt, with all its means of defence,

was captured, and its inhabitants sub-

jected to all the cruelties and indignities

usually inflicted by the victors, what
was there in Nineveh to claim exemption?

Instead of "Oij, to drink, he intoxicated, a

mode of speech not uncommon in the

prophets, denoting participation in severe

punishment, Newcome, without autho-

rity, reads i?^, to hire, and renders, thou
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Thou shalt hide thyself,

Thou also shalt seek a refuge from the enemy.

12 All thy fortresses are like fig-trees with early figs
;

If they shake them, they fall into the mouth of the eater.

13 Behold ! thy people are as women in the midst of thee

;

The gates of thy land shall be thrown wide open to thine enemies
;

Fire shall consume thy barriers.

14 Draw water for the siege ;

Strengthen thy fortifications;

Enter the mire, and tread the clay

;

Repair the brick-kiln.

15 There shall the fire consume thee^

The sword shall cut thee off;

It shall consume thee like the licking locust;

Be thou numerous as the licking locusts
;

Be thou numerous as the swarming locusts.

IG Thou hast increased thy merchants more than the stars of heaven ;

The licking locusts spread themselves out.

And took their flight.

17 Thy princes were as the swarming locusts,

And thy satraps as the largest locusts^

That encamp in the hedges in the cold day :

shalt become an hireling. In 1 Sam. cisterns, &c., were well filled. They
ii. 5, to which he refers, the latter, and were also to put the fortifications in a

not the former verb, occurs. perfect state,

12, 13. Two figures strikingly expres- 15—17. Dm, there, points emphatically

sive of the extreme ease with which the to the fortified city. The nominative to

Assyrians should be subdued. For the ^3^n^^ is the masculine noun oy, people,

former, see on Is. xxviii. 4 ; and comp. i.e. the inhabitants ; that to '7??iiri, the

Rev. vi. 13 ; for the latter. Is. xix. 16
;

feminine W, city, understood. Instead,

Jer. 1. 37. ??, with, in the phrase D'^^n however, of l?30n, six MSS., originally

Dni3a 09, denotes accompaniment, &c.
;

four more, and one by correction, read

the phrase itself is equivalent to D'?«i?i '!??or'. For the names of the locusts

Dni23 nrib -i\p«. Thus the LXX. avKal which here occur, see on Joel i. 4, and

(TKOTTovs (xovres. Comp. for this rare Amos vii. 1. The reduplication ^?i3 liii,

use of the preposition, 1 Sam. xvii. 42. locust of Zo«<«f5, is designed to express

.^?I7'"??, Michaelis translates thy fugitives, the largest or most formidable of that

but as fugitives are always represented kind of insect. For the plural form

as perishing by the sword, and never by ''?i3, see on Amos vii. 1. ''"ip.'? is a a-ira^

fire, the signification barriers must be Xcy., derived from i}2, to consecrate,

retained. separate and devote to a high or noble

14. The prophet ironically summons office; hence I'lJ, prince, ip., consecra-

the Ninevites to make every eflfort in tion, diadem. It denotes here the princes,

the way of preparing for a long and crowned with diadems, who formed the

vigorous defence of the metropolis itself, glory of the Assyrian court. Thus

As water is one of the first necessaries, Kimchi : bn^irsi bv mmi mj 1MJ« nn©,

it bt'hoved them to see to it, that the " Princes with diadems and crowns on
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The sun ariseth, then they flee,

And the place where they are is unknown.

18 Thy shepherds slumber, O king of Assyria !

Thy nobles have lain down ;

Thy people are dispersed upon the mountains.

And there is none that collecteth them.

19 There is no alleviation of thy ruin ;

Thy wound is grievous ;

All that hear the report of thee

Shall clap their hands at thee,

For upon whom did not thy wickedness unceasingly pass ?

their heads." The Arab. .jjuo, monitor,

i.e. counsellor, is less apt, as the com-

parison to the locusts shows. Six of De
Rossi's MSS. and three ancient editions

omit the Dagesh in the Nun. Tiie

parallel term D'^Dpt? occurs only here,

and in Jer. li. 27, in the singular icdtd.

Is is obviously a foreign word, and is in

all probability compounded of what we

still find in the Persic, p, or t—'U,

strength, power, and ^, chief, captain,

prince. It occurs in the Targum of

Jonathan, Deut. xxviii. 12, as the name
of a superior angel. For other deriva-

tions see Gesen. Thesaur. in vac. Dr.

Lee prefers deriving it from the Chald.

1'^, egregius, and lip, dux. Whatever
might be the power of these princes and
generals, and whatever number of troops

they might have at their command, they

would, on the approach of the enemy,
betake themselves to flight, and leave

Nineveh to her own defence. No trace

of them would be found.

18. The masculine suffixes in this and
the following verse, refer to the king of

Assyria. The D*»% shepherds, were the

satraps or viceroys appointed to govern

the provinces under the king of Assyria

;

the D'^''!'^ were the nobles, who, as

parallel with the D'??^, are to be regarded

under the same imajje. See Jer. xxv. 34,

where principals would have been better

than principal in our common version.

]?«>, corresponding to to:, they slumber,

is a vox pregnans, implying, not only

that they had lain down, but that they

were taking rest or were asleep. il-^s is

cognate with yiB, to scatter, disperse,

Arab. \jui<propagata et multiplicata sunt

pecora, but is not to be substituted for

it, as some propose. Comp. the Arab.

iZAi, pastum noctu incesserunt cameli

aut oves sine pastore. The figure is

carried on throughout the verse.

19. nrT3 ^'«, lit. nothing of infirmity,

by litotes, for pvwerfid, great is thy

breach. The deliverance of the king

of Nineveh was utterly hopeless. Nothing
remained but for the prophet to announce
his end, and the joy which the surround-

ing states would express at the irre-

trievable ruin of an empire, whose iron

sway had been so extended, and whose
cruel oppressions had been uninter-

mitting.

P P





HABAKKUK.

PREFACE.

Of the prophet Habakkuk, we possess no information but what

is purely apocryphal. The position of Delitzseh, founded upon

the subscription, chap. iii. 19, that he was of the tribe of Levi, and

engaged in the temple service, is too precarious to warrant its

adoption. The statement made in the inscription to Bel and the

Dragon in the LXX., which has been preserved from the Tetrapla

of Origen, in the Codex Chisianus, e'k Trpo^ijrttac 'Afi^aKOvfx vlov

'Ir}(TOu BK Trig ^vXijg Aevl, may be nothing more than conjecture.

Considerable difference of opinion obtains respecting the time at

which he flourished— the Rabbins; Grotius, Kalinsky, Kofod, Jahn,

and Wahl, placing him in the first years of Manasseh ; Friedrich,

De Wette, Bertholdt, Justi, and Wolf, in the period of the exile
;

while Usher, Newcome, Eichhorn, Home, Winer, Maurer, and

Ewald, are of opinion that he prophesied in the reign of Jehoiachin,

about 608— 604? before Christ. This last hypothesis seems best

supported, since the Chaldeans are spoken of chap. i. 5, 6, as being

vipon the point of invading Judah, but not as having actually entered

it. The position of Rosenmiiller, that chap. i. was composed under

Jehoiakim, chap. ii. under Jehoiachin, and chap. iii. under Zede-

kiah, is altogether gratuitous. The whole forms one prophecy,

and does not admit of being thus dissected.
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The book embraces the wickedness of the Jews which demanded

the infliction of punishment, the infliction of this punishment by

the Chaldeans, the destruction of the latter in their turn, and an

ode composed by the prophet in anticipation of the consequent

deliverance of his people. Its position immediately after Nahum
is most appropriate, setting forth the judgments of God inflicted by

and upon the Chaldeans, just as the latter treated of those to be

inflicted upon the Assyrians. The two prophets take up separately

what Isaiah had expatiated upon at large.

In point of general style, Habakkuk is universally allowed to

occupy a very distinguished place among the Hebrew prophets, and

is surpassed by none of them in dignity and sublimity. Whatever

he may occasionally have in common with previous writers, he

works up in his own peculiar manner, and is evidently no servile

copyist or imitator. His figures are well chosen, and fully carried

out. His expressions are bold and animated ; his descriptions graphic

and pointed. The parallelisms are for the most part regular and

complete. The lyric ode contained in chap. iii. is justly esteemed

one of the most splendid and magnificent within the whole compass

of Hebrew poetry. See the introduction to that chapter.

The words HD^Ip, i. 9, 10*102^, ii. 6, and I'l'^j^Vj ii' 16, are peculiar

to this prophet.



CHAPTER I.

The prophet commences by briefly, yet emphatically and pathetically, setting forth

the cause of the Chaldean invasion, which was to form the burden of his

prophecy—the great wickedness which abounded in the Jewish nation at the

time he flourished, 2—4. He then introduces Jehovah summoning attention

to that invasion as the awful punishment of such wickedness, 5 ; describes, in a

very graphic manner, the appearance, character, and operations of the invaders,

6—11 ; and then, by a sudden transition, expostulates with God, on account

of the severity of the judgment, which threatened the annihilation of the Jewish

people, 12—17.

1 The Sentence, which Habakkuk the prophet saw.

2 How long shall I cry, O Jehovah ! and thou hearest not ?

How long shall I cry to thee of violence, and thou savest not ?

1. For the signification of N®o, see on

Is. xiii. 1 ; and for the form pip?,!?, com-
pare "ynvxi, Jer. v. 30, xxiii. 14.

2. The evils complained of in this and
the two following verses, are, by many
interpreters, considered to be those con-

sequent upon the invasion of Judea by
the Chaldeans. Such a construction,

however, breaks up the symmetery of

the connexion, as marked by ver. 5, and
leaves out of view the wickedness of

the Jews as the cause of the calamity,

contrary to the universal custom of the

Hebrew prophets. They were the in-

testine broils, litigations, and acts of

oppression, which sprang up in the

kingdom of Judah, after the death of

the pious reformer josiah, and had been

long the subject of complaint on the

part of Habakkuk. That such was the

state of things at that time is evident

from Jer. xxii. 2, 13. The argument

in favour of the contrary hypothesis,

derived from the recui-rence of the words
Dm, "jm, &c., and the phrase TCSttJp st%

&c., in the following part of the chapter,

with undoubted application to the Chal-

deans, is of no weight, since they are

rather to be regarded as modes of

expression familiar to the prophet, than

indicative of identity of subject. The
influence of na^n^, /lotv lone;, upon the

Preterite and Future tenses in this verse,

so modifies them as to give them the

force of a present time, though the one
includes what had taken place down to

such time, and the other, the possibility

of its being still carried forward into the

future. Because Dpn, violence, occurs

without a preposition, Hitzig thinks it

was what was done to the prophet him-
self; but it is better, with Kimchi, to

suppose an ellipsis of "iisy?, or, to supply
"W, 071 account of, because of, with the
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Why dost thou permit me to see wickedness,

And beholdest misery ?

On this account the law faileth,

And true judgment goeth not forth
;

Because the wicked circumvent the righteous,

Therefore perverted judgment goeth forth.

Targum. Comp, Job xix. 7 ; Jer. xx. 8.

i'l^ and p5?t are synonymes, but the latter

is the more expressive of the two.

3. Some, regarding "Jscjn and IQ'?!? as

strictly parallel, understand the suffix '3

to be omitted in the latter verb, and
render : Why dost thou cause me to see

wickedness, and make me look upon
wrong ? but iQ^an, though the Hiphil
conjugation, is never used in a causative

sense. Besides, ''l^p., and not to'an, is the

proper synonyme, corresponding to '3«"iri.

Between the two clauses, the prophet
introduces Jehovah, with whom he ex-

postulates, as an inactive spectator

of the evil, because his providence did

not interfere for its removal, and it was
allowed, unavenged, to take its course.

The expostulation thus gains in force,

and scope is afforded for the striking

contrast, ver. 5, in which the Most High
is represented as interposing for the

punishment of the wicked. ><te? ]iT? has
been variously explained. The LXX.,
taking pio for yvQ, render it 6 KpiTrjs

XafijSdvd ; which the Syr. explains,

]t^Q«^ '^^.D |.1^5> the judge taketh a

bribe. Abenezra translates thus :
^'7'^

nffiXT ^«ffit> -\iiJ« |iTOi in 'ii5p«, and there are

men of strife and contention who lift up

their head. The structure of the sentence,

however, obliges us to regard «to^ as

parallel to '!T^ so that it stands in the

same relation to ]iTO, that the substantive

verb does to 2'1. The nouns in both

cases are nominatives to the verbs, and
NiriJ is here to be taken intransitively in

the sense ofexalting ox raising oneself up.

Comp. Ps. Ixxxix. 10; Hos. xiii. 1 ; Nab.

i. 5. Thus Dahl, combining the two

nouns, Und Hader, und Gezank erheben

sich ; and Perschke, Es gibt streit, und
zwist erhehet sich. The language is

descriptive of the prevalence of ahtigious

spirit, in consequence of which no one

was permitted quietly to possess or enjoy

his rights. What was not seized upon
by main force, was obtained by perver-

sion of law,

4. p"b», therefore, on this account,

refers not to the state of things set forth

in the verse immediately preceding, but

to Jehovah's forbearing to punish, spoken
of ver. 2. Of the law, which ought to

have been maintained in all its vital

energy, it is said viQV\, it chilleth, groweth

frigid, languisheih, faileth ; by which is

meant, that it was not enforced, but left,

as it were, to grow stiff and torpid, from
want of use. The words, n?:^ n^rN"?!

T2BWD, may either be renAexeA, judgment,

i.e., what is strictly and properly such,

righteous judgment, never goeth forth ;

or, judgment goeth not forth according to

truth ; nsj^, signifying to perpetuity,for
ever, and, with a negative, never, like

dm) «?, and tridy, according to truth,

Comp. the Arab. ^^, sincerus Jidelis

fuit; and the Eth. iStdl : purus,

mundus fuit. The latter signification of

the word is that adopted by the Syr.

]Za-i)>0 \i^y waaJ |Jo. and judg-

ment goeth not forth in purity ; and is

approved by Scheltinga, Hesselberg,

Wolf, Rosenmiiller, De Wette, Winer,

Gesenius, Lee, and Ewald, chiefly on

the ground of "^i^P tQBiilin, wrong or per-

verted judgment, occurring, as a con-

trasted formula, at the close of the verse.

By the going forth ofjudgment is meant
the publication of legal decisions delivered

by a judge. In the time of the prophet,

justice was utterly corrupted, in con-

sequence of which there was no security

either for person or property. i''Pi3'?,

from iri?, to surround, is here used in a

bad sense, to express the ensnaring of a

person by fraud and artifice ; it depicts

the windings of intrigue, and is best

rendered by circumvent. Thus Dathe :

citui impius pium circumvenit. '^V^^'Q, dis-
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5 Look among the nations, and behold !

Be ye greatly astonished ;

For I will perform a work in your days,

Which ye will not believe, though it should be told you.

6 For, behold ! I will raise up the Chaldeans,

That bitter and impetuous nation ;

Which traverseth the wide regions of the earth,

To seize upon habitations belonging not to it.

torted, perverse, wrong, from the root ^V^.

Comp. the Syr. '^ii^, pervertit, Arab.

(Jji^, constrinxit, distorios hahuit pedes ;

<)Jjic, distortio lingucB in loquendo. LXX.
Kpifia btedTpa^^xiVov.

5. By a sudden apostrophe Jehovah
calls upon the Jews, in anticipation of the

punishment which their sins deserved,

and which should assuredly be inflicted

upon them, to direct their attention to

the events that were taking place among
the surrounding nations. Nabopolassar

had already destroyed the mighty empire

of Assyria and founded the Chaldeo-

Babylonian rule ; he had made himself

so formidable, that Necho found it

necessary to march an army against

him, in order to check his progress

;

and, though defeated at Megiddo, he had,

in conjunction with his son Nebuchad-
nezzar, gained a complete victory over

the Egyptians at Carchemish. These
events were calculated to alarm the Jews,

whose country lay between the dominions

of the two contending powers ; but,

accustomed as they were to confide in

Egypt, and in the sacred localities of

their own capital, Is. xxxi. 1 ; Jer. vii. 4,

and being in alliance with the Chaldeans,

they were indisposed to listen to, and
treated with the utmost incredulity, any
predictions which described their over-

throw by that people. Such overthrow

God claims as his work, though he might
employ men as his instruments in effect-

ing it. riNT and ^'an are frequently

combined as here for the sake of effect.

The phrase D''.i33, among the nations, is

translated by the LXX., ol KaracpovTjTai,

ye despisers, in which they are followed

by the Syr. and Arab.; and this rendering

is adopted by Paul in his quotation of

the verse, Acts xiii. 41. On the other

hand, the Targ. «'P9?? iin, Aquila, Symm.,
Theod., and the Vulg. aspicite in gentibvs,

which is sustained by all the Heb. MSS.
that have been collated, except five of

Kennicott's, which have D'ia, nations,

without the preposition. To account for

the rendering of the LXX., some are of

opinion that instead of D'iaa, they must
have read U'ji^, D'l^ia, or D'lii ; others,

with Pococke, in his Porta Mosis, chap, iii.,

suggest a supposititious root, >»3, the cor-

responding Arab. \jo, signifying, injiistus

fuit, stiperbe, insolenter se gessit ; most
unjustifiably insisting on the preference

of some such reading to that of the

Hebrew text. With respect to the quota-

tion. Acts xiii. 41, it was obviously made
by the apostle on account of the exact

similarity of the case of the Jews in his

day, both as regards the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans, and the

incredulity of the nation in reference to

that event. " Paulus fideliteraccommodat

in usum suum Prophetse verba, quia

sicuti semel minatus fuerat Deus per

prophetam suam Habacuc, ita etiam

semper fuit suisimilis." Calvin, ra^c. The
double form, inQi";! irrann, is used for in-

tensity, irronn is the Hithpael for 'inanm.

Comp. ^HOTi innrrnnrr, Is. xxix. 9, and my
note on that verse. Before ''ys subaud.'?.^.

6. Now follows a lengthened and
fearful description of the character and
operations of the instrument which Je-
hovah would employ in executing his

work. D'i?n '33n, which has unquestion-
ably the force of the future, must be
referred to the special raising up of the

Chaldeans to undertake the expedition

against Judea, and not to their orga-

nization as a political power, since they
had already been upwards of twenty
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7 It is terrible and dreadful;

Its judgment and its dignity are from itself.

8 Swifter than leopards are its horses,

And lighter than evening wolves

;

Its horse spread proudly along
;

Yea, its horse that come from afar

:

They fly like an eagle hastening to devour.

9 It Cometh entirely for violence

;

The aspect of their faces is like the east wind ;

It collecteth the captives as sand.

10 It maketh a mockery of kings,

And princes are a laughter to it

;

years in possession of such power under

Nabopolassar. On this account, some

prefer rendering the phrase, Behold ! I

will excite. For an account of this

people, see on Is. xxiii. 13. In "inpsni iOl?

is a paronomasia. By ia, bitter, the

fierce and cruel disposition of the Chal-

deans is expressed ; comp. Jer. 1. 42 ;
by

inn?, rash, hasty, the rapidity or im-

p'etuosity of their operations. In the

latter part of the verse, their widely ex-

tended conquests under Nebuchadnezzar

are clearly predicted.

7. n«tt?, the LXX. render Xfj^iia,

e ^

Symm. Soy/io, Vulg. onus, Syr. jo}^,

vision, Targ. rnw, decree or sentence, all

deriving it from i*%'l, in the sense of

"?ip am, to lift up, or utter anything with

the voice, and regarding it as equivalent

to «ii?o, from the same root. The sig-

nification decree, though approved by

Hesselberg, De Wette, Winer, and Ge-

senius, is less appropriate than that of

dignity, which is that of our common
version, and is adopted by Hitzig, Maurer,

and Ewald. Comp. Gen. xlix. 3 ; Job

xiii. 11 ; Ps. Ixii. 5. nxto nowhere occurs

in reference to a judicial decree. What
the prophet has in view appears to be

the self-assumed political superiority of

the Chaldeans in the Babylonian empire.

As they had raised themselves to this

dignity, so they would permit none to

share in their counsels and determi-

nations, but would act in the most arbi-

trary manner.
8. Frequent reference is made in

Scripture to the "evening wolves," on
account of the sudden ravages which,

in the keenness of their hunger, they

commit on the flocks at that time

of the day. See Gen. xlix. 27 ; Jer.

V. 6 ; Zeph. iii. 3 ; and comp. Virgil's

Georg. iii. 537, iv. 431 ; and the ^Eneid,

ii. 355, ix. 59. The LXX. render im-
properly, \vKovs TTjs 'Apaj3ias. ^,
from the root ^B, having here the signi-

fication of the Arab. i/^U, superbivit,

glorintns fuit, describes the proud and
spirited mien of the horses composing
the Chaldean cavalry. Comp. the inimi-

table description of the Arabian war-

horse, Job xxxix. 19—24. The meaning
of the two last lines of the verse is, that

the eagerness of the cavali-y to plunder

the Jews should be so great, that they

would make no account of the fatigue

occasioned by the length of their march.

9, 10. ri's is the less correct ortho-

graphy of fe, which occurs several times

in the course of the Hebrew Bible. The
affix refers to 'iJ, ver. 6. So great was
to be the invading army, that it would
seem as if it were composed of the

entire nation. Considerable difficulty

has been experienced in the interpreta-

tion of the words, rvy-rp_^ Drp:B nnso. By
the LXX. the uTra^ Xey. rroaip is ren-

dered avOecTTrjiiOTas ; by Symm. irpoao-

\//'i?; by the Syr. ]oy^) aspect; by

the Targ. %^ti^ front, what is opposite to

anything. The Vulg. omits the word
altogether, obviously on the principle of

its being sufficiently expressed hy fades
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11

It smileth at every fortress
;

It heapetli up earth and taketh it.

Then it gaineth fresh spirit

;

It passeth onward, and contracteth guilt, [saying,]

Is this his power through his God ?

immediately following. With these

Abenezra and Kimcln agree; and thus

also generally, Munster, Vatablus, Pag-
ninus, Castalio, Calvin, and others. On
the other hand, Gesenius derives the

word from the supposititious root cpj,

Arab. ^^_, fo congregate, heap up, and

renders it host, troop ; but, as Lee
observes, the host of their faces is any
thing but Hebrew phraseology. Rosen-
niiiller, Lee, Maurer, Hitzig, and Ewald,
derive it from the same root in the signifi-

cations, impetus, desire, a striving after ;

Ger. strehen : while our own, and some
other modern translators, adopt the idea

of absorption, supping up, &c., from the

signification of NnJ, wo's. Considering

the marked and independent coincidence

of the ancient versions above quoted,

borne out, as they are, by the Arab.

\^s-, adparidt ; quod de re quavis ex-

irinsicus apparet; corpus rei, seu res

individua existans et conspicua, I cannot

but regard aspect or appearance as the

term best adapted to convey the meaning
of the prophet. ^''IIJ, in every other

passage in which it occurs, has the

signification of eastward, and it is taken

in this acceptation by Abarbanel, Park-
hurst, Dalil, Wolff, and Hitzig, who
explain it either of the direction in which
the Chaldeans would return home with
their booty, or of their first coming down
along the coast of the Mediterranean,
and then turning direct east upon the

Jews. Both constructions are forced.

Gesenius renders foncards, and gives

the whole sentence thus : the host of their

faces is forwards. Here again I prefer

the rendering of Symm. avejjLos Kavacov
;

the 'I'arg. nrai;? anp^ mip, the Vulg. venttis

urens, which, or east wind, its equivalent,

is the rendering of many of the moderns.
It is true, that the east wind is elsewhere

uniformly expressed by nn;:, without the

n ; but this letter seems clearly to be
here used paragogically, just as it is in

HDiD^', ni^:, nW, the primitive forms of

which are pES, 1^5, W. In some instances,

indeed, it is the n directive, indicating

motion towards the quarter specified,

but in others it has lost all such power.

For the east wind, or samoom, see on
Is. xxvii. 8. Nothing could more ap-

propriately describe the terrific appear-

ance of the destructive Chaldean army,
than this phenomenon, which occasions

awful devastation in the regions over

which it passes. The collecting of the

captives like sand, which the prophet im-
mediately adds, corroborates the opinion

that the samoom is intended, as it is

frequently accompanied with whirlwinds

of sand, wliich is collected and carried

with great rapidity across the desert.

The loth verse sets forth the haughty,
fearless, and irresistible character of the

Chaldeans. The last clause of the verse

describes the throwing up of walls ov

batteries before fortified cities, from which
to attack them. iD5 seldom signifies

fine dust; it is more commonly used of

earth generally, including clay, mire, &c.
11. t^. Tore, usually rendered the7t,

has here the force of thereupon, marking
the transition from what had just been
described to what immediately follows,

and their intimate connexion with each
other, nil is the accusative to ?]'?n, which
denoting to succeed, exchange, change,

renew, &c., the phrase means, to assume,

or gain a fresh accession of courage or

military spirit. For this signification of
Tpf^, comp. Josh. ii. 11, v. 1. Elated by
the fortresses they had taken, and the

victories they had won in heathen
countries, the Chaldeans are represented

as passing onwards into Judea; and
treating with contempt the puny re-

sistance made to them by the Jews,
asking sarcastically, " Is this all your
boasted power conceded to you by the

God in whom you confide? " Comp. Is.

X. 10, 11, xxxvi. 19, 20; Ps. Ixxix. 10,

cxv. 2, The aggravated guilt which they

contracted (cr«) lay in their vilifying

QQ
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12 Art not Thou from eternity,

O Jehovah ! my God, my Holy One ?

We shall not die :

O Jehovah ! thou hast appointed it for judgment,

O Rock ! thou hast ordained it for correction.

13 Thou art of purer eyes than to regard evil;

Thou canst not behold injustice.

Why dost thou behold the plunderers ?

Why art thou silent when the wicked destroyeth

Him that is more righteous than he ?

14 And makest men as the fishes of the sea,

As the reptiles which have no ruler ?

15 It bringeth up all with its hook,

It gathereth them into its net.

It collecteth them into its drag

;

Therefore it rejoiceth and exulteth.

Jehovah, by speaking of him as in-

capable of protecting his people. This

simple construction of the verse at once

frees it from the numerous difficulties

with which it has been clogged by in-

terpreters, and gives peculiar force to

the interrogatory appeal in that which
follows. The ellipsis of "CD^^ is offrequent

occurrence in Hebrew. The absence of

the interrogative n is more seldom ; but

com p. Gen. xxvii. 24, n] t^:^^ forn} nri^jrr;

2 Sam. vii. 19, nxi, this is, for n^irr, is

this; and xvi. 17, 'fjJ'Tn^ TjTOn m, " This

is thy kindness to thy friend," for, Is

this, &c.
12. The contemptuous manner in

which the enemy had treated the Most
High calls forth an impassioned appeal

from the prophet, in which he vindicates

the eternal existence and purity of

Jehovah, as that God who had formerly

wrought deliverance for his people, and
who was now employing the Chaldeans,

not for their annihilation, but only for

their punishment and correction. Since
"I'lS, Rock, is elsewhere used metapho-
rically of God, I have retained it in the

translation. See on Is. xxvi. 4. It is here

parallel to rnn|. The Tikkun Sopherim
mnn «'? is unsupported by any authority.

13. Habakkuk resumes the expostula-

tory mode of address which he had

employed, verses 2, 3. The nnpia, p/w??-

derers, were the Chaldeans who had been
the allies of the Jews, but now treated

them with violence. Comp. Is. xxi. 2,

and xxiv. 16. The LXX., Syr., and
Arab , have nothing corresponding to

imn, but it is expressed in Aquil., Symm.,
Theod., the Targ., and Vulg. Wicked
as the Jews were, the}' were righteous

in comparison of the Babylonians. Comp.
for the sentiment, Ezek. xvi. 51, 52.

14. God is often said to do what he
permits to be done by others. too'J is

used of aquatic animals, such as crabs

and other shell-fish, Ps, civ. 25, a sense

which the parallelism and connexion
here require.

15—17. ri'n is allowed by all to be
here the accusative, though it was, in

the same position, the nominative, ver. 9.

Converting the simile employed in the

preceding verse into a metaphor, the

prophet describes the rapacity of the

Chaldeans, the indiscriminate and uni-

versal havoc which they would eflfect,

and their proud confidence in their own
prowess. '!)??'!?, an unusual punctuation

for fi^;?!?. The hook, the net, and the

drag, are separately mentioned, to in-

dicate that every means would be

employed in taking captives, and what-

ever else came in their way. To their
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16 Therefore it sacrificeth to its net,

And burneth incense to its drag
;

Because through them its portion is fat,

And its food fattened meat.

17 Is it for this it emptieth its net,

And spareth not to slay the nations continually ?

arms, signified by these implements of meant the depositing of the captives,

fishers, they rendered divine honours, &c., in Babylon, in order to go forth to

ascribing to them solely the success fresh conquest and plunder. It is strongly

which they had in war. Comp. Justin, implied in the questions with which the

43.3. " Aborigine rerumprodiis immor- chapter concludes, that God would not
talibus veteres hastas coluere." Lucian permit the Chaldeans to proceed in their

in Trag. '2Kv6ai fiev dKi.va.6r] $vovai. By selfish conquests without a check, but
the emptying of the net, ver. 17, is the answer is reserved for the sequel.

CHAPTER II.

This chapter contains an introductory statement respecting the waiting posture in

which the prophet placed himself, in order to obtain a divine revelation in refer-

ence to the fate of his people and of the Chaldeans, their oppresssors, 1 ; a

command which he received to commit legibly to writing the revelation which

was about to be made to him, 2 ; an assurance, that though the prophecy should

not be fulfilled immediately, yet it would certainly be at length accomplished, 3;

and a contrasted description of the two different classes of the Jews to whom it

was to be communicated, 4. The insolence of the Chaldeans, and their insa-

tiable lust of conquest, are next set forth, 5 ; on which the proper ^^'9, sentence,

or prophetical denunciation, commences, in the form of a taunt on the part of

the nations, in which they anticipate the downfal of that hostile power, 6—8
;

and the pimishment of its rapacity, 9— 1 1 ; of its cruelty and injustice, with a

special view to the universal spread of true religion, 12—14 ; of its wanton and

sanguinary wars, 15—17, and of its absurd and fruitless idolatry, 18, 19. The

last verse of the chapter beautifully contrasts with the two preceding, by repre-

senting Jehovah as the only God, entitled to universal submission and homage.

1 I WILL stand upon my watch-post,

And station myself upon the fortress,

1 . nnncp properly signifies observance, the place, or post of observation. Comp.
guard, tuatch,hom'KS^, to watch, observe, Is. xxi. 8, where it is similarly used,

preserve, &c., but here, as a concrete, with nc^p for its parallel. Thus the
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And will look out to see what he will say to me,
'

And what I shall reply in regard to my argument.

And Jehovah answered me and said :

Write the vision, and make it plain on tablets,

That he who readeth it may run.

Syr. u^lvao^) my place. From the use

of li^Ki in the corresponding hemistich,

it is obvious that the post of a sentinel

or watchman appointed to keep an eye

upon what may transpire without a for-

tified city, is that from which the idea

is here borrowed. It has been ques-

tioned whether our prophet has any real

locality in view, or whether the words

are to be understood metaphorically.

The former is advocated by Hitzig, who
after describing it as a high and steep

point, such as a tower, and comparing

2 Kings ix. 17, 2 Sam. xviii. 24, says,

" Here, in a solitary position, far from

the bnstle and noise of men, with his

eye directed towards heaven, and his col-

lected spirit fixed upon God, he looks

out for revelations." With the excep-

tion, however, of WolfF, who preceded

him, the hypothesis has met with no

approbation. All that the passage seems

to teach is, that Habakkuk, anxious

to ascertain the Divine purpose relative

to the enemies of his people, brought

his mind into such a state of holy ex-

pectancy as was favom-able to the recep-

tion of supernatural communications.

HD^, to look about, from which npii?, a

speculator, watchman, is derived, as like-

wise nf^p, a watch-tower, is employed,

as here in Piel, to express the looking

out for an answer to prayer, Ps. v. 4.

The paragogic n of the Futures, marks

the intensity of his desire. The for-

mula a "t3"7, which the Syr. and Targ.

render ^^-^ Vii:^, ^^^ ''^'^^^•' '"

the sense of speaking or cox\vex%mgwith

a person, the LXX. give by XaXrjaei, ev

6/noi, " will speak in me." That the

preposition 3 is here purposely used, in

preference to '7^, ), ^'^, or n«, to denote

the internal mode of the Divine com-

nuuiication which the prophet received,

has been maintained by some who com-

pare ''T''?! '^^'^; "''"', " the Spirit of Jeho-

vah spake in me," 2 Sam. xxiii. 2 ;
Num.

xii. 6, and particularly Zech. i. 9, 13,

14, ii. 2, 7, iv. 1, 4, 5, v. 5, 10, vi. 4,

where the interpreting angel that ad-

dressed him in vision is uniformly styled

"3 -ii^rt Tjwbrarr, the Angel that spake in me,

which the LXX. as uniformly render

d \aKS>v iv ifxai This view was an-

ciently expressed by Jerome, who says,

"Sed et hoc notandum, ex eo quod dix-

erat, ut videam quid loquatur in me,

propheticam vision em et eloquium Dei

non extrinsicus ad Prophetas_ fieri, sed

intrinsicus et interiori homini respon-

dere." The same construction is put

upon the phrase by Delitzscb, in his

able commentary on our prophet. But

it seems after all more than doubtful

whether any such construction can fairly

be put upon the phrase in most of

the passages in which it occurs. In

2 Sam. xxxiii. 2 it may be admitted,

though through or by will equally

well suit. The other declarations made

Num. xii. 6, show that it cannot there

be so understood, while what Moses

states, taken in connexion with 1 Sam.

xxv, 39, and the passages in Zechariah,

goes to prove that if any stress at all is

to be laid upon the preposition, it must

be regarded as conveying the idea of

familiar or intimate communication. In

'Pinpin, the suflSx is not to be taken pas-

sively, but actively ; i. e. the nmin, ar-

gument, complaint, reproof, or in what way

soever the word may be rendered, was

not any employed by others, but what the

prophet hiiriself had employed in the pre-

ceding chapter. What he was desirous

of obtaining, was an answer to the state-

ment which he had there made respect-

ing the Divine conduct in permitting

the Chaldeans to multiply their conquests

without end. Maurer : "causa queri-

moniae mejE."

2. pin, the vision, or prophetic matter

which was about to be communicated to

the prophet. That the idea of digging,

boring, or graving, is to be attached to
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For the vision is still for an appointed time.

But it shall speak at the end, and not lie

;

Though it should delay, wait for it,

For it will surely come, and not tarry.

ifc^l, the position of the verb in such con-

nexion clearly forbids. Had the cha-

racter of the writing been durability,

such an idea might fitly have been ex-

pressed by a word signifying to grave or

dig deep, into a hard substance, but as it

is unquestionably legibility that is in-

tended, we are compelled to understand

the verb as relative to 2n?, and that either

as a new Imperative, or as an adverbial

Infinitive qualifying it. In the latter

case the clause should be rendered,

Write the vision, and that clearly. Thus
the LXX. : Tpaip-ov opaaiv, Knl aacpas.

The Targ. has ^fQMi «n«i2p sjtto, with

which the Syr. so far agrees, rendering

the verb by ,.^1^, to explain. Comp.

—la'rj 1^3—Plans'), write—very plainly,

Deut. xxvii. 8. The command, there-

fore, has respect to the size, and not to

tlie depth of the writing, nin"?:], tables,

having the article, Ewald thinks the

prophet refers to the tables which were
openly exhibited in the market-place,

on which public announcements were
graven in large and clear characters, in

common use among the people. The
article, however, may only designate the

tables which were to be employed for

the purpose. It may merely indicate

these as definite in the mind of the

speaker. This is often the case in

Hebrew, when it cannot be rendered by
the definite article in other languages.

For the writing tablets of the ancients,

see on Is. viii. 1. The LXX. have
TTv^iov, boxwood. The reason why the

prophecy should be easily legible, is

stated to be, that whosoever read it

might run and publish it to all within

his reach. It was a joyful message to

the Jews, involving as it did the de-

struction of their oppressor, and their

own consequent deliverance. Compare
Dan. xii. 4, n^in 773711 cn-i v.^^ir;', "Many
shall run to and fro," viz. with the ex-

planation of the prophecy when unsealed,
" and knowledge shall be increased."

The two passages are remarkably pa-

rallel as to their general meaning, though

the times and events to which they

refer are totally different. Comp. also

Rev. xxii. 17, Kai o clkoxkcv iiiraTe'

"Epxov ! yTi, to run, is equivalent to

K3?, to prophesy, Jer. xxiii. 21, obviously

on the principle that those who were

charged with a divine message were to

use all despatch in making it known.
The common interpretation, indeed, re-

presents the meaning to consist in the

writing being so large as to be easily

read even by persons who were hasting

past it. But in order to bear this con-

struction, the words must read thus

:

fxi li Nn]?; i^ob, that the runner, or, he

that runneth, may read it. Besides, such

an addition would scarcely be requisite

after in|, and certainly would not corre-

spond to the force of
f?'?!',

in order that,

with which the hemistich commences.
3. The particles 'S, audi, in no^i, are

correlative, ^?^o, from "i?;, tofix, appoint,

denotes, in such connexion, a season or

period of time definitely fixed in the

purpose of God for the occurrence of

the predicted events. It is frequently

employed by Daniel in this acceptation,

along with yi7, the end, or termination

of the state of the things comprehended
in the prophecy. Comp. Dan. viii. 17,

19, xi. 27, 3.5; and somewhat similar

phraseology, chap. viii. 26, x. 14. The
term obviously implies that the period

was still future, which is also expressed

by the use of lis, still, yet. This adverb

is too closely connected in sense with
i5?iQ, to admit of the rendering of Mi-
chaelis: " There will still come a vision,

which shall determine the time ;" which

lie refers to Jeremiah's prophecy of the

seventy years, np^ has been variously

translated, LXX. aVoreXei; Syr. j^ji

to come; Viilg. apparebit ; Targ. |ii!no,

prepared. As, like its cognates np^ and
np3, the root nis, of which np^ is the

future in Hiphil, signifies to breathe,

blow, ptiff, Michaelis, Bauer, Staudlin,

De Wette, Hesselberg, Maurer, Winer,
Hitzig, Ewald, and Hengstenberg, in his

Psalms, vol. i. p. 255, contend, that it is
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4 Behold the proud ! his soul is not right within him
;

here to be taken in the acceptation of

panting, hasting, eagerly movingforward
to an object, and that the meaning is,

that the prophecy hastened to its accom-

plishment. Such construction, however,

requires us to attach to yi?. the idea of

the object or objects on which a pro-

phecy terminates, the end or extreme

point beyond which its import does not

extend. But the word nowhere occurs

in this acceptation, but, as DeUtzsch has

shown, it always designates, in a pro-

phetico-chronological sense, the time of

the end, whatever may be the compass

of events to which reference may be had.

Besides, '^tl and ^?^'^'? are so obviously

parallel, that they do not admit of being

differently construed, yi?^ here, is only

an abbreviation of the phrase yR'ns'^, Dan.

viii. 17, of which we have again a varied

form in yp. ^?iD"^, ver. 19. I therefore

agree with Abarbanel, Jarchi, Kimchi,

Vatablus, Calvin, Cocceius, Rosenmiiller,

WolfF, and Delitzsch, in assigning to

np; in this place the acceptation of speak-

ing, breathing out words, in which accep-

tation the verb is used Prov. xii. 17,

xiv. 5, 25, xix. 5, 9. This interpretation

derives support from the antithetical

an^ vh-\, in which the idea of speaking is

obviously implied. The meaning of the

verse will accordingly be, that though

the destruction of the Chaldean power,

about to be predicted, was not to take

place immediately, yet it was definitely

fixed in the Divine counsel, and would

infallibly happen at the termination of

the period appointed for the exercise of

its oppression, and for the deliverance of

the captive Hebrews ; it was to be an

object of confident expectation, though

its arrival might be somewhat protracted.

For npnm, see on Is. xxix. 9. «i; «3,

is emphatic, denoting the certainty of

the event. in«, signifies to stay long,

and intimates that the predicted event

would not be protracted to any great

length. Instead of inx; vh, upwards of

forty of Kennicott and De Rossi's MSS.,

four ancient editions, the LXX., Aquil.,

Syr., Targ., and Vulg., read in«^ n''^.

4. Most interpreters apply the former

hemistich of this verse to the Chaldeans,

supposing the denunciation against them

to begin here ; but its coherence with

the preceding verse is too close to admit
of this construction, while the latter

hemistich, were such application ad-

mitted, would awkwardly interrupt the

prophecy at its very [commencement.
On the other hand, the whole verse

most naturally and appropriately applies

to the Jewish people, and contains

a description of those who would
proudly reject the prophetic vision,

and of those who would give it a

cordial reception : the two members
forming a marked and striking anti-

thesis. "JDi?, of which nbB^ may either be
the third feminine singular of Pual, or a

noun formed from that part of the verb,

occurs elsewhere only in Hiphil, Num.
xiv. 44 ; but it is evident, from the use

of the derivative 'JE», as denoting a
swelling, tumour, mount, hill, &c., and
the comparison of the context of both

passages, that it is employed metapho-
rically to express the idea of mental

inflation, elation, pride, presumption, or

the like. Such Hebrew usage supports

the relation of the verb to the Arab.

^y^S., tumore laboravit, rather than to

(IaCj neglexit vel omisit rem, per so-

cordiam non curavit, for which Pococke

contends at great length in his Porta

Mosis ; though the rendering of the

LXX. viroaTeiXrjrai, and that of Aquila,

v(oxeKiv6fievov, may both be referred to

the radical notion conveyed by this

root. Its reference to "jen, to set, become

dark, as proposed by Abarbanel, and

approved by Deutsch and WolfF, cannot

be sustained. Nor must it be overlooked,

that though the following words, rn'ij «"?

ia iilSpj, are not to be regarded as epexe-

getical of the term in question, they

nevertheless appear to have been sug-

gested by it. 1^ signifies not only to

be straight or right, in opposition to being

crooked, but a\so,even, level,plain, smooth,

in opposition to what is rough, rugged,

and difficult. See 1 Kings vi. 35 ;
Ezra

viii. 21 ; Ps. v. 9 ; Prov. xxiii. 31, where

Dn^''Da Tjl^nn: means, goeth sweetly or

pleasantly down, or as Jerome gives it,

ingreditur blande ; De Dieu, subitfacil-

lime. Comp. the Ari\h. .m.}^, faciUs full
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res
;

facilitas, lenitas. Of the reading

ns'jw, found in one of Kennicott's MSS.,

or HEbj?, as it is written in another, no

account is to be made, though in his

Dissert. Gen. § 72, that author prefers

it to that which is attested by all the other

codices. The Syr. 1]q^, wickedness, is

founded upon a mistake of nb?» for nbw.

ThBV I consider to be an abstract noun,

used elliptically for n^s^ ©'«, a man of
arrogance or presumption, and so to be

rendered adjectively, the proud, presump-

tuous, &c. For instances of similar

ellipsis, comp, n^cn '?«, / am prayer, for

n^n ii?« '?«, / am a man of prayer, Ps.

cix. 4; \'\% arrogance, for pi ffi'«, ??iaw of
arrogance, i.e. arrogant, Jer. 1, 31, 32;
Dan.ix. 23. Hpt' '^^"'Pn) ^^o" "''^ delights,

for nn« niipn «'«, thou art a man of
delights, i.e. greatly beloved, as it is

expressed in full, chap. x. 11, 19. See

on Micah vi. 9. The term is thus

strictly antithetical to P''7?, the just, in

the following hemistich, precisely as the

predicate in i^'pj rn'\?5^-«'?, his soul is not

right within him, is to n;n^ injraxa, hy his

faith he shall live. With respect to this

latter point ofantithesis, it must be evident,

that, as ^^, the latter predicate, signifies

not merely to live, but to live well, be

happy, the former must convey the idea

of its opposite. This was clearly per-

ceived by Luther, who often discovers a

wonderful sagacity in seizing upon tlie

meaning of a passage, though in his

translation he may not adhere to the

strict significations of single words. He
renders the words thus: Siehe wer hals-

starrig ist, der ivird keine Ruhe in seinem

Herzenhaben. " Behold he who is stubborn

shall have no tranquillity in his heart."

So also Gesenius: " Lo, the lofty-minded,

his soul is not tranquil within him."

Maurer :
" Non planus, complanatus, com-

positus,tranquillus,&c., est animus ejus."

To this interpretation I adhere, as best

meeting the exigency of the passage.

While those Jews who, elated by false

views of securit)% refused to listen to the

Divine message should have their security

disturbed, and their minds agitated by
the calamities with which they would be

visited, such as lived righteously before

God and men, should experience true

happiness in the exercise of faith in that

message, and others which God might
communicate to them by his prophets.

Thus a Lapide :
" Incredulus habet ani-

mam, id est vitam, non rectam, sed dis-

tortam, anxiam, miseram, et infelicem
;

jussus autem in fide et spe sua agit vitam
rectam, putalgetam, quietam, sanctam et

felicem." is, in, or within him, is added
to show that the verb iffi|l is not to be
taken here as referring to any thing of

an objective character, such as the Divine

estimation, agreeably to the meaning of

the phrase rnrr \y9? w, to be right in the

sight of Jehovah, but must be understood

as marking the subjective sphere of the

predicate. For the fullest view of the

various constructions, both logical and
philological, that have been put upon
this verse, I refer the more curious reader

to Delitzsch. From the discrepancy

existing between the Hebrew, and the

version of the LXX., some have argued

a corruption of the former, and have
proposed emendations, but the difference

has arisen either from a desire on the

part of these translators to render the

sense plainer, or from their mistaking one
letter for another that is similar. They
render, eav vTvocrrdkrjTat ovk evSo/cei -q

'^vx'l fJ-oviv avra. 6 de St'/catos eK ir'icrTeas

jxov (r]a-€Tai. To such rendering, its

quotation by Paul in Heb. x. 38 gives

no sanction, since he not unfrequently

quotes passages from that version, con-

taining renderings to which there never

could have been anything corresponding

in the Hebrew text. In the present

instance he takes a liberty with the

version itself, placing the latter part of

the verse first, and the former last, and
omitting [j.ov after wiaris. Nor, it must
further be observed, is it his intention

either here, or in Rom. i. 17, and Gal.

iii. 11, in employing the words, o Bikuios

e/c nio'Teas ^rjaerai, to maintain, that the

doctrine of justification by faith in Christ

is taught by Habakkuk ; he merely

applies the principle laid down by the

prophet respecting the instrumentality

of faith in securing the safety and happi-

ness of the pious portion of the Jewish
people to the subject of which he is

treating—the influence of faith in the

gospel scheme of salvation. As P'?? is
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Moreover wine is treacherous
;

The haughty man stayeth not at home,

Because he enlargeth his desire as Sheol

;

He is even as death, and cannot be satisfied
;

He gathereth for himself all the nations,

And collecteth for himself all the people.

Shall not all these utter an ode against him,

the nominative absolute, insinxa cannot

be connected with it, except in regard to

the pronominal reference, but must be

joined with n^n;, as for the rirjhteous, he

shall live hy Msfaith. From the circum-

stance, however, that the two former

words are, in most MSS. and editions,

joined hy the accents Merca and Tiphca,

while the latter, as a disjunctive, separates

the second from the third, it might seem
that the Rabbins construed the clause

thus: but the just by his faith, shall live.

And this construction would seem to

confirm the hypothesis that in his quota-

tion, Rom. i. 17, Gal. iii. 11, the Apostle

connects ex Tri'o-rews with o biKaios, and
not with (-qa-erai. ; but as quoted by him,

Heb. X. 38, the former division of the

words alone suits the connexion, in

which his object evidently is to show the

necessity of faith as a means of per-

severance under all the afflictions and
persecutions of the christian life. See

Owen on the passage.

5. The two first lines of this verse

partake of the nature of a proverb, being

expressed in a short and pithy manner,

and admitting of general application. It

is, however, obvious from the connexion

with what follows, that they are in-

troduced with special reference to the

Chaldean power, the nefarious conduct

of which the prophet immediately pro-

ceeds to describe. The phrase ^5^Il |:.'n,

wine is a deceiver, has its parallel, Prov.

XXX. 1, Vpn yb, wine is a mocker. ^^
occurs only here, and Prov. xxi. 24,

where, from its connexion with Tl, proud,

as its synonyme, it clearly signifies elated,

haughty, LXX. dka^wv. Chald. "in>, as

used by the Rabbins, superbit. See Buxt.

in voc. Thus also in the Nazarsean Syr.

7

3ai*> Ethpa. superivit. There is, there-

fore, no necessity for recurring to the

Arab., the attempted derivations from

which are very precarious. The in-

troductory particles '? f]i<T are designed

to connect the proper prophecy with

what had just been developed of the

vision, as that which formed the most
important part of it. fl« is expi-essive of

addition, and '? of certainty. That the

prophet has his eye upon the intem-

perance tc which the Babylonians were
greatly addicted, there can belittle doubt.

Comp. Dan. v.; with Herod, i. 191
;

Xenoph. Cyrop. vii. 5, 15. " Babylonii

maxime in vinum et quae ebrietatem

sequuntur effusi sunt." Curtius, v. 1.

How strikingly was the deceptive cha-

racter of wine exemplified in the case of

Belshazzar ! rn:, primarily signifies to

dwell, remain at rest, which signification

better suits the present passage than the

secondary one of being decorous, proper,

&c., adopted by the Vulg., Ewald, and
some others. Still it is a question, whether

the not remaining tranquil is to be viewed

as a voluntary or as an involuntary act.

The Targ., Rashi, Kimchi, Ben-Melee,
De Wette, Justi, Maurer, and Delitzsch,

refer it to the forcible ejection of

the Babylonians: Abenezra, Abarbanel,

Rosenmiiller, Wolff", Wahl, Gesenius,and

Hitzig, to their restless disposition, by
which they were continually impelled to

go forth upon new expeditions for con-

quest. The latter seems, from what
follows, to be the preferable interpreta-

tion. For i«5p3 '?i«ffi3 ^'HT) see on Is.

V. 14, and comp. Prov. xxvii. 20, xxx. 1.5.

The insatiable desire of conquest, which
specially showed itself in the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar, is here forcibly pre-

dicted. ''i3rr':i3 and own-Vs must be

restricted to all the nations with which
the Jews were familiar.

6. Comp. Is. xiv. 4, and see my notes

on "Jipp as there occurring. ^?'/''? occurs

only here, and Prov. i. 6, in which verse

also all the three synonymes "J^o,
'^'f?^,
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A song of derisive taunt against him, and say

:

Wo to him that increaseth that which is not his !

How long ?

And ladeth himself with many pledges !

Shall not they rise up suddenly that have lent thee on usury ?

And awake that shall shake thee violently ?

And thou shalt become their prey.

and HTn are found. It properly signifies

derision, taunt, scorn, from yi'', to stammer,

speak barbarously or unintelligibly; hence

to mode, deride; and thus the sub-

stantive obtained the acceptation, taunt,

taunting song. LXX. (jKOTstvov \6yov.

In later Hebrew the word is used to

denote poetry in general. HTn means
oratio irijlexa, perplexa, an enigma, higlily

figurative and difficult language, requiring

acuteness and ingenuity fully to under-

stand it. Comp. the Arab, jls^j d^
siiperavit negotii diffictdtatem. Delitzsch

rot unaptly instances the words '^''V^'P,

ver, 6, '^•'5«.% ver. 7, and p?^^., ver. 16,

as enigmata of this description. The
derisive ode or song commences im-

mediatel}', and occupies the rest of the

chapter. It consists of five stanzas, the

three first of which are composed of

three verses each, the fourth of four

verses, and the last of two. Each stanza

has its distinct and appropriate subject;

and, with the exception of the last, they

all commence with 'in, wo, the denuncia-

tive interjection ; and have each a verse

at the close, beginning with '3
; thus

forming an organic whole of singular

force and beauty. "id^'I is to be taken

impersonally or collectively. to^'Ql?' has

been variously interpreted. Several of the

Rabbins, the Syr., Vulg., and after them
Luther, and other translators, take it to be
compounded of ys, dense, and TD'p, clay,

which ten of Kennicott's MSS. read as

two words, and most commentators who
follow them suppose riches or earthly

goods to be meant ; but it is more in

accordance with the grammatical form of

the word to regard it as a quadriliteral

noun, from the root teas, to exchange,

give a pledge ; in Hiph., to lend on a

pledge. The signification of the noun
is thus correctlj' given by Lee :

" an
accumidation of pledges in the hand of

an unfeeling usurer." The form is that

of VbtDi? as in 'J'^^n from "jsn ; Tins or inns

from no?
;

in^iD from i?p
; Tipi^ from ipi\

The reduplication expresses intensity or

augmentation. Maurer, copia jngnorum
captorum, an interpretation already given

by Nic. Fuller in his Miscell. Sac. lib. v.

cap. viii. The Chaldean power is thus

represented as a rapacious and cruel

usurer, who had accumulated the property

of others, and from whom it would again

be taken. Comp. Deut. xxiv. 10—13,

for the use of ^35, and the law against

cruelty in usurers. The hypothesis of

Delitzsch, thatto'tpas is, as an enigmatical

term, to be understood both as a com-
pound, and as a quadriliteral, is not in

keeping with his usual good sense.

7. 3?nE), suddenly, corresponds to 'nn-iS',

how long ? in the preceding verse, and
not improbably refers to the unexpected-
ness of the attack made upon Babylon
by the Medes and Persians. See on Is.

xxi. 3, 4. ^'Pi properly signifies to bite, and
thus it is rendered in most versions. Some
translate, oppress ; but, since it likewise

signifies to lend on usury, there can be
little doubt the prophet intended it to

be understood in this acceptation, as a

striking antithesis to ctp2^ at the close

of the preceding verse. Comp. the Ai-am.
7

nD^, 'l\^;^,momordit,usuras exegit. Arab.

it^J>, the same. The same mode of

speech was not unknown both to the

Greeks and Romans. Aristoph. Nub.
i. \2,8aKv6iJ.euos vno Tav xp^^v. Lucan.
i. 171, usura vorax. The meaning is,

that as the Babylonians had cruelly

amassed the property of others, so other

nations, like devouring usurers, would
unmercifully deprive them of all they

had acquired. 'iSi?)^, defective for ^'^'\>^%

as in Jud. xvi. 20. 'IWI?; ^'le Til.

participle of 3?ii, to shake, agitate. The

R II
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8 Because thou hast pkmdered many nations,

All the remainder of the people shall plunder thee ;

Because of the blood of men, and of the violence done to the earth,

To the city, and all that dwell in it.

I Wo to him that procureth wicked gain for his house,

That he may establish his nest on high,

To be preserved from the power of calamity.

Thou hast devised what is a disgrace to thy house,

Cutting off many people, and sinning against thyself.

For the stone crieth out from the wall,

And the brick from the timber answereth it

:

10

11

reduplicate form conveys the idea of

violent or excessive agitation. The allu-

sion is to the violent seizure of a debtor

by his creditor. See Matt, xviii. 28.

8. The remainder of the nations con-

sisted of those who had escaped the

devastation of the Chaldeans. The terms

man, earth, and city, are to be understood

generally, and are not to be restricted to

the Jews, with their country and its

metropolis. V^t^'^^H is the genitive of

object.

9. In the stanza, comprising this and

the two following verses, the avarice and

selfishness of the Chaldeans are de-

nounced. The phrase 5?§| S!J':i is very

common in Hebrew. The verb denotes

to cut, or break off, as the Orientals,

especially the Chinese do, pieces of silver

and other metals in their money transac-

tions with each other. Hence it came

to be applied, in a bad sense, to such as

were greedily occupied with such transac-

tions, and its derivative 5?S3, to signify

wicked gain, lucre. To mark it, in the

present instance, as specially atrocious,

!?•}, ivicked, is added, n;?, house, stands

here for the royal family
; p., nest, for the

arx regia, to express its inaccessible

height, the allusion being taken from the

nest of the eagle, which is built on high

rocks, difficult of access. See Job

xxxix. 27, and comp. Numb. xxiv. 21
;

Jer. xlix. 16.

10. "Thou hast devised disgrace to

thy house," means, thy schemes and

projpcts shall issue in the infamy of thy

family. Instead of ni^i^, the infinitive of

nap^, die ancient versions have read ni^p,

the preterite of y?!7. The infinitive may

either follow in construction 525; pre-

ceding, or the following «i2in. I have
adopted the latter, and rendered it parti-

cipially. It properly denotes the direct

aim of the action predicated by the pre-

ceding finite verb. For the last clause,

comp. Prov. viii. 36, xx. 2.

11. An exquisite instance of bold and
daring personification, by which the

materials used in the construction of the

royal palace, and other sumptuous build-

ings, at Babylon, are introduced as re-

sponsively complaining of the injustice

which they had suffered, either in their

having been taken from their original

owners, or in their being made sub-

servient to the scenes of wickedness that

wei-e enacted in their presence. Comp.
Luke xix. 40. The Targ. adds to the

first line, n'b D3«7 ?», because violence has

been done to it. D'ps occurs only here,

but from the signification of the cognate

Syr. . m<^>> . connexuit, it has been sup-

posed to mean the cross beam by which

the walls of a building are held together.

Thus Sym., Theod., and the 5th vers.,

a-vvdeajjios, LXX. Kcivdapos, scarabceus,

but which some think was originally kuv-

Orjpiov, which Vitruvius explains as

signifying a cross beam. Arab. S>yi\,

jj -sA!) ^j the pin from the wood.

According to the Mishnah, the word

signifies a half brick, which Parchon

also gives as the meaning. He thus

describes it :
l^unDi l"""^'^ °'=^i^ °'^^"' '^ °'°^

D'rnn cm ''3131 Din 'te, s77udl bric/cs pre-

pared in the kiln, like potterTj, and used
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12

13

14

15

Wo to him tliat buildeth a town tlirougli bloodshed,

And establisheth a city through injustice.

Behold ! is it not from Jehovah of hosts ?

So that the people shall labour for the very fire ;

Yea, the nations shall weary themselves for mere vanity.

For the earth shall be filled

With the knowledge of the glory of Jehovah,

As the waters cover the sea.

Wo to him that giveth drink to his neighbour,

Pouring out thy wrath, and making him drunk

;

In order to look upon their nakedness.

in building edifices. This interpretation

is confirmed by the rendering of Aquila,

/Lta^u, what is baked, and by the abundant

use of bricks by the Babylonians, which

are still visible in the ruins of their city.

Citing this passage in the Taanith,

Rashi explains it to be "half a brick

which is usually laid between two layers

of wood," Delitzsch. That it was not

the wood itself is evident from the

following ysjp, from or out of the wood,

except we take the preposition as in-

dicating the material of which the beam
consisted. In this latter case, the words

should be rendered, And the wooden
beam answereth it ; but against such

construction the parallel T'i?'?, out of the

wall, is an insuperable objection.

12, 13. The subject of the third stanza,

which begins here, was naturally sug-

gested by the concluding verse of the

preceding. The riches which enabled

the king of Babylon to rebuild and

enlarge the royal city, were procured in

the bloody wars in which he had
engaged ; and the works themselves

were carried up by people from different

parts of the empire, and by captives

from other nations. The preposition p
prefixed in nin;' nsin, points out the ulti-

mate cause of the destruction of the

Babylonian empire—the overruling pro-

vidence of God, who, in order to give

prominence to his resistless omnipotence,

is designated ni«l^ rnrr, Jehovah of hosts.

For this epithet, see on Is. i. 9. '12 is

not a poetic form for 3, but is intensive,

'1, s\gn\iy\ng sufficiency, abundance. The
preposition here points out the final issue

or result of the labour and fatigue con-

nected with the erections in question,

the conflagration and depopulation of

the city of Babylon. The last two
lines of ver. 13 are found in Jer. li. 58;
only ^\^ and P'l have exchanged places,

^D5ri stands for "iDsr:, and the detective

form w;;i for 1W".% For the destruction

by fire, comp. Jer. li. 30, 58 ; for her

desolation, ver. 43. Hitzig, from the

mere circumstance of the use of the same
terms Micah vii. 10, applies the pro-

phecy to Jehoiakim

!

14. This verse is clearly predictive of

the gospel dispensation, to the introduc-

tion of which the destruction of the

Babylonian power was indispensable, in-

asmuch as it involved the deliverance

of the Jews from captivity, and their

re-occupation of their own land before

the advent of the Messiah. See on Is.

xi. 9, 11, the former of which verses

contains a similar prediction of the same
event. P^, sea, is used for the bed of the

sea.

15. The commencement of the fourth

stanza. Though the idea of the shame-
less conduct of drunkards, here depicted,

may have been borrowed from tlie profli-

gate manners of the Babylonian court,

yet the language is not to be taken

literally, as if the prophet were describing

such manners, but, as the sequel shows, is

applied allegorically to the state of stupe-

faction, prostration, and exposure, to

which the conquered nations were reduced

by the Chaldeans. See on Is. li. 17, 20;
and comp. Ps. Ixxv. 8; Jer. xxv. 15—28,

xlix. 12, li. 7; Ezek. xxiii. 31, 32 ; Rev.
xiv. 10, xvi. 9, xviii. 6. irr??T is a collective,

and thus is equivalent to in'p in tlie
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16

17

Thou art filled with shame, not with glory ;

Drink thou also, and show thyself uncircumcised
;

The cup of Jehovah's right hand shall come round to thee.

And great ignominy shall be upon thy glory.

For the violence done to Lebanon shall cover thee,

As the destruction of beasts terrifieth them ;

plural, which is required to agree with

the suffix in nnnis^p. The latter noun

is derived from 1137, Arab. Xc, to be

naked, as its synonyme Tms is from
rn^. In ^non is a change from the

third person to the second, for the

sake of effect. There not being any
thing in the ancient Greek versions cor-

responding to the ^, is no ground for

its rejection, since their authors fre-

quently took liberties even when pro-

fessedly most verbal, nnn is not the

construct of riDn or nnn, bottle, but of

fi?!7, heat, or nrath. Conip. '•nnm D^aiiw,

Is. Ixiii. 6, and li. 17; Jer. xxv. 15;
Rev. xvi. 19. Delitzsch attempts in vain

to set aside the signification of pour, as

inhering in the root ncp ; Ai-ab. ^^^slm,

effudit. Cognate Tjpttj. Targ. rp\ 13^

is the infinitive used instead of the

participle. The language of the con-

cluding clause of the verse is expressive

of the deepest humiliation on the one
liand, and of the most haughty wanton-
ness on the other.

16. The preposition in ^^3^'? is nega-
tive, as in 2TOa s?-\ mrt«, Ps. ill. 5. The
full force of the hemistich is, "Thou art

satiated, but it is with shame, not with

glory." Kimchi and others, comparing
ff?1!?L'Di3, Is. li. 17, and "Ji'^ ^IP, Zech.
xii. 2, suppose that in ''!i5rr, be thou

uncircumcised, there is a transposition

of the letters "S and ">, and that the verb

has originally been ^Tf^., reel or stagcjer.

And thus the LXX. (fcapSm ad\ev6r]ri

Kal a-fia-BrjTi.) have interpreted it, and
have been followed by the Arab., Syr.,

and Vulg. There is, however, such a

manifest agreement with n'T59,pM(/eH(/a

eorum, at the close of the preceding
verse, that the interpretation cannot be
admitted. In the mouth of a Hebrew
no term could have expressed more in-

eflTable contempt. Comp. 1 Sam.xvii. 36.

As the Chaldeans had treated the nations

which they conquered in the most dis-

gusting manner, so they, in their turn,

should be similarly treated. To express

the certainty of the event, the verbs are

in the imperative. See on Is. vi. 10.

3iDn is the future in Niphal, and conveys
the idea of the cup of suffering being

transfeiTcd from one nation to another,

each, in its turn, being made to drink of

it. Comp. Jer. xxv. 6; Lam. iv. 21.

y^Vp., the Vul. renders, vomitus ignomiiiice,

as if compounded of 'i? for ^«''I?, vomit, and
'[i"'!^, shame. In nine MSS. it is read as

two words, and this etymology is ap-

proved by most Jewish and Christian

interpreters. It is, however, more in

accordance with the genius of the

Hebrew language, to regard it as a re-

duplicate form of p''!', employed for the

sake of intensity, after the form '"^jdV.

:

only instead of X^^V^p. we have the softer

pV^'?.. Comp. the Syr. p for D^"??)^.

a 7

Thus the LXX. aTi,yi,ia; Syr. ]i,^.

.

Targ. w^i?' The glory ofthe Babylonians

was to be completely eclipsed by the

deep disgrace in which they should be

involved.

17. p3i'^ Don and ynx'Cnn are genitives

of object. That Lebanon is not here to

be vmderstood literally, but figuratively,

of Jerusalem, seems fully established by
the prophetic style in other passages,

especially Jer. xxii. 23; Ezek. xvii.3, 12;

Zech. xi. 1. The aptness of the figure

consists partly in the circumstance, tliat

cedars from that mountain were em-
ployed in the construction of the temple

and other houses in Jerusalem, 1 Kings

vi. 9, 10, 18, vii. 2, ix. 10, 11 ; 2 Chron.

i. 15; and partly in its stateliness and
grandeur as the metropolis. Against

this interpretation, the objections do

not apply which Delitzsch makes to

the opinion of those who maintain that
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Because of the blood of men, and the violence done to the earth,

To the city, and all that dwell in it.

18 What profiteth the graven image which its maker gravcth

The molten image, and the teacher of falsehood ?

In which the maker of his work trusteth

—

Making dumb idols.

19 Woe to him that saith to the wood, Awake !

Wake up ! to the dumb stone.

It teach ! There it is,

Overlaid with gold and silver,

But there is no breath at all within it.

20 But Jehovah is in his holy temple
;

by Lebanon the land of Palestine is

meant, hds, to cover, is used emphati-

cally to express the completeness of the

destruction which should overtake the

Chaldeans. Similar violence to that

which they had exercised should be

brought upon themselves. The "i in "iffi^

is a particle of comparison, retaining,

indeed, its ordinary conjunctive power,

but also introducing a clause designed

to illustrate the preceding. Of this idiom,

the following are instances : ^)1' "'o?'? °?^
riw WIT F|fflT 1331, Man is horn to trouble,

AND (as) birds of prey fly aloft. Job v. 7.

75«b Dsip^ •^jm inan y'm ^i><-^3. For the ear

trieth words, and (as) the palate tasteth

food. This construction entirely obviates

the difficulty which necessarily attaches

to the attempts that have been made to

interpret the ninna, beasts, of the inhabi-

tants of Palestine. The prophet com-
pares the confusion and destruction which
should come upon the enemy of the Jews
to those experienced by the wild beasts

when brought into circumstances from
which they cannot escape, nnn, signifies

to be broken, broken in pieces, destroyed,

confounded, terrified. In the present

form ]n'n^, the Yod is substituted for the

Dagesh in the regular form ]nn^, as

TjO'ni7 for '^•^^^l,, Is. xxxiii. 1. The Nun
appended is not paragogic, but the ver-

bal suffix of the third feminine plural,

agreeing with ninn?. There is no suf-

ficient ground for changing \ into f,
thougli the authors of some of the ancient

versions may have thus read. For the

last clause, see on ver. 8.

18, 19. These verses expose the folly

of idolatry to which the Babylonians

were wholly addicted. It might be sup-

posed, from all the other stanzas having

been introduced by a denunciatory 'in,

ivo, that a transposition has here taken

place, and that the nineteenth ought to

be read before the eighteenth ; and

Green has thus placed them in his trans-

lation ; but there is a manifest propriety

in anticipating the inutility of idols, in

close connexion with what the prophet

had just announced respecting the down-

fal of Babylon, before delivering his de-

nunciation against their worshippers

themselves, 's, in both instances, is used

as a relative pronoun, as in Gen. iii. 19,

iv. 25 ; Is. Ivii. 20. The idol is called

" a teacher of falsehood," on account of

the lying oracles that were connected

with its worship. For these verses,

compare Is. xliv. 9—20 ; Jer. x. In

the latter part of the nineteenth verse,

the language is highly and pointedly

ironical. niV «in, it teach ! is an em-
phatic form of putting a question which

requires a negative reply, rnv forms a

paronomasia with rnin in the preceding

verse. «in nan, there it is. Such is the

force of the interjection T\ir} in this place

—it not being followed as usual by the

accusative, but for the sake of making
the idol more prominent, by the nomi-

native case.

20. In striking contrast with the utter

nihility of idols, Jehovah is here intro-

duced, at the close of the prophecy, as

the invisible Lord of all, occupying his
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Keep silence before him all the earth.

celestial temple, whence he is ever ready Comp. Is. xxvi. 21. Such a God it

to interpose his omnipotence foi* the de- becomes all to adore in solemn and pro-

liverance and protection of his people, found silence. Ps. Ixxvi. 8, 9 ; Zeph.

and the desti-uction of their enemies, i. 7; Zech. ii. 13.

CHAPTER III.

Though forming a distinct whole, this chapter is intimately connected with the two

preceding, the subjects contained in which it presupposes, and is evidently de-

signed to afford consolation to the Jews during the national calamities ther^

anticipated. It exhibits a regular ode, beginning with a bi'ief, but simple and

appropriate exordium; after which follows the main subject, which is treated in

a manner perfectly free and unrestrained, as the different topics rose, one after

another, in the powerfully excited mind of the prophet ; and finishes with an

epigrammatic resumption of the point first adverted to in the introduction, and

the practical lesson which the piece was intended to teach.

With respect to the body of the ode, interpreters are greatly divided in opinion-

The Fathers generally, and after them many Catholic commentators, and among

Protestants, Cocceius, Bengel, Roos, and others, apply the whole chapter, with

certain modifications, to New Testament times, and subject it to all the uncer-

tainty of imaginary interpretation. But the principal point of disagreement

relates to the theophania, or Divine interposition, so sublimely set forth, ver. 3

—

15. According to the Targum, Abarbanel, Abenezra, Tarnovius, Munster,

Clarius,'Drusius, Schnurrer, Herder, Michaelis, Green, Lowth, Tingstadius, Eich-

liorn, Justi, Hesselberg, Ackermann, and Ewald, the prophet adverts to the won-

derful displays of the power and majesty of God during the early history of the

Hebrews. Maurer, Hitzig; and Delitzsch, on the other hand, contend that the

future interposition of Jehovah for tlie destruction of the Chaldeans, is what he

exclusively contemplates. The last-mentioned author has not only gone at

great length, and with much minuteness, into the subject, but appears to have

exhausted all his critical and exegetical ingenuity in his attempt to establish his

hypothesis. Taking for granted that i<ii;, ver. 3, cannot, by any possibility, be

construed otherwise than to express the strict futurity of the advent predicated,

he proceeds to show, from what he considers to be the organic structure of the

ode; from the connexion of WOffl and la-ini, ver. 16; and from certain features

of the picture itself, that what he calls the lyric-prophetical view is alone to be

admitted. I must, however, confess, that after a careful examination of his

arguments, I can discover nothing in them that goes to overturn the historical

position adopted by the numerous writers above mentioned. That nothing in

the shape of a regular and specific recital of distinct facts is exhibited in the

tableau, cannot fairly be urged against this interpretation, since such a recital
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would ill accord with the enthusiasm and impetuosity which are so characteristic

of the ode as a species of poetry. The abrupt and rapid transitions of the

prophet did not admit of more than a slight, though sublimely figurative allusion,

to one or two localities, which it was necessary to specify, in order to call up the

general scene of events to the mind of the reader : all the rest is left to be sup-

plied by his familiar acquaintance with the sacred national records. What ho

aims at is to produce a powerful impression, by condensing, within the shortest

possible limits, a view of the magnolia Dei, as exhibited in these records. And
this he does by giving utterance to the total impression which they produced

upon his own mind, rather than by furnishing a detailed historical description.

Regarding the composition in this light, the obscurity and apparent incoherence

which attach to certain parts of it are at once accounted for.

As parallels to this ode, we may adduce Deut. xxxiii. 2—5 ; Jud. v. 4, 5 ;

Ps. Ixviii. 7, 8, Ixxvii. 13—20, cxiv. ; Is. Ixiii. 11—14. That the Holy Spirit

availed himself, so to speak, of some of these passages in presenting the subject

to the view of the prophet, there can, I think, be little doubt. The agreement in

point of phraseology, especially as it respects Ps, Ixxvii. is most palpable. Some,

indeed, have maintained the priority of our ode to the Psalm ; but Delitzsch has

proved, by an elaborate collation of passages and expressions, that this hy-

pothesis is entirely without foundation, and that Habakkuk had the Psalm bi'ought

to his mind, just as he had the song of Moses called up to his recollection.

The following description of this sublime o'le, by the master pen of Bishop

Lowth, is not more beautiful than just :
" The prophet, indeed, illustrates this

subject throughout with equal magnificence ; selecting from such an assemblage

of miraculous incidents, the most noble and important, displaying them in the

most splendid colours, and embellishing them with the sublimest imagery, figures,

and diction, the dignity of which is so heightened and recommended by the

superior elegance of the conclusion, that were it not for a few shades, which the

band of time has apparently cast over it in two or three passages, no composition

of the kind would, I believe, appear more elegant or more perfect than this

poem." Lect. xxviii. Whether the hand of time has really cast any shades

over it will appear in the sequel.

That it was designed for use in public worship, appears both from the inscrip-

tion and the subscription, as well as from the musical term nbo, Selah, occurring

verses 3, 9, 13,

The chapter begins with the title and introduction, ver, 1, 2, Habakkuk

then represents Jehovah as appearing in glorious majesty on Sinai, 3, 4 ; describes

the ravages of the plague in the desert, 5 ; the consternation into which the

nations were thrown by the victorious approach of the Hebrews to Canaan, and

their wars with the inhabitants, 6— 10; specially refers to the celestial phe-

nomenon at Gibeon, 11 ; and then sets forth the auspicious results of the inter-

position of God on behalf of his people, 12—15, The prophet concludes by

resuming the subject of the introduction, 16; and strongly asserting his unshaken

confidence in God in the midst of the anticipated calamity, 17—19.
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A TRAYER of Habakkuk, the prophet : with triumphal music.

O Jehovah ! I heard the report of thee, I was afraid

;

O Jehovah ! revive thy work in the midst of the years

;

1. H/pl?, usually reudered prayers, com-
prehends all kinds of devotional com-
position, whether abounding in petitions,

supplications, &c., or not. Hence it is

applied to' all the Psalms of David

collectively, Ps. Ixxii. 20 ; and is other-

wise only used in the inscriptions of

Psalms xvii. Ixxxvi. xc. cii. cxlii. The
term is derived from ''^s, to separate,

distinguish ; cognate to nbs
; and so to

form an opinion or judgment, to judge,

give a verdict. In Hithpael the verb

signifies to apply to a judge for a favour-

able decision, to supplicate, pray, &c.
;

and is employed at the commencement
of the song of Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 1.

Though the only precatory sentences

are those contained in ver. 2, yet there

are several instances of direct address

to God, which impart to the ode one of

the characteristic features of prayer.

The Lamed prefixed in V'^'^'^V^, is that

of authorship. rhTWb'S. That this is a

musical term seems beyond dispute,

from similar terms occurring in the

titles of the psalms, such as n^narr-'??,

d'jn nav te, &c. For the explanation of

the noun, which only occurs here, and

in the singular p'|Tp, in the title of Ps. vii.,

different methods have been proposed.

Bauer, Herder, Perschke, De Wette,

Rosenmiiller, Lee, Hitzig, and Maurer,

have recourse to the Arabic ^^j

anxius, tristis, mcestus fuit, and render

ni:7ar'j», after the manner of elegies, but

there seems no reason deducible either

from the present ode or from the Psalm,

why they should be thus characterised,

or why they should be sung to a plaintive

tune, but the contrary. Others, as Wahl,

Justi, Gesenius, derive the word from

the Syriac j..^) in Pael, c^) cecinit,

whence ][\, ocP- car^nen, cantus, to

which it has justly been objected, that

it is too vague and indefinite to admit of

adoption. Tlie LXX., indeed, have

i/AtiA/xos- in the Psalm, and here coSiy

;

but without any apparent reference to

the specific meaning of the term. Other
philologists, more reasonably content

themselves with nac, an indigenous
Hebrew verb in common use, signifying

to err, wander, reel, &c. This intei--

pretation Aquila, Symm., and the fifth

Greek version so far support, rendering,

€7rt ayvorjfiaTOiv, which Jerome adopts,

on the principle that n:\ri signifies to sin

through ignorance. To this derivation

Hengstenberg has recently given his

adhesion (Comm. on Psalms, vol. i.

p. 144), but most preposterously aflfirms,

that in om* ode the sins or crrimes of the

Chaldeans are intended. There is nothing
either iji the Psalm or in the song of

Habakkuk to warrant the appropriation

of any such signification of the term.

The most probable explanation is that

given by Delitzsch, who is of opinion

that p'l© means a dithyramhos, or cantio

erratica, a species ofrhythmical composi-

tion, which, from its enthusiastic irregu-

larity, is admirably adapted for songs of

victory or triumph. It is obvious, how-
ever, from the established use of the pre-

position''?', tipon, after the manner of, or

accompanied with, in the titles of the

Psalms, that the plural ni3^3iii, to which,

in like manner, it is here prefixed, must
be imderstood as describing a correspond-

ing kind of music with which the ode

was to be accompanied. The translation

of Theodotion, vnep tQiv iKovaiaafxav,

i.e, as Jerome interprets the words, pro
voluntariis, has, in all probability, some
such reference.

2. The 'Siy^, report of Jehovah, here

referred to by the prophet, does not

mean what God had communicated to

him, but a report respecting Jehovah,
or the punishment which he had threat-

ened to inflict upon the Jews for their

sins. The genitive is that of object.

That it cannot refer to what follows in

the ode is certain, since the exhibition

there given of the Divine interposition

for the overthrow of the enemies of his

people was calculated to inspire the

prophet with joy, and not with the fear
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In the midst of the years make it known :

In wrath remember mercy.

God came from Teman ;

The Holy One from mount Paran : Pause.

of which he declares he was conscious.

His prayei- also, that while punishment

was being inflicted, God would exercise

pity, shows that the Jews, and not the

Chaldeans, were to be the subjects of

the infliction. It may, therefore, be

regarded as certain, that what he has in

view is the prediction chap. i. 6— 11.

The fear with which the prophet was

seized, he particularly describes ver. 16.

By 'fj^SE, thy work, Abarbanel, Kimchi,

Schnurrer, Justi, and some others,

understand the Jews, on the ground
that they are designated the "J^s, work
of Jehovah's hands. Is. xlv. 11 ; but the

simple occurrence of the same word,

irrespective of the specific claims of the

connexion, cannot justify such a con-

struction of the meaning. In chap. i. 5,

the term is used of the Divine judgment
upon the Jews, as it also is Is. v. 12,

and of that upon their enemies, Ps,

Ixiv. 9. This latter sense, which involves

the exercise of the power and goodness

of God on behalf of his people, alone

suits the present context, Comp. Ps.

xc. 16. What the prophet prays for

is the renewal of such interposition.

This he expresses by the strong term
n»n, quicken, restore to life, which sug-

gests the idea of a long cessation of

the avenging and delivering power of

the Most High. It had been, in regard

to its exertion, as if it had been dead,

and required to be called fortli afresh

into action. Thus Jarchi: I'^i'S y^^T{

inyirm in-nw \m'?3 in^n ci D"i-\ffi i:«'0.

Thy former work, when thou didst avenge

us of our enemies, in the midst of the

years of the calamity in which we live,

revive it, i.e. rouse it up, cazise it to return.

Comp. Is. li. 9, 10. No stress is to be

laid on the phrase D'3ffi 3np3, in the midst

of (he years, from which Bengel deduced

so much fanciful support to his chrono-

logical calculations ; maintaining that

the middle point of the years of the

world is meant. The D'?ttj are unquestion-

ably the years, or period of affliction,

which was to come upon the Jewish

people. 2np.3 is not to be taken in the

strict acceptation of the middle point of

any given period of time, but isj as

frequently, only a more emphatic pre-

positive form, instead of 2, in. The
meaning, therefore, simply is, During
the period of suffering, or, in the course

of our punishment by the Chaldeans,

interpose for our deliverance. Symm.
evTos Tav eviavrav. To give pathos to

the language, the pln-ase is repeated

;

and y'7in is added, as synonymous with

in^'H, the suffix of which is to be under-

stood, though not expressed. The verb

3n', to know, is here used in the sense

of experiencing, knowing by experience.

DO'i, the infinitive, is to be regarded

as an accusative. Comp. Ps. xxv. 6 :

nnn nbiyn 'b nnDm nin' ?i'rDm-n3i. It is
T- T •• •

I
V i

-:- T :
I

V -: - t:

merely necessary to exhibit the version

of this verse as now found in the text of

the LXX. to show that it can only

have originated in the amalgamation of

different readings, some of them probably

marginal glosses, and that it would be

most unwarrantable to attempt any
correction of the Hebrew text by it:

Kv'ptf, eiaaKi]Koa rrjv ukotju aov, Kai

((pojSrjdrjv, KaTuvorjaa to. epya a-Qv Kal

i^ldTrjV (V [iiaa> 8vo ^cocov yvuxrOrjcrr],

iv rc5 eyyiXfti' to. irrj eTriyvco(jdij(Tr] (v rd

Tvapelvai rov Kaipov dva8ei)(^6i]ar], ev t<S

rapaxOfjvai rrjv ^vxi'^v p.ov, (v opyrj

eXeovs p,vr]a-6riaT].

3. ni*^^ is not used by any of the

minor prophets except Habakkuk, and

by him only here, and chap. i. 11. It

occurs four times in Daniel, and once

in Isaiah, but never in Jeremiah or

Ezekiel. There is no foundation what-

ever tor the position assumed by Gesenius

and some others, that this use of the

singular belongs to the later Hebrew,
though it is allowed to belong to the

poetic diction. It is employed forty

times in the book of Job, one of the

most ancient specimens of Hebrew com-
position extant, and twice by Moses,

Deut. xxxii. viJii^, Holy, which is here

S S
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His splendour covered the heavens,

And the earth was full of his praise.

parallel to ni''«, God, also occurs in this

application to express the absolute purity

of the Divine Being, Jobvi. 10; Is.

xl. 25 ; and in the plural, D^ipip, Prov.

ix. 10, XXX. 3; Hos. xii. 1. Delitzsch

contends, that, as «:i; is uninfluenced

by any preceding preterite, it cannot

possibly be taken otherwise than as

strictly future in signification, as it is in

form. But this is not the only instance

in which the future stands absolutely at

the commencement of a sentence or

paragraph, yet clearly indicating a past

transaction. Thus Num. xxiii.7, cn«-p,

pbi ':n:.'; Jud. ii. 1, d::?'?»? DDn« n^y«

;

2"Sam'. iii. 33. "i.:!?« nra;: %} ntosrr ; job

iii. 3, in -^)^ nv -ii«> ; Ps. Ixxx. 9, n?'??!??.

r'En. The idiom, in these and similar

cases, is sufficiently accounted for on

the principle that the speaker places

himself, in imagination, anterior to the

action expressed by the verb, and thus,

regarding it as still future, puts the verb

in that tense. Having prayed that God
would remember the mercy which he

had shown to his people in ancient days,

the prophet has his mind carried back

to their affliction in Egypt, in their

deliverance from which that mercy was

signally displayed ; and assuming th^t

as his point of observation, he proceeds

at once to describe the Theophania as

future in regard to such position. The

past, thus implied, though not expressed,

as completely modifies a future tense,

as if a preterite, or any qualifying parti-

cle, had preceded it. ]'o-^, Teman, the

LXX. retain as a proper name : the

Targ., Syr., Theod., X'ulg., and many
modern versions read, the south. The

word is doubtless to be taken as desig-

nating the country to the south of Judea,

and east of Idumea, in which latter

country Mount Paran (p«? "^n) was

situated. Some, indeed, have endeavoured

to identify this mountain with Sinai, on

the ground that
dji^ ^J1_j' Wady

Pheir 071, vi\\\c\\ extends north-west from
Sinai, is the same as |"J«Q

13"]'?, the desert

of Paran, mentioned in Scripture. But
although this desert might have stretched

so far towards the south-west as to touch
upon the Wady, and so give it the name,
it is certain, from Paran being mentioned
in connexion with Kadesh and Beer-
sheba, that the wilderness of that name
extended to the southern confines of

Palestine, including the mountainous
region to the west of the Ghor, or great

valley stretching from the Dead Sea to

the Elanitic gulf. In 1 Kings xi. 18, it

is spoken of as lying between Midian
and Egypt. From Sinai occurring along

with Seir and Paran, Deut. xxxiii. 2,

a!id with Seir and the country of Edom,
Jud. v. 4, 5, it is probable that Habakkuk
here alludes to the regions to the south

of Palestine generally, as the theatre of

the Divine manifestations to Israel, only,

like Moses and Deborah, specifying

the two points nearer to that country.

In this view, his omission of Sinai, which
they notice, is not of material moment.
The glorious displays of the power and
majesty of Jehovah which had been
made in that quarter occupied his

thoughts, and inspired him with feelings

of the most exalted devotion, nbo, Selah.

This word, which occurs thrice in this

ode, and seventy-three times in the

Psalms, has been variously interpreted.

That it is a musical sign is now almost

vuiiversally admitted. It is found at the

end of certain sections, or strophes, and
always at the close of a verse, except

Hab. iii. 3, 9 ; Ps. Iv. 20, Ivii. 4 ; where
however, as always, it ends the hemistich.

Sometimes it occurs at the end of a
Psalm, as Ps. iii. ix. and xxiv. The
current, and apparentl}' the traditionary

interpretation, is that of the Targ. ]''?'J?^;

Aq. act; Symm. sometimes eisroi/atwj'a;

Theod. sometimes etyreXoy; the V.Greek
version, SiaTraj/ro? ; but Symm. and
Theod. most conunonly coincide with

the LXX., who uniformly render, bid-

yj/aXfjia. This last translation is de-

cidedly entitled to the preference, in

so far as it confines the idea to the

music, though the exact meaning even

of this Greek term has been matter of

dispute. Suidas, however, seems to come
nearest to the mark, when he gives as

its meaning jitXavs (vaWayi], a change
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The brightness was like t]iat of the sun,

Rays streamed from his hand,

Yet the concealment of his glory was there.

of the modulation, and with him Hesy-

chius agrees, explaining it by /xe'Aous

fitaXAayr/. The hypothesis that n^O is

merely an abbreviation, consisting of

the initial letters of three Hebrew words,

is altogether gratuitous, there not being

the least shadow of evidence that the

Jews, in ancient times, ever employed

abbreviations. PfeifFer, in his work. Die

Musik der Alten Hebr. p. 17, proposes

to explain the term by the Arab. ]^,

membrum, or section ; Prof. Lee, by

JsJuo Jsllo. which he renders, Dei invo-

c«<io,and derives from Juoj '«e blessed;

but neither of these derivations will suit

all the passages in which it occurs.

Indeed, bless ! or praise ! would come
in most incongruously in such con-

nexions as Ps. vii. 5, xxxix. .5, 11 ; lii. 3.

Of tlie two Hebrew roots to which the

word has been referred, 'D, to raise,

elevate, and nbp, which, besides signify-

. ing to raise, has been supposed to be

equivalent to nbia, to rest, pause, the

latter, on the whole, seems to deserve

the preference. There are several in-

stances in which the letter © has been

softened into D, as in ]VTiJ and ]v-)p
;

i'^?'"?

and i?p; just as, in most cases, we find

it expressed in Arabic by j^. This

derivation, in which Gesenius finally

acquiesced, has been approved of by

Delitzsch and Hengstenberg. The term

may be regarded as a substantive, sig-

nifying silence or pause ; designed, in all

probabiHty, to command a cessation of

the song or chant, while the instruments

either repeated what had just been

played, or introduced an interlude be-

tween the parts. At the end of a psalm

it may liave been intended to prevent

a repetition on the part of the singers,

while the instrumental music continued.

Having, by a solemn pause, prepared

the mind for the contemplation of the

manifested glory of Jehovah, the prophet

proceeds to describe this glory in tlie

most sublime and magnificent language.

By Tirnr\ is never meant splendour or

brightness, as the Targ., Kimchi, and
Hitzig interpret ; nor does it here express

the actual praises of the inhabitants of

the earth produced by the eftiilgence of

Ueity, for the effect of this effulgence is

described, ver. 6, to be fear and trem-

bling ; but matter of praise, or the glory

w^hich was calculated to call forth uni-

versal adoration.

4. By ">i« we are not here to under-

stand light simply, but the sun as the

source of light. Comp. Job xxxi. 26,

xxxvii. 21. The Kametz of the article

in 3 renders the noun more definite.

n;nri, which Heidenheim would connect

witii y3«n, and Hitzig with intn,^^ in the

preceding verse, can have no other

nominative than n:'3, which, like other

substantives in the Oriental languages,

expressive of fire or light, is conceived

to be of the feminine gender, or it may
be regarded as neuter in signification,

and so taking the feminine of the verb.

That by D^?"}!?, horns, we are here to

understand rays, is obvious from the

connexion, from the comparison of the

rising sun scattering his rays upon the

earth to the gazelle, Ps. xxii. 1, and
from its being common with the Arabs

to compare them to the horns of that

imal. Thus the Arab.
U/'

animalis, latus superior pars solis, primi

radiis soiis. Kamoos and Djauhari.

Hence,the verbpP^ signifies to emit rays,

Exod. xxxiv. 29, 30, 35. Though in the

dual, the noun, like others of that

number which describe objects naturally

existing in pairs, is here expressive of

the plural. Comp. c:?3T riiN, Lev. xi. 23
;

D\2ffiffiVc, ISam. ii. 13; c??"!? bs, Ezek.

xxi. 12 ; and see my note on Is. vi. 2;
c:y.? nyri', Zech. iii. 9. The phrase ii'O,

from his hand,\s equivalent to i!*2'3,/ro7«

him; and a verb of flowing, streaming,

or the like, must be supplied. ^^ is the

dative of possession. cil\ there, refers

to the scene of splendour just described,

which, though so excessively bright,

instead of exhibiting tlie Divine glory,
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Before him went the plague ;

The burning pestilence followed him.

He stood, and made the earth to tremble
;

He looked, and caused the nations to shake ;

The old mountains were shattered in pieces,

The ancient hills sank down

—

His ancientVavs.

only veiled or concealed it. Comp. Ps.

civ. 2. The LXX., Syr., Aq., and
Symm., have read DiBi, and he put, in-

stead of niC"], and there, and are followed

by Hitzig and Maurer, but this render-

ing is less aj)t. to in such connexion
denotes majesty or glory rather than

power. Comp. Ps. cxxxii. 8, Ixxviii. 61.

For nw many MSS. read 'ii», the regular

affix. Whether the substratum of the

vivid representation here furnished of

the glorious majesty of Jehovah be the

symbol of the Divine presence exhibited

upon Mount Sinai, Exod. xxiv. 17, or

the Shekinah which accompanied the

Hebrews through the desert, chap. xvi.

7, 10 ; Lev. ix. 23, xl. 35, &c., cannot

be determined. See on ver. 3.

.5. r|®-j, from r|ffi;j, to injlmne, has two
leading significations, that oHightnhig, or

Jlame, and that of hot, or burning fever.

The latter is required in the present

case to correspond to "i^i, plague, in the

preceding hemistich : a circiunstance

which forbids the adoption of the pre-

cai'ious rendering, birds of prey, though

supported by the Syr., Aq., Symm.,
Theod., the V. Greek version, Michaelis,

Schnurrer, Herder, Kofod, Uahl, Rosen-

miiller, and otliers ; as well as that of

lighlning, adopted by Kalinsky, Wahl,

Bauer, and others ; and burning coals, as

in our common version. Thus Kimchi:
'orti yy\, moi© m'?»D3 "jids 'j^Dsm, in iod r^-y

nn'noi nD-n-vDH rron Nin© nmpn 'bin xini, F]im

nino, i.e. "ri^DT corresponds to "lai, the

same thing being expressed in different

words. The word has the same significa-

tion Deut. xxxii. 24, and denotes the

fever, which consists in a burning heat,

and speedily causes death." The Vulg.

has, " Et egredietur diabolus ante pedes

ejus! "
''5^'j't^S or Tj''.ri, means to track or

follow any one. Here it is opposed to

v:d'p, before him. What the prophet has

in view, would seem to be the plagues

with which the enemies of the Hebrews
were visited, of which we have an in-

stance 1 Sam. v. 9, 11.

6. ^ltD)^ npi>, forms an easy and elegant

paronomasia, and, at the same time,

exhibits one of the boldest, most abrupt,

and sublime turns to be found in sacred

poetry. While Jehovah is marching
forth for the deliverance of his people,

he stops all of a sudden in his progress,

the immediate effects of which are uni-

versal consternation and terror. Nature,

in her strongest and most ancient forma-

tions, is broken in pieces before him. The
inhabitants of the earth tremble at his

look. iTO' may either be the Poel of

119, to measure, or the Pilel of tio, which,

like the Arab. jI^, signifies to be agitated.

The latter derivation best suits the con-

nexion. LXX. f(ra\fvdr] t) yi]. Targ.

«^n« »:i«. Arab. ^.^J1 Cl^pv'- Comp.

the cognate I2it). Thus Gesenius, Lee,

Maurer, Ewald, Heidenheim, Hessel-

berg,Delitzsch. The primary idea con-

veyed by i™ is that of bounding, springing

tip, as a person does when overtaken by
sudden fear. In iSiJEp^ we have all the

force of intensive verbs, heightened in

effect by the harsh sound of the redupli-

cated Tzade. y^5 signifies to break

or dash in pieces, and also to scatter,

disperse. For '\T'''yV ^''^^
^'V'^

nto?3,

comp. Gen. xlix. 26; Dcut. xxxiii. 15.

ib D^i2? mybn, His ancient ways, I consider

to be epexegetical of the preceding ; and
niD'^n is to be taken in the same sense as

D^?;Y in the sentence "jx-^Dni n'ir«i snn,

Job xl. 19, which describes the hippo-

potamus as " the first or principal of

the ways of God," i.e. his creative acts,

his works. The words may be resolved

into i'' iTODbw niD'''?n, or into injpto niD'bn.

The mountains which Jehovah had

created of old, and which had resisted
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I saw the tents of Cushan in trouble
;

The tent-curtains of Midian trembled.

Was it against the rivers it burned, O Jehovah ?

Was thine anger against the rivers ?

Was thy wrath against the sea ?

That thou didst ride upon thy horses,

In thy chariots of victory.

the revolutions of ages, were now shat-

tered in pieces, and dissipated like dust

before him. The irresistibility of his

power, and the utter imbecility of the

most formidable enemies of his people,

are the ideas conveyed by the language

of the pi-ophet.

7. )3?< nnn, " z«ic?er affliction," is more
expressive than ]i«?, " m affliction," as it

suggests the idea of a heavy load by

which tliose spoken of were oppressed.

\pi'2, Cushan, is now generally admitted

to be the same as ^13, Cush, as ^w"',

Lotan, Gen. xxvi. 20, is only another form

of ffii'', Lot; but whether it be intended

to designate the African or the Arabian

Cush, is disputed. Gesenius, Maurer,
Delitzsch, and others, contend for the

former ; but the connexion of the name
witli tliat of f^TO, Midian, is decidedly

in favour of the latter. For a satis-

factory refutation of the position adopted

by Gesenius, that Cush, and all the

tribes connected with this name, are

only to be sought in Africa, see Robin-

son's Calmet, art. Cnsk. Tliat any re-

ference to Cushan-rishathaim, Jud. iii.

1 0, is intended, does not appear. Midian
appears to have stretclied from the east-

ern shores of the Elanitic Gulf to Mount
Sinai, and the frontiers of Moab. Edrisi

speaks of a town called JlJc*, Madian,

about five days' journey from Ailah, or

Akabah, and six from Tubuk. The
"tents" and "curtains" describe the

nomadic mode of life as still found

among the Bedawin of the Arabian

deserts. nii>n\ the coverings of the tents,

so called from tlieir tremulous motion

when hanging down like curtains and
affected by the wind. The word is liere

used merely as a synonyine of D'/vl^J,

tents ; and both are put by metonymy
for the persons dwelling in them.

8. The prophet rising in his graphic

description of the ancient manifestations

of Jehovah, now by a bold apostrophe

inquires why the rivers were affected by
them? Was it on account of any cause

in the rivers? The implied answer is,

No ; and the true cause is assigned at

the close of the verse—the safe and vic-

torious deliverance of the Israelites from
Egypt, and their introduction into Ca-
naan, nin^ is in the vocative, and the

subject of the verb ^y^ is ^B«, in the

second hemistich, nnn:, the rivers, mean
the waters of the Red Sea, and the

Jordan, which were dried up to allow

them to pass over on foot. The former

is not indeed a i-iver, but may not in-

aptly be included under the term, on
account of the Jlowim/ of the tide, which
is said to rise at Suez to about the height

of seven feet. On the miraculous

division of the sea, recorded Exod. xiv.,

it was made to go or JIow back the whole
night, ver. 21. For tlie application of

in] to the stream tide of the Mediter-

ranean, see Jonah ii. 4. That the rivers

of Cush should be intended is altogether

out of the question. Specifically, how-
ever, to mark out the Red Sea, it is

afterwards expressly called o^ in the third

hemistich. Comp. as parallel with the

present verse, Exod. xv. ; Ps. Ixxvii. 13,

cxiv. 3, 5. Jehovah is here, and in the

following verses, represented as a mighty
and victorious warrior, giving orders to

his army, and, in triumphant progress,

carrying all before him. Comp. Exod.
XV. 3, xiv. 14. f]«, anger, and ^}'^,

wrath, are synonymes, only the latter is

the stronger of the two, signifying unre-
strained indignation ; from 135^, to pass

over, or beyond ahoimdarg. By " horses"

and "chariots," there is no necessity for

our understanding either the angels, or

thunder and lightning, as some would
interpret. They are merely figurative

expressions, designed to carry out the
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9 Naked and bared was thy bow,

" Sevens of spears " was the word : Pause.

Thou didst cleave the earth into rivers.

[chap. III.

metaphor adopted from military opera-
tions. In the phrase nmi; ?|'ni3-ip, sup-
ply ??, vpon, before the l^ormer word, and
repeat ni^STO, chariots, before the latter.

Comp. for instances of similar construc-
tion, Vn \TOn, 2 Sam. xxiii. 33. 12? 'pTO,

Ps. Ixxi. 7 ;' D^ii Tt^T\y\, Ezek. xvi. 27.—
rmd] has, in such connexion, the specific

signification of victory, though the idea
o? salvation or deliverance, as the result,

is not to be lost sight of.

9. The combination "lis^n nn^, which
forms a paronomasia, determines the
signification of iw, as here employed,
to be that of being hare or naked, and
not that of rousing or exciting. For
though the Piel iiw is used of the lifting

up of a speai", tliere would be no pro-

priety in thus applying it to a bow

:

whereas the substantive nnsi, nakedness,

having just been employed, nothing was
more natural than to add lii^^, to be bared
—iw being thus cognate in signification

with nny, from which nnv is derived,

and with '\'y^. nn^ is used adjectively,

as in nn»i aii? risii, Ezek. xvi. 7. iton is

not the second, but the third person
singular in Niphal, having for its no-

minative naj,"7, which is of common
gender. Some of the moderns have
explained ^W., of the rainbow, than
which nothing can be conceived more
incongruously out of place in a passage

containing a sublime poetical description

of warlike operations. The making
bare the bow, refers to the removal of

the cover in which it was carefully

wrapped, to prevent its receiving injury,

or of such a leathern case as the -yajpi^ros-,

KapvTos, corj/tus, of the Greeks and
Romans. Of the following words, niyiTp

nni< niT2p, upwards of one hundred difter-

ent interpretations have been proposed.

That which I have adopted appears to

me best to suit the connexion. It keeps

up the spirit of the poem, and is fully

justified on the simplest and most legiti-

mate etymological groimds. That niriffl

cannot signify oaths, is determined by
the circumstance that " the oaths of the

tribes," the rendering of our common
version, affords no tolerable sense as

here introduced, whether we regard the
tribes as the persons swearing, or as
those to whom oaths were sworn. The
other signification of nsiliti, is seven, a
heptade, or what is made up of seven.
It is elsewhere literally applied only to

this number of weeks ; but in connexion
with language so highly figurative as

that of our prophet in the present
chapter, no objection can reasonably be
taken against its being used otherwise
than as a designation of time. It appears
to have been appropriated by him, to

express the perfection, fulness, or abun-
dance, of the number, instead of the
usual numeral M© or n^i-a, when em-
ployed symbolically as a sacred and
indefinite number, nsp signifies a tribe,

but also, as tsittJ, 2 Sam. xviii. 14, a
lance or spear ; and that the latter sig-

nification is that in which Habakkuk
here uses it may be inferred from his

using it in this acceptation in the 14th

verse. Thus the Syr. VA . "ion has

been variously rendered by word, promise,
epicinium, commander, &c. I take it in

the first of these significations, as speci-

fically designating the military order

or word of command. Compare Ps.

Ixviii. 12. iQN'iri? 'ji«, " the Lord gave
the word," &c. Thus "ion, like the Arab.

j^l, signifies to order, command. The

meaning of the prophet will therefore

be, that Jehovah prepared his bow for

battle, and ordered numerous spears to

be prodiiced ; in other words, that he
brought the most formidable and effec-

tive instrumentality to bear against the

enemies of his people. The nonunative

to i'i7?iii is not ^'yt, as some would construe

the words, but nin^ understood from the

suffix in ^ncp, 'Comp. "in^p;! D'l^ i-i??;,

Ps. Ixxviii. 15. Before riiiri] supply ^ or

a
;

to cleave into rivers. The effect of

the Divine command is sublimely re-

presented under the idea of that which

is frequently produced by earthquakes,

when immense quantities of water gush
out of the fissures, and flow like rivers

i
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10 The mountains Scaw tliee, tliey were in pain
;

The inundation of water overflowed
;

Tlie abyss uttered its voice,

It raised its hands on high.

11 Sun and moon stood back in their habitation,

At the light of thine arrows which flew.

At the glittering brightness of thy lance.

through the country. The whole verse

is distinguished for its sublimity and
beauty; and the sentiment conveyed in

the two first lines was regarded as so

weighty that a nbo, Selah, or pause, is

added, to give time for its producing its

proper effect, before sup])]ementing the

concluding line.

10. The mountains being the most
prominent objects on the surface of the

globe, Habakkuk reiterates, in a some-
what different form, what he had ex-

pressed, ver. 6, in order to preserve the

impression of the tremendous character
of the transactions, to illustrate which
they had been figuratively introduced.

In the former case rrsn is used of Jeho-
vah : in this, of the mountains, which
are, by a bold figure, represented as

inspired with life, and capable of taking
sensible cognizance of the manifestations

of Deity. To express the instantaneous
character of the effect, iVrr, they quaked,
is put in the future. The root bin or 7'n

properly signifies to tiu'isl, lor'ithe, as with
pain, and is frequently used of a woman
in travail. It is also employed in the

sense of quaking or trembliug, which
idea is conveyed by it in this place.

" Silvarum juga coepta moveri
Adventante Deo." Virgil.

;p D"ji, a torrent of water, i. e. an
extremely heavy rain, in contradis-

tinction from TT.a cij, a hail storm, Is.

xxviii. 2. cii, elevation, is used ad-

verbially. By iTTT, the elongated pro-

nominal form of VT, its hands, is meant
the waves of the ocean. Dinn, the ocean,

its antecedent, is of both genders. The
Avhole of nature is here exhibited as

thrown into consternation at the ap-
proach of God. The moimtains tremble;
the heavens pour down sweeping tor-

rents of rain ; the sea roars, and causes

its billows to "run mountains high."
Comp. Ps. Ixxvii. 17.

11. '7;?^®'?"'?? form an asyndeton, and
are probably so put for the sake of effect.

In many MSS., however, the ellipsis of
the 1 is supplied. The paragogic n in
n^3), is that of direction or motion, and
the idea which it conveys, as here used
with the verb ^p|', is not that the sun
and moon remained stationary in a part

of the firmament, which is represented

as their dwelling or habitation, but that

they stood hack or withdrew into that

locality. It was usual with the Arabian
astronomers to assign houses or chambers

to the celestial orbs. Thus /J-JLo,

mansio, domus, is the name of the signs

of the Zodiac ; and ij] jUi, the

circle of the palaces which the sun

occupies. Job, likewise, speaks of '"inn

l^D) the charnhers of the south, anti-

thetically with the northern constella-

tions, ch. ix. &; as also of ni-ira, chap,

xxxviii. 32, the same as rii'^J'?, inns or

lodgings, 2 Kings xxiii. 5. That specific

reference is made to what is recorded

Josh. X. 12, is, after the Targ., very

generally admitted ; but, though it were
granted that the event there described

may have suggested the language of the

prophet, yet the point of view in which
he presents the heavenly luminaries is

altogether different. In the history,

the construction to be put upon their

standing still or being arrested in their

course, is obviously their continuing to

shine, in order to afford light to Joshua,

while following up his victory over

the enemy ; whereas, in the present

connexion, they are sublimely intro-

duced as retiring into their abode before

the brighter refulgence of the arrows

and lances em])loyed in the conflict.

So completely were they eclipsed by
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1^ Indignant thou didst march through the earth
;

Wrathful tliou didst tread down the nations.

13 Thou wentest forth for the deliverance of thy people,

For the deliverance of thine anointed
;

this refulgence, that it seemed as if they

had set. Schnurrer and Jiisti interpret

the language of their i-emaining in their

hahitation, in the sense of not rising,

but the n of motion is directly opposed

to such construction. Tlie '' in iii<'^ and
njb"? is the dative of cause, as in iin\ni<ib

'3^, "at, or oivhig io this, my heart

trembled," Job xxxvii. 1. Supply itf^

before ^3"?^', which is put in Piel for the

purpose of marking the velocity of the

motion of the arrows. The words ii«

and n?:, which are elsewhei-e used of the

light of the sun and the moon respec-

tively, are here transferred to the glitter

of the weapons specified.

12. 1?^, to march, is used of the

solemn and majestic proceeding of Jeho-

vah before the Hebrews, Judges V. 4; Ps.

Ixviii. 8. iBii, to thresh or tread down,

is applied metaphorically to the de-

struction of enemies, Micahiv. 13.

13. Having described, in language of

the most sublime and terrible import,

the manifestations of Jehovah in refer-

ence (o his enemies, Habakkuk now
proceeds to specify in express terms the

end which they were designed to answer-,

viz. the deliverance and safety of his

chosen peoi)le ; and then depicts their

fatal effects in the destruction of every

hostile power. The second "H^t). is em-
ployed instead of the infinitive ^'^in^,

and thus governs the accusative T|n'\pp"n«.

These last words Aq. and the author of

the fifth Greek version render ety a-to-

TTjptov crvvXpia-T^ (Tov, and the Vulg.

in sahitem cum Christo tiio, which has

led many interpreters, both ancient and
modern, to refer n''tt!'n, the anointed, to

our Saviour. This construction of the

passage is adopted even by Delitzsch,

on the principle that as the term here

designates the regal office of those who
were of the Davidic dynasty, and Christ

is represented as the greatest king of

that family, consequently The Anointed
by way of eminence, he is to be regarded

as included in the prophetic reference.

By the law of parallelism, however, we

are compelled to identify '^rj'^p, thine

anointed, with ^QV, thy people, in the

preceding hemistich. The noun is thus

a collective, and is rendei-ed in the plural

by the LXX. tovs )(pi(TTovs aov, or, as

in the Alex. MS., tovs eKXeKTovs aov.

The plural '^'nT?? is actually found in

two of Kennicott's MSS., and apparently

in two more : in one of De Rossi's, and
two more originally. It is denied, in-

deed, by Delitzsch, that n'lijp, anointed,

is ever used of the people of Israel ; and
certainly none of the passages which
have usually been adduced in support

of this application of the term, can be

fairly vindicated to it, except, perhaps,

Ps. xxviii. 8, where in'ajo corresponds to

TO^, or TO»b, acccording to the reading of

six MSS., originally three more, and the

rendering of the LXX., Syr., Vu'g., and
Arab. Still, as the Hebrews were ns'jpc)

D^pnb, a kingdom ofpriests, Exod. xix. 6,

they may with as much pi-opriety be
said to have been anointed, as the

patriarchs are, 1 Chron. xvi. 22 ; Ps.

cv. 15. The term, as thus applied,
expresses their destination. The Dagesh
forte is found in the initial i of ffi^T in

some editions, and is one of the few
instances of its occurrence in this letter,

contrary to rule. Comp. 1 Sam. i. 6,

X. 24; 2 Kings vi. 32; Prov. iii. 8,

xiv. 10 ; Song v. 2 ; Jer. xxxix. 12
;

Ezek. xvi. 4. Delitzsch accounts for it

on the principle of the word being short,

and occurring after a Milel. The pre-
positive o in n'3Q intimates, that the
ruler here spoken of as the head, was
not merely over the house, which the
simple construct form would have ex-
pressed, but that he sprung /ro?w it. It

is most probable that one or other of
the Canaanitish kings is intended

;
per-

haps Jabin, whose city Hazor is said to

have been liw, the head of all the con-
federate kings. Josh. xi. 10; and was
the most formidable of all the kings
with whom the Hebrews had to contend.

Judges iv. 3, 13. The general sense of

the concluding hemistich is apparent;
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Thou dashedst in pieces the hccad of the house of the wicked,

Laying bare the foundation to the. very neck : Pause.

14 Thou piercedst with his own spears the chief of his captains,

That rushed on like a tempest to scatter me

;

Whose joy it was to devour the poor in secret.

15 Thou wentest with thy horses through the sea.

The boiling up of many waters.

but considerable difficulty attaches to

the interpretation of i^^^, neck, as here
connected with ^^D^, foundation. This
connexion is so strongly marked by the

force of the preposition ^?', even to, that

the former substantive cannot be sepa-

rated from the latter, and referred to

some supposable higher part of the

figurative building. It must, from the

structure of the language, describe the

very lowest part of the foundation, or

that on which the foundation itself rests

;

but how either of these could be called

the necli, it is impossible to conceive.

There is, therefore, very great probability

in the conjecture of Cappellus, which
has been approved by Herder, Green,
and some others, that instead of i«'t??,

neclc, the text originally read I'lJJ, rock,

which makes all plain. Bothwordsare de-

rived from the same root ; and "i«^? occurs

with the «, Neh. iii. 5. All the MSS.
and versions support the present reading.
rii"W is the infinitive absolute, which is

often employed in the prosecution of a
statement, instead of the finite form of

the verb. The historical facts which
the prophet here poetically describes,

appear evidently to be those narrated

Josh. xi. ; Judges iv., involving the

complete destruction of the Canaanitish
nations, and more especially the dis-

comfiture of Sisera, celebrated by De-
borah in her splendid triumphal song,

Judges v.

14. After a solemn pause, marked by
'"i^D, Selali, Habakkuk prosecutes his

subject, which still embraces Nhe dis-

comfiture of the enemies of Israel, vtso,

his own spears, the same as ni'^n, ver. 9.

Interpreters are divided in regard to

the signification of ii'iB, or, as it is in

the Keri, and in the text of a great

number of MSS., and of four of the

early editions, vpq. The traditionary

interpretation is that of villagers, or th«

inhabitants of the country ; hence hordes,
which Delitzsch adopts, and explains it

of armies or soldiers. Thus the Vulg.,
cap'iti hellatorum ejus. Perschke, Gese-
nius, Ewald, and other moderns, how-
ever, derive the word from the Arab.

jjS, segregavit, discrevit, modum pcescrip-

sit, statuit, &c., and explain it ofjudges,
captains, &c., which appears to be the
more appropriate meaning. Thus the

LXX,, 8vva.(TTai ; the Syr. |i /I >V ^ ;

just as the former in the Vatican codex
render the cognate noun ^Tj?, Judges
V. 7, 11, by dvvaTol, and the Vulg. by
fortes. The pronominal suffix refers to
y\rn, the wicked, in the preceding verse.

Before iisp^ supply "icn. In using the

first personal suffix singular in the
following verb, the prophet so identifies

himself with his people as to represent

what was aimed at them as designed
for him. Comp. ch. i. 12. The nomi-
native to Dn^'^J? is VTTB, his captains. In
the last hemistich, the object of com-
parison is the robber who lies in wait
for the poor defenceless traveller, and
exults when he sees him approach. Such
was the exultation of the Canaanitish

chiefs when the Israelites entered the
country. Comp. Ps. x. 8— 10.

15. '1'D'O must either be taken as an
accusative absolute, as to thy horses ; or

it must have a 3 supplied before it. The
latter I have adopted as the easier mode
of resolving the form. iQn describes

here the boiling up or foaming of the

sea in a storm. The immediate con-
nexion, however, shows, that what the

prophet has in view is not the Red Sea,

but the hostile army of the Canaanites,

which presented a furious and impene-
trable aspect to the Hebrews. Through
this army Jehovah is represented as

T T
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16 I heard, and my inward parts trembled,

At the sound my lips quivered
;

Rottenness entered my bones,

I trembled in my place :

Yet I shall have rest in the day of distress,

When the people that shall attack us come up.

17 Though the fig-tree should not blossom,

walking with his warriors, as if a general

were coolly to march his cavalry through
the thickest of a proud and vaunting
foe, which he knew would prove utterly

power.less in the attack. Comp. Ps. ii. 4,

where Jehovah is said to smile at the

puny attempts of his enemies,

16. Having finished the poetic re-

hearsal of the mighty acts of Jehovah
on behalf of his people in ancient times,

which he had composed in order to

inspire the pious with unshaken con-

fidence in him as their covenant God,
Habakkuk reverts to the fear which had
seized him on hearing of the judgments
that were to be inflicted upon his country
by the Chaldeans, '^tp? «-irn. TOO'tt) is

a varied repetition of ^??oiiJ >n»o\§^n;rp

'hnt;, ver. 2. Instead of there entering

into a description of his feelings, he broke
out in an earnest prayer that God would
exercise pity towards Israel, from which
there was an easy transition to the

ancient Divine interpositions. He now
describes those feelings in very forcible

and affecting language, "^ip, the voice,

is to be referred to the Divine threatening
recorded chap. i. 6. The quivering of

the prophet's lips is merely expressive

of the effect of the fear with which he
was seized, and has no reference to his

delivery of the threatening. "nrrPi, literally

under me, i.e. my under parts, limbs, or

the like. Comp the Arab, i "^g=r^. pars

inferior. LXX. vnoK 'raOiv fiov era-

pdx^n t; 6^ts fiov. The Syr. u*3>'q:3

my knees. Jaixhi and Kimchi, 'OTpioa,

in my place. niD« toSw has been variously

rendered, "That I may rest ;
" " That I

must expect; " " O that I might rest;
"

"Yet I shall rest," or "have rest." The
last construction is alone suitable. i'^«,

which the LXX. have entirely omitted,

is here a conjunction, connecting the

following clauses with those which are

antecedent to it, but obviously intended
to qualify what had been there expressed.

It thus forms a particle of transition

from one class of circumstances to

another of a different character. See

Noldius, sub voce. Deeply as the prophet

was affected, and overpowering as were
the feelings of apprehension with which
he anticipated the awful calamity that

was coming upon his people, he did not

abandon himself to despair, but, on the

contrary, consoled his mind with the

assurance, that God, in whom he trusted,

would keep him in perfect peace in the

day of trial. , Nothing can be more
uncritical than the emendation of rri3M

into ni:«, proposed by Houbigant, the

verb niii or n'3 having no such significa-

tion as that which he ascribes to it. The
preposition "5 in rns vb and ni"'?^'? is to be
taken as signifying the time when the

events were to happen ; in d»|j it is the

sign of the genitive ; so that ovb ni'?» is

equivalent to vv ni"?!?, the coming up of
the people. The infinitive is the infini-

tive construct, ^y the people, the Chal-

deans are meant. They are, as usual,

said to come up, because of the elevated

position of Jerusalem, both in a local

and a religio-political point of view.

Comp. 2 Kings xxiv. 1. Before ^2Ti3;

supply iiii^. The verb 113, like its cognate

""IJ, signifies to cut, or break in upon an
enemy, attack. Hence the substantive

Tns, a troop or hand of warriors, chiefly

used of such as engage in plundering .

expeditions. It is the very term em- 1
ployed in the account given us of the

fulfilment of the prophecy, 2 Kings

xxiv. 2 :
" And the Lord sent against

him D'^ip? '•"?3"'fn>?, the bands of the A
Chaldeans," &c. T

17, 18. From a statement of the as-

surance which he possessed of the mental

tranquillity which he shouldenjoy during
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19

And there should be no produce on the vines
;

Though the fruit of the olive should fail,

And the fields should yield no food
;

Though the flocks should be cut off from the fold,

And there should be no cattle in the stalls :

Yet I will exult in Jehovah
;

I will be joyful in the God of my salvation.

Jehovah the Lord is my strength
;

He will make my feet like those of gazelles,

the anticipated calamity, Habakkuk rises

to a triumphant assertion of the holy

joy and exultation Avhich would be
vouchsafed to him amidst all the desola-

tion to which his country might be sub-

jected. The desolation here so graphically

and forcibly described, is that which was
to be effected by the Chaldean?, whose
army would consume or destroy the best

and most necessary productions of the

land ; not only seizing upon the cattle,

and devouring the fruits of the earth,

but so injuring the trees as to render
them incapable of yielding any produce.
The passage contains the most beautiful

exhibition of the power of true religion

to be found in the Bible. The language
is that of a mind weaned from earthly

enjoyments, and habituated to find the

highest fruition of its desires in God.
When every earthly stream is dried up,

it has an infinite supply in his all-

sufficient and exhaustless fulness. No
affliction, however severe or trying, can
cut the believer off from this blessed

resource. On the contrar}', its tendency
is to bring him into closer contact with
it. ni»i?o is not the labour bestowed
upon the olive-tree, but i\\e fruit which
the tree produces. Comp. the phrase
'n^ nta?, to make or produce fruit. The
irregular construction of the singular

masculine hto with the feminine plural

niDTj} is to be accounted for on the prin-

ciple, that in the mind of the prophet

both number and gender had mei'ged

in the totality and impressiveness of his

subject. Comp. '?!?'?« niDittS, Is. xvi. 8.

It is what is commonly called, con-

siriicfio ad sensum. Some would refer

rrn-n: to an obsolete root cto, which they

take to be cognate with f]lir', to hum

;

but it seems preferable to regard it as

a derivative like hto, both signifying a
smooth or level field, such as was pre-

pared for grain or vines ; from Ti\iJ, to

break, and ^7^'', to be level, as ground is

which is broken up. and levelled by the

plough, the hoe, and the harrow, ill is

here used intransitively, and is equiva-

lent to the Niphal ii?:. n^5ti stands for

N^S?, just as n^io for N'jin, and rri^pn for

Nt'i^o or n«u.^i?p. The root is «5l. ^to shut

up, confine, njibyx and nV3« are syno-
nymes. in the elongated future—the n
directive expressing the strong bent of

the mind towards the exercise. The
words 'sp.' 'D''i<3 are rendered in the

Vulg. in Deo Jesu meo ! The LXX.
have eTTi rw Gew rw acoTfjpl nov.

19. The'forrnula' '3i« nin;, instead of
T^)r^] '2i«, is of infrequent occurrence.

Comp.Ps.lxviii.2I, cxl.8. The language
of this verse is found in Ps. xviii. 33, 34

;

and in part, Deut. xxxii. 13 ; Is. Iviii.l4.

It expresses the confident hope that

Jehovah would prove the support and
defence of the prophet, and of all who
made Him the object of their trust, and
that he would grant them complete
deliverance from their enemies, and
restore them to the full and undisturbed
possession of their own land, n^x, the

gazelle, is so swift-footed, that grey-
hounds are liable to be killed by over-
exertion in the chase. ''»1i'"33, my high

places, stands for ''SIN nina, the heights of
my country. Except for purposes of
warfare, the elevated parts of a land are
the last that are occupied. The present
is the only instance in wliich a musical
direction is placed at the end of a psalm
or ode. ns:r)b, which occurs fifty-five

times in the titles to the Psalms,
is derived from the root nap, to over-

come, excel, take the lead, direct, super-
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And cause me to walk on my heights.

'

To the precentor, with my stringed instruments.

intend, preside, &c. It is used in refer-

ence to the prefects or overseers, whom
Solomon appointed over the workmen,
2 Chron. ii. 2, 18 ; and specially of the
masters or directors of the music em-
ployed in the temple, 1 Chron. xv. 21

;

Neh, xii. 42. By the LXX. ns3Qb is

almost always rendered els to reXo?

;

Aq. rw viKOTToia; Symm. firivinov

;

Theod. els to vikos ; Targ. xm'ipb. In
2 Chron. ii. 17, however, the" LXX.
render the noun by epyobiwKTrjs, and
ver.- 1, and xxxiv. 13, by eTrto-rar???.

The form is that of the participle in
Pie], the "7 taking the Patach of the
article—acircumstance which shows that
it cannot be, as some have supposed, an
infinitive. nj'Jip (from ^M, |3:, to strike

the strings, ^/ay on a stringed instrument,
and then, generally, to perform either
vocal or instrumental music, but chiefly
the latter) signifies what is thus per-

formed: music, melody, song, and also the
stringed instruments with which it was

accompanied. The preposition 3 is that

of accompaniment. Delitzsch infers from
the use of the affix in 'ni:'??, my music,

that the prophet himself was to take an
active part in the performance of it ; and
further, from this circumstance, that he
was of the tribe of Levi, and engaged in

carrying on the temple music. But these

inferences cannot be sustained, since, if

the reasoning were valid, it would equally

prove that Hezekiah must have belonged

to that tribe, and been thus officially

engaged ; for he uses the very same
form : 'nir?:, " my stringed instruments,"

Is. xxxviii. 20. On what ground either

the prophet or the king claimed these

instruments, it is impossible to determine.

The conjecture of Schnurrer, that 'niyjj

was originally 'ro''??, and that the termi-

nation 'n- is merely paragogic, as in

V'p., is overturned by the fact, that this

paragogic form is never found except

when the word in which it appears is in

the construct state.



ZEPHANIAH.

PREFACE.

All that we know of Zephaniah is furnished by the title to his

book, in which it is stated, that he was the son of Cushi, grandson

of Gedaliah, great grandson of Amariah, and great great grandson

of Hezekiah. As in no other instance do we find the pedigree of

a prophet carried so far back, it has not unfairly been inferred that

he must have belonged to a family of considerable respectability.*

Whether, however, the Hezekiah there mentioned were the king of

that name, or some other person of note so called, cannot be deter-

mined with certainty. The circumstance that the words, " king of

Judah," are not added to the proper name, rather militates against

the position that he was descended from that monarch, since this

addition always occurs when primary reference is made to any of

the Jewish kings ; and, what is specially to the present point, when

such reference is made to Hezekiah. See Prov. xxv. 1 ; Is.

xxxviii. 9. The number of generations also forms an objection

against the hypothesis, since it is scarcely possible to make room

for them in the short space of time which elapsed between Heze-

kiah and Josiah.

As our prophet is stated, chap. i. 1 , to have received his pro-

phecies in the days of Josiah, he must have flourished between the

year B.C. 642, and B.C. 611. This statement is corroborated by

* OvK (ia-rjuos av to Kara (rapKa yevos.— Ci/rll, Prtpf. ad Zeph

.
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certain circumstances in the book itself. For instance, he predicts

the fall of Nineveh, and the overthrow of the Assyrian empire
;

consequently he must have prophesied prior to the year B.C. 625,

when these events took place ; i. e. in the former half of the reign

of Josiah. The mention, too, of the destruction of " the rem^iant

of Baal," chap. i. 4, evidently implies, that the abolition of idolatry

had been carried on to a considerable extent, but had not yet been

completed. Now this exactly tallies with the state of things in

Judah from the twelfth to the eighteenth year of Josiah ; for

though this monarch began, in the former of these years, to effect a

reformation, it was not till the latter that it was prosecuted with

more successful results. If, therefore, we suppose that Zephaniah

delivered his predictions between these two terms, we shall not be

wide of the mark. To the objection, that no mention is made of

him or his labours in the historical books, which we might expect

on the ground of the valuable service he must have rendered to the

zealous monarch, it is sufficient to reply, that the same objection

would lie against the prophetical existence of Jeremiah at the same

period, though we know that he then flourished at Jerusalem, under

the very eye of his sovereign. The mention made of " the king's

sons," chap. i. 8, cannot be urged in favour of a later date ; for it is

altogether uncertain whether we are not to understand by the

phrase the princes of the royal house generally, or such of the royal

children as should be alive at the time of the fulfilment of the

prophecy. The connexion and manner in which they are introduced

favour the latter construction.

The predictions contained in the book are chiefly directed against

the Jews, on account of their idolatry, and other sins of which they

were guilty. The awful judgments to be executed upon them and

the neighbouring nations by the Chaldeans are denounced with

great force and effect. Hitzig, indeed, has recently revived the

opinion advocated by Cramer and Eichhorn, that the invasion of

these countries by the Scythians, about the year B.C. 630, whose

incursion into Western Asia is described by Herodotus, i. 105, is

what the prophet has in his eye ; but the Jews appear to have been

so little affected by their progress, that it by no means corresponds

to tliat of the enemy described by Zephaniah, in the course of
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which not only Judea, but the adjacent countries were to be entirely

laid waste. His predictions received their accomplishment during

the successes of Nebuchadnezzar. Towards the close of the book

the restoration and prosperity of the Jewish people are introduced.

In respect to style, Zephaniah is not distinguished either for

subUmity or elegance. His rhythm frequently sinks down into a

kind of prose ; but many of the censures that have been passed

upon his language are either without foundation, or much exagge-

rated. In point of purity it rivals that of any of the prophets. He
has much in common with his contemporary Jeremiah, and some,

after Isidore, have regarded him as his abbreviator. A careful com-

parison of the two, however, proves the futility of this hypothesis.

Occasionally he borrows the language of former prophets. Comp.

chap. ii. 14, with Is. xiii. 21, xxxiv. 11 ; chap. ii. 15, with Is. xlii. 8.



CHAPTER I.

The prophet begins by announcing the universality of the judgments which God

was about to bring upon the land, 2, 3 ; specifies the different classes of trans-

gressors whose conduct had merited the infliction of these judgments, 4—6 ; and

calls attention to the speedy approach, and the features of the period of punish-

ment, which he intermingles with further descriptions of the character of the

ungodly, 7—13. He then dwells upon the awfully calamitous nature of the

visitation, and points out the impossibility of escape, 14— 18.

1 The word of Jehovah which was communicated to Zephaniah

the son of Cushi, the son of Gedaliah, the son of Amariah, the son

of Hizkiah, in the days of Josiah the son of Anion, king of

Judah :

2 I will utterly take away every thing from the face of the land,

Saith Jehovah.

3 I will take away man and beast

;

I will take away the birds of heaven, and the fishes of the sea ;

And the causes of stumbling along with the wicked
;

And I will cut off man from the face of the land,

Saith Jehovah.

1. See the Preface. in the infinitive and finite forms occurs

2,3. HP^, which is variously employed Jer. viii. 13, Dpp« fpi}. Compare for

in Scripture in the sense of gathering, similar usage isuJiT ttJii«, Is. xxviii. 28
;

collecting, &c., is here used, as in Jud. Nsn >«?3, Jer. xlix. 9. The enumeration
xviii. 25 ; 1 Sam. xv. 6 ; Ps. xxvi. 9

;

of particulars is designed to augment
Ezek. xxxiv. 29, to denote the taking the fearful and universal character of

away by death, or other violent means
;

the punishment. f^^^^P does not appear
to destroy. Thus Jarchi, p'"'3 ^v:5>, «' Its to differ in this connexion from ''i'lSDo, a
signification is destruction." What stumhling-hlock, cause of moral offence,

clearly shows this, is the use of the cog- what occasions, excites to, or promotes

nate verb f]iD, to scrape, or sweep off, in . " * "^

the form in'P?=flP?, which the Rabbi just si"- Syr. (Ja*.a^ ;
Symm. ra (r/caV-

mentioned erroneously takes to be the baXa. There can be no doubt that the

Hiphil of f]p«, by elision for fp^f^. The different objects and rites of idolatrous

latter verb is never used in Hiphil ; but worship are what the prophet has in

the same combination of the two verbs view. Thus Jarchi, rnm nrr^iv nrr. The
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I will also stretch forth my hand against Judali,

And against all the inhabitants of Jerusalem
;

And will cut off from this place the remnant of Baal,

The name of the idolatrous with that of the other priests ;

And those that worship the host of heaven on the roofs,

And those that worship and swear to Jehovah,

And swear by their king
;

repetition" of Dn« shows the prophecy
had special reference to human beings,

as the guilty party. The particle nx

before D'Sitn has the signification of wi7A,

together willi, thus denoting accompa-
niment. Comp. Jud. i. 16, The idols

and their vvorsiiippers were to be involved

in one common destiuction. Newcome
improperly renders ri« as a sign of the

genitive.

4. To sti-etch forth the hand against

any one, means not merely to threaten,

but to exert one's power to his injury.

rRH Dipon, this place, means Jerusalem.

By ''ysn "igii5, the remnant, or rest of Baal,

we are to understand the statues, images,

&c., dedicated to the chief domestic and
tutelary god of the Phcenicians, to whose
worship the Hebrews were addicted as

early as the time of the Judges, (ii. 13,)

and among whom it afterwards spread

more and more, especially in the ten

tribes. Altars and high places were
reared to this deity by Manasseh, even
in the temple of Jehovah itself, 2 Kings
xxi. 3, 5, 7; 2 Cliron. xxxiii. 3, 7. These
Josiah destroyed in the reformation

which he undertook in the twelfth year

of his reign, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 4 ; but it

appears from this passage of our prophet,

compared with 2 Chron. xxxiv. 8, that

idols continued to be worshipped, most
probably in places which were more
remote from public observation, or which
had been formed after the destruction of

the others, and the cessation of the re-

formation referred to. Marckius and
Gesenius interpret the phrase ''^sn nNji),

of the people of Baal, but this seems
less probable. The phrase corresponds

to ni'^on in the preceding verse, and is

in like manner immediately followed by
the n« of accompaniment, pointing out

the persons that encouraged idolatrJ^

For "i^?ip the LXX., who have ra ovofiara,

must have read nrai', or they may have

been misled by the D® following. c»,

however, is found in two of Kennicott's

MSS., and in the margin of another.

Upwards of twenty MSS., four ancient

editions, and all the versions, read nwi

UKD instead of u\p n«. For D'IO?^!, the

idolatrous priests, see on Hos. x. 5.

Both in the ancient and in the latter

Hebrew, the term ]T^ is used of the

priests of idols, as well as of those be-

longing to Jehovah. See Gen. xli. 45,

50 ; 1 Kings xiii. 2, 33 ; 2 Kings x. 19,

xi. 18. It may to some appear doubtful

whether the former be not here intended;

but as such are undeniably included in

tlie D'']'5f',, it is more probable that in

using the term C^T^, the prophet had in

his eye those who were professedly

priests of the true God, but who, instead

of checking, or endeavouring to eradi-

cate idolatry, encouraged it by their in-

difference, or the inconsistency of their

conduct in other respects. Comp. Jer.

ii. 8, V. 31. The Targ. renders pn'rts

prints D5?, their worshippers with their

priests. Neither were to be left in the

land by the Chaldeans. Their very

names were to be forgotten.

5. Having directed his prophecy
against the priests, the prophet now
denounces those of the people who
indulged in idolatrous practices- He
first takes up those who were the vo-

taries of Sabiism, or the worship of

the heavenly bodies ; a system which
had, at an early period, become exten-

sively prevalent, and continued to exert

its influence, not only over the nomades
of Arabia, but over the philosophers and
wise men of the East; but which, in

whatever form or degree it obtained,

had the lamentable effect of deifying

the creature, and obscuring the exist-

ence, claims, and glory of the Creator.

That it was adopted, and its rites pi-ac-

tised to a great extent by the Jews,

u u
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And those that have turned back from Jehovah,

And that neither seek Jehovah nor apply to liim.

Keep silence before the Lord Jehovah,

For the day of Jehovah is near

;

For Jehovah hath prepared a sacrifice,

He hath consecrated those whom he hath invited.

And it shall come to pass on the day of Jehovah's sacrifice,

That I will punish the princes and the king's sons,

And all that wear foreign apparel.

appears from 2 Kings xxiii. 5, 6 ; Jer.

vii. 17, 18, xliv. 17—19, 25. The nin?,

roofs or house-tops, in the East are flat,

and are used for various purposes. The
idolaters may have chosen them for

secrecy in the time of the prophet, or

they may have selected them for the

purpose of obtaining a fuller view of the

planetary objects of their worship. Jer.

xix. 13, xxxii. 29. The planet to which
they specially burnt incense on the roofs

of their houses is supposed to have been
the Moon, or it was more probably

Venus, called D''Pfn riDbo, " the Queen
of heaven," Jer. vii. 17, 18, 19, 25.

The prophet next instances a mongrel
class of worshippers, such as pro-

fessed attachment to Jehovah, as the

national God, but, at the same time,

were devoted to the service of Moloch,
whom, in reality, they regarded and
honoured as their king. For the forms
T|bt), DS^p, cbbn, a^t'Q, see on Amos v, 26,

and Gesenius under the word ^^. In-

stead of immediately connecting these

opposite objects of worship with the

participle ''inrifflpn, as he had done in

the preceding clause, Zephaniah stops

short, as if uncertain how to describe

the persons whom he had in view, and
then proceeds to characterise them as

combining, by acts of solemn profession,

the worship of the true God with that

of Moloch. Comp. 1 Kings xviii. 21.

3 5?aizjp, to swear by a deity, means to

acknowledge him in a public, solemn,
and binding manner; openly to pledge
oneself to his service.

6. This verse is more comprehensive
in its import, being descriptive of all

who were in any way guilty of defection
from Jehovah, and lived in total neglect
of him and his ways.

7. For D'?Q!3 Drt, comp. Hab. ii. 20
;

Zech. ii. 13. In the symbolical language
of propliec}^ a sacrifice denotes the

slaughter or destruction of an army or

people. In the words Viop iii'liprT, he

hath consecrated his called ones, how-
ever, there is no allusion to guests invited

to partake of a sacrificial feast, as there

unquestionably is,Ezek. xxxix. 17—20
;

Rev. xix. 17, 18. The DWJ^, called ones,

were the Chaldeans, who, as the Divine

army, or the instruments of his retribu-

tive justice, were called into the field

against the enemies of the Most High.

In this sense Cyrus is said to have been
called. Is. xli. 9, xlviii. 15. Comp. also

Is. xiii. 3, and my note there, in which
85^1^, to sanctify, consecrate, is explained

of the selection of troops for war, and the

religious rites engaged in when they set

out upon the military expedition.

8. That by the phrase Tj'jQn '2.3, the

sons of the king, we are to understand

the immediate children of Josiah, does

not appear. He could not have had
sons of an age sufficiently mature at the

time the prophet uttered his prediction,

to allow of their contracting guilt to

such a degree as that which the con-

nexion necessarily requires ; for he could

not himself have been above seventeen

years old. It may either mean the

princes of the royal house generally, or

the children of the king who should be

on the throne at the time of the ac-

complishment of the prophecy. That
the latter supposition is the more pro-

bable, appears from 2 Kings xxv. 7,

where it is stated, that the king of

Babylon slew the sons of Zedekiah
before his ej'es. By those that wore
foreign attire, the prophet means the

rich and great generally, who, in viola-
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10

11

I will also punish all who leap over the threshold in that day,

Who fill the house of their lord with violence and deceit.

And it shall come to pass in that day, saith Jehovah,

That there shall be the sound of crying from the fish-gate,

And of wailing from the second,

And of great destruction from the hills.

Howl, ye inhabitants of the Mortar !

For all the people of Canaan are destroyed
;

All who are laden with money are cut off.

tion of an express ordinance relative to

national costume, which was designed to

preserve them distinct from other people,

Numb. XV. 37—40, arrayed themselves
in the more costly and gorgeous garb of

idolaters, and thus more easily mixed
with them in the performance of their

idolatrous rites.

9. Because the priests of Dagon ab-

stained from treading on the threshold

of his temple, 1 Sam. v. 5, it has been
by some inferred that Zephaniah alludes

here to some such superstitious custom
as practised by the Jews. Thus the

Targ. •'xn^''?!? 'DTO':^ I'D^hot "jb, all who
walk in the laws of the Philistines. But
this construction has little to support it

beyond the simple occun-ence of the

word losp, threshold, in both passages

;

for in Samuel it is merely said, ^'2'\T «"?

—

]'\ii ^riDp, " they tread or walk not over

the threshold of Dagon .;
" whereas the

language of the prophet, ]pp'3n-'7» jVi^n,

" hit7i thai leapeth over the threshold,"

is expressive of a more violent action

;

and, as the parallel hemistich shows,

characterises the eagerness with which
the servants of the great rushed out of

their palaces in order to seize upon the

property of others, and thereby increase

the wealth of their masters. If we may
apply the signification of the cognate

word in Arab. ^t>, principio, or sub

Jinem noctis iter fecit, we should in-

terpret the term as denoting their setting

out on their predatory expeditions under
cloud of night. Thus, as to the general

^ >, e x >,

sense, the Syr. jaa^u!^ ^Ojl^:3

jloliiO) ^^^ ^^^ commit violence and

plunder. Kimchi explains the word of

their forcibly entering the houses of the

poor, and robbin'g them of their goods.

10, 11. These verses describe the state

of Jerusalem when besieged by Nebu-
chadnezzar. D7^n "•-^j thefish-gate, occurs

2 Chron. xxxUk 14 ; Neh. iii. 3, xii. 39 ;

but there is nothing in these passages

by which we can detemnine its exact

position. From the name it might be

inferred, that it was situated either on
the north or the north-east side of the

city, that being the direction from which

those would arrive who brought fish

from Tiberias and the Jordan, and cor-

responded to what is now called the

Damascus Gate, or to that of St. Stephen.

It was from this side, being that which
was most accessible, that Jerusalem was
attacked by the enemy. That n]\z5p, the

second, is not to be referred to i?©, gate,

as its antecedent, but to f??, city, under-

stood, appears from Neh. xi. 9, where
we have in full njipp TSn, the second city,

i.e. the second division of the city.

Ewald renders the word by Nemtadt,
" Newtown." In all probability it was
what was afterwards called Akra, or the

lower city, which lay to the north of the

ancient city on Mount Zion, and was
separated from it by the Tyropceon, a

valley which ran down between them to

the present pool of Siloam. In our

common version the word is improperly

rendered college, 2 Kings xxii. 14,

2 Chron. xxxiv. 22, after the interpreta-

tion of the Rabbins. The ni5?33, hills,

here mentioned, were not those around
the city, such as the Mount of Olives,

the Mount of Evil Counsel, &c., but
Zion, Moriah, Ophel, and other elevated

localities within the walls, occupied by
the temple, the royal palace, and the

houses of the richer portion of the in-
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12 And it sliall come to pass at tliat time

That I will search Jerusalem with lights,

And punish the men who are hardened on their lees.

Who say in their hearts,

Jehovali Avill not do good, neither will he do evil.

13 And their wealth shall become a spoil,

And their houses a desolation
;

They may build houses, but they shall not inhabit them.

And plant vineyards, but they shall not drink the wine of them.

14 The great day of Jehovah is near;

It is near and hasteth greatly ;

The sound of the day of Jehovah :

There the mighty man shrieketh bitterly.

habitants. Tlie prophet graphically re-

presents the progress of the Chaldeans,
from the gate at which they entered,

into the second division of the city, until

they had ultimately taken possession of

the whole, and destroyed the principal

buildings. This destruction is very ap-

propriately expressed by the noun 13^,

from I?®, io break, break in pieces,

2 Kings XXV. 4, 8, 9. iTMo is not a
proper name, as the article prefixed

shows, but an appellative, signifying

?rtortar, from t'n3, to hray, pound. See
Prov. xxvii. 22. Jt appears to have been
applied, from its resemblance to that

vessel, to one or other of the valleys in

or about Jerusalem. Theod. Iv tm ^ddei.

Aq. els Tov oA/ioi/. According to the

Targum, P7i?7 ^bn:, it was that through
which the brook Kidron flows. Others
think it was the Tyropoeon, the locality

of the bazars, where the merchants
carried on their business. From what
follows in the verse, the latter is most
probably the true interpretation. It is

thought by some that the term M'as

purposely chosen by the prophet, on
account of its resemblance in sound to

^'IP'?, a holy place, and that Jerusalem
itself is meant ; but this word is ex-

clusively appropriated to the tabernacle,

or temple, and other sacred places, and
never to the city, though it is called

^'l,p!7
^'?, the Holy City, just as it is still

known in the East by the names

LT i^iill, El-Kuch, and ^^ciJiASl *-^^.

Beit-el-Mukeddes, of similar signification^

By ]?>?3 », the people of Canaan, the

prophet does not mean the inhabitants

of Canaan generally, nor Phoenician

merchants in particular, who carried on
trade with those of Jerusalem, but ironi-

cally the Jerusalem merchants them-
selves, who not only resembled the

former in their modes of acquiring gain,

but adopted their idolatrous manners
and customs. See on Hos. xii. 8.

12. The Divine judgments were to

reach those who practised wickedness
in the most hidden places, and in the

most covert manner. This is meta-
phorically expressed by searching out

with lights what is concealed in the

dark. The metaphor following is taken

from the firm crust which is formed on
the surface of fermented liquors when
they have been long left in an un-
disturbed state. i^T^, signifies, to con-

tract, become concrete, hard, &c., and
strikingly expresses the hardened state

of the rich who have settled down into

infidelity and atheism. Comp. Jer.

xlviii. 11. Their practical denial of a
superintending and governing providence

is expressed in so many words at the

end of the verse.

13. It is here implied that those of

whom the pro})het speaks would go on
building and planting till the judgment
of God overtook them, and deprived

them of all their property. Comp.
Matt. xxiv. 38, 39.

14. 1TO is not the participle in Piel,
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15 That day is a day of indignation,

A day of trouble and distress,

A day of desolation and ruin,

A day of darkness and gloom,

A day of clouds and obscurity
;

16 A day of the trumpet and the war-shout,

Against the fortified cities,

And against the lofty towers.

17 And I will bring trouble upon men.

So that they shall walk as the blind ;

Because they have sinned against Jehovah,

Their blood shall be poured out as dust.

And their flesh shall be as dung.

18 Neither their silver nor their gold

Shall be able to rescue them

In the day of Jehovah's indignation ;

But the whole land shall be consumed

By the fire of his jealousy :

For a consummation altogether sudden will he make

Of all the inhabitants of the land.

with the affirmative Mem rejected, but

the infinitive of the same conjugation,

used as an abbreviated form of ino'^ ino,

"lO, hitter, is here used adverbially. So
irresistible should be the attack of the

Cbaldeans, tbat the Jewish warrior would

be compelled to abandon himself to

shrieks of hopeless grief.

15, 16. A beautiful amplification, for

the purpose of aggravating the character

of the calamity. Passages somewhat
similar occur in the prophets, but none
equal to this. ni5.«pi rm, as well as

nstiTTpi ni<\L'i, are instances of paronomasia.

Comp. Job XV. 24, xxx. 3, xxxviii. 27.

niniijirn niiEn form a Hendiadys, and
describe the high towers or turrets, at

the angles of fortified walls. Gesenius

assumes an obsolete root ]?3, to separate,

divide into classes, as that from which
HiQ, a turret, is derived ; but there is no
occasion to depart from its usual deriva-

tion from the Piel of niQ, to cause to

turn. It thus signifies what is at the

turninrj, corner, or angle of a building,

and that whether at the top or the
bottom. Tacitus, describing tlie walls of
Jerusalem, says :

" Per artem obliquos et

introrsum sinuatos, ut latera oppugnan-
tium ad ictus patescerent." Hist. lib. v,

cap. 11, § ,5.

17. Dinb, or, as in some MSS. and

editions, nn^, flesh. Arab. ^, caro.

Root nn^, to eat. "^'p may, by zeugma,
be made to govern utytnb as well as cot,

but it is preferable to supply the sub-
stantive verb after cjnn^. For the latter

figure, comp. Job xx. 7.

18. C|— C3, also—also, meaning both
the one and the other. As here with a
negative, 7ieilher—7ior. " Fire " is often

used figuratively to denote war, because
of its devastating effects. Is. x. 16,
xxvi. 11. ^JN is to be taken in the sense
of whol/i/, entirely, altogether.
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CHAPTER II.

A solemn admonition is now given to the Jewish people to repent dnring the short

space of time that would he allotted them before the Chaldean invasion, 1,2;

followed by an exhortation to the pious to persevere in their devotedness to

God, and the interests of righteousness, 3. The prophet then proceeds to fore-

tel the destruction of those nations which had always been hostile to the Jews,

as the Philistines, 4—7; the Moabites and Ammonites, 8—10; parenthetically,

the idols of the nations, 11 ; the Ethiopians, 12; and the Assyrians, 13—15.

Bend yourselves, and be ye bent,

O nation not desired !

Before the birth of the decree ;

The day passeth a^^'ay as chaff;

Before there come upon you the burning anger of Jehovah ;

Before there come upon you the anger of Jehovah.

1. itripi iTTCipiin, the Hithpolel and
Kal conjugations joined for the sake of

Intensity. Comp. Is. xxiv, 19. The
words have been variously rendered.

LXX. avvaxdrjTe kql avvSedrjTe. Vulg.

convenite et congregam'tni. De Wette,

priij'et eiic/i.ja priifet. Gesenius, collect

yourselves, and be i/e collected ; i.e. collect

j-our thoughts, look into your own mind,
prove yourselves : thus agreeing with

De Wette. after the interpretation of

Pagninus, Vatablus, Cocceius, and others.

Ewald, erhleichet uiid hleichet. Most
refer to t'c;? as the root, which signifies

in Poel to collect stubble, wood, S:c.

;

but it is never used with respect to

human beings. I prefer deriving it

from t'ip, to be?id, be bent. Arab.

(^Jf. II. incttrvavit areas more ; in-

ciirratus fuit senex. Hence ncj?, a bow,

from its being bent. Bend yoursclces,

and be ye bent, will then be the proper
rendering. Comp. the use of nrro, to

bow down, Is. Ix. 14. The prophet calls

the Jews to deep humility before God
on account of their manifold sins. Be-
cause ^p\ signifies to be pale, Gesenius
renders the words ?]r3p n'7 "ijn, nation

not ashamed ! but r|C3 never denotes to

be pale from a feeling of shame, but as

the effect of desire, the verb everywhere
else expressing the idea of pining, long-

ing, being intensely desirous of any
object. The phrase ^}}. s<\ not desired,

is here used by litotes for abominated,
hated.

2. The Divine decree or purpose of

pimishment announced in the preceding
chapter, is here tropically represented

as a pregnant female near the time of

her delivery. The words cv 13?
V^'-'?>

as chaff the day passeth, do not refer to

the coming of the period of calamity,
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3 Seek ye Jehovah, all ye humble of the land,

Who perform his judgments;

Seek righteousness, seek humility,

If perhaps ye may be hid

In the day of the anger of Jehovah.

4 For Gaza shall be forsaken,

And Askelon a desolation
;

As for Ashdod, they shall drive her out at noon-day,

And Ekron shall be rooted up.

5 Woe to the inhabitants of the line of the sea !

The nation of Kerethites !

The word of Jehovah is against you
;

Canaan ! the land of the Philistines,

1 will destroy thee, that there shall be no inhabitant.

but the rapid lapse of the time of

repentance. The image of chaff' is always

used of that which flies quickly away,

never of what comes to any one. They
are introduced parenthetically. The
sentence ttStt rjN pin DTb? nit-s'? nn^oa is

wanting in six of Kennicott's MSS.,
probably in two more, and originally in

eight of De Rossi's. It is also omitted

in the Arabic version. The declaration,

with the trifling change of a single

word, is properly repeated for the sake

of emphasis.

3. The prophet here addresses him-
self to the afflicted and humble among
his people, from whom some hope of a

better state of things might be expected.

^ix, rendered perhaps, is not intended

to express a doubt respecting the safety

of the pious, but the extreme difficulty

of escaping the threatened judgment.

The poor of the land were left by
Nebuzar-adan to be vine-dressers and
husbandmen. 2 Kings xxv. 12.

4. The connective force of the particle

'3, for, with which this verse commences,
lies in the universality of the calamity

which was about to come, not upon the

Jews only, but upon all the nations with

which they had been brought into con-

tact. There would be no country to

which they might flee for safety, for all

were to be visited by the Chaldeans.

For the cities of the Philistines here

specified, see on the parallel prophecy,

Amos i. 6—8; and Is. xx. 1. oyvrs,

the meridian or noon, being the hottest

part of the day, is generally spent by
the Orientals in sleep, and is the less

likely time for any military operations
to be carried on. 2 Sam. iv. .5 ; Jer. vi. 4,

XV. 8. The paronomasias, nam> nil? and
"'I?5P pi;?', are not to be overlooked,

5. This and the two following verses

contain an amplification of the prediction

against the Philistines. a;rT '3317, LXX.
TO axoiviafj.a riji BaXacrcrrjs, the line of
the sea, i.e. the region ox coast along the
sea-shore, and so called from the custom
of using a cord or line in measuring offT

or dividing a territory. Comp. with the

same application, o^n r)in, the coast of the

sea, Jer. xlvii. 7; Ezek. xxv. IG. By
D'nns '13, nation of Cretians, .we are not
to understand the actual inhabitants of
Crete, but the Philistines, a nation
descended from those who originally

emigrated from that island, and took
possession of the south-west coast of

Palestine. D'nttJ':?), the name of the

Philistines, properly signifies the emi-

grants, from «5^D. Eth. ^A 1*1, to rove,

migrate. According to Stephen of By-
zantium, Gaza was originally called

Minoa, after Minos, king of Crete, who,
with his two brothers, Arakus and
Rhadamanthus, undertook an expedi-
tion to the coast, and gave the city his

own name. Comp. Deut. ii. 23 ; 1 Sam.
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6 And the line of the sea shall be pastures,

With cisterns for shepherds,

And folds for sheep.

7 Yea, the line shall be for the remnant of the house of Judah,

Thereupon shall they feed
;

In the houses of Askelon shall they lie down at even
;

For Jehovah their God shall visit them,

And reverse their captivity.

8 I have heard the reproach of Moab,

And the revilings of the sons of Amnion,

Who have reviled my people,

And carried themselves haughtily against their border.

9 Wherefore, as I live, saith Jehovah of hosts.

The God of Israel

:

Surely Moab shall be as Sodom,

And the sons of Ammon as Gomorrah ;

A region of overrunning brambles and salt pits,

And a perpetual desolation
;

The remnant of my people shall plunder them,

And the residue of my nation shall possess them.

10 This shall happen to them for their pride,

Because they reproached and carried themselves haughtily,

Against the people of Jehovah of hosts.

XXX. 14 ; Jer. xlvii. 4 ; Ezek. xxv. 16 ;
1—6 ; Amos i. 13—15. '^^ b'^i^rt means

Amos ix. 7. IVPS, Canaan, which is not to carry oneself /laugktily against any
only employed to designate the whole one. There is no occasion to supply

country taken possession of by the n^ or any other noun. The suffix in

Hebrews, but more specially Phoenicia, D^i33 has 'Q? for its antecedent. The
is here to be understood as restricted to formulas '3«. ^n, I living, or as I live,

the country of the Philistines. ver. 9, and nin; 'n, D'h^n 'n, as Jehovah,

6. It is thought by some that there is as God livelh, are solemn modes of

an allusion to dw.3 in the word m?, expression, by which the Divine Exist-

which properly signifies e^^eZ/s ox cisterns, ence is pledged for the certainty of the

from nns, to dig. Instead of continuing declarations which they introduce, pttipo,

to be a thickly populated and well cuUi- a drawing, or extending out, from pco,

vated coimtry, the land of the Philistines cognate 'T-tip, to draw out, exte7id. As
should be converted into a region fit connected with bramble, it denotes the

only to be occupied by nomades. overspreading or overrrmning of that

7. Instead of beingany longer annoyed shrub. Tpa rnDp, a pit or excavation,

by the Philistines, the Jews, restored to such as are found in the vicinity of the

their land, would occupy the territory Dead Sea, in which, when it overflows

as described in the preceding verse. in spring, its water is collected, and pure
8—10. Comp, the parallel prophecies salt obtained by evaporation. The idea

against Moab, Is. xv. xvi. ; Jer. xlviii.; conveyed by both metaphors is that of

Amos ii. 1—3 ; and Amnion, Jer. xlix. sterility and desolation.
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11

12

13

14

Jehovah is to be feared above all the gods of the earth,

For he will cause them to waste away
;

And all the inhabitants of the maritime regions

Shall worship him—each from his place.

Also ye, O ye Cushites !

Shall be slain by my sword.

And he will stretch his hand over the north,

And destroy Assyria
;

He will also make Nineveh waste,

An arid region like the desert.

And flocks shall lie down in the midst of her
;

All the wild beasts of the nations ;

Both the pelican and the porcupine

Shall take up their abode in her capitals
;

A voice shall sing in the windows^

Desolation shall be in the thresholds,

For the cedar-work is laid bare.

11. This verse connects so slightly

with the preceding, and, as the former

part is usually rendered, affords so little

suitable a sense, that I cannot but
regard the suffix in crj'bs as possessing

an anticipative pronominal reference to

y3«7 'D% the (jods of the earth, with

respect to whom Jehovah was to show
himself worthy of exclusive veneration

by eft'ecting their destruction. In Hebrew
poetry the pronoun or pronominal affix

frequently occurs before the noun. See

on Is. xxviii. 26. While announcing
the destruction of the surrounding idola-

trous nations, the prophet was inspired

to predict the gradual, but certain de-

struction of idolatry universally through-

outthe earth. Tliepericdpredictedshould

be one in which all peculiarity of local

worship would cease, and Divine worship

be acceptable wherever presented in

sincerity and truth. Comp. Mai. i. 11
;

John iv. 21—24; 1 Cor. i. 2. For the

phrase cn'>» N^i3, comp. Ps. xcvi. 4. The
'O prefixed in toip'?'? expi-esses simply the

locality in which the persons spoken of

resided. Compare m-o, bran, p'n, n-ij^p,

&c. nn, Arab. |:., to make thin, lean,

diminish, cause to waste away, and to

destroy. LXX. e^oXoBpfvvd. The

knowledge and worship of the true God
were to be extended not only over the

vast continental regions of the globe,

but over those which bordered on, or

existed in the sea. In 0^^ ?.'«, the isles,

or maritime regions, there is, as usual, a

special reference to the West; though

in connexion witliVs, all, the universality

of such regions is intended. The passage

is strictly Messianic, since the accom-
plishment of the prediction has been,

and is being effected by means of the

gospel.

12. For il5i3, Cash, see on Is. xi. 11,

xviii. 1. The prophecy received its ful-

ffiment when Nebuchadnezzar invaded

and conquered Egypt, with whose mili-

tary operations and fate the Ethiopians

were more or less mixed up. Jer. xlvi. 9
;

Ezek. XXX. 5, 9. There is, indeed, reason

to think that Egypt herself is designed

to be included in the term as here

employed.
13—15. From the remote South into

which the prophet had carried his

hearers, he turns suddenly back to the

North, where there still existed a mighty
empire, which must of necessity be

overthrown, before the Divine sword, i.e.

the arms of Babylon, could reach the

countries against which he had denounced

X X
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15 This is tlie exulting city which dwelt securely,

Which said in lier heart,

I am, and besides me there is none.

How she is become desolate

!

A resting-place for wild beasts !

Every one that passeth by her shall hiss,

He shall shake his head.

the judgments of God. Tliis empire
was the Assyrian, wliich was drawing
towards its end, and was actually snb-

verted when Nineveh was taken and
destroyed by Cyaxeres and Nabopo-
lassar, b.c. 625. It is this catastrophe,

with its disastrous consequences, which
Zephaniah so graphically describes in

these verses, bo completely was the

celebrated metropolis of the ancient

world to be desolated, that not even the

Nomades would seek a temporary shelter

among her ruins. They should only be
inhabited by the wild beasts of the

desert. That by D'"\T5> we are to UTider-

stand herds of savage animals, and not

flocks of sheep, goats, &c., is apparent

from the mention made in the parallelism

of 'i3"in;n-'73, every tvHd beast of the nation.

'13, nation, has by some been thought to

stand poetically for a collection of

animals, just as D??, j)eople, does, Prov.

XXX. 25, 2G ; but it is rather to be
regarded as synonymous with pM, land,

country ; only restricting it to the par-
ticular country in which Nineveh had
been situated; so that the phrase will

be equivalent to y^«"in'.ri, Gen. i. 21.

The LXX. render iravra ra Qrjp'ia tijs

yfjs. Targ. «;;5 nvn "73, all the beasts of
the field. The 1 in in^n is merely
paragogic. For TMip_ and ibi?, see on
Is. xxxiv. 11. Some interpret "Jip of the

Arab. (J^, the demo7i of the desert, and

convert y)p, desolation, into Tip, raven,

but without sufficient ground. See
Maurer, who, in opposition to Hitzig,

takes both words in their usual accepta-

tion, nny, the Piel of rns-, is here used
impersonally, and is best rendered in

the passive. "iriES, chapiter, see on
Amos ix. I. By nn«: is meant the

wainscoting and fine carved cedar wor/c

with which the walls, ceiling, &c., of

the houses were ornamented. For the

language of j)ride and carnal security

expressed in ver. 15, comp. Is. xlvii. 8.

CHAPTER HI.

Having digressed to predict the fate of the surrounding nations, Zephaniah returns

to his own countrymen, and specially directs his prophecy against Jerusalem,

the leading persons in which had persevered in wickedness in spite of all the

warnings which they had received, 1—7. After addressing the pious members

of the theocracy, and encouraging them to wait for the development of the

Divine purposes, 8, he proceeds to predict the conversion of the Gentiles, 9,

and of the Jews, 10; describes their character when converted, 11—13 ; con-

gratulates them on their deliverance, and enjoyment of the presence of their

heavenly King, 11—17; and concludes by adverting to the circumstances con-

nected with their return to Palestine after their conversion, 18—20.
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Wo to the rebellious and pollLitcd,

The oppressing city

!

She listened not to the voice,

She received not instruction
;

She trusted not in Jehovah,

She drew not near to her God.

Her princes in the midst of her

Are roaring lions

;

Her judges are evening wolves
;

They gnaw no bones in the morning.

Her prophets are vain-glorious,

Hypocritical men ;

Her priests profane what is sacred
;

They do violence to the law.

Jehovah, the righteous One, is in the midst of her,

1. It has been thought by some that

in n^l^'2, rebellious, as here apjilied lo

Jerusalem, there is a play upon the

name of '^'XP,, Mor'iah, on whicli the

temple was built. If so, it was calculated

to suggest to the minds of the Jews the

gross inconsistency of their laying claim

to any connexion with that sacred place,

while they obstinately refused to obey

the law of God. Tlie root is nto, cognate

with rrra, fo prove refractory, rebel. The
LXX. rendering the word by eTTLCjiavrjs,

illustrious, have doubtless mistaken it

as coming from nsn, to see ; as the Syr.

o

likewise has done, rendering 1 ^^j ^
H

*

noted, celebrated. HDVj the Benon. par-

ticiple of T^y, to rage, be cruel, oppressive,

&c. What the prophet has in his eye

is the rage and cruelty with which tlie

idolatrous inhabitants persecuted such

as adhered to the worship and service

of Jehovah, as well as their oppression of

the widows, orphans, &c. See Jer. xxii. 3.

2—4. Not only did the inhabitants

generally refuse to receive instruction

from the Lord, and alienate their affec-

tions from him and his service, but the

rulers, botli civil and ecclesiastical,

evinced the grossest dereliction of duty,

and the most flagrant inconsistency of

character. l^y '?^'^ evening/ wolves, i.e.

wolves which come forth from the forests

or other lurking places in the evening,

and, greedy with hunger, seize or devour
during the night, whatever animals they
fall in with. Comp. Hab. i. 8, XvKot
vvKTepivol, Oppian. Cynoget. 3, 2GG.
The voracious and insatiable cupidity

of the judges is further expressed by
i|T3^ wiJ sb, iiot/dnff is crauiiched in the

morning ; i. e. all is devoured in the

night, and not so much as a bone left

to be gnawed in tlie morning. '^3 is

here used impersonally. Thus, as to the

sense, the LXX. and Vulg. ovx vtt6\l-

TvovTo ; non relinquebant. The prophets,

instead of evincing that gravity and
humility which became those who pro-
fessed to deliver Divine messages, were
Q'ln^s, light and vain-glorious persons,

trifling with the most serious subjects,

and carrying themselves haughtily to-

wards others. The verb ine properly
signifies to boil tip like water. Comp.
Gen. xlix. 4; Jud. ix. 4; Jer. xxiii. 32.

Arab, tss:*, sziperbivit. The priests were

equally corrupt. They made no dis-

tinction between the holy and profane,

and distorted the meaning of the law,

when expounding it to the people. Comp.
Ezek. xxii. 26, where similar language
is used, and explained.

5. Jehovah had his residence in the

temple, connected with the daily worship,

in which were those unfailinjr revela-
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He doelli no injustice ;

Every morning lie bringetli his judgment to light,

It is not lacking

;

But the unjust know no shame.

I have cut off the nations ;

Their corner-stones are laid waste ;

I have made their streets desolate,

Without any one passing through them.

Their cities are destroyed ; they are without a man
;

There is no inhabitant.

I said : Only fear me ;

Receive instruction

;

That her habitation might not be cut off,

According to all that I had appointed concerning her

:

But they rose up early ;

They corrupted all their doings.

Nevertheless, wait for me, saith Jehovah,

tions of the rectitude of his character

that brought to view a glorious pattern,

which it was tlie duty of the Jews to

imitate ; but, hardened in wickedness,

they were conscious of no feelings of

shame. i/^Ba. "il^.^l, i7t the morning in the

morni7ig, i.e. according to a common
Hebrew idiom, everij morning.

6. Besides the plentiful instruction

with which the inhabitants of Jerusalem

had been furnished by the public in-

stitutions that existed among them, and
from which they might conclude what
punishment they had to expect if they

persisted in sin, they had examples from

which to take warning in the desolate

condition to which other nations had
been reduced on account of their wicked-

ness. Under the long and happy reign

of Josiah, the Jews enjoyed rest and
tranquillity until the last year, while

other neighbouring nations were laid

waste ; for it was during his reign that

the great incursion of the Scythians

into western Asia took place, while

Judea was spared. Michaelis. nss is

here to be taken in its literal acceptation

of corner-stone, but the ruin or desola-

tion of the building resting upon it is

implied. r\-p. is the Niphal of rrjy, to

cat down, lay waste.

7. W'n and 'i7pn are both futures used

for imperatives. In n:i5?D and n'^y Jg a
change, by no means uncommon, of the

second person to the third. In "53 there

is an ellipsis of |, according to. "J? ^i?B

is not to be here taken in the sense of
punishing, but of appointing {or punish-
ment. Comp. Jer. XV. 3. The appointed
and threatened judgments should be
averted from Jerusalem, if the inhabi-

tants would only turn from their evil

ways, and walk in the fear of the Lord.

Such was the announcement which he
graciously made to them by his servants

the prophets ; but, instead of reforming,

they addicted themselves more sedulously

and entirely to the practice of iniquity,

D'Birn, to rise early, is frequently used
in the Hebrew Scriptures in a tro-

pical sense, to indicate that a person
does anything with preparedness or full

purpose of mind. The primary idea

conveyed by the verb seems to be that

of placing the burdens on the shoulders

of camels, &c., before setting out on a

journey, which, in the East, is done very

early in the morning. Root 3''?) shoulder.

Eth. rt Yl '"' - hajulavit. 7\t\\\ ^^ '

onus imposuit humeris.

8. Most expositors interpret the words
'7 I5n, expect or tvait for me, as if they

were addressed to the profligate charac-
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In the day when I rise for the prey ;

For my determination is to assemble the nations,

To gather the kingdoms
;

To pour out upon them my fury,

All the heat of my anger;

For by the fire ofmy jealousy

The whole earth shall be consumed,

9 For then I will turn to the nations a pure language,

That they may all invoke the name of Jehovah ;

That they may serve him with one accord.

ters desci'ibed in the preceding verse,

but tliis construction is admissible only

on the principle of their being applied

ironically, since the phrase is never
used except in a good sense. Yet even
this but ill suits the entire connexion.

I consider them to form an apostrophe

to the pious among the Jews, calling

upon them to look forward, amid all the

calamities which were approaching, to

the glorious period which these calami-

ties were designed to usher in, and
which the prophet specially describes in

the following verses. The LXX., and
all the other Greek versions, as also the

Syr., render ^5, by testimony or witness ;

a signification whicli only attaches to

the letters when pointed i?. The sig-

nification of prey is more appropriate

here. Compare for this signification

Gen. xlix. 27 ; Is. xxxiii. 23, What
is meant by rising up to the prey is

explained in the following clause of the

verse. Indeed, the very derivation of

the word from nn», to pass on in a hostile

manner, to rush upo?i, attack ; Arab.

iSC irruit in aliquem ; i_^Ac, inimici,

hastes; at once suggests the ideas of

conflict and destruction.

9. From this verse to the end of the

book the prophecy relates exclusively to

Messianic times. Therrjiia T\u^, purified
lip or language, means the profession

of pure religion, a language freed from
the polluted names of idols, and of

every abomination connected with their

worship. As this was to be realized by
the nations, the C^Q^?, as distinguished

from the Jews, it follows that the spread
of Christianity, and the consequent sub-

version of idolatry throughout the world.

are here specifically predicted. This
prediction, however, has hitherto been
only partially fulfilled. By the gospel,

indeed, idolatry has been dislodged from
many parts of the globe, but its place

has to a great extent been occupied by
the pollutions of antichristian systems of

worship, while vast regions are still the

scenes of varied and most degrading
idolatrous abominations. And, as to

the unity so strikingly expressed by
irT« DD-jj, one shoulder, whatever there

may be of that real substantial unity

which binds all true believers to Christ

as their Head, and to one another as

members of the same family, there is

still a deplorable want of the visible

manifestation of oneness in obeying the

laws of Christ, and observing the or-

dinances of his house. These laws are

spoken of as a burden. Matt. xi. 30 ; Acts

XV. 28; Rev.ii.24; and the metaphor here
employed by the prophet is taken from
two persons jointly carrying a burden
between them, shoulder to shoulder.

Compare the use of ofxodvfia^ov. Acts
i. 14, ii. 1, 46, iv. 24, v. 12, xv. 25

;

Rom. XV. 6. What has prevented the

outward visibility of the unity of be-

lievers has been, that some of them have
added burdens of their own to that of

the Redeemer, while others have sub-

mitted to those imposed by men pro-

fessing to be acting by his authority,

but who have had no scripture warranty

for their pretensions. Until there is a
return to an unanimous adherence to

the simplicity which is in Christ, there

can be no such unity as that taught in

this verse. Yet for such the Bible

teaches us to look ; and it behoves every

Christian to do whatever lies in his
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10

11

12

From beyond the rivers of Cush,

My suppliants, the daughter of my dispersed,

Shall bring my offering.

In that day thou shalt not be ashamed

On account of all thy doings,

By which thou hast transgressed against me
;

For then I will remove from the midst of thee

Thy proud exulters

;

And thou shalt no more be haughty in my holy mountain.

And I will leave in the midst of thee

An humble and poor people,

And they shall trust in tlic name of Jehovah.

power, in order to bring about so blessed

a consummation. Comp. 2 Cor. vi. 14,

Mv yivecrBe erepo^vyovvTes oTrio-rois

;

and 1 Cor. i. 10, ^re Se KaT-qpTia-fxhoi,

iv tS> avTca vol kol ev rr) avTj] yvcofirj.

lo'. Having foretold the conversion

of the Gentiles, the prophet in this

verse predicts that of the Jews; quite

in accordance with other passages of

Scripture, in which they are placed in

juxta-position with each other.
_

'l.TO,

my suppliants, from in?, to bvrn incense

to a divinity
;
pray, supplicate. Arab.

Jac, honos odores spiravit. Syr. V-b^^,

fumavit odore suavi. Comp. Rev. v. 8,

where the prayers of saints are called

6viiidnara, odours or incense, and Ps.

cxli. 2, where David compares his prayer

to nnto;?, the Hebrew synonynie lor in-

cense. Who the worshippers are, the

prophet explains in the following words :

'213-m, the daughter of my dispersed, i.e.

by a common Hebrew idiom, my dis-

persed people, the Jews ; and the locality

in which we are directed to look for

them is iBi3"nn:'7 "iii;, beyond the rivers of

Cush, i.e. Ethiopia or Abyssinia itself,

the rivers of which enclose it on the

north. See on Is. xviii. 1, where the

same phraseology occurs, but where the

Ethiopians, and not the Jews, are the

subjects of the prophecy. It is a well

ascertained fact, though all the historical

circumstances with which it is connected

have no*, yet been brought to light, that

there has long existed in the west of

Abyssinia, a people called Falashus, or

emigrants (from the Eth. <5,A iX '• to

migrate ; hence <5.A iX - « sojourner,

stranger, the root from which 'n^^S,

Philistine, is derived, and for the same

reason), who maintain that they de-

rived their origin from Palestine, and

all of whom profess the Jewish reli-

gion. They are identified, as to phy-

sical traits, not with the African races

living in Ethiopia, but with the tribes

of Arabia. They have their own go-

vernment conceded to them by the

Negus, or king of Ethiopia. When
Bruce was there they had a Jewish king

named Gideon, and his queen, Judith.

Considering how greatly the Christianity

of Abyssinia has been mixed up with

Judaism, there is every reason to believe

that most of the early converts in that

country belonged to this very people.

That the Falashas are part of the dis-

persed people whose conversion is here

predicted, I can have no doubt. They

are singled out as a separate portion of

the scattered seed of Abraham, most

probably on account of the peculiar

circumstances in which they have lived

during the dispersion. Their bringing

of Jehovah's ofl'ering does not necessarily

imply that they are, on their conversion,

to come with gifts to J erusalem ; all that

is intended may only be rriin^a nnap, the

pure offering, which, under the new

dispensation, was to be presented in

every place. See Mai. i. 11 ;
and comp.

ver. 9.

11—13. These verses contain a de-

scription of restored and regenerated

Israel. The not being ashamed of their

sinful practices does not mean their not
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13 The residue of Israel shall not commit injustice
;

They shall not speak lies

;

Neither shall a deceitful tongue be found in their moutli

But they shall feed and lie down,

And none shall make them afraid.

14 Rejoice, O daughter of Zion !

Shout, O Israel

!

Be joyful and exult with all thy heart,

O daughter of Jerusalem !

15 Jehovah hath removed thy judgments ;

He hath cleared away thine enemies ;

The King of Israel, Jehovah, is in the midst of thee,

Thou shalt see calamity no more.

In that day it shall be said to Jerusalem, Fear not

;

O Zion ! let not thy hands be feeble :

Jehovah thy God is in tlie midst of thee.

The Mighty One, that will save

;

He will rejoice over thee with gladness,

He will be silent in his love
;

He Avill exult over thee with a shout of joy.

16

17

feeling a compunctious sense of their

intrinsic odiousness and demerits, but is

expressive of the great change that

should take place in the outward con-

dition of the Jews. That condition into

which they have been brought by tlieir

obstinate rebellion against Jehovah and
his Messiah, is one of disgrace. When
recovered out of it, all the marks of

shame and infamy shall be removed.

The Pharisaic spirit of pride, and the

vain confidence in the temple and the

temple worship, which proved the ruin

of the nation, shall be taken away. The
converted residue shall be a people

humble and poor in spirit, Matt. v. 3,

xi. 5, and of a truly righteous and up-

right character ; and having fled for

refuge to the hope set before them in

the gospel, shall be safe under the pro-

tecting care of their heavenly Father.

14. A call to the converted Israelites,

restored to their own land, and especially

to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, to exult

in their distinguished experience of the

Divine loving-kindness.

15. This and the following verses
furnish the reasons why the Jew^ should
indulge in exultation. n:s, in Kal, to

turn ; in Piel, to cause to turn out of
the way, remove, destroy. Instead of

^^^K thine enemy, thirty-i\NO MSS., origi-

nally six more, and two by correction,

read '^?y^, tliine enemies, which reading
is also supported by two early editions,

the Babyl. Talmud, and all the versions.

For wn, sixty-eight MSS., and among
these some of the most accurate Spanish,
read W''?. In the full enjoyment of
the presence of their God, the con-
verted Jews should have nothing to

fear.

17. A beautiful description of the

delight which Jehovah shall take in his

recovered people, and of their con-
sequent and continuous happiness. The
phrase ^"i^nsin ^""in' has occasioned some
difficulty to interpreters. Houbigant,
after the LXX. and Syr., and following

him Newcome, and recently Ewald,
propose to read ^^rT!, "he will renew
his love ;

" but this verb nowhere occms
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18 I will gather those that are grieved for the festivals,

(They were of thee ;)

Burdened with reproach for her sake.

19 Behold ! I will deal with all thine oppressors at that time,

And will save her that halteth,

And collect the expelled,

And make them a praise and a name.

In every country where they have been put to shame.

20 At that time I will bring you in,

in Hiphil, and the conjectural emenda-
tion is wholly unnecessary. ilSin, to he

dumb, keep silence, has the same signi-

fication in Hiphil, to he silent, not to

speak, and is here very appropriately

employed to express the non-remem-
hrance of iniquity. Justly as God might

set the sins of his people before them,

he, in the exercise of his love, makes no

mention of them, having freely forgiven

them for the sake of the atonement

made by his only-begotten Son. Comp.
Ps. xxxii. 2; Jer. xxxi. 34; Ezek.

xxxiii. 16.

18. nr:, of which D^?i3 is the Niphal

participle, has two significations, that of

being pained or grieved, and that of

being separated, removed, &c. Both

derivations may be supported by the

Arab. -=>-}) doluit,an([ Conj. iv.procul

a se avovit. The former, which is here

most approved, fully meets the exigency

of the passage, and may be said to

imply the latter. The Jews, in a state

•which rendered it impossible for them
to celebrate their sacred festivals at

Jerusalem, are represented as filled

with grief when they reflected on the

privileges of their ancestors, "yfvo,festival,

is here a noun of multitude. Tfl^, on

her account, is introduced, for the sake

of emphasis, between the words n^irip

i^?'?'!!, the lifting up, or utterance of re-

proach, which would otherwise have

appeared in the construct state. By
metonymy, the Jews, who are the

objects of such reproach, are intended.

Comp. Micah vi. 16. The feminine

suffix in H'!?? refers to Jerusalem or

Zion, imderstood : the change of person

is, as frequently, for the sake of effect.

The various reading 'q.''»\ though sup-

ported by more than twelve MSS., the

Targ. and Syr,, is most probably an
emendation.

19. n« n"C|, means to deal with, in the

way of retribution or punishment. Vulg.
inlerficiam. Targ. ?? vc^'0% T29 n:n, /
will an end of. The restoration of the

Jews is uniformly represented as taking

place in connexion with the destruction

of those nations that are hostile to the

cause of God, and that shall, in a special

manner, oppose the accomplishment of

his purpose respecting the final deliver-

ance of that long depressed and scattered,

yet beloved people. Comp. Is. lix.

17—21, Ixvi. 15, 16. ry^^:^, halting, and
^17^^, driven aivay, cast out, express the

deplorable circumstances of the Jews
during the dispersion; and the verbal

forms indicate that such shall be their

condition till the time of restoration.

Tiie illustrious character of that restora-

tion, however, shall redound to the

celebrity of the covenant people in all

the countries where they have been the

objects of reproach and ignominy. y^s(,

land, is used collectively forriian«, lands ;

and n'03 y"i«, the land of their shame,

means the countries in which they have
been the objects of contumely and dis-

grace. Ezek. xxxiv.29. The occurrence

of the article in Vv*??! which is in con-

struction with cmi2, is contrary to rule,

but is otherwise not without examples.

See Josh. iii. 17 ; 1 Sam.ii. 13 ; 2 Kings
vii. 13. In such cases, liowever, the

article is generally repeated before the

following noun. See Josh. viii. 11
;

Jer. XXV. 26. Some would account for

the irregularity by an imderstood repeti-

tion of the noun, thus, DniiSa y"j« y"!«n-'733.

20. After nonw «'?« supply D??"i«i

The 1 in TOii is exegetical. TJie period
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Even at the time when I collect you
;

Yea, I will make you a name and a praise

Among all the nations of the earth,

When I reverse your captivity in their sight,

Saith Jehovah.

of the re-introduction of the Jews into how greatly and how long soever they
their own land is here rendered dis- may have desired it. Jehovah, to re-

tinguishingly prominent by repeated move all doubts, declares that he will

and pointed reference. So wonderful, bring it about &e/bre their eyes; i.e. it

however, shall be the circumstances shall certainly become the object of

connected with the event, that they their delightful contemplation,
shall scarcely believe it when it happens,

Y Y





HAGGAI.

PREFACE.

It is generally thought that the prophet Haggai was among the

Hebrew exiles who returned with Zerubbabel, and Joshua the

high priest, from Babylon in the year B.C. 5S6, when Cyrus granted

them their liberty, and ordered them to be furnished with

what was necessary for the restoration of the temple at Jeru-

salem. His book itself vouches for the fact that he prophesied

in the reign of Darius Hystaspis, who ascended the Persian

throne B.C. 521. Having been interrupted in building the temple

by an interdict, which the Samaritans obtained from Smerdis

the usurper, the Jews became in some measure indifferent to

the work ; and when Darius came to the throne, an event which

must have deprived the prohibition of all authority, instead of

vigorously recommencing their labours, the more influential persons

among them pretended that, as the prophecy of the seventy years

applied to the temple as well as to the captivity in Babylon, and

they were only yet in the sixty-eighth year, the proper time for

rebuilding it had not arrived, and gave their whole attention to the

erection of splendid mansions for themselves.

To rouse them from their selfish indifference to the claims of

religion, Haggai and Zechariah were commissioned, in the second

year of Darius, i.e. B.C. 520, to deliver to them rousing appeals

from Jehovah. These appeals had the desired effect, and the work

proceeded with vigour.
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The book is made up of five messages, whicli were all delivered,

at successive periods, within the short space of three months. They

are so exceedingly brief, that they are, not without reason, sup-

posed to be only a summary or epitome of the original discourses.

The style of Haggai is not distinguished by any peculiar excel-

lence
;
yet he is not destitute of pathos and vehemence, when re-

proving his countrymen for their negligence, and exhorting them

to the performance of duty. To these, the interrogatory form

which he frequently adopts, in no small degree contributes. He is

not without elevation when predicting the future. Certain portions

of the book are purely historical ; and the rest, though exhibiting

more or less of the parallelism of members which characterises the

usual prophetic style, are but faintly rliythmical. The phrases,

J^^^<;lt Ty}^^'> Qii:
-, DDnn'p n^^ii^, are frequently repeated. T^Vi) DSJ

occurs not less than thrice in a single verse, chap. ii. 4.

]^i:»p rt3, ii. 3 ; mq mik, ii. 6 ; DDnSt r^i^, ii. 16, are peculiar,

and indicate the Chaldee ase.



CHAPTER I.

The prophet calls the attention of the principal civil and ecclesiastical authorities

to the negligence of the people in not building the temple, 1—4 ; directs that of

the people to this as the cause of their want of outward prosperity, 5—11 ; and

subjoins a notice respecting the success with which the delivery of his message

was accompanied.

In the second year of Darius the king, in the sixth month, on

the first day of the month, the word of the Lord was communicated

through Haggai tlie prophet to Zerubbabel, the son of Shealliel,

governor of Judah, and to Joshua, the son of Josedech, the higli

priest, saying :

1. The Darius here mentioned is

Darius the son of Hystaspis, of the

family of tiie AchEemenidse, who, in

consequence of an oracle, was raised to

the throne of Persia, on the death of

the usurper Smerdis, b.c. 521, and
reigned thirty-six years. That this must
be the monarch intended is obvious

from the facts, that Darius the iVJede,

mentioned Dan. v. 31, ix. 1, lived be-

fore the return of tlie Jews from Baby-
lon ; and that Darius Notlius and Darius

Codomannus flourished, the former

ninety-three years after the completion

of the temple, and the latter at a mucli

later period. Darius Hystaspis is re-

presented by Herodotus as a mild and
benevolent ruler. He protected the Jews
from tlie opposition of their enemies,

and carried into effect the edict of

Cyrus, Ezra vi. The name ^y.p^,Dari/-

avesk, or, as it appears in the cuneiftirm

inscriptions of Persepolis, Dari/awus, is

derived by Lassen (lib. d. Keilform.

Inschriften, p. ir.8), from the root dark,

to j^^^^srve, with the affirmative aivii,

the s being the sign of the nominative
;

and thus signifies conservator. Comp.
Herodotus, vi. 98, where the signification

ip^firjs, coercer, is given to the name.
The date in the prophecy is taken from
the reign of this monarch, because at

the time he swayed his sceptre over all

the countries with which the Jews were
brought into contact, from Lybia in

Egypt, and the frontiers of Europe, to

the O.xus and the Indus on the east.

The months specified by Haggai and
Zechariah are those not of the Persian,

but of tlie Hebrew year. See Zech.
i. 7, vii. 1, viii. 19. Zerubbabel, whose
Chaldee name was Sheshbazzar, Ezra
i. 8, V. 14 ; comp. v. 16, iii. 8, 10, was
the grandson (]5 is used by Haggai
in its more extended signification) of
Shealtiel, of the royal house of David,
1 Chron. iii. 9— 19. Cyrus committed
to his care the sacred vessels of the

temple, and appointed him governor of
the colony which returned to Judea.
The title of ^^, jJrefect or governor, by
which he is designated, is applied to
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2 Thus saith Jehovali of hosts :

This people say, The time is not come,

The time for the house of Jehovah to be built.

3 Yea, the word of Jehovah was communicated through Haggai

the prophet, saying :

4 Is it time for you, O ye,

To dwell in your wainscoted houses.

And this house lie waste ?

5 Now, therefore, thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Consider your ways.

6 Ye have sown much, but brought in little;

Ye have eaten, but not had enough
;

Ye have drunk, but not to the full

;

Ye have put on clothing, but none is warm ;

persons bearing rule in provinces or

divisions of the Persian en piro of less

extent and impovtance than satrapies.

Comp. the Pracrit. Pakkha, and the

present Turkish Pasha, though the latter

word, \jiXi, Basha, is rather to be referred

to , Jib, Bash, head, commander, ruler.

Joshua the high priest is repeatedly

mentioned in the book of Zechariah,

as presiding over the Jewish affairs at

the same time with Zerubbabel. That
Vnjri ^nbn, (he high priest, is to be con-

nected, not witli the more proximate,

but with the more remote noun, i.e. with

yuJin^, Joshua, is clear, not only from tlie

similar coherence of nnp, but from all

other instances in which offices and
genealogical statements are blended.

2. Simple as are the words rii>«'Bn? w"?

"^y\, the construction is somewhat difficult,

owing to the position of the infinitive «'3.

Either we must, with Hitzig, give to

the former n» the points n5>=nm, now, as

in Ps. Ixxiv. 6 ; Ezek. xxiii. 43 ; or con-

vert «'ii into «3: of the preterite, as one of

De Rossi's MSS. reads, and agreeably

to the rendering of the LXX., Syr.,

Vulg., Targ., and Arab.; or, what is

preferable, regard ^»'i as put absolutely

lor the purpose of more emphatically

expressing the sentiment that the time

was not yet really come in which to

erect the temple. As two of the seventy

years' captivity had yet to elapse, the

colony which had arrived at Jerusalem
encouraged themselves in their neglect

of present duty, by assuming that the

building of the temple was included in

the calculation, and that, till the full

time had expired, they were under no
obligation to recommence the work.

4. Repeating the word np, time, which
he had employed twice, verse 2, the

prophet makes an appeal full of point

and cogency to those whom he addresses.

The use of DOi^ before DD^ adds to the

force of the language, ^pp signifies to

cover, cover over, waiiiscot, or overlay

with boards, so that what is predicated

of the houses is not to be confined to

the ceiling, but must be extended to the

walls which were thus covered, at once
for comfort and ornament. How beauti-

fully the feelings of David, 2 Sam. vii. 2,

contrast with those of the persons re-

proved by Haggai.

5. The 1 in nnri is inferential, while
HFii? is employed, not in its temporal
acceptation, but argimientatively, as in

Ps. ii. 10. riyyff>'P c??!'', to'c, fit. place

your heart upon your ways, an idiomatic,

but very expressive mode of speech.

Comp. ver. 7, and ii. 18, twice, in the

elliptical form DDl?) TO'ip.

6. !<3n, ?i3«, in^ and ©iab, are historical

infinitives, which carry forward the force

of the finite form in DFiSJii at the com-
mencement of the verse, and, at the

same time, give a greater degree of

prominence to the actions which they
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And he that earneth wages, earneth them

To put them into a purse with holes.

7 Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Consider your ways.

8 Go up to the mountain, and bring wood,

And build the house, and I will take pleasure in it,

That I maybe glorified, saith Jehovah.

9 Ye looked for much, but, behold ! little
;

And ye brought it home, and I blew upon it.

Wherefore ? saith Jehovah of hosts.

Because ofmy house M'hich lieth waste.

And ye run each to his own house.

10 Therefore, it is on your account the heavens withhold the dew,

And the earth withholdeth her produce.

11 And I have called for drought,

express. Nothing prospered, ard nothing

could be expected to prosper, while the

Jews were living in the flagrant neglect

of their duty. They had brought property

with them from Babylon, with which
they had erected splendid houses for

themselves, but God blasted their agri-

cultural and other expectations ; and
they had nothing in prospect but a season

of scarcity and want. The necessaries

of life were already become so dear, that

those who wrought for day's wages
parted with all that they earned, as if

they had put it into a bag or purse with

holes, ^ipj, hored ox perforated.

7. A reiteration of the exhortation

contained in ver. 5.

8. The reason why the Jews are called

to provide wood only is thought by
Jerome to be, that the walls of the temple
remained standing; but this hypothesis

is contradicted by repeated statements

in the books of Ezra and Zechariah, as

well as in Haggai ii. 18, in which ex-

press mention is made of laying its

foundations. It rather seems to have
been on account of the time which would
be necessary to procure the article in

question from Lebanon, since it required

first to be hewn down, and afterwards

transported by sea to Joppa. Byi^ii,

the.viountain, Rosenmiiller thinks Mor'ah
is meant; Hitzig, the mountainous
country in the vicinity of Jerusalem;

but it is more natural to interpret the

term of Lebanon, whence the wood was
actually fetched. It is true the Jews
themselves did not go to that mountain
for the timber; it was conveyed by the

Zidonians and Tyrians, Ezra iii. 7; but

persons are often said to do what they

perform through the instrumentality of

others. For "js^^i, the textual reading,

which should be pointed i^lt*?) the Keri
has ^^?|^% The copula "! marks here

the end to be obtained, or the result that

would follow the performance of the

enjoined duty. In such cases the

future has the force of a potential mood.
9. n:B, the infinitive absolute, as in

ver. 6. Even the small crop which was
reaped had no sooner been brought into

the barns or granaries, than it was dis-

sipated. Their running each to his own
house is expressive of the eagerness with

which the Jews pursued their own affairs,

and sought for self-indulgence, 'n'.? and
Tn'3 stand here in striking contrast.

10. DD'by is not to be referred to the

heavens, and so rendered over yon, but
on yoitr account, for your sake. Com p.

DD'^bpapb, Micah iii. 12, The meaning
is, on account of your neglecting to

build the temple. The preposition in

j'^p, following n"», signifies with respect

to, but does not require to be trans-

lated.

10. In the use of 2-ih, drought, there
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12

13

14

15

Upon the land, and upon the mountains,

Upon the grain, and upon the new wine,

Upon the oil, and upon what the ground bringeth forth,

Upon man and upon beast,

And upon all the labour of the hands.

Then Zerubbabel, the son of Shealtiel, and Joshua, the son of

Josedech the high priest, and all the residue of the people, hearkened

to the voice of Jehovah their God, and to the words of Haggai the

prophet, according as Jehovah their God had sent him ; and the

people feared Jehovah.

Then spake Haggai, the messenger of Jehovah, in tlie message of

Jehovah to the people :

I am with you, saith Jehovah.

And Jehovah stirred up the spirit of Zerubbabel, the son of

Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and the spirit of Joshua, the son of

Josedech the high priest, and the spirit of all the rest of the people,

and they came and did the work in the house of Jehovah of hosts,

their God, on the twenty-fourth day of the sixth month, in the

second year of Darius the king.

is an obvious reference to X)^, dry, waste,

desolate, verses 4 and 9. They form a

paronomasia. The lengthened amplifica-

tion is employed in order to add to the

force of the threatening. The LXX.,
supposing it to be incongruous to speak

of bringing a drought upon man and
Least, read 3nn instead of I'ln, and ren-

dered the word by fidxaipav, a sivord, not

adverting to the circumstance, that the

latter term was still less applicable to

the other subjects here enumerated.

"What the prophet threatens is an uni-

versal drought, the eflects of which
would specially be experienced by living

creatures.

12. The prophet nov? describes the

happy effect which was produced by the

message which he had just delivered.

All the people who had returned united

with their rulers in rendering obedience

to the Divine command.
13. To encourage them to proceed

in the path of obedience on which they
had entered, Haggai delivers to them
the brief, but most cheering promise,
nw c«3 D^ris \3«, I am with you, saith

Jehovah.

14. nn Tyn, to excite, or stir tip the

spirit of any one (comp. Ezra i. 1, 6),

means to render him inclined effectively

to undertake the peiformance of any act,

or to pursue a certain line of conduct.

15. From the date here assigned it

appears, that most of the month elapsed

before the work was fairly undertaken.

Several of the early editions of the

Hebrew Bible, as also the London Poly-

glot, improperly place this verse at tiie

beginning of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER II.

This chapter contains three different oracles of the prophet. The first, designed- to

encourage the people and their leaders to proceed with the building of the

temple, by considerations derived from the Divine presence, 1—4 ; from their

national covenant continuing in force, and that of the prophetic and gracious

influences of the Holy Spirit, 5 ; from the advent of the person and kingdom of

the Messiah, 6, 7; and from the universal proprietorship of Jehovah, the glory

of the Messiah, and the reconciliation which he should effect, 8, 9. The second

oracle cautions them against intermission in their labours, by showing that if

they did so, nothing they did could be acceptable to God, 11—14 ;
and by re-

ferring them to the infelicitous state of their affairs before the late revival, 15—18

and promises them prosperity, 19. The third is addressed to Zerubbabel in-

dividually, to animate and encourage him in conducting the woi-k.

1 In the seventh month, on the twenty-first day of tlie month, the

word of Jehovah was communicated through Haggai the prophet,

2 saying: Speak now to Zerubbabel, the son of Sliealtiel, the governor

of Judah, and to Joshua, the son of Josedech, the high priest, and

to the rest of the people, saying :

3 Who is there among you that remaineth,

That saw this house in its former glory?

And how do ye see it now ?

Is it not, compared with it, as nothing in your eyes .''

4 Yet now be strong, O Zerubbabel ! saith Jehovah ;

1,2. This oracle was delivered nearly been, Haggai appeals respecting the

a month after the rebuilding of the disparity between the two, in regard to

temple had commenced, and was evi- the rough and unpromising appearance

dently designed to remove the despon- of the new structure, contrasted with

dency in which some of the people the elegant and splendid aspect of that

indulged, and to animate them to pro- of Solomon, previous to its destruction

secute the work. by the Chaldeans. "'^'Oin is not in apposi-

I 3. It appears from Ezra iii. 10, that tion with D32, but connects with the

there were many present at the laying interrogative 'P. The phrase ]]*^'? infcs

of the foundation of the second temple, ia peculiar, but not difficult of resolution,

who had seen the first. To such of them the word for temple being understood,

as were still alive, few as they must have 4. The comparison instituted in the

z z
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And be strong, O Joshua! son of Josedech, the high priest;

Be ye strong also, all ye people of the land !

Saith Jehovah of hosts, and work :

For I am with you, saith Jehovah of hosts.

The covenant which I made with you,

When ye went forth out of Egypt,

And my Spirit remain among you :

Fear not.

For thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Yet once, within a little,

And I will shake the heavens, and the earth.

And the sea, and the dry land,

preceding verse, so far from being de-

signed to discourage those to whom the

appeal was made, was on the contrary

intended to inspire them with confidence

in their covenant God, whose prerogative

it is to call things that are not as though

tliey were. It is tacitly implied, that

whatever might be the estimate they

might make of the work, it was very

different with respect to his. Comp.
Zech. viii. 6. And what is here only

implied is expressly declared ver. 9.

5. The government of la'JTn^ has un-

necessarily puzzled interpreters. Ewald
thinks the sentence is incomplete, and
would supply T\':^'],rememher. Hengsten-

berg actually supplies the word in a

parenthesis. Maurer endeavours to make
it out to be an accusative modi s. normce,

and explains, secundum illud verbum

:

and connects it with the preceding verse,

thus : I am with you, according to that

word, &c. ; and so our own translators,

after Calvin. Rosenmiiller would supply

vi\^ from the preceding verse. The
particle ns! I consider to be prefixed to

"U^n, in order to give it a greater degree

of prominence, and to be equivalent to

that or the same covenant, &c. ; while

'>5"J'Tn>?. together with 'mi, form the

nominative to the participle ni037 ; only,

as separated from it by the intervening

predicate ""oi 'ri'is iii5h, the participle is

put in the feminine singular, to agree

with 'nil, the nearer antecedent. For

this use of n« before the nominative,

though rare, see Neh. ix, 19. Tir:^™
ip-^Jb ]ysrj, the pillar of cloud did not

depart] &c. ; ver. 34, w^ >4'?—nrs^p-riN.;,

yind our kings—have not kept, &e. :

Dan. ix, 13, "'>» n«j nwrr TO-n-bs nsi, All
this evil hath come upon us. "iJt) ^ord or

matter, is here employed to denote the

Sinaic Covenant, as the accompanying
verb n"i3, to cut, or make a covenant,

obviously shows. Notwithstanding the

flagrant violation of that covenant of
which the Jews had been guilty, on
account of which they had been punished
in Babylon, it still continued in all its

force. They possessed it in its written

form, and thus had the pledge which
.lehovah had given them, that he was
their covenant God, and would confer

blessings upon the obedient. They also

had his nil, the spirit of inspiration in

the prophets who were raised up in the

midst of them to declare his will, and
call to the discharge of duty, Ezra v. 1

;

and of efficient influence to induce them
to listen to, and enable them to comply
with such call, Zech. iv. 6; Hag. i. 14.

6. In this and the following verse the

Jews re encouraged to proceed with the

work by the assurance that Jehovah
would, as the Governor among the

nations, in a brief space, exert his Al-
mighty power in effecting a great revolu-

tion in the state of the kingdoms of this

world, preparatory to the establishment

of the kingdom of the Messiah. This
mighty change is first described in the

usual figurative language of prophecy,
as a convulsion of the physical uni-

vei'se, and then literally as a con-
vulsion of all nations. In the phrase
TDVp nn« liy, it is only the numeral
nn« which occasions any difficulty. The
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? Yea, I will shake all the nations,

And the things desired by all the nations shall come
;

combination ^J^p t®, yet a little-, i.e. time,

occurs more than once. See Ps.xxxvii.

10; Is. xxix. 17 ; Jer. li. 33. But that

here presented being peculiar to this

passage, naturally suggests some pecu-
liarity in the meaning. Most supply QSB,

time, after the LXX. ert ana^, quoted

and reasoned upon, Heb. xii. 26, 27, and
7 7 *

the Syr. ^^ |.^ »_30Z- Comp. for

nn« D»B, one time, once. Josh. vi. 3

;

1 Sam. xxvi. 8 ; and for the ellipsis of

Ds>0, where n™ stands by itself, as

here, Exod. xxx. 10 ; Job xl. 5 ; Ps.

Ixii. 12, Ixxxix. 36. And certainly, as

?DPp, little, is designed to express brevity

of time,nothing can be more appropriate

than such construction. Hengstenberg
labours hard to bring the idea of brevity

of time out of nn«, but fails to produce
any examples to confirm his hypothesis.

What the prophet has in view appears

to be the convulsions which were yet to

take place in the Persian and Greek
empires, some of which were soon to

commence, but all of which were more
proximately, or more remotely connected

with the complete establishment of the

Jews in theirownland, and the splendour

of their temple as erected by Herod. The
previous convulsion, implied in the phrase

yet once, does not appear to be the

shaking, &c., which took place at the

giving of the law on Sinai, but the

violent change which had lately taken

place in the condition of the Babylonian

empire, just as that yet to come is not to

be extended to the downfal of the Roman
empire, the destruction of Antichrist,

&c., but must be confined to events

which were to happen before the coming
of Christ. We have only to call to mind
the wars of the Persians in Asia Minor,

Greece, Egypt, and other parts; and
those of Alexander and his successors

which followed, till the period when the

establishment of the power of the Romans
at length gave peace to the world, in

order to read, in legible characters, the

fulfilment of the present prophecy. Nor
does the comment of the writer of the

Epistle to the Hebrews require any other

application of it. His object is to show

that the dispensation or kingdom of the

Messiah is stable and immovable ; and
in order to illustrate his point, he in-

troduces, by way of contrast, tlie natural

phenomena which took place on the

promulgation of the Sinaic covenant, as

described by Moses, and the political

phenomena predicted by Haggai, all of

which indicated the mutable character

of the elements upon which they were
exerted. That the prophet intended to

include the dissolution of the Jewish
state in his prediction, does not appear

;

indeed, the reference to such an event
tnust have increased the despondency of

his people, instead of inspiring them
with hope and courage, wliich formed
his only object in addressing them.

7. Having figuratively set forth the

great political changes which were still

to take place among the nations before

the introduction of the kingdom of the

Messiah, Haggai here repeats his pre-

diction in literal terms, and then at once
announces the arrival of the eagerly ex-

pected blessings of that kingdom. The
passage has long been regarded as one
of the principal prophecies relative to

the time of the Redeemer's advent.

That it was so applied by some of the

early Jewish Rabbins, is imdeniable.

Thus in the chapter of the Talmudic
treatise Sanhedrin, entitled P'^rt, the

following interpretation is given as that

of Rabbi Akiba, who flourished before

the time of Jerome : cnb ]n« m3'?D tava

»2Dn rn3'?o win •\^nb^ ]a-\n T\nb ^xn®''?

n'ujD ^a^i yiKi cd© ir^y-io, Fo?- a little I
vjiU give the kingdom to Israel, after our

desolation, and after the kingdom, behold

I will shake heaven and earth, and Mes-
siah SHALL COME. The rendering of

the Vulg. supports the same view ;
" Et

veniet Desideratus cunctis Gentibus."

Leo Juda ;
" Et veniet qui desideratur ab

omnibus genitibus." Dathe :
" Et delnde

veniet gentibus omnibus expetendus."

On the other hand, Kimclii, Vatablus,

Calvin, Ribera, Drusius, Gafaker, Vi-

tringa, and others, render: "The Gen-
tiles shall come with their delightful

things," 2. (?. their silver, gold, precious

stones, &:c. Some, violently, " Come,/o
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And I will fill this house with glory,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

tho desire," &c., meaning thereby Jeru-

salem, Most of the moderns, rejecting

this construction as altogether unwar-
ranted, translate after the LXX. ^^et

rh e/cXfKrd Travrav Tciv Idvmv, " the

choice things," or '' the pleasant things of

all nations shall come." Ewald : "dass
die liebsten aller Volker kommen :" i.e.

" That the most lovely of all people may
come." Hengstenberg, who renders,
" the beauty of all the heathen," is at

great pains in endeavouring to make
good his translation, which he interprets

of what he says is always beautiful

among them— all their costly good
things. But he fails alike in his attempt

to set aside the idea of desire as ex-

pressed by n^prr, and in that to prove
that the prophet here foretels the rich

contributions which the heathen would
bring into the church. That the root

ion, primarily and most commonly sig-

nifies to desire or covet, both in a good
and a bad sense, must be evident to

every one who will take the trouble to

consult the Hebrew concordance ; and
that HTOn, which is derived from it, sig-

nifies desire, an object of desire, see the

Lexicons of Gesenius and Lee. This

acceptation must be vindicated to 1 Sam.
ix. 20, "TN^i?'. nTOrr'55 'i±y, to 2 Chron.

xxi. 20, rrTOn x':;i; and to Dan. xi. 37,
Q'^3 HTOn. The want of concord in

p''i3n-'73 niOT wii, the verb expressing

the predicate, being in the plural mas-
culine, while HTpn, the subject of the

proposition, is in the singular feminine,

occasions no small difficulty, and presents

an insuperable objection to the usual

Messianic interpretation. That i«|

should have been produced by zeugma
with D'ijri, is totally unsupported by
analogy, just as a plural of excellence

in verbs is equally without example.

The only practicable solution warranted
by grammatical usage, consists in as-

suming HTOn to be a collective noun,
conveying a plural idea, the gender of

which not having yet presented itself to

the mind of the prophet when he enun-
ciated the verb, he naturally expressed

it in the masculine as the more worthy
gender. The construction in such cases

^s ad sensum ; i.e. it is not formal, but

logical. The proper translation, there-

fore, of nl^n-"?! mprj ^it will be. And,
or, And then the things desired by all

nations shall come. The Genitive being
the Genitive of object, must be thus ex-

pressed. Now these objects of desire

on the part of all nations, cannot mean
their riches, for no such riches were
brought to Jerusalem by all the nations

—the gifts bestowed by some few of the

heathen princes after the time of Alex-
ander not in any degree 'exhausting the

force of the language here employed.
Neither could the prospect of contri-

butions in more remote future time have
operated in the way of encouragement
upon the minds of those whom the

prophet addressed, so as to induce them
to proceed with their work. The objects

in question, therefore, must have been of

a higher order

—

to. neKkovra ayada, the

good things to come, i. e. the blessings of

the New Covenant. There was found to

pervade the minds of the heathen, a deep
and dark feeling of the necessity of super-

natural light and influence. Bewildered
in the mazes of error and superstition,

they could find nothing satisfactory re-

specting the Divine Being, pardon, eman-
cipation from the power of moral evil,

and a future state of existence; and
more or less earnestly desired to obtain

information in regard to these important

and necessary points To adduce only

one testimony from among many to be
found in ancient pagan writers. So-

crates, endeavouring to satisfy the mind
of Alcibiades on the subject of accept-

able worship says : avajKolov ovu lari

TrepifJiiveiv ecus au tis nd6r) as Set TTpos

deovs Ka\ Tvpos dvdpcoTTovs 8iaK(la6ai,

It is therefore necessary to wait till some
one may teach us how it behoves us to

conduct ourselves, both towards the gods

and men. To which Alcibiades re-

sponds : TTore ovv TrapeaTac 6 ;^poVos

ovTos (o ScoKparfs ; koI t'ls o jraiBevcrav
;

j]8iaTa yap av fioi 8aiKa Ibelv tovtov tov

av6pa>Trov tIs fcrriv ; When shall that

time arrive, Socrates ? and who shall

that Teacher be ? for most eagerly do I
wish to see such a man.—Plato, Alci-

biades, ii. near the end. And, as the

time of the Redeemer's advent drew
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8 Mine is the silver, and mine is the gold,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

9 The glory of this latter house shall be greater than that of the former

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

And in this place I will give peace,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

near, there was a general expectation of

a Teacher and Deliverer, not only in the

Jewish nation, but throughout the world.

To Christ, as the Light of the world, and to

the spiritual blessings which flow through

his mediation, the prophecy strictly ap-

plies; and, with this reference, was
admirably calculated to stimulate the

Jews to perseverance in building the

temple, with which was inseparably con-

nected the restoration of their ancient

polity, during the existence of which
the Messiah was to appear. The "glory"

with which the temple was to be filled,

was not the rich and splendid furniture,

&c., but a resplendence, consisting in the

manifestation of Jehovah himself. Comp.
Zech. ii. 5, with Ezek. xliii. 4, 5 ; Exod.
xl. 34, 35 ; 1 Kings viii. 11.

8. The Jews needed to be under no
concern about the means requisite for

the erection of the temple. The earth

is the Lord's and the fulness thereof, so

that whatever amount of earthly riches

was wanted, he would in his providence

supply. The declaration contained in

this verse is introduced parenthetically,

to relieve their minds from any momen-
tary anxiet)', arising out of the circum-

stances in which, as a poor and despised

people, they were placed,

9. The LXX. refer the terms pnsin,

the latter, and ptf^'?;^, the former, not to

^7 n.^arr, this house, but to ii-3, the glory.

And thus Hitzig, Maurer, and Ewald
;

but Ezra iii. 12, determines to the con-

trary. The glory here predicted was
to be greater than that of the former

temple, not merely in degree, but in

kind. That the second temple, even as

renewed and beautified by Herod, at all

equalled in magnificence that of Solo-

mon, there is no reason to believe. This

must appear on comparing the descrip-

tion given of the former by Josephus,

Antiq. Jud. lib. xv. cap. xi., with that

furnished of the latter, 1 Kings vi. vii.

13—50. In point of size, indeed, the

temple of Herod exceeded the structure

erected by the celebrated Jewish mon-
arch ; but this was all. The statement

made by Josephus, Bell. Jud. lib. vi. cap.

iv, 8, that it was the most admirable of

all the works he had seen or heard of,

does not include Solomon's temple, but

has respect to other erections in different

parts of the world. But if the second

house was inferior in point of sump-
tuousness to the former, and wanted, as

the Jews admit, the Urim and Thum-
mim, the ark, the pot of manna, Aaron 'a

rod, and the visible glory, which was
the symbol of the Divine presence, it

follows that the greater glory by which
it was to be distinguished, must denote

something altogether different in kind,

and which could only be supplied by Him,
in whose person the glory of God ap-

peared, 2 Cor. iv. 6, who is the " Bright-

nessof theDivineglory," Heb.i.2; whose
glory was beheld as that of the only-

begotten of the Father, John i. 14 ; who
could say of himself, " that in this place

is one greater than the temple," Matt,

xii. 6 ; and who sat in it daily teaching,

Matt. xxvi. 55. In support of this in-

terpretation, and indeed of the Messianic

character of the entire prophecy, ver.

7, 9, the declaration made in the con-

cluding clause of the latter verse may
with all propriety be adduced. When
" peace" is spoken of in an absolute

sense, in the prophets, it denotes the re-

conciliation between God and sinful

men, to be effected by the Messiah.

Comp. Is. ix. 6, 7, liii. 5, Ivii. 19 ; Micah
V. 5 ; Zech. vi. 13 ; with Luke ii. 14

;

Acts X. 36 ; Rom. v. 1 ; Eph. ii. 14, 17.

This peace was to be granted nin Dipm,

in this place, i.e. in Jerusalem. It was
there the Messiah made peace through

the blood of his cross. Col. i. 20. It

has with some been matter of dispute,

whether the temple erected by Zerub-

babel, and that built by Herod, are to

be regarded as identical, or whether the

latter is not to be considered as a thii-d

temple. Strictly and architecturally
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10

11

12

13

14

15

On the twenty-fourth of the ninth month, in the second year of

Darius, the word of Jehovah was communicated through Haggai the

prophet, saying: Thus saith Jehovah of hosts : Ask now the priests

as to the law, saying : If any one should carry sacred flesh in the

skirt of his garment, and touch with his skirt bread, or pottage, or

wine, or oil, or any eatable, shall it be holy ? And the priests an-

swered and said, No. Then said Haggai: If any one who is

unclean on account of a dead body, should touch any of these, shall

it be unclean ? And the priests answered and said, It shall be un-

clean. Then Haggai continued, and said

:

Thus hath this people, and thus hath this nation been.

Before me, saith Jehovah ;

And thus hath been every work of their hands,

And what they have offered there hath been unclean.

And now consider, I beseech you,

From this day and backward.

Before one stone was laid upon another

In the temple of Jehovah.

considered, that of Herod was entirely

new, for he caused that of Zerubbabel to

be taken down to the very foundations; but

in the popular and religious language they

were identical
;

just as Josephus speaks

of those built by Solomon and Zerub-

babel as one. Bell. Jud. lib. vi. cap. iv. 8.

Accordingly nothing is more customary

than for Jewish writers to speak of only

the first and the second temple. In the

present verse, Haggai is to be understood

as speaking in an architectural sense,

inasmuch as the second temple was then

being actually built.

10. This prophecy was delivered

nearly two months later than that con-

tained in the preceding verses of the

chapter.

11—13. To convince his countrymen

of the impossibility of their conduct

being well-pleasing to God, and of their

obtaining his blessing, while in any one

point they neglected to comply with his

will, the prophet directs them to consult

the priests on two legal questions; the

one, relative to the communication of

ceremonial sanctity to any object, by its

having been brought into contact with

what had been sanctified ; and the other,

respecting the communication of cere-

monial impurity by one who was himself
impure. The former was denied ; the

latter affirmed. Whatever the Jews
might otherwise rightly perform, would
not compensate for their neglect in

building the temple ; on the contrary,

their neglect in this matter would taint

or vitiate all their other actions. Comp.
in illustration of these questions, Lev.

vi. 27 ; Numb, vi. 6, xix. 13; in which
latter passages the abbreviated form irp:,

a dead bodfi, is expressed in full by ^c:

np, or by nTO;ntt)f« D^«rt •ccj.

14. Tlie application of the legal de-

cisions of the priests to the case of the

Jews, who had neglected the building of

the temple. It describes them, not as

they now were, engaged in the work,
but as they had been, and is designed to

put them upon their guard against falling

back into the same state. The adverb
D^, there, points graphically to the altar,

which had been erected at Jerusalem,

and which was, in all probability, within

view of the audience which the prophet

addressed. Ezra iii. 3.

15—17. The Jews are earnestly ex-

horted to reflect upon the state of their

affairs during the period in which they

had intermitted the work. God had
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IG Since these days were,

One came to a heap of twenty sheave?,

And there were but ten
;

One came to the vat to draw fifty purahs,

And there were but twenty.

17 I smote you with blight, and mildew, and hail,

In all the labours of your hands
;

Yet ye turned not to me,

Saith Jehovah.

18 Consider, I beseech you,

From this day and backward,

From the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month,

From the day when the temple of Jehovah was founded,

Consider

!

19 Is the seed still in the granary ?

And as yet the vine, and the fig-tree.

And the pomegranate, and the olive have borne nothing

;

From this day will I bestow the blessing.

20 And the word of Jehovah was communicated a second time to

frowned upon them, and rendered them
infelicitous. l)?*^, a substantive, with

the local ri, used adverbially. Properly

it signifies upward, being derived from

•^5?, to ascend ; but used, as here, of time,

it means back, baclcwards. In Dnvn, the

word Q'n^, dayn, is understood. «3 is to

be taken impersonally. At c^fe^ ripiv,

a heap of hventy, sujoply ntobw or C'lp^?,

sheaves. ttpb, which is used for the

wine-press itself, Is. Ixiii. 3, is here em-
ployed to denote a liquid measure in

which the wine was drawn out. LXX.
fi€Tpr]ri]s. The quantity being unknown,
I have retained the original word. For
ver. 17, comp. Amos iv. 9, where we
have the words 'tJ nm'a5-><'j, ye turned not

unto me, instead of '^n ddto-]'«, used by
Haggai, in which there is an ellipsis of

the participle n'?i^. For this use of riN,

as a nominative, or as indicating the

subject of discourse, see on ver. 5. In

ver. 18, the exhortation is once and
again reiterated for the sake of effect;

and to render it still more definite, the

exact date is added to the formula D'Trt

njn, this day, which had been employed
ver. 15. nb»»D is here to be taken, as in

that verse, in reference to past time, and
not, as the Vulg., Hitzig, &c., in refer-

ence to the future.

19. To the question put at the be-

ginning of the verse, a negative is to be
given. The seed was no longer in the

granary. It had been sown in the course

of the month, and there were no signs of

its springing up any more than there were
of the ])roduce of the fruit-trees. Jeho-
vah had formerly blasted their harvest

;

but now that the people were diligently

engaged in building his temple, they

might confidently calculate upon one of

plenty. He gives them a positive

promise to this effect. The repetition

of nin ni'n-p, from this day, which had
been twice used in the preceding verses,

gives emphasis to the declaration. "W,

visually signifying until, is here employed
in the sense of u-hile, or as yet, as in

Judges iii. 26; 2Kingsix.22; Job i. 18,

where it corresponds to "vs in verses

16 and 17.

20—23. These verses contain a special

message to Zerubbabel, in which there

is a repetition of the prediction, some-
what amplified, respecting the revolu-
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21 Haggai on the twenty-fourth day of the month, saying : Speak

Zerubbabel, the governor of Judah, saying :

I will shake the lieavens and the earth,

22 I "will overthrow the throne of kingdoms,

I will destroy the strength of the kingdoms of the nations,

And overthrow the chariots and those who ride in them

;

The horses, also, and their riders shall come down,

Each by the sword of another.

23 In that day, saith Jehovah of hosts,

I will take thee, O Zerubbabel ! the son of Shealtiel,

My servant, saith Jehovah,

And will make thee as a signet

;

For in thee I take pleasure,

SaHh Jehovah of hosts.

to

tions that were about to take place,

which had been delivered in verses 6

and 7. In ver. 22, the verh '''X, to go,

or cane down, is equivalent to ^Pl, tofall.

That the promise made, ver. 23, cannot

be viewed as having respect to Zerub-

babel in his individual capacity, has

been thought to be quite obvious from

the fact, that he lived upwards of an

hundred years before the time of Alex-

ander, who overturned the Persian throne,

and subdued the rest of Asia ; but the

predicted convulsions did not commence
with the conquests of that monarch.

Many of them took place during the

reign of Darius, whose arms were carried

not only into Scythia, Asia Minor, and
Greece, but, according to Herodotus,

into India. It is, therefore, not at all

improbable that Zerubbabel survived

several of these wars, and thus lived in

the beginning of «inri Diin, that clay, or

the period in the course of which the

prophecy was to be fulfilled ; and as

the Persians occasionally experienced

serious reverses, as, for instance, in the

Scythian expedition, it was natural for

the Jews, who were under the protection

of Darius, to have their minds unsettled

by apprehensions respecting the ultimate

state of their affairs. To hispire them
with confidence, Jehovah here assures

their governor of his regard and pro-

tection amid all the commotions that

might take place in the surrounding
nations, nj^b, to take, is merely em-
ployed for tlie purpose of introducing

the action expressed by the following

verb. For nnina ?|'npto, / will place thee

as a signet, comp. Song viii. 6; Jer.

xxii. 24. Dnin, from Dnn, to seal, or close

by sealing, signifies a ring with the seal

or signet in it, with which the impression

was made. Seals were commonly made
of silver, but sometimes of the most
precious stones, and, consequently, held

in high estimation by their owners.

Being worn on one of the fingers of the

right hand, they were likewise objects

of constant inspection and care. In all

these points of view Zerubbabel was to

be regarded by God. He was to be an
object of his incessant care and delight.

The latter idea is more definitely ex-

pressed by the addition wra ?jii—inn,

signifying not only to try objects, and
then to select what is valuable, but also

to take pleasure in what is thus selected.



ZECHARIAH.

PREFACE.

Zechariah was of a sacerdotal family. His father Berechiah

was a son of Iddo, one of the priests who returned with Zerubbabel

and Joshua from Babylon. Neh. xii. 4. When he is said to have

been the son of Iddo, Ezra v. 1, vi. 14, the word ]3. is used, accord-

ing to a common Hebrew idiom, in the sense of grandson. He

must have been born in Babylonia, and been young, rather than

otherwise, at the time of his arrival in Judea. He was con-

temporary with Haggai, and, like him, received his prophetic com-

mission in the second year of Darius Hystaspis, B.C. 520, only the

latter began his ministry two months earlier. Both prophets were

employed in encouraging Zerubbabel and Joshua to carry

forward the building of the temple, which had been intermitted

through the selfish and worldly spirit of the returned exiles

—

a spirit which they boldly and variously reproved.

The most remarkable portion of the book is that containing the

first six chapters. It consists of a series of visions which were

vouchsafed to the prophet in the course of a single night, in which,

by means of symbolical representations, the dispensations of Divine

Providence relative to the nations that had oppressed the Jews, the

entire removal of idolatry from the latter, the re-establishment of

the city and temple of Jerusalem, and the certainty of the Messiah's

advent, were strikingly and impressively revealed.

3 a
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The next portion comprises the seventh and eighth chapters, and

contains an answer to a question which the inhabitants of Bethel

had proposed respecting the observance of a certain fast, together

with important ethical matter necessarily arising out of the subject.

The remaining six chapters contain predictions respecting the

expedition of Alexander the Great along the west coast of Palestine

to Egypt ; the Divine protection of the Jews both at that time, and

in that of the Maccabees ; the advent, sufferings, and reign of the

Messiah ; the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, and dissolu-

tion of the Jewish polity ; the sufferings of the Jews during the

dispersion ; their conversion and restoration ; and the sacred character

of their worship, in which the Gentiles shall join, after the

destruction of the wicked confederacy which will be opposed to

their final establishment in Canaan.

The authenticity of this last portion has been, and still is strongly

contested. Not only has it been denied to be the production of

Zechariah, but it has been broken up into fragments, the independent

authorship of which has been vindicated to as many anonymous

authors. The first who ventured upon such a denial was Joseph

Mede, whose opinion was adopted by Hammond, Kidder, Whiston,

and Bridge, and more recently by Seeker and Newcome in this

country, and on the continent by Fliigge, Doderlein, J. D.

Michaelis, Seiler, Eichhorn, Bauer, Bertholdt, Forberg, Rosen-

miiller, Gramberg, Hitzig, Credner, Maurer, Ewald, and Knobel.

The authenticity, on the other hand, has been mantained by

Carpzovius, Blayney, Jahn, Beckhaus, Koester, Hengstenberg,

and Burger.

The principal objection is taken to the language and character

of the materials, as being very different from those which are found

to distinguish what is universally allowed to have been written by

Zechariah. To this, however, it has been replied, that granting

such to be the case, there may have elapsed a long period of time

between the composition of the former and latter portions of the

book, during which any observable change in the style of the

prophet might have taken place. It is evident, from there being

no reference whatever in the chapters in question to the completion
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of the temple and the restoration of the Jewish affairs after the

captivity, that, if they had not been written previously, they must

have been composed long after these events had become matter of

history, and in circumstances altogether different from those which

occupied the attention of the prophet at the commencement of his

ministry.

That these chapters were written long before, and, indeed, during

the existence of the two kingdoms of Judah and Israel, is a position

maintained by most of those who dispute their authenticity ; but

it is based upon too feeble and precarious a foundation to recom-

mend it to the adoption of any who will impartially examine into

all the circumstances of the case. The mere mention of Judah and

Ephraim, upon which so much stress is laid, can yield it no real

support. Not the smallest hint is anywhere dropped which would

lead us to infer the existence, at the time, of a separate political

or religious establishment in the northern part of Palestine ; nor is

there any thing, but the contrary, to induce the conclusion that a

king reigned in Judah in the days of the author. That Ephraim

should be spoken of as existing after the captivity cannot be matter

of surprise, when it is considered, that a very large, if not

the larger, portion of the ten tribes availed themselves of the

liberty granted by the Persians to the Jews in Babylon, and

likewise returned to the land of their fathers. This view of the

subject is confirmed by the application of the term "Israel "to

all the tribes, chap. xii. 1, just as it is used in the identical formula

Mai. i. 1. Compare Mai. ii. 11, 12, iii. 6. The few references to

a return relate to those Jews which were in a state of banishment

or slavery under the Graeco-Syrian and Graeco-Egyptian kings.

The historical circumstances connected with the Egyptian expe-

dition of Alexander are so strongly marked in the prophetic

announcements, that they cannot without violence be identified

with any previous events. The absence too of the shghtest allusion

to the Babylonish captivity, either in the way of threatening or

warning, while the prophet minutely describes the character of the

Jevidsh rulers, and the condition of the Jewish people, in immediate

connexion with the sufferings of the Messiah, the destruction of
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Jerusalem, and the consequent fate of that people, goes convincingly

to show that the captivity must have taken place, and that the

whole of this portion of the book has respect to times future to

those in which he flourished. So strongly, indeed, has this feature

of the case presented itself to Eichhorn, and other sharp-sighted

critics, that, rejecting, as their neology compelled them to do, all

ideas of actual prophecy, they scruple not to affirm that the dis-

puted chapters must have been composed in the days of Alexander,

Antiochus, Epiphanes, or Hyrcanus I. It also deserves notice that

no reference whatever is made to the existence of royal govern-

ment among the Jews, at the time the author wrote, or to any cir-

cumstances in the history of that people previous to the captivity.

When, therefore, the difference both in regard to time and sub-

ject-matter are taken into consideration, it must be regarded as

sufficient to account for any difference of style that may be detected.

It is, however, after all, a question whether there really does

exist such a difference in this respect, as that to which it has

become so fashionable to appeal. Be it that the introductory for-

mulas which occur in the first eight chapters do not occur in the

last six, the objection, if fully carried out, would go in like manner to

dismember the Book of Amos, and assign its composition at least

to three different authors. The first two chapters of that prophet,

it may be alleged, cannot have been written by the same person

that wrote the three which follow, since in the former every pre-

diction is ushered in by the marked formula, " Thus saith Jeho-

vah," whereas in the latter no such formula occurs, but another

equally marked :
" Hear ye this word." And upon the same prin-

ciple, the seventh and eighth chapters must have come from the

pen of a third writer, since the distinguishing formula there is,

" Thus hath Jehovah showed me."

The very peculiar character of the first six chapters of Zecha-

riah, is such as to exclude all comparison of any other portion

with it, while the more adorned and poetical style of the concluding

chapters, which is so admirably adapted to the subjects treated of,

ought equally to be regarded as exempting them from the category

of comparison. In these no dates were requisite, though they were
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in the former, in which they occupy their appropriate place in

necessary connexion with the events which transpired at the time.

With respect to the titles, chap. ix. 1, and xii. 1, they are pre-

cisely such as might be expected to mark the strictly prophetic

matter to which they are prefixed. The exactly parallel title,

Malachi i. I, naturally suggests the idea, that they belong to a

common period, especially as nothing analogous is found in any of

the earlier prophets.

On the whole, I cannot but regard the objections to the authen-

ticity of the disputed chapters as the offspring either of a holy

jealousy for the honour of the Evangelist Matthew, who attributes

chapter xi. 12, 13, to Jeremiah, and not to Zechariah,* or of a

spirit of wanton and unbridled hypercriticism, which would unsettle

every thing, in order to satisfy the claims of certain favourite prin-

ciples of interpretation that may happen to be in vogue.

In point of style, our prophet varies, according to the nature of

his subjects, and the manner in which they were presented to his

mind. He now expresses himself in simple conversational prose,

now in poetry. At one time he abounds in the language of symbols

;

at another in that of direct prophetical announcement. His sym-

bols are, for the most part, enigmatical, and require the expla-

nations which accompany them. His prose resembles most that of

Ezekiel ; it is diffuse, uniform, and repetitious. His prophetic

poetry possesses much of the elevation and dignity to be found in

the earlier prophets, with whose writings he appears to have been

familiar ; only his rhythmus is sometimes harsh and unequal, while

his parallelisms are destitute of that symmetry and finish, which

form some of the principal beauties of Hebrew poetry.

* See Comment, on the passage



CHAPTER 1/

III the fust six verses, which serve as a general introduction to the wliole book,

the prophet is cliarged to warn the Jews by the consequences which resulted

from the impenitence of their forefathers, not to be backward in complying with

the Divine will. We have then the first of the prophetic visions, with which

Zcchariah was favoiu-ed, containing a symbolical representation of the tranquil

condition of the world at the time, 7— 1 1 ; followed by an expostulation respect-

ing the desolate state of Judea, 12, 1.3, and gracious promises of its restoration,

14—17. The last four verses set forth, by appropriate symbols, in a second

vision, for the encouragement of the Jews, the destruction of the hostile powers

by which they had been attacked, at different periods of their history.

1 In tlic ciglitli month, in the second year of Darius, the word of

Jehovah was communicated to Zechariah (the son of Bcrechiah, tlie

son of Iddo,) tlie propliet, saying :

2 Jehovah hatli been greatly displeased with your fathers.

1. See preface, and on Ilaggai i. 1.

2. The special object which the prophet

has in view in this and the following

verses, is to call those Jews who had
returned from Babylon to Jerusalem,

to repent of the selfish negligence which
they evinced in regard to the building

of the temple. Comp. Hag. i. 4, 5, 7.

This repentance is urged upon them by
the consideration of the severe punish-

ment which had overtaken their iathci'S.

The argument is of the kind called

enthymeme, in which theantecedentonly

is expressed, and the consequent pro-

position is left to be supplied by the

reader. " Jehovah hath been very angry
with your fathers, and so he will be
with you, except ye repent and reform
your conduct." F]Si7. ^Sj7. The construction

of a verb with a noun derived from it,

is found in other languages, as fidxeadai

liaxrjp, gaudere fjaiidium ; but its fre-

quency in the Hebrew is such as to

entitle it to be regarded as one of its

idioms ; and, generally, it expresses

augmentation or intensity. Hence the

LXX. render here, u>pyla-6r}—opyrjv

Heya\rjv ; and the Syr. |}^^> "J,.^

p y

lo3' I" ver. 15, the intensity is still

more strongly marked by the addition

of "Jna, great ;—^1^;: '3^ b\^l f]^i?i. The
persons addressed in t^ymiit, yow fathers,

are the Jews to whom the prophet had
been sent. There is no occasion, with

Blayney, to suppose that the text is

defective.
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Say tlicrefore unto tlicm,

Thus saitli Jehovah of hosts

:

Return unto me, saith Jehovah of hosts,

And I will return unto you, saith Jchovuli of hosts.

Be not like your fathers,

To whom the former prophets cried, saying,

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Turn now from your evil ways,

And from your evil practices
;

But they did not hearken.

Neither did they give heed to me, saith Jehovah.

As for your fathers, where arc they ?

And as for the prophets, do they live for ever ?

3. The 1 in i?"!'?^^ is not merely con-

tinuative, but argumentative, and in-

ferential. For the defective form Drj'?.^,

twenty-eight MSS., and three editions,

read Drr^JN in full. The phrase ni^na n;rr,

Jehovah of hosts, is of nnusually fre-

quent occurrence in the eight first

chapters of this book, and in that of

Haggai, written about the same time.

In the last six chapters, however, it

occurs not fewer than nine times. See

on Is. i. 9. Its use appears to have
been designed to inspire the mind with

unshaken confidence in the supreme
and irresistible power of God. The i in

lii2)w'] marks the apodosis, and has the

ioxce oi and then, or, in that case. Comp.
James iv. 8.

4. The prophets here referred to are

those who lived before the captivity, and
the fathers are those who lived in their

time, whose wicked practices had brought

upon the nation that dire calamity. Tlie

appropriation of the piirase D''piTi''!<"i D'^'n:,

the former prophets, as a designation of

the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel,

and Kings, is of much later date. The
returned Jews are here reminded that

the same announcement which was
made to them had been made to their

ancestors, and that they might have

escaped all the evil by a timely repent-

ance, to which Zechariah now urgently

calls them. The former ' in
QJ','?'!'?'? is

marked in the margin as redundant, and
is omitted in the text of more than

twenty MSS. and some printed editions.

The plural of '?)??'?, viz. ^'l'^??'?, is the only

form in which the word occurs. Comp.
ver. 6.

5. Jerome refers D'>»')i3i!T to the false

prophets by whom the Jews who lived

before the captivity had been deceived

—

an interpretation which appears to have
been suggested by Jer. xxxvii. 19

;

" Where are now your prophets, which
prophesied unto you, saying, The king of

Babylon shall not come against you, nor

against this land? " The most natural

construction of the verse, however, is

that which connects it closely with what
goes before, and identifies "the prophets"

here spoken of with " the former pro-

phets " there mentioned, just as the
" fathers " in both verses correspond to

each other. The question, Drrnp«, where
are they ? is equivalent to ^33''^, they are

not; i.e. in the land of the living. This

the following question clearly shows.

In Hebrew, simple intcrrogatives fre-

quently imply the contrary : so that the

language of the prophet is equivalent to

"your fivthcrs are no more, neither do

the prophets live for ever." The latter

declaration seems to involve the idea,

" but my words never fail," 'is it follows

in ver. G. This had been proved by
tlie fulfilment of the Divine threateningg

in the mournful experience of their

fathers, and would again be proved in

theirs, except they repented, which idea

is amplified in the following verse.
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8

But my words, and my decrees,

Which I gave in charge to my servants the prophets,

Did they not overtake your fathers ?

So that they turned and said,

According as Jehovah of hosts purposed to do to us,

According to our ways, and according to our practices,

So hath he dealt with us.

On the twenty-fourth day of the eleventh month, which is the

month of Shebat, in the second year of Darius, the word of Jeho-

vah was communicated to Zechariah, (the son of Berechiah, the son

of Iddo,) the prophet, saying

:

I saw by night, and behold a man riding upon a red horse, and

6. 'p.", my decrees, i.e. my firm and
determined purposes to punish your

fathers, if they did not repent, which I

communicated to them by the prophets.

The root is pgri, to hack, cul, cut letters,

&c., in stone or other hard substances.

Thus laws were originally written on

tablets, and hung up for public inspection.

The confession made in this verse is

that which the captives were compelled

to make by the sufferings which they

endured in Babylon. How far their

TOTOn, co7iversion, extended we are not

informed. It is, however, generally

admitted that, as regards the great body
of the nation, it involved the entire

abandonment of idolatry. That 3i'<l5 is

here to be strictly taken as signifying to

turn, return from evil to good, and not

according to its idiomatic usage before

another vei'b, as simply expressing the

repetition of the action described by such

verb, is required by the exigency of the

passage. "i^^? and p. are correlates

;

the ? repeated, qualifies a subordinate,

but important part of the proposition.

7. From this part of the book to chap,

vi. 8, we have a series of eight sym-
bolical visions, the language of which is

exceedingly simple, but, in many cases,

the interpretation is matter of no small

difficulty. The general plan on which
it is constructed, is, first to present to

view the symbol or hieroglyphic, and
then, on a question being put respect-

ing its import, to furnish the inter-

pretation. Though the visions are

described as distinct from each other,

the one following the other in i-egular

succession, yet they are so closely con-

nected as to form one grand whole ; and,

as we learn from ver. 8, were all pre-

sented to the mind of tlie prophet in

the course of a single night. The period

of these nocturnal revelations was be-

tween two and three months after the

prophet first received his commission.

Comp. ver. 1. 123^, Shebat, is the

eleventh month of the Jewish year, ex-

tending from the new moon in Feb-

ruary to the new moon in March.
Like other names of the months, the

7

word is Chaldee ; Syr. uAliA i
Arab.

IsLwj and LUwj. The etymology is not

certain ; but the resemblance of the

word to the Hebrew tD2Ti), a shoot, rod,

staff, suggests the idea of the month
being so called because it was that

in which the trees began to put forth

their shoots or sprouts. As the follow-

ing statement does not contain the iden-

tical words merely of the communi-
cations made to the prophet, but an
account of the scenes with all their ac-

companying circumstances, the formula
"iftx^ must be taken as signifying, " to

the following effect," " as follows," or

the like.

VISION I.

8. It has been doubted whether the

article n in nb;Vrr is to be regarded as

definitely marking the particular night

on which the visions were vouchsafed to

the prophet, or whether it is not rather

to be taken as expressing the adverbial

i
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he stood among tlie myrtles in the shade, and beliind him -were

determination of the noun

—

in the night,

or, by night. The latter seems prefer-

able. Comp. nv% Job V. 14. The
person here described as riding upon a

red horse, is spoken of as '0'i<, a man,
i. e. in the shape or appearance of a man

;

for that an angel, and not a human
being, is intended, is evident from verses

11 and 12, in which he is expressly

called "the Angel of Jehovah." And
that he was no ordinary angel, but the

Divine Mediator, the Angel of the

Covenant, and of the presence of Jeho-

vah, will not be denied by any who have
rendered themselves familiar with the

attributes and circumstances in con-

nexion with which the Person so desig-

nated is presented to view, both in our

prophet and in other parts of the Old
Testament. One of the most remark-
able of these circumstances, is his being

identified with Jehovah himself. This
Gesenius, so far from denying, or at-

tempting to explain away, expressly

asserts both in his Thesaurus, and in

the last edition of his Hebrew Lexicon,

under the word '^>?'?'?. "Sometimes,"
he writes, " the same divine appearance,

which at one time is called rnn^ '^^'?P, is

afterwards called simply rnn^, as Gen.
xvi. 7, et seq. coll. v. 13; xxii. 11;
coll. 12 ; xxi. 11, coll. 16; Exod. iii. 2,

coll. 4; Jud. vi. 14, coll. 22; xiii. 18,

coll. 22. This is to be so understood,

that the Angel of God is here nothing

else than the invisible Deity itself, which
thus unveils itself to mortal eyes ; see

J. H. Michaelis de Angelo Dei, Hal.

1702. Tiioluck, Comment, zum Ev.

Johannis, p. 36. Hence Oriental trans-

lators, as Saadias, Abusaides, and the

Clialdeo-Samaritan, wherever Jehovah
himself is said to appear upon earth,

always put for the name of God, the

Angel of God." See the very satisfac-

tory observations of Dr. M 'Caul on this

subject, in his translation of Kim-
chi on Zechariah, pp. 9—27, in which
be has shown that there is but one being

who is called in Scripture "^y^] '^«'?'?, the

Angel of Jehovah ; that the proper

name of this one Being is nin^, Jehovah;

that this Being says of himself, distinctly

and unequivocally, that He is the God
whom Jacob worshipped, the God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ; and that
some of the Rabbins themselves have
been compelled to admit the facts. See
also Dr. J. Pye Smith's Scripture Tes-
timony to the Messiah, vol. i. pp. 445

—

463 ; and Stonard on Zechariah, pp. 15—19. In the Babylonian Talmud, San-
hedrin, fol. 93, col. 1, the following
brief exposition is given of the man
here referred to by the prophet :

" This
man is no other than the Holy One,
blessed be He ; for it is said, ' The
Lord is a man of war.' " The position
of this Captain of the Lord's host, is

stated to be " among the myrtles which
were in the shady valley." Many con-
jectures have been advanced respecting
both the myrtles and the valley, but, in
my opinion, they are all gratuitous, since
it does not appear that these objects were
designed to be symbolically understood,
but are merely added as incidental

circumstances, to give vivacity and force

totherepresentation. n^isp being always
used, like nbiap and r\)vi', of depth in

reference to water or mire, it is clear

from the connexion that such cannot be
the signification of '^^'2.'o, which is a
derivative, not from "?^s, to sink, be deep,
but from 'irs, to be shaded, darkened;
hence the shade ov shadg place, probably
that of a mountain. Such derivation is

indicated by the Dagesh compensative
in the Lamed, and is supported by the
renderings of the LXX. and Syr,

V

KaTaa-Kicov, ^^A^. Hitzig and

Ewald, comparing the Arab. Jdlx«

umbraculum, tentorivm, interpret the
word as meaning tent or tabernacle,

and suppose heaven, as the dwelling-
place of Jehovah, to be intended ; but
the exegesis is fer-fetched and inept.

Equally unsatisfactory is the attempt of
the latter of these writers to palm upon
D'Din the signification of Q'";n, mountains,
by comparing the term with inn, height,

Is. xlv. 2. Tmv opecov of the LXX.
must have originated in their having
mistaken C'Ettt for D^-in, or it may be an
interpretation derived from chap. vi. 1.

Behind the rider, who appears as their

leader or captain, follow three com-
panies of horsemen, distinguished from

3 B
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9 horses that were red, bay and white. Then I said, What are these,

my lord ? And the angel who spake with me, said to me, I will

each other by the colour of the horses.

It is not to be inferred, that, because
'DID, horses, only are mentioned, we are

to conceive of them as being presented
to view without their riders. This is

evident from the reply given by the

riders, ver. 11, dto, like our English
Jiorse, is sometimes used in a mihtary
sense, to denote cavalry. Still, as the

colour of the horses forms an important
feature in the representation, they must
have been specially prominent to the

mental vision of the prophet. On a
comparison of the present verse with
chap. vi. 1—8, and Rev. vi. 2—8, it will

appear that horses with their riders are

employed in the symbolical language of

Scripture to denote dispensations of

divine providence. The peculiar nature

of the dispensations is indicated by the

colour of the horses, and the armour
and appearance of the riders. Red,
the colour first mentioned, being that of

fire and blood, is the appropriate sym-
bol of war and bloodshed. That of the

second company of horses is expressed

by D''|pntt), bay, or broivn, perhaps not dif-

fering from what is commonly called

chestnut. See Bochart, Hieroz. torn. i.

lib. ii. cap. 7. What induces the belief

that this colour is meant is, that 'pip
signify vines which bear purple, or dark
coloured grapes. Com p. the Arab.

sJi>w, rufus color ; 3JiA, valde rubens

seu riifus camelus. The LXX. •v/'apot;

Vulg. va7-it. The addition, Kai 'JToiKiXoi,,

in the text of the LXX. is doubtless a

gloss. This colour is symbolical of a

middle state of things—a dispensation

neither characterised by bloodshed, nor

by victory and joyous prosperity, which
the white colour is universally allowed

to represent. From what is stated, ver.

11, it is obvious we cannot interpret the

dispensations, thus emblematically set

forth, of events still future at the time

of the vision. The different cohorts

speak of their commission as akeady
fulfilled. The colours must, therefore,

denote the Medo-Persian war, in which
the Babylonian empire was subverted

;

the mixed or transition state of affairs

which followed ; and the complete esta-

blishment of the new dynasty in the

room of the tyrannical power by which
the Jews had been enslaved. In con-
sideration of the awful vengeance which
had been inflicted upon that power, the

colour of the horse on which the com-
mander rode is represented as being
red, rather than bay or white—evidently

with the design of affecting the minds
of the Jews with a sense of the great

deliverance which had been wrought for

them by their Divine Protector.

9. Marckius, Ch. B. Michaelis, Rosen-
mliller, Maurer, and Ewald, are of
opinion, that the angel here spoken of
is identical with the man riding on the

red horse mentioned in the preceding
verse, but the contrar)' is properly main-
tained by Vitringa and Hengstenberg, as

a comparison with ver. 10 is sufficient to

show. Though the angel who made the

communications to the prophet had not

been formerly mentioned, he had pre-

sented himself to him, or stood beside

him, ready to discharge the duties of his

office. This angel is uniformly spoken
of as '4 "i^^r! '^¥'^'?l', the angel that spake

with vie. See vei'ses 13, 14, chap. ii.

2, 7, iv. 1, 4, 5, V. 5, 10, vi. 4. The
language is peculiar to our prophet

;

and from the office specially assigned to

the angel, he is usually called the ange-

Ins interpres, or the angelus collocutor.

That stress is to be laid upon the use of

the preposition ?, following the verb ^l^,

to speak, as if it were designed to mark
the internal character of the comnmni-
cations made by the angel to the pro-

phet—a position maintained by Jerome,
Ewald, Delitzsch, and some others

—

cannot be satisfactorily made out. The
utmost that can be conceded respecting

the force of the preposition, in such

connexion, is its expressing the familiarity

or intimacy of the intercourse between
the Divine messenger and the prophet.

When the angel says ^??")i<, / will show,

or cause thee to see these things, the

reference is to a mental perception or

understanding of their meaning.
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10 sliow tliee what these are. And the man that stood among the

myrtles answered and said, These are they wliom Jehovah hath

11 sent to walk to and fro through the earth. And they answered the

Angel of Jehovah that stood among the myrtles, and said, We have

walked to and fro through the earth, and, behold ! the whole earth

sitteth still and is tranquil.

12 Then the Angel of Jehovah answered and said : O Jehovah of

hosts ! how long wilt thou not compassionate Jerusalem, and the

cities of Judah, with which thou hast been angry these seventy

13 years? And Jehovah answered the angel who spake with me with

10, 11. n», signifies to commence or

proceed to speak, as well as to answer.

Comp. the use of diroKpivoyiai in the

New Testament. Instead of the re-

quisite information being communicated
by the interpreting angel, it is imparted
by the Angel of Jehovah himself, and
by those who acted under his command.
Because the phraseology yi.!;?^ '^J^^'^ is

almost identical with that employed to

describe the roaming of Satan through
the earth. Job i. 7, ii. 2, it has been
inferred that the horsemen represent

celestial spirits sent forth for the execu-
tion of the divine purposes ; but the

ground is too precarious to admit of any
such theory being built upon it, as a

comparison with Rev. vi. 2—8, is suffi-

cient to show. The simple occurrence
of the same terms cannotof itself justify

this interpretation. From the reply

being given to the Angel of Jehovah,
we may conclude, that he had signified

to them that they should make their

report for the information of the prophet.

In consequence of their several opera-
tions, the obstacles had been removed
out of the way which prevented the

restoration of the Jews; the wars in

which the Persians had been engaged
had ceased ; and, at the time the pro-

phet had the vision, in the second year
of Darius, universal peace obtained in

all the regions with which the people of

God had any connexion. For the use
of id;?ii? to denote a state of tranquillity

after war, comp. Jud. v. 26. A similar

combination of naxi:' with nib© occurs
ch. vii. 7, and is intended to express the

pi-ofound character of the peace which
was then enjoyed.

12. nw, to answer, is here, as in other

instances, used in the simple acceptation

of speaking, or continviing a discourse.

The language is that of intercessory

expostulation. While all the heathen
nations around Judea enjoyed prosperity,

that country was still much in the same
state in which it had been during the

captivity. Some of the captives had
returned, but they were too few to pro-

duce anything like a marked change in

its circumstances. Vitringa, Stonard,

and some others, without sufficient

reason, think that a different term of

seventy years is here intended from that

predicted Jer. xxv. 11, xxix. 10. What
in reality were the years of indignation

upon the cities, but the years of the

captivity of their inhabitants ? on-Ti' m
TOiiJ, "these seventy years," express em-
phatically the period during which the

captivity had continued. Two of these

years, dating from the destruction of

Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, had yet
nearly to run before the expiration of
the predicted period, so that the language
of the expostulation is most appropriate,

when viewed as calculated to meet the

feelings of the Jewish people.

13. That it is the same being who is

styled riirT tjxVd, the Angel of Jehovah,
that is here designated by the incom-
mvmicable name nin^, Jehovah, just as

in the passages quoted by Gesenius,
ver. 8, seems past dispute. As the

Divine Mediator, after having made
intercession with the Father, who is

addressed by the title ni«T^ ^Jf, Jehovah

of hosts, he communicates to the in-

terpreting angel the consolatory answer
which was to be made to the prophet.
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14 good and comfortable words. And the angel who spake with me
said to me, Cry, saying,

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

I am zealous for Jerusalem,

And for Zion, with great zeal

;

And I am very greatly displeased

With the nations that are at ease

;

Because I was a little displeased,

And they helped forward the affliction.

Wherefore, thus saith Jehovah :

I have returned to Jerusalem in compassion
;

My house shall be built in her, saith Jehovah of hosts,

And a line shall be stretched out over Jerusalem.

Cry again, saying,

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts

:

My cities shall yet overflow with prosperity

;

For Jehovah will yet comfort Zion,

And will yet take pleasure in Jerusalem.

Then I lifted up my eyes and looked, and, behold! four horns.

15

16

17

D^nna D'"?5l! are in apposition : lit. words,

consolations, i. e. consolatory words.

LXX. "koyovs TTapoKXrjTiKovs. Comp.
Is. Ivii. 18 ; Hos. xi. 8.

14. This and the three following

verses contain the consolatory words

just referred to, which the prophet is

commanded by the interpreting angel

to communicate to the Jews. «3.i? con-

strued with }, or with the accusative,

signifies to envy, he jealous, indignant

at any person or thing ; with ) as here,

it is taken in a good sense, to be zealous

for anything, actively to interest oneself

on hehatf of any one. Comp. Numb.
XXV. 11, 13 ; 2 Sam. xxi. 2 ; 1 Kings
xix. 10.

15. Tiie adjective ]3M^' signifies not

merely to be at rest, as the whole earth

is described, ver. 11, but, in a bad sense,

to live at ease, be carnally secure. The
enemies of the Jews had not simply

executed the Divine indignation against

that people, but they had done it wan-
tonly. Such seems to be the force of

16. The building of the temple had
been begun, but it still lay for the most

part in ruins, and was not finished till

the sixth year of Darius. See Ezra
vi. 15, nij?, for which the Keri has, by
emendation, the more usual form "lij,

occurs 1 Kings vii. 23 ; Jer. xxxi. 39.

17. Few as were the inhabitants of

Judea at the time of the vision, the

land was speedily re-occupied ; and the

population had greatly increased by the

time of the Maccabees. Josephus informs

us, that overflowing with numbers, Jeru-

salem gradually crept beyond its walls,

till a fourth hill, called Bezetha, was
covei-ed with habitations. y'lS, Arab.

(>c\}> cja^i) effusus fuit, to overflow.

That the overflowing, however, is to be
interpreted of prosperity, and not of the

inhabitants, appears from the o, in-

dicating the subject-matter, being pre-

fixed to 3i^.

VISION II.

18, 19. (Heb.ii. 1,2.) This vision is so

intimately connected with the preceding

that the break in the Hebrew Bible

here, occasioned by the commencement
of a new chapter, is very unhappy. As
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19 And I said to the angel who spake with me, What are these ? And
he answered me, These are the horns which have scattered Judah,

20 Israel and Jerusalem. And Jehovah showed me four workmen.

21 Then I said, What are these coming to do ? And he spake, saying,

These are the horns which have scattered Judah, so that no man

usual in these visions, the hieroglyphic

is first presented, pp., a horn, is the

symbol of a kingdom, or political power,

the figure being taken from bulls,

and other horned animals having their

strength in their horns. Thus the ten

horns of the fourth beast in Daniel's

vision, are symbolical of the ten king-

doms into which the Roman empire was
divided on the overthrow of the imperial

throne, chap, vii, 20 ; and in the repre-

sentation made of the same subject to

John, the ten horns of the seven-headed
beast are said to have upon them ten

crowns, Rev. xiii. 1, xvii. 3. Comp. ver.

12, where it is expressly stated, that
" the ten horns which thou sawest are

ten kings," i.e. kingdoms, the ruling

power being put for the whole govern-

ment. The powers referred to by Zecha-
riah were those which had been hostile

to the Jews, and had scattered them
abroad from their own land. Jerome,
Kimchi, Abarbanel, Vatablus, andothers,

have been led by the occurrence of the

number four, to interpret the horns of

the Babylonian, Persian, Grecian, and
Roman empires; but to this exegesis

it has justly been objected, that of these

powers two were not yet in existence,

and cannot be prophetically spoken of,

because the hostility described was that

which had already taken place. Neither
is it true that the Jews were scattered

by the Persian power as they had been
by the Babylonian. What took place

under Darius Ochus cannot be taken

into the account here. The number is

rather to be referred to the four quarters

of the earth in their immediate relation

to Palestine. Comp. chap. ii. 6. Thus
Theodoret, Clarius, Ribera, Sanchez, a
Castro, Munster, Calvin, Newcome,
Rosenmiiller, Hitzig, and Maurer. "Je-
rusalem " is added to render the de-

scription more emphatic, being the

metropolis, the site of the temple, and
the royal residence.

20, 21. (Heb. ii. 3, 4.) Here, again,

the same Divine Person is called rnrPj

who was formerly spoken of as nirr '^«^p.

See on ver. 13. °'^'J'7, workmen in

iron, brass, stone, or wood, from ^"irr, to

cut, grave, fabricate. From the special

employment assigned to these artificers,

we may not inaptly compare n'n^p
""^^Tl^

workmen of dest}-uction, which is rendered
in our common version, " skilful to

destroy," Ezek. xxi. 36. The attempt
of Blayney to justify his rendering the
word by plowmen, first suggested by
Michaelis, must be regarded as a failure.

On the inquiry being made, what these

artificers were coming to do, a reply is

given, which further describes the tyranny
exercised over the Hebrew people, and
then states that they were the instru-

ments commissioned to destroy the hostile

powers. By again pressing the number
four, interpreters have involved them-
selves in inextricable difficulties. All
that is meant to be conveyed, is the

adequacy of the means employed to effect

the punishment of the nations which
had afflicted the people of God. That
no appeal can be made, in illustration,

to the history of the four great mon-
archies, is proved by the fact, that the

workmen are represented as distinct

from the horns, whereas these mon-
archies successively destroyed each other.

The rabbinical reference to the days
of the Messiah is altogether aside from
the point, as is likewise tlie reference

which some have made to angels. There
can be no doubt that the several human
instrumentalities are intended, which
God called into operation to crush the

powers in the different countries around
Palestine, by which it had been invaded,

and its inhabitants carried away captive.

The conjecture of Blayney, who would
read TTnrr instead of T-irin, and, changing
the punctuation of cm into dhn!, renders,
" to sharpen their coulter," has not been
approved. Nor is anything of the kind
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lifted up liis head ; but these are come to terrify them, to throw

down the horns of the nations, which raised the horn against the land

of Judah to scatter it.

necessary. Terror implies a sense of mined by the context. Here tliat'of cas^-

inferiority, weakness, and exposure to iiig down, or effecting an overthrow, is the

suffering, and is here appropriately re- mode most naturally suggested. The
presented as a precursor of that over- signification to handle, exercise the hand,

throw to which the enemies of the Jews which some have proposed, is less apt,

were to be subjected. Comp. Jud. viii. t, liand, being derived from the verb,

12; 1 Sam. xiv. 15; Ezek, xxx. 9. ht and not the verb from the noun. y^M,

signifies to throw, cast, stretch, the par- land, is here, as frequently, put for its

ticular manner of which is to be deter- inhabitants.

CHAPTER II.

In a third vision, a man with a measuring line is represented as going forth to take

the dimensions of Jeiaisalem with a view to its restoration to its former condition,

ver. 1—3 ; an act which is virtually declared to be unnecessary, by the pre-

diction that such should be the increase of the population, and such their pro-

sperity, that the city should extend, like unwalled towns, into the surrounding

localities ; and that, \mder the immediate protection of Jehovah, walls would be

altogether unnecessary, 4, 5. In the faith of this prophetic announcement, and

with a view to their escape from the judgment which was still about to be in-

flicted upon Babylon, the Jews which remained in that city are summoned

to return from their captivity, 6, 7 ; an assurance of Divine protection, and of

the destruction of their enemies, is given them, 8, 9 ; and they are cheered by

the promises, that Jehovah would again make Jerusalem his residence, and

effect, in connexion with the restoration of his people, the conversion of many

nations to the true religion, 10— 12. A solemn call to universal reverence con-

cludes the scene.

1 Then I lifted up my eyes, and looked, and, behold ! a man with

2 a measuring line in his hand. And I said : Whither art thou going ?

And he said to me. To measure Jerusalem, to see how much is the

3 breadth thereof, and how much is the length thereof. And, behold !

VISION III. as already rebuilt, as Stonard supposes.

1—4. (Heb. ii. 5—7.) The measure- The dimensions are those of the city

ment here specified was not that of the before its destruction by the Chaldeans,

houses, but of the whole extent of the and were now being taken, in order to

city. Jerusalem is not here considered ascertain the extent of the work that
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the angel who spake with me went forth, and another angel came

forth to meet him. And he said to him, Run, speak to this young

man, saying,

Jerusalem shall be inhabited into the open country,

Because of the multitude of men and cattle in the midst of her.

And I will be to her, saith Jehovah,

A wall of fire around,

And will be the glory in the midst of her.

Ho ! ho ! flee from the north country, saith Jehovah,

For as the four winds of heaven

Have I spread you abroad, saith Jehovah.

was to be effected in its complete restora-

tion. The symbolical action was cal-

culated to encourage the Jews to pro-

ceed with the building of the temple

which they had commenced. Who the

measurer was has been disputed. Jarchi,

J. H. Michaelis, Rosenmllller, are of

opinion that the angelus interpres is

intended. Hengstenberg thinks that, in

all probability, he is none other than the

Angel of Jehovah himself. But for

neither of these opinions is there suffi-

cient foundation, any more than there is

for the supposition of Blayney, that he

was Nehemiah. He appears to have
been merely an additional person intro-

duced into the scenic representation, for

the purpose of calling forth, by the sig-

nificant action which he was about to

undertake, the important information

contained in the following part of the

chapter. NS', as twice used here, has
reference to two different localities ; in

the former instance, in which it is em-
ployed of the interpreting angel, the

presence of the prophet is the terminus

a quo; in the latter, that of the Angel
of Jehovah. In opposition to the hy-
pothesis of the Rabbins, Vatablus,

Ribera, a Lapide, Drusius, Blayney,

Rosenmiiller, Hengstenberg, and Knobel,

who maintain that Zechariah himself is

meant by "hri nwn, tliis young man, and
argue from it, .that the prophet was of

youthful age at the time he had the

vision, I cannot but concur with Stonard,

Hitzig, Maurer, and Ewald, in thinking,

that the person intended is the man
with the measuring line, spoken of vers.

1, 2. The verb yii, run, implies the

necessity of despatch, which could only

have been occasioned by the intended

procedure of the measurer. He is

arrested in his progress, and virtually

told, that the former dimensions of the

city would be totally inadequate to con-

tain the number of its inhabitants. vSvQ

pVci^^ 1T7\, lit. Jerusalem shall dwell, or

inhabit ojyen places, i.e. the inhabitants

will not confine themselves within her

walls, but will occupy the localities in

the open country around. Thus Symm.
dreiXLO-Tajs ; Jarchi and Jerome, ^''>*'3

TiT^i'^rf, absque muro. Comp. 1 Sam.vi.lS,

where '}5rL' "'^p, the country village, is

contrasted with 1^20 t», a fortified city.

See also Esth. ix. 19; Ezek. xxxviii. 11.

5. (Heb. ver. 9.) Though " the wall

of fire," and " the glory," are doubtless

both to be taken figuratively, the former

denoting certain protection, and the

latter, illustrious displays of the Divine

presence in affording all needful supplies

of grace, strength, and comfort, we are

not hence to conclude with Stonard, that

more is meant by the city than the literal

Jerusalem, as the centre of the restored

theocracy. The entire connexion, and
all the circumstances of the prophecy,

demand this limitation.

6,7. (Heb.lO, 11.) It is generally

thought that the urgent calls here

given to those Jews who still re-

mained in Babylon, were designed

to induce them to leave that devoted

city before its approaching siege and
capture by Darius. In all probability

many of them had acquired wealth, and
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Ho ! deliver thyself, O Zion !

That dwellest with the daughter of Babylon.

For thus saith Jehovah of hosts

:

After the glory he hath sent me
To the nations which spoiled you ;

Surely he that toucheth you

Toucheth the pupil of his eye.

might have been induced to remain in

the enjoyment of their possessions. It

was necessary that such should take the

alarm, and, with the rest of their country-

men, avail themselves without delay of

the opportunity they now had of return-

ing to their own land. The urgency of

the call is expressed by the repetitious

form, 'in 'in, Ho ! ho ! which occurs,

so far as I am aware, in no other part

of Scripture. The verbs mp, arise, i'O'tt),

hear, or the like, being readily suggested

by the interjection, will accovmt for the

use of the conjiuictive Vau in ^Dai. The
land of the north is Babylon, and the

regions adjacent. See Jer. vi. 22,

xvi. l.'j. Between the former and the

latter clause of the verse there seems, at

first sight, a palpable discrepancy. How,
it may be asked, could the scattering of

the Jews like the four winds of heaven
be a reason why those, in particular,

who lived in the north quarter should

return ? But this apparent incoherence

has originated in the supposition that

the prophet here asserts the dispersion

of that people into the four quarters of

the globe. Had this, however, been
his meaning, he would have employed

^ after the verb, as in Ezek. xvii. 31.

Nor can such construction be supported

by substituting the various reading 3,

viz. 3??7^|, instead of | ; for the words

could then only properly be rendered,
" 1 have scattered you by," and not " in

"

or " into the four winds." Tiiis reading,

though supported by fifteen M8S., ori-

ginally by seven more, and perhaps by
another, by thirteen printed editions,

and by the Syr. and Vulg., is in-

ferior in point of authority to that of

the Textus Receptus. The meaning
seems to be, that the scattering of the

Hebrew people had been so violent and
extensive, that it could only be fitly com-
pared to the force and eflect of the com-

bined winds of heaven being brought to

bear upon any object susceptible of dis-

persion. The scattering had been most
severely felt by those resident at the

time of the vision in Babylon, and
other regions in that quarter; on
which account it is described with

special reference to them. 'S is here

used, not as a causative, but as a

concessive participle, as in Gen. viii.

21; Exod. xiii. 17. Nothing can be
more forced, or unsuited to the con-

nexion, than the interpretation, which
assumes that 'nipns is future in signi-

fication, and that the words contain a

prediction of a future spreading abroad

of the Jews as missionaries among the

heathen. What can be conceived more
incongruous, than a return of the Jews
from Babylon, induced by the motive

of a still more extended dispersion

among the nations of the earth, without

the smallest hint of this as their des-

tination ! By ]i'?, Zion, are meant the

inhabitants of Jerusalem, at that time

still in Babylon. The words ni^i'

'731713 are not in apposition, but in con-

struction, and are equivalent to Hahita-

trix Babelis. For this idiomatic use of

m see on Is. i. 8. Comp. D::^n"n3 miijv,

Jer. xlvi. 19.

8. (Heb. 12.) Some suppose the pro-

phet to be the person who here speaks

of himself as having been sent ; others,

the angel mentioned ver. 4 ; but that

the Messiah is intended, must be in-

ferred from what is predicated of

him, ver. 9, that he would shake his

hand at the nations which had afflicted

the Jews. Comp. Is. xlviii. 16, where

the divine mission of the Second Person

of the Trinity is described in parallel

language. Blayney, Newcome, Ge-
senius, Hitzig, Maurer, and Ewald,

strangely concur in rendering "ii33 in«

•"^nVj), He hath sent me after glory, in the
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10

For, behold ! I will shake my fist at them,

And they shall be a spoil to their slaves
;

And ye shall know that Jehovah of hosts hath sent me.

Sing and rejoice. O daughter of Zion

!

For, behold ! I come,

And I Avill dwell in the midst of thee, saith Jehovah.

sense of, with a view to acquire it. In

no other passage, however, is inx em-
ployed, except as an adverb or prepo-

sition of place or time ; nor is it ever

connected as a preposition with nbtt?.

This verb is not even here construed

with it, but with the preposition "J^ im-

mediately following. It can only, there-

fore, be employed to denote the poste-

riority of the mission specified to the

restoration of the glorious presence of

the manifested Jehovah to his recovered

people. Thus the LXX. oniaco 8o^ovs.

Syr. |^a.»] i£vri, after the glory, which

is falsely rendered in the London Poly-

glott, ad prosequendum honorem. Targ.
p'bs nNn'w'j Tmi vy^ nn?, after the

glory which he hath 'promised to bring to

you. Vulg. post gloriam. Such exe-

gesis is most naturally suggested by the

use of Tisi, glory, ver. 5. After what
had been there promised should have
been accomplished, the Divine Legate

had a commission to punish the nations

in the immediate vicinity of the Holy
Land, such as the Moabites, Idumeans,
Ammonites, Philistines, and Syrians, by
whom the Jews had been attacked and
plundered on various occasions, and
especially on that of the Chaldean inva-

sion. The Jews in Babylon needed,

therefore, to be under no apprehension

from these enemies, and might return

with confidence to their own land. The
tender regard which Jehovah cherished

for them, is expressed with exquisite

beauty in the concluding clause of the

verse. No member of the body is more
susceptible of pain, or more vigilantly

protected, than the eye, especially the

pupil, or aperture through which the

rays of light pass to the retina, naa, in

the phrase ]'? ni2, tJie pupil of the eye,

Gesenius now derives from 3?3, to bore,

make holloiv, and considers it to stand

for n233, a hole gate, like the Arab. <—'U ;

but his former etymology is preferable,

according to which it is to be derived

from n3|, Arab, bb, dixit baha, Gr.

TTaTrna^eiv, to say papa, spoken of a

child. Hence the Arab. »j»j, booboo,

(the origin of our English booby,) pu-
ellus, boy. The phrase thus corresponds
to the other Hebrew mode of expressing
the same thing, ]:» jitt:'.^, the little man of
the eye, Deut. xxxii. 10; Pro v. vii. 2.

Both modes of expression, j>£. ^j^j

and rwt .jVwJl, are used in Arabic
;

and the Arabs say in language quite

parallel to that of the prophet, x! »J&

i_?^ ^•y'- e/* iS"^' ^^ ^'* '^^"'^^^

to me than the pupil of mine eye. Both
modes are more expressive than the

Latin of Catullus : multo quod carius

illi est oeiilis, or, ni te plus oculis meis
amarem. The pronominal affix in i2'i?,

his eye, is to be referred to ni^na rnn>,

Jehovah of hosts, at the beginning of

the verse, the nominative to '^njjp, and
not with Kimchi, Blayney, Stonard, and
others, to the enemy himself.

9. (Heb. 13.) For the phrase T y\'yo,

comp. Is. xi. 15, xix. 16. It is indica-

tive of the threatening attitude of Je-
hovah when about to inflict vengeance
upon his enemies. By cnnnj^, their

slaves, are meant the Jews, whom the
nations, either by capture or purchase,
had brought into a state of slavery.

Comp. Is. xiv. 2. »t;, here and in ver.

11, signifies, as frequently, to know by
expei'ience.

10,11. (Heb. 14, 15.) The divine

residence here predicted, must be inter-

preted of that which took place during
the sojourn of the Son of God in the

3c
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11 And many nations shall join themselves to Jehovah in that day,

And shall become my people

;

And I will dwell in the midst of thee,

And thou shalt know that Jehovah of hosts hath sent me unto thee.

12 And Jehovah shall possess Judah his portion,

In the holy land ;

And shall again take pleasure in Jerusalem.

13 Let all flesh be silent before Jehovah,

For he is roused from his holy habitation.

land of Judea. The almost entire iden- 12. (Heb. 16.) As mention had just

tity of the language here employed, been made of the adoption of the nations

with that used chap. ix. 9, where, in like to be the people of the Messiah, the

manner, the daughter of Zion is called prophet, to preclude the idea, that the

to hail the advent of her King, compels Jews were no more to enjoy that pri-

to this conclusion. Comp. Ps. xl. 7

;

vilege, proceeds to describe a future

Is. xl. 9, 10. So evidently is this the period, during which they should again

only fair construction of the meaning, be the objects of the Divine favour and
that Kimchi himself refers the passage delight. Restored to the Holy Land,
rt'ttjon 'ion tto"?, to future events in the thej' shall again be the possession of the

iimes of the Messiah. The phrases Lord. Comp. Exod. xxxiv. 9 ; Deut.
onri 'Q^n, )A^Tf^\ Di'rt, that day, those days, iv. 20, ix. 26, 29, xxxii. 9. The ideas

frequently point out the period of his suggested by their being the possession

manifestation and reign. With this ap- of Jehovah are those of their being the

pearance and residence of the Messiah objects of his regard and care. Ps.

are connected, as their consequents, the xxviii. 9.

extensive conversion of the heathen 13. (Heb. 17.) A call to universal

nations, and their being constituted a reverence and submission in prospect

people devoted to his service and glory, of the wonderful interpositions of Jeho-

The repetition of the prediction relative vah on behalf of his church. Comp.
to his residence in Zion, is designed to Ps. Ixxvi. 8, 9 ; Zeph. i. 7.

express the certainty of the event.

CHAPTER III.

In this chapter a fourth vision is described, in which Joshua the high priest is

represented as occupying his official position in the Divine presence at Jeru-

salem, but opposed in his attempt to recommence the service of Jehovah, by

Satan, who accused him of being disqualified for the discharge of his functions,

ver. 1. The accusation is met by a reprimand, drawn from the Divine purpose

to restore Jerusalem, and the narrow escape which the priesthood had had from

total extinction, 2. The guilt attaching to the high priest, in his representative

capacity, and its removal, is next figuratively set forth, 3—5. He has then a

solemn charge delivered to him, followed by a conditional promise, 6, 7 ; after

which we have a prediction of the Messiah, as a security that the punishment of

the Jews would be entirely removed, their temple completely restored, and a

period of prosperity introduced, 8—10.
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And he showed me Joshua the high priest, standing before the

Angel of Jehovah, and the Adversary standing on his right hand to

oppose him.

And Jehovah said to the Adversary,

Jehovah rebuke thee, O Adversary !

Even Jehovah that talceth delight in Jerusalem, rebuke thee
;

Is not this a brand snatched from the fire ?

VISION IV.

1. Tlie nominative to ^?N'^r? is the

interpreting angel, understood. Comp.
cli. i. 9. As the phrase '.3?) TO9, to stand

before, is sometimes used of appearing
before a judge, Numb. xxxv. 12; Deut.
xix. 17; 1 Kings iii. 16; it has been
inferred that we have here the repre-

sentation of a judicial transaction, an
exegesis which is supposed to derive

confirmation from the circumstance of

an accuser being mentioned in the follow-

ing verse. But as the person here de-

scribed is the high priest, and the phrase
in question is that which is appropriated

to express the position of the priests

when ministering to Jehovah, Deut. x, 8;

2 Chron. xxix. 11 ; Ezek. xliv. 15; it is

more natural to conclude that Joshua
is here represented as having entered
the new temple which was in the course

of erection, and taken his position in

front of the altar before the holy of

holies. The high priest not only entered
the most sacred place once a year on
the day of atonement, but was authorized

to perform all the duties of the ordinary

priests ; so that he may here be con-

ceived of as about to offer sacrifice for

the people, when he was opposed by
Satan. That the altar of burnt offering

was erected before the building of the

temple was proceeded with, is clear,

iVom Ezra iii. 2, 3, 6, 7. The nin; •^•sira,

before whom Joshua stood, was no other

than rnn^ himself, as ver. 2 evidently

shows. It has been matter of dispute,

whether by ]"^^? we are here to under-

stand the great enemy of God and man
o dvTlbiKos, 1 Pet. v. 8 ; o KaTi']ya>p, Rev.

xii. 10; or, whether a human adversary

or adversaries are intended. Those who
advocate the latter position think that

Sanballat, or some other enemy of the

Jews, is meant; but the emphatic form

of the term, investing it, as it does, with

the nature of a proper name (Gesen.
Heb. Gram. § 107, 2), decidedly favours

the former interpretation. We find this

name given to the chief of the evil spirits

in the book of Job, the most ancient in

the Bible. See chap. i. and ii. Some
have compared Ps. cix. G, but the

parallel term 5?ffiT is against such con-
struction in that passage. From the

identity of the phraseology, however,
which represents the adversary as taking

his place at the right hand of the accused,

it has been concluded, that it was cus-

tomary in the Jewish courts for the

accuser to assume this position. What
the ground of opposition on the part of

Satan was, we are not here informed

;

but if the construction put by some
eminent commentators upon Jude 9,

which resolves " the body of Moses,"
there mentioned, into the Jewish church,

and supposes the apostle to refer to the

passage before us, be°the true one, (and
of this I cannot entertain a doubt,) it

will follow, that the character of the

J ewish people, as not having been legally

purified from their idolatries, and the

backwardness which they evinced in

rebuilding the temple, were urged as

pleas against them. It is true, the

opposition is said to have been made to

Joshua ; but it must be remembered
that he appears here, not in his personal,

but in his official character, as the re-

presentative of the whole body of the

people.

2. Almost all the commentators, even
Maurer and Hitzig, agree in the opinion,

that the incommunicable name nin^,

Jehovah, is here given to the angel

spoken of in the preceding verse. See
on ch. i. 8. So obvious did this appear
to the Syriac translator, from the spirit

«. V 7

of the context, that he renders 0T.«|I^
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3 Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garments, and he stood

4 before the Angel. And he answered and spake to those that

stood before him, saying, Remove the filthy garments from him.

And he said to him, See ! I have caused thine iniquity to pass

5 away from thee, and I will invest thee with costly habiliments. He
then said, Let them place a pure mitre upon his head. And they

placed the pure mitre upon his head, and invested him with the

\^L<Dyj the Angel of the Lord, a render-

ving which Newcome would, very un-

critically, have admitted into the text.

The interpretation of Rosenmiiller, " vo-

catur legatus de nomine principis sui,"

is a pure fiction, and directly opposed
to Scripture usage. Tiie verb 15?| signifies

to chide, rebuke, so as to silence those

who are the objects of the reproof, and
restrain them from carrying their designs

into effect. It is repeated for the sake

of emphasis, to express the absolute

certainty that the machinations of Satan

should prove utterly abortive. In the

reference to the Divine choice of Jeru-

salem, there is a recognition of the

promise, ch. i. 17, ii. 16. The pointed

interrogation has respect to Joshua, and
forcibly, though tacitly, conveys the

idea, that his deliverance, and that of

the people whom he represented, from
the destruction which threatened them
in Babylon, was the result of sudden
and eflicient interposition on the part

of Jehovah. It was not, therefore, for

a moment to be supposed that he would
now withdraw his favour from them, and
abandon them to their enemies. He
had rescued them, in order that they

might be preserved.

.3, 4. Because the Romans used to

clothe persons who were accused in a

sordid dress, Drusius and others have
imagined that the idea of a criminal is

still kept up. That the filtliy garments

in which Joshua appeared were sym-
bolical of the guilt and punishment of

the Jews, seems beyond dispute
;

just

as their removal, and his investment

with splended attire, indicates a state

of restoration to the full enjoyment of

their religious privileges. TiiiSri, filth, is

used metaphorically to denote the moral
pollution contracted by sin. See Prov.

XXX. 12; Is. iv. 4. He is represented

as appearing in the squalid garments
in which he had returned from a state

of captivity in Babylon, and as having
restored to him the gorgeous dress of
the high priest. ni:ibTO, costly or splendid

habiliments, such as were worn on special

occasions, and put off" as soon as the

occasion was over. See on Is. iii. 22.

Those who are here commanded to

change the dress of Joshua are not, as

Ewald supposes, attendant priests, but
attendant angels. The nominative to

]5>.'i and V3D^ is njrr, and not 'S%^'^.. I'lsn

jw does not mean, as Gesenius interprets,

to let iniquity or sin pass by, but to

remove its gmlt ov punishment, and thus

effectively to remit or forgive. This
guilt or punishment is represented as

having lain as a heavy load upon Joshua,

and to have been removed ''??'?, from
upon him. liJa'jn is not to be changed
into iiJ2bN, as in the Targ. and Syr., but
is to be regarded as a not unusual
elliptical form of the idiomatic ifisbw •aJiVn.

5. The punctuation ipV^T is obviously

incorrect, since it introduces the prophet
as taking a part in the transactions

exhibited in the vision, which is alto-

gether foreign to the position he occupied

.

The word should be pointed "'P^'), and
has been so read by the Targ., Syr., and
Vulg. translators. F]^?^, tiara, or turban,

is used instead of ^5^^, the term em-
ployed in the Pentateuch to denote this

part of the high priest's dress. LXX.
Kt'Sapi?. At Dnj5 the adjective onnp is

to be supplied from the preceding,

or the article may be understood. TO3? is

more appropriately rendered " stood up,"

than, as in our common version, " stood

by." The latter rendering presents the

Angel of Jehovah to view as a simple

spectator ; the former in the solemn
posture of one who is about to deliver

an important charge. And this, as the

following verses show, was precisely the
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habiliments. Then the Angel of Jehovah stood up. And the

Angel of Jehovah protested to Joshua, saying

:

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

If thou wilt walk in my ways,

And if thou wilt observe my charge,

Then thou shalt both judge my house,

And keep my courts.

And I will give thee guides among these wlio are standing by.

Hear now, O Joshua ! the high priest,

Thou and thy companions that sit before thee

;

character in whicli he appeared. He
had been sitting upon his throne,

but now rises to announce the divine

decree respecting the responsible duties

which devolved upon Joshua in his

sacerdotal capacity. I do not agree

witli Dr. Stonavd, who supposes that

the Angel assumed the character and
position of a witness. The participial

form of the verb is adopted for the

purpose of varying the style.

6, 7. "rii^, as here used in Hiphil, sig-

nifies to make a solemn declaration.

LXX. 8iffj.apTvpaTo. Targ. and Syr.

TnD«. Vulg. contestabatur. 'm^^PP,

my charge, means the laws, prescriptions,

or rites, which I have given in charge,

namely, the Mosaic Institute. Obedience
to this the high priest was bound to

render himself, and upon him supremely
devolved the obligation to see that it

was obeyed by others. nnnttjp, from
"iQir, to guard, keep, observe, is frequently

used by Moses to denote the office, duty,

or charge, to which the priests were to

attend. See Lev. viii. 25 ; Numb. i. 53,

iii. 28, 31, 32, 38. By the " house " of

the Lord here, we are not to understand
the temple, as some have imagined, but
the ])eople of Israel, viewed as composing
his household or family. Comp. Numb,
xii. 7 ; Hos. viii. 1, ix, 15. ]''7, tojudge,

is always employed in reference to

persons : never with respect to things.

There appears to be in the declaration

liere made, an anticipation of the part

which the sacerdotal family of Joshua
was to take in the government of the

Jewish state. DO^np is the Hiphil parti-

ciple of '^!?!7, just as D'Pl'np is of D^n, Jer.

x.\ix. 8; and Dnwn of to, 2 Chron.
xxviii. 23. It must, therefore, signify

those ivho cause to go or ivalk, leaders,

conductors, guides. Who these were we
are not informed, farther than that they
were standing in the presence of the
Angel, and were pointed at by him.
Some have thought that the subordinate
priests who attended upon Joshua are
intended; but such interpretation is

altogether unsuitable to the dignified

character which, as high priest, he
sustained. As none but superior beings
could be his leaders or conductors, it

follows that the angels must be meant.
This view is confirmed by the circum-
stance of their being represented as
" standing," namely, in the presence of
Jehovah, ready to execute his behests,

whereas the subordinate priests are
spoken of in the following verse as
" sitting " before Joshua. The import
of the promise is, that he and his

successors in office should enjoy the
care, direction, and aid of celestial

spirits in the management of the national
affairs. Munster, Vatablus, Rosen-
miiller, Ewald, and Hitzig, take o?!^np

to be the plural of the noun '^'jnPj a
walk, or walking place ; but this affords

no appropriate sense, except it be Re-
ferred to the heavenly state—a con-
struction put upon the clause by the
Targum, Kimchi, and several Christian
interpreters, but whicli is little suited to

the language of the connexion, and is a
mode of representation otherwise foreign
to Scripture.

8. The companions of Joshua were
the ordinary priests, who were associated
with him for the purpose of carrying
on the service of the temple. They are
represented as " sitting before " him,
not at the time the words are addressed
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(For they are typical persons)

For, behold ! I will introduce my servant THE BRANCH.
9 For, behold ! the stone which I have laid before Joshua,

Upon the one stone shall be seven eyes

:

Behold ! I will form the sculpture thereof,

Saith Jehovah of hosts ;

And I will remove the punishment of that land in one day,

to him, for they are spoken of in the

third person, but usually, when con-

sulting together about religious matters.

On such occasions he occupied a more
elevated seat or throne as their president,

while they sat on chairs or benches be-

fore him. By npio '•aj?^, men of sign

or ijorient, are meant symbolical men,

pei-sons prefiguring, or foreshadowing

some person or persons still future.

Comp. Is. viii. 18, xx. 3; Ezek. xii. 6,

xxiv. 27. That only one person is here

referred to as typified by the Jewish

priests, and that this one person is none

other than the Messiah, the following

clause of the verse incontrovertibly shows.

In their sacerdotal character, and in

the presentation of sacrifices before Je-

hovah, they foreshadowed the High
Priest of our profession, Christ Jesus,

and the one sacrifice which he offered

for sins, when he presented himself as

a propitiatory victim in the room of the

guilty. For the derivation of npin, see

on Joel ii. 30. Though HTsn, tliey are,

refers immediately to the subordinate

priests, we are not to suppose that

Joshua is excluded, or that he was not

a symbolical person as well as they.

Tills use of the third person of the pro-

noun instead of the second is not with-

out example. See Zeph. ii. 12.—The
author of the Targuni admits that by
nns, Branch, the Messiah is meant.

His words are, '.'?,pnn nn'mp nnsn:, " My
Sei-vant, the Messiah who shall be re-

vealed." The same interpretation is

found in other Jewish authorities, as

both Kimchi and Rashi admit. Some
few Christian interpreters, among whom
Grotius and Blayney, adopting the

opuiion of the two Rabbins just men-
tioned, suppose Zerubbabel to be in-

tended ; but, in my opinion, very pre-

posterously, fur that j)rince was already

in existence, and in the full exercise of

his official duties; whereas the person
to whom Jehovah refers had not yet

appeared. Even Gesenius, Hitzig, and
Maurer, make no scruple in applying
the title to the Messiah. It is that

given to him, Is. iv. 2 ; Jer. xxiii. 5,

xxxiii. 15 ; and Zech. vi. 12 ; and is

equivalent to Son. See on Is. iv. 2,

where it is shown that in the writings

of the ancient Persians, " the branch
"

of any one means his son, or one of his

posterity. The verb nn^, from which
the noun is derived, signifies to spring

forth or up, as plants ; but the LXX.
have adopted the word avaroXt], which
expresses the sun-rise. Hence the

Saviour is called dvaro'Xrj i^ v\Iaovs,

"the Day-spring from on high," Luke
i. 78. Comp. Mai. iv. 2, where ^QiiJ nmi

^?^^, "the Sun of righteousness shall

arise, "is rendered by the LXX. aVareXf

t

rjXios diKaiocrvPTjs- The Vulg. adducam
servum meum orie7item, Fur '1?5>, mg
servant, as a designation of the Messiah,

comp. Is. xlii. 1— 7, xlix. 1— 9, 1. 5—10,

lii. 13— liii. ; and see my Comm. on the

first of these passages.

9. Most interpreters regard this verse

as a continuation of the subject treated

of at the close of the preceding, and
explain the "i*?? stone, of the Messiah,

in accordance with such passages as

Ps. cxviii. 22; Is. xxviii. 16. This
view is largely insisted upon by Stonard

;

but what, in my judgment, renders it

altogether untenable, is the circumstance

that the stone is spoken of as having

been laid before, or in the presence of
Joshua—language which can with no
propriety be employed with reference

to the Messiah. Neither can the refer-

ence be to '''1?U p.*??) ihe plummet, spoken
of ch. iv. 10, that being represented as

in the hand of Zerubbabel, and not

placed or laid before his associate in

the government. I cannot, therefore
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10 In that clay, saith Jehovah of hosts,

Ye shall each invite his neighbour,

Under the vine, and under the fig tree.

imagine any other stone to be here in-

tended than the foundation stone of the

temple, which had been laid by Zerub-
babel in ,the presence of Joshua and
his bretliren the priests, who celebrated

the joyful event in songs of praise to

Jehovah. Ezra iii. 8—13. When it is

said, that upon this " one stone " were
"seven eyes," we are not to conclude

that they were exhibited upon it. The
meaning is, that they were directed

towards it, or intent and fixed upon it,

as an object of special attention and care.

While with us an eye is the hieroglyphic

of Divine Providence, the Hebrews, to

express the perfection of knowledge and
wisdom in which all its affairs are con-

ducted, employed the hieroglyphic of

^' seven eyes,"—seven, in the Oriental

style, denoting fulness or perfection.

Such symbolic representations were
common among the Persians. Comp,
Rev. i. 4, v. G. Jehovah here declares,

that the erection of the temple, the com-
mencement of which had been made, in

the course of his providence, by the

laying of the foundation, should be an
object of his special care and regard.

For ?»
]^?, the eye being upon any person

or thing, as denoting the exercise of kind
and vigilant care, see Ps. xxxii. 8. The
attempt of Vitringa and Blayney to ex-

plain Q.''?''??, of fountains, and so apply
the passage to living waters flowing

from Christ as the antitype of the rock

smitten in the wilderness, is a complete
failure. The singular ]??', signifies, in-

deed, fountain as well as eye, but it is a

settled principle of Hebrew grammar
that when fountains are intended, the

plural feminine is uniformly employed,
just as the dual d'^;? is as uniformly and
exclusively used to express eyes. See
for the principle, Gesen. Lehrgeb. pp.
539, 540. That the dual is employed to

express things that exist in pairs, even

when more than two is intended, see on
Is. vi. 2. nnriD nnan '3?ri, Behold ! I
tvill form the sculpture thereof: lit. " I

will open the opening thereof." What
kind of architectural ornaments are

hereby intended, it is impossible to say
;

but that they were cut out or engraven
in the foundation-stone, the exigency of

the place requires, except we regard the

stone as here used by synecdoche for

the whole temple, in which case reference

will be had to the finishing off of the

structure, the foundation of which had
been laid in the presence of Joshua.

V o o

LXX. opvcraco ^66pov. Syr. i.a*Z^3 jjl

7 O

{ji..»ii>'Z \i\, " Behold, I open the gates

of it." 'ttJTO is here used in Kal, but with
a causative signification : to remove, cause
to depart. ]i» is to be understood, not
of iniquity, but of the punishment of
iniquity, the troubles and sufferings to

which the Jews were subjected on
account of it. Thus the iniquity of
Sodom, Gen. xix. 15, was the punish-
ment to be inflicted upon it ; and that

of Babylon, Jer. li. 6, the same. The
land of Judea had borne its punishment
during the captivity, but was now to be
occupied and cultivated. To sufferings

the Jews were still exposed on the part
of their enemies, who caused an inter-

ruption of the building of the temple,
and prevented the comfortable settle-

ment of the people in their own land.

For their encouragement Jehovah pro-
mises to put an end to their distress,

inx DV3, in one day ; i.e. soon, in the
shortest space of time. N'nrr YW? is

specifically the land of Palestine.

10. A promise of the tranquillity and
social enjoyment that were to be ex-
pei-ienced by the restored Hebrews.
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CHAPTER IV.

Undei- the symbol of a golden candlestick is represented the pure and flourishing

state of the Jewish church as restored after the captivity, 1—3. The signification of

this symbol the prophet is left to find out, 4, 5 ; only a clue is given him in the

message which he was commissioned to deliver relative to the completion of the

temple, in spite of the formidable diflSculties which interposed, and to the

Messiah who was to come after the temple was in a finished state, 6, 7. He
was further instructed to announce the certainty of the former event, on the

ground that Zerubbabel, who superintended the work, was under the special

care of Divine Providence, which should so arrange the course of human affairs

as to render them subservient to the undertaking, 8—10. Under the additional

symbol of two olive trees, which supjjlied the candlestick with the necessary oil,

are represented Joshua and Zerubbabel, the two principal official persons in the

new state, 11—14.

1 And the angel who spake with me awoke me again, like one who

2 is waked out of his sleep. And he said to me, What dost tlioii

see .'' And I said, I see, and behold ! a candlestick wholly of gold,

and its bowl upon the top of it, and its seven lamps upon it, and

VISION V.

1. We are not to conclude from the

use of the verb liHJ at the beginning of

this verse, that the communicating angel

had removed to a distance from the

prophet, and now returned to him.

When employed by itself, ^'i© certainly

signifies to return ; but, according to a

common Hebrew idiom, when used be-

fore another verb, it merely indicates

the repetition of the action expressed

by such verb. See Gen. xxvi. 18, xxx.

31 ; 2 Kings i. 11, 13. Connecting the

verb in this manner with'3^;3?n, reference

will be had, not to any absence of the

angel, but to his renewed excitement of

the prophet to give his attention to another

vision which was to be presented to his

view. He had become so absorbed in

thecontemplationof the preceding vision,

that he required to be roused, as in the

case of a person in profound sleep.

2. Instead of the second in^'i, a vast

number of the MSS. read correctly

IP^J, as the word is found also in some
of the earliest editions. Many MSS.
and several printed editions exhibit n^3

without Mappick in the n, and thus

bring the word into accordance with the

feminine form, as occurring in the fol-

lowing verse. It has been thus read

by the LXX. and Syr. ; still it seems
preferable to regard it as a masculine

noun, and read nbj, with the pronominal
affix. It signifies an oil-cup, bowl, or

bason, and was placed at the top of the

candlestick for the purpose of supplying

with oil the small tubes or pipes leading
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3 seven pipes to the lamps -which are upon the top of it. And two

olive-trees beside it, one on the right side of the boAvl, and one on

4 the left side of it. And I addressed myself farther to the angel

5 who spake with me, saying, What are these, my lord ? And the

angel who spake with me answered and said to me, Dost thou not

6 know what these are ? And I said, No, my lord. And he answered

and spake to me, saying. This is the word of Jehovah to Zerubbabel,

saying

:

Not by might, nor by power,

But by my Spirit, saith Jehovah of hosts.

to the several lamps. Considerable diffi-

culty has been found in endeavouring to

account for the double numeral form
ny?tri ny^iiS, seveji and seven. Some think

the number is to be multiplied by itself,

and rendered forty-nine ; but this is not

only abhorrent from the representation

otherwise given of the candlestick, but is

unwarranted by Hebrew usage. Others,

as Stonard, take the words in a distribu-

tive sense, and make the number to be
fourteen, understanding by seven and
seven, twice seven. To this hypothesis,

however, the copulative Vau forms an
insuperable objection, since it conveys
the idea not of distribution merely, but

also that of diversity or variety. The
instance adduced from 1 Kings viii. 65,

is not exact!)'' parallel, as the noun is

there repeated, which is not the case in

Zechariah ; nor, so far as I can find, do
we meet with any instance parallel to

nip^TO nrp-iJT nyiffl. Our translators re-

move tlie one seven, and place it before

"lamps;" but such construction is alto-

gether unwarranted, and, indeed, they

appear to have placed only a qualified

reliance upon it, for they render in the

margin, seven several pipes. There is

every reason to suspect that the former
nsM is an interpolation which has found
its way into some ancient MSS. and
been copied into all the rest. This sus-

picion is confirmed by two circumstances.

The word occurs only once both in the

LXX. and the Vulg. The former ren-

ders : Koi enTa iirapvaTpidfi toIs Xv^vois

Tols fTTava avTiji ; the latter, et septem

infusoria lucernis, qiice erant super caput

ejus. The other circumstance is, that, as

in conformity to the number of lamps be-

longing; to the candelabrum in the taber-

nacle, Exod. XXV. 37, from which the

symbol was evidently borrowed, it is

expressly stated, that there were only
pi-\.: ^S3^p, seven lamps attached to that

presented to view in the vision, we can-

not conceive of there being to each two
pipes or conductors for the oil. The
cpi^, reeda or tubes of Moses, Exod. xxv.
32," 33, 35, xxxvii. 18, and the nv^ra,

pipes or tubes of Zechariah, both signify

the same objects, viz. those used for

conveying the oil into the lamps. The
latter word is derived from P^;, to pour

or Jlou'. Vulg. infusoria. That the

candlestick was symbolical of the Jewish

church cannot be doubted. Comp. Rev-

i. 20 ; xi. 4, where the same symbol is

used in reference to Christian chinxhes.

The idea which it conveys is that such

churches are placed in the world for the

sake of its illumination. Thus it was
with the Jewish chvu-ch in the midst of

the surrounding darkness of Paganism
;

and thus it hath been with Christian

churches in every age of their history.

3. Of what the two olive-trees were

emblematical, we learn from ver. 14.

4, 5. n», like aTTOKpLVOfxai in the New
Testament, signifies to jjroceed or begin

to speak, as well as to answer. It is

obviously thus used at the beginning of

ver. 4. Comp. chap. i. 10. XVhile the

angel had it in commission to explain

what was meant by these trees, he was
to reserve the explanation till after he

had made certain communications rela-

tive to the building of the temple, and
the advent of Messiah.

6. From the purport of the message

which the prophet was to deliver to Ze-

rubbabel, it may be inferred that he was

labouring under despondency, produced

3 D
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Who art tliou, great mountain?

Before Zerubbabel thou shalt become a plain

And he shall bring forth tlie Chief Stone,

With shouts of Grace ! Grace to it

!

by (lie consideration of the powerful op-

position with which he had to contend,

the greatness of the undertaking in which
he had embarked, and the inadequacy of

the human means which he had at his

disposal. Between Vn and nis there is

no clearly defined difference of meaning.
They are both used equally of physical

and of mental and moral power ; and
are here employed as synonymes, to ex-

press the idea that human might, of

whatever description, was of no account
with the Almighty ; that he can effect

his purposes by few as well as by many,
by those whom the world accounts foolish

as well as by those of superior intellect

;

and that it is by the exercise of his own
spiritual agency exciting to action, and
sustaining and giving efficiency to it,

that its performance is secured. There
seems to be here a reference to what
we read, Haggai ii. .'S :

" My Spirit re-

maineth among you : fear ye not." The
truth, however, is of universal applica-

tion, and is clearly taught in the New
Testament in reference to the conversion

of sinners. 1 Cor. iii. 6 ; 2 Cor. x. 4
;

Eph. i. 19 ; CoL i. 12.

7. However lowly the feelings enter-

tained by Zerubbabel, he is here taught
by the sublime and noble figure of the

depression of a large mountain into a
level plain, that none of the formidable

impediments which he apprehended,
should, in the smallest degree, obstruct

his progress. ""Q, who, sometimes refers

to things, yet so as to include the idea

of the human agency connected with

them. Before liffi'pb supply n'-n or n^nn.

The interpretation ofStonard, who applies

the mountain to the Christian church, is

altogether forced and inept. By ]2«

nawn is meant, not any stone uniting

the two sides of a building at the top,

but the lapis aiigularis, or foundation
stone, on which at the angle both rest,

and which, being necessarily much larger

and more ponderous, as well as more
serviceable than any other, was fully

entitled to the distinctive character of
the chief or priricijjal stone. The foun-

dations of the literal temple having
already been laid by Zerubbabel, it must
be obvious, that the language is merely
borrowed from that event, and that his

attention is directed to Him of whom
David had prophesied as nil? ©nt IJ^,

the chief or principal corner stone, Ps.

cxviii. 26, and who is called in the New
Testament, Ke^aX)) ycovias, and Aides
aKpoya-'VLa'ios. Symm. renders : tov
\l6ov tov uKpov ; Theod. tov \i6ov tov
TTpcoTov; Ai^.TovXidov TOV 7ipa>Teva}VTa

;

all conveying the idea of the primary or

principal stone of the building. The
LXX. mistaking n^itJ-iri for n^;, render,

TOV \l6ov Ttjs KXrjpovopLias. The nomi-
native to x'ain is not Zerubbabel, but

Jehovah. This was perceived by the

Targumist, who puts the same Messianic

interpretation upon the passage, para-

phrasing it thus : n'P^ Tp«T n^n^ffip n: ^Vti

.vnwp bbz iDS-}\p\] y^y^'Q, And he shall

reveal his Messiah, tvho tvas named of
old, and he shall rule over all kingdoms.

Tlie introduction of this stone was to

be accompanied with acclamations of
" Grace, Grace to it." nixttji'^i, shouts

or ucclamatimis, from n^^, to make a
noise, shout aloud, cry as a crowd; hence
the noun came to signify the shouting

of a multitude. The repetition of ]rT,

favour or grace, is for the sake of

intensity ; and the ascriptions of this

favour to the stone (n^) implies that it

was possessed of this quality, and was to

be the medium or means of its conveyance
to others. This prediction was clearly

fulfilled in our Redeemer. " Grace," or

favour, " was poured through his lips."

Ps. xlv. 3. At his birth the nixCT, accla-

mations of the heavenly choir, were,
" Glory to God in the highest, on earth

peace, goodwill toward men." Luke
ii. 14. As he approached Jerusalem, the

multitudes were loud in their acclaims

of " Hosannah to the Son of David.

Blessed be he that cometh in the name
of the Lord! Hosannah in the highest."

Nor is the phrase, "The grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ," of unfrequent occur-

rence in the New Testament. The usual
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8 And the word of Jehovah was communicated to me, saying,

9 The hands of Zerubbabel have founded this house,

And his hands shall finish it

:

And ye shall know that Jehovah of hosts hath sent me to you.

10 For who hath despised the day of small things ?

For those seven eyes of Jehovah

Which run to and fro through the whole earth rejoiced,

When they saw the plummet in the hand of Zerubbabel.

11 Then I proceeded and said to him, What are these two olive-

trees on the right side of the candlestick, and on the left of it ?

application of the words to tlie comple-

tion of the work of grace in the soul of

a believer, or to the addition of the last

convert to the church, is quite incon-

gruous. Whatever grace is possessed

by the people of God is altogether de-

rived, and is not to be ascribed to them-
selves, but to Him to whom alone they

are indebted for its communication. It

may farther be observed, that perhaps

the repetition in the phrase ]n p, Grace,

Grace, may have been intended to ex-

press the infinite value of the Corner

Stone. In Prov. xvii. 8, we read that " a

gift is |rT ]3Si, a precious stone in the ej'es

ofhim that hath it; "and one of the quali-

ties of the stone laid for a foundation

in Zion is, that it is nnj?^, precious. Is.

xxviii. 16.

9, 10. 'np: is the Preterite of Piel.

y??! signifies to cut, cut off, bring to an
end, jinish, in which last acceptation it

is here used. Tiie verse contains a

positive assurance that the temple should

be completed by Zerubbabel. " The
day of small things" means the short

period which had elapsed since the Jews
had begun to rebuild the temple, and
the commencement, which had been
inconsiderable and inauspicious. The
efforts bore no proportion to the magni-
tude of the undertaking, and could only

provoke the scorn and contempt of un-

believers, n is derived from i}2, as ip

is from I2p
; only with the signification

of m and ni3, to despise, in otherwise

signifies to plunder, spoil. With the

human estimate of the enterprise, for-

cibly exprcFsed in the interrogative form,

that of Jehovah is strikingly contrasted.

His eyes rejoiced when they saw the

work marked out by Zerubbabel with

the plummet. This instrument was

called ':n3n]2sr, the stone of separation,

because it consisted of the alloy of lead

or tin, which was separated by smelting

from the silver ore with which it was

combined. The Vau prefixed in i»<^) is

to be rendered when, as in '^^91, Judges

xix. 1. The nominative to it<-Yiinnffii is

n^srnyTij, with which nirr ^y^,, as expletive,

is in apposition. This, which appears to

me to be the only tenable construction,

is that given in tlie margin by our

Translators. It relieves the passnge

from the burden of fanciful conjectures

which have been advanced in regard to

the meaning, and brings out the simple

but encouraging truth, that, how much
soever men might despise the commence-
ment of the work in which Zerubbabel

and his compatriots were engaged, it

was the object of peculiar regard and
delight to Divine Providence, which was

acquainted with all human designs, and

from its universal activity could not only

defeat the machinations of enemies, but

command the agency of those who should

help forward the cause of truth and

righteousness, Comp. chap. iii. 9 ; 2

Chron. xvi. 9; Prov. xv. 3.

11, 12. It is not a little remarkable

that the prophet had to put the question

three times respecting the two olive-trees,

before he received any reply ;
first, ver.

4; a second time ver. 11 ; and a third

time ver. 12. The question is varied

each time, and becomes at last minute

and particular. Tlie reason seems to

be, that it could scarcely be conceived

possible for him not to understand their

symbolical reference to the two most re-

markable persons with whom he was con-

versant, Joshua and Zerubbabel. n'j2^,
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12 And I proceeded a second time, and said to liim, What are the two

branches of the olive-trees, which, by means of the two tubes of

13 gold, empty the golden liquid out of themselves ? And he spake

14 to me, saying, Knowest thou not what these are ? And I said,

No, my lord. Then he said, These are the two anointed ones, that

stand before the Lord of the whole earth.

a hranch. LXX. Kkdbos, so called from installed into office, they had oil poured
its resemblance to an ear of grain, irip??, upon their heads as a symbol of the

a tube or canal, through which oil or any gifts and influences of the Holy Spirit,

other liquid is poured. The etymology which alone could fit them rightly to

of this quadriliteral is uncertain. LXX. discharge their important functions.

[jiv^aiTijpes. With the tubes the two Their services to the new stale were of

branches were exhibited as connected, such value that they might well be re-

to indicate the source whence the candle- presented as furnishing it instrumentally
stick was supplied with oil. By ^niri, with what was necessary for enabling it

the gold, is meant the oil, which is so to answer the purposes of its establish-

called because its purity and brightness ment. ''5? Q'"ip3?n is elliptical for— '"ipsri

resembled those of gold. \??'''?, ivho stand before. The phrase ex-
14. "in^*l'ri-'',D? '3\p, ttvo sons of oil, i.e. presses the posture of servants waiting

two anointed ones, Joshua and Zerubba- to receive orders from their masters,

bel, who are so called, because, when

CHAPTER V.

The two visions exhibited in this chapter are of a very different character from any

of the foregoing, and were designed to furnish striking and instructive warnings

to such of the Jews as might refuse to render obedience to the law of God, and

might not have been thoroughly weaned from idolatry. In verses 1—4, is the

description of a flying roll, presented to the view of the prophet, on which were

inscribed the threatenings of the Divine law, which still remained in all their force,

and were ever ready to be executed upon transgressors. In verses 5—11, the

means are emblematically set forth which Jehovah had employed for the entire

removal of idolatry from the Holy Land, and its abandonment to mingle with

its native elements in Babylon—the land of graven images.

1 And I again raised my eyes, and looked, and, behold ! a flying roll.

VISION VI. wsei rolls of pap3'rus and of the dressed

1. For the adverbial use of ai^lS see skins of animals. Aq. and Theod. ren-

on chap. iv. 1, i^l^P, a volume or roll, der the word by 8ic[)6(pa, a skin or

from the root "J^a, to roll. The ancients parchment ; Symm. by Ketpnkls, the

wrote upon the inner bark of trees, term by which the LXX. have ren-

which was rolled up for the sake of dered it, Ps. xl. 8. Mistaking n^JP for

convenience, and for the better pre- ''an, they have here translated it SpeTrat'oi',

servation of the writing. They also a scythe or sickle.
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And lie said to me, What seest tliou ? And I said, I see a

flying roll, tlie length of which is twenty cubits, and the breadth

of it ten cubits. And he said to me, This is the curse Avhich goeth

forth over the face of the whole land ; for every one that stealeth

shall be cleared away on this side, according to it, and every one

that sweareth shall be cleared away on that side, according to it.

I bring it forth, saith Jehovah of hosts, and it shall enter the house

of him that stealeth, and the house of him that sweareth falsely by

2. The roll here described was of

large dimensions, more than ten yards

in length, by upwards of five in breadth.

To compose such a roll several skins

had to be sewed together, as we find to

be tlie case with the Jewish Megillalis,

or rolls containing the Pentateuch and
other portions of the Old Testament,
read in the synagogue at the present

day. One of these synagogue rolls, pre-

served in the British Museum, contains

the Pentateuch, written on forty brown
African skins. In the Rabbinical divi-

sion of the books of the Old Testament,
the title of the five Megilloth is given

to those of the Song of Solomon, Ruth,
Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and Esther;

but in Ps. xl. 8, the term nVjp is applied

by way of eminence to the roll or book
of the law. The large size of the roll

seems to have been intended to indicate

the number of the curses which it con-
tained. The circumstance, that the

dimensions of the roll correspond to

those of the porch of the temple, 1 Kings
vi. 3, seems rather to be accidental than
intended to convey any specific in-

struction. The participle n3», flying,

expresses the velocity with which the

judgments denounced in the volume
would come upon the wicked.

3. n^«n n«i, this is, or signifies, re-

presents the curse, a phrase altogether

parallel with that used by our Lord
when instituting the sacred supper

:

TOVTO e(TTi TO crcGjLta /xov ; in Heb. HNt

'r^'1?, this it, i.e. represents my body.
n!jN, curse, is to be taken as a collective,

comprehending all the curses denounced
against transgressors of the Divine law.

After n«svri supply nin; ':5';)p, '< from the

presence of Jehovah." Because nipi nra,

on this side and on that, is used when the

writing of the law on both sides of the

tables is spoken of, Exod. xxxii. 15,

Abenezra, Kimchi, Rosenmiiller, Heng-
stenberg, and some other interpreters,

have argued in favour of the position,

that the roll, like that of Ezek. ii. 9, 10,

was also written in this manner ; but

the immediate construction of the pro-

noun with np^3 in both instances, shows
that it cannot be maintained. Reference

is had to the place where the transgressor

may be. From that place, whether on

the right hand or on the left, he should

be swept away by the Divine judgment.

Nowhere should he find protection. The
curse went forth over the whole land.

It has been properly remarked, that an

individual example of transgression is

selected from each of the two tables of

the law : l.^iirr, he who stealeth, standing

for those wlio break the rule of duty in

regard to their neighbour ; and S'|'<P?n,

he who sweareth, for those who are

guilty of a violation of such duties as

have immediate reference to God. rr|?:

is not to be taken here in the sense of

treating as innocent, but with the sig-

nification of eynptying, clearing, sweep-

ing clean away. Comp. Is. iii. 26 ; Jer.

XXX. 11. It is in the Niphal conjuga-

tion, the form of which is the same as

that of Piel. The ancient translators

are at fault here, having mistaken nj?:

for nj::. Thus the LXX. fKdiKTjdT^aerai

;

Symm. tUrjudcoa-r). Nor can the render-

ing of Stonard, "pleadeth not guilty," be
sustained.

v''"23, like, or according to it,

if fully expressed, would be I'ins "niJNS,

according as it is written, referring to

the curse or threatening inscribed upon
the roll. Thus Jerome, sicut ibi scriptum
est.

4. The pronominal affix in n'n«^in

refers to '^^>fl in the preceding verse.

sp^'^ y?^'? is an aggravation of yauJ?. The
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my name, and it shall continue in the midst of his house, and

destroy it, and its wood, and its stones.

5 Then the angel who spake with me came forth, and said to me,

Raise thine eyes, now, and look what this is that cometh forth.

6 And I said, What is it ? And he said, This is the ephah that

cometh forth. He said, moreover, This is their appearance in all

7 the land. And, behold ! a round piece of lead, and there was a

punctuation of hd^ is irregular for na^,

the third feminine of the preterite of

p"?, which one of De Rossi's MSS.
exhibits. p"? not merely signifies to

turn aside and spend the iiight in any

place, but also to remain permanently.

See Ps. xlix. 13. w^?=inn'53. A like

curse was pronounced by the Delphic

cracle against perjury ;

Y^paiTTVos 8f nerepx^Tai,

(laoKe TTacrav,

2vyLi/xap\//as oXe'cret yeveijv Kal o'Uou

anavra. Herodol. vi. 86.

VISION VII.

5. KS.Ii, came forth., i.e. came again

into view to explain the new vision.

6. The ephah was one of the larger

.Tewish corn measures, containing about

an English bushel, or seven gallons and

a half. The LXX. give it simply by

TO fierpou. Symm. leaves it untrans-

lated, ol(f)\, which presents it pretty

much in its original Egyptian form,

which was (JUIITI- Comp. the Arab.

<SjO.- Some have supposed that it is

not to be specifically understood of the

measure so called, on the ground that

such a measure could not have contained

the woman mentioned ver. 7 ; but the

assumption is altogether gratuitous, since

there is no necessity for maintaining

that the female represented was actually

in appearance of the ordinary size.

There is equally little foundation for

the interpretation of the Targum, that

the use of false measures was intended

by this item of the vision, or?, their

eye, has been variously regarded by

different translators and expositors. The

LXX., Arab., and Syr., have read D3i»,

their iniquity, which many think much
more suited to the connexion, but this

reading is supported by only one of De
Rossi's MSS. It is clear from what

Jerome says on the subject, that the

text was the same in his day as we have
it at present. The latter reading is

adopted by Houbigant, Newcome, and
others of the same school. That X^
signifies appearance, or that which pre-

sents itself to the eye, is fully established

by reference to Lev. xiii. 55 ; Numb,
xi. 7 ; Ezek. i. 4, 7, x. 9 ; and this sig-

nification is appropriately applicable in

the present passaj^e. Hengstenberg,

takhig the word in its primary accepta-

tion, considers the meaning to be tiiat

their eye was universally set on evil

;

it was the effort of the whole people to

fill up the measure of their sins, and
thereby bring upon themselves a full

measure of divine punishment. When
it is said that the ephah (for this is the

nominative to the latter n«i, this is,') was
their appearance, the language is meto-
nymical ; the container being used for the

thing contained, i.e. n^^")ri, wickedness,

or idolatry, as further explained, ver. 8.

7. The 13? contracted for "i|73, what is

round or glohdar, from y^, to go round,

was the heaviest weight in use among
the Hebrews, being equal to 3000
shekels, or, according to Jahn, 125

pounds, English troy weight. Luther
renders it here by centner, or hundred-

weight; but it is obviously to be taken,

not in its strict estimate as a measure,

but in its etymological import, as sig-

nifying a flat, roundish lump or cake of

lead, yet not without some respect to its

heaviness, in consideration of the end it

was designed to serve—the security of

the woman in the vessel over which it

was placed. To express the idea of

weight it is called ]y^, a stone, in the

following verse, tmw^ is the feminine par-

ticiple in Niphal. nxi does not refer to

the talent or weight going before, but

to nils: imiuediately following, and is

equivalent to there teas. The woman
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8 woman sitting in the midst of the ephah. And he said, This is

wickedness. And he threw her down in the midst of the ephah,

9 and threw the weight of lead on the mouth of it. Then I raised

my eyes and looked, and, behold ! two women came forth, and the

Avind was in their wings, for they had wings like the wings of a

stork ; and they bore away the ephah between earth and heaven.

10 Then I said to the angel who spake with me, JWhither are these

11 conveying the ephah? And he said to me, To build for it a house

in the land of Shinar ; for it shall be set up, and placed there on its

own base.

was placed in the ephah in order to be

conveyed to Babylon.

8. By nsffi"! in this place is meant
idolatry, which was the most flagrant

kind of wickechiess with respect to God,
and the fruitful parent of every other

species of iniquit}'. To mai'k it more
emphatically, the article is prefixed.

Tj''bii*rT, as used both times, conveys the

idea of a forcible action. In the pre-

ceding verse the woman is represented

as already sitting in the midst of tbe

ephah; the action here described may
either be carried back to a period pre-

ceding the vision, or it may be intended

to indicate what was further done, in

order to cause her to occupy a lower

position in the vessel, so as to allow of

the leaden cover being thrown over her.

The latter is the more probable inter-

jiretation. Jarchi is of opinion that the

feminine suffix in n^S, her mouth, refers

to the woman ; but it can alone with

propriety be referred to the ephah.

9. The two females here mentioned
ai'e regarded by Maurer and Heng-
stenberg as merely belonging, by way
of colouring, to the symbol as such,

two persons being required to carry

so large a measure as the ephab. I

should rather, however, infer that the

Assyrian and Babylonian powers are

intended, by whicli, as instruments, God
removed idolatry in the persons of the

apostate Hebrews out of the holy land.

By tlieir having the wind in their wings

is conveyed the idea of the celerity of

their motion. '^TPH, the stork, so called

from the aflToction which both the parent

bird and her young show to each other.

Aq., who frequently gives the etymology

of Hebrew words, renders it 'EpcoSi'oy,

in which he is followed by Theod. and
Symm. This Greek term is derived

from epwj, love. The large wings of

the stork greatly accelerate its flight,

when aided by the wind. In HDirn] is

an elision of the letter «, the third

radical, for njxirri], which is found in a

great number of MSS. and some of the

earliest printed editions.

10. Instead of the defective ortho-

graphy niD'pio, many MSS. and some
editions read in full, niTbra.

11. i??ffi pN, the land of Shinar, is

rendered in the LXX. yfj BajBvXcovos,

and in the Targ. te njnn, which is the

proper interpretation. ]3in is to be con-

strued with n;ii, and nmrr with nE"N, in-

cluding the idea of the woman, or of

idolatry, of which she was the symbol.

To the latter also the affix in ^'1}^^

belongs.

In this striking hieroglyphic we are

taught how idolatry, with all its accom-
panying atrocities, was removed from
the land of the Hebrews, which it had
desecrated, to a country devoted to it,

and where it was to commingle with its

native elements, never to be re-imported

into Canaan. How exactly has the pre-

diction been fulfilled! From the time

of the captivity to the present, a period

of more than two thousand years, the

Hebrew people liave never once lapsed

into idolatry ! The whole vision was
intended to convince them of the great-

ness of the evil.
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CHAPTER VI.

Having warned the Jews against indulging in the evil practices which had

occasioned their removal to Babylon, Jehovah now, in another vision, exhibits

to their view the warlike and unsettled state of political affairs in the immediate

future, during the reigns of Darius, and his successors, 1—8. Most com-

mentators seem to have concurred in the opinion expressed by Munster : "Haec

visio est valde obscura." The symbols ai'e in themselves simple, consisting of

four chariots drawn by horses of different colours, which issue from between

two mountains of copper, and proceed in different directions with respect to the

land of Palestine. That they betoken certain dispensations of Divine Providence,

in reference to the nations by which the Jews were immediately surrounded, and

by whose fate they were more or less affected, appears to be the most consistent

position that can be assumed in interpreting them, especially as such is the

application of similar symbols elsewhere in the prophetic records. The colours

of the horses denote, as usual, the character of these dispensations, as either

calamitous, prosperous, or mixed. Comp. chap. i. 8 ; Rev. vi.

This vision, which is (he last, is followed by a splendid prophecy of the

Messiah in his co-ordinate offices of Priest and King, to typify which the

symbolical action of making two crowns and placing them upon the head of

Joshua, is ordained by Divine authority, 9—15.

1 And I raised my eyes again, and looked, and, behold ! four

chariots came forth from between two mountains, and the mountains

1 . For the idiom N'f«; ^tt^sl, see on ch.

iv. 1. Considering that the events re-

ferred to are those of war, it is most
natural to infer that war-chariots are

here intended. By mountains of copper

are meant solid, strong and durable

mountains, such as those in which copper

and other metals are ordinarily found.

Comp. Jer. i. 18. Of what these moun-
tains were designed to be the symbols,

or whether they are introduced merely

as an ornamental part of the vision, have

been matters of dispute. I am strongly

inclined to regard them as emblems of

the Medes and Persians, and thus cor-

responding to the two horns of the ram
which are employed by Daniel to denote
the same people. See chap. viii. 3, 4.

From between these, or from the power-
ful empire which they formed, the in-

struments of Divine Providence were
to proceed to execute his purposes in

punishing the nations. That mountains
are employed in the figurative language
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2 were mountains of copper. In the first chariot were red horses

;

3 and in tlie second chariot black horses ; and in the third chariot

white horses ; and in the fourth chariot were piebald grey horses.

4 I then proceeded and said to the angel who spake with me. What
5 are these, my lord ? And the angel answered and said to me, These

are the four spirits of heaven, coming forth from presenting themselves

6 before the Lord of the whole earth. That and the black horses in

it are going forth into the north country ; and the white go forth to

the west of them ; and the piebald go forth to the south country.

of prophecy to signify kingdoms or

governments, see Is. ii. 2, xli. 15 ; Jer.

11. 25; Dan. ii. 35.

2, 3. The red horses are symbolical

of war and bloodshed; the black, of

general calamity and distress ; the

white, of victory and prosperity; and
the piebald greys, of a dispensation,

mixed in its character, partly pro-

sperous, and partly advei-se. The last

word, n'^p^«, would seem most naturally

to be referrible to the root yoN, to be

strong, active, &c. ; and this mode of

solution would at once be satisfactory

were there no qualifying circumstances
in the immediate context to require

another interpretation. But as all the

other terms here employed in describing

the horses ai*e expressive of colours, we
should expect something of the same
character to be intended by the word in

question. I, therefore, pi-efer adopting

a derivation from the Arab. (jO^*

leviter splenduif, and regard it as qua-
lifying D^?;j?, immediately preceding.

Thus, the Targ.
V??'"?!^)

ash-coloured,

grey ; so that the most appropriate ren-

dering of the two terms will be spotted,

or piebald greys.

5. Though the phrase D^.C)tt^rinim-i5>2iN

is that employed chap. ii. 10, (Heb.) to

denote the four quarters of the horizon,

yet, that it cannot have this meaning in

the present instance, is evident from its

being added that the nim-i are such as

had taken their station, or presented

themselves before the Lord, in order to

receive their commissions for the execu-
tion of his will. In our common ver-

sion, tlierefore, the words are properly

rendered as to the meaning, spirits of
the heavens ; or, as we now commonly

say, celestial spirits, thereby meaning
angels. These are represented, as in

Job i. 6; ii. 1, as employed by God to

carry into effect his high behests, which
they receive in his immediate presence,

and then proceed to the different quarters

of the globe in which the special opera-

tions of Divine Providence are to be
carried forward.

6. By |iQ2y^«, the north country, we
are to understand, as usual, the land of

Babylon. Comp. Jer. iii. 18, vi. 22,

X. 22, xlvi. 10 ; Zech. ii. 10. Though
that empire had been subdued by
Cyrus, yet the Babylonians revolted in

the beginning of the fifth year of Darius,

on which that monarch besieged them
with all his forces ; and, after much
devastation, completely depopulated it,

and reduced it to solitude. To set forth

symbolically this fearful event, black-

coloured horses are repi-esented as con-

veying into the country the executioner

of the Divine indignation upon that

devoted people. It is remarkable that

the red-coloured horses, which had been
introduced into the vision, ver. 2, are

entirely passed over. The reason may,
perhaps, be, that, disastrous as was the

final destruction of Babylon, it was un-
accompanied with any thing like the

quantity of bloodshed which characte-

rised the battles of conflicting armies in

the open field, though at the commence-
ment there was every appearance of

much blood beingshed. Notwithstanding,

therefore, the chariot with the red horses

appeared along with the others, it seems
to be intimated, by no further notice

having been taken of it, that it was not

employed.—The white horses, denoting

victory and prosperity, point out the

successes of Darius in different parts

3 E
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7 And the greys went fortli, and asked to go to walk to and fro through

the land ; and he said, Go, walk to and fro through the land ; and

they walked to and fro through the land,

8 Then he summoned me and said to me, See, those that went to

the north country have appeased my anger in the north country.

9 And the word of Jehovah was communicated to me, saying : Take

10 from the captivity, from Heldai, from Tobijah, and from Jedaiah,

of Greece, which, though checked by
the battle of Marathon, contributed to

the strengthening of his power in that

quarter. The phrase, tDnnnx-bx, literally

means behind tliem, but geographically,

to the west of them. That it is to be so

taken here, the use of "'t*, to, correspond-

ing with the use of the same preposition

after the verb, both before and after in the

verse, sufficiently shows. The dappled
horses were symbolical of the varied

condition of the Persian affairs, which
followed the battle of Marathon, espe-

cially the changes which took place on
the death of Darius, and the expedition

of Xerxes for the reduction of Egypt.
Tills last circumstance is particularly

pointed at in the reference, ^^\3riyn«, the

country of the South. That by l^'ri,

2\man, we are not here to understand
the city or region so called on the east

of Idumea, but a land to the south of

Palestine, is obvious from the article

being prefixed, and from a comparison
of the use of the term in such passages

as the following, Job ix. 9; Is. xliii. 6.

It is synonymous with ^'P^, on the right

hand, which geographically means the

South, and here specifically signifies

Egypt, to express which Daniel uses

the word 355, chap. xi. 40.

7. y!?¥7j ^^^^ land here referred to, but
not described by any qualifying epithet,

must be imderstood of the countrj' of

Palestine, the peculiar features of the

dispensation of Providence with respect

to which are marked by two circum-
stances : the grey colour of the horses,

which indicated the mixed state of the

Jewish affairs till the time of Artaxerxes
Mnemon; and the form of the verb ^!?rj,

to go or ivalk, which is in Hithpael, and
signifies to go about, or to ivalk up and
down. They were not to be molested
by the hostile incursion of foreign armies,

but neither were they to be free from
annoyances. Accordingly, we find them

involved in troubles by Sanballat, and
other chiefs of the Samaritans; and,

as the Persian army marched through
Palestine to attack the Egyptians in the

reign of Darius Nothus, the inhabitants

must have been exposed to numerous
inconveniences, which they could not

but feel the more severely, owing to

their having only just begun to take

possession of their patrimonial inheri-

tances. On the other hand, the appoint-

ment of Nehemiah to be governor of
Judea, and other favours conferred by
the Persian monarch, were calculated

to mitigate their distress, and inspire

them with the hope of a complete and
happy restoration to the enjoyment of

their ancient privileges. These dappled

horses supply the place of the i-ed, speci-

fied ver. 2, but are omitted in the ex-

planation, ver. 6, so that the number of

chariots is still four.

8. The nominative to p?]'!! must either

be Jehovah, or the Angel of Jehovah,

understood as the pronominal affix in

'mi, "w_5/ anger," shows. That among
other significations Tvr\ has that of anger,

see Jud.viii. 3; Eccles. x.4; Is. xxxiii. 1 1.

The phrase, nnn'ari, to cause anger to

rest, is equivalent to npn rr'orr, Ezek.
v. 13, xvi. 42, xxiv. 13; and means
to satisfy, pacify. The final judgment
having been infficted upon Babylon, the

Divine displeasure should no more be
manifested in that direction.

The tendency of tlie whole vision was
to assure the Jews of the care and pro-

tection of their covenant God, and thus

lead them to exercise confidence in him,

while prosecuting the restoration of the

temple and their former institutions.

9— 11. Here commences a separate

prophecy, calculated, like the preceding

vision, to stimulate the Jews in their

work. That what was commanded was
actually performed by the prophet, and
that it was not done in vision, seems the
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11

12

who are come from Babylon, and enter thou on tliat day, yea, enter

the house of Josiah the son of Zephaniah
;
yea, take silver and gold,

and make crowns, and place them upon the head of Joshua, the son

of Josedech, the high priest; and speak to Lim, saying, Thus

speaketh Jehovah of hosts, saying :

Behold the Man whose name is THE BRANCH,
For he shall grow up out of his place,

And he shall build the temple of Jehovah.

only tenable construction that can be

put upon it. The infinitive nip5> ^t the

beginning of the 9th verse, is to be taken

in connexion with the finite form of the

same verb at that of the 11th, both

having inil ^D3 for their object. The
preposition which is prefixed to the

following nouns is not to be taken par-

titively, as if so7ne of the captivity, and
one of each of the families, the heads of

which are supposed to be here specified,

were meant, but is used in its primary
and most common signification. The
persons named appear to have formed
a deputation from the n'?ia, captives still

remaining in Babylon, who had sent

them with contributions in gold and
silver to help forward the building of

the temple at Jerusalem. These deputies

had deposited their gifts in the house of

Josiah, to which the prophet is com-
manded to repair and take what was
necessary for making the two crowns
which were to be placed on the bead of

the high priest. It is not improbable

that Joisiah was public treasurer at the

time. The language of Zechariah is

here more heavy and verbose than usual,

which has occasioned some difficulty to

interpreters. Instead of '^aap \^3 -\\r«,

two of Kennicott's MSS., the LXX!,
Syr., and Targ., read i<2 in the singular,

and restrict the declaration to Josiah,

mentioned immediately before ; but there

can be little doubt that this various

reading is merely an emendation of

some copyist, who took Josiah, and
not the three persons spoken of at the

beginning of the verse, to be the subject

of the predicate. To remove the ambi-
guity, our translators have properly con-

nected the words immediately with the

names of the persons to whom they

belong. Hengstenberg contends that

only one crown is intended, and that

the plural form, ni"\Tp», is to be referred

to several small crowns or diadems of
which it consisted. With many other

interpreters, he adduces in support of

the opinion the BiadijiiaTa TroXXa, many
crowns, vfhich are described as beingupon
the head of the Saviour, Rev. xix. 12

;

but the reference there is pvn-ely to the

crown of a conqueror, composed of many
diadems, which Christ is represented as

wearing, as a symbol of the numerous
victories he had won over the enemies
of his church. It appears, however,

essential to the thing signified, namely,
the priestly and regal offices, that they
should have been distinct crowns, in

which case either the one may have
been placed upon the head of Joshua
after the other, or they may have been
joined together so as to form a double

crown, and so placed upon his head at

once. What favours the latter view of

the subject is the circumstance, that the

plural nn:2» is construed with n™, the

singular of the substantive verb, ver. 14.

Maurer not inaptly illustrates this by a

reference to the triple crown or the tiara

of the popes, by which they arrogate to

themselves a higher degree of dignity

than that of Him whose servants tliey

profess to be.

12. The symbolical action performed
upon Joshua as representative of the

Messiah, is here followed by an expla-

natory prophecy, in which his person,

offices, and work are distinctly set forth.

For the signification of nns, Branch, see

on Is. iv. 2. That the Messiah is meant
must be evident to all who will impartially

compare Is. iv. 2; Jer. xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15;

Zech. iii. 8. Thus the Targ. expounds :

'bann i\7i» rrpizj Nn^cp «na: «n, " Behold

the Man, Messiah is his name ; who is

to be revealed." The same view is

taken by Moses Hadarsan : iicn ''xijn
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13 Even he sliall build the temple of Jehovah,

And he shall bear the glory ;

And he shall sit and rule upon his throne.

And shall be a priest upon his throne,

And the counsel of peace shall be between them both.

1DU5 nns WN mn "w nx f> ]'n ddd x^'pa

nci5j> rnnnai, "The Redeemer whom
I will raise up from you shall have no
father, as it is said ; Behold the man,
whose name is Zemach, and he shall

grow up from his place." The Rabbins
Jarchi, Abenezra, and Kimchi, and after

them, Bauer and Ewald, suppose Ze-
rubbabel to be intended. The last-

mentioned writer, after the example of

Eichhorn and Theiner, conjectures that,

instead of i'pin; Tcx-ip, on the head of
Joshua, the text has originally read,

rein; irsiii bia-ii t'«t?, on the head of
Zeriihhabel, and on the head of Joshua.
But who does not perceive that this

conjecture is to be traced to the mere
love of hypothesis. Maurer scruples

not to regard it as doing violence to the

passage. The application of the words
to Zerubbabel is decidedly rejected by
Abarbanel, notwithstanding his bigoted

hostihty to the Messianic interpretations.

The words of the text can apply to no
one who was not a priest ; for it is ex-

pressly declared that such was to be

the official character of him who is the

subject of discourse. And that neither

Joshua nor any of his descendants could

be meant, is evident from the fact, that

they could not exercise the regal power,

none of them being entitled to occupy
the throne. Simon Maccabseus, to whom
Michaelis applies the prophecy, never

filled the kingly office ; he was merely

commander of the army, and civil go-

vernor, subject to the kings of Syria.

Instead of building the temple, as is

here predicted of the Branch, he erected

a splendid palace for himself on the

mount lin on which the temple stood.

Nor did the work of repairing it, after

it had been pillaged by Antiochus

Epiphanes, devolve upon him, but upon
his brother Judas. Besides, the decla-

ration that the Branch should be invested

with the honour or glory connected with

the building of the temple, would be at

variance with the uniform ascription of

the glory of all great undertakings io

Jehovah and not to man, wherever in

Scripture such works are represented as

carried on under the special direction of

the Most High. In the phrase, rnnnni
nn^;, and he shall sprout forth from his

place, while there is a direct reference

to the name na^, here given to the Mes-
siah, there seems to be no very indistinct

allusion to the miraculous conception,
vmn, his place, the place which was
peculiar to him. The interpretation,

that "vmder him there shall be growth,"
which is adopted by Cyril, Jerome,
Luther, Calovius, Hitzig, Maurer, and
Ewald, applying it to the church, the

body of believers, or the affairs of Mes-
siah's kingdom, is to be rejected on the

ground of its not being warranted by
Scripture usage. By nin'' bp^ri, the temple

of Jehovah, which the Messiah was to

build, the material temple then in the

course of erection cannot be understood,

for that was to be carried on and com-
pleted by Zerubbabel, chap. iv. 9. But,

as we have just seen, Zerubbabel and
the Branch are not identical. We are,

therefore, compelled to interpret the

phrase in application to the New Testa-

ment church, which is frequently spoken

of as a temple, 1 Cor. iii. 17; 2 Cor.

vi. 16 ; Eph. ii. 22; 2 Thess. ii. 4 ; and
respecting which the Messiah himself

declares, " Upon this rock will I build

my church, and the gates of hell shall

not prevail against it." Matt. xvi. 18.

13. The repetition nin; "jp^rrnx nja'. Nini

is not, as has been conjectured, to be

ascribed to an error of some transcriber,

and on the authority of the LXX., Arab.,

and Syr., to be expunged as superfluous,

but is singularly in its place, as giving a

high degree of emphasis to the statement

made respecting the personal work of

the Messiah. The erection of the spiri-

tual temple was to be effected exclusively

through his mediation. With the decla-

ration, that he should "bear the glory,"

compare Ps. xxi. 5, cii. 16; Is. Iii. 13;
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14

15

And the crowns shall be for Helem and for Tobijah, and for

.Jedaiah, and for Hen tlie son of Zephaniah, for a memorial in the

temple of Jehovah. And those who are far off shall come and build

in the temple of Jehovah ; and ye shall know that Jehovah of hosts

hath sent me to you. And it shall come to pass, if ye will diligently

obey the voice of Jehovah your God ^ ^ 7^ ¥^

Heb. ii. 9. The declaration has reference

to the crowns, the insignia of glory and
majesty, which were to be placed on the

head of Joshua. In the following clauses

of the verse the union of the regal and
sacerdotal offices in the person of the

Messiah is distinctly set forth, thus ex-

liibiting the peculiar feature of the

Melchezedekian priesthood, Gen. xiv. 18;

Ps. ex. 4 ; Heb. v. 6, 10, vi. 20, vii.

While our Lord continues to officiate in

the heavenly temple as the Great High
Priest of his people, ever living to make
intercession for them, he exercises his

mediatorial rule over the world and the

church—that over the former being

rendered subservient to the administra-

tion of that which he exercises over the

latter. Vitringa, Reuss, Dr. McCaul,
and others, refer the pronominal affix in

wps, "fiis throne," to Jehovah, or the

Deity absolutely considered, but, in my
opinion, without sufficient ground. The
natural construction requires the person

who is prominently before the reader to

be the object of reference. The rendering

of Newcome, Hitzig, and Ewald, " and
a priest shall be upon his throne," is

forced and imwarranted; the Van clearly

connecting the substantive verb with the

preceding verbs ^Ti"! and hdt, the nomi-
native to which is !<in, the Branch, or

Messiah. The nominatives to cn'ri^,

" them both," are neither Jehovah and
the Messiah, as maintained both by
ancient and by many modern interpre-

ters, among others, Cocceius, De Dieu,

Vitringa, Bengel, Reuss, Dr. McCaul,
and Dr. J. Pye Smith ; nor Jews and
Gentiles, as Dr. Stonard strangely in-

terprets ; but the ^i^, priesthood, and
the '''^'PP, regal dignity, which had just

been mentioned as unitedly exercised by
the Branch. Thus Jerome, Marckius,

Drusius, Lowth, Dathe, Rosenraiiller,

Hengstenberg, and others. The reason

assigned by Dathe forms an insurmoun-
table objection to the first opinion :

" Quoniam enim Deus in toto hoc loco

loquitur, affixum tertise personse incrrViP

non potest ad Jovam referre." The same
objection lies against the reference of

tlie affix in =i«ro to Jehovah. By nv»
cibiT, the counsel or purpose of peace, is

to be understood the glorious scheme of

reconciliation between God and man,
effected by the joint exercise of the

sacerdotal and regal offices of the Lord
Jesus Christ. Comp. Is. ix. 6 ; Micah
V. 5; Eph. ii. 14—17; Col. i. 20, 21;
Heb. xiii. 20.

14. Helem is, in all probability, the

same as Heldai, ver. 10, and Hen another

name of Josiah, there also mentioned.

There seems no ground for rendering
|n, favour, and interpreting it of the

hospitality shown to the deputies by
Josiah ; the construction adopted by
Hengstenberg, Maurer and Ewald. The
words d'irh rrnn nicrn, the crowns shall

he to Helem, &c., do not mean that they

were to belong to the persons specified,

but that they were to be for a memorial
to them of the symbolical act that had
just taken place, and were for this purpose

to be deposited in the temple, where it

is possible theyremainedtill tlie Messiah,

as high priest and king of his people,

had taken possession of bis mediatorial

throne, when temple, and crowns, and
the whole Jewish polity, were taken or

destroyed by the Romans.
15. This verse contains a striking

prophecy of the calling of the Gentiles,

together with a solemn warning to the

Jews, in which, the sentence being left

imfinished, their rejection in consequence

of unbelief is forcibly implied. It is a

striking instance of aTvouidnr^dis.
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CHAPTER VIL

This and the following chapter are occupied with replies to questions which had

been proposed for solution, relative to certain fasts which the Jews had observed,

but which they supposed might no longer be binding after the restoration of

their prosperity, 1—3. From this circumstance Zechariah is commanded to

take occasion to reprove them for their selfish observance of the days appointed

for fasting, 4—7 ; to enforce attention to the weightier matters of the law,

8—10 ; and to warn them, by placing before them the rebellious conduct of

their fathers, and the punishment with which it had been visited, 11— 14.

1 And it came to pass in the fourtli year of Darius the king, that

the word of Jehovah was communicated to Zechariah on the

2 fourth day of the ninth month, which is Chislev ; when Bethel

sent Sherezer, Regem-melech and his men, to conciliate the regard

1

.

The occuri'ence here described took

place two years later than those described

in the preceding chapters, i/D3, Chislev,

the name of the ninth month of the

Hebrews, which corresponds to part

of November and part of December.

Some think it is of Persic origin, but

the idea of torpor, rigidity, stiffness,

which is conveyed by the Heb. tos,

is sufficient to justify its being re-

ferred to this root : such being the

character assumed by nature in the

course of this month. The l prefixed

ma3' be regarded as the Beth essentia;.

2. The words "?«"n^3 r\b^>^ have occa-

sioned considerable perplexity to inter-

preters. Some of the earlier Jews took

Bethel to be the name of a person.

Lightfoot supposes that it means the

congregation of the Jews who had
remained in Babylon. To the same
effect Michaelis, " The congregation of

God at Sharezer," though he acknow-

ledges he had no idea of the geographical

position of the city so called. Heng-
sttnberg and Maurer think the people

of the Jews are intended. The Vulg.,

Grotius, Dathe, Newcome, De Wette,

and Arnheim, supply ''« before the word,

and render, " to the house of God." The
LXX., Syr., Targ., Drusius, Blayney,

Hitzig, and Ewald, regard it as the

name of the city so called, in the tribe

of Benjamin ; only the ancient versions

just specified represent it as the place

to which the deputation was sent.

Against the interpretation which explains

it of the temple, there lies the insuperable

objection, that that sacred edifice is

uniformly called rm] r\% the house of
Jehovah—never ''^'H'?., the house of God

;

and that it should have been so desig-

nated after the recovery of the Jews
from idolatry is altogether incredible,

considering the infamy attached to the

city so named. I entirely concur in the
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3 of Jehovah, speaking to the priests which were in the house of

Jehovah of hosts, and to the prophets, saying : Shall I weep in

the fifth month, separating myself as I have done these many
years ?

4 Then the word of Jehovah of hosts was communicated to me,

saying : Speak to all the people of the land, and to the priests,

5 saying, When ye fasted and mourned in the fifth and in the seventh

month, even those seventy years, was it at all to me that ye fasted ?

6 And when ye ate, and when ye drank, w^as it not ye that ate, and

7 ye that drank ? Are not these the words which Jehovah proclaimed

by the former prophets, when Jerusalem was inhabited and at peace,

and her cities around her, when both the south and the plain were

inhabited .''

last opinion, which refers it to the city

of Bethel, which is used by metonymy
for its inhabitants. The word occupies

its proper place as the nominative to

the verb, wliich cannot here be taken
impersonally, as such construction would
exclude all reference to those who sent

the deputation, a circumstance not to

be reconciled with the express specifica-

tion of the names of the pei'sons who
composed it. ni'?nb, lit. to stroke the

face, to ingratiate oneself with another,

C07iciliate his regard.

3. The city having been introduced

in the preceding verse as sending the

deputation, speaks here in the first

person singular. Comp. 1 Sam. v. 10

;

2 Sam. XX. 19; Zech. viii. 21. The
question related to the continuance of

the fast in the ffth month, which had
been instituted to commemorate the de-

struction of Jerusalem by the Chaldeans.

As the city was now being restored, it

was presumed there would no longer

be any necessity for keeping up the

humiliating memorial. nsn^n is not

simply, Shall Ifast ? but, Shall I con-

tinue to fast ? The following words
indicate, that it was felt to be a tedious

and irksome performance of duty. The
persons speaking were thoroughly weary
of it. inn, the infinitive in Niphal of "i}3,

to separate, consecrate, vow; in Niphal,

to abstain from food, and the ordinary

employments of life.

5, 6. Though the question had been
proposed by the leading men of a single

city only, yet the burden was generally

felt, on which account the prophet is

directed to address the Divine reply to

all the inhabitants of the land, the priests

not excepted, who appear to have been
desirous of getting rid of the fast as well

as others. Their fasts had not been
performed from a purely religious motive,

but were self-righteous and hypocritical.

While they observed them, they neglected

the weightier matters of the law. At
"liSD is an ellipsis of the finite form of

the same verb. In '?« '?'?'?? D^^H there

is a double idiom, which renders it

peculiai-]y emphatic. Not only is the

finite form used after the infinitive of

the same verb ; but the nominative of

the personal pronoun is employed after

the usual verbal suffix. Comp. Gen.
xxvii. 34. 'PN D5 '3?:3. The fast in the

seventh month was in commemoration
of the murder of Gedaliah, and those

who were with him at Mispah. See
2 Kings XXV. 25, 26; Jer. xli. 1—3.
Neither in fasting nor in feasting had
the Jews any regard to Jehovah, but

did all from self-interested motives.

The feasting referred to is that which
took place on the festival days, which
were always days of rejoicing.

7. The former prophetshad taught the

worthlessness of attention to meats and
drinks while God was forgotten, and
the weighter matters of his law neglected.

If the Jews had listened to, and complied
with the messages of the pi'ophets, none
of the evils which had come upon them
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8 And the word of Jehovah was communicated to Zechariah, saying,

9 Thus spake Jehovah of hosts, saying :

Execute true judgment,

And show kindness and mercy one to another ;

10 Oppress not the widow and the orphan,

The stranger and the poor
;

And think not in your heart of the injury

Which one hath done to another.

11 But they refused to attend,

And turned their back rebelliously
;

They made their ears heavy,

That they might not hear.

1

2

They made their heart an adamant,

That they might not hear the law,

Nor the words which Jehovah sent by liis Spirit

Through the former prophets
;

And there was great wrath from Jehovah of hosts,

13 And it came to pass,

When he called, and they would not hear,

So they called, and I would not hear,

Saith Jehovah of hosts,

14 But tossed them among all the nations which they knew not,

And the land was desolate after them
;

No one passed through or returned.

For they had made the land of delight desolate.

would have been inflicted. For "the fHamond, from the Arab. ^^, to pierce.
former prophets," see on chap. i. 4. By /
the " south and the plain," are meant Here the idea of hardness is that con-

the southern and western parts of Judah. vejed by its use. In D'«'32n t? imna

9. 1Q^ is here to be taken in the the double agency by which the Divine

strictly past tense, as the beginning of will was communicated is recognised

—

the 11th verse clearly shows. that of the inspiring Spirit, and that of

10. Though MJ'« intervenes between the instruments inspired.

roi and vn«, they are to be regarded as 14. Di5?D« is an anomalous form, after

in construction. Comp. Is. xix. 8 ; Hos. the Aramaean manner, according to

xiv. 3. No one was to harbour any which Zere is placed where there would

feelings of resentment against another otherwise be a moveable Sheva. Regu-

for any injury he might have done him. larly, it would be Dtl^px. It is ofthePiel

11. 10? P?) ^^ 9^^^ ^^'^ shoulder, is conjugation. htoo yn«, the land of

equivalent to turning the back upon delight, Canaan. Comp. Jer. iii. 19.

any one. The cause of such action is Maurer proposes to take wip^i imper-

traced to a refractory, rebellious, and sonally. Others more properly consider

intractable disposition. The o prefixed the Jews to be the nominative, who, by

in sin'ttJn is privative. their crimes, had brought judgments

12. I'pii' signifies both a thor7i and a upon the land.
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CHAPTER VIII.

This chapter is a continuation of the subject introduced and treated of in the

preceding. Having shown the awful consequences of disregarding the Divine

will, which had been clearly announced by the prophets, God promises the

renewal of his favour towards those who had returned from the captivity.

Restored to purity, 3, Jerusalem should enjoy security and prosperity to a

degree far exceeding the conceptions of those whom the prophet addressed,

4—6. Those who were still in heathen countries should be brought back, and

share in the general prosperity, 7—17. The chapter closes with a direct answer

to the question relating to the fasts, and a prediction of the great number of

proselytes that should be made to the true religion by the display of the Divine

goodness towards the Jews, 18—23.

1 And the word of Jehovah was communicated to me, saying:

2 Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

I have been zealous for Zion with great zeal,

Yea, with great indignation have I been zealous for her.

3 Thus saith Jehovah, I am returned to Zion,

And will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem ;

And Jerusalem shall be called, The city of truth,

And the mountain of Jehovah of hosts, The holy mountain.

4 Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Aged men and aged women shall yet be sitting in the streets of

Jerusalem,

Each man with his staff in his hand for very age

;

5 And the streets of the city shall be filled

1. Before Tb«!? the word '^n, to me, is 3. Comp. Is. i. 26, and the remarks

found in thirty-three Heb. MSS. ; it has there made on the idiomatic use of tn;?,

been in ten more originally, and is now to call.

in three by correction; it is the reading 4, 5. These verses beautifully depict

of the Soncin., Brixian,and Compluten- the security and happiness of the in-

sian editions, and is supported by the habitants of Jerusalem. Longevity and

Syr. and Targ. a numerous offspring were specially

2. Comp. i. 14, 15. promised under the old dispensation,

3f
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With boys and girls, playing in the streets of it.

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Though it should be wonderful

In the eyes of the remnant of this people in those days,

Should it also be Avonderful in my eyes ?

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Behold, I will deliver my people

From the land of the rising,

And from the land of the setting of the sun,

And I will bring them, and they shall dwell in the midst

Jerusalem,

And they shall become my people,

And I will become their God,

In truth and in righteousness.

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

Let your hands be strong,

Ye that hear in these days

These words from the mouth of the prophets,

Which were spoken on the day when the foundation was laid

of

but uniformly in connexion with obe-

dience to the law. Deut. iv. 40,

V. 16, 33, vi. 2, xxxiii. 6, 24; Is.

Ixv. 20. The idea conveyed by D'|?nton

in such connexion is exquisite. What
can be more gratifying to the uncorrupted

simplicity of human feelings, than to

witness a number of young children

enjoying their innocent gambols ? For
a contrary state of things, see Jer. vi.

11, ix. 21.

6. N^B, though like its cognate n^3, is

not used in Kal, yet, from its significa-

tions in Niphal, Piel, Hiphal, and Hith-

pael, it cannot be doubted that it must
have conveyed the idea of separation,

distinction, difficult)/ ; hence in Niphal,

it signifies to be distinguished, to stand

out prominently, from common events,

to be impossible to human power, to be
miraculous. nix'jD:, the participial noun,

is often used for miraculous occurrences.

UT^T} D'p^a, in those days, i.e. at the time

when I fulfil my promise. To justify

the rendering of our common version,

"in these days," the Hebrew should

have been nl3«n D'p'3. See ver. 9.

7. The east and west are here put as

parts for the whole. The meaning is,

1 will deliver my people from every

region whither they have been scattered.

Were there any reason to believe that

the prophecy has respect to a restoration

of the Jews yet future, there would be

a singular propriety in the use of s^i^p,

•ajptt'n, the setting of the srin, the Jews
being now, for the most part, found in

countries to the west of Jerusalem ; but

there is every reason to conclude that

it has an exclusive reference to what
was to take place soon after it was
delivered. Vast numbers were carried

away captive after the time of Alex-

ander. Not fewer than 100,000 were
carried by Ptolemy to Egypt, and were
settled in Alexandria and Cyrene.

8. The words ni7i:;J3i nn«3 belong to

both the members of the sentence, and
express the reality and sincerity of the

relation on both sides.

9. p''T ™|?inn, let your hands be strong,

a figurative mode of expression, denoting

courage, resolution, effort. Jud. vii. 11

;

2 Sam. xvi. 21. Tlie prophets here
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Of the house of Jehovah of hosts,

The temple, in order to its being built.

10 For before those days

There was no hire for man,

Neither was there any hire for beast

;

And to him that went out or came in

There was no peace, because of the enemy

:

Yea, I sent all men each against another.

11 But now I will not be as in the former days

To the residue of this people,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

12 For the seed shall be prosperous.

The vine shall yield her fruit,

And the earth shall yield her produce,

And the heavens shall yield their dew,

And I will cause the residue of this people '

To possess all these things.

13 And it shall come to pass,

As ye have been a curse among the nations,

O house of Judah, and house of Israel,

So I will deliver you, and ye shall be a blessing :

Fear not, let your hands be strong.

referred to were Haggai and Zechariah. in the circumstances of the Jews who
See Ezra v. 1, 2. The words which the had returned. As they obeyed his voice

people heard were those of consolation and prosecuted his work, he gave them
and encouragement. Haggai ii. 18, 19. outward tranquilHty, and prospered their

After iiiSm, subaud. iia'i. agricultural pursuits. After Di"?i»ri snt,

10. Such was the danger to which the seed of prosperity, i.e. healthy,

the Jews were exposed before the actual prosperous seed, such as would not fail,

commencement of building the temple, supply 'rcjT., there shall be. Their fields

that all intercourse between the city and should not be trodden down by the

the country was interrupted. The enemy, nor suffer from drought, mildew,
Samaritans pressed sore upon them, locusts, and other calamities.

and annoyed them in every possible 13. By the Jews being a curse and a
way. See Ezra iv. 1—5. By "i? is not blessing, is not meant that they were
meant affliction, &ki.^is, tribulatio, as the instruments of communicating either

the Eng., LXX., and Vulg. ; but the evil or good to the nations, but that they
enemy, or as we have it, ]'P^??'i niin' •'•ys, themselves experienced either the one
the enemies of Judah and Benjamin, or the other. They were subjects of the

Ezra iv. 1. In the last clause of the curse and the blessing. " The house of

verse reference is had to the intestine Israel," or the ten tribes, as distinguished

broils and contentions which prevailed. from " the house of Judah," shared in

11, 12. nn»^ stands forcibly in con- the happy fulfilment of the prophecy,
trast with '^pb at the beginning of the It follows, that they also returned to

preceding verse. The providence of Palestine, "^^^y^ D'P'?, in the very days to

God brought about a complete change which it refers. All attempts to discover
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14

15

16

n

18

19

20

For thus saith Jehovah of hosts:

As I purposed to afflict you,

When your fathers provoked me to wrath,

Saith Jehovah of hosts, and I repented not

;

So again I have purposed, in these days,

To do good to Jerusalem and the house of Judah :

Fear ye not.

These are the things which ye shall do :

Speak truth one to another

;

Execute true and sound judgment in your gates.

And think not in your hearts of the injury

Which one hath done to another
;

And love not the false oath ;

For all these are things that I hate,

Saith Jehovah.

And the word of Jehovah of hosts was communicated to me?

saying, Thus saith Jehovah of hosts : The fast of the fourth month,

and the fast of the fifth, and the fast of the seventh, and the fast of

the tenth, shall ^become joy and gladness to the house of Judah,

even cheerful festivals ; but love ye truth and peace. Thus saith

Jehovah of hosts

:

tLem at more recent periods have

proved utterly fruitless ; and the idea

that they must still exist somewhere in

the world, and are still to be restored in

their tribal state, has arisen from a mis-

construction of those prophecies which

refer to the return from Babylon.

14, 15. An amplification of what had
Ijeen stated in the preceding verse.

16, 17. Tliese verses contain a virtual

and instiTictive reply to the question

relative to the celebration of the fast,

chap. vii. S. It was not in such merely

external, ritual, or ceremonial obser-

vances that Jehovah delighted, but in

the love and practice of moral rectitude.

The *' gate " was, and still is, the forum

in the East. DiV© B5tt5p means sound,

wholesome 'judgment. "V^, in ver. 17,

is wanting in three MSS,, originally in

two more, and now by correction in

one ; in the LXX., Syr. and Arab.

19. Now follows a formal reply to

the question just referred to. The fast

of the fourth month was on account of

the taking of Jerusalem, Jer. xxxix. 2,

lii, 5—7 ; that of the tenth was in com-
memoration of the commencement of

the siege, Jer. lii. 4. For the other two
fasts, see on chap. vii. 3 and 5. The
Jews are distinctly informed that these

fasts should be turned into festivals of

joy. The 7 in np«rn is adversative,

having the force of =— but in order that

ye may enjoy the predicted and pro-

mised blessing, see that ye be sincere

before me, and live in harmony among
yourselves.

20. The prophecy concludes with the

announcement that, in consequence of

the distinguished favour shown to the

Jewish people after their restoration to

their own land, multitudes of Gentiles

should be induced to embrace the worship

of Jehovah. Just before the appearance

of Christ, the heathen began powerfully

to feel the emptiness of their false re-

ligions, and the unsatisfactoriness of

their systems of philosophy, and many
of them, who were brought into contact
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21 There shall yet come people,

And the inhabitants of many cities,

And the inhabitants of one shall go to another, saying,

Let us go speedily to conciliate the regard of Jehovah,

And to seek Jehovah of hosts

:

I will go, even I also.

22 Yea, many people and mighty nations shall come

To seek Jehovah of hosts in Jerusalem,

And to conciliate the regard of Jehovah.

23 . Thus saith Jehovah of hosts :

In those days ten men,

Out of all the nations,

Shall take hold, shall even take hold

Of the skirt of a Jew, saying,

with the people of God, found in their

religion, with all its imperfections, a
satisfaction which they had sought in

vain from any other quarter. It is

evident, from various parts of the Acts
of the Apostles, that pi-oselytes were
numerous in their day. Between ^2> and
if«, supply rrrii Two MSS., the LXX.
and Arab, read D'3"i, many, after D^Q^,

which in all probability existed originally

in the text.

21. The second nnsi is equivalent to

^yi^. Comp. Exod. xvii. 12, xviii. 4.

23, "itt5« is redundant. Ten is put as

a round number, or a definite for an
indefinite, but indicating many rather

than few. Comp. Gen. xxxi. 7 ; Mic.
V. 5. Q'isn mvi) "jiap, of all the lattguages

of the nations, means, of all the nations

speaking different languages. Comp.
nijffibni n'ijri-'^s, all the nations and the

languages, Is. Ixvi. 18. See also Gen.
X. 5, 20 ; Dan. iii. 7 ; Rev. v. 9, vii. 9,

xiii. 7. To take hold of the shirt, is not
intended to convey the idea of entreaty,

or the gesture of application for assist-

ance, but is significant of a feeling of

infei-iority, and a desire to enjoy the

happy privileges possessed by another.

The Gentile nations would be anxious
to participate in the blessings of the

theocracy. The repetition of the verb

V^T! is emphatic, '"'iirp i2J'«, a man, a Jew,
is merely a periphrasis for a Jew. Comp.
avi)p 'louSaioy, Acts x. 28. The pro-

phecy is generally regarded as having

respect to something yet future, and is

often interpreted of the instrumentality

of the Jews when converted in effecting

the conversion of the world. I can
find no such reference in the passage.
" Jerusalem" cannot be understood other-

wise than literally, just as the term "Jew"
is to be so understood ; but, according to

our Lord's doctrine respecting the New
Dispensation, that city is no longer the
place where men are exclusively to

worship the Father, John iv. 21—23.

Incense and a pure offering are now
presented to his name in every place

where his people assemble in the name
of Jesus and with a view to his glory,

Mai. i. 10, 11. It was otherwise before
the advent of Christ. Jerusalem was
the place which Jehovah had chosen to

put his name there, and thither all his

true worshippers were expected to come
to the great festivals, in whatever country
they might reside. Thus, the treasurer

of Candace went all the way from Abys-
sinia, Acts viii. 27 ; and thus numbers
from all parts of the Roman empire
assembled in that city at the first Pen-
tecost after our Saviour's resurrection.

As the Hellenistic Jews and the Gentile
proselytes travelled along in companies,
they could not but excite the curiosity

of the pagans through whose countries

and cities they passed ; and celebrated as

the metropolis of Judea had become for

the favours conferred upon it by some
of the greatest monarchs of the times
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Wc will go with you

;

For wc have heard that God is with you.

immediately gone by, and for the pro- ing nations to the character and claims

sperity and warlike prowess of the Jewish of the God who was there adored, and
people, it was impossible that it should who accorded such blessings to his wor-
not attract the attention of the surround- shippers.

CHAPTER IX.

For the arguments in opposition to, and those in favour of, the authenticity of that

portion of the book of Zechariah which begins with this chapter, and comprises

it and the remaining chapters, see the Preface.

Having in prophetic vision exhibited some of the more remarkable events

connected with the continued rule of the Persians, Zechariah now proceeds to

predict those which were to take place under that of the Greeks, during the

military expeditions of Alexander and his successors, in so far as they had a

bearing upon the affairs of the Jews. He describes the conquest of Syria after

the battle of Issus, 1 ; and the progress of the army of Alexander along the

coast of the Mediterranean, involving the capture of the principal cities of the

Phoenicians and Philistines, but leaving the Jews unmolested, through the pro-

tecting care of Jehovah, 2—8. He then contrasts with the character and military

achievements of that conqueror the qualities which should distinguish the Messiah

and his kingdom, whom he expressly predicts, 9, 10. After which he resumes

the thread of his historical discourse, and describes the wars of the Maccabees

with Antiochus Epiphanes, and the victory and prosperity with which they were

followed, 11—17.

1 The sentence of the word of Jehovah,

Against the land of Hadrach,

And Damascus shall be its resting place,

When towards Jehovah shall be the eye of man.

And of all the tribes of Israel.

1. For the signification of n©?, see my translation of Isaiah. With respect

on Is. xiii. 1. The combination ^to to '^^^n, ^ac^racA, it is uncertain whether
rnn''-ii'i, occurs only here, chap. xii. 1, it was intended to denote a country, a

andMal. i. 1. As "iii occurs in the sense city, or a king. The last is the most

of oracZe, and «ten signifies what is taken probable, on the ground that it is not

up and uttered by the voice, the phrase likely that the name either of a country

might be rendered, 2'he announcement or its metropolis, in a region near Da-

qf the oracle of Jehovah ; but it is better mascus, would have entirely disappeared

for the sake of uniformity to retain the from the pages of history. But no such

term sentence, which I have adopted in name has been found in any Arabic work
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2 Hamatli also which is contiguous to it

;

Tyre and Zidon, though she be very wise.

either of history or geography. Joseph
Abassus, indeed, a native of that country,

informed MichaeHs that there was a place

so called at the distance of some miles

from Damascus ; that it was now of small

consequence, but had once been a city

of great celebrity ; but there is every

reason to believe that if he did not intend

to impose upon his learned interrogator,

the place he had in view was '?77«, in

Arabic aJs-.d], called by Eusebius

'ASpaa, and by Ptolemy "ASpa. It lay

about thirty miles from Damascus. The
same remark applies to the statement of

Rabbi Jose, mentioned by Kimchi in his

Comm. on this verse, that he was from
Damascus, and that there was a place

there, of which the name was Hadrach.
The Rabbins consider the term to be a
compound appellative of the Messiah,

who was to be T7, sharp or severe towards
the Gentiles, but ^p, tender towards

Israel ! Hengstenberg, who treats on
the subject at large in his Christology,

vol. ii. pp. 69—77, Keith's Translation,

denies that it is a proper name at all,

and regards it as a symbolical appellation

of the Persian empire, which he thinks

Zechariah would not designate by its

proper name for fear of offending the

government under which he lived. His
reasoning in support of his hypothesis is

very unsatisfactory, and his construction

of 'ni^ab, Jer. li. 1, is perfectly ridiculous.

I am compelled to acquiesce in the

opinion, that a king of this name is

meant, as the most probable of those

that have been advanced, especially as

the phrase, " the land of a king," is not

without example in Scripture ; see Neh.
ix. 22 ; and very much suspect that the

word ^^7'?, Hadrach, is after all only a

corruption of T}X}, the common name of

the kings of Syria, though such corrup-

tion must have taken place at a very

early period, for it was found in the copy
from which the version of the LXX. was
made. The affix in inrr3>3 is "117 in the

preceding hemistich. Damascus was to

be the place in which the Divine word
or sentence was to rest or settle ; in other

words, where the threatened punishment

would permanently be inflicted. That
ancient city was taken by Alexander the

Great after the battle at Issus, and formed
part of the kingdom of the Seleucidas,

from whom it passed into the hands of

the Romans. The native rule, which
thus ceased on the Greek conquest, was
never afterwards recovered. Several-

commentators, following the ancient ver-

sions, render the words, '?bi ai.^ ]\3? nin') 'p

b^n^^ ';2p^, for Ihe eye of Jehovah is

upon men and all the tribes of Israel,

and explain them with reference to the

vmiversal judgments which the provi-

dence of God had brought or would
bring upon the people in and around
Palestine. But it is more natural to

regard ]'? in construction with ''^y^ dim.

The reference will then be to the effect

produced upon the minds of others as

well as of the Israelites, by the success

and progress of the army of Alexander.
Apprehensive of danger, they should be
compelled to look to Jehovah alone for

deliverance. When Alexander threat-

ened to punish the Jews on account of

the refusal of Jaddua the high priest to

swear fealty to him, they were thrown
into the greatest consternation, and
offered many sacrifices and prayers to

God for deliverance. '? is here used as

a particle of time.

2. Hamath was the capital of a king-

dom of the same name, which lay between
Zobah and Rehob, and to the north of

Damascus. It was called by the Greeks
Epiphania, but is now known by its

ancient name, which it has all along re-

tained among the natives. That the king-

dom was conterminous to that of which
Damascus was the metropolis is here
expressed by nr'7|ari, the feminine affix

referring to y!i«, land, in the preceding
verse. The whole of Syria was sub-

jugated by the Greeks, or submitted to

Alexander. Tyre and Zidon, which lay

directly in the way of that monarch,
as he marched along the coast of the

Mediterranean towards Egypt, are next
mentioned. See on Is. xxiii. The
latter city voluntarily surrendered, and
had Abdolonymus appointed as viceroy.

Though originally the chief of all the
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Yea, though Tyre hath built a fortress for herself,

And heaped up silver as dust,

And fine gold as the mud of the streets ;

Behold, Jehovah will dispossess her.

And strike her wealth into the sea.

And she herself shall be burned with fire.

Askelon shall see it and be afraid
;

Gaza also, and shall be in great pain

;

And Ekron, because her expectation hath made her ashamed

The king shall perish from Gaza,

And Askelon shall'not be inhabited.

Phoenician cities, and the mother of

many colonies, yet at the time here

referred to, she had become far inferior

to Tyre, and quite simk in comparison

with her ; on which account the predicate

itiy^ fip^n, she is very wise, though, in point

ofposition, it might seem to belong topi?,

Zidon, is nevertheless to be referred to

liJ, Tyre, as the more important of the

two cities. The Tyrians, who had long

been celebrated for their worldly wisdom,

Ezek. xxviii. 3, 4, .5, 12, 17, gave a

specimen of it on the approach of the

Grecian monarch. On his intimating

that he wished to offer sacrifice in the

temple of Hercules, they replied that

the ancient and true temple of that god
was at Old Tyre on the continent, and
sent him a crown of gold in testimony

of their respect for so great a conqueror

;

hoping by these means to induce him to

pass on without visiting their island.

3. This verse is graphically descriptive

of the insular and strongly fortified posi-

tion of New Tyre, at the distance of

seven hundred paces from the shore, and
of the immense stores of wealth which
it contained as the great emporium of

Phoenician commerce. Ezek. xxvii.

4. Instead of '™, many MSS., and
some of them the best of the Spanish,

read nnn», which I . have adopted as the

true lection. Here is set forth the

conquest of Tyre by Alexander, who
constructed a causeway with the rubbish

of Old Tyre from the shore to the island,

and after a siege of seven months took

the city by storm, put eight thousand of

the inhabitants, who had not taken flight

to Carthage, to the sword, sold thirteen

thousand into slavery, crucified two
thousand, and after plundering the cit}',

burnt it to ashes. Jahn's Heb. Com-
monwealth, sect. 70.

5. It may easily be imagined what
terror the news of the fall of Tyre must
have struck into the inhabitants of the

cities further along the coast southward,

who knew the destination and route of

the victorious army. The prophet
accordingly precedes the march of the

conqueror from Phoenician into Philistia.

The principal cities of the Philistines

are here enumerated; Gath only is

omitted, owing, probably, to its being
farther inland, and thus lying somewhat
out of the route of the army. For
Ashke.lon, see on Amos i. 8. For Gaza
and Ekron, on Amos i. 6. Ekron, lying

farthest north of these cities, is repre-

sented as exercising confidence in Tyre.

While that city withstood the attack, she

might expect Alexander to be arrested

in his course, and hope that he would
give up his plan of invading Egypt.

But when it fell, her hopes were gone.

History is silent respecting the fate of

these cities on occasion of the present

expedition, but of Gaza it is recorded,

that it resisted, and was captured after

a siege of two months. Not fewer than

ten thousand of the inhabitants were
put to death, and the rest were sold

into slavery. Betis, the commander or

governor of the city, was bound to a

chariot with thongs thrust through the

soles of his feet, and in this manner
dragged around the city. It is not

improbable, that it is specially to this

circumstance that the words ~p^ "i?**

i
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6 A foreigner shall sit as ruler in Aslidod,

And I will cut off the pride of the Philistines.

7 I will remove his blood from his mouth,

And his abominations from between his teeth ;

And he, even he, shall be left for our God,

And shall be as a prince in Judah,

And Ekron shall be as a Jebusite.

8 And I will encamp about my house because of the army,

Both when it passeth through, and when it returneth

;

And no oppressor shall pass through them any more.

For now do I look with mine eyes.

njyp, the king shall perish from Gaza,
refer. The title of king is frequently

used in Scripture in a subordinate sense,

to denote any cliief ruler or governor.
See Gen. xiv. 2.

6, For Ashdod, see on Amos i. 8.

The word iTOp, which occurs only here
and Deut. xxiii. 2, has been considered

of uncertain etymology. Lee thinks it

may probably be a compound of \'Q,from,

D5>, a people, and ii, a foreigner ; but

this conjecture, however ingenious, is

not warranted by Hebrew usage. In
Deut. the LXX. render it by sk nopvij^,

one born of a ivhore, but aKKoyivels, of
a different race or people, best suits both
passages. See Blayney. According to

the form, it must be regarded as the

Hiphil participle of ira, a root not

occurring in the Hebrew Scriptures,

but signifying in more modern Hebrew,

to mix. Comp. the Arab. jA^, corruptus

fuit. Hengstenberg renders, rabble.

By )'i«3, the pride of the Philistines, we
are to understand the splendour of their

cities, especially of their temples.

7. This verse contains a prediction of

the future conversion of the Philistines

to the knowledge and service of the true

God. The pronominal affix i refers to

iTtpp, the foreign prince, as does v(^'^, he,

further on in the verse. Their abandon-
ment of idolatrj'^, and their embracing
the true religion, is represented by their

no longer drinking blood, and eating

things sacrificed to idols, both of which
were common among the pagans, but

prohibited by the Mosaic law. Numb.
XXV. 2 ; Lev. vii. 26, xvii. 10, 12 ; and

by the apostles, Acts xv. 29. It is

implied that what the ruler did, would
be done by the citizens subject to his

power. He was to belong to God, as

one who had joined himself to him by
an act of self-dedication. Comp. Is.

xliv. 5, Ivi. 3. On his becoming a
Jewish proselyte, he should be regarded

as sustaining the dignity of one of the

princes of Judah ; no distinction should

exist between them. The same idea is

expressed in the parallel clause. The
Jebusites were the original inhabitants

of Jerusalem, who, on their subjugation

by David, were incorporated among the

Jews, and enjoyed their privileges.

2 Sam. xxiv. 16, &c.

8. For ™s, the Keri has the proper

orthography i^ja, a host, or army. Jeho-

vah here promises to afFoi'd protection

to the Jews (called, as in Hos. viii. 1,

nin] D'a, the house of Jehovah). They
were not to be injured by the army of

Alexander, either on its march to or

from Egypt, a promise which was ful-

filled to the letter; for while that

monarch punished the Samaritans, he
showed great favour to the Jews. Nor
was any foreign oppressor to invade

their land, as the Assyrians and Chal-

deans had done, during the period which
was to intervene before the advent of

the Messiah, predicted in the verse

immediately following. They were,

indeed, subject to much suffering, both

from the Egyptian and the Syrian kings,

especially from Antiochus Epiphanes,

but their nationality was not destroyed,

and the evils to which they were

exposed only paved the way for the

3g
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Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion !

Shout aloud, O daughter of Jerusalem !

Behold thy King will come to thee

;

Righteous, and having salvation.

Lowly, and riding upon an ass,

Even upon a colt the foal of an ass.

Maccabean victories, and the establish-

ment of the Asmonean dynasty. For
this preservation they were indebted to

the providence of God which watched
over them for good. This is emphatically

expressed in the last clause of the verse.

9. From the great Grecian conqueror,

and the temporal protection which Je-

hovah would accord to his people, the

prophet abruptly, and in the most sublime

and animated strain, calls the attention

of the Jews to a Royal Personage of a

very different character, the Messiah,
meek and righteous, the Prince and
pattern of peace, and the Author of

spiritual salvation to all his subjects.

His advent was to be accompanied by
such glorious results, that it was to be
hailed with the most joyful anticipation.

That the subject of the prophecy is the

Messiah, is not only established by the

inspired authority of the Evangelist

Matthew, chap. xxi. 4, but has the

suffrages of all the early Jewish autho-
rities. It was not till the twelfth century
that it was otherwise interpreted. Thus
the Book of Zohar : n'ca to nonx n^ami

i-ran to MTii <2Vr. " On this account it is

said of Messiah, Lowly and riding upon
an ass;" a statement which is repeated
in the same work. The same construc-

tion is put upon the passage by Joshua
Ben Levi, Saadias Gaoii, and others. The
testimonies will be found in Wetstein on
Matt. xxi. 4, who says in reference to

them :
" Magno consensu Judeei dictum

Zacharise de Messia interpretantur."

And Solomon Jarchi has the ingenuity to

acknowledge, n'TUon to n'^n nmo'? -iiUD« 'n,

that " it is impossible to interpret it of

any other than the Messiah." Of Him
as the king of Zion it is predicated that

he should be P'7?, riglUeous, a quality

frequently ascribed to him in the Old
Testament. See Is. xlv. 21, liii. 11;
Jer. xxiii. 5, xxxiii. 15 ; Mai. iv. 2. With
respect to l^ffii:, or, as it is pointed in

some copies, sffii:, of which Kimchi

approves, on the ground of its being the

preterite converted into the future by
the 1 conversive, most modern commen-
tators construe it as strictly passive in

signification, and the more orthodox
interpret it with reference to Christ's

deliverance from the grave, after his

sufferings upon the cross, rendering the

passage, "righteous and saved." But
to such construction it must be objected,

first, that the passive signification does
not suit the connexion. If the people

had been the nominative to the verb,

this signification would have been ad-

missible ; but it is the king who is here

described, and to speak of him as saved

or delivered without any reference to

previous danger or suffering would be
most inappropriate. There is, therefore,

a real exigentialoci: the context impera-
tively requires the verb to be understood

in an active sense. Secondly, though the

usual signification of Niphal is passive,

yet there are numerous instances in

which verbs of that conjugation have

a reflexive signification, which represent

the agent as showing himself possessed

of the quality of the action, or in which
the signification is purely active, espe-

cially verbs, which are not used in Kal.

Thus il*?.!, to show oneself glorious ; p''3,

to show oneself ohst'mate, to murmur,
complain ; N??, to prophesy ; f]Pp?, to

desire greatly ; I'll;?, to approach ; 3?2'!?)a,

to swear; ^'pip?, to obey, show oneself

obedient; [?«?, to lean, &c. And thus

in the present case ^'^^, showing himself

a Saviour, having salvation, saving, a
Saviour. Thirdly, that the verb is so to be

interpreted here the combination of the

term with p'T"?, righteous, clearly shows

;

for it occupies the same position in rela-

tion to that adjective, which the active

participle a?"!, riding, does to '3^, lowly,

in the following clause of the verse.

As in the latter case the Messiah's riding

upon an ass was a proof or manifestation

of his humility, so, in the former, his

J
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10 And I will cut off the chariots from Ephraim,

And the horse from Jerusalem
;

The battle-bow also shall be cut off;

And he shall speak peace to the nations
;

And his rule shall be from sea to sea,

And from the river to the ends of the earth.

actually having salvation for others was
a manifestation of his possessing that

righteousness which was indispensahle

for the justification of the guilty. See

1 Cor. i. 30 ; 2 Cor. v. 21 ; Phil. iii. 8, 9
;

1 John ii. 2. As the one feature con-

trasted with the haughty character of the

Grecian conqueror, so the other con-

trasted with the cruelties that were in-

flicted by him on the cities which he
captured. The Son of Man came not

to destroy men's lives, but to save them.

Fourthly, all the ancient versions render

the verb actively. LXX. aoi^cov, Targ.

P'"??? Syr. 1^0* S' ^^^^S" 'Sahator. That

'3!? is here to be taten in the sense

of meeJc, lowly, and not in that of poor,

or afflicted, the connexion sufficiently

shows. Thus the LXX. npavs. In

proof of the mild and gentle chai-acter

of the Messiah's reign, he is represented

as riding upon an ass, wliich, though not

in the East the degraded and despised

animal which it is with us, being used
by princes and other persons of rank,

is nevertheless comparatively so as it

regards the horse, and specially contrasts

with the war-horse in the following verse.

It was proverbially the symbol of peace,

so that what the prophet here describes

was at once calculated to inspire the

mind with the conviction that the King
of whom he spake was none other than

the Prince of Peace, predicted Is. ix. 6.

The 1 in T? ''??,
" a7id upon a colt," is

exegetical of the preceding. Comp.
Gen. xlix. 11. ni:ns», ike-asses, does

not, as Michaelis would have it, convey
the idea of the pedigree of the colt, as

one of excellent breed, whose mothers

could be traced back through several

generations, but is merely an idiomatic

form, the plural being used for the

singular. Comp. t^!^";^ ^y^, mountains, of
Ararat, i.e. one of the mountains, &c.,

Gen. viii. 4. ^»^? -^"i, cities of Gilead,

i.e. one of them, Jud. xii. 7. For the ful-

filment of the prophecy, see Matt. xxi. 4,

and the Commentators on that passage.

10. This verse contains a distinct

announcement of the nature and extent

of the Messiah'sreign. Instead of leading

forth the Jews to battle and conquest, as

their Rabbins have long taught them to

believe, he was in his providence com-
pletely to disarm them, and render them
incapable of engaging in hostile conflict.

How literally this was accomplished their

history subsequent to the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans convincingly

shows. The reign of the Messiah was

not to be that of a worldly conqueror,

like Alexander, nor was it to be confined,

as to its boundaries, within the narrow

limits of Palestine ; but it was to be that

under which the inestimable blessing of

peace was preeminently to be enjoyed

;

it was to embrace the Gentiles, who had
been excluded from the commonwealth
of Israel ; and, in point of extent, was
to cover a vastly greater portion of terri-

tory than ever was possessed by the

warrior of Macedon. On the circum-

stance that Ephraim is here mentioned,

no valid argument can be built in favour

of the hypothesis that this prophecy
must have been delivered before the

captivity of the ten tribes, since it is

evidently the design of the prophet

merely to describe the whole land of

Canaan, the northern part of which still

went by the ancient name, in contra-

distinction from Judah, which is here

designated from Jerusalem, the capital.

Dib© n^-i, to speak peace, means to an-

nounce the message of the reconciliation

effected by the Messiah. From the

express inclusion of the D'i3, nations,

among those who were to enjoy the

benefits of the spiritual reign of the

King of Zion, it is manifest that what-

ever may have been the originally re-

stricted sense of V3i<"'DQN i? -irem ops D;a,

as descriptive of the utmost bounds of

the Hebrew kingdom, the words must
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n

12

13

As for tliee also, by the blood of thy covenant,

I will send forth thy prisoners out of the pit

In which there is no water.

Return ye to the strong-hold, ye prisoners of hope,

Even to-day I declare I will render to thee double

;

For I have bent Judah for myself,

I have filled the bow with Ephraim,

here be taken in the widest possible

extent of meaning, just as in Ps.

Ixxii. 8, where it is declared in the

connexion, that all nations should serve

the Messiah.

11. Having been led by his predic-

tions respecting the expedition of Alex-
ander in the direction of Egypt, to

exhibit in boldest contrast the character

and reign of the Prince of Peace, Zecha-
riah returns to the subject which he had
in hand—the state of the Jewish people

in the times succeeding the captivity in

Babylon. D|, also, connects what follows

with verses 6—8. The feminine pro-

noun n« refers to i'i'T^l, or D)ffiTi;-n|,

ver. 9. The covenant here called '^0^.3,

thy covenant, means the covenant made
with the Hebrews at Sinai, and rati-

fied by the sprinkling of the blood

of the victims slain upon the occa-

sion. By that act the nation was
consecrated as a peculiar people to

Jehovah, and taken under his special

protection. The covenant is called

theirs, because it had their government
and happiness for its object. In virtue

of the blood then shed, it is here declared

that their covenant God would release

such of them as were still captives in

foreign lands. By '^']'P« is meant, not

prisoners whom the Jews had taken,

but such of their own nation as were in

the condition just described. After the

death of Alexander many thousands of

Jews were in a state of exile in Egypt,

and many thousands more in that of

actual slavery in Greece and other parts

of the East. Their condition is described

as that of prisoners confined in dungeons,

which wei-e commonly cisterns without

water. See Jer. xxxviii. 6 ; Gen.
xxxvii. 24. In consequence of the mud
which remained in tliem, they were
exceedingly noxious to health, and those

consigned to them were considered as

subjects of the deepest misery. 'nn^ttJ is

not here the proper preterite, as some
interpreters construe it, but the prophetic

future, which is thrown into the form
of the preterite to express the certainty

of the event.

12. With the Divine promise of release

is connected the duty of the captives to

embrace the opportunity afforded them
of returning to their own land, where
they should enjoy the protection and
favour of the Most High, pi^a occurs

only in this place. It is derived from
i?3, to cut off, to prevent the appi'oach

of an enemy, to erect an inaccessible

fortification ; hence the signification of

the noun, strong-hold, or fortress. LXX.
o'xvpw/ia. It forcibly contrasts with "ii3,

the int, in the preceding verse, and for

this reason is not to be interpreted of

Jerusalem considered as again fortified,

but is used figuratively to express the

security and prosperity which those

should enjoy who returned from cap-

tivity. Though captives, their condition

was not hopeless. They were not to

abandon themselves to despair, but to

exercise confidence in the promise of

God that he would assuredly deliver

them, nor were they to wait for the

arrival of any distant period when they

might return as a body ; even then
(Di'H DJ) they might individually avail

themselves of the invitation, and share

in the blessings. The abundance of

these blessings is expressed by the

term i^J^P, double, which is elsewhere

similarly employed to convey the idea

of full or ample compensation. Is. Ixi. 7.

Thei-e is no foundation for the opinion

of Michaelis, adopted by Blayney, who
takes "I'^p to be a noun having the sig-

nification of "^yo, soinething precious, and
not the participle of Hiphii.

13. The declaration here made, that

Jehovah would lead forth the Hebrews
to military operations, and crown these

operations with success, cannot be recon-
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And raised up tliy sons, O Zion !

Against thy sons, O Greece !

And made thee as the sword of a hero.

14 And Jehovah shall appear on their behalf,

And his arrows shall go forth as lightning

;

Yea, the Lord Jehovah shall blow the trumpet,

And march in the storms of the south.

15 Jehovah of hosts shall protect them,

. And they shall devour, and tread down the sling-stones ;

They shall drink, they shall be noisy, as those who drink wine ;

They shall be full as the bowl,

As the corners of the altar.

16 And Jehovah their God shall save his people,

ciled with the statement made ver. 10,

on any other principle but that which

refers them to two totally different

periods of time. The one, as explained

above, is predictive of the condition to

which the nation was to be reduced

after the advent of Messiah, instead of

having become, under his reign, as they

vainly expected, the conquerors of the

world ; the other sets forth the success-

ful wars in which they would engage

with the Grecian rulers of Syria under

the command of the Maccabees. The
prophecy is parallel with that of Daniel,

chap. xi. 32. For the fulfilment, see

1 Mace. i. 62, ii. 41—43, iii. 33, &c.

By a bold and expressive figure, the

Hebrews are represented as the bows

and arrows of Jehovah, the military

implements wliich he would employ in

resisting and overcoming the Grecians

vmder Antiochus Epiphanes. By DV'^f,

the sons of Greece, we are to understand,

no't the Greeks resident in Ionia or

Greece, but those composing the army
of the monarch just mentioned. Grotius

remarks, that at the time here referred

to, the Jews were accustomed to call

the kings botli of Syria and Egypt,

117?^'?, kings of Greece, because they

were of Grecian extraction.

14. Here commences a number of

special promises of Divine interposition

and protection. Considering what the

Jews had experienced from hostile armies,

it was necessary to disarm their fears

by such assurances, that God was on

their side. He is represented as appear-

ing in the thunderstorm, with the light-

nings of which his arrows are compared,

and with the noise of its thunders, the

sound of his trumpet, summoning to

the attack. For " the storms of the

south," see on Is. xxi. 1.

15. After i''p^, they shall eat, supply

-iiE3, flesh, i.e. of their enemies; and
after in'OJ supply c^, their blood. This

highly figurative language is frequently

employed in Scripture to express the

destruction of enemies in battle, iri'^?,

like tvine, is elliptical for ));"'ni!J-in3, like

those ivho drink luine. Before TOH, thirty-

two MSS., originally four more, three

by correction, eight printed editions,

and the Rabbins Nathan, Kimchi, and
Abarbanel, supply the conjunctive "i.

By i?)!?. '?.i!:?, sling-stones, the enemies are

meant, as clearly appears from the con-

trasted form of expression, ij? 'Jf^, stones

of a crown, descriptive of the Jews, in

the following verse. The phrase'conveys

the idea of feebleness and contempt.

The stones used for slinging are other-

wise of no use or value. Carrying

forward the idea of blood, reference is

made to P:jlP, the howl, which was used

to receive that of the sacrifices, and to

n'lj, the corners of the altar, on the

horns of which it was sprinkled. Abun-
dant as was the blood thus shed and
sprinkled should be that of the enemies

of the Hebrews.
16. For i'3?' ]N23, as sheep, his people,

comp. ^? ]N2i3. The words are neither
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He shall save them as sheep in that day
;

For they shall be as the stones of a crown,

Carrying themselves highly over his land.

17 For how great is his goodness ! and how great his beauty !

Corn shall cause the young men to thrive.

And new wine the maids.

in construction, nor in apposition, but thegoodnessandbeautywliichhebestows.
are to be separated, so as to connect Compare Jer. xxxi. 12 ; Ps. xxv. 7. l?i3',

i?3? with r^H luiderstood as repeated though occurring in the latter half, is

from the beginning of the verse. By common to both parts of the sentence.

-iir^Diw, crown stones, are meant the Piel has here the causative power of

precious stones or gems which were set Hiphil. The root is li3, to sprout,

in crowns, and were of great value. The germi7iate, (jrow up. The prophet refers

elevation of these, and consequently of to the plenty which there should be in

the crown which contained them, was the land after the destruction of the

strongly indicative of victory. For Dp: enemy. Thedrinkingof must by young
in the acceptation of being high, comp. females is peculiar to this passage; but

,
its being here expressly sanctioned by

the Arab. ^Jai, elevavit rem; in the Divine authority, furnishes an unanswer-

viii. Conj. elatus Suit; ,v2i, elemtus able argument against those who would
•' ^ interdict all use of the fruit of the vine.

thronus. icn^n, new wine or must, so called from
17. The affix in iiiQ and vo; is most ujt, to take possession of, because when

naturally to be associated with that in taken to excess, it gains the mastery
inmx at the close of the preceding verse, over the person who indulges in it.

and referred to Jehovah. The meaning is,

CHAPTER X.

This chapter continues the subject with which the preceding concluded. The

Hebrews are exhorted to apply to Jehovah for the constant supply of temporal

blessings, 1, and are warned against an imitation of the conduct of their

forefathers, who had recourse to false oracles, on account of which they and

their rulers had been carried into captivity, 2, 3. Promises are then made of

government by rulers of their own nation, and the victorious operations of their

armies, 4, 5 ; the complete re-establishment of the theocracy, 6, 7 ; the restora-

tion of such of the nation as still remained in foreign countries, especially in the

East, and in Egypt, 8—11 ; and the chapter concludes with an assurance of

the security and happiness which they should enjoy under the divine pro-

tection, 12.

1 Ask ye from Jehovah rain in the time of the latter rain :

1. This verse stands in the closest Zit/Zs/wzH^s, the precursors of rain, itpo,

connexion with the ^preceding. DTlCIi ^^l' 'it. rai7i of heavy rain, i. e. plentiful
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Jehovah maketh the lightnings,

And giveth them the heavy rain,

To every one grass in the field.

Surely the household gods spake vanity,

And the diviners saw a lie

;

They told false dreams,

They gave vapour for comfort

;

Therefore they wandered as sheep;

They were afflicted because there was no shepherd.

My anger burned against the shepherds,

And I punished the he-goats
;

Nevertheless Jehovah of hosts hath visited his flock, the house of

Judah,

And made them as his splendid horse in war.

From him shall be the corner-stone,

From him the peg,

rain, Comp. Job xxxvii. 6, where the

same words occur, only their order is

inverted,

2. D'O^n!?, the teraphim, or household

gods, are opposed to Jehovah in the pre-

ceding verse. The term occurs only in

the plural, and is of uncertain deriva-

tion. Gesenius refers it to the Arab.

(__jj, to live in comfort, and considers

it as signifying the indicators or givers

of pleasure or happiness ; Lee to the

Eth. 't'C^iS,- reliquus, superfuit, and

thinks relics are meant. They appear

to have had the form of the human body,

and to have been consulted as oracles.

See on Hos. iii. 4. The preterites and
futures, which are intermixed, are all to

be taken in the strictly past time, re-

ference being had to the evils which had
prevailed among the Jews, on account

of which they had been carried away to

Babylon, and against any further in-

dulgence in which they are here warned.

They were exposed afresh to the influ-

ence of idolatrous practices by their

intercourse with the Syro- Grecian and
Egyptian troops, which repeatedly tra-

versed the land. Antiochus Epiphanes
actually set up a heathen idol in the

temple at Jerusalem, and ordered temples

and altars to he erected in the different

cities throughout the country.

3. The verb ^i7B is here used both in

a good and a bad sense ; followed by the

preposition ''?, it signifies to visit for evil,

to punish; governing the accusative, to

visit with good. The 1 in "JSI is properly

the 1 conversive, so that "lipsx is to be
rendered in the preterite, to agree with
nnn. By " he-goats " are meant the

chiefs or leaders of the nation. i2».' all

the versions render, as if it had been iiV),

in the preterite, which the connexion
requires. The " shepherds" and " he-

goats " are used synonymously of the

civil rulers. In the middle of this verse

is a sudden transition from the calamitous

condition to which the Jews had been
reduced as a punishment for their sins,

to that of prosperity and military prowess
to which they were raised in the lime

of the Maccabees. In the preceding
chapter they had been set forth under
the images of tlie bows and arrows ; here
they are represented under that of the

battle-horse. The horse selected by the

commander of an army on which to

ride at its head, was stately and richly

caparisoned. The 2 in did3 is the Caph
veritatis.

4. 13QP thrice repeated, possesses much
emphasis. The nominative is niin^ in the
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From him tlie battle-bow,

From him shall go forth each and every ruler.

And as heroes shall they trample the enemy

In the mud of the streets in battle ;

They shall fight, for Jehovali is with them,

And put to shame the riders on horses.

I will strengthen the house of Judah,

And deliver the house of Joseph,

And will settle them, because I have pitied them
;

And they shall be as if I had not cast them off;

For I Jehovah am their God, and will answer them.

And Ephraim shall be as a hero,

And their heart shall rejoice, as those who drink wine ;

Their sons shall see it and be glad
;

Their heart shall exult in Jehovah.

preceding verse. The Hebrews were

not now to be subject to governors of

foreign extraction or appointment, but

were to be independent, enjoying the

benefits of a native rule. By nsQ, corner-

stone, is meant the prince or governor,

on whom the political edifice may be said

metaphorically to rest. The word is

derived from ™3, to turn, and primarily

signifies a turning-point, angle or corner

of a building. With us a nail would

be an insignificant image, but ^n;, the

Oriental nail, is a large peg in the inside

of a room, wrought into the wall when the

house is built, and on which is hung all

kinds of household stufF, together with

the different implements of war. See on

Is. xxii. 23. One of these, the how, is

mentioned immediately after, and stands

for the whole, t^.i: is used here simply

in the sense of ruler. Compare the Eth.

Th^ : king.

5. Supply n'?;V4, enemies, as the object

to cpin, trampling, and compare Is.

xiv. 25, Ixiii. 6. opin '1?t refer to the

numerous cavalry which composed the

chief strength of the Syro-Grecian army

(see 1 Mace. iii. 39), but which were put

to the rout by a mere handful of Jews.

6. "The house of Joseph" stands for

the ten tribes, in contradistinction to those

ofJudah and Benjamin, to which is given

the name of "Judah" as the more im-

portant of the two. It is clear from the

reference thus made, that part, if not

most of all the tribes, returned and took

possession of their patrimonial lands after

the captivity, a'nin'i^nn is a mixed form,

supposed by Kimchi, Abarbanel, and
some others, to have been artificially

compounded of cnTffin, the Hiphil of

yrd, to return, and D'miiiin, the Hiphil

of 2is;, to sit or dwell, in order to express

in one word both verbs as used by
Jeremiah, 'nii^'m. nin Dipm-w D''nii''ttjni

nai^, chap, xxxii. 37 ; but it is far more
probable that the word is a corruption of

DTOipin, introduced through inadvertence

by some transcriber. Such is, indeed,

the reading of many MSS. and of four

printed editions, and is supported by the

LXX. KUToiKea. The reading D^nh'T^Sn,

has the support of the Syr., Vulg., and
Targ., but is less suitable to the con-

nexion.

7. As the state of things here de-

scribed was brought about by the heroic

conduct of Ephraim, it is obvious the

return from the captivity cannot be in-

tended, for the Hebrews were altogether

passive on that occasion. The reason

why special mention is here made of the

ten tribes may be their longer rejection

by the Lord, and the exiled state in

which many of them still were in the

days of the prophet. D!':?«, as a col-

lective noun, is the nominative to 1'i7^

For IVioB see on chap. ix. 15.
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8 I will whistle for them and gather them,

For I have redeemed them,

And they shall increase, as they did increase.

9 Though I have scattered them among the nations,

Yet they shall remember me in the distant regions,

And shall live with their children, and return.

10 I will bring them back from the land of Egypt,

And gather them from Assyria

;

And I will bring them to the land of Bashan and Lebanon,

And room shall not be found for them.

11 And He shall pass over the sea.

He shall cleave and smite the waves of the sea.

And all the deeps of the river shall dry up

;

The pride of Assyria shall be brought down.

And the sceptre of Egypt shall depart.

8. An express promise of the restora-

tion, settlement, and increase of the ten

tribes, many of whom were still at that

time in a state of exile. They were to

be brought back to Palestine, and placed

in a condition in which they should be

able to act valiantly in defence of their

country. The verb p']® signifies to whistle,

or give a shrill sound, as those who keep

bees do, who, by means of a whistle, or

pipe, call them out from and back to

their hives. See on Is. v. 26. Josephus

informs us, that two hundred years after

the time here referred to, Galilee was
peopled to an amazing extent, studded

with cities, towns, and villages ; and
adds, that the villages were not what
were usually called by that name, but

contained, some of them, fifteen thousand

inhabitants. Jewish Wars, book iii.

ch. iii. § 2.

9. The first two Vaus are employed
antithetically, the former having the

signification of though or indeed; the

latter, that of hut or yet. 5?-il cannot

here mean saved, as Hengstenberg con-

tends, but must be rendered scattered,

which the verb primarily signifies, and
the connexion liere requires. The last

clause of the verse indicates the settled

enjoyment of chartered pi'ivileges as

before the dispersion, when the Hebrews
should return to their own land.

10. We have no historical account of

any specific removal of any belonging

to the ten tribes into Egypt, but it cannot

be doubted that, as in the case of the

Jews in the time of Jeremiah, many of

them betook themselves to that country

for refuge on the invasion of Tiglath-

pileser ; and when Ptolemy attempted

to seize the whole of Syria, and canned

away 100,000 captives, whom he settled

in Alexandria and Cyrene, vast numbers
of them must have consisted- of the

descendants of those Israelites who had
returned from the Eastern captivity.

Those who had remained in the East

were also to return. Comp. Is. xi. 11.

i<^p3 has here the signification of there

being sufficient or enough, as in Kal,

Numb. xi. 22 ; Jud. xxi. 14. Dipp, room,

or place, is understood. So great should

be the number of inhabitants, that the

territorj^, however ample and fertile,

would not be able to furnish them with

the necessary supplies.

11. There is here an allusion to the

original deliverance of the Hebrew people

at the Red Sea. Comp. Is. xi. 15. The
Divine interposition in behalf of those

who were still in Egypt is not expressly

compared with what then took place,

but such comparison is implied, rn^

has been variously rendered. The

LXX. a-Tevfi, Vuig.freto, Syr. ].j \,o|,

angustia, Calvin, afflietio, Hengstenberg,

the distress, Blayney, Tyre, Hitzig, Zara,

by which he understands the Nile. The
3h
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12 And I will strengthen them through Jehovah,

And they shall walk up and down in his -name,

Saith Jehovah.

difficulty is at once removed by taking Euphrates, is meant, the use of the

HT^ as a verb, with the Aramaic signifi- Egyptian word "li^^ places beyond dis-

„ „. ,f , , ,. .J pute. See on Is. xix. 6. With respect
cation 01 ^5^^, 1.^, cut, cleave, divide, i , .,. ^7 •. • ^i i, • j'' ('^ ' ' to ^i^\^, Ashir, it may justly be queried

^ ^1 . , ., whether the Svro-Greek kingdom be not
Comp. the Arab. __o, resecuit, amriu- •..,.,•;,• , " • 4.^ <_5^/ intenutd—that kingdom occupying not

tmnt. In which case three verbs, having only the territory which belonged to

Jehovah understood as their nominative, ancient Assyria, but extendingstill further

will follow in regular order : n^i^D^aiD^i towards the east. The pride of that power,

n'^l c^2 iT|ni. And he shall pass over the as well as the Egypto-Greek sceptre,

sea ; he shall cleave and smite the waves were to be swept away.

of the sea. The last words are literally, 12. The phrase, cir? "rjVrinn, to walk in

he shall smite the sea into waves ; or, as the name of a deity, is a Hebrew mode
to the sea, he rvill smite its loaves. Comp. of speech, descriptive of a course of

Exod. xiv. 16, 21 ; Is. xi. 15, 16. That action pursued in accordance with his

by "the river," the Nile, and not the character and will. Comp. Micah iv. 5.

CHAPTER XI.

It is obvious, from the nature of the predictions contained in this and the following

chapters, that they must have been delivered at a time subsequent to the erection

of the temple. As they are exclusively occupied with denunciations of evil

against the Jews, with the exception of interjected prophecies of the Messiah,

and one relative to the final deliverance of the covenant people, they must have

dispirited rather than encouraged those who were engaged in building the sacred

edifice. It may be said, indeed, that there were many carnal and secure persons

among the Jews, who required to be warned, and that the following denunciations

were designed for their benefit ; but, as the predictions do not relate to the times

in which those persons lived, it is not conceivable how they could have so appro-

priated them as to derive effectual advantage from them. Besides, they contain

no instances of direct address, or personal application of the truths delivered,

such as we find in the other prophets when addressing themselves to their con-

temporaries for their immediate benefit. It may, therefore, be concluded, that

they were communicated by Zechariah on some occasion or occasions of which

we have no knowledge.

The scenes here depicted lay in the more distant future. In the present chapter

the prophet furnishes a bold figurative description of the destruction of the temple

by the Romans, and the utter consternation into which the priests and rulers of

the people should thereby be thrown, 1—3. He then describes certain symbolical

actions performed by him in vision, by which he personated the Messiah, who
had been promised as the Shepherd of his people, setting forth his commission

to teach and rule them, 4 ; their deplorable condition in consequence of the

rapacious disposition of their leaders, 5 ; and the judgments that should over-
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take them in consequence of their wickedness, 6. Under the emblems of two

staves, the relation of the whole nation to God, as their protector, and the relation

of the different tribes among themselves, are exhibited, and the cessation of

these relations is pointed out by the act of breaking the staves, 7—14. The three

last verses set forth the character of Herod, and the judgment of God upon him

for his wickedness.

Oi'EN, O Lebanon ! thy gates,

That the fire may devour thy cedars.

Howl, ye cypresses ! for the cedars have fallen.

Because the magnificent are destroyed
;

Howl, ye oaks of Bashan ! for the fortified forest hath come down.

There is the sound of the howling of the shepherds,

Because their magnificence is destroyed
;

There is the sound of the roaring of young lions,

Because the pride of Jordan is destroyed.

1. Some interpret this verse literally

of the locality so called ; others under-

stand it figuratively, but apply it either

to Jerusalem, or to the whole land of

Palestine. The construction which most
commends itself is that which applies it

to the temple restrictively. Such is the

ancient rabbinical interpretation. To
the same eftect is the remarkable de-

claration of Rabbi Johanan Ben Zakkai

:

" O sanctuary, sanctuary ! why dost

thou trouble thyself? I know of thee

that thine end is to be left desolate,

for Zechariah, the son of Iddo, has

prophesied against thee long ago. Open
thy doors, O Lebanon, that the fire may
devour thy cedars." Talmud, Bab.

Yoma. fol. 39, col. 2. This interpreta-

tion seems to be referred to by Josephus,

in his Jewish Wars, bk. vi. ch. v. § 3.

The temple might with all propriety be

figuratively called Lebanon, irot only

because the cedars with which it was
built were brought from that mountain,

but because as Lebanon was the most
stately and magnificent of all in the

vicinity of Palestine, so the teirrple was
the most glorious of all objects in or

about Jerusalem. Its gates were kept

carefully shirt against all who had no
right to thread its courts. Now it was
to become a prey to the flames. The

prediction received its literal fulfihuent

in spite of the utmost solicitude of the

Roman general to preserve the edifice.

In vain did he attempt to save it from
the flames, so that in a short time it

was entirely consurrred.

2. 1E11I1, the cypress, was greatly in-

ferior to the cedar, but was employed
for the floors and ceilings of the temple.
" The oaks of Bashan " were also used
for purposes of building. These terms,

however, are likewise to be interpreted

figuratively of the priests and rulers of
the temple, its superior and inferior

officers, together with the judges of the

people. "i''7« is used both of animate
and inanimate objects. It is here
employed to denote those who were
elevated in dignity and magnificent in

apparel. Conip. ].^2n nn«. By iiSHn ny',

the fort'ified or inaccessible forest, is

meant Jerusalem, the houses of which
were numerous and close together as

the trees of the forest, and round which
the Jews had thrown up a wall of great
strength. Comp. Micahiii. 12. Forim,
many MSS., and two early editions, read
TS2, which is only another form to express
the same thing.

3. The Jewish rulers are called
" shepherds," with reference to their

office, and "young lions," in regard to
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Thus saith Jehovah my God,

Feed the sheep of slaughter ;

Whose possessors kill them, and are not held guilty
;

And each of those who sell them saith,

Blessed be Jehovah, I am enriched ;

And none of whose shepherds spareth them.

tlieir fierce and rapacious disposition. Tlie

^Ti}^, was the magnificence of the temple

of whicli they boasted. Comp. Mark
xiii. 1 ; Luke xxi. 5. p^^n pN?, the pride

of Jordan, i.e. the thickets which orna-

ment its banks, and furnish excellent

lairs for lions, has the same figurative

reference, and is selected to correspond

to the young lions immediately pre-

ceding. Comp. Jer. xii. 5, xlix. 19. The
leaders of the Jews are represented as

indulging in loud wailings of despair,

on account of the destruction of their

temple and polity.

4, 5. The prophet now proceeds to

point out the cause of the destruction

which he had figuratively described,

and that of the people which was con-

nected with it—the obstinate refusal of

their rulers to receive the doctrine of

the Messiah. By njnnrr i^s, the sheep of
slaughter, are meant the people devoted

to destruction. Comp. nmp ]«s, Ps.

xliv. 23. At the fall of Jerusalem not

fewer than 1,100,000 Jews perished,

and near a million and a half altogether

in the course of the war. It has been

questioned, who is the person directed

in this verse to assume the office of a

shepherd, and who declares, ver. 7,

that he performed the duties of that

office? Frischmuth, Marckius, Michaelis,

and others, are of opinion that it is the

Messiah, and, unqtiestionably, if ultimate

reference be had to him, this is the true

interpretation ; but it is equally clear

that the prophet is to be regarded as

having received the commission, and

performed, in vision, what was enjoined

upon him. What proves this, is the

putting into the hands of the same
person the instruments of a foolish

shepherd, ver. 15, an action which can

with no propriety be referred to the

Messiah. On this principle, most of the

difficulties connected with the exegesis

of the intervening verses vanish. Zecha-

riah had all the transactions presented

to his view in pi-ophetic vision, but

what he describes was actually done,

not in his own personal history, or in

any outward occurrences between him
and the Jews of his time, but in the

personal history and office of the Messiah
whom he personated. He did not really

feed or teach those who were to be slain,

but the Messiah and his apostles did
;

and had the Jews believed their message,

the awful calamity would have been
averted. The hypothesis of a prophetic

vision was first advanced by Maimonides,
and is ably supported by Hengstenberg,

in his Christology, and by Dr. McCaul,
in his translation of Kimchi on our

prophet. That by the buyers and sellers

of the Jewish people, we are not to

understand the Romans, but their own
unprincipled teachers and rulers, the

facts of the case show. The correspond-

ing term 'orfvS, their shepherds, is merely

expletive of what the same persons were

officially. The avarice of the Pharisees

was excessive, yet they had the bare-

faced hypocrisy to thank God for their

ill-gotten wealth, and because they were
not punished, they imagined they might
persevere with impunity. The con-

struction of the plural nouns ]\;'}p,

^nn?t), and ^\!:Vh, with the singulars to^*'

and ''i'2n_', cannot, with any propriety,

be accounted for on the principle

advanced by Hengstenberg, that Jeho-

vah himself was the principal actor, and
that the wicked rulers were merely his

instruments. It is only a more emphatic

mode of construction, by which each of

the individuals specified in the plural is

represented as performing the action,

see Gen. xxvii. 29 ; Exod. xxxi. 14 ;

Prov. iii. 18. The masculine affix Dn

refers to the people, strictly so taken
;

the feminine ]n, to them considered

under the idea of the sheep that were to

be fed, ]«i? being of the common gender.

i
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6 For I will no more spare the inhabitants of the land, saith Jehovah,

But behold! I will deliver the men,

Each into the hand of his neighbour, and into the hand of his king
;

And they shall destroy the land,

And I will not deliver them out of their hand.

7 And I fed the sheep of slaughter, truly miserable sheep ! And
I took to myself two crooks ; the one I called Grace, and the

There is, therefore, no ground for cor-

recting the text by changing ch'^t into

]rr»^, the reading of iifteen MSS. and
some printed editions.

6. The particle '?, /o?", connects what
follows with the command, ver. 4. The
Jews were no longer to have Divine

pity extended to tliem, but were to be

abandoned to all the evils of civil discord,

and to the oppressions of a foreign rule.

That the king here referred to was the

Roman emperor, is obvious from the

acknowledgment of the Jews them-

selves :
" We have no king but Caesar."

John xix. 15. The verb nn?, to heat,

or dash in pieces, is most appropriately

chosen to express the destructive measures

adopted by the Romans, by which the

Jewish polity was broken up. The
nominative is the troops of the foreign

ruler that had just been spoken of.

7. The prophet declares, in the name
of the Messiah, that he executed the

task committed to liim. This was
fulfilled during the personal ministry

of our Lord. ]N2Jn ":? p^ have been
variously rendered. LXX. eh Tr]v

'Kavaav'iTLV Syr. ^^.^lisD jilll^^
a t> o ^ ^

X^^i ] Al?" '^'^ little ones on account of

the collection of the sheep. Vulg. propter

hoc, opanpere egregis. Leo Juda, adeoqiie

pauperes gregis. Tremellius and Junius,

vos inquam, 6 pavperes gregis. Schmid,
J. H. Michaelis, Newcome, Hitzig, and
others, prop/er vos, o miseri gregis.

Maurer, pavi igitur miserrimas ovium.

Arnheim, furtoa^f Die rlcutifstcu ttef

lijccrlJf. Ewald, tDirfelicf) trte ungliiclt-

lirfjStcn ^Cftafc The only real difhculty

lies in the word p^. The LXX. have
read it, and the following word, as one,

thus, ^^ytTh, and made Canaanite of it.

This rendering is adopted by Blayney,

only he attaches to the term the idea

of merchant, which it sometimes has
{among those who trafficked luith the

flock), and explains it of the buyers and
sellers of the flock, described ver. 5.

The interpretation is so far specious,
and is approved by Jahn, but cannot be
philologically sustained. Some take ]?j

for the infinitive in Hiphal of p3, which
furnishes no tolerable sense; others, for

the dative of the second personal femi-
nine pronoun, supposing the Segol to

have been changed into a Tzere, but
this is liable to the same objection. Most
regard it as the particle p^. and construe
it either with its causal, or its adversa-
tive signification

; but neither do any of
the interpretations thus brought out
satisfactorily meet the exigencies of the
case. I cannot help thinking that the
? is here redundant, as it is in many
instances, and that we must construe p,
as in ver. 11, where it occurs without the
'^. The term is properly a participial noun,
derived from p3, in the sense of the

Arab. X, esse, and implies reality,

certainty, or the like, but admits of being
variously rendered, according to the
context in which it is found. See Lee's

Heb. Lex. in vac. And thus it is under-
stood by Kimchi, Jarchi, Castalio, De
Dieu, Drusius, Storr, Dathe, Arnheim,
De Wette, and Ewald. Even were the
'? retained, the same result would be
brought out, the rendering in this case
being, with respect to truth, i.e truly

;

just as in n^p'j, with respect to perpetuity,

i.e. for ever. The words ^xsrr ^»3!? are
the superlative of construction, as in
^'')^ '?'!;, the 7nost tvicked of nations, Ezek.
vii. 24 ;

vt-i-i;: imo, the choicest of his

cypresses, Jer. xxxvii. 7 ; or, what is

quite parallel with the present case,
]ii^ri n;ri», rendered in our common
version, the least of the flock. The
article is as usual to be referred to the
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8 other I called Bands, and I fed the sheep. And I cut off

the three shepherds within one month ; and my soul loathed

9 them, and their soul also rejected me. So that I said:

I will not feed you
;

That which is dying, let it die
;

And that which is being cut off, let it be cut off;

And as for the rest, let them eat each the flesh of another.

10 I then took my crook Grace, and cut it asunder in order to break

former of the two nouns, and both might
be rendered, tlie most iniserable of sheep,

or the most miserable sheep. Such was
the state to which the Jewish people

were reduced in the days of our Lord.

They were eaKyXfiifoi Koi tppifxevoi,

6)crei irpo^ara fir] 'i^ovra Troifxsva. Matt.

ix. 36. They were worried and harassed

in every possible way, irpo^ara aTToXa-

Xora, Matt. x. 6. The two staves were
symbolical of the different modes of

treatment which the Hebrews had expe-

rienced under the guidance and pro-

tection of the providence of God. One
of them was called Di-ii, Grace, or Favour,

to indicate the kindness of Jehovah to

them in restraining the surrounding

nations from overpowering them, and
carrying them again into captivity. See

ver. 10. To the other was given the

name of D'^^n, which Drusius, Marckius,

the Dutch translators, and others, render

Binders, but better. Bands, expressing

the ties which unite parties together.

The LXX., Aq., Symm., axoivia-fia;

YvAg.funicidi ; Maurer, conjimcti, fcede-

rati. Reference is had to the fra-

ternal confederacy into which the Jews
and Israelites had entered with each

other after the return from Babylon.

See ver. 14. The last clause of the

verse is a repetition of the first, for the

sake of emphasis.

8. Who " the three shepherds " here

definitely pointed out were, cannot be

determined with certainty. All kinds

of interpretations have been given, from

Moses, Aaron, and Miriam, suggested

to Jerome, by his Hebrew Rabbi, to

the Roman emperors Galbus, Otho, and
Vitellius, in Calmet. The only con-

struction which is at all entitled to any
notice, is that which regards the language

as descriptive of the three orders of rulers

in the Jewish state—the priests, the

teachers of the law, and the civil magis-
trates. These were the persons of

influence by whom the affairs of the

nation were conducted, and to whose
wickedness, which reached its culmi-

nating point when they crucified the

Lord of Glory, the destruction of the

state is to be ascribed. ^^« rn^, one

month, doubtless refers to the last period

of the siege of Jerusalem, when every-

thing was thrown into confusion, and
all authority came to an end. ins, to

hide, conceal; in Hiphil, as here, d^a-
vi^fLv, to cause to disappear, to cause to

cease tvith respect to ojfjce, to remove

from it. The last two lines of the verse

point out the mutual dissatisfaction and
disgust with which the wicked rulers

and the Messiah regarded each other.

^m, occurs only here, and Prov. xx. 21.

Comp. the cognate root '??b, to reject,

and the Arab. A^,,, impulsus validus,

propiddo vehemens ; iWi, maledixit. III.

execratus fuit.

9. The entire abandonment of the

Hebrew people is here most affectingly

set forth. For the threefold destruction

hei"e predicted, comp. Jei*. xv. 1, 2,

xxxiv. 17; Ezek. vi. 12, And for the

fulfilment, see Josephus.

10. By this symbolical action, the

removal of the restraint which Jehovah
had exercised over the nations, whereby
the destruction of the Jewish people

had been prevented, is strikingly repre-

sented. The exeixise of restraint with

respect to hostile forces is elsewhere

spoken of under the idea of a covenant.

See Job v. 23 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 25 ; Hos,

ii. 18. When this restraint was removed,

the Romans invaded Judea, and de-

stroyed the city and polity of the ancient

people of God. That by C'???, people,
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11

12

13

my covenant which I had made with all the nations. And it was

broken in that day, and the miserable sheep that gave heed to me,

knew of a truth that it was the word of Jehovah. And I said to

them, If it be good in your eyes, give my reward ; and if not,

forbear. So they weighed my reward, thirty pieces of silver. And
Jehovah said to me, Cast it to the potter, the splendid price at

or nations, we are to understand foreign

nations, and not the Hebrew tribes, is

now agreed among the best interpreters.

11. The anticipated accomplishment

of the prediction, and the conviction

wrought in the minds of the pious poi"-

tion of the Jewish people, that the

prediction was indeed divine. For the

force of p. see on ver. 7. The LXX.
again join the two words, and render,

01 Xavaavaloi.

12, 13. On the question of the appli-

cation of these verses to the circum-

stances narrated Matt, xxvii. 7—10,

a very decided difference of opinion

has obtained. This difference has been

occasioned, partly by the fact of cer--

tain discrepancies existing between the

accounts which they furnish of the

transactions, and partly by the more
important consideration that the Evan-
gelist expressly ascribes the words which
he quotes to Jeremiah, and not to Zecha-

riali. With respect to the former of

these points, it may, to a considerable

extent, be obviated by the general obser-

vation, that the discrepancies are not

greater than we meet with in several

other quotations made from the Old
Testament by the v.riters of the New,
and are by no means such as to affect

the end which either the prophet or the

Evangelist had in view. In producing

the citation, the latter had his eye more
intent upon the historical circumstances

which he had just detailed, than upon
the strict grammatical construction and
verbality of the language employed in

the prophecy. He fixes upon the prin-

cipal points, the despicable price at which
the Messiah had been sold, and the

appropriation of the money as a com-
pensation to the potter for the possession

of his field; and having faithfully ex-

hibited these to the view of his readers,

he is less solicitous about the wording of

the prophet. The very changes which
he introduces into the phraseology are

such as his position in the character of

an historian required. Thus, instead of

cn'Vyo Wi:^ Ti'X, at which I was estimated

bi/ them, Matthew has op eTLfjujaavro dno
vlav 'l(7pa?)X, at which he tvas estimated

hy the sons of Israel. Instead of ^!7i?^J

r]D3n c'-iT'jip, And I ioolt the thirty pieces

of silver, we find, Ka\ e\a^ov to rpia-

Kovra dpyvpia, and they took the thirty

pieces of silver. Instead of ini<
'^'''i^'^'J,

and I threw it, the Gospel has, kcu

ehaxav avTo., a7id they gave them. The
freedom with which the Evangelist ren-

ders '^'^'O by 8i8(ofii is the more noticeable,

since he employs the participle plyj^as in

reference to the same subject in the fifth

verse, where, at the same time, he renders
nin] n'3 by «V roJ vaa. The conjecture of

some that isi', potter, is a corruption of

isi«, treasurer, is worse than gratuitous,

as the latter word nowhere occurs in

Hebrew in reference to such an office,

and as the potter was the most suitable

person to whom to cast the despicable

sum, occupying as he did a workshop in

the valley of llinnom, Jer. xviii. 1, 3,

xix. 2, which was held in abomination

by the Jews. That the Evangelist should

have ascribed the prediction to Jeremiah
has proved a source of great perplexity

to critics. No person who has read the

passage in Zechariah can peruse that in

Matthew without at once being reminded
of it. And so exactly do they tally in

every important point, that no doubt of

their relationship can for a moment be
entertained. On the other hand, no
such passage is to be found in any part

of the prophecies of Jeremiah. The
solution of the difficulty proposed by
Hengstenberg, that it was the object of

our prophet to bring forward to view the

predictions contained in Jer. xviii. xix.,

in order to point out the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Romans, and that on
this ground the Evangelist might, with

all propriet\', ascribe the authorship to

Jeremiah, is very unsatisfactory; and
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14

Avliich I was estimated by them ! And I took the thirty pieces of

silver, and cast them into the house of Jehovah, to tlie potter.

Then I cut asunder my second crook Bands, in order to break

the brotherhood between .Tudah and Israel.

we are shut up to one or other of the

following conclusions : First, that the

one name was substituted for the other

by a lapsus memorice. Secondly, that

the portion of the book of Zecliariah,

in which the words are found, though
now bearing his name, was actually

written by Jeremiah, and by some means
or other, to us unknown, has been ap-
pended to the real prophecies of Zecha-
riah. Thirdly, that the citation is made
from an apocryphal book of the prophet
Jeremiah. Or lastl)', that there is a
corruption of the name in the Greek
text of Matthew. The first of these

positions will not be admitted by any
who believe in the plenary insjiiration

of the Apostles ; a doctrine fully esta-

blished on Scripture authority, and which,

if denied, would completely annihilate

our confidence in their testimony. If

their memory might fail, or they might
be mistaken in one instance, such might
be the case in hundreds. For a refu-

tation of the second hypothesis, see the

Preface, in which it is shown that there

is no solid foundation for the opinion,

that the last six chapters of Zechariah
were not written by that prophet. With
respect to the third supposition, it cannot

be denied that there was an apocryphal

book of Jeremiah, containing an analo-

gous passage. Jerome found it among
the Nazarenes, and a portion of it still

exists in a Sahidic Lectionary, in the Co-

dex Huntingtonianus 5, in the Bodleian

Library, Oxford, and in the Coptic

language in the MS. 51 fol, in the

library of St. Germain in Paris. The
words are as follows :

" Jei'emiah spake

again to Pashur, Ye and your fathers

have resisted the truth, and your sons,

which shall come after you, will commit
moi-e grievous sins than ye. For they

will give the price of him that is valued,

and do injury to him that maketh the

sick whole, and forgiveth iniquity. And
they will take thirty pieces of silver, the

price which the children of Israel have
given. They have given them for the

potter's field, as the Lord commanded.

And thus it shall be spoken : The sentence

of eternal pnnibliment shall fall upon
them, and upon their children, because

they have shed innocent blood." But
who does not perceive in this fragment
the clumsy attempt of one of the early

Christians to support the cause of truth

by what was deemed a harmless fraud ?

Jerome at once rejected it as spurious,

and expresses his belief that Matthew
made his citation from Zechariah. It

only remains that we assume a corrup-

tion in the Greek text of the Evangeli.st.

That a variety of reading exists has long

been matter of notoriety. Augustine
mentions, that in his time some MSS.
omitted the name of 'lepffilov. It is

also omitted in the MS. 33, 157; in the

Syriac, which is the most ancient of all

the versions ; in the Polyglott Persic,

and in a Persic MS. in my possession,

bearing date a.d. 1057; in the modern
Greek ; in the Verona and Vercelli Latin

MSS., and in a Latin MS. of Luc. Brug.

The Greek MS. 22, reads Zaxapiov, as

also do the Philoxenian Syriac in the

margin, and an Arabic MS. quoted by
Bengel. Origen and Eusebius were in

favour of this reading. I think it very

probable that Matthew did not insert

either name, but simply wrote in his

Hebrew Gospel, N"3:n Ta, hj/ the prophet,

just as in chap. i. 22, ii. 5, 15, xiii. 35,

xxi. 4, xxvii. 35 ; and that his Greek
translator, mistaking i in T'3 for i, read

T3, which he considered to be a con-

traction for in'Di'3, and so rendered it

bialepeyilov TovTrpo(piJTov. This reading

having thus found its way into the first

Greek MS., will account for its all but

universal propagation. Another con-

jecture supposes 'Ipiou to have been

written by some early copyist instead

of Zpiov. I only add, that there can be

no doubt the passage in question existed

in the book of Zechariah in the Jewish

canon in the days of the Evangelist,

since it is found to occupy that place in

the text of the LXX. which was formed

three hundred years previously.

14. For the meaning of O'byh Bands,
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15

16

And Jehovah said to me, Take to thee yet the instruments of a

foolish shepherd
;

For, behold, I will raise up a shepherd in the land

;

Those -which are perishing he will not visit,

That which strayeth he will not seek,

That which is wounded he will not heal,

That which standeth he will not nourish
;

But he will eat the flesh of the fat,

And will break off their hoofs.

see on ver. 7. The circumstances here

predicted were those ofthe utter breaking

up of the social condition of the Hebrews.
This dissolution was in no small degree

brought about by the internal dissensions

which prevailed among themselves, the

rage of the different parties against each
other, and the barbarities that they

practised, which none could have in-

dulged in but such as had their hearts

steeled against every feeling of brother-

hood or humanity. " Yet by these men,

"

says Josephus, " the ancient prediction

seemed rapidly drawing to its fulfilment

:

That when civil war should break out in

the city, and the temple be profaned by
the hands of native Jews, the city should

betaken, and the temple burnedwith fire."

15. Tiy, again, refers back to what is

recorded ver. 7. The c-"??, here as a

collective in the singular ''%, were the

articles usually belonging to shepherds,

viz. a crook, a bag or wallet containing

food, a pipe or reed, a knife, &c. Instead

of '''72, one of De Rossi's MSS., the

Halle Bible of 1720, the Vatican copy
of the LXX., the Syr., Vulg., and
Arab., read '!?3, the punctuation of the

plural. '''?i«, foolish, by implication icicJieJ,

as wickedness is often represented in

Scripture as folly.

16. c;??? is employed here, like similar

verbs in Hiphil, to denote not any direct

moral excitement to action, but the

operation of concurring circumstances,

under the Divine government, in con-

sequence of which certain events are

brought about by responsible human
agency. n'nn?:ri, those that are perishing,

the Niphal participle of "1172, which in

Hiphil and Niphal signifies to cut off or

he destroyed. i^J is not to be taken in

the sense of young, as it is interpreted

by Kimchi and Hitzig, since it is never
so used, except with reference to human
beings, but signifies expulsion, that which
has been cast out, by implication, strayed,

loandered. Comp. th Arabic .\jo.

repulsus, in fugam versus, n???'?* ^^^^

which standeth still. 2S2 properly sig-

nifies to set or place, in Niphal, to stand,

stand firm, he strong, firm, sound; and
thus the LXX. here oKoKkrjpov, but this

interpretation is quite at variance Avith

the exigency of the place, which requires

the idea of weakness rather than strength

to be expressed. And this the verb

naturally suggests, reference being had
to the standing, or standing still of sheep

that are obliged, through weakness or

faintness, to lag behind. Comp. the

Arabic t-,_ ^ -ns posuit, fixit, and then

dolvre affecit, lassus fuit, lahoravit. Such
it devolves upon the shepherd to provide
M'ith necessary nourishment, or, as it is

here expressed, 'J?'??, to sustain, furnish
tvilh provisions. Root ''13, to measure
grain. The words P!»3^ l^P"*? are ex-
pressive of the greatest cruelty, being
descriptive of an act which must not
only occasion the most acute pain, but
disable the animals, and prevent their

going about in quest of pasture. Who
the ruler here depicted is, cannot with
certainty be determined. If taken as

pointing to an individual king, there is

none to whom it will more aptly apply
than to Herod, who was totally regard-
less of the real interests of the Jews,
and whose reign was marked by the

perpetration of the most shameful and
barbarous cruelties. What goes to con-
firm this view is the circumstance of his

being said to be raised up " in the land."

3 I
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17 Woe to the worthless sliephercl, that leaveth the floclc,

The sword shall be upon his arm,

And upon his right eye ;

His arm shall be utterly palsied,

And his right eye utterly darkened.

17. This denunciation seems to be ^'')^Jl'^'S>^, the worthless or good-for-nothing

directed against the wicked rulers of shepherd. Comp. Jobxiii. 4. The root

the Jews who might be in office between must unquestionably have been ''I?w.

the time of the prophet, and that of the Comp. "?')? from'''?3; Tan from 13D. The
dissolution of the Jewish state, rather character described is that of negligence,

than against the person referred to in arising from the total absence of a sense of

the preceding verse. The ' in '??t is not official claims, and of personal responsi-

the pronominal affix, but the poetic bility. The rest of the verse from I'ln on-

paragogic, as in the following '3p, and ward, is to be taken optatively. The
other participles. See Gen.xlix. 11; doom imprecated is truly awful—an utter

Deut. xxxiii. 16; Ps. cxiv. 8, cxxiii. 1. deprivation of power and intelligence.

CHAPTER XII.

This chapter contains a series of predictions, which relate to the future restoration

of the scattered people of the Jews, the destruction of whose national polity, and

their consequent wretchedness, had been so graphically set fox'th in that which

precedes it. On their return to their own land, Jerusalem shall prove formidable

to the nations that oppose them, 2—4, having a regular government, by which,

in reliance upon Jehovah, the inhabitants shall be protected, 5, 6. To prevent

the inhabitants of the metropolis from glorying over their brethren in the

country, the latter shall be first delivered from their invaders, 7 ; but Jerusalem

being the principal point of attack, special promises of deliverance are made to

it, 8, 9. When the Jews shall have been collected, and delivered from the

opposing powers, there will be a remarkable effusion of the influences of the

Holy Spirit, in consequence of which a season of great and universal mourning,

on account of the crucifixion of the Messiah, will be observed, each family

bewailing separately the guilt entailed upon it by the nefarious deed, 10—14.

As might be expected to be the case with imfulfilled prophecy, a considerable

degree of obscurity necessarily attaches to certain portions of this and the two

following chapters ; but the leading features of the Divine dealings with the

Jews in times yet future, are marked with a sufficient degree of distinctness to

enable us to form a general idea of the circumstances in which they will be

placed.
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The Sentence of the word of Jehovah concerning Israel

;

Saith Jehovah, who stretcheth forth the heavens,

Who layeth the foundations of the earth,

And formeth the spirit of man within him :

Behold, I will make Jerusalem a cup of intoxication

To all the people around
;

And also with Judah it shall be thus,

In the siege of Jerusalem.

And it shall be in that day, I will make Jerusalem

A burdensome stone to all people.

All that lift it shall be cut in pieces :

Yet all the nations of the earth shall be gathered against it.

1. That NfP does not necessarily

involve a sentence of judgment, see on
Is. xiii. 1 ; and for the entire phrase,

n;n; la-^ Nien, see on chap. ix. 1. That
it cannot be so taken here is manifest

from the connexion. Hengstenberg, in

order to establish the contrary hypothesis,

is obliged to have recourse to the despe-

rate resort of interpreting Israel of the

enemies of God ! The term is obviously

employed in its original acceptation, as

designating the whole Hebrew people.

With no other reference could it have
been introduced. To remove all the

doubts which unbelief might suggest

respecting the possibility of the deliver-

ance here predicted, a sublime descrip-

tion is given of the omnipotent Creator

by whom it would be effected, than

which no introduction could have been

more appropriate. For DTN-rni •rf'^ com-
pare IlaTjJp Toiv jTVevfiaTcov, Heb.xii.9,

and Numb. xvi. 22, xxvii. 16; and for

the several predicates, Is. xlii. 5.

2. "JST f]D, some render a shalciiig

threshold, in imitation of the LXX. cuj

npoBvpa aaXivofifva, and interpret the

declaration here made of the concussion

which Jerusalem should receive from
the attack of the enemy ; but it is more
natural to regard the phrase as only

another form for r^^^-)r)r\ Di3, Is. li. 17, 22,

by which is meant a cup filled with

intoxicating liquors, causing those who
drink it to reel and stagger to their

injury. Root
''^'J,

fo shake, reel, stagger.

The attempt of Hengstenberg to deny
that Fip is ever used to denote a cup, is

a complete failure, as must be obvious
to any one who will take the trouble to

consult the Concordance. The second
part of the verse has occasioned no
small perplexity to interpreters. The
chief difficulty is created by the position

of the preposition ''5? in the phrase D3i

min'-'jy. The Targ., Jerome, Kinichi,

Drusius, Rosenmiiller, Hitzig, Maurer,
and Ewald, suppose the meaning to be,

that the inhabitants of Judah would be
compelled to join the enemies in the

attack upon Jerusalem, and with them
share in the punishment: making "'S'T^D

the nominative to n;rr. But this inter-

pretation ill suits the context, in the

whole of which Judah is represented as

triumphant, and not as placed in the

degrading position of auxiliaries in a
war against its own capital. I con-
sider the preposition to be here used for

the purpose of conveying the idea of

addition or accompaniment, so that,

connecting Judah with Jerusalem, it

represents the former, as well as the

latter, as a cup of intoxication to the

invaders. See for this use of bs,

Gen. xxxii. 12 ; Exod. xxxv. 22 ; Job
xxxviii. 32. In support of this inter-

pretation, see especially ver. 6. The
same result will be brought out, if we
take "JS in the acceptation in reference

to, with respect to; thus: "And with
respect to Judah it shall also be in the

siege ;
"

i. e. Judah shall also be a

cup, &c,

3. Another metaphor employed like

the preceding to represent the victory
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In that day, saitli Jehovah,

I will smite every horse with consternation,

And his rider with madness ;

But upon the house of Judah I will keep my eyes open,

While I will smite every horse of the people with blindness.

And the chiefs of Judah shall say in their heart,

My strength is the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

Through Jehovah of hosts, their God.

In that day I will make the chiefs of Judah

Like a fire pot among sticks of wood,

And like a torch of fire in a sheaf.

And they shall consume all the people around,

On the right hand and on the left

;

For Jerusalem shall yet occupy her place in Jerusalem.

And Jehovah shall deliver the tents of Judah first.

In order that the splendour of the house of David,

And the splendour of the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

May not be magnified above Judah.

which the Jews shall obtain over their

enemies, whose attack will only issue in

their own injury. Jerome mentions it

as a custom, which still obtained in his

time, in Palestine, for young men to try

their strength by lifting enormous stones

so high from the ground, as to place

them upon their heads. It may be

from such an exercise that the metaphor

is borrowed, ton© describes the cuts or

gashes made by the sharp edges or

corners of the stones thus employed.

Though exposed to the punishment here

predicated, the nations shall confidently

advance to the attack. The confederacy

against the Jews will be universal in its

character.

4. While Jehovah will specially in-

terpose for the discomfiture of the

enemy by rendering their cavalry in-

capable of performing any effective

service, he will exercise the greatest

watchfulness over his people.

5. n^pw is a substantive, but occurs

only this "once. The LXX. have read

NSpi*, and render evp^aofiev. The

successful resistance ottered to the

enemy by the inhabitants of the metro-

polis, will inspire those of the country

with the assurance, that, through the

Divine aid, they shall obtain deliverance.

'), which is the Dative of advantage,

stands collectively for ^^^. Two MSS.
and the Targ. read 'lUJ'b, but no doubt

from correction. In two other MSS.
'"? is omitted.

6. Jerusalem, in the first instance,

stands for the inhabitants. After the

Jews shall have completely routed their

enemies, they shall dwell in peace in

their own land, and in the city of their

ancient solemnities. Houbigant proposes

to change P^ii?ii;, as occurring the second

time, into Di'7ii)3, but, like most of his

other conjectures, the change is not

based upon any authority. One MS.,
the Arab, and the Greek MS. Pachom,
omit the word altogether.

7. The inhabitants of the country

being more exposed to the evils of the

war than those in the fortified city, shall

be the first to experience the Divine

help. Standing in antithesis with the

capital, their comparative helplessness

is clearly implied ; and the reason for

the preference being given to them is

assigi>ed to be the prevention of that

spirit of pride and self-exaltation, in
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8 In that day Jehovali shall protect the inhabitants of Jerusalem
;

So that he that stumbleth among them in that day shall be as David,

And the house of David shall be as God,

As the Angel of Jehovah before them.

9 And it shall be in that day,

I will seek to destroy all the nations

That come against Jerusalem.

10 And I will pour out upon the house of David,

And upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

A spirit of grace and of gracious supplications.

And they shall look unto me whom they have pierced.

And they shall lament for him,

which the inhabitants of a royal metro-
polis are too prone to indulge. The
reading nj^iws, " as at the first," which
is found in two MSS., and is the

original reading of three more, and is

favoured by the LXX., Arab., Syi'., and
Vulg., is not entitled to consideration.

8. A gracious promise of Divine
assistance, supported, with admirable

effect, by a beautiful climax. From
the circumstance, that the LXX. have
in several instances rendered D''n''«, by
angels, some interpreters have supposed
that the term is to be so understood
here. The more enlightened moderns,
however, discard this signification alto-

gether. See Gesenius, Thesaurus Ling.

Heb. p. 95, and Lee's Heb. Lex. p. 32.

What clearly shows that no such idea

can attach to the word in this place is

the corrective phrase, nirr ^Nbns, as the

Angel ofJehovah, immediately following.

The house of David was to be as God, yet

not as God in the abstract, of which no
proper conception can be formed, but as

God manifested to men in his glorious

forthcomings under the ancient dispensa-

tion, in the Divine Person of the Son,

who went before the children of Israel

as their Almighty Leader and Protector,

and to whom are vindicated the sum
total of the Divine attributes. See Exod.
xxxii. 34 ; where the words 'yps'? '^'?.'."'2N^q

form the type of arr;p|; nirp-qNbn, here

adopted by Zechariah. Compare also

Exod. xxxiii. 15,xxiii.21 ; Is.lxiii.9; Mai.

iii. 1 ; and my Comment, on Zech. i. 11.

9. TOipn) tt>i?n«, / will seeJc to destroy,

is spoken more humano, but conveys no

idea of v?eakness in the speaker. " Summo
studio ero attentus." Calvin.

10. We have here a clear and definite

prophecy of the future conversion of the

Jews, in consequence of a special and
extraordinary outpouring of the influ-

ences of the Holy Spirit. Nothing that

has hitherto taken place in the history

of that people can be regarded as in any
degree answering to the description here
furnished, not even the numerous con-
versions that accompanied the Apostolic

preaching on the day of Pentecost, and
subsequently as narrated in the Acts.
By mi, spirit, is not meant a gracious
and prayerful disposition produced in

the minds of the Jews, but the Divine
influence itself by which that disposition

will be created. It is called " spirit"

by metonomy of cause for eflTect. )n and
D^i^^nn are from the same root, pn, to

regard with favour, exercise mercy, &c.
The verb to?:, here used in Hiphil, is

intensive in signification : to look to,

or regard with fixed attention, to con-
template with deep interest, and with
believing expectation. Such is the nature
of that act of the mind which is exerted
by every converted sinner, when the
Saviour is spiritually discerned. In the
case of the Jews there will be a special
recognition of him as the Messiah whom
their ancestors crucified, and whose deed
they have appropriated by their personal
unbelief and opposition to the truth of
the Gospel, but whom they will then
regard as all their salvation and all their

desire. The textual reading '^«, in the
phrase ''''Nio'an, "they shall look to Me,"
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As one lamenteth for an only son,

And be in bitterness for him,

As one is in bitterness for a first-born.

has been thesubject of much controversy.

It is found in most MSS., and among
these the best, and is supported by the

LXX., Aq., Symm., Theod., Syr., Targ.,

Vulg., and Arab. It is the more difficult

reading, and one which has always proved
revolting to the mind of a Jew, as there

is no other antecedent to whom it can

be referred than nin;, Jehovah, verses

1 and 4. In order to avoid this reference,

Kimchi gives to the following words,

i^i^T "i^'^i n«, the interpretation, because

they pierced, leaving it undetermined
who was pierced. But this construction

is altogether inadmissible, as it deprives

the verb of its accusative case, which is

expressed in every other instance in

which it occurs. It has accordingly

been condemned by Abenezra, Abar-
banel, Alschech, and oilier Rabbins.

The rendering given to ii27 ''^y t'l® LXX,
KaT(op)(7](ravTo, they insulted, has been
eagerly seized upon by some, especially

by Theiner, Rosenmiiller, Eichhorn,

Gesenius, De Wette, Winer, and by
none more than Maurer, who is at great

pains to prove that, like ^P_l and anij, the

verb "V-l is to be taken in the metapho-
rical sense of blaspheming or cursing.

Against such interpretation it is justly

objected that this verb, which occurs in

ten other passages, is never used except

in the literal acceptation of piercing the

body. It is thus used in chap. xiii. 3,

of this very book. The same objection

lies against the metaphorical sense of

grieving or provoking, which even Calvin

adopted, though he admits that the pro-

phecy was literally fulfilled in Christ.

That the passage has a Messianic re-

ference has been admitted both by the

ancient and the more modern Jews. In
the Gemara of Jerusalem, written some-
time in the third century, we read :

nj-nm H'UJq b'O it'Edh m -iri« nn pinx pin

5?in i:?' btJ iiTDH m nQ«, Two opinions

are expressed: one states that they mourned
on account of Messiah, and another that

they mourned on account of corrupt

7iature. A similar passage occurs in tlie

Gemara of Babylon, Tract Succoth, fol.

52, col. 1, in which the words of Zccha-

riali are cited, after the declaration re-

specting the mourning: "JS? nn^T ]iid^ Nio'JttJa

ainaffi f]DV p n^ico. May he be in peace
who refers it to Messiah the son of Joseph,

who shall be slain. See also the com-
mentaries of Abarbanel and Abenezra,
who give the same interpretation, as

also does the Talkut Chasdash, fol. 24

:

nm p n^ffin io"m tii «i\ For after they

have pierced Jonah, who is Messiah the

son of Joseph, then David will come,

Messiah the son of David. Hengsten-
berg's Christol. vol. iii. p. 222, The
fiction of two Messiahs, one the son of

Joseph, who should suffer and die, and
another the son of David, who should
prove victorious and reign for ever, was
invented purely with a view to reconcile

those passages which describe the Mes-
siah now as suffering, and now as reign-

ing in glory, and thus to evade the

Christian application of them to our

Saviour,

It only remains to inquire how the

Jews, who did not acquiesce in the

interpretation adopted by Kimchi, have
endeavoured to get rid of the pronominal
reference in ':«. To this the reply is :

By changing the reading into vb«, which,

however, they did not at first venture to

insert into the text, but merely gave it

as the Keri, or corrected reading in the

margin. This Keri, however, is only

found in sixteen of Kennicott's and De
Rossi's MSS. ; but at length a more
daring step was taken by receiving it

into the text itself, in which it is found

in thirty-four of Kennicott's MSS.,
originally in three more, perhaps in

five others, and now by correction in

six ; in six of De Rossi's own, in two
more originally, now in five others,

and in twenty collated by him in other

libraries. Of this insertion a serious

complaint is made by Raymundus Mar-
tini, in his Pugio Fidei, p. 411, Leipsic,

1687, fol. And so ashamed have Lip-

mann, Abarbanel, and other Rabbins
been of it, that they pass it entirely by
in their controversies with the Christians,

or candidly acknowledge that it is not
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11

12

13

14

In that day there shall be great lamentation in Jerusalem,

As the lamentation of Hadad-rimmon in the valley of Megiddon.

And the land shall lament, every family apart

;

The family of the house of David apart, and their wives apart

;

The family of the house of Nathan apart, and their wives apart

;

The family of the house of Levi apart, and their wives apart

;

The family of Shimei apart, and their wives apart

;

All the families that are left,

Every family apart, and their wives apart.

to be regarded as forming any part of

the sacred text. It is much to be re-

gretted, that while it has been rejected

by the best Jewish and Christian critics,

the most free-thinking of the German
school not excepted, it should have been
adopted by Newcome and Boothroyd,

who accordingly translate :
" They shall

look unto Him whom they have pierced."

It is true, they may seem to have the

sanction of the Evangelist John, who
quotes the passage thus : "OyjrovTai. eh
ov e^eKeVTTjaav, xix. 37, and employs
the words, koI o'lrives avrov e^eKevrrjcrav,

Rev. i. 7; but it must be obvious that

he gives the pi-ophecy historically, as

having been literally fulfilled in Jesus of

Nazareth, without designing to exhibit

the exact wording of the prophet. See

on Zech. xi. 12, 13. It might be sup-

posed that '!?« being the true reading,

'^», and notvby, would be required in the

following sentence ; but the use of the

expletive phrase ittJ« n«, necessarily led

to the change of construction, inn is

the infinitive of Hiphil, which carries

forward the description instead of the

finite form. It is here used intransitively

;

the root is iio. The verb ipp signifies

primarily (o beat ; then, as a sign of in-

tense giief, to smite or beat the breast.

There being usually great wailing and
lamentation connected with such signi-

ficant action in the East, it is also used

to denote the noise made by mourners.

The instances selected for illustration

are of the most tender and touching

kind.

11. To represent the greatness and
universality of the lamentation which
he describes, the prophet compares it to

the greatest ever known among the

Jews, viz. that which took place on tlie

death of the excellent king Josiah, the

result of the wound which he received

at Hadad-rimmon. 2 Kings xxiii. 29
;

2 Chron. xxxv. 23—25. See also the

Lamentations of Jeremiah, composed on
the occasion. Hadad-rimmon was the

name of a place in the great plain of

Esdraelon, near Megiddo, and was pro-

bably so called after the Syrian idol of

that name. In the time of Jerome it

was called Maximianopolis.
12—14. In these verses the universal

character of the mourning is described,

while, at the same time, its pai-ticular

and individual features are likewise set

forth. To show that all will be the

subjects of it, the prophet begins with

the descendants of David, and then

proceeds to those of the priests, on
account of the influence which their

example would have on the rest of the

people. Instead of Shimei, the LXX.
have ^vfieav, sup])osing that a tribal

division was intended ; and some have

thought that ?iotc, Shammua, one of the

sons of David, 2 Sam. v. 15, is meant

;

but it is more natural to regard the

individual as one of the sons of Levi,

who is classed along with that patriarch,

just as Nathan, one of the sons of David,

is with him, ver. 12. For '?'?>?!', Shimei,

see Numb. iii. 18, 21, in which latter

verse '5?n^n nnE\?5n, ike famihj of the

Shimeites, occiu's just as in Zechariah.

It is implied in the last verse, that some
families shall have become extinct at the

period referred to. The men and women
mourning apart has reference to the

Jewish custom, according to which not

only did the females dwell in separate

apartments from the males, but also

worshipped separately.
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CHAPTER XIII.

This chapter contains a continuation of the prophecy respecting the future con-

version of the Jews, ver. 1
;
predictions relating to the entire abolition of idolatry

and false doctrine, 2—6 ; a resumption of the subject of the Messiah's sufferings,

7 ; and an account of the destruction of the greater part of the Jews during

the Roman war, the preservation of the rest, and their ultimate restoration, 8, 9.

In tliat day tliere shall be a fountain opened

To the house of David, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

For guilt and for uncleanness.

And it shall be in that day, saith Jehovah of hosts,

I will cut off the names of the idols from the earth

;

1. This verse is intimately connected

with the subject of the concluding verses

of the preceding chapter. It is designed

to relieve the anxious and troubled

minds of the penitents there described.

"lipQ, a well, ox fountain, from "i^p, to dig ;

not, perhaps, without reference to chap,

xii. 10. nspn, guilt, from ^tcn, to miss a

mark or tvay, to sin ; hence the sub-

stantive comes to signify the guilt con-

tracted by sinning, the punishment to

which it exposes the transgressor, and
a sin-offering, for the purpose of making
expiation. That it is here to be taken

in the sense of guilt, is shown by the

accompanying term rri:, uncleanness,

or the impurity contracted by sin. That
moral, and not ceremonial guilt and
pollution are intended, the circumstances

of the case evince; and the Jews are

taught, that their deliverance from these

is not to be effected by the Levitical

sacrifices and purifications, but by the

cleansing influence flowing from the

death of the Messiah. See Heb. ix.

13, 14; 1 John i. 7. The verse exhibits

the two grand doctrines of the gospel

:

justification and sanctification. The
fountain here spoken of was opened when
the Redeemer presented his sacrifice on
the cross ; but the Jews, with com-
paratively few exceptions, after the

apostolic age, have shut it against them-
selves by their impenitence and unbelief.

When, however, these shall be removed
by the outpouring of Divine influence,

promised, chap. xii. 10, they shall find

it nnc:, opened, full, and overflowing with
all spiritual blessings.

2. As no idolatry has existed among
the Jews since their return from Babylon,
and it is in the highest degree improbable
that they will ever fall into it again,

S'W! should not be rendered, as in our

common version, the land, but the earth ;

so that this and the following verses
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And they shall not be remembered any more.

And I will also cause the prophets and the vmclean spirit

To pass away from the earth.

So that should any one still prophesy,

His father and his mother—his parents

Shall say to him, Thou shalt not live
;

For thou speakest falsehood in the name of Jehovah ;

And his father and his mother—his parents

Shall thrust him through when he prophesieth.

And it shall be in that day,

That the prophets shall be ashamed,

Every one of his vision, when he prophesieth ;

And they shall not wear a hairy garment to deceive.

But each shall say, I am not a prophet,

I am a tiller of the ground
;

For I have been in a state of slavery from my youth.

Then shall it be said to him,

What are these wounds in thy hands ?

describe the total extinction of that

horrible evil, and all the other systems

of superstition and false religion which
now impose upon the human family,

together with those who teach and
defend them. By rixp'^n mi, the spirit of
impurity, is meant a person pretending

to inspiration, and in league with Satan,

the god of this world, to whom, in con-

tradistinction to ttjiprt m-\, the spirit of
holiness, the designation may well be
applied. Compare irvev^a nvBavos,

Acts xvi. 16; to nvevfia rijs TrXdvrjs,

1 John iv. 6 ; and especially, kqI e/c tov

aro^aros tov y\rivboTrpo(Pr]Tov ivvevfxaTa

Tpia aKcidapTa, Rev. xvi. 13.

3. There is in this verse a recogni-

tion of the law against those who seduced

others to idolatry, Deut. xiii. 6—11.

Dnr, parents. i?^, signifies both to beget,

and to bear children. The evil here

denounced will not be connived at even

by the nearest relatives. The tenderest

parental feelings shall give place to the

infliction of merited punishment.

4, 5. The shame with which false

teachers shall be covered is here set

forth. The hairy mantle, the garb of

the ancient prophets, and that of certain

orders of monks still, which is assumed
in order to inspire the multitude with

an impression of the superior sanctity

of those by whom they are worn, shall

be thrown aside, as dangerous to appear
in. The false prophets wished to pass

off as those who had really been invested

with a Divine commission. The form
of the infinitive in^^n, is according to

the analogy of verbs in ''^r"?. To the

singular i?^% at the beginning of ver. 5,

each ofthe prophets previously mentioned
is the nominative. ''^?k'7, lit. one sold

me as a slave, but taken in connexion
with the following, '^'Sip,from my youth,

it signifies to be held in a state of slavery,

to be a slave. The speaker declares

that he had always been in a condition

of life with which the exercise of the

prophetic office was altogether incom-
patible, aii*, which some translators

have preposterously retained as the

proper name, Adam, is here used im-
personally, precisely as the German
man, and is best rendered into English

by the passive of the accompanying
verb.

6. This verse is commonly applied to

the sufferings of Christ, but without any

3 k
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And he will say,

Those with which I have been Avounded in the house of my friends,

Awake, O sword ! against my shepherd,

And against the man Avho is united to me,

Saith Jehovah of hosts

:

Smite the shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered,

But I will turn back my hand upon the little ones.

further ground than its mere proximity
to that which follows, in which he and
his sufferings are clearly predicted. In
no tolerable sense could the Jews be
called his D'an^o, lovers, ox friends ; on
the contrary, they hated both him and
his Father. The words connect with the
preceding thus: The false prophet,
though he might rid himself of his

idolatrous vestments, would not be able

to ciface the marks that had been made
on his hands in honour of the idol which
he served, yet as it was customary to

cut and maim the body, especially the

hand, in token of grief for departed
relatives, he might hope to escape
detection by attributing his scars to the
latter cause.

7. Various opinions have been formed
respecting the person here referred

to, Calvin thought he was Zecha-
riah himself, as representative of all

the prophets, and that the prophecy
referred only indirectly to Christ. Grotius,

Eichhorn, Bauer, and Jahn, apply it to

Judas Maccabeus; Maurerto Jehoiakim
;

Ewaldto Pekah; Hitzig to the pretended
prophets spoken of in the preceding
verses ! The only satisfactory solution

of the question is that which regards
the words as directly and exclusively

prophetic of the person and sufferings

of the Messiah. This solution is induced
not only by our Saviour's express appro-
priation of them to himself, Matt,
xxvi. 31, but also by the manifest

identity of the subject treated of with
that exhibited chap. xi. 4, 7, 10—14.

The same subject there handled is

resumed, and treated, just as it is there,

in connexion with the downfal of the

Jewish state. The prophecy contained
ill this and the following verses has no
coherence with what immediately pre-

cedes, and was evidently delivered upon

a different occasion. A new section

may, therefore, be considered as com-
mencing here, though it only extends

to chap. xiv. 5. The language employed
is altogether peculiar. Not only is the

Messiah designated the Shepherd of

Jehovah, to indicate the relation in

which he stood to the Father in the

economy of redemption, but he is de-

scribed as in'QS? 11J, the man of his union ;

i.e. conjoined or closely united to him.

The term translated man, is not that

usually employed in Hebrew, which

in such construction would merely be

idiomatic, but in|, a strong, or miyhty

man, one who is such by way of

eminence. n'05> is used elsewhere only

in the Pentateuch, namely, in Lev. v. 21,

xviii. 20, xix. 11, 15, 17, xxiv. 19,

XXV. 14, 15, 17 ; in all which passages

it is employed to denote persons who
were united together under common
laws, for the enjoyment of common
rights and privileges. It is derived

from n)D», cognate with no?, to hind,

hind together, unite in society ; Arab.

j^, communis fiiit, communem fecit rein .-

hence the derivates D», a people, i.e.

those united for their common interest

;

nas, conjunction, communion, association;

», the conjunction with, indicating

accompaniment, society. The renderings

of the versions vary. LXX. avbpa

TTo'klTrjv fiov. Aq. av8pa avufpvXov fiov.

Symm. avbpa tov Xaov jjlov. Theod.

avbpa TvKrjcnov p.ov. Syr. I • ^
p

^^Vq^^j, the man my friend, Targ.

Ty)_ ^yyr\ nwsi n':i2n i<:ra^tt5, the rtiler his

companion, his associate who is like him.

Vulg. virum cohcerentem mihi. Leo
Juda, virum cocequalem mihi. Heng-
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8 And it shall be that in all the land,

Saith Jehovah,

Two parts therein shall be cut off and expire,

But the third part shall be left in it.

9 And I will cause the third part to go through the fire,

stenberg, a man, mi/ nearest relation.

Burger, moii confident. De Wette,

Irrn IHann mettics (JSIctcfirtt, the man
my equal. Arnheim, trm i^auilC, llEU

it\) lUir fugrsrllt, the man whom I have
associated with myself. The two last

are the more remarkable, coming, as

they do, the one from a Rationalist, and
the other from a 5evi. The idea ex-

pressed by the latter I conceive to be
precisely what was intended by the

Holy Spirit, by whom the words were
indited. But of whom can this associa-

tion be predicated, except of Him whose
human nature was assumed into the

most intimate and perfect union with
the Divine

—

Immanuel, who was one
with the Father, and who could say,
" He that hath seen me, hath seen the

Father ! The union or association is

that of the two natures, and not that of

the Divine nature or substance. This
the use of the word 153, man, clearly

proves. To the objection, that the words
cannot be applied to our Saviour, since

he was not cut off by a sivord, it has

been sufficiently replied, that a^n, sword,

is here used figuratively for any means
of taking away human life, just as in

Exod. V. 21 ; 2 Sam. xii. 9, compared
with 2 Sam. xi. 24. That the wicked
Jews are intended, see Ps. xvii. 13,

where the wicked are called the sword
of Jehovah. They are regarded as in

a state of sleep or inactivity, and are

summoned to pei'petrate the awful deed.

According to an idiom common in the

Hebrew prophets, the imperative is used
instead of the future, in order to express

with greater foixe the certainty of the

event. See my note on Is. vi. 10. For
a parallel instance of the personification

of the sword, see Jer. xlvii. 6, 7. As
2"in is feminine, and '^n masculine, Ilitzig

would refer the latter to the human
agent handling the sword, but the

irregularity in point of gender is suffi-

ciently accounted for by the remoteness

of the antecedent. T|n, smile, is quoted,
Matt. xxvi. 31, as if it were '^S(, / will

smite, the first person singular of the

future in Hiphil, There is no diversity

of reading in the Hebrew MSS., but
the Aid. and Pachom. MSS. of the
LXX. read waTa^ov, instead of Traro^oj,

which the Evangelists Matthew and
Mark have copied. The difference is

unimportant, yet there seems to be more
propriety in the reading Tjri, with re-

ference to the sword addressed in the
preceding clause, than in connecting
this verb, whatever may be supposed to

have been its form, with what follows

in the verse. Comparing tlie present
verse with chap. xi. 4, 7, and especially

with what is predicted in the two follow-

ing versfes of the present chapter, in

which the same subject is continued, it

is evident the )n:?, sheep, ox flock, cannot
be restricted to the disciples of Christ.

The circumstances, however, in reference

to which our Saviour appropriated the
prophecy, afforded a striking type of

the dispersion of the Jewish people,

which is that intended by Zechariah.
The disciples as Jews formed part of the

flock which the good sheplierd was com-
missioned to feed, but they, together

with the Jewish Christians, converted

by their ministry, who formed the first

church at Jerusalem, were the onviJ,

little ones, on whom the Lord promises

to turn back his hand, in order to pro-

tect them in the time of calamity. That
the phrase ''S t T'ijn, to turn, or turn

bade the hand, upon any one, is used in

a good as well as in a bad sense, see on
Is. i. 25.

8, 9. In these verses are predicted

the destruction of two-thirds of the in-

habitants of Judea by the Roman arms,

and by the famine and pestilence, the

usual concomitants of war in the East,

and the preservation of the remaining
third part, which, after having been

submitted to very trying and afflictive
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And will refine them as silver is refined,

And will try tliem as gold is tried

;

It shall invoke my name, and I will answer it

;

I will say, It is my people
;

And it shall say, Jehovah is my God.

processes, should come forth out of the or less carried forward ever since, but

furnace a regenerated and spiritual are, it is to be hoped, soon to terminate

people. The former was fulfilled not in the conversion of the Jews to God.

only during what is commonly called Then shall they enter into a new rela-

the Jewish war, but also, to a fearful tion to him, according to the terms of

extent, under more than one of the the better covenant, Jer.xxxi. 33 ; Heb.

succeeding emperors; the processes viii. 10, 11.

pointed at in the latter have been more

CHAPTER XIV.

In the first two verses of this chapter the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans

and the calamities consequent upon that event are set forth ; after which the

destruction of the forces composing the hostile army is predicted, 3. A
promise of special interposition in behalf of the people of God is then given,

by which effectual provision is made for their escape, 4, 5. The prophet next

describes a period of great calamity, which is to give place to one of unmixed

and perennial happiness, 6, 7 ; when the means of spiritual life and enjoyment

shall be universal and continual, 8 ; and the true God the exclusive object of obe-

dience and worship, 9 ; and while every barrier to the free intercourse of Christians

throughout the world shall be removed, special honour will be conceded to

Jerusalem as the metropolis of converted Israel, 10, 11. The dreadful j udgments

to be inflicted on their final enemies, and the complete discomfiture of these

enemies, are depicted, 12—15; after which follow predictions respecting an

annual visit which all the nations shall pay to Jerusalem, 16; the punishment

of those which neglect to perform it, 17—19 ; and the universally holy character

which shall distinguish her inhabitants, their occupations and services, 20, 21.

1 Behold the day of Jehovah cometh,

And thy spoil shall be divided in the midst of thee.

1. For the phraseology nirt''? xa Dv, event which is here predicted, Joel ii. 31,

comp. Is. xxii. 5. The criticism of iii. 14 ; Mai. iv. 1, 5. By the spoil of

Hengstenberg, who denies that it is Jerusalem is meant all that her inhabi-

equivalent to rnrr dv hi, is without any tants had accumulated, and which would
foundation. By the day of Jehovah is be fit spoil for the enemy, especially

meant the period of the infliction of the treasures of the temple. Notwith-

judgment. See, in reference to the same standing all that was consumed by fire,
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For I will collect all tlie nations against Jerusalem to battle,

And the city shall be taken,

And the houses plundered, and the women ravished
;

And half the city shall go forth into captivity,

But the rest of the people shall not be cut off from the city.

And Jehovah shall go forth,

And fight with those nations.

As in the day when he fought

In the day of battle.

And his feet shall stand in that day

On the mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the east

;

And the mount of Olives shall be split in its midst,

Toward the east, and toward the west,

Into a very great valley
;

Half of the mountain shall recede towards the north,

And half of it towards the south.

And ye shall flee to the valley of my mountains.

For the valley of the mountains shall reach to Azal

;

Yea, ye shall flee as ye fled from the earthquake,

In the days of Uzziah, king of Judah

;

the plunder obtained by the Romans
was so great, that gold fell in Syria to

lialf its former value.

2. All the nations here mean soldiers

from all the different nations forming
the Roman empire, which composed the

army of Titus. The verse contains a

fearful description of the capture of

Jerusalem under the command of that

general. After its destruction the more
distinguished, handsome, and able-bodied

Jews were sold into slavery, or con-

demned to work in the mines ; but the

poorer and more contemptible sort were
permitted to remain among the ruins.

As usual, where njb^'ttj'n occurs in the

text the Keri has nn3©n, for the sake of

euphemism. The latter word has found

its way into a great many MSS.
3. The Roman power was doomed in

its turn to destruction. Formidable as

it might appear, Jehovah would in his

providence overthrow it, as he had done
the enemies of his people in former ages.

Gomp. Exod. xiv. 14, xv. 3, &c.

4. 5. These verses convey in language

of the most beautiful poetical imagery

the assurance of the effectual means of

escape that should be provided for the

truly pious. We accordingly learn from
Eusebius, that on the breaking out of

the Jewish war, the Christian church at

Jerusalem, in obedience to the warning
of our Saviour, Matt. xxiv. 16, fled to

Pella, a city beyond Jordan, where they

lived in safety. As the mount of Olives

lay in their way, it is represented as

cleaving into two halves, in order to

make a passage for them. Comp. chap,

iv. 7. T*!? is not to be considered as the

less usual form of the masculine plural,

but as a proper plural with the pro-

nominal affix. Jehovah calls thera his,

because he had formed them, by cleaving

Olivet into two. The valley lay between
them. '??>< was the proper name of a
place, close to one of the gates on the

east side of Jerusalem, to which the cleft

or valley was to extend westward, so as

at once to admit those who should flee

from the enemy. Most commentators
think of some locality to the east of the

Mount of Olives, but far less aptly. The
word properly signifies to jo'm or be
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For Jehovah my God shall come,

And all the holy ones with thee.

And it shall be in that day

That there shall not be the light of the precious orbs,

But condensed darkness.

But there shall be one day,

joined to, be at the side, 7iear. Its

proximity to the city must have origi-

nated the name. For dfiddi, ye shallflee,

we find the reading DPP?1, shall be stopped

up, in four of De Rossi's MSS. and in

the margin of Bomberg's Hebrew Bible;

but, though supported by the LXX.,
Arab., Targ., Symm., and the other

Greek interpreters, it is utterly to be re-

jected, as unsuited to the connexion.

The very opposite of what Avould thus

be expressed, is required. Yet it is

adopted by Blayney and Boothroyd

!

We have nothing in Scripture relative

to the earthquake here referred to except

as a date, Amos i. 1. Instead of '^'?,

with thee, nearly forty MSS. and all the

versions read io??, with him; and instead

of D'ffiip, the holy ones, one MS., the

Syr., Arab., and Targ., read v©i;?, his

holy ones. To refer '^^5>, with the Rab-
bins, Drusius, and Blayney, to Jerusalem,

is quite inadmissible, since such con-

struction affords no tolerable sense. The
change of person was occasioned by a

sudden transition in the mind of the

prophet to the Lord, whom he addresses

as present. For the application of this

part of the prophecy, compare the parallel

prediction of our Lord himself, Matt,

xxiv. 30, 31, where those whom Zecha-
riab designates D'^iii?, holy ones, are called

Tovs oyyiKovs avrov. That a future

personal and pre-millennial advent of the

Redeemer is here taught, I cannot find.

6. Now follows the prediction of a

period of unmitigated calamity, which

may be regarded as comprehending the

long centuries of oppression, cruelty,

mockery, and scorn, to which the Jews
have been subjected ever since the de-

struction of Jerusalem. It has also,

for the most part, been a period during

which the gross darkness of superstition

and delusion has reigned over the

land of their fathers. p«Bp riini?^ have

been variously rendered and interpreted.

LXX. yj/^vxos Koi Trdyos. Vulg. frigus et

O 7 O ^ O

gelu. Syr. ]f--ii^o X*^':^ |.^|
cold^

and ice. Thus also Maurer, and several

other moderns. But whatever connexion

there may be between the absence of

light and the production of cold and ice

in the depth of winter, the contrast is

not so natural as that between light and
darkness. Besides, rirsp^, cannot with any
show of truth be rendered cold. It is

an adjective plural from the root "^g'^,

to be precious, valuable, costly. The
idea of cold rests upon no better autho-

rity than a mere Rabbinical conjecture

embodied in the Keri of Prov. xvii. 27,

which exhibits T\r\ i;?;, instead of nil li?'),

the proper and only term suitable in such

connexion. That niip may fitly be
imderstood as designating the celestial

luminaries, whence we obtain what, in

common parlance, we call "\\\q precious

light of heaven," will appear on com-
paring Job xxxi. 26, where the moon is

described as "^P "V^, ivalking preciously or

splendidly across the heavens. With
Prof. Lee, (Heb. Lex. p. 533,) I read
nii;r. nix in construction, placing the

accent on the latter of the two words,

instead of retaining it over the former.

jixgi? properly signifies congelation, con-

densatioti, excessive density, from s^'S?* ^^

draiv together, contract, become thick,

dense, and the like. Blayney renders,

thick fog. The textual reading li«?i?'.,

they shall tvithdraw themselves, is inferior

to that of the Keri ]i«|I?'], which is found

in the text of one hundred and thirty-

four of Kennicott's MSS., and in twentj'-

two more originally, in nine of De Rossi's

Spanish MSS., which are reckoned the

best, in the Soncin., Brixian, and Com-
plutensian editions, and in Machzors of

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

None of the ancient versions employ a

verb.

7. Another period is here predicted,

but one entirely different from the pre-

ceding—a day altogether unique, tjw Di',
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(It is known to Jehovah,)

When it shall not be day and night

;

For at the time of the evening there shall be light.

And it shall be in that day

That living waters shall proceed from Jerusalem,

Half of them to the Eastern sea,

And half of them to the Western sea ;

In summer and in winter shall it be.

And Jehovah shall become king over all the earth ;

In that day Jehovah alone shall be.

And his name alone.

one peculiar day, the only one of its

kind. See Gesenius in ^^«, No. 5. Its

peculiarity is to consist in the absence

of the alternations of day and night.

It is to be all day—a period of entire

freedom from war, oppression, and other

outward evils wliicli induce affliction and
wretchedness, interrupt the peace of the

church, and prevent the spread of truth

and righteousness. Nu^ yap ovk earat

eKel, Rev. xxii. 25. 3n»-n5, the time of
the evening, does not refer to the close

of the happy period just described, but

to that of the preceding period of afflictive

darkness. At the very time when a
dark and gloomy day is expected to

give way to a night of still greater dark-

ness and obscurity, light shall suddenly

break forth, the light of the one long

day, which is to be interrupted by no
night. That this period is that of the

Millennium, or the thousand years, the

circumstances of which are described

Rev. XX. 3—7, I cannot entertain a

doubt. The time of its commencement
has been variously but fruitlessly calcu-

lated. The knowledge of it the Father

hath reserved in his own power. " It

is known to Jehovah," and, by implica-

tion, to him alone.

8. D'^n D^o, living, i.e. running, peren-

nial, refreshing, and salubrious water, in

opposition to that which is stagnant and
noxious, 'iraipn n^, the Eastern sea, i.e.

the j^sphaltitic Lake ; and p™r; qi, the

Western Sea, i.e. the Mediterranean ; so

called because when a person resident

at Jerusalem faces the East, which is

the primary point of the horizon with

the Orientals, the Dead Sea is before him,

('?io"i;?), and the Mediterranean (ti">n«)

behindhim. The more important portions

of the globe lying to the east and west

of Jerusalem, there is an obvious pro-

priety in the selection of these two direc-

tions. The declaration that these waters

are to flow T?™ V)I?3, is expressive of

constancy. They shall neither be dried

up by the heat of summer, nor con-

gealed by the frost of winter. The LXX.
have iu Bepet Kal ev %apt, " in summer
and in spring," which is to be accounted

for on the ground that what was winter

in more northerly regions, was spring

in Egypt, in which country that version

was made. In the figurative language

of Scripture, water is not only used as

an emblem of purification, but also for

the purpose of representing the means of

spiritual life, refreshment, and fertility

—

the doctrinesandordinancesof the gospel.

The descendants of Abraham, restored

to their own land, and become his

children in the faith, will go forth, full

of zeal and spiritual activity, as mis-

sionaries to other nations, to promote

revivals in the chui'ches of Christ by

rehearsing what great things God hath

done for tliem, and to carry on the work

of conversion among those nations and

tribes that shall not then have been

turned to the Lord.

9. In consequence of the universal

spread of the Gospel, the multiplicity

of heathen gods will be swept away from

the face of the earth, the unity of Jeho-

vah universally acknowledged, and the

glorious harmony of tliose attributes

which constitute his one Divine character

(iouj, his name) clearly discovered, and
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10 And all the earth shall be changed

As it were into the plain from Geba to Rimmon,

South of Jerusalem
;

And she shall be exalted,

And be inhabited in her place,

From the gate of Benjamin

To the place of the former gate,

To the gate of the corners ;

And from the tower of Hananeel

To the king's wine-vats.

11 And they shall dwell in her,

And there shall be no more curse,

And Jerusalem shall dwell in safety.

heartily adored. According to tlie

ordinary mode of translating the words
ins! inmi in« nin; n^n^., there shall be one

Lord and his name one, they may seem
clogged with little or no difficulty, as the

true God is thus set forth in opposition

to the " gods many and lords many "

of the heathen ; but we have only to

introduce the incommunicable name
Jehovah into the translation when the

greatest incongruity at once appears. If

we then render, there shall be one Jehovah,

the conclusion is inevitable, that previous

to the predicted period, there must have

existed more Jehovahs than one. Or,

if we render, Jehovah shall be one,

we make the passage teach either that

Jehovah was not one before, or, that he

will nolonger he three, or triune—Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, in the undivided

unity of the Godhead. All ambiguity,

however, will at once be removed, if

ins! be taken adverbially, and rendered

only, alone, or the like. And thus I

conceive it must be rendered in the

primary article of the inspired creed of

the Hebrews : ^^IS! nin; I2»n'?« T\)rv, Jehovah
is our God, Jehovah alone. Thedoctrine,

therefore, taught in the present verse is

simply that Jehovah shall be the only

existing object of religious worship and
obedience, and no characteristics but his

be any longer recognised as divine.

10, 11. These verses intimate that

every obstruction shall be removed
which prevents the free and full flow

of the living waters throughout the

world. What is high shall be levelled,

and what is low shall be elevated. This

idea was suggested by the natural im-

possibility of water flowing in a westerly

direction from Jerusalem to the Medi-
terranean, owing to the hilly country

which intervenes. In ic-! we have a

rather unusual signification of 330, to be

ttirned, i. e. changed. The verb ^pn is

ordinarily used to express what is here

intended. S"??, Geba, was a Levitical

city in the tribe of Benjamin, near to

Gibeah, on the northern border of the

kingdom of Judah. p)3"i, Rimmon, was a

town in the tribe of Simeon, in the

south of Palestine, and to be distin-

guished from the rock Rimmon, to the

north-east of Michmash. ™-j5>ri, the

Arabah, is the level or plain of the

Jordan, extending from the lake of

Tiberias to the Elanitic gulf, though in

the present day this name is only applied

to that part of it which lies to the south

of the Dead Sea. The nominative to

np«T and niir;, is not y^«n, but Q^ffi^^:, im-

mediately preceding. For the ortho-

graphy of np«^, comp. Hos. X. 14, and
other passages in which the « is inserted

as a mater lectionis. Great uncertainty

exists relative to the exact position of

some of the places here mentioned.
Dnn is used as in Mai. iii. 24, in the ac-

ceptation, curse, LXX. dfadrjfia. Comp.
TTav Karavddefxa ovk eorat tri, Rev.

xxii. 3. There will be no move any civil

or national punishments inflicted on

account of sin, these having been ren-
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12 And this shall be the plague

With which Jehovah will plague all the people

That shall fight against Jerusalem ;

Their flesh shall consume away

While they stand upon their feet,

And their eyes shall consume away in their sockets,

And their tongue shall consume away in their mouth.

13 And it shall be in that day

That there shall be great confusion from Jehovah among them,

So that each shall seize the hand of another,

And his hand shall be raised against the hand of another

;

14 And Judah also shall fight in Jerusalem,

And the wealth of all the nations around shall be collected,

Gold, and silver, and garments, in great abundance.

15 And the plague of the horses.

The mules, the camels, and the asses,

And all the cattle which shall be in those camps,

Shall be even as this plague.

16 And it shall be

That the whole residue of all the nations

That shall come up against Jerusalem,

dered unnecessary by the universal pre- Whether God will employ the plague

valence of righteousness and truth. and other destructive diseases for the

12—15. The hostile powers whose annihilation of the enemies of his people,

punishment is here denounced are those time must show. The genitive in noinp

which shall form the great final con- nirr is that of cause, a consternation sent

federacy. Comp. Is. lix. 18; Ezek. ox produced hy Jehovah.

xxxviii. xxxix. ; Rev. xix. The repre- 16—18. nrcn htc no, lit. froin the

sentation of the pimishment is the most sufficiency of a year in a year, i.e. when
horrible that can be imagined—a living time has fully satisfied the claims of one
skeleton, rapidly wasting away ! From year and enters upon another. It is

what is stated ver. 14, it appears that only an idiomatic mode of expressing

the Jews (^Tii^?, Judah,) shall not only from year to year, or anyiually. What
defend themselves at Jerusalem, but is here predicted is expressly restricted

make a successful attackupon the enemy, to the particular nations which shall

? Qn73, when used in reference to place, have engaged in the last great attack

signifies to fight at or in such place, upon the Jews. And, though the lan-

LXX.TTopaTa^erat e'v'Iepoi/CTaXj;/x. '^^Yns guage of the following verse may appear
— ran"?:, Jud. V. 19. The collection of the to be more general, yet the circumstances

wealth of the surrounding nations, refers of the context require the restriction to

to the gathering of the rich spoil of the be carried forward beyond the limits of

contingents furnished by them to com- the present. Still, however, even with

pose the hostile army. The entire this restriction, the prophecy cannot,

encampments of the enemy, including without manifest absurdity, be inter-

the cavalry and beasts of burden, were preted of the totality of the inhabitants

all to share in the awful catastrophe, of the nations in question. Let steam

3l
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Shall go up from year to year

To worship the king, Jehovah of hosts,

And to celebrate the feast of tabernacles.

17 And it shall be that those who go not up

Of the families of the earth to Jerusalem,

To worship the King, Jehovah of hosts,

Upon them there shall be no rain.

vessels and railroads be multiplied to

any imaginable extent, the idea of the

possibility of conveying such immense
numbers to Palestine cannot be enter-

tained. Or, supposing them to have
been conveyed thither, few of them would
after all have an opportunity of wor-

shipping at Jerusalem during the short

period allotted for theFeast ofTabernacles.

Not only would the country be too small

to contain their encampments, and to

furnish them with necessary provisions,

but the pressure, noise, and bustle of

the crowds would be such as to destroy

everything in the shape of devotional

propriety and enjoyment. I cannot,

therefore, but take the meaning to be,

that the nations in question will go up
to Jerusalem in the persons of their re-

presentatives, just as in former times

tlie Jews resident in foreign countries

had those who went to the annual festi-

vals in their name, or on their behalf.

Why the Egyptians should be specially

introduced, ver. 18, it is difficult to de-

termine, except it be, that as their country

is watered by the Nile, and is not depen-

dent for fertility upon rain falling in the

country itself, they might be considered

as exempt from tlie threatened plague

of drought. But, if the rains fail in

Ethiopia, it will in effect be the same
as if they fail in Egypt itself. After

the words D'n'|}2? iib^, the repetition of

DTi\3ri, the rain, from the end of the pre-

ceding verse, is understood.

It is worthy of notice, that the Feast

of Tabernacles or Booths is the only one

of all the Jewish festivals which is re-

presented in this prophecy as being ob-

served at the period therein specified.

No mention is made of the great day
of Atonement, the Passover, the Pen-
tecost, &c. These have all been super-

seded by their fulfilment as types in the

substantial blcssin";s of the Christian

economy. Theirre-establishment would
be a denial of the reality or efficacy of

their antitypes. It may, however, be

asked. Why should the Feast of Taber-

nacles form an exception ? To this it

may be replied, first, that such a festival

may be observed without any compro-
mise of the principles of the New Dispen-
sation. Secondly, it may be considered

as peculiarly adapted to the retrospec-

tions of the converted Jews, who will

have to commemorate the sojourn of

their fathers, not merely for forty years

in the wilderness, but their sojourn for

two thousand years in the countries of

the dispersion. And thirdly, it may
serve as a striking memento to them,

that, though they have been restored to

the rest of Canaan, they are still only

strangers and pilgrims upon the earth,

and that there yet remaineth a rest for

the people of God. In this point of

view, believing Gentiles, who may
go up to the festival, can find no
difficulty in celebrating it with them
to their mutual edification. That the

sacrifices which were offered at that feast,

or any other animal sacrifices, will then

be renewed, is a position, to maintain

which would l>e to counteract the express

design, and contradict the express decla-

rations of the dispensation of grace.

It may be said, that Ezekiel gives

a full description of the re-establish-

ment of the sacrificial system and
of the whole of the temple worship.

Nothing can be more certain. But when
was this re-establishment to take place ?

Any one who will only cursorily examine
the commencement of the fiftieth chapter

of that prophet will at once perceive,

that, though it follows immediately after

chapters relating to the destruction of

Gog and Magog, it was nevertheless

delivered to the prophet not fewer than

ihirleeii years afterwards, and may,
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18 And if the family of Egypt should not go up, nor come.

Upon them also there shall be none

;

There shall be upon them the plague,

With which Jehovah shall plague the nations,

That will not go up

To celebrate the feast of tabernacles.

19 This shall be the punishment of Egypt,

And the punishment of all the nations

That will not go up

To celebrate the feast of tabernacles.

In that day there shall be upon the bells of the horses.

Holiness to Jehovah ;

And the pots in the house of Jehovah

Shall be as the bowls before the altar.

Yea every pot in Jerusalem and in Judah

Shall be holiness to Jehovah of hosts
;

20

21

therefore, naturally be expected to refer

to a subject altogether different. That
subject I conceive to be the restoration

of the temple and the temple worship
after the return from Babylon—a subject

which cannot but have lain near the

heart of the exiles, and worthy to be
made the theme of prophecy, but which
is nowhere else referred to in the book
of Ezekiel. Difficulty there may be in

making the measurements there given

agree with those specified by Josephus
as the dimensions of the second temple;

but far greater difficulties attach to

every attempt to refer them to a temple
still future, or to view them as wholly
emblematical.

19. The connexion shows that nxTarr is

not here to be taken in the sense of sm,
but of the punishment of sin. Comp.
Lam. iii. 38, iv. 6.

20. The ryh-2'O were small metallic

plates, suspended from the necks or

heads of horses and camels, for the sake

of ornament, and making a tinkling

noise by striking against each other like

cymbals. Root "J^s, to tingle, tinkle.

As the inscription rnrr^ tfij?, Holiness
TO Jehovah, was the sacred symbol
engraven upon the golden crown of the

Jewish High Priest, the design of the

prophecy is evidently to teach, that when
the Jews shall be restored to their own

land, there shall be no greater degree of

holiness attaching to what was formerly

accounted most sacred, than what will

attach to the ornamental trappings of

the horses. Devotion of person and
property to the service of God will

be the only hohness then recognised.

Ceremonial sanctity shall no longer

exist. The same thing is expressed in

the second clause of the verse. The
vessels in which the flesh was cooked,

and which were accounted the meanest
about the temple, shall, as to the degree

of holiness, be upon a par with those

which had been destined for the most
sacred purpose, namely, the reception

of the blood of the sacrificial victims.

All distinction shall be done away.

21. The same idea is here more fully

carried out. Not only the common
utensils used by the priests, but those

employed for cooking in private houses,

both at Jerusalem and throughout the

country, shall all be regarded as equally

holy. From its being expressly stated,

that the flesh of the animals to be

slaughtered is to be boiled in the pots,

and no mention is made of the sprinkling

Tof the blood, it must be inferred that

killing for food, and not for sacrifice, is

what the prophet has in view. Con-
sidering what stumbling-blocks a mer-
cenary and covetous priesthood has
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And all who slaughter shall come,

And take of them and boil in them,

And there shall no more be a Canaanite

In the house of Jehovah of hosts in that day.

ever proved to the world, and to what chant ; the Phoenicians, who inhabited

a fearful extent the ministry in holy the northern part of Canaan, having

things has been made a matter of mer- been the most celebrated merchants of

chandise, there is great force in the antiquity. See for this acceptation of

declaration with which the prophet the term. Job xl, 30 ; Prov. xxxi. 24

;

closes : " There shall no more be a Is. xxiii. 8. It is here used metapho-

Canaanite in the house of Jehovah !

"
rically.

By '35?33., Canaanite, is meant a mer-



M A L A C H I.

PREFACE.

Malachi (Pif^'pp, Messenger,) is the last of all the Hebrew

prophets, but we are left in profound ignorance respecting his per-

sonal history, and can only judge of the circumstances of his times

from what is contained in his book. According to the tradition of

the synagogue, he lived after the prophets Haggai and Zechariah,

and was contemporary with Nehemiah. This statement is fully

borne out by the affinity of the book written by the prophet, with

that written by the patriot. Both presuppose the temple to have

been already built. The same condition of the Jews is described.

They both condemn foreign marriages, and enforce the due pay-

ment of tithes, which had been neglected. They likewise correct

abuses which had crept in with respect to the sacrifices, and reprove

their countrymen for their want of sympathy with the poor.

In all probability, Malachi occupied the same place with respect

to Nehemiah, which Haggai and Zechariah did with respect to

Zerubbabel. That the former was assisted in the discharge of his

duties by prophets, may be inferred from the charge brought

against him by Sanballat, Neh. vi. 7. He may therefore be con-

ceived of as having flourished somewhere about the year B. c. 420.

His book is composed of a series of spirited castigations, in which

the persons accused are introduced as repelling the charges, but
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thereby only affording occasion for a fuller exposure, and a more

severe reproof of their conduct. Both priests and people are

unsparingly reprimanded, and while they are threatened with divine

judgments, encouragement is held out to such as walked in the fear

of the Lord. His predictions respecting John the Baptist, the

Messiah, and the destruction of the Jewish polity, are clear and

unequivocal.

Considering the late age in which he lived, the language of

Malachi is pure ; his style possesses much in common with the old

prophets, but is distinguished more by its animation, than by its

rhythmus or grandeur.



CHAPTER I.

With a view to work a conviction of ingratitude in the minds of his countrymen,

the prophet begins by setting forth the peculiar favour which Jeliovah had

shown to tliem as a people in contradistinction to the Edomites, 1—5. He then

reproaches the priests for their unworthy conduct in presenting the refuse of the

animals in sacrifice, 6—8 ; charges them with a mercenary spirit, and threatens

to reject them, and supply their place with true worshippers from among the

most distant heathen, 9— 1 1 ; and concludes with a renewed reprimand, and

the denunciation of a curse upon those who practised deception with respect to

the offerings, 12— 14.

1 The Sentence of Jeliovali's oracle to Israel by Malaclii.

2 I have loved you, saith Jeliovah,

Yet ye say, Wherein hast thou loved us ?

1 . For the formula n;n; tit «©p, see

on Zech. ix. 1. That ':^ipp,' Malachi,

is the proper name of the prophet, and
not a mere official appellative, as the

LXX., Vitringa, and others, interpret,

may safely be inferred from the analogy

of the title with others prefixed to

the prophetical writings. As for the

form of the name, Vitringa, Ililler,

Micbaelis, and Gesenius, take it to be

compounded of tjn^o and n>, of which

they consider ' to be a contraction, and
accordingly explain the name as meaning
The Messeitfjer of Jehovah. 'Vo this,

however, it has been objected, that no
examples of an abbreviation of the

Divine name to this extent are to be

found; and, therefore, it has been

deemed more natm-al to regard the ^ as

the pronominal afliix of the first person

singular, and to render, My Messenger.
This latter solution has been adopted by
Hengstenberg, who labours in vain to

establish a connexion between the name
of the prophet, and the same word as

occurring in its ofiicial signification,

chap. iii. 1. The form appears to be
really nothing more than an instance

of what Evvald calls " the last and
newest mode of deriving adjectives from
nouns," and denoting origin or source.

Compare '!i;?, nm, nqp, nio, n::, '>:;,

&c. ''N^^l, Israel, is here used to denote

the whole of the twelve tribes, which
had returned to their native land, Jer.

1. 4, 5, 19, 20.

2, 3. The sovereign benevolence of

Jehovah, and the ingratitude of the

Hebrews in the time of the prophet, are

strikingly contrasted. To the petulant
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Was not Esau brother to Jacob ? saith Jeliovah,

Yet I loved Jacob,

But I hated Esau,

And made his mountains a desolation,

And his heritage abodes of the desert.

Because Edom saith, We are impoverished,

But we will rebuild the desolate places

;

Thus saith Jehovah of hosts,

They may build, but I will overthrow

;

And men shall call them, The border of wickedness,

And, The people against whom Jehovah is indignant for ever.

And your eyes shall see, and ye shall say.

Let Jehovah be magnified, from the border of Israel.

A son honoureth his father,

question, " Wherein hast thou loved us?

"

which is only the first of a series which
are put in the course of the book, the

answer is direct and conclusive—in

showing greater kindness to their pro-

genitor Jacob, than he had done to his

brother Esau. The temporal advantages
of Palestine were vastly superior to those

of Idumea, which was comparatively a

sterile and desert country ; and the Jews
had, besides, experienced distinguished

favour in having been restored to their

land, and had prosperity conferred upon
them, while the Edomites, who had
suffered from the invasion of their

country by the Chaldeans, five years

after the captui-e of Jerusalem, had not
been restored. It is to the desolations

occasioned by this invasion that reference

is made ver. 3. «?.©, to hate, is here

used in a comparative sense, qualifying

the preceding verb 3n«, to love. As the

opposite of love is hatred, when there

is only an inferior degree of the former
exhibited, the object of it is regarded as

being hated rather than loved. See for

this idiom, Gen. xxix. 30, 31 ; Deut.
xxi. 15, 16 ; Prov. xiii. 24 ; Matt. vi. 24

;

Luke xiv. 26, compared with Matt. x. 37.
ni2n is considered by some to be the

feminine of D'sn, and is rendered, serpents,

jackals, or the like; but it is preferable

to adopt the derivation from the Arabic,

Ui, stibstitit, habitavit. Hence s^U),

hahitatio, mansio. By the " habitations

of the desert," are meant deserted,

ruined dwellings, such as are still found
in great abundance in Idumea. The
phrase is parallel to ^^i^'<p in the pre-

ceding hemistich, and corresponds to

the ri^3"JfT, waste places, or ruins, ver. 4.

4, 5. Every attempt on the part of

the Idumeans toi'ecover themselves, and
enjoy permanent prosperity, should prove

abortive, and their continually depressed

condition should afford additional proof

to the Israelites of the kindness of God
towards his own people. "Jii^, boundary,

is here used in the sense of territory, or

the space marked out by the surrounding

boundaries. Comp. Gen. x. 19 ; Numb,
xxi. 24. "jy-TiB: "^iiab "ji^o, according to

Rosenmiiller, Hitzig, Maurer, andEwald,
means beyond the Hebrew territory,—
construing the words with ^"^v, but it

seems more natural to connect them
with iixp^n nnx. Ye who dwell upon
the land of Israel shall say from the

locality you occupy, and to which,
through the Divine goodness, ye have
been restored, Jehovah be magnified.

The ^ prefixed to "'lii, adds nothing to

the force of the preceding preposition.

See Gesen. in ''Vp.

6. Upon the fact of the respect usually

shown by inferiors to their superiors,

Jehovah had a right to expect that

honour and reverence which corre-

sponded to the high position which he
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And a servant his master :

If then I be a father, where is my honour ?

And if I be a master, where is my fear ?

Saith Jehovah of hosts to you, O ye priests,

That despise my name
;
yet ye say,

Wherein have we despised thy name ?

7 In offering polluted bread upon my altar

;

But ye say, Wherein have we polluted thee ?

In your saying, The table of Jehovah is contemptible.

8 When ye offer the blind for sacrifice, is it not evil ?

And when ye offer the lame and the sick, is it not evil ?

Present it now to thy governor
;

Will he be satisfied with thee,

Or accept thy person ? saith Jehovah of hosts.

9 Now, then, conciliate the regard of Jehovah, that he may pity us :

This hath been by your means
;

Will he accept your persons ? saith Jehovah of hosts.

10 Who is there even among you that would shut the doors ?

Yea, ye will not kindle the fire on my altar for nought.

I have no pleasure in you, saith Jehovah of hosts,

Neither will I accept an offering at your hand.

11 But from the rising of the sun to its setting.

My name shall be great among the nations
;

And in every place, incense shall be offered to my name,

occupied as Author and Moral Governor expressly prohibited in the law. Lev.
of the universe. These having, how- xxii. 22, 24; Deut. xv. 21.

ever, been withheld, chiefly owing to 9. How much soever the words npiri

the irreligious and profane conduct of I3,|m "''^"'39 ^I'lVn, rnay at first sight
the priests, the charge is principally appear to contain a serious exhortation
laid against them. to the priests to repent of their wicked

7. That Dn";, breads or food, is here to conduct, and to pray for the Divine

be taken as the Arab. ^, caro, in the ^^^'0"^ to themselves and the people,

\^ yet the connexion requires them to be
sense of animal flesh, is obvious, from understood ironically. No prayers or
its being presented on the nap, altar of supplications of theirs could avail any-
sacrifice, to which also the jn'w, table, thing while they presented such unlaw-
must be referred, and not to the table ful sacrifices. This is expressly declared
of shew-bread. Contempt of sacred in the form of a pointed interrogation
things involves contempt of Him to at the close of the verse. D'DB est? Niz?'rt

whom they appertain. is a more emphatic form, instead of
8. Another argumentum ad hominem. CiD'2!d xiB'.rr.

The priests had the effrontery to present 10, 11. The rendering of the LXX.,
to Jehovah what they would not have adopted by Nevvcome, " Surely the doors
cared to offer to their civil governor, shall be closed against you," cannot be
To offer animals with any blemish, was admitted. The authority for the change

3m
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12

13

14

And a pure oiFering

;

For my name shall be great among the nations,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

But ye have profaned it by your saying.

The table of Jehovah is polluted,

And its fruit, even his food, is contemptible.

Ye have also said, What a weariness !

And have contemned it, saith Jehovah of hosts
;

And ye have brought the torn, and the lame, and the sick,

Yea, have ye brought the offering

;

Should I accept it at your hand ? saith Jehovah.

But cursed be the deceiver, who hath a male in his flock,

And voweth, and sacrificeth to Jehovah that which is corrupt

;

For I am a great king, saith Jehovah of hosts,

And my name shall be feared among the nations.

of '»?, who, into '3, surely, is ofno weight

;

and the verb "i3D is never construed with

?, in order to express the idea of exclu-

sion. Such was the avaricious disposi-

tion of the priests, that they would not

perform even the most trivial services

without payment. How could such

expect to be acceptable to God ? These
verses contain an explicit prediction of

the rejection of the Jewish worship, and
of the reception of the Gentiles to

perform spiritual worship in the Church
of the Lord. His name, which the priests

had treated with contempt, ver. 6, should

receive universal homage among the

nations that had been addicted to

idolatry, and who were now the objects

of abomination on the part of the Jews.

The sacrificial terms are transferred

from their original application to cere-

monial objects and acts, to such as are

spiritual, agreeably to the nature of the

new economy. Comp. John iv. 20—24

;

Heb. xiii. 10, 15, 16; 1 Pet. ii. 5. All

that Hitzig can discover in these verses

is, that God was worshipped by all

nations, under the different names of

Jehovah, Ormuzd, Zeus, &c. ! !

!

12—14. A renewal of the charge

against the priests, nearly in the same
words. n^T''?'? i^ ^^ abbreviated form
for nsi^rji no. Comp. nra, Exod. iv. 2

;

DD'jin, Is. iii. 15. SnSti,' it, after DnnDn,

refers to i''?i< in the preceding verse, and
is not to be changed into 'ni«, me, as

proposed in the Tikkune Sopherim. The
1 in npQrrn«i is omitted in ninety-three

MSS., in seven printed editions, and in

all the versions except the Syriac.

Though it is not said that the nnpo,

meat offering, consisted of inferior in-

gredients, yet it is either implied, or the

idea is intended to be conveyed, that

the presentation of the other sacrifices

rendered this, however pure in itself,

tmacceptable to God. Hitzig and Maurer
regard nnuJn to be a contraction of

the feminine rir"7^'5 ; but I should rather

think it ought to be pointed 017^9, as in

Lev. xxii. 25, where it occurs, in applica-

tion to the same subject, in the masculine

gender. Many MSS. and some of the

early editions read nirfb instead of ''pvh,

which has no doubt been substituted

for it by some superstitious Jewish

scribe.
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CHAPTER II.

The prophet continues to urge the charge against the priests, warning them that if

they did not reform, they should be deprived of all enjoyment, and rendered the

objects of shame and contempt, 1—4. The original institution, and the sacred

nature and obligations of the priestly office, are then brought forward, with which

to contrast the baseness of their conduct in violating its responsibilities ; and the

section closes with another threatening of punishment, 5—9. In a new section

the prophet takes up the subject of divorce, and marriage with foreign women,

and severely reproves the priests for the evil example which they had set in this

respect, 10—16. They are finally charged with teaching immoral doctrine, 17.

1 And now, unto you is this charge, O ye priests !

2 If ye will not hearken, nor lay it to heart,

To give glory to my name, saith Jehovah of hosts

;

I will send the curse among you, and will curse your blessings,

Yea, I will curse them singly.

Because ye lay it not to heart.

3 Behold ! I will rebuke the seed to your hurt,

And I will scatter dung upon your faces,

The dung of your festivals ;

And ye shall be taken away with it.

4 And ye shall know that I have sent to you this charge,

Because my covenant was with Levi, saith Jehovah of hosts.

2. rnsinn is emphatic, and doubtless as Houbigant and Newcome do, merely
has reference to Deut. xxvii. 15, &c. on the authority of the LXX. There
The feminine suffix in rj'n™ is to be is great force in the reference to the

taken distributively, with reference to dung of the festivals, as the maw, which
the rii3^?, blessings, immediately prece- contained it, belonged to the priests. Lev.
ding. vii. 32. 'jn in v^n has the signification of

3. The \ in sp^ is that of the Dativus with, together ivith, as in Lam. iii. 41.

incommodi, " to your detriment or dis- Such usage, however, is rare, vm^ is to

advantage." 5?nj, seed, is not to be be taken impersonally.

changed into i'i">], and rendered shoulder, 4. 'S'v, to knoiv, has here the significa-
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5 My covenant of life and peace was with liim,

And I gave them to him,

For the fear which he showed for me,

And the awe in which he stood of my name.

6 The law of truth was in his mouth ;

No iniquity was found in his lips

;

He walked with me in peace and uprightness,

And turned many from iniquity.

7 For the lips of the priest should preserve knowledge,

And men should seek the law at his mouth,

For he is the messenger of Jehovah of hosts.

8 But, as for you, ye have departed from the way,

Ye have made many to stumble in the law
;

Ye have corrupted the covenant of Levi, saith Jehovah of hosts.

tion, to know by exjyerience, to feel the

consequences of transgression. From
the words which follow, we must infer

that knowledge issuing in reformation

of conduct is meant. On no other con-

dition could the Levitical covenant con-

tinue in force.

5. In this and the following verses

the prophet forcibly contrasts with the

base and an vvoi thy conduct of the priests,

the noble character of their progenitor,

with whom officially Jehovah had
entered into covenant. The reference,

however, is not to Levi personally, but
to Phinehas, Numb. xxv. 12, 13, where
we have an account of this covenant,

there called oSbti 'm3, my covenant of
peace, and dr^V ronB nna, the covenant of
an everlasting priesthood. Both ideas

are expressed in the present verse, and
the meaning is, that the covenant was
secured in perpetuity. Before i'^tt^rri D'_'nn

the word nna is understood from the pre-

ceding, '^ji^, fear or reverence, is here
the accusative absolute, nmis the Niphal
of nnn, to be terrified, dismayed. This
verb is here purposely employed to ex-

press the extraordinary degree of pro-

found and holy awe with which Phinehas
was inspired when zealously vindicating

the honour of Jehovah.

6, 7. A comprehensive and beautiful

description of the character and spiri-

tual duties of Phinehas, which ought to

have been realized in the persons and

ministrations of all his successors in

office, and which suggests topics of the

most serious self-examination to all who
engage in the w^ork of the Christian

ministry. The higher and more impor-

tant functions of the sacerdotal office

are here recognised, to the exclusion of

such as were merely ceremonial. These
the priests in the days of Malachi had
neglected, while they discharged the

latter in a perfunctory and niggardly

manner. That n^in is not here to be
rendered doctrine, but is to be taken in

its appropriated sense of law, appears

from the use of the term in the two
following verses. n|5W is in the accu-

sative case, with which «?9?, as in other

instances of passive verbs, does not agi-ee

in number. See Gesen. Gram. § 140,

1 b. The priests were the ordinary

expounders of the law to the people ; it

was only on special and extraordinary

occasions that the prophets gave their

decision. Each of them was, therefore,

to be regarded as "^^"Q, a messenger, or

interpreter of the Divine will.

8. The character of the priests whom
Malachi was sent to reprove was the

very reverse of that exhibited by Phi-

nehas. Not only did they violate the

law themselves, but, as is universally the

case, induced others by their bad example
to violate it likewise. They thus forfeited

all right to the sacerdotal immunities

of the Levitical covenant.
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Therefore have I also rendered you contemptible and base to all the

people
;

Forasmuch as ye have not observed my ways,

And have acted partially in the law.

10 Have we not all one Father ?

Hath not one God created us ?

Wherefore do we act unfaithfully one to another,

Profaning the covenant of our fathers ?

11 Judah hath acted unfaithfully
;

And an abominable thing hath been done in Israel and in Jerusalem ;

For Judah hath profaned that which was holy to Jehovah,

That which he loved.

And hath married the daughter of a strange god.

12 Jehovah will cut off the man that doeth this.

Him that watcheth, and him that answereth.

9. ''?i<:C3^ is strikingly antithetical to

Cri« at the beginning of ver. 8. The
priests are here threatened with a re-

tribution corresponding to their base and
contemptible character, an additional

and aggravating feature of which is

added, viz. partiality in the decisions

which they gave on points of law.

Instead of csrr, the people, twenty-three

MSS., and a few printed editions, the

LXX., Targ., Vulg., Arab., and Hexapl.
Syr., read D''3?I7, the peoples or nations,

but much less appropriatelj'.

10. The prophet now proceeds to

administer reproof to the people, and
especially to the priests, for their flagrant

violation of the law, which prohibited

intermarriages with foreigners. See

Exod. xxxiv. 16; Deut. vii. 3. For the

historical account of this violation, see

Ezra ix. 1, 2; Neh. xiii. 23—31. That
by ^^« 3«, one Father, we are to imder-

stand Jehovah, and not Abraham, or

Jacob, as some have supposed, is deter-

mined by the force of the parallelism,

in which we have the corresponding and
elucidatory phrase ^™ ''>^, one God. As
the Jews put awaj their wives, that they

might marry others, they are here dis-

tinctly taught that both males and females

stood in tlie same relation to God as

their common Father and Creator. He
had an equal propriety in them, and
when the men acted the part for which

they are here reproved, tliey acted un-
justly by their Maker. But, in addition

to this, they broke the covenant made
with their fathers, which interdicted such
practices. TO, brother, is not here to be
pressed, as if reference were had to the
father of the female who had been re-

pudiated, vnx^ tt)'« is the usual idiom,

one against another. Comp. 1 Thess.
iv. 6. The questions so pointedly put
at the commencement of this verse are
highly condemnatory of that degradation
which is experienced by Oriental females.

Not only do most of the Mohammedans
deny them the privilege of immortality,

but the Jews universally to this day give
thanks every morning—the man, that

God has not made him a woman ; and
the woman, that God has made her
iaisns, according to his pleasure.

11, The nominative to ni:33 is y^«,

understood in niin\ By rnrr fflip, the

holiness of Jehovah, is meant the people
of the Hebrews, who were separated to

be a people devoted to his service. Comp.
"^'V^ 2.-^1, the hohj seed, Ezra ix. 2 ; and

'^J^'). ''•^'i'iP'. "^'Ip, Israel is holiness, i.e. holy
to Jehovah, Jer. ii. 3. For 2n« itti'M comp.
Ps. xlvii. 5. " The daughter of a strange

god" means an idolatress, a female ad-
dicted to the worship of a false deity.

12. nji'l 15? has been variously ren-

dered. The LXX. mistaking "ly for ^5>,

have ecoy Kal Tan(iva>6jj. Vulg. magis-
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From the tents of Jacob,

And him that presenteth an offering to Jehovah of hosts.

13 And this ye have done a second time,

Covering the altar of Jehovah with tears,

With weeping and groaning,

So that there is no longer any reg3,rd paid to the offering,

Nor is it favourably received at your hand.

14 Yet ye say. Wherefore ?

Because Jehovah was witness

Between thee and the wife of thy youth ;

To whom thou hast acted unfaithfully,

Though she was thy companion and thy covenanted wife.

15 Yet did he not make one ?

Though he had the residue of the spirit

;

trum et discipulum. Targ. 15 "^li "i?, son

and son's son. Syr. •;;^^0 OlfiCi-^O

CTlS) hoth his son and his son's son.

Thus also Abarbanel, Sachs, Ewald, and
others. The phrase is obviously, from
its very form, like 13?; )'?, wi iirJS', pro-

verbial, and has its parallel in the Arabic,

Iw^Asr* ilj clt> l^ LJ^i^y
There is

not in the city a caller, nor is there

a responder. Life of Timur, quoted

by Gesenius in his Thesaur. p. 1004.

Turkish, JjoJ ^\^ ^ jjb^l *^,

both the watcher, and the answerer. The
meaning is, that notie should beleft alive;

all should be cut off. Gesenius thinks

that the reference is probably to the

Levites who kept watch in the temple

by night, and who called and responded

to each other at certain intervals ; but

the mention that is made of " the tents

of Jacob" immediately after, shows that

the words are not to be thus restricted.

1? is the participle of iw, to wake, be

awake.
13. n':ffl is to be taken strictly in the

sense of a second time. Measures had
been adopted to cure the evil in the time

of Ezra, chap. ix. x. ; but the Jews had
relapsed into the same sin of marrying
foreign wives in that of Nehemiah,
and it is this latter which the prophet

here reproves. Neh. xiii. 23—31. The
language implies an aggravation of the

offence. The crying and weeping were
those of the Jewish wives who had been
repudiated by their husbands.

14. The legitimate marriages had
been contracted with special appeal to

Jehovah as witness of the transaction.

The phrase ^'li»? ntfs!, the wife of thy

youth, has reference to the early mar-
riages among the Hebrews. In Poland,

at the present day, they marry at the

age of thirteen and fourteen, and the

females still younger.

15, 16. Michaelis, Hitzig, Maurer,

and Hengstenberg, concur in the opinion

expressed in the Targum, and adopted

by most of the Rabbins, that by "in«,

one, and "t^i^, the one, Abraham is in-

tended; and maintain, that what is here

stated, was designed to repel an objec-

tion raised by the priests, viz. that

Abraham took an Egyptian female in

addition to Sarah. The prophet, ac-

cording to them, admits the fact, but

denies the consequence, by showing
that Abraham still retained the Spirit of

God, because his object in contracting

this alliance was to obtain the seed

which God had promised him, and not

to gratify carnal passion, to which the

evil here condemned was to be traced.

Ewald refers tn^, one, to God, consider-

ing the term to be used here in the same
sense as in ver. 10, but he fails in giving
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And why the one ?

That he might seek a godly seed :

Therefore take heed to your spirit,

That none act unfaithfully to the wife of his youth.

16 For I hate divorce, saith Jehovah, the God of Israel,

And for a man to cover over his garment with violence,

Saith Jehovah of hosts
;

Therefore take heed to your spirit.

That ye act not unfaithfully.

17 Ye have wearied Jehovah with your words,

Yet ye say, Wherein have we wearied him ?

In your saying, Every one that doeth evil

Is good in the sight of Jehovah, and he delighteth in them

;

Or, Where is the God of justice ?

a satisfactory explanation of the passage.

Nor does the other interpretation at all

do justice to its claims ; so that we are

shut up to the conclusion, that by ^™!7)

the one, we are to understand lijx "\ii;|,

the one flesh, or conjugal body into

which the first couple were formed,

Gen. ii. Instead of forming only two

into one, the Creator might have given

to Adam many wives. There was no

lack of spiritual existence from which to

furnish them with intelligent souls.

"When he gave to Eve such an exist-

ence, he did not exhaust the immense
fountain of being. Tiiere remained all

with which the human race hath been

furnished throughout its generations.

What then, the prophet asks, was the

design of the restriction ? to this he
replies, the securing of a pious offspring.

Divorces and polygamy have ever been

unfavourable to the education of chil-

dren. It is only by tlie harmonious
and loving attention bestowed by parents

upon their children, that they can be
expected to be brought up in the fear

of God. The reply bore hard upon the

priests who had married idolatrous wives.

In such a connexion there was every-

thing to counteract and destroy the

interests of piety.

16. aw should be pointed «.?ia, with

the personal pronoun '^.x understood.

By ©135, garment, it is now generally ad-

mitted we are to understand the wife,

who had the most glaring injustice done
to her by giving her a divorce, or by
taking one or more in addition to her.

Thus the Arab. ivwoJ, texit, induit;

I JA.UJ, vestimentum, " conjux turn mulier

viri, turn vir mulieris, quod sibi invicem
pro tegumento sunt." Freytag. Accord-
ingly we read in the Koran, Sur. 183,

respecting the wives : ^JO ik-U) A

lif^
^^Ui (AJJj. i^ey are your \gar-

ment, and you are theirs. In the eccle-

siastical language of the East, matri-

mony was called to BvrjTov Ka\ bovkiKov

'HUCLTIOV.

17. The old objection taken against

the providence of God from the afflic-

tions of the righteous, and the prosperity

of the wicked.
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CHAPTER III.

This chapter commences with a lucid prophecy of John the Baptist, as the fore-

runner of the Messiah, and of the Messiah himself, who was, as he had long

been, the object of delightful expectation to the Jews, 1. The aspect of his

advent in regard to the wicked, and especially to the ungodly priesthood, is next

introduced, together with the severe judgments that were to be brought upon

the nation, 2—6. The people are then reproved for having withheld the legal

tithes and offerings, and are promised a profusion of blessings in case of repent-

ance, 7—12. To the infidel objection that there is no utility in religion, seeing

the wicked prosper, while the godly are oppressed, the prophet replies by point-

ing to the day of retribution, when all should be treated according to their cha-

racter, which would then be fully disclosed, 13—18.

1 Behold ! I will send my messenger,

And he shall prepare the way before me,

And suddenly there shall come to his temple

The Lord whom ye seek,

1. That by 'S^"?*?, my messenger, we
are to understand John the Baptist, is

placed beyond dispute by the appro-

priation of the words of the prophecy

to him, Mark i. 1. Comp. Is. xl. 3.

Hengstenberg strangely gives in to the

notion of Eichhorn and Theiner, that

the collective body of the prophets is

intended, though he thinks that the idea

of the messenger chiefly concentrates in

John. Not one of his five reasons is at

all satisfactory. The office of this mes-

senger is described as preparing the way

for the Messiah. The language is bor-

rowed from the custom of sending pio-

neers before an Eastern monarch, to cut

through rocks and forests, and remove

every impediment that might obstruct

his course. ™b, which in Kal is never

transitive, signifies in Piel to clear, clear

away, put in order, prepare. This John
did by preaching repentance, and an-

nouncing the near approach of the

kingdom of God. Comp. chap. iv. 5.

In this prophecy of the Messiah are

three palpable and incontrovertible

proofs of his divinity. First, he is iden-

tified with Jehovah: "he shall prepare

the way before me"—"saith Jehovah."

Secondly, He is represented as the Pro-

prietor of the temple. Thirdly, He is

characterised as p'l^^T, The Sovereign,

a title nowhere given in this form to any

except Jehovah. In its anarthrous state

the noun |ii^< is applicable to any owner,

possessor, or ruler, and it is applied

in the construct state to Jehovah as

y"!i?!7"''3 li''^, the Possessor of the whole

earth, Josh. iii. 11, 13; but when it

takes the article, as here, it is used kqt
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Even tlie Messenger of the covenant, in whom ye delight,

Behold ! he shall come, saith Jehovah of hosts.

But who may endure the day of his coming ?

And who may stand when he appcareth ?

For he is like the fire of the refiner.

And like the soap of the fullers
;

e^oxrjv, and exclusively, of the Divine
Being. See Exod. xxiii. 17, xxxiv. 23

;

Is. i. 24, iii. 1, x. 16, 33, xix. 4. See
Dr. J. Pye Smith's Messiah, vol. i. pp.
442—444. Abenezra thus explains the

term, and identifies the Sovereign Lord
with the angel spoken of immediately
after: '3 nnin yd'O «in Tii3n sin pisn
jiDS 5?cn, The Lord is both the Divine
Majesty, and the Angel of the Covenant,

for the sentence is doubled. It is like-

wise admitted in Mashmiah Jeshua,

fol. 76, n'cnrr I'ja bj? pi«n Tins'? itdd«,

The Lord may be exj)lained of the King
Messiah ; and Kimchi not only, with

Abenezra, identifies the Lord and the

Angel, but applies both to the Messiah

:

nnan -pbo xim n^ODrt -pn «in pisn, The
Lord IS the King Messiah, he is also the

Angel of the Covenant; though, in order

to elude the Christian application of the

passage, he suggests another interpre-

tation, according to which Elijah is

meant. It has been questioned, whether
the phrase nnnrr Tj«^p, the Messenger of
the Covenant, is to be viewed retrospec-

tively or prospectively ; in other words,

whether it be the Old or the New Cove-
nant to which reference is made. Con-
sidering the fact, that in such parallel

forms as nn?n r\Tvb, the tables of the

covenant, nnjn |'n«, the ark of the cove-

nant, nn^in ipp, the book of the covenant,
nnsn w^, the blood of the covenant, &c.,

the ancient dispensation which Jehovah
granted to the Hebrews at Sinai is in-

tended, it would seem natural to infer

that n'-ijirt ^jn'^ is to be understood in the

same way. This view of the subject

would seem to be corroborated by the

circumstances, that a f})^, yingel or

Messenger, who is said to possess the

Divine name, i. e. whatever is distinctive

of Deity, is frequently spoken of under
that economy ; that He is repi'esented

as leading the Israelites out of Egypt,
giving them the law, and superintending

the whole of the theocracy. All the

theophanies or manifestations of the

invisible Deity were made in his Person.
He was the proper nuncius sent to

reveal the will of the Father. Moses
was only a depdncov, "t^?) or servant em-
ployed by him, while he was God mani-
fested in glory^, I can put no other con-
sistent construction upon such passages

as the following: Gen. xlviii, 15, 16;
Exod. iii. 2—15, xxiii. 20, 21 ; Is. Ixiii.

9 ; Zech. i. ii. iii. vi. ; Acts vii. 38

;

Heb. xi. 26, xii. 26. In strict consis-

tency with the I'epresentations of Scrip-

ture, therefore, the Messiah may be
called the Messenger of that ancient

economy of which he was the Founder
and Head. Most interpreters, however,
understand the New Covenant, or the

dispensation of grace, with special refer-

ence to Heb. ix. 15, where our Savioiu*

is called 8ia6t]Krjs Kaivrjs neaiTT]!, the

Mediator of the New Covenant ; among
others, Grotius, Rosenmiiller, and Ge-
senius. The Jews may be said to have
sought and delighted in the Messiah,

because he was the object of national

expectation and desire, though the great

body of them formed no higher concep-
tion of him than that of an earthly mon-
arch, under whose reign they should

enjoy a profusion of temporal blessings.

When it is declared that he should come
"suddenly" to his temple, it is not im-
plied that he was to come in or near the

times of the prophet, but merely that

his coming would be sudden and unex-
pected in the circumstances under which
it took place.

2—4. Employing a strong metallurgic

metaphor, the prophet shows that the

office of the Covenant Messenger would
be very ditferent from that which the

carnal Jews expected. Instead of flat-

tering their prejudices, and gratifying

their wishes, he would, by his puie and
heart-searching doctrines, subject their

3n
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And he sliall sit, refining and purifying the silver

;

He shall purify the sons of Levi,

And refine them like gold and like silver,

That they may present to Jehovah an offering in righteousnes&.

Then shall the offering of Judah and Jerusalem

Be pleasing to Jehovah,

As in the days of old.

And as in the former years.

But I will draw nigh to you for judgment,

And will be a swift witness

Against the sorcerers, and against the adulterers,

And against those who swear to a falsehood,

And against those who wrest the wages of the hireling,

The widow and the orphan,

Who turn aside the stranger as to his right.

And fear not me, saith Jehovah of hosts.

Because I am Jehovah, I change not

;

Therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed.

Even from the days of your fathers

Ye have departed from my statutes, and have not kept them ;

Return to me, and I will return to you,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

But ye say, Wherewith shall we return ?

principles and conduct to tlie severest

test. Those of the priests should spe-

cially be tried. The object he was to

have in view in this trial, was their puri-

fication, that they might serve him in

righteousness. Matt. iii. 12 ; John xv. 3.

And such was the result with respect

to many of them. " A great company
of the priests were obedient to the faith,"

Acts vi. 7. The influence of their con-

version upon the people must have been
very great, though we have no infor-

mation respecting it in the Acts. The
religious services of the churches com-
posed of Jewish converts in Jerusalem
and throughout Judea, are represented

as peculiarly well-pleasing to God. For
the meaning of nnpp, offering, as here

used, comp. chap. i. 10, 11.

5. Malachi here returns to his own
times, and threatens his ungodly contem-
jjoraries with divine judgment, speedily

to be executed upon them. Magic
greatly prevailed among the Jews after

the captivity, as did also the other

crimes here specified. How much they

obtained in the time of our Lord, we
learn from the Evangelists and Josephus.

The prophet traces them all back to

their true source'—absence of the fear

of God. After D^yapni, the phrase 'Pp?
is found in nineteen MSS., in some
printed editions, and in the LXX., Syr.

Hexapl., and Arab.

6. As the incommunicable name nin^,

Jehovah, implies a futurity of reference

with respect to the communication of

blessings, (see on Hos. xii. 5,) the

Divine immutability secured the preser-

vation of the Jewish people from de-

struction, notwithstanding their flagrant

wickedness, till he had accomplished all

his purposes of mercy.

7. The "J in 'n''?'^ is prosthetic, with
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8 Will a man defraud God ?

Yet ye have defrauded me.

But ye say, Wherein have we defrauded thee ?

In the tithes and the oblations.

9 Ye are cursed with the curse ;

For ye—the whole nation—have defrauded me.

10 Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse,

That there may be meat in my house,

And try me now with this, saith Jehovah of hosts,

Whether I will not open for you the windows of heaven.

And pour out a blessing for you,

Till there shall be a superabundance.

11 And I will rebuke the devourer for your sake,

And he shall not destroy the fruits of your ground ;

Neither shall your vine in the field be unfruitful,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

12 And all the nations shall pronounce you happy,

For ye shall be a delightful land,

Saith Jehovah of hosts.

13 Your words against me have been hard, saith Jehovah ;

But ye say, What have we spoken against thee ?

14 Ye have said :

It is vain to serve God

;

And what profit is it that we keep his ordinance,

And that we walk mournfully before Jehovah of hosts ?

15 For now we pronounce the proud happy
;

They also that Avork wickedness are built up

;

They even tempt God, yet they are delivered.

somewhat of its temporal signification, sufficiency can have no more place,

There was still mercy in store for the more than siifticieat, superabundantly.

Jews, if they only would repent. To this effect Jerome, Winer, De Wette,

8. y?ij, which occurs only in our Hitzig, and Maurer.

prophet, and in Prov. xxii. 23, signifies 11. By the '7^'^<, devourer, noxious

to cover, do anything covertly, defraud, animals and insects are meant, especially

Comp. the Arab, ^.xi, retrahit. Ji, ^''^^ ^ocxx^^^. ^^ properly signifies to

^ O C; cause abortion, render c/nldless, and
occultus. metaphoricall)', to make barren or un-

9. Comp. chap. ii. 2. fruitjiil, when spoken of trees.

10. 'T^'priS', usque ad defectum sujfi- 13— 1.5. pirj signifies to Z»i«f//(K<, wa/fc

cieiitia;, i. e. not as Gesenius explains it, firm, and, in a bad sense, to be hard,

till my abundance be exhausted, which obstinate, or the like. Such was the

being impossible, the phrase is equiva- language of the Jews against Jehovah,

lent to, for ever, tvithout end; but where Comp. Jude 15,7rf/jt Trairco;' Twi'crKX^/jwj'
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IG Then they that feared Jehovah

Conversed one with another ;

And Jehovah hearkened, and heard,

And a book of remembrance was written before him.

For those that feared Jehovah,

And that thought upon his name.

17 And they shall be a peculiar treasure to me, saith Jehovah of hosts.

In the day which I have appointed

;

And I will be kind to them

As a father is kind to his son who serveth him.

18 Then shall ye again perceive the difference

Between the righteous and the wicked,

av eKoKrjaav Kar avrov. Some awful

specimens of their hard speeches are

here exhibited, in which the usual

objection against the rectitude of Pro-

vidence is dressed up in some of its

more taking forms. Comp. Job xxi.

14, 15 ; Ps. Ixxiii. 1— 14. im is here

used like HD? in the bad sense of tempting,

or braving the Most High by presump-
tuous speeches and conduct. The walk-
ing mournfully has reference to their

going about in sackcloth and ashes,

pretending to sorrow on account of their

sins. Tii7, to be dirty, to go about in

filthy garments, like persons who mourn

;

such being universally the custom in

the East.

16. !«, then, specially marks the time

in which the impious conversations were
being held. Here i"i^"i3 beautifully con-

trasts witli the same term in the thirteenth

verse. The verb is in Niphal, to express

the reciprocal or conversational character

of the language. As the ungodly did

not confine their hard speeches to the

mere utterance of them to such in-

dividuals as they might happen to meet,

but made their infidel objections the

subject of mutual discussion, so the

pious are hei'e represented as holding

mutual converse respecting the interests

of truth and godliness. It does not

appear that Niphal ever has the fre-

quentative signification, expressed in

our common version. The writing of a
book of remembrance is a metaphor
borrowed from the custom at the Persian

court of entering in a record the names

of any who have rendered service to the

king, with an account of the nature of

such service. See Esther vi. 1, 2.

17. n^JD is to be construed with '''^vni,

and rrcJs is connected by means of "ittJN

witli Di'. The phrase QV rvm, to make a
day, which occurs chap. iv. 3 ; Ps.

cxviii. 24, means io fix, ordain, appoint,

such a period for the execution of a
special purpose. '^|.?P, signifies private,

special, or peculiar propi^rty. ''JD, like

the kindred root i^D, has the primary
signification of shutt'nig up, closing, and
then, secondarily, that of getting, or

acquiring, what is shut up, in order to

its being carefully preserved. Hence
the idea of what is peculiarly valuable

or precious. The term is applied to the

people of Israel, Exod. xix. 5 ; Deut.

vii. 6, xiv. 2, xxvi. 18. It is used of

the choice treasure of kings, &c., Eccles.

ii. 8. It is expressive of the high estima-

tion in which God holds his people, and,

in tins connexion, of their perfect safety

in the day ofjudgment.
18. 2ra is used idiomatically in con-

nexion with ri!<n to express the repeti-

tion of the action, the idea of which is

conveyed by the latter verb. Notwith-

standing the charge brought by the

wicked against the providence of God,

as if he treated all alike, the righteous

had already had opportunities of per-

ceiving, from observation and experience,

that the position was false, viewed in

application to the entire state and cir-

cumstances of the dilFerent characters
;

but they should have another and most
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Between him that servcth God,

And him that serveth him not.

convincing proof in the salvation of all the overthrow and destruction of his

who loved and feared the Lord, and in enemies.

CHAPTER IV.

Most editions of the Hebrew Bible, and most of the MSS., exhibit this concluding

portion of the book as a continuation of the third chapter. Not a few MSS.,

however, leave a blank, space before it, and several editions make a separate

chapter of it. As this division obtains in all the versions, it is more con-

venient to retain it.

The chapter continues the threatenings against the Jewish unbelievers, 1 ; exhibits

a luminous prophecy of the Messiah, and the prosperity of his people, 2, 3 ; and

concludes with a solemn call to the Jews, to observe the institutes of the old

economy, till the forerunner of the Messiah should appear, when the Jewish

polity should be destroyed, and a new and better dispensaiiou established, 4—6.

1 For, behold ! the day cometh, it shall burn as an oven,

And all the proud, and every one that doeth wickedly, shall be

stubble,

And the day that cometh shall burn them up,

Saith Jehovah of hosts
;

That it may not leave them either root or branch.

2 But unto you that fear my name,

The Sun of righteousness shall arise,

And there shall be healing in his wings
;

And ye shall go forth and leap as calves of the stall.

1. Instead of nsiin nxw, nearly eighty which meets the human t-ye. It is with
MSS., the most ancient and several good reason supposed to be thus used
other editions, the Babylon. Talmud, tiie of the Messiah in the declaration, 2 Sam.
LXX , Syr., and Targ., read nsuj-i '-ii' xxiii. 4 :

in the plural. The phrase f]y^] ttj^uj, iDO^mv ipa ni.^3i,

root or branch, is proverbial, and sig- , . , • • , ,

nifies amj, the least remnant. The ' And as the morn nig light he shall

persons referred to were to be consigned arise a aun.

to utter destruction. The Targum has In the present verse there can be no
na "111 nn, son or son's son. doubt with respect to the application.

2. The term ^'^, Sun, is metapho- Our Lord is elsewhere called ii«, Light,

rically applied to God, Ps. Ixxxiv. 11, which in Hebrew poetry is used of ihe

on account of that limiinary being the sun, as the source of ligiit. See Is.

most glorious and beneficent object ix. 1, xlix. Gj Jolin i. 9, viii, 12. What
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And ye shall tread down the wicked ;

Surely they shall be ashes under the soles of your feet,

In the day which I have appointed, saith Jehovah of hosts.

Remember ye the law of Moses my servant.

Which I gave him in charge in Horeb for all Israel,

The statutes and the judgments.

Behold ! I will send to you Elijah the prophet,

tlie sun is to the natural world, that the

Messiah is to the moral. The invaluable

spiritual blessings which he dispenses

are all comprehended under the two

heads here specified—righteousness and
moral health. Comp. Is.lvii. 19. Both

of these are indispensably requisite to

the happiness of our guilty and depraved

race, and from no other quarter can

they be obtained, than from Him, " who
of God is made unto us wisdom, and

righteousness, and sanctification, and

redemption." iCor. i.30. By "wings"
we are to understand the beams of the

sun, on account of the velocity and

expansion with which they spread over

the earth. Comp. Ps. cxxxix. 9. Those

for whose immediate benefit the Sun of

righteousness was to arise, were such

as " feared the name " of Jehovah—like

Simeon, who was Blkcios kuI evXa^i) s,

righteous and devout, waiting for the

consolation of Israel. Luke ii. 25. «?;,

to go forth, is here used in the sense of

escaping from thejudgment tobe inflicted

upon the unbelieving part of the Jewish

nation. This the Jewish Christians did

when they left Jerusalem, and proceeded

to Pella, where they were preserved in

safety. 'CiS, signifies to spread, take a

wide range, and is used of the proud

prancing of horses, and as here of the

leaping and sporting of calves. The
simile is designed to convey the ideas of

freedom from outward restraint, and the

enjoyment of self-conscious hilarity.

3. This verse expresses the depressed

condition to which the Jews were to be

reduced after the destruction of their

polity, contrasted with the prosperous

condition of those who embraced Chris-

tianity, and who were no longer subject

to oppression on the part of their un-

believing brethren.

4. As the law and the prophets were

to remain in force till the appearance of

John the Baptist, no prophet intervening

after Malachi to make any further com-
munications of the Divine will, it was
necessary to pay the closest attention to

the enactments and observances of the

Mosaic institute. That there were no
more inspired messengers under the Old
Economy may be inferred, not only from
the nature of the injunction here given,

especially as taken in connexion with
the promise of a new messenger in the

following verse, but also from Eccle-

siasticus xlix. 10, where, after men-
tioning Jeremiah and Ezekiel, the author
closes with rav dcodeKa 7rpo(^7jrc5v, the

twelve prophets, as the last in the cate-

gory.

5. The coherence of this verse with

the first clause of chap. iii. is too palpable

to be overlooked. Accordingly, the Jews
in the time of Jerome interpreted the

messenger of Jehovah there predicted,

of Elijah the Tishbite, as they explain

the present verse to this day, believing,

that as the ancient prophet ascended into

heaven both as to body and soul, he is

destined to reappear in the same upon
earth before the advent of Messiah the

Son of David. That Elijah here pre-

sented to view is to be understood ideally

and not historically, and that the indivi-

dual personally intended is John the

Baptist, are positions the certainty of

which is rendered indubitable by the

repeated declarations of our Lord. When
John denied that he was Elias, John
i. 21, he is to be understood as making
the denial in reference to the personal

sense of the term as employed in the

question that had been proposed to him.

The historical theory is entirely set aside

by the express testimony of the angel,

Luke i. 17, according to which all that

is meant by Malachi is, that the fore-

runner of the Messiah was to come " in

the spii-it and power of Elias." Like

that prophet, he was to be endowed with

extraordinary power and energy, to fit
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Before the great and terrible day of Jehovah coine :

And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children,

And the heart of the children to the fathers.

Lest I come and smite the land with a curse.

him for the great work of reformation

which his ministry was designed to effect.

Adverting to the erroneous Jewish notion,

which even then obtained, relative to the

appearance of EHjah in person, our Lord
says of John, " If ye will receive it,

auVoy i<TTLV 'HXias 6 jj-iXKcop epx^^^&^i-)

he isElias whoioas to come," Malt. xi. 17.

And Avhen the disciples asked him,
" Why do the Scribes then say that Elias

must first come ? he replied, Elias shall,

indeed, first come and restore all things.

But I say unto you that 'HXt'as ^'Sr;

^X^e, Elias is already come, and they

knew him not, but have done unto him
whatsoever they listed." Matt. xvii.

10—13. Upon the circumstance that

our Lord uses the future tense, 'ipxerai,

shall come, some Christian interpreters

have attempted to establish the hypo-
thesis, that the prophecy is still to be
fulfilled before his second advent ; but

he is obviously speaking in the style of

language employed by the prophet, to

whom the event was future, and in adap-
tation to the opinion of the Scribes,

though he immediately corrects what
was erroneous in their notion, declaring

that the event was no longer future, but
had actually taken place in the person

and ministry of John. It is truly sur-

prising that any should persist in giving

to the prophecy an aspect still future, in

the very face of an exposition at once
positive and infallible. That John the

Baptist was «"?3, a prophet, Christ admits,

though he at the same time declares, that

he was " more than a prophet." Matt.
xi. 9. The " great and terrible day of

Jehovah" was the dreadful period of his

judgment, effecting the destruction of Je-

rusalem by the Romans. Corup. Joelii. 31.

6. The design of the ministry of Joiin

is described as consisting in the produc-

tion of universal peace and concord.

Family feuds had increased to an enor-

mous extent by the time of John the

Baptist, the removal of which by genuine
repentance and reformation of conduct

might be taken as a specimen of the

dTTOKaTCKTTaa-Ls, or restoration of things

to a better state throughout Judea. Some
have proposed to take the preposition

j?, to, as equivalent to c:?, tvith, a signifi-

cation which it sometimes has, and so to

explain the passage as simply predicting

the universality of the conversion spoken
of; but such an interpretation would
introduce an intolerable tautology into

the language of the prophet, and be at

variance with the construction put upon
it by the angel, Luke i. 17, in which
only one member of the sentence is

quoted. With respect to the extent of

the effects produced by John's ministry,

there can be no doubt it was very great.

Not only did immense multitudes come
to his baptism, confessing their sins, but

the great body of the common people

appear to have been prepared by him
for the labours of our blessed Lord him-
self, and thus the foundation was laid

for the recovery of tens of thousands

from Judaism to the faith of the gospel,

previous to the destruction ofJerusalem.

See Acts xxi. 20.

The prophecy, and with it the entire

Old Testament, closes with the awful

alternative— the denunciation of the

Divine curse, to be realized in the ex-

termination of the impenitent Jews from

their own land. D.^n signifies utter de-

struction, from D'ln, to shut or stop up,

exclude from commorr use, place under

a ban, devote to destruction. It is one

of the most fearful words in use among
the Jews, and was specially applied to

the extermination of the Canaanites,

whose cities were razed to the founda-

tions, and their inhabitants utterly de-

stroyed. Under this ban, the land of

Palestine has lain ever since the capture

of Jerusalem ; and the sufferings to

which, in consequence, the Jews have
been subjected are truly appalling ; but
incomparably more dreadful is the New
Testament D^n—ANAGEMA, MAPAN
ABA! 1 Cor.' xvi. 22.

THE rNn.
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